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Playgrounds
1906-1949

chambers of commerce, RoPTA's
all helped.
tary, Kiwanis, Lions,
Newspapers
led campaigns. Labor leaders sent telegrams. Above
all parents were heard from.

YMCA's,

settlements,

s for

playgrounds

playgrounds for

playgrounds for everyone.

America
Amer-

ered in backing playgrounds.

Because of narrow back margins this volume
has been sewed to cords. No covers or
advertising can be removed when this type of
sewing

is

grounds now.
is

;s

many

billions

have been expended

for play, that the job

is

done.

It

used,

NEW METHOD BOOK BINDERY,

Inc.

3ing projects, in new real estate devi u ages thej-e, i s nee d to see that
re

we

to build a cooperative

movement. Their great asset
was faith. They had vision. They were
ready to
work hard. Not much wealth was represented.
Very little has been proposed since that relates
playgrounds that was not mentioned in those few
days of the 1906 meeting.
to

But America was ready for
playgrounds. Cities
were willing to tear down block
upon block of old
tenements to provide open space for
playgrounds.
The people were ready, by their ballots on election day, by referendum to vote millions
upon millions of dollars for
playgrounds.
In 1908, in the State of Massachusetts

alone,
forty-two cities voted whether or not to accept a
certain state law and establish
and

playgrounds

forty out of the forty-two voted favorably.
In certain cities in
playground referendums the
vote has been
ninety per cent favorable to a play-

ground bond issue.
Park leaders, leaders

APRIL 1949

that citizens shall think, because in

so

1

11

laid out playgrounds are planned

u in uurselves when

we plan areas

and do not provide playgrounds.
Parents do not want to live where

for living

their children

are killed while playing in the streets; where jails
are built but playgrounds not provided for the chil-

dren; where there are tuberculosis sanitariums but
no opportunity for children to play vigorous games
out in the open air where asylums are built for the
;

but no opportunity provided by
the city for children to grow up normally with all
the playgrounds that should be the birthright of all

mentally

afflicted

children.

The conimon ordinary people who make up Amerwant playgrounds for all children everywhere
and want them now. The playground movement has
been and is a great cooperative movement in which
ica

all

people are united.

There

is

no difference of opinion now as

to the

universal need for playgrounds.
in

schools,

churches,

HOWARD BRAUCHER.
1
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chambers of commerce, Roall helped.
PTA's
tary, Kiwanis, Lions,
Newspapers
led campaigns. Labor leaders sent telegrams. Above
all parents were heard from.

YMCA's,

Playgrounds
1906-1949

settlements,

America was for playgrounds

playgrounds for

children and playgrounds for everyone.

America

has never wavered in backing playgrounds. America is for

WHAT

HATH AMERICA wrought

in

these

forty-three years since the National Recrea-

tion Association

then

known

Association of America

was

as the Playground
established at that

Washington, D. C. meeting April 12, 1906?
Then only a few cities had a few playgrounds.
Even the word playground was fairly new.

Then

the people

in children

and

in

simple people who
men and women, came

believed

The danger
for
is

only begun.

new housing
velopments, in new

playgrounds that was not mentioned in those few
days of the 1906 meeting.
But America was ready for playgrounds. Cities
were willing to tear down block upon block of old
tenements to provide open space for
playgrounds.

The people were ready, by their ballots on election day, by referendum to vote millions
upon millions of dollars for playgrounds.
the State

of Massachusetts

alone,
forty-two cities voted whether or not to accept a
certain state law and establish
and

playgrounds

forty out of the forty-two voted favorably.
In certain cities in playground referendums the
vote has been ninety per cent favorable to a
play-

ground bond issue.
Park leaders, leaders

APRIL 1949

projects, in

new

real estate de-

villages there is need to see that
after streets are laid out playgrounds are planned
also.

to

in

that citizens shall think, because in

many billions have been expended
open spaces for play, that the job is done. It

In

together

movement. Their great asset
was faith. They had vision. They were ready to
work hard. Not much wealth was represented.
Very little has been proposed since that relates

1908,

is

so short a time so

We

to build a cooperative

In

playgrounds now.

last

indict ourselves

when we plan areas

and do not provide playgrounds.
Parents do not want to live where

for living

their children

are killed while playing in the streets; where jails
are built but playgrounds not provided for the chil-

dren; where there are tuberculosis sanitariums but
no opportunity for children to play vigorous games
out in the open air; where asylums are built for the
mentally afflicted but no opportunity provided by
the city for children to grow up normally with
the playgrounds that should be the birthright of

all

all

children.

The cornmon ordinary people who make up Amerwant playgrounds for all children everywhere
and want them now. The playground movement has
been and is a great cooperative movement in which
ica

all

people are united.

There

is

no difference of opinion now as

to the

universal need for playgrounds.
in

schools,

churches,

HOWARD BRAUCHER.
1
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OPPORTUNITY made

THE

children

growth

is

for

individual

a challenge to

all

available

and

those

to

social

who

are

seriously concerned about the effects of the
troubled and restless times in which we live.

Not only

is

there confusion in the world of

nations, but confusion penetrates the world
of children. As a result, we have not made
satisfactory progress in implementing the
concept of the whole child. This is a goal

both educators and group workers spoke of
with some confidence a few years ago. In reality,
we are still dealing with the "fractionalized" child.

What

Most

has been happening?

child's point of
ily life.

view

... There

is

vital

Like grown-ups

we build bridges and keep house.

from the

the alarming change in famwidespread confusion and in-

is

and children alike.
crowded
Urbanization,
city conditions, unsatisfrom
which there can be no
factory living quarters
for
some
and
time,
change
mounting costs in living
are all factors which have increasingly curtailed the
security

among

adults

.

.

.

family's ability to give children direction in the use
of their free time. Schools and social agencies are

trying to remove the boundary lines which separate
them and which keep their programs unrelated, but
the categories still exist and the coordinated services that children should have are still
lacking. The
auspices under which children spend the many hours
of non-school time are not half so important as that

these services be accessible, and be related to the
child's and the family's requirements.

Programs

particularly

"Make-believe" forms a large part of our play

life.

for

school-agers
need to be: day by day, so as to give a
sense of security and the feeling of belonging ; under able leadership, so that the child

can have a progression of worthwhile experiences ; centered in group living, so that
the child can learn

how

to

become a mem-

ber of a democratic society.

The more fragmentized his living, the
more necessary it is for out-of-school experiences of this sort to be provided.
It is not too far-fetched to conceive of a
society of disgruntled adults

such a background.

We can

coming out
ill

of

afford to de-

velop frustrated future citizens for the important role of world leadership which they
be called upon to fill.

may

From the 1947 Annual Report, by permission
of the Play Schools Association, Nezv York.
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Leader and children share experiences in

activities.

Jmagttratt0tt ;

"As everyone knoivs, the doors of imagination
must be opened if the heart is to be enriched"

jURING THE

past year, expansion of the number of playgrounds in America has been
the
use of the services of trained leadership has multiplied. The nation has
heartening,
become playground-conscious. In many instances, community people have been so con-

cerned that they have actually constructed their own playgrounds; in some areas, new
is being tried out. Adults increasingly have been using playground facilities

and unusual equipment

themselves, meeting their friends, enjoying program activities. More adult and family programs
have been introduced; special events for young married couples, working men and women, housewives, fathers, have been included. More people over sixty are being considered in initial planning

shady sections are being developed for them where they can sit
or
games
enjoy such things as shuffleboard, horseshoes and so on.
in
fact, have attained that ideal status of "center of community life" toward
playgrounds,

of playground areas,

and

and

special

chat, play quiet

Some
which

all

are working.

Many programs have

been excellent; but

in taking

an over-all look

at

program

activities in

general,
might be well to pause and ask ourselves some questions. Several visitors, making a
of
our
study
playgrounds of late, have presented us with an objective view. The comment has been
made that, while well-equipped and supervised, our playground programs, on the whole, seem to
it

follow a stereotyped pattern showing too little emphasis on program other than sports;
often are lacking in imaginative planning and content. Is this true?

Are too many of

that they

overlooking those activities which stimulate the imagination, satisfy
of adventure, open to children all possible channels for creative experience,
contribute carry-over values which are varied and far reaching? How would you evaluate your own
program in the light of the above?
the search for

us, then,

new worlds

many instances of original and imaginative playas.
the
for
ground
throughout
country
example, in Alexandria, Virginia, where a full-sized
takes
and
on
the seven seas, and the Indian tepees on the playpirate's galleon
boys
girls a'sailing
the
children
with
have
been
decorated
ground
by
designs of their own creation; or in Palo Alto,
This

is

not to say that there have not been

activities

where imaginative play
Memphis, Tennessee, where

encouraged by well-designed facilities for a children's theater;
summer's playground theme was "Hobbies" where hobby
or created something for the Hobby Exhibit, Dramatic
were
collected
made, everyone
scrapbooks
Club Hobby Theatres were formed, pet clubs organized, a Hobby Fair and other hobby projects
carried out; or in Lexington, Kentucky, where little girls dress in their mothers' clothes and are

California,

is

or in

last

taught proper manners when they entertain their dolls at tea, and where Lady-Make-Believe makes
calls at all the playgrounds.
More examples of some few of these programs will be found on the following pages.
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Home

of

Three Bears Fascinates

From Local Playgrounds

Children

Pat Burnett Gish

is

THE

story of the three bears.

THISOnce upon a time, in a

little

house that was

sun and west of the moon, but in FayCounty all the same, there lived three bears
Father Bear, Mother Bear and Baby Bear. These
east of the

ette

bears stayed in their house during the winter when
the weather was right, but when June rolled

around, the heat drove the bears to the
their relatives in Michigan,
until

home

of

where they remained

September.

One summer, about eight years ago, while the
away on their vacation, a Lexington,

bears were

Kentucky, playground director named, not Goldilocks, but Miss Anna S. Pherigo, was looking for
something different to amuse the several hundred
small children

who

Lady-Make-Believe
in a

pony

cart;

APRIL 1949

frequented the various play-

visits

all

Lexington playgrounds

delights children with her stories.

grounds in the city.
Miss Pherigo, out for a drive one day, was
guided by a new invention, called "radar," on her

new

car, to the

home

of the three bears.

Since that

more than 1,400 Lexington children have
thrilled to a visit to the House of the Three Bears.

time,

Children are loaded into cars at the playgrounds,

and with Miss Pherigo's car and the "radar" in
the lead, a route "east of the sun and west of the
moon," over the roller-coaster road, leads them to
the three bears' residence.

Here everything comes

Mo. Ghh

is

in three sizes

big,

mid-

reporter for the Lexington

Heraid -Leader, from which

this article

is

reprinted.

Children peer cautiously inside the House of Three
Bears, fearful lest the occupants might be at home.

and little. The fabled big-sized chair for
the big-sized Father Bear, the middle-sized chair
for the middle-sized Mother Bear, and the weedie-sized,

Baby Bear face the
which
stone mantel, over
hangs a photograph of
Bear
of
Uncle Cross
Michigan.
Because Baby Bear is too lazy to fix his chair,
and Father Bear was too busy to do it, the weelittle

chair for the wee-little

Near the outdoor oven, in which the bears can
lamb when porridge becomes monotonous, are two tables a large one for Mother and
Father Bear and a small one for Baby Bear. Bees
in three hives work all summer to make honey for
roast a whole

the bears' winter breakfasts.

When
much

the hot days in early

for the bears, they

was when Goldilocks

ming pools

the table are three porridge bowls and three
spoons, empty now because the bears have left.

At one end

little

chair

still is

just as

it

left it.

On

fairies dip their brushes when
are
the
flowers.
they
painting
And who ever heard of the three bears without

are in readiness.

Goldilocks ?

Upstairs are three beds, on which
lie, for the bears would be angry

someone had

slept in their beds.

no

child

may

they knew
Children look
if

window from which Goldilocks leaped
in her haste and fright, and show no inclination to
nap in the bears' bedroom. Clothes hooks marked
for Father, Mother and Baby are on the bedroom
out of the

five

Goldilocks' house

When

may

visit

most of Goldilocks'
Little

Boy

is about twentyGoldilocks isn't at home,

her house, too.

Pictures of

friends, including Cinderella,

Blue, Mistress-Mary-Quite-Contrary,

Bo-Peep, Mary-Had-A-Little-Lamb, and
Tom-Tom-the-Piper's-Son, are hung on the walls.
Goldilocks' doll collection is a sight any little girl
Little

love.

The
The

peaches taken from genial Mother Bear's tree, are

trees, bearing

quite exciting to children in the eight-to-ten-yearold range.

In the bathroom there are three towels.

dirty one, of course, belongs to Baby Bear.
three sizes, naturally.
bears' combs are pine cones

Outside the house are three peach

So

yards away.

the children

would

walls.

of the shallotv pool are several paint

which the

pots in

is

too

a big one for Father Bear, who
a
lot, and a shallow one for Mother and
splashes
Baby Bear, who merely like to sit in the water.

already on the stove, awaitthe
bear
the
return
of
family. Three sizes of
ing
coffee pots, water bottles and mixing bowls also

But the pot of water

may

summer become

bathe in their swim-

Lunch on the

and a few

bears' picnic table,

A

little

peaches. Father Bear's garden grows big
man-sized vegetables such as corn and cabbage;

They've come
cry of "Here come the bears
back early," sends the youngsters running to the
cars, and the "east of the sun, west of the moon"

Mother Bear's middle-sized garden grows such

route

middle-sized things as lima beans and tomatoes;
but Baby Bear was too lazy to hoe his wee-little

ished families hear marvelous tales of a real house

big-sized peaches, middle-sized peaches,

garden, so

all it

grows

is

and wee-

weeds.

!

is

followed back to Lexington, where aston-

with real furniture, in which live three famous
bears

very real to these

visitors.

Youngsters Ready
THE OPENING

WITH

of sixteen

summer

play-

park areas and on
school grounds, Lincoln, Nebraska, will inaugurate

grounds

its

this year,

in

summer playground

twenty-seventh consecutive

keeps the

season.

This

is

but one activity, however, of Lincoln's

year-round recreation program,

now

carried on by

the Lincoln Recreation Board, which represents
the cooperative efforts of the Board of Education

and the

Industrial Recreation Association, the

city.

Baseball at the

Muny

fields,

basket-

youth clubs, social gatherings planned for
young and old, playground awards, a picnic loan
ball,

service, the

Muny game

center, assistance to the

Good Time

Club for persons over sixty years of age, and assistance to church groups in their recreation programs such is the variety of activities which
staff of

the recreation

office,

located in

City Hall, busy early and late throughout the year.

and recreation
community has been long stand-

Interest in providing playground
activities for the

ing in Lincoln. The records of the National Recreation Association show that the first contact they

had with Lincoln was

in

1908 when Superintend-

Reprinted from the Sunday Journal and Star, Lincoln, Nebraska.
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Summer playgrounds
ent of Schools,

W.

are the basic activity sponsored by the Lincoln Recreation Board.

L. Stephens, wrote them for

playground literature and other information.
In 1909, the City Improvement Society, made
citizens, requested the serv-

up of leading Lincoln
ices of

a

They were raising $1,000
summer playground equipment and

field secretary.

privately for
leadership.

was not until 1922 that the start was made of
what was to become a permanent recreation system for Lincoln. In that year, the PTA laid the
groundwork for bringing the Board of Education
and the city together in the joint financing and
It

control of

and

in

vised

summer playgrounds on

park areas.

school grounds

In June, 1923, seven superas a

summer playgrounds were maintained

result of this effort.
in the

There has not been a break

summer playground program

of Lincoln

ever since that time.

for the Season
The

success of the playgrounds operated in 1923

and 1924 was such that Superintendent of Schools,
M. C. Lefler, sent an invitation, supplemented by
an invitation from twelve individuals and seven
civic clubs, to the National Recreation Association

to send a representative to Lincoln. This resulted
in the creation of an advisory recreation board

made up
cation,

two members from the Board
two city officials, and three citizens
of

of

Edu-

at large.

This cooperation provides for Lincoln the maxiuse of public facilities at a minimum of ex-

mum

pense.

In 1947 the board was reorganized under

city ordinance, and the membership

was increased

from seven to nine by the addition of two more
lay members.
Earl Johnson served as part-time director, with
a full-time assistant, from 1925 until 1932. By
this time, the activities had grown to a point where
the services of a full-time director were needed.

James C. Lewis was appointed to the position, and
the office was moved from the Board of Education
to City Hall, where a regular staff of four now
carries on the work.
While summer playgrounds are the basic activity of the board's

the

program, the largest activity for
season, in point of numbers, is at the
fields, which were established in 1934.

summer

Muny

Floodlights

make

possible

baseball

games

after

dark as well as in the daytime. Sixty-three teams
have been participating in the program. These
teams include those from the industrial, junior

chamber and church leagues. During the war, the
Muny fields were a real asset for the air base
teams which played softball and baseball games
that drew large crowds of spectators.
Special Activities

The most

spectacular activity sponsored by the
Lincoln Recreation Board was the Christmas parade. This activity was abandoned when the war

manpower and material shortage but,
from 1934 to 1940, this colorful spectacle drew
hundreds of citizens from Lincoln and adjacent
towns to see Santa Claus, various storybook and
created a

nursery

characters

city's

streets.

rhyme
downtown

parade

through the

In step with the present trend of providing speteen-age group activities, a weekly dance is

cial

conducted during the summer in the Antelope
Park pavilion, and a swim at the Muny pool every

Friday night, weather permitting, for teen-agers

who have graduated from

junior high school.

As

at Whittier Junior
girls

High for the Belmont boys and
between the close of school and the arrival of

transportation to take

them

Swing and Cheat Club

is

to their homes. The
a square dance group for

those between the ages of eighteen and thirty-five,
sponsored jointly by the Y.W.C.A. and the recreation department.
One of the largest winter activities each year
is basketball.
Fifty-five teams, playing in five

leagues, have brought the figure for this activity,
including players and spectators, up to 15,000.

A

newer

activity is the city-wide track

and

sponsored by the Cooperative Club.

ground boy or

Fun

is

age groups. Here Good Time
ponder a game of Chinese checkers.

provided for

Club members

In addition to the

as 2,000 register for this activity
tendance ranges from 260 to 735 each week.

many

The High Spot and Hub

clubs for boys and girls

in high school function during the winter months,
their dances being held in the high school build-

The

Pilot clubs, for boys between eight and
fourteen years of age, have been especially popular.
ings.

Other winter

activities

have included the West

A

Center mixed groups for those from twelve to
twenty years of age; the Havelock Center for
junior high school students

;

and planned

activities

city's

gram, Superintendent
charge of

at-

Any

girl is eligible to enter this

all

and

field

golf, tennis

of

meet
playmeet.

regular recreation proRecreation Lewis has

and the

Muny

pool.

It is the policy of the

board, in planning public
recreation programs for the City of Lincoln, not
to infringe on the activities of private and semi-

Where possible, it cooperates
The board has always been affiliated

private agencies.

with them.
with the
receives

Making

National

Recreation

Association

and

regular service from that organization.
available the fullest possible use of all of

Lincoln's public facilities for the leisure-time enjoyment of everyone is the aim and purpose of the

Lincoln Recreation Board.

Duties to the Community
ri^HE UNITED NATIONS, working on the
-- tional Declaration of

vember

Human

Interna-

Rights, on

No-

by a vote of thirty-four to two,
adopted the following statement "Everyone has
duties to the community in which alone free and
21, 1948,

:

development of his personality is possible."
Because of the tremendous growth of interest

full

in

service to the neighborhood and to the community
in the United States, it is of particular interest to

American citizens to see such a resolution adopted
by the UN. Several business corporations have
recently been emphasizing in their advertisements
the great need for all citizens to work in behalf of

For example, the Elgin Watch
Company, in their broadcast on November 25,
1948, had a most eloquent plea for such commu-

their communities.

nity service. Always, of course, cooperative provision for recreation in the community is thought

of as a part of this service.
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RECREATION

A

Business

Without a Balance Sheet

'Spring cannot be measured'

Virginia Mussel man

A

The degree to which
Bureau accomplishes its purpose cannot be
measured in terms of anything, because quantita-

GREAT DEAL has been said this year, by press
and radio, about "balancing the budget." It
always has been a problem in voluntary and service agencies, such as ours, and this year such agencies have had to face an increasing demand for

stated in terms of dollars.

this

measures, the ones that are used in dealing
with costs, are not applicable.
hear much about the Atomic Age. Perhaps
tive

We

service, plus a large rise in the actual cost of such
services. This raises a big question. Is such book-

Can

keeping possible?
terms of money ? Should

service
it

we can

find a

work and the

be measured in

mediate tangible results. Atomic energy, they say,
results from the breaking of the nucleus of the

be so measured ?

The Correspondence and Consultation Bureau

Under

of the National Recreation Association feels par-

atom.

ticularly concerned over such questions because
the funds that make its work possible come from

nucleus can be

individual contributors

all

was

spent, and what

it

know how

produced.

their

We

We

of

course, that our correspondence and our consultations are responsible for bringing in many orders,
subscriptions and memberships,
but no figures are kept which
could be used for cost and in-

come comparison and,

indeed,

such a system would, in itself,
be an additional and questionable expense.

We

we

measure our service,
unless some means can be devised to measure intangibles.
Until we can do this, a balance
is

meaningless.

The measure
tion of

any kind

The purpose

of

an organiza-

is its

purpose.

of a commercial

organization is to make money,
and the degree to which it ac-

rapid,

No

21,226 written requests for information and service an average of

a day for every

release

Five hundred and thirty people
in person, instead of writing.

Among them were

visitors

from

Sweden, England, South America,

Burma, New Zealand, China, Canada, and South
Africa. We have no doubt that the
seeds of the recreation movement
Australia, India,

will eventually spring
local
calls

complishes this purpose can be

No

up

in

many

count of the

and long-distance telephone
was kept. Time was too short!

*

We

we

can't

but

Nor can we measure it.
one would dispute the

it.

value of giving information and
advice to recreation depart-

ments on such

definite questhose of administra-

layout, personnel standards and program. What if
this information is not used?
tion,

What

shows no "release
Should
we place such inquiries on the
if

it

of energy" for years?

debit or the credit side of the

balance sheet?

What

about the boy

wrote, "All
to paint.
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up a chain

of energy.

does

it

tions as

in the year.

far-away places!

sub-

amazingly
excitingly
sometimes slow, but always followed by

prove

came

called a

new

and

In 1948, the Correspondence and

day

sets

sometimes

Consultation Bureau of the National
Recreation
Association
received

fifty-eight

is

this, entirely

our work

like to think that

reaction,

some

cannot

sheet

by setting up what

In doing

believe

about

find, therefore, that

split

stances are created, and some of the mass of the
atom appears in the form of "energy."

money

know,

specific, controlled conditions, this

"chain reaction."

over the country. These

contributors have a right to

comparison here to illustrate our
difficulty of seeing and judging im-

I

my
am

life

I've

who

wanted

fourteen years

He

He may

probably will never be a great painter.
try it, and tire of it in a week, as often

happens

Were we

old."

wrong

among

in

fourteen-year-olds.

spending time and money

in giving

problem of finance. Or, the individual may grow
to two, or three, or four
people who write in ; the
group grow into a Board or Recreation Council.

We

tell.
We don't know. Often that early
seems to disappear, like an underground
river. Sometimes, in a
year, it bubbles up into
with
"\Ve ran a prosight again,
exciting news
on
three
last
gram
playgrounds
summer, thanks to

him

him

learn to paint? If he never
a
paints
single picture, but looks at paintings with

material to help

a "seeing" eye, was

Take the old

it

worthwhile?

man who

said, at

XRA

one of the

you, and we're working for a year-round program
now." Certainly that would put it on the credit
side
but what about the ones from whom we
don't hear? Shall we count them off as losses?

Institutes, "I sho' ain't, lived in ninety-two years
His days of playing
'til I learned how to play."

are pretty much limited. Should we count him on
the debit side ? If he never has another day of fun,

was
a

that one evening

human
Take

worth anything

in

terms of

balance sheet?
all

the college students

who

visit us,

of recreation

about layout and design of recreation areas and
Shall we
facilities, make money in their work.

count them on the red side of our ledger? If the
buildings they design, or the playfields they plan,
are better because of our assistance, doesn't the

down
facil-

ities?

That ex-RAAF pilot in Australia, who lost an
arm and a leg in the war, and who is paralyzed
from the waist down was our letter, and the material on games and hobbies which we sent him, a
useless expenditure in terms of end results ?
teachers,

who

have very

those

ministers,

those

write to us in such numbers

little

on barren ground?

And

if

the effort of planting any

important?

know we sow a

lot of seed.

Some

of

it

falls

fertile soil,

remembering, however, that we've seen big pines
growing out of what looks like solid rock, so we

make a better home for their youngsters?
The professional architects, who write to us

Those

it

and sometimes, not always, we hear
about the fruit it produces. Some of it
may fall on
barren soil, or rocks, and bear no fruit. We
keep

will

leaders

make

on

terms of possible future board members, volunteer

chain reaction set up by our help go right
to every youngster or adult who uses those

fall

We

anything more? Should we say, "They're a waste
of time and money," or can we think of them in

whose knowledge

Did those seeds
they did, does
less

or

write us for help on their theses. They'll use what
we give them for that one paper but will it mean

leaders, or parents

can't

interest

rural
they'll

apparent effect upon the recrea-

movement in America. Yet the church may
hold its members better, the schools may give
more to their pupils, and the farm families may
find rural living more satisfactory through them.

don't give

up any seed as lost effort. That pine
little or no soil, but it offers shelter
to birds and animals, firewood to the
farmer, lumber to industry, and beauty to
everyone who sees it.
We can't see or measure what goes on in the
tree

may have

hearts of
shouldn't

men or in their
we count no seed

minds.

Until

as lost ?

we

can,

Shouldn't

we

try to remember that many seeds germinate slowly,
and that many plants mature slowly, once
they
come up? If they don't come up, or don't mature,

perhaps they make room for another plant and
perhaps the gardener has learned something more
about their cultivation. If there is one
a

gardener learns,

it is

Sandburg caught
on forever."

it

patience
in his

thing
patience and hope.

words, "Spring comes

Spring can't be caught in a ledger. We have to
many things to time. It is a safer measure

leave

than

tion

money

but you can't balance

VIRGINIA

MUSSELMAX

it

!

See page 39

We

can't tell. Maybe the teacher forgot our answer, and filed our material away in a deep drawer.
Maybe she didn't and some youngster discovered

that school

was

fun,

Who

can

tell

and will plan to go on to colwhat chain reactions are set
lege.
where
?
or
end
up,
they
Those local individuals and groups who write

"The measuring rods
tions

and other

statistical

of attendance

registra-

information are unsatis-

when used in connection with such a
department of human service as a recreation department. One cannot measure the hours of hapfactory

:

"Our youngsters hitch-hike fourteen miles to the
nearest movie," or "Our town has nothing to offer

What shall we do ?" do they count ?
The individual may move away or lose interest;
the group may dissolve before the insurmountable

our children.

10

piness; the joy of self-expression; the challenge
of skill and the opportunities for friendly sociability that

are important factors of

all

our programs."

Elisabeth Recreation Commission.

RECREATION

One World

Build

Dick Kraus

up the festival idea as something
Keep the folk dancing simple.

exciting.

RECREATION
would be likely
"A folk festival on our
Sounds
playgrounds ?

MOST

But, chances

and creeds,

LEADERS
to

it

say,

derstanding and friendship and

!"

to eliminate unhealthy attitudes

they would
be awfully ex-

of prejudice or discrimination.
In St. Paul, Minnesota, for in-

good

stance, a series of outstanding
festivals, with folks of all

pensive and hard to organize?"
The answer is not necessar-

annual

More and more commu-

ily!

happy, cooperaun-

summer

are,

add, "Wouldn't

in a

tive setting, serves to build

ages, creeds

and races

partici-

have been putting on successful summer playground folk
festivals, with children of all

pating, has helped to weld that
community of many diverse ori-

ages performing various national
dances and songs in colorful cos-

city.

nities

tumes.

gins into a unified and happy

Granted, then, that folk

When

vals, particularly those

properly planned
and organized, this sort of project can bring rich benefits to a

summer recreation program. Too
often,

playground

activities are

ing the efforts of

area, can bring worthwhile dividends to a summer program.

Wide age spread promotes cooperation.

Problems

can

be

solved.

How

do you go about producThat is the big question.

ing

Preparing for a folk festival through the months
of July and August can increase the variety of an

in the Spring, to plan the event.

program. In addition, by setting up a
summer's-end goal for leaders and children, a reg-

activities'

and growing attendance

is

stimulated through

the hottest days of the playground season.
Another value of the folk festival idea

that

social recreation specialist of the

Westchester County Recreation Commisis a square dance caller for the annual

sion,

United Nations Folk Festival and teaches
square dancing to high school teachers for
the New York City Board of Education.
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your own

First,

it's

festival?

a good idea to get together some time
All recreation

and otherwise interested persons should be invited, at this time, to share and
contribute ideas and to insure the widest possible
executives, leaders

sponsorship
is

the demonstrating of, and participation in, the
dances and songs of various national groups, races,

Dick Kraus,

the playin the

grounds and play schools

centered about sports and games,
presentiag little of a cultural or creative nature.

ular

all

festi-

combin-

when

the actual

work

gets underway.

Shortly after this initial meeting,
to pick a theme for your festival.

you

will

The

want

subject

should be topical, or appealing to all children, if
possible. It should lend itself to colorful dances

and songs. In Westchester County, New York,
the 1947 theme was provided by the United Nations; while the following year, they held an
"Aladdin and His Magic Lamp" festival, depicting the travels of Aladdin around the world. Playground children from each of the fifteen participating communities learned several basic dances,
which they performed en masse on festival day.
11

In addition, several groups learned and presented
more difficult exhibition dances of foreign

groups, just raring to come out and strut their
stuff
You may find a good barbershop quartet or

Other themes might have to do with Amer-

outstanding accordionist to sing or play popular
and folk tunes. Possibly, to make the festival more

the

lands.

ican history, holidays, fairy tales,

or the back-

ground of your own particular community.
Let's say, now, that you've decided upon a
theme, and assigned people to plan and write the
program itself. At this point you've hit what appears to be ) our first snag. You need a leader
someone who can teach the folk and square dances
r

to

your children or to their leaders.
This needn't be as difficult as it sounds.

tunately, folk

For-

and square dancing have been mak-

large cities have a

tion or club in

your

If

will indicate the

proper nationality, and will lend

number

of dance groups,

there

no such federa-

ideas can be found in

ing great
Several states have formed dance federations, and

with skilled leaders.

an all-around playground project, you will want
to exhibit craft articles made during the summer,
or to give out sports or championship awards at a
midpoint in the show.
Costumes can add much to the color and pageantry of the occasion, and need not be expensive.
At little cost, brightly-colored crepe paper can be
used. Often a characteristic sash or skirt or hat
of

color to a plain white outfit. Costumes can be prepared in the weeks before the festival, as a quiet
or rainy day activity. Helpful suggestions and

recent years.

strides in popularity in

many

!

is

you may

vicinity,

member of the faculty of a nearby
university who will be glad to help.
find a

be able to
college or

Lacking any of these, there are many useful
books, kits and phonograph records which your
leaders can use in preparing for a simple festival.
Some of the best sources are "Folk Dances from
:

"The Costume Book for
and Plays" by Joseph Leeming, J. B. Lippincott, Philadelphia 5, and in ''How to Make
Historic American Costumes" by Evans, A. S.
Barnes and Company, New York.
Your backdrop, or set, while it need not be
complicated or elaborate, helps to make your show
a success. It may be merely a row or semi-circle
Parties

Old Homelands" by Elizabeth Burchenal, published by G. Schirmer, New York "Folk Dancing
for All" by Michael Herman, published by A. S.
Barnes and Company, New York; "The Handy
Play Party Book" by Lynn Rohrbough, Cooperative Recreation Sen-ice, Delaware, Ohio; "Good

of benches, flanked by flags. Or, if you are lucky
enough to have a craft workshop available, as

Morning" by Henry Ford, Dearborn, Michigan;
"The Folk Festival Handbook" published by The

find drapes or other materials gathering dust in

;

Evening Bulletin Folk Festival Association, Bulletin Building, Philadelphia 7. These may be obtained directly from the publishers, or from
Michael Herman, director of the Community Folk
Dance Center, P. O. Box 201, Flushing, New
York, who

will be glad to help you by also giving
information on other music and dance sources.

Now

that you've got a leader, or perhaps are
taking steps to train your own leaders, it's time to
give careful consideration to the exact program-

many communities do during

the

summer, you

will

surely be able to get a squad of boys together to
design and build a simple backdrop, using light
Often you will
poles, canvas and cheesecloth.

school or

community center storerooms.

You may have

decided upon a location for the

presentation in advance but, if not, this should be
done as early as possible. Chances are that it will

be most effective out-of-doors, preferably on a
week-end afternoon when everyone, including
dads, can attend.

When

you pick the

location,

however, don't forget that it may rain If it is to
be on a high school football field, with ready-made
grandstands, make sure that the indoor auditorium
!

is

available in case of

bad weather.

If this

cannot

you remem-

be done, set an alternate day for the festival, and
make sure it is announced. It can be a very great

ber to strike a proper balance between songs, mass
dances and small group demonstrations with all

disappointment if you've worked hard and looked
forward to a big event all summer long, only to

held together by a narrator and, possibly, by a
single repeated musical theme.

have rain ruin

ming

of the festival, costumes, sets,

Planning the program will be easy,

If

and

if

location.

there are any adult dance or choral groups

your community, they will probably be pleased
an invitation to participate. Often there
are such groups which meet regularly, although
in

to accept

little is

known

of their work.

section of the country,

Slav,

12

Scandinavian,

Depending on your

you may discover excellent
or Mexican dance

Irish

Your

it

at the end.

local situation will

determine the sort of

teaching schedule you work out with your leaders,
and the amount of time devoted to preparation for
the festival each week.

The technique found

best by the County RecreCommission in Westchester was to hire a
song and folk dance summer specialist to travel

ation

throughout the county, teaching in each of the

fif-

RECREATION

teen participating areas. In some communities,
children from several playgrounds were gathered

Build up the festival idea to the children as

together in

one spot.

something exciting and enjoyable! Then, rather
than aim at the whole playground at once, take ten

were spent

at

or fifteen of the most interested, and teach them

Perhaps two hours a week
each place. In addition, a weekly

recreation evening took place at the county center,
to give playground leaders additional skills in

regularly.

Make

something

to be prized!

games, dancing and singing. If you cannot afford
to have a full-time specialist for the festival proand few communities can
this latter
gram

ridicule folk

way

of training leaders

is ideal.

With a

pianist, or

even with records, your leaders can work out many
of the simple dances and formations themselves.

At

all

times,

it's

a good idea to remember to

keep the dances simple

!

Enthusiasm and

spirit,

more than complicated steps, make folk dancing
enjoyable to do and watch. Keep them simple
and keep them fun
!

More than

once, during the

summer, problems
are bound to arise. Bad weather will hamper your
teaching; attendance will fluctuate; your best
dancers will be dragged away on vacations or be
taken ill. A wide age spread will make it difficult
to plan and teach, and often boys will refuse to
dance with girls, or at all. Face up to the problems
one at a time, and don't become discouraged.
Get started early with your theme program and
teaching schedule worked out before the playgrounds open. Then you'll be ready to go right to
work on the songs and dances, without letting a
few precious weeks slip by.

it

a dance club, with membership

If you
and square dancing as

find that boys
sissy stuff,

and

refuse to take girls as partners, try to get them
into some easy, rhythmic circle games, in which

no partners are required. Gradually they'll get to
enjoy the dances. Then, bit by bit, accustom them
to the idea of coupling off for certain dances.

Once they discover how much fun they can
have, complaints will stop! And, when they find
out that participants in the festival will get their
names, and maybe their pictures, in the local newspaper, they'll be mighty impressed.
There are problems, yes. But it's the net result
that counts.

When

you see a crowd of

excited,,

happy youngsters out on the field, with a large
audience clapping enthusiastically and tapping feet
in time to the music; when you see that all the
question marks have miraculously turned into exclamation points when you see that you've got a
;

show on your hands that is your reward.
And, when parents and town officials come up
to praise the festival, saying "So that's what you
were doing all summer! Not just baseball and
real

checkers, eh?"

that's a pretty

good reward, too!

(See Handbooks of European Dances, page

47.

Ed.)

Teen4ge Radio Talent
IT' VERY
*--'

FRIDAY EVENING, from eight to eightthirty p.m., boys and girls of Gadsen, Alabama,

gather at the Recreation Center for the Teen-Age
Radio Broadcasts. Recreation leaders help select
the best talent on their playgrounds to appear on
the program; other teen-agers write the scripts

and, under the supervision of a staff member, make
arrangements for other portions of the variety

program. The time for the broadcasts
local station

by

WGNH

This summer playground activity
with everyone, for not only does

lar

ant entertainment

dred teen-agers

week

but

it

as proved

donated

is

very popu-

it

offer pleas-

by the several hun-

who comprise
many

also enables

is

as a public service.

the audience each
of the participants

to get their first experience in radio.

Several of

the boys and girls go on to study specialized
courses in this field at college, while others are
fortunate enough to continue in radio work.
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Playgrounds

From an
The playground

director talks things over with the

tiny tots enjoying themselves

on the climbing

logs.

interview with Mrs. Stina WretlandLnrsson of Sweden, and a BBC Broadcast
prepared by the Stockholm City Council.

YOU SHOULD visit Stockholm, Sweden, and
wander
about in the southern part of the city,
IF
would
come across signs reading "Children,
you
come and build your own town !" If you followed
the directions given below, you would find yourself at

the corner of a natural park where, over
even above the town's own city

the entrance

arms

you would see the words, "Freetown, Stora
Walking through the park gates, on
any weekday, you would come upon as many as
two hundred children, working like beavers, busily
Bleckan."

building curious contraptions reflecting the various
ideas of a child as to how to build a house.

In this

one of the

city's fifty-some playgrounds
Holger Blom, superintendent of the Stockholm
parks, is experimenting w ith a new type of playground where "children between the ages of six
and fifteen can play freely, try out things, build
their own." Here they have at their disposal hammer and nails, pliers, saws, old planks. On a simple town plan, they are allowed to build houses to
their hearts' content. All children become "citizens" of the town, and according to the town
charter each citizen takes care of himself and of
the tools and materials that he borrows from the
r

After winter play, the children warm up in a heated
hut. Here leader is arranging the sliding boards.

common

store.
Important decisions are passed
the
upon by
City Fathers, consisting of ten citizens

who have proved their dependability and a Lord
Mayor is elected. Only three things are forbidden
;

within the town limits: to go barefoot, to carry
matches, and to destroy a neighbor's house.

The

interest of the children varies,

sometimes

running to two or three room houses, with bricks
from an old pile being used as building materials.

During another week, perhaps, there will be nothing above ground but a mass of pipes, \vhich are

A
is
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two-hundred-year-old farmhouse in center of town
used as shelter and playroom for boys and girls.

the air-vents of underground caves in the process
of being dug.

RECREATION

in

Sweden
Are
Unconventional
Wooden

blocks, boards and saw-horses are good
building materials. Above: a grocery store in action.

The Stockholm Tramways Corporation has become so interested in the project that it has donated a number of old trams, on which the children
which they may improve with hamand boards. A few old scrapped motor

may

play, or

mer,

nails

and a discarded airplane contributed by the
Air Force, complete the equipment.
The youngsters form teams for each building

cars,

project and take care of their own discipline. Before this idea of Superintendent Blom's was

put

into practice, fears
ters that

were expressed

in

some quar-

might lead to hooliganism, and that the
children might hurt themselves or each other. In
actual fact, the result has been
exactly the opposite.
Mr. Blom says, "Trust the children, give them
the chance of playing freely but not
aimlessly, and
do not subject them to too many 'don't do this
and don't do that's.' Then, their ambition will

able contribution both to their
physical

and

to their

mental education."
feels that the children's future

depends upon

the environment in which they spend their childhood. Of the other playgrounds in Stockholm,

open

all

year-round.

These, too, are

located in parks which, after being merely ornamental, have been redesigned as effective, open-air

playrooms. Playground leaders have
pointed to the park-recreation grounds.

Much

size as ordinary

In the winter time, small "sliding boards" are prodown the icy hills. Heated huts

are available for

warming

fingers

and

toes.

In addition, children play ball, paddle in pools
and enjoy swings and other modern equipment,
but always on the principle that they
on their own." Indoor recreation also
for both children

In the

may
is

and teen-agers.
Freetown

new playground

"play

supplied

however,

the Stockholm Department of Parks, which is a
division of the Child Welfare Department, has

come a

step further in

dren to play

its efforts

to inspire chil-

freely, try out things for themselves.

"

"

will

acquire self-confidence and
even a sense of responsibility. This offers a valu-

fifteen are

same

blocks, of the

vided for a ride

it

grow and they

He

Wooden

bricks and painted red, keep boys and girls busy
for hours. Each set consists of two hundred pieces.

been ap-

A FOUR-DAY SESSION

of the first National

Con-

^*-ference on Cerebral Palsy opened February 6
Over
at the Statler Hotel in New York City.
11,000 people registered

doctors, nurses, thera-

and over 3,300 parents of
palsied children from forty-two states and fifteen
countries. The meeting was held for the purpose
pists,

social workers,

of establishing a national foundation to

work out

a program of aid for these handicapped people.
One entire afternoon of the conference was devoted to a panel discussion of recreation in rela-

of the

equipment in these areas, carefully
thought out and planned to challenge the creative
and constructive instincts of children, differs from

tion to the cerebral palsied, the speakers being Susan Samuel, Director of Recreation,
York

that typical of playgrounds in this
country.

rector,

Build-

New

Philanthropic League;

Department

M. Roberta Townsend, Di-

of the

Handicapped, Brooklyn

ing blocks, climbing stocks, building boards are
popular. Games often are worked out by the chil-

Service; and Mary F. Quirk,
District Representative of the National Recreation

dren themselves, and occasionally are written up
in a booklet published by the
park department.

on page 37
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Bureau

of Social

Association.

(See "The Handicapped Play, Too"
RECREATION. Ed.)

of this issue of
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ME A STORY!

TELL
A

few pointers from a storytelling manual prepared for the San Francisco Recreation Department by Josephine Gardner, president of the western division of the National Story League.

is

than to
THERE

xo

surer

tell

way

to

make

them a

children happy

This goes for

all

story.
ages, for everyone retains, to some degree, the dehave proved
light of escape to wonderland.
this, time and again, in San Francisco, and we

We

Much
telling.

has been written about the art of storyAny library will provide a bibliography

as long as you please. But there are a few points
we can discuss in the light of our experience here
in San Francisco, where we use storytelling so

They are things which we have learned in
the field of action, and they may prove interesting

to share with other storytellers some of our
experience in this ancient art which might well

often.

be called the great-great-grandfather of

and helpful to our fellow

want

all

recrea-

tion activities.

\Ye

feel that stories contribute

a special quality

to life because of their universal appeal.

Telling

them well

time of

is

an art that occupies the

Xot

all

full

of us can be, or

professional storytellers.
want to be, professional storytellers, but

any

of us

can become good craftsmen by expending a little
time and thought in learning the rudiments of the
oldest folk art of

all.

Although no one ever be-

came a real storyteller in five easy lessons, there
are some things we can do to improve our presentation of stories. \Ye can bring joy and warmth
into the lives of our hearers with ever} telling, no
7

how

falteringly we begin.
interest to the everyday

We

can add
world by releasing the magic of imagination which is dormant
in everyone. What greater gift is there than a

matter

wonder and

well-developed imagination

Storytelling provides for mutual participation
on the part of both the storyteller and the audience. There are stories for every possible situation, and situations for every story. Whether it be
the adventures of an enchanted princess or a nature tale about beetles, the quality of wonder will
make the tale stay with the hearer and give him a

joy unlike anything else. Stories will fit into a
small circle around a campfire, on the playground,
a group taking a nature walk, or a basketball
team's rest period after a hard work-out. Suit the
tale to the teller

have storytelling

hand
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at all times.

and the

situation,

a useful tool that

yourself with the tale so that you live it while you
are telling it. How does one learn a story?
give you a choice of two methods. Either memo-

and there you
is

ready to the

We

r

rize

word for word, or learn to tell it in your
words, preserving the character and flavor of

it

own

the original.

The

latter

method

time, but there are

learned verbatim.

is

the one

some

we

stories

use most of the
which must be

"Just

Kipling's

So

Stories,"

much more effective as he wrote
them than we could make them, so why gild the
lily? On the other hand, your own version of
"Cinderella"' will be good if you have made it

for instance, are

yours by reading
ity is clear in

?

storytellers.

In selecting a story to tell, find one that appeals
to you, because no one can tell a story that he
doesn't enjoy himself. Learn it well. Saturate

it

several times until the continu-

your mind.

This leads us directly to a question which
always asked "Why do
ence to reading them?"
:

we

A

tell stories in

"told" story

effective than a "read" story because

basic

human need

is

more

fulfills

it

is

prefer-

the desire for attention.

a

When

a group feels that they have the undivided attention of the storyteller, when there is no book to
interfere, rapport is established at once. However,
there are times when it is entirely satisfactory to

read aloud.

For two or three children who can

gather around and "see the pictures." reading is
very good. For a larger group, if properly done,
The trick is this learn to
it can be satisfactory.
:

read ahead.

Train yourself

to

pick

up whole

RECREATION

Storytelling is the oldest folk art of
It releases the magic of imagi-

all.

nation which

present in everyone.

is

phrases at one downward glance so
that you can look up at your audi-

ence and speak directly to them.
This technique requires practice in
front of a mirror before trying it in public, but it is
worth the trouble. When time does not permit the

preparation for telling a story, surely a wellread story can serve.

full

We

have been asked

marily,

we do

it

why we

tell stories.

for entertainment.

If,

Pri-

in the proc-

we

succeed in teaching something, no harm is
done. But never pound home a moral or a lesson.

ess,

When

the story contains a lesson, tell
allow the moral to emerge of itself.

it

well

In regard to the technique of storytelling,

and

we

have worked out a few pointers for ourselves.

When we

talk of this

we

really

mean

the art of

For a final touch, read it again to fix
in your mind any characteristic phrases in the
author's style which are part of the atmosphere.
Then tell it to yourself, or to anyone who will
necessary.

listen.

We

find

it

very helpful to work in front of a
first shock, a full view of your-

mirror. After the

teach you much. Observe how you stand,
what you do with your hands. Watch your mouth
are your lips really moving? Without being too
self-conscious, make a few faces at yourself to
loosen up the muscles around your mouth. A
flexible mouth will assure you're being heard. And
what is the use in preparing a story that is not
self will

concealing technique so that the story seems to be
the teller's own so that she seems to be making

going to be heard ?

up as she goes along. Everyone is a storyteller
at times.
often have we recounted an expe-

of their diaphragms.

;

it

How

rience to a

group

of friends, telling

them about a

"perfectly darling thing that Junior did yesterday"? The difference between that and standing

up

in front of

a group to

tell

a story

is

what we

mean when we talk about technique. When you
know your story thoroughly, the words will come
to you.

The first question a beginner asks is, "How
does one learn a story?"
recommend this
method When you have found a story you like

We

:

read twenty before you find one),
several times. First read it for a plot, and

(and you
read

it

may

the sequence of events until you have a
mental moving picture of the whole story. Next,
read it with an eye for non-essentials, such as long
descriptions. Very often these can be condensed,
or even eliminated, without hurting the tale. Then
learn

it is

Be

time to select the characters
careful to use only as
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many

who

are essential.

as are absolutely

Storytellers, of all people, are surely conscious

As Ruth Sawyer

says,

"No

convincing sound ever came out of a human being
unless it was first bounced off a diaphragm."
Breath can be controlled, and when it is well-controlled your voice will be heard and enjoyed. By
varying pitch and speed, a storyteller can whip an

audience into breathless suspense or lull them into
complete quiescence. With a change of tone, using
a slight variation for each character, a storyteller
can eliminate the "he said" and "she said" phrases

impede the progress of a tale.
Try this before your mirror "Off with him, to
the darkest dungeon !" Undoubtedly, the book will
add, "cried the King, angrily." Can you make the
King cry angrily, without saying that he is angry ?
With a little practice you can and you can make
the princess plead for mercy on behalf of whoever
that

:

;

was condemned

to the

dungeon without ever say-

ing "she said." The human voice is a flexible and
beautiful instrument capable of doing much more

17

than

we

We

usually ask

to do.

it

do not mean to convey the impression that

is anything like
dramatic reading.
once called elocution (with gestures)
well-told story is a
has no place in storytelling.

storytelling

What was

A

complete drama in miniature, but the emphasis is
on the tale, not the teller. Gestures that come of
themselves are the proper adornment of a story.
When they are studied or forced they can ruin it.
If

you are one who

"talks with the hands," your
If you are not, don't

gestures will be appropriate.

worry about it. Lose yourself in your story, keep
your hands out of your pockets, and the gestures
will take care of themselves.

Under

ideal conditions, storytelling is

a very in-

timate thing. Perhaps the perfect group will number thirty persons, but this is variable. With a
small group

is

it

possible to build a tale slowly,

and maintaining an atmosphere of wonder. However, it is possible to tell a
story to hundreds of people, although this will
require some sacrifice. The great difference is in
emphasis. With a large audience, there can be no
gradual unfolding of a tale the storyteller must
filling in

many

keep the action

details,

fast.

There are many excellent books to aid the storyand following is a short list of them. But
one of the great joys in the life of a storyteller
lies in the search for material. This hunt will take
you down many different paths and will open
vistas, the like of which you have never dreamed.
teller,

"Once upon a time" is the password into a new
world where "they all lived happily ever after."

Books Used by the Golden Gate Story League
Title

and Author

Publisher

The Way of a Storyteller Ruth Sawyer
The Art of the Storyteller Marie Shedlock
Reading With Children Anne Eaton
The Rocky Road to Dublin
Seumas Macmanus
Bold Blades of Donegal Seumas Macmanus
The Well o' the World's End
Seumas Macmanus

Viking
Appleton
Viking

.

.

Macmillan
Macmillan

Macmillan
Tudor
Folk Tales of all Nations F. H. Lee
Told Under the Magic Umbrella
Macmillan
Association for Childhood Education
Told Under the Green Umbrella
Macmillan
Association for Childhood Education
Told Under the Stars and Stripes
Macmillan
Association for Childhood Education
Blue Fairy Book Andrew Lang (all colors) .Longmans
East of the Sun and West of the Moon
.

Should the audience be of mixed ages, aim
older

members

A

first.

at the

small child will listen to

a story which he cannot understand more patiently
than a fourteen-year-old will listen to a story that
is

suitable for a small child.

their own with

mixed groups

Folk

tales

come

into

everyone loves them.

Remember
children. Our

Don't be afraid to talk about giants.

we are giants to very small
everyday tables and chairs are gigantic to them.
that

Don't hesitate to use magic. Little children live
a magic world. Isn't radio magic ?
small boy
once asked us ''to make the man in the box sing"

A

in

The D'Aulaires

Viking

Treasures Long Hidden Chrisman
Tales of Laughter Wiggin and Smith
Tales of

Wonder

Wiggin and Smith

Irish Fairy Tales James Stephens
Irish Fairy and Folk Tales William B. Yeats

French Fairy Tales Charles Perrault
French Fairy Tales (sources only)

The Wonder Clock

Howard Pyle

is

Pepper and Salt Howard Pyle
Mythology Edith Hamilton
Classic Myths Gayley
Age of Fable Bullfinch
The Odyssey of Homer Palmer

liars if

Fables

when he wanted a record played. Children are
perfectly at home in a make-believe world. There
no danger that they will grow up to be practical
they have fairytales in their early years.
Don't worry, they know the difference between
what is real and what is make-believe. We have
it in our
power to develop imagination in children.
Surely,

we cannot deny

this gift to them.

When

children ask for a "spooky" story they do
not use the same connotation that adults do.

A

Fairytales

Moritz Jagendorf
Til Eulenspiegel
Giants and Witches and a Dragon or

who have heard our

the thousands of children

stories,

we have had

only one

Mifflin

Oxford
Holiday House

Two
Knopf
Knopf

U. Waldo Cutler
Wilhelmina Harper
Wilhelmina Harper

Crowell
Appleton
E. P. Dutton
E. P. Dutton

one of the most popular playIn addition to the regular "story
should be a part of ever>r activity. See

(Storytelling

is

complaint of "bad dreams/' and we are inclined to
think that that particular child would have had

ground

activities.

hour,"

it

nightmares, anyway.

"Storytelling"

18

Houghton,

Phyllis Fenner
Time to Laugh Phyllis Fenner

the desired

all

Brown

Little,

Ginn and Company

Pantheon

Ghosts and Goblins
Merry Christmas to You
Wilhelmina Harper

Of

Harpers
Harpers

Grimm

Fairytales Anderson
Ol' Paul X31en Rounds

Tales of King Arthur
Story Hour Favorites

thrill.

McKay
McKay
McKay

Aesop

really

wicked witch (who gets her come-uppance
in the end), or a satisfactory giant (perhaps with
two heads), or a convincing dragon will give them

David
David
David

Countess D'Aulnoy
Fairy Tales Lilla E. Romano
Roumanian Fairy Tales M. Caster

Italian
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Storytellers of the Nation
Louise Hutchinson
LOTS OF people long to be good storyYet, strangely enough, only a small
percentage ever make an attempt to fulfill this
natural urge.
tellers.
SECRETLY,

women

In this respect,

are

more venturesome

than

men, according to Polly McGuire, wellknown San Francisco storyteller; although men,
once they jump the first hurdle, become ardent
enthusiasts and exceptionally entertaining storytellers. The National Story League, of which Mrs.
McGuire was president for the past two years,
encourages

men

to join the ranks of proponents

Present masculine members

of this ancient art.
find

enjoyment and a

satisfaction

which they en-

thusiastically invite others to share.

Mrs. McGuire predicts a great future for storyand feels that television will aid in the bet-

telling,

ter appreciation of

good

storytelling,

now

in evi-

dence with respect to the radio story program.
Despite the fact that the Story League

is

a

national organization, with branches throughout
the United States, it is still in its infancy. With
everyone a potential storyteller, and requests for

from hospiand church
orphanages and

storytellers continually streaming in
tals,

centers

for

the

blind,

school

groups, playgrounds and centers,
clubs to mention just a small number
of the

League increase

the ranks

steadily each year.

This organization originated forty-five years ago
on the lawn of the University of Tennessee. A
group of teachers, who met twice weekly on the
campus after summer-school hours for twilight
storytelling, found such pleasure and relaxation at
these gatherings, that they determined to form a

permanent organization for storytellers. Thus, in
1903, the National Story League was formed.
Many who join the League never tell stories
themselves but, nevertheless, contribute an important part to the organization. These members assist in collecting material and research data for
Mrs. Hutchinson is editor of the San Francisco Recreation Bulletin, a publication of the Recreation Department.
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Chef George Mardikian, of San Francisco's famous
Omar Khayyam's, serves at National Story League
Convention. Ladies, left to right: Mrs. Dovie Insall,
editor, "Story Art"; Mrs. McGuire, Miss Amy Deeter.
others.

not

now

tives.

Collection of regional stories, which are
available, is one of the League's objec-

It is

encouraging

all

its

affiliates to

make

a special effort to gather stories of their particular
locale.

or more interested persons
a branch of the League may
apply for a charter to the national organizer, Miss
Amy Deeter, 2040 Market Street, San Francisco,
California, or to Miss Ruby Crumm, present na-

Any group of ten
who wish to organize

tional

2000 Union Avenue, Altoona,
Membership includes a bi-monthly
Story Art magazine.

president,

Pennsylvania.
subscription to

Storytelling in

San Francisco

In San Francisco, the Recreation Department
has had an

1935, and Mrs.
She early became

official storyteller since

McGuire was

the

first

of these.
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Over 700 children have attended the annual
Story Play Festival at Sigmund Stern Grove.
Audience is spellbound during show, finds
excitement in hunt for storvbook characters.

of the vast field which a local story league
and an inquiry to the National Reccover,
might
reation Association brought her in touch with the

ing in with professional engagements to prove that
a hobby may be a profitable as well as a creative

In February, 1938, the
Golden Gate Story League of San Francisco was
organized as a branch of the national group.
The Recreation Department has sponsored the

KFRC, recently
received a high rating from the Radio Listening
Committee of the San Francisco Bay Branch,

aware

National Story League.

Golden Gate League since

its

inception, and League

members cooperate

closely with the department in
with
the
assisting
story hours at recreation centers

and on playgrounds. A summer storytelling picnic
and a Christmas story program are two annual
activities which the League holds for the children.
also doing considerable research to assist
with the United Nations educational, scientific and
It is

outlet.

The San Francisco Recreation Department

Story Hour, over radio station

American Association of University Women,
which recommended the program for family listening.

This

is

further proof of the popularity of
program without use of props.

the straight story

As playground director for the department for
many years, Mrs. McGuire always found an eager
audience clamoring for stories. She soon became
a wandering storyteller who went from play-

history, music, art

ground to playground during the summer months.
Wearing a costume in keeping with the stories she
told, she became known as the gypsy storyteller.
An Indian costume was used for the story of
"Coyote and the Stars"; that of a cow girl for
"The Adventures of Pecos Bill" a clown suit for
"The Show Must Go On" and so on.
Storytelling, of course, is an integral part of
recreation at every playground in San Francisco.

are

After the story hour, the children usually enjoy
acting out the story they have just heard. Youngsters who have the advantage of the story hour

cultural organization plan of the department.

By

teaching children the songs, dances and handcrafts of other countries, a better understanding
of the people

and

For the

three months,

first

stories of

their

customs

Norway. At the present

storyteller

relates

tales

of

brought about.

is

League members told
time, a different

Italy each

week

its

and folk lore.
Gatherings of the Golden Gate Story League
usually feature a timely theme about which stories
told.
During 1948, instead of the usual
monthly meetings, League members enjoyed a
story evening with church groups of various denominations. Their anniversary celebrations are

;

;

the storytelling courses conducted by Mrs. McGuire and Josephine Gardner western division

and experience in story plays usually take up
puppetry and dramatics in the playground program more readily than do those who have never
had similar experience.
A direct outgrowth of the story hour, an annual
story play festival, is held in San Francisco at the
end of the summer vacation. Children up to the

president assisted by League members. Student
volunteers from these classes are given a regular
schedule for future storytelling assignments.

age of t\velve compete for prizes by dramatizing
stories without benefit of script or props. The
weaving of a story or central theme throughout

In San Francisco storytelling is coming into its
own. and many of the League's members are cash-

entertainments always provides an added interest,
for children love to follow the thread of a story.

held

among

various national groups.

These programs are open to the

20

public, as are
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League

of

Champions

Products of Our

Playgrounds
Joe

DiMaggio

YOUNGSTER

THAT
ing whenever

WHO

baseball

wants to do the catchis on the playground

is Alma "Bud" Shields, naswimming champion, around 1928.

playgrounds, and so
tional collegiate

Bill Dickey some day.
of the country's favorite sports heroes first
learned how to slide to second and tag a home run

In that same year and the next, a youngster
whose interests were concentrated in football became known at the Wines Field Playground in

at their

neighborhood playgrounds. Of course, this
mean that it's been just one jump to the
big league for them. There have been many steps

Ann

doesn't

ball for his

program may be a future

Many

in-between

years of learning, training, waiting and hoping. But, without a doubt, athletic activities, under the supervision of trained recreation
;

many

leaders, are helping to develop

more and

better

sportsmen.

Who

hasn't heard of that great Yankee, Joe
DiMaggio? Joltin' Joe is a product of North

Beach Playground in San Francisco, along with
Ann Curtis, champion swimmer, and Fred Apostoli, prizefighter. Baseball players Joe Cronin and
Lefty O'Doul; outstanding Helen Wills Moody
and Alice Marble, of tennis fame; diver Helen

Hank

Lui-

and Howard Dallmar also played on the

city's

Crlenkovich Morgan; basketball stars
setti

playgrounds.
Lincoln, Nebraska, likes to recall that Bernie
Masterson, football coach at the University of
Nebraska; George Sauer, football coach at the

University of Kansas; and Paul Amen, baseball
coach at West Point are among their former play-

ground regulars.
Valentine Muscato, a Concord, Massachusetts,
was recently chosen the outstanding Italian

lad

athlete in

New

England

for his fine track record.

He won

the national 440 yard run in New York
City during the 1947 indoor season, and the 600
yard run in his state meet in record time. In
fact,

he

won

the latter event in

all

major meets

throughout New England.
Jack Dempsey is a product of Prove, Utah's
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Arbor, Michigan. Bob Westfall played foothigh school and then later on for the

University of Michigan. In his senior year there,
he was selected as an Ail-American and elected
captain of his college team. Upon graduation, he
signed up with the Detroit Lions to play professional football.

Sometimes, a boy or girl who has excelled in
one sport on the playground will suddenly discover
the ability to shine in other activities as well.

For

example, Frank Reagan, well-known member of
the New York Giants football team and All-

American

at

Penn, was catcher on the midget

baseball championship team that won the city title
in 1933 for the East Germantown Recreation

Center in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He also
caught for the junior team that won the city championship at Shibe Park in 1935.

Marion Twinning, who later became national
in the weight and basketball throws, and

champion

member of the Philadelphia Turners Gymnastic
and Track and Field Teams, was an all-around
athlete at the same center from 1932 to 1937.
Another Philadelphia success story is that of

a

John (Jackie) Sullivan, who received his training
and experience at the Kensington Recreation Center from the time he was knee-high. He played
midget soccer and junior soccer there for four
years, and in 1941-42 played on the junior team

won

the National Junior Cup Championship
At the age of sixteen, Jackie
became a semi-pro, playing with the Kensington

that

of the United States.

Blue Bells in the

first

division of the Philadelphia

21

League. He did so well that, the following year,
he became a professional and joined the Philadelphia Nationals in the American Professional Soccer League.

The

roll call for

who

sports celebrities

received

on public playgrounds can go
on and on. Los Angeles, California, mentions Bob
their early training

Muesel, Jerry Priddy (of the Washington Sena-

Mickey Owen, Joe (Flash) Gordon, Roy

tors),

Partee,

among

its

many

successful baseball play-

and Pauline
Betz, in tennis; Dr. Sammy Lee, Buster Crabbe
and the later Georgia Coleman among the swimmers and divers; and under motion picture stars,
the Department of Playground and Recreation
points with pride to Esther Williams, Alan Ladd,
ers; Bobbie Riggs, Ellsworth Vines

Judy Garland, Mickey Rooney,
banks, Jr. and Noah Beery, Jr.

Douglas Fair-

In baseball,
needs no introduction

who

to Brooklyn
Les
basketball
star who
O'Gara,
Dodger fans;
in
Denver
AAU
tournament
the
National
played
son,

Reese, another name in baseball's Hall of Fame,
was in the 1930-31 midget league on the play-

ground

in Louisville,

Ted Williams,
Red Sox and ace

Kentucky.

the great hero of the Boston

used to hit a few balls on the playgrounds
San Diego, California. Two National Leaguers,
Ralph Branca, pitcher for the Brooklyn Dodgers,
and Anton Karl of the Boston Braves, played for
batter,
in

the Midget Baseball Leagues in

New

Mount Vernon,

York.

Another graduate, Frank Carideo, one of the
most skilled kickers in football, was a playground
director from 1925-27. At Notre Dame in 1929
and 1930, he was selected All- American quarterback, and in 1932 became head football coach at
the University of Missouri, then coach at Missis-

many memories
there's Jackie Robin-

Pasadena, California, also has
of champions.

Spahn of the Boston Braves; Emerson Dickman
and Frank Pytlak of the Boston Red Sox. Peewee

;

Carol Fletcher Metter, national diving champion
1924 and a member of the United States Olym-

in

team ; Olympic diving champion Dorothy Poynton Tueber who, in 1928, at the age of thirteen,
was the youngest member of the Olympic squad

pic

and in 1936, at Berlin, won the high platform
world title; Ellsworth Vines, one of the greatest
tennis players and now a persistent golfer; Dave
Freeman of badminton fame; Mack Robinson,
brother of Jackie, who took second to Jesse Owens
in the 1936 Berlin Olympics; William Holden,

sippi State,

and

finally

coach at Iowa State.

And remember
Point?

The

Cadet Arnold Tucker of West
Seminole School Playground in

Tampa, Florida, was just as familiar territory to
him as the football fields which earned him the
coveted Sullivan award in 1946 for his magnificent
ability and sportsmanship.

Our playgrounds can certainly be proud of such
representation in the athletic field. It proves that
not only are they taking advantage of their unique
opportunity to cultivate individual capacities, but
their sports

and

athletic

programs are primarily

planned to provide an opportunity for

all

to enjoy

active participation and develop those qualities of
the mind and spirit which make for good Ameri-

can citizenship.

Grahame and Jean Parker of motion picfame. Joan Leslie, another Hollywood attrac-

Gloria
ture
tion,

flip-flops and
on the Ford Field Playground in

used to practice cartwheels,

tumbling acts

Highland Park, Michigan.
Particularly impressive

is

the

number

of base-

who have made good. Charles Harwho caught for the Dodgers and then for
Pittsburgh, and George Case, a member of the

ball

stars

graves,

Washington Senators and leader

in

the

bases

well-remembered in Trenton,
Joe Krakauskas, another Washington Senator player, comes from Hamilton, Canada.
stolen division, are

New

Jersey.

Bobby Brown,

third

baseman for the

New York

Yankees, attended the local playground in Maplewood, New Jersey. From Long Beach, California,
came Bob Lemon, pitcher with the Cleveland In-

Vernon Stephens, shortstop, St.
Browns; Johnny Lindell of the New York Yankees and originally from Ontario, California. From
Buffalo, New York, came Sibi Sisti and Warren
dians;
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Street Play Causes Accidents

A CCORDING TO THE New York Times
^*- second, the Greater New York

of January

Safety Council
reported recently that the major cause of winter
traffic accidents to children in New York City is
playing in the street.
In analyzing reports filed with the Bureau of

Motor Vehicles, the Council said that 518 youngwere hit by automobiles when at play in the
road; and that crossing between intersections resulted in injury to 321. Walking from behind a
parked car caused injuries to 156 youngsters and
146 were hurt crossing against traffic lights. In
sters

urging parents, children and motorists to try to
reduce the seasonal dangers, the Council noted
that one-third of the fatalities

reportable injuries occurred

and forty per cent

among

of

street-playing

children under fifteen years of age.

RECREATION

Playgrounds and Recreation Centers

Women

Serve Girls and

through the

KATHERINE BARKER MEMORIAL

years ago, a young Indiana mother died.
full life. A teacher
NEARLY-TWO-SCORE

knew

before her marriage, she

Recognizing these problems as

of deeper

She had

fund

lived a rich

and

the problems of boys and girls.

she gave thoughtful study to the

symptoms
and did everything she could
ills,

to improve them. As a young
matron she gave generously of herself and of her time in making her home town a better
and happier place for those who lived there. Music, beauty, the cultural arts, all were
social conditions responsible

Through her

close to her heart.

influence as

with her townsfolk precious gifts in these
isfaction.

Yet, with

all

worker

fields

in

many

which today

her interest and activity in civic

civic enterprises, she shared
still

affairs,

give

them joy and

sat-

she had time for compan-

ionship with, and sympathetic understanding of, her

Later that daughter became interested in
tion Association.

young daughter.
the work and ideals of the National Recrea-

Impressed by the broad services of the Association, she studied some of

the problems of the recreation

movement.

One which

particularly challenged her

was

and women were overlooked or slighted
Here was a situation that sorely needed

the fact that often the recreation needs of girls
in the

development of recreation programs.
attention. Here was the kind of a problem which would have challenged her mother.
And thus it came about that Mrs. Charles V. Hickox started a fund in 1928 in
memory of her mother, Katherine FitzGerald Barker, to be known as the Katherine F.

Barker Memorial Fund. The National Recreation
Association,

on whose board Mrs. Hickox has

served for more than twenty years, has been able,

through this fund, to maintain a recreation
secretary

for

everywhere

women and

the

importance

summer playground

activity

girls.

of the field secretary

is

Emphasizing

of

providing ample
and other seasonal

recreation opportunity for girls and

work

field

women,

the

a living memorial to

Mrs. Barker, ever bringing an added measure of
richness and joy into the lives of girls and women.

Catherine B. Hickox, who established the
fund as a living memorial to her mother.
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UNLASHING TARPAULIN. Theatre pieces and flat
scenery are packed on trailer, covered, tied securely.

SETTING FORESTAGE. This is being held steady
for bolting to the trailer by two people underneath.

AND PRINCESSES, Kings and Queens,
enchanting things which are a part
Land of Make-Believe,
have long been a source of exciting entertainment

and all the
PRINCES

of the fascination of the

to the

young

child.

Equally as thrilling

is

the

Children's

I

dim house lights, and the babble
of expectation which runs through the audience
before the curtain rises. Put these together
subclosed curtain, the

stituting sunshine for lights, green grass for seats

In Portland,

and you have Portland, Maine's unique Trailer

Maine

Theatre.

This is a joint summer activity of the Parks
and Recreation Departments of the Cities of Portland and South Portland, and the Children's Theatre of Portland.

theatre

was

first

The

idea of originating a mobile
conceived in the Fall of 1943.

The Portland Parks and Recreation Department,
faced with the wartime problem of juvenile delinquency, turned to an established agency, the Children's Theatre, to help them solve the deficient

on local playgrounds. Out of
the idea of a collapsible stage
evolved
meeting
which could be transported easily from one playdramatics

facilities

this

ground

to another.

The Recreation Department,

in addition to prothe
trailer
took
itself,
viding
responsibility for
the
and
scheduling
productions
assembling the

audience in the city playgrounds. The technical
staff of the Children's Theatre, with the help of a
National Children's Theatre expert and a professional contractor,

combined ideas and designed and

Martha Soule, a typical volunteer in the Children's
Trailer Theatre, speaks from actual personal experience.
She is typical in that, although she had had little actual
experience in dramatics beforehand, she served in many
capacities during the summer, namely as prop chairman
and assistant stage manager in the morning play, and in
the title role of Rumpelstiltskin in the afternoon play.
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built a

workable theatre out of forty-eight pieces

of pressed

wood

similar to Masonite.

bolts.

and

It is

com-

put together with iron
After one session of instruction with the

pletely demountable,

is

contractor, the workers perfected their own process of assembling and demounting, and were then

able to unload the trailer, set

hour, and

to take

it

up the theatre

down and

load

it

in

an

in forty-five

minutes. After the personnel director of the Children's Theatre had gotten in touch with the dra-

matics teachers in the four high schools and one
private school, a company of boys and girls

ranging in age level from sophomores in high

was

school to seniors in college

selected to help

with the project.

The summer of 1944, therefore, marked the
successful start of the Trailer Theatre. The entire
work of the program was done by these volunteers,
a paid director and a few adult volunteers from
the Children's Theatre. Working five days a week,
after an intensive six weeks' rehearsal schedule,
they presented a two-play repertory of approxi-

mately twenty performances.

During the summer

of

1948, forty volunteers

gave twenty-seven shows, playing to over 20,000
children during the months of July and August.

RECREATION

PROSCENIUM. The
arch meets wings.

anxious

moment

has passed and

Ceiling pieces are muslin

flats.

AUDIENCE WAITS. A

non-technical volunteer job is
entertaining small fry brought by brother or sister.
his hair in rage when the queen guesses
name, they feel as though they have spent a
day in an entirely different world.

and tear
his

The

frailer Theatre

child

who

has never curled up in his moth-

hear legends and fairy tales will tear
the
up
grass in sheer exuberance when Prince

er's lap to

Charming discovers

that the dirty cinder- wench,
the
beautiful maiden in glass
really
with
he
whom
danced the night before.
slippers
Likewise, it is equally as rewarding to see the

Cinderella,

Martha Soule

is

who thinks of the theatre in terms of "deadend kids," Frankenstein and bloody Westerns, go
child,

more than
first

home starry-eyed to re-enact his favorite scenes
over and over to his friends and family. Sometimes the children follow the Trailer Theatre from

internationally famous, blueprints of this
theatre are being used to duplicate this special

place to place, seeing the plays again and again,
until they know the lines by heart and the actors

This
1

an increase

is

in attendance of

7,000 from the audience of 3,299 during that

summer.

Now

Hammond,

by name.

Stockholm, Sweden. Descriptive
pictures of the Trailer Theatre and the Portland's
Children's Theatre, one of the five top ranking

what we

United States, appear
in a permanent theatre file entitled "The History
of the American Theatre," in the New York Pub-

to

activity in

Indiana;

Pittsfield,

Massachusetts

;

and

children's theatres in the

lic

Library.

Because Portland

is

a relatively small

location difficult to reach,

its

city, in

a

children do not have

the opportunity to enjoy music, the theatre and
other fine arts except that presented to them in
the schools, through touring concerts, or by visiting artists. Naturally, the local movie house, with
its artificial heroes and heroines and false
concep-

minds
as entertainment. Thus, when the Trailer Theatre moves into their neighborhood park or playground for a whole day, and gives them an opportion of true values, stands foremost in their

tunity

to

see

theatre, put
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on

Rumpelstiltskin
his nose, strap

help

set

up the

on his humpback,

Headquarters for the Trailer Theatre are
call

"The Workshop,"

in

the garage of one

of Portland's old city houses. Here we hold our
rehearsals, store our equipment, and put the trailer

bed at night. "We" are the volunteers college
and high school students interested in the theatre
and in participating in a worthwhile community
project. We meet in "The Workshop" in the late
Spring to hold tryouts for the two productions
which will be given during the coming season.
Everyone is given an opportunity to try out for a
part.

The seasoned

actor

is

not necessarily given

any preference over the willing volunteer with no
experience.
is only one phase of the volunwork. There are costumes to make, scenery

Acting, however,
teers'

to build, properties to collect, and many other odd
jobs which go into the staging of a production.

A
the

day in the theatre begins at eight o'clock in
morning with the delicate job of maneuvering
25

the trailer out of the too

Workshop." The

trailer,

narrow doors of "The
whose floor makes up

three-fourths of the stage, carries the forty-eight
pieces of the theatre, the flat scenery, and the curtains. All of this equipment is covered with a

waterproof tarpaulin loaned by the City Fire Department. Once out on the street, the trailer is
picked up by a truck from the Park Department
and transported to the playground where we will

be playing that day. Xext, the big scenery is
loaded onto another truck, and the props, costumes, volunteers and their lunches are crowded
into waiting cars

and the show

is

on the road!

The

and the children gasp with
what they see before them. They
promptly forget where they are, and for an hour
or more live every moment of this favorite romantic fairy tale. After the show, which
usually means
curtains open

amazement

at

we have

after

ing Cinderella take off her make-up,

our lunches, and

Our day

is tired,

we know

They stand, shifting from one foot to
the other, fascination written across their faces, as
they watch our gaily painted theatre go up piece

took them there

dience of either 150 or 2,000. One of our favorite
slogans in the theatre has to do with this job:

"Feet to fanny make a row." With more clothesthe dressing rooms and make-up rooms are
constructed by roping off a square area in back of
line,

Here, too, the costume crew makes
use of nearby trees by stringing clothesline between them, on which the costumes can be hung.
the theatre.

We

ends when the

finally

for

by piece. While the scenery crew is busy with this
task, the "audience detail" (a crew of four or more
who see that the show runs smoothly from the
audience end) stakes out the rows with wooden
pins and clothesline. Using this system, we can
construct a seating plan capable of holding an au-

relax, eat

trailer is

down,

repacked, and back in "The Workshop." It is six
o'clock. Some of us have missed our buses. Every-

one

children.

we

start preparing for the afternoon

performance.

trailer

Arriving at the playground, we find that the
has already attracted a group of inquisitive

gotten rid of the last child who
cream jar while watch-

practically sat in the cold

we glow

but

with inner satisfaction,

that never before have these children

been to fairyland and that

The
sible

we

are the ones

who

!

Trailer Theatre maintains the highest posall of its performances and
plays

standards in

to all children, regardless of

economic background.

Special performances are given only when plays
are taken to children who could not otherwise at-

those in the Children's Hospital, for exam-

tend

make it possible for every child in
the City of Portland to have an opportunity to see
the performances, there is no admission charge.
ple.

In order to

However, donations are accepted to help defray
expenses. The Board of Directors of the Children's Theatre, who are interested citizens in the
community, believe that the value of the children's
program should never be sacrificed to insure a
profit.

have about fifteen minutes before curtain
and
while Miss Clifford, our director, is
time;
the
audience in the mood" with her fa"getting
mous talk on audience manners, the actors are

Entertainment and a rich educational experience
are but two of the far-reaching contributions of
the Trailer Theatre. There is the valuable techni-

minute make-up. Here I
busy completing
even
might say that,
though our stage is small and
overcrowded at times, and our scenery often

volunteers, receive under the direction of Miss

merely suggestive because of limited space, nothing is spared in the way of costumes and make-up.
The pumpkin actually rolls off the stage under the

participation.

last

cal training

We

before the children's eyes.

acting.

contains at least four dogs, all of which acquit
themselves in usual canine fashion ; and there is the
bicycle brigade in the back row, which constitutes
at exciting moments in the play as

a major hazard

training in all phases of production,

construction of

munity,

from the

the finer points of good

in various sections of the

com-

we have

sight into

some

the opportunity of gaining inof our community's most serious

W hen
T

some of the wartime
somewhat ironical to
seemed
housing projects,
see our cheerful little theatre standing amid the
drabness of some of these settlements.
problems.

visiting

it

the bicycles are unconsciously inched forward with
subsequent mowing down of the children in front

in

of them.

He was
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flats to

While working

now

arriving from
every direction and are eagerly awaiting the first
glimpse of Cinderella. An average audience also
of our audience are

(Miss Margaret Ellen Clifford and

the executive secretary hold the only two paying
receive thorpositions on the theatre staff.)

ough

Members

theatrical experience that we, as

Clifford, well-known for her outstanding work
with the Children's Theatre, in return for our

of the Fairy Godmother, and Rumsparkling
pelstiltskin spins real gold thread from straw right

wand

and

During one of these times, there was a
our audience

whom we named

little

boy

"Oliver Twist."

about six years old, very thin and very

RECREATION

with huge brown eyes which seemed to take
He was dressed in a rough

dirty,

his entire face.

up

piece of burlap,

which was twisted around

waist and fastened with a safety pin.

I

his

remember

had made my first entrance as
Rumpelstiltskin. His disgusted and quizzical look
seemed to say, "I know your nose ain't real. You're
only a girl, and I bet you can't spin straw into
gold." With the type of audience which is seeing
seeing

him

after I

a Trailer Theatre production for the first time,
very usual. It is this kind of audi-

this reception is

ence which

own

our

fires

our imagination, makes us subject

personalities,

the character

we

and

really live the part of

out,

and to develop a sense of responand cooperation. Everyone is working
toward a good performance, no matter how large
ceive directions,
sibility

or

how

small their contribution.

is proud to claim this mobile theatre,
and what it stands for, as its own. We wish that
more communities agreed with our belief that "a
cultural heritage is the right of all children, and

Portland

that

it is

them

The

are representing.

no one could hear me.

In addition to this type of experience, a volunteer learns to work with people, to give and re-

all

the obligation of a community to open to
possible channels for creative experience.

fact that children in quest of entertainment

The next time I made an entrance, I crept across
the stage, sneaked up behind the miller's daughter,
and so completely surprised her with my first

become saturated with over-thrilling dramatics and
false heroics, and develop small conception of true

sneering line that she nearly dropped her baby in
sheer fright. Her reaction, of course, was genuine,
and from there on the show really began to roll.

provided for them by the radio, movies, and comic
books. To aid them in their search for new worlds

"Oliver's" eyes grew even larger as I threatened
the queen. Unconsciously he edged his way nearer

and nearer toward the front of the theatre, until
he was almost sitting on the steps leading to the
stage. When the queen finally guessed my name,
he howled and screamed with such vigor and
pleasure that my lines were so completely drowned

We

values,

is

caused by the restricted diet of material

laughter and beauty, to open up
horizons which will fire their imaginations and

of adventure,

stretch their

their

own

every-day

find in our experience a workable project
which can be adapted to their own situation and
facilities, and bring new adventures into program.
will

N

Blushed

minds beyond

are the objectives of the Children's Theatre of Portland." Perhaps other like communities
activities,

Dramatize Your
Playground!

ECAMP
ECTOR'S
Handbook

and

BuyingGuide

edited by the publishers of

CAMPING MAGAZINE

. this book is a
"must." It contains
a vast amount of specific information
that is needed in the successful
operation of a camp.
.

.
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Order
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CROW'S NEST,

TEEPEE TOWER, four steel 7'
ladders and two weldwood platforms 2' x 2' and 4' x 4', and
waterproof voltaflex tent form-

ladders and
41/2' climbing
2' x 2' weldwood platforms,

ing a ground
house, lookout
express collect

to assemble. Shipped express

playhouse, tree
tower. Shipped

$59.95

four all-steel

forming a climbing toy with
infinite play possibilities. Easy
collect

$32.50

Write for Free Catalogue of Play Material*

CREATIVE PLAYTHINGS
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Unusual Equipment
SEWER

PIPES, polished logs, low COn-

crete airplanes, concrete walls and concrete
boats are the equipment of five unusual play-

UPENDED
grounds

James Weldon Johnson Houses,

in the

Xew York

horizontally in concrete, raised about six inches
off the ground. Large concrete sewer pipes, about

three feet in diameter, serve as rocket ships. One
pipe set on end, on blocks about a foot off the

ground, makes a good snow fort in the winter.

City.

most popular of the "toys" are the
and the concrete airplane,

Scores of children living in the project scramble over the concrete playthings every day, and

ten-foot concrete boats

concoct imaginative games of every kind. The
"toys" are outgrowths of a series of experiments
by the staff of the City Housing Authority, which

which has a fifteen-foot wingspread. Children
playing on these can let their imagination take
them to China, or anywhere they wish to travel.

By

built the project, to replace the usual

Some

slides.

a

swings and
found
They
ordinary equipment inadebreakable
and
sometimes
quate,
dangerous.
The first device built was a "dodger," a low
concrete wall in the shape of a two-barred cross.
It had been tried out at the Red Hook project in

Brooklyn in 1942 by Alexander Moffatt, now chief
of the

division.

Authority's temporary housing
Successfully used there by the children as an
imaginary fort, house or air-raid shelter, the

"dodger" was further developed on the playgrounds of the Fort Green Houses in Brooklyn.
One "toy" used on the Johnson playgrounds is
called a "whatnot," and consists of a series of steps
backed by a wall. Here the girls between six and
nine years of age play "jacks" and "house." When
a large group of children assembles, the game is

be changed to "subway rush," played by
going away from the "whatnot" for a few moments
and then rushing back in a crowd.
likely to

The

the younger boys is
on
three-foot
"Hi-yo Silver," played
logs imbedded
favorite

A "whatnot"
28

game among

consists of stairs leading

np

to

nowhere.

far the

children find a pile of firmly anchored logs
good place to play as artists, and draw pictures.

Younger children have a good time

sliding

through

the tipped-up sewer pipes.
James England, executive director of the

York City Housing Authority,

New

said that the idea

had been copied by playgrounds all over the country. "Full credit, though," he added, "goes to Mr.
Moffatt,

who

built the original 'dodger'."

Mr. Moffatt praised the variations on his original theme, and said that he was amazed with the
ingenuity of children in thinking up new games to
play. "To date there have been no serious acci-

do we expect any," he reported.
cost," Mr. Moffatt said, "is not much more
than that of regular playground equipment. There
is, of course, no breakage or replacement problem." He said he got his original idea from watching children play on piles of building materials,
and added that it has turned out to be more successful and popular than he had anticipated.
dents, nor

"The

Reprinted by permission of the

A

New

York Herald Tribune.

"dodger," or low wall, can be a house, a

fort.

RECREATION

Added

Attractions

Promise Adventure
Beth Wallace Yates

DAY BROUGHT a

big crowd to the
Alabama, playground and it's
no wonder, because the newspapers and radio stations had been carrying stories about this event
for days. It was the name
Something Different
Every Hour that had the children guessing.

Sylacauga,
OPENING

the whole neighborhood came. During the
the, playground leader announced the

this

concert,

schedule for the days to follow, and told the hours
the playground would be under supervision. She
also announced that each Friday evening would

be

known

as special event night, and

A

PIGTAILS AND FRECKLES CONTEST
was the "somethin' special" for the
first Friday night. Prizes were awarded

fully

specified hour.

into a private conference to

agers,

first

event was a Peanut Hunt.

who

felt

that they

Some

teen-

were too old for play-

hid the peanuts. On
the stroke of four, the search started.
small
white card was given to the winner, stating "This

ground

activities of this sort,

A
:

is

to certify that

was winner

in

addition to the planned event.

on the playground with its hands set at
that time. The clock had been made
from a cardboard mattress carton. Its
face was painted on with India ink, and
its movable hands were attached with a
brad. At the bottom of the clock the names
of the events were thumb-tacked, one on top of
the other, so that they could be removed on the

The

two

movies (cartoons) would be shown

The program was scheduled to begin at
four o'clock, and a huge clock was placed

of the Pea-

nut Hunt, Memorial Playground, June 4, 1948."
The playground leader then set the clock to five

and removed the Peanut Hunt card. Under
it was a
sign reading Shoe Scramble. Promptly at
the appointed time, the children were seen gathering in the middle of a grassy area and taking off
their shoes. They put these in a big pile and sat
around them in a circle. At a signal, the boys and
girls dashed in and looked for their shoes. The
first one to find both shoes, put them on, and

o'clock

reach the leader, received a card to certify that he
was the winner.

to the girls having the longest pigtails,
shortest pigtails, and the funniest

the

was done by teen-agers in a
manner the pigtails being caremeasured with rulers, and the judges going
ones. Judging

most

scientific

compare notes before

pinning a cardboard doll with pigtails on each
winner. Badges were also pinned on the child with
the largest freckles, the reddest freckles, and the
"mostest freckles."

A

SPLASH PARTY was scheduled

for the next

week. Even though the clouds looked threatening,
the children brought their swim suits, a lunch and
plenty of enthusiasm to the playground, where a
city bus was waiting to take them to the pool for
their free swims. They had been in the pool only
fifteen

minutes when the rain came. After a scram-

and lunches, they boarded the
bus which took them to the recreation building.
The game room was quickly turned into a picnic
ble for their clothes

room
floor

as the children spread their lunches on the
to tunes on the record player.

and picnicked

THE GUESS WHAT MARCH
One

created

much

ex-

The clock showed that six o'clock was the Magic
Hour, so the children followed a local amateur
magician to a wooded area on the playground
and sat spellbound while he pulled rings and or-

boy made a long announcement about it at Church School, much to the surprise of the playground leader and the embarrassment of his father, who was the minister. When
the hour of this special event came, the leader told

anges out of their ears.
At seven o'clock, the Band Concert started.
The children were not the only ones present for

The author is Superintendent of Recreation,
City Recreation Department, Sylacauga, Alabama.
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citement.

little
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the children that they were to walk with her.
When she blew her whistle, they were to stop and

guess what? At the sound of the

find

first

whis-

the children were surprised to find themselves
face to face with the town's best storyteller, dressed
tle,

and turned around for all to
two little boys participated
many who came to watch.

see.

in

Although only
there were

this,

After the Fashion Show, some of the twelveyear-olds served punch from a punch bowl placed

as a gypsy. After finishing a story, the gypsy bade
them good-bye, but said, "I'll see you again before

march

the end of the

and guess what?"

The next

stop was to hear riddles. At the one
after that, the children were taught a new motion
song. Another short march brought them once
more to the gypsy storyteller, who had the simple

on a table covered with a "lace" tablecloth. The
had been made from a large piece of white
wrapping paper that had been folded and cut in

properties necessary to dramatize a story. After
"playing the story," the children returned to the

cloth

center of the playground where mothers
with cookies for all.

lacy designs.
In direct contrast to this event

met them

An

hour before the scheduled time, Indian
braves and squaws began gathering at the playground for the "heap big" INDIAN Pow Wow. The
children came in Indian costumes and there was
every sort, from the elaborate one worn by a chief
to the simplest worn by a six-year-old warrior.
Each child brought an ear of corn. The leader
had built a fire under a black iron pot, and the
children dropped their corn in the pot, to cook
while they ran races and played games. After the

was the COWBOY
ROUND-UP. A few Gene Autreys rode stick horses,
and most of them had on such heavy boots, belts
and pistols, they would have been a heavy load for
a real horse. They hunted for gold which was
foil
they ran three-legged
gathered around a campfire

candy, wrapped in tin
races,

and

finally

;

where a grown-up cowboy played his guitar and
sang western songs with them.
THE COMIC STRIP PARTY brought out all of the

A TALENT

funny paper characters from Snuffy Smith to
Denny Dimwit, who wore short pants, his father's
coat and a paper sack, the end of which he had
twisted into a point, on his head. A "funny book"
was the prize given for the most original costume.

displayed was a

every child in town had been in a pageant at the
end of school. The children were bedecked in all

games, they sat around the

fire

and

ate their corn.

SHOW, scheduled for the next week,
proved so popular that several others were held
during the summer. A small stage was made, and
the children practiced all week. Still, the talent
tions,

Many

surprise. There were vocal selecreadings, dances and instrumental music.
came in costume and some of the girls wore

evening dresses.

was used

Between

for a playhouse

talent shows, the stage

by both boys and

girls.

THE HOBO HIKE was
many

children

a lunch

all

some

in

something to see so
dressed as hoboes Each carried
!

knapsacks on a

stick,

and some

paper sacks. The hike started when the leader
showed them her stick with a knapsack fastened

in

one end. At each block the leader threw this
into the air. When it fell, the children walked one
block in the direction in which the knapsack end
of the stick pointed. At the end of fifteen minutes,
they sat down wherever they were and ate their
to

lunches.

Then they returned

to the playground

for the movies.

A

since

There were dainty ballet dancgypsies and witches, complete with

sorts of costumes.
ers, pilgrims,

peaked hats and brooms.

The

last special

event of this season was a

COM-

MUNITY PICNIC.

Families brought their lunches
and picnicked in groups, a prize being awarded to
the largest family present, and also to the youngest

person present.

So ended the summer! It was one of excitement and enjoyment for the children, the parents
and the leader. The National Recreation Association's Playground Notebook supplied many of the
ideas for the special events. Ideas also were obtained from conversation with the children and
from observation of their free play.

event.

and up stumbling along the sidewalk in
high-heeled shoes, long dresses and their mothers'

years old

At the playground, a narrator called
name as she slowly mounted the stage

last year's hats.

each child's
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a natural

FASHION SHOW AND TEA was

the next spebefore
the
hour, some of our
Long
citizens were surprised to see children from three

cial

THE COSTUME PARADE was

"Psychologists

tell

us that everyone has certain
this list is the need

fundamental needs. High on
for adventure.
it is

bad,
Braitcher.

The

child will find it!

as necessary to

him as

food.''

Good or
Ho^card

RECREATION

Frances Ross Poley Memorial Fund

"A

s

desire to provide playgrounds"

A CHILD, Frances Ross Poley played on the green lawns of
her home in Conshohocken, Pennsylvania. Beauty was all

towering trees, flowering shrubs inviting her to
Frances loved, too, the little Quaker School which she attended, and though she worked hard, she found time to join
about her
play.

school activities and athletics.
It

was when she went

to

Bryn Mawr College

that she began

to plan to give of her overflowing store of joyousness to the children for whom no play plans had been made ; and, remembering

own privileged childhood, sought to give some measure of
the same opportunities to Conshohocken boys and girls. Her
father helped collect funds to provide a playground and equipment, and activities were launched under the leadership of
her

Frances and her friends.
After her death, in 1918, a group of her friends collected a

fund of about $6,000 which was designated as the Frances Ross
Poley Memorial Fund the income of which has been used, ever

Frances Ross Poley

on the work which Frances started. Aside from personal grief, the most sadwho have lost a loved one is that death has cut off his dreams, his
plans and the work which he might have given the world.
In 1926, the fund was turned over to the National Recreation Association, to be used to
carry out Frances Ross Poley 's original idea of providing playgrounds where there were none.
According to the agreement between the trustees of Frances Ross Poley and the Association,
the income from the fund has been used by the Association
since, to carry

dening thought to those

:

"First, for the support of the local

work

in the

Borough of Conshohocken

for a

period of not to exceed two years hereafter
Second, to defray the expenses of field service by the National Recreation Association for establishing a year-round recreation system in Conshohocken, and

Third, thereafter said income shall be applied annually to the expenses incurred by
the National Recreation Association in one or more communities in the United
States

To

date, the

"

twenty

which have received the benefits

fund are as follows:

Athens, Georgia

1940

Norfolk, Virginia

Bismarck, North Dakota

1941

Montclair,

1932

Lincoln, Nebraska

1942

New

1933

Greensboro, North Carolina

1943

Galveston, Texas

1934

1944

Winchester, Virginia
Elkhart, Indiana

1937

Summit, New Jersey and Phoenix, Arizona
El Paso, Texas
Akron, Ohio
Delaware County, Pennsylvania

1938

Schenectady,

1930

Little

1931

1935

1936

relative of

Conshohocken, Pennsylvania
Rock, Arkansas

New York

1945

1946

1947
1948

New

Jersey

Britain, Connecticut

Huntington Park, California
Morganaty, Louisiana
Auburn, Maine

Frances Ross Poley wrote the National Recreation Association, "It has been

a satisfaction to feel that, in a sense, Frances
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of the

1939

1927, '28, '29

A

cities

is still

working for more playgrounds."
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'ITH the stars of sports, modern features of construction in the equipment
they use are of the utmost importance. That's why so many of them use and

recommend Wilson.
The famous Wilson Advisory

Staff, whose members help design, test and
play Wilson equipment, is another reason why star players prefer Wilson.
Golf champions Sam Snead, Lloyd Mangrum, Gene Sarazen, Patty Berg and
Babe Didrikson tennis greats Jack Kramer, Don Budge, Bobby Riggs and
Alice Marble diamond stars Ted Williams and Bob Feller gridiron, headliners Johnny Lujack, Charley Trippi and Paul Christman are only a few of
this great staff of experts. Follow these stars play Wilson know you're playing the best.

WILSON SPORTING GOODS

CO.,

CHICAGO

(A subsidiary of Wilson & Co., Inc.)
Branch offices in New York, San Francisco and other principal dries

BMMttMMCBSi
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Fun For Defense Forces...

"What
men?

is

your community doing for

these

young

250,000 will soon be drafted to serve in
our

Army and Navy."

Margaret Hickey
WILLIAM GROBLER was
her
MRS.

desk

eleven

at

From

night, back in 1917.

still

o'clock

sitting before

one November

time to time she stared

then turned back to the paper before
her and wrote hurriedly. It was three hours later
off into space,

that she finally completed a letter of several pages,
sealed it in a large envelope, and addressed it to

the

War

Department.

Maie Grobler

lived in

then, as she does today.

a few miles from

Moorestown,
Since her

New

Jersey,

home was only

Dix, she saw a good deal
young men who had just been

Camp

of the thousands of

called into the service of their country.

She and

her husband worried about the sort of things these
young men turned to in off-duty hours. They saw

fine

building occupied during

World War

II

is

operated by Army Special Services.
The G. I.'s through the years have invariably
made the' same comment about the Community
Center.

Settling

down

in

one of the comfortable

drawn before the big fireplace in the lounge,
you would hear one say, "Gee, this place sure feels
like home." Or: ''I've been in Bragg and Blanding (or Scott or Devens or Indiantown) and I
never saw a place like this." They went for the
steaming hot cups of coffee and platters full of
home-baked cookies, always available at the snack
chairs

bar.

The Center functioned

War

I

that

it

was one

so well during

World

of the first to be reactivated

them lounging idly about in the nearby towns or
hanging around pool halls and cheap restaurants.
Mrs. Grobler believed that, if war must be, then
civilians should do their best to keep these young

men

uniform in touch with the influences which
were
they
missing in their own homes. Why
couldn't the women of nearby communities, also
interested in the welfare of such young men, provide a meeting place with homelike activities for
them?
That was the way the highly successful Comin

munity Center, Incorporated, at Camp Dix, New
Jersey, was begun. The Army agreed with Mrs.
Grobler. They notified her that she had their approval to begin just such a service. It has kept
the men at Dix in touch with home influences

beginning in 1917, again in 1940, and

do so whenever the

Miss Hickey
fairs

is

Army

calls.

is

ready to

Right now

the

editor of the Journal's Public Af-

Department, interested in community

projects.

Having worked hard
Reprinted by special permission from the Ladies'
Copyright 1949. the Curtis Publishing Company.
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Home

Journal.

all day, this trainee stands at
the hus stop in Wrighlstowii wondering what to do.
Community service had the answer during the war.
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when America's

vast

in 1940.

underway

program of preparedness got
Mrs. Grobler was called back

A

to serve again, too.
grandmother by this time,
she was as keenly interested in making the Center

work as she had been twenty-three years before.
She felt that she was really a part of Dix from
the early days when the fort was plain Camp Dix,
training

ground

soldiers

who

first

A. E.

for thousands of Eastern seaboard

made up the vanguard of our
the time when Camp Dix became

later

F., to

Fort Dix, and New Jersey's national guard was
activated as the 44th Division, U. S. Army.
Then, as now, Dix stood on the edge of the

reation hall of the Pointville Methodist Church,

where the Community Service came into being,
back in 1917. Later, as the USO program got
underway, a handsome building, identical to the
USO building at Wrightstown, and built by the
Federal Security Agency, was erected and turned
over to Community Service. Just in time, too, for
with the expansion of Fort Dix, the entire hamlet
of Pointville, with the exception of the church

and

burying ground, disappeared.
Mrs. Grobler and her co-workers wanted the
G. I.'s to keep on thinking that the Community
Center "feels

home." That was the basis

like

of

Jersey pine barrens in Burlington County, ap-

every activity, the responsibility of every volunteer

proximately halfway between New York and Philadelphia. Trenton is about twenty miles away, too

courts

far for off-hour relaxation.

inside

worker.
;

Tennis

were

tables

space for a

game

there,

and quoit

was

of Softball

available

;

was a well-stocked

felt

library with comfortable
chairs for reading, card tables and just about every
type of parlor game you could think of, a phono-

that the old adage, "Satan finds some mischief still
for idle hands to do," might be applicable here.

graph and records ranging from boogie-woogie to
Bach, a writing room with plenty of paper, and

Mrs. Grobler 's recipe for the Center in 1917
consisted of gathering her friends and their friends
about her in a nucleus of workers. She followed

pens that really worked. Later, in the new building, an auditorium for dancing and stage and
movie shows, a handcraft shop, art studio and instructors were included. Volunteers who had spe-

was

Nearby Wrightstown

limited, to say the least, in recreation facil-

Mrs. Grobler was not the only one

ities.

who

same pattern in 1940. These women all lived
within a thirty-mile radius of Dix, in Burlington
County or across the Delaware in the Philadelphia

the

Each belonged

suburbs.

to

some group

the

cialized skills

and time

to teach

young men who

needed something to do were rallied. Members of
the staff of the Tyler School of Fine Arts of Tem-

Woman's Club, the Garden Club, the PTA, the
Women's Republican Club, the Philadelphia Club
of Advertising Women, the Methodist Ladies'
Aid, to mention a few. Several were Red Cross

ple University lent their talents every Wednesday.
Most important of all were the good hot coffee,

Grey Ladies. Each fonned, from among members

always prepared by the women themselves. Not
once did the volunteers at Community Center let

of her

own

assumed

organization, a nucleus of workers

who

responsibilities for the activities of the

Center, a whole or half day each week.
closing day

came

When

the

in April, 1946, 1,005 volunteers

had earned the Fort Dix Community Citation for
meritorious service, some from as far away as
Newark and Atlantic City.
At first their activities centered around the rec-

SQUARE DANCE CAMP

the cakes baked in

neighborhood kitchens, the
sandwiches
and the crisp cookies
thick, nourishing

down the tradition of home-prepared food. They
knew that eating is mighty important to young
men and that a steaming cup of coffee does a lot
to make a trainee lose his feeling of homesickness.
The average G. I., coming in for his first visit
to the Center, took a little time to

The doors opened

Matollionequay, Medford,

New

CHICAGO.
Professional Training

Jersey

INSTRUCTORS
JIMMY CLOSSIN of El Paso, Texas
RALPH PIPER of the University of Minnesota
CHARLEY THOMAS of Woodbury, N. J.
Dances from

all

sections of the United States taught

For information write
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DELAWARE

STREET,

WOODBURY.

in

ILLINOIS

Community Recreation

Undergraduate and Graduate Work
Coeducational
DECREES: Bachelor of Science and Master of Science in
Recreation.

Outdoor

activity courses taught at

Camp grounds on Lake

Summer

Geneva, Wis.

For further information write:

AMERICAN SQUARES
121-7

oriented.

room, simply

GEORGE WILLIAMS COLLEGE

June 20th to 26th, 1949

Camp

become

into a vast living

Admissions Counsellor, George Williams College
N. J.

53rd and

Drexel Avenue,

Chicago

15,

Illinois
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but tastefully furnished, with comfortable chairs
facing a gigantic fireplace. Doors at either side of
the fireplace led to the auditorium. The new trainee
would finger the change in his pocket, sidle over
to the counter and ask, "How much is coffee?"

When

assured

it

was

free,

he would add,

"How

much

for a piece of cake?" "Everything is free
here," he was told. Some soldiers retorted, "I've

been
is

camps before coming to Dix, and this
time I've seen anything free yet."

in eight

the

first

There was the boy who

sat

by himself, imper-

vious to friendly overtures made by other servicemen or hostesses. Finally, he walked over to grayhaired Myrtle Henderson, who was setting out

and cookies and pie, ready for the
evening rush. "Lady," he pleaded shyly, "will you
talk to me a minute? You look just like my
plates of cake

mother."

And

the

women who

ran Community

Center always had time to talk to homesick boys.

Husbands were welcome

They

as

volunteers,

too.

provided transportation for the
helped carry the trays of food. They

usually

women and

took charge of the soldiers' coats and caps, and
were ready to provide a fourth hand at bridge.

One

of the husbands, Jack Werner, was drawn
group of Iowa farm boys, members of the

start picking up the workers, for Dix was
good hour's drive away. (Remember the thirtyfive mph wartime driving speed?)
The nine to five p.m. groups would be just going
off duty when Jack's carload, and another from
the Jenkintown Women's Republican Club, would
arrive. Quickly the new workers would take over
Frank Jacobson and Jack in the checkroom,
where as many as 2,400 coats and caps were
counted in one evening; the ladies in hour-on,
hour-off shifts, in the kitchen and at the coffee bar.
The hour-off would be spent just wandering

would

a

around, talking to any boy

looked as

if

he

speaker would issue a summons for a "fourth at
bridge," or "a couple of guys for pinochle." Then
the

men

in the

checkroom would

yell for relief

and

take a hand.

And what does it all add up to? Nothing more
and nothing less than a place that truly "feels
like home." A place that was needed in 1917, in
1940, and is needed again today. And it can be
provided at any

lowing

into a

Armored Division. They were outward bound
and knew it. They were scared, too not of the

who

needed a friendly chat, or sewing on buttons and
insignia. Some time during the evening the loud-

Army

post in the country, by fol-

this simple pattern.

Recreation Volunteers Needed

ist

Luftwaffe, or the U-boats, but of the sea.

"What's it like?" one towheaded youngster
asked Werner. "Did you ever get seasick?"
Navy veteran of World War I, Jack Werner

A

was able to reassure them.
what they had to face, what

He

told

his

own

them exactly
reactions had

been twenty-odd years before. They went back to
their barracks comforted.
Volunteers

loved

their

work

at

Community

it was no "snap."
Betty Werner, for
had charge of the five to eleven p.m. shift
on Saturdays. Actually, her job began on Tuesday or Wednesday, when she spent a good part of
the day on the telephone, reminding friends in
Riverton and Palmyra of their duties. "Don't forget that Saturday's our day at Dix," she'd tell
them. "Can you make another of those burntsugar cakes you do so well?" (Or a Dutch apple
whatpie, or lemon tarts, or a batch of fudge
ever was the specialty of the phonee.) She listed

Center, but
instance,

the promised contributions carefully and
another list of the workers.
all

made

At two p.m. Saturday
Jack, took over.

afternoon, her husband,
First he collected the food, not

forgetting to stop at a nearby farm on the pike for
a basket of fresh-picked peaches or apples, depend-

ing on the season.

APRIL 1949

With

his car trunk filled, he

is a word we use a good deal in time
During the years 1941 through 1945, civilians worked hard to keep high the morale of the
men defending our country. Today the word seems

"Morale"

of war.

remote
try's

as does our obligation to share the counof defense. Morale has great signifi-

program

cance, however, for the 250,000 young men
will soon be drafted to serve in our Army

And

Navy.
these

the

word

is

who
and

close to the families of

young men, who know

tary force

healthy

is

often

facilities for

left

that a peacetime miliwithout necessary and

normal recreation.

What is your community doing to keep these
young men from losing touch with civilian life?
Have you a part in this program ? These new men
in uniform, generally in their formative years, need
the simple, friendly services which civilians can

give.

It

may

be a pleasant place to read in

off-

duty hours, or a snack bar where soft drinks and

homemade
little

Red

cookies are dispensed. These are the
things which help morale. The USO, the
Cross, the community service clubs, the

churches

each should have a part in the business
and there is a place in this

of peacetime morale,

program

for you.

"Being a volunteer for a worthy cause is a privilege that brings deep pride and satisfaction." Rabbi
Bernard Baskin, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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Friday, from i p.m. to 9 p.m. The two trained
playground leaders, a man and a woman, have
arranged an attractive program for the week for

Meet the Smith Family

all

In campaign for recreation
levy, the Recreation Department of Akron, Ohio, sends
out leaflet carrying the fol-

lowing story, -with pictures.

members

of the family.

Billy plays on the cherub Softball team as well
as in the playground orchestra, which gives a concert in a different park each week.
also likes

He

to play ping-pong, checkers, and listen to stories.
Betty plays in the playground orchestra, takes
part in playground dramatics and likes to make

useful articles for her

She goes

to the

mqther

in handcraft classes.

Fun Park playground once

a week-

tor tennis instruction.

MEET John Smith, Mrs. Smith, Tommy
Smith
FOLKS, age fifteen, Betty Smith age thirteen, and Billy Smith
age nine. Mr. Smith works
in a rubber factory and owns an average home in
Akron, Ohio.

He

pays the 2/10 mill recreation lev}- tax which
to sixty cents per year, or less than two
cents per week. This amount provides supervision

Tommy

plays on the playground intermediate

softball team, the boys' volleyball team
tain of the Playground Safety Patrol.

and

He

is

cap-

goes to

the park once a week for tennis instruction, and
to the baseball school. He also plays in the
High

School Recreation Band, which gives concerts once
week in a different park.

amounts

a

and equipment for the summer playground at
Jones School two blocks away and at the Fun
Park playground, which is eight blocks away.
Billy, Betty and Tommy all go to the Jones
School playground which is open Monday through

nic Friday evening.

Mom

and Pop are going

to the

playground pic-

Mom will play on the mother's

team while Pop has signed up with the dad's squad.
Dad won the playground horseshoe pitching championship. Both Mom and Dad enjoy going to the
recreation orchestra and band concerts, as well as
to baseball and softball games.
In the winter time, Tommy and Betty go to the
community center once a week, where they play
basketball, volleyball, ping-pong and have a social
party once a month. They also go skating several

times a week.
All

of these

clean,

wholesome

activities,

and

many more sponsored by

the Recreation Department, are paid for by Pop's sixty cents a year,
2/ioths of a mill recreation levy tax.
''Yes, sir,"

DIAMOND

SUPER RINGER
Perfectly balanced for easy control.

forged

from special carbon

Pop Smith

says, "that sixty cents

than the cost of one movie) is sure the best
investment I ever made for this family."
(less

steel,

Drop
heat-

Whatcha Coin'

to

do

Summer?

this

treated to prevent chipping or breaking. A
beautiful shoe designed for professionals
and for amateurs who know the value of a

good shoe.
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond

Pitching Horseshoe Outfits
Super Ringer Shoes
Eagle Ringer Shoes
Standard Official Shoes
Double Ringer Shoes
Junior Pitching Shoes
Stakes and Official
Horseshoe Courts

DIAMOND CALK

HORSESHOE COMPANY
4610
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GRAND AVENUE

DULUTH, MINN

You better order the

Summer Playground Notebook NOW
VL issues $1.50

National Recreation Association
315 Fourth Avenue

New

York

10.

New

York
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"We
Play, Too

The Handicapped

CHILDREN DO not
in the special
HANDICAPPED

feel OUt-of-plaCC

recreation classes conducted

them by the Jefferson County, Kentucky, Playground and Recreation Board. Here a child's uncoordinated attempts to bounce a rubber ball go
unnoticed by the other children, and awkwardness

no occasion for staring and commenting.
This experimental program, believed to

victims and blind children. Expert supervision is
required when the children who are able use the
swings or see-saws. They know what they want
to do, but their bodies do not always respond. One

whose

special project in

one group was teaching a blind boy to catch a ball
by listening to the bounce, is herself a spastic.
This program is quite an undertaking, according to Charlie Vettiner, director of the Board.
"These handicapped children might be self-conscious with other children.

Our

theory is that they
will learn to play, and eventually be able to play
ivith other children without the embarrassment
that

is

see movies,

ones.

meet old friends and

We

pass long days like regular girls and guys ....
"In fact, now it's almost like looking forward
to

to

Christmas on Tuesdays, for Tuesday is our day
really have a wonderful time, thanks to the

Board's big hearts.
(See "Pioneering

be

imique among county or city recreation departments, includes a class at four Louisville schools
each week, attended by spastics, polio and arthritis

of the class instructors,

now

have a swell time playing
ball
and
other
volley
games with others like ourselves who used to just sit around home wondering why there wasn't something we could do to

for

is

can

make new

.

.

."

in Cerebral Palsy,"

page

15.

Ed.)

Unmet Needs
rriHE ASSOCIATION FOR Childhood Education,

in

developing and planning action for 1949

to

-

195 1 sent out a questionnaire to their local branches
asking them to list the unmet needs of children.
,

Out

from these branches, 131 put
recreation as an unmet need. Fifty-four listed
playgrounds and playground equipment as being
an unmet need. This had to do with children over
of 137 replies

six years of age.

In the questionnaire dealing with children less
than six years old, forty-four replies listed play-

grounds and playground equipment, and twentysix listed recreation as the

unmet need.

so painful to childhood. And I believe we
So far the program has worked wonder-

are right.

fully well."

That the undertaking has been successful in providing a good time for the handicapped is evidenced by the following letter written by Don
Gillespie, a teen-ager, to the Louisville Times
:

"My Mom

and

to the Jefferson

tion

Board

I

want

to write a letter of thanks

County Playground and Recrea-

for giving a swell break to cripples.

first CAoice

GRANTLAND RICE'S

SCORE GUIDES

Simplified

For the Best Records
Large Scoring Area
Stiff Back

Best Construction
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Every Sport!

|

i
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75c&
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Available
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* Basketball,

$1.50
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Sporting Goods Stores

*
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l
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Write or wire for prices

on these KOLITE balls

V Basketball
V Football

V Soccer

Ball

WITH THE KOLITE* COVER
"Looks right
are the opinSuch
right"
ions of great coaches and famous players!
Our new Seamless 580 has all that and a
"This ball has everything"
feels right

lot

more.

To

is

.

.

Kolite

.

cover

.

.

.

.

ample of Seamless

a cover that "stays

.

3,

100%

perfection

.

yet priced

*Patent pending.
1877

DIVISION

CONN.,

.

.

quality!

THE SEAMLESS RUBBER COMPANY
NEW HAVEN

.

.

Kolite gives you a ball that comes very
close to

FINEST QUALITY SINCE

GOODS

.

.

.

new" longer than leather or rubber and
will not mark the court.

ATHLETIC

.

.

.

the carcass or body of the fatruly remark-

KOLITE

a basically new abrasion resistTougher than rubber . .

Looks and feels like fine leather
Outwears both
Scuff100 % waterproof
Another exproof and mildew-proof

mous 580 we have added a
able

is

ant material

. . .

U. S. A.

right.

the response to the pamphlet

At Headquarters
Virginia Musselman
.

. .

was overwhelming.

She, therefore, is justified in feeling that this project is one of the most satisfying that she has un-

dertaken while with the Association.
Naturally, in her capacity as consultant, she
all the latest publications, re-

must keep up with

ports of recreation commissions, experiments in
various communities, what is being done recrea-

tion-wise everywhere, latest hobbies, newest trends
ad infinitum. During the course of these activities, too,

she

tographs,

new

and

always finding choice tidbits, phoideas which intrigue her. With these
enthusiasm in hand, she is apt to swoop hopeis

fully

down upon an unsuspecting

ber

the staff of

Service

Bulletin

fellow staff

mem-

RECREATION magazine and
included

saying,

the

"Don't you

want to print this?"
These last two years she has taken over the
writing of the Summer Playground Notebook and
a good thing too, for more than ever, if possible, it
is bristling with ideas and suggestions.
(At this
writing the

new

edition

is

just off the press.

you ordered? See page 36.

Have

Ed.)

Virginia Musselman says, in looking back, that
she got into recreation work not quite by accident.

While

EVERYONE IN the

recreation field

job

with Virginia Musselman, of the
National Recreation Association, at one time or

first

To many, she is a name
bottom of a warm, understanding

forth

PRACTICALLY
corresponds
another.

signed at the
letter

which

perhaps
up some
having to do with program, equipment, adminis-

problem of recreation

clears

still

in

high school, she obtained her

first

one of the playgrounds in the
recreation program of her home town, Danin charge of

Virginia. All summer she rode back and
on the trolley, earning her first money the
tremendous sum of ninety dollars for the season.
She promptly spent it for what she wanted most

ville,

in life at the

moment

a white turtleneck sweater,

what-have-you, or offering
suggestions for hobbies, games, a thesis, and so on.
To the office mail-room she is the recipient of the

a good tennis racquet and a pair of red shoes
has never felt so wealthy since

heaviest batch of daily mail, for she is in charge of
the Correspondence and Consultation Bureau.

Fredericksburg, Virginia (now Mary Washington
College), she majored in English and history. In
addition, remembering childhood hours spent in

tration, organization,

Actually, Virginia is tall, striking looking, and
has a wide and ready smile. She always wears gay
colors, keeps flowers on her desk, speaks with a

and

!

When

she went off to State Teachers College in

the lovely grove around the elementary school,
playing Prisoners' Base, basketball in winter and

Southern accent, and is interested in just
about everything. She has a habit, too, of getting
steamed up about some one thing, dashing off to a

tennis every morning in summer, she blithely signed
up for all the sports and recreation activities avail-

secluded corner and writing about it. Almost invariably, it turns out to be on a subject where help
or information is sorely needed. Thus, out of the

ticipation

soft

blue
in

so to speak

"Teen Trouble," "Home Play

Wartime," and various others of the National

Recreation booklets have been born at a time

when

there has seemed to be no other publications on the
market offering suggestions in these areas of work.

Since the appearance of "Teen Trouble," much
good material on the subject of teen centers has appeared. But, at that time, there
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was nothing

and

able.

The unexpected result of such energetic parcame as a great surprise. At the end of

her third year she was called into the office and
many physical education credits,

told that, with so

she had completed her college course in three years.
In other words, she was through finis! During
those three years, she had played on the basketball
team, played hockey, tennis, been active in the

dramatics club and, for two years, had been in
charge of the college year book. This last activity

gave her the chance to do the writing that she
loved. She has been doing it ever since.
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After her abruptly concluded college days, she
taught English for two years, thoroughly enjoying
the sharing of her appreciation of English litera-

and

rain.

Upon

returning to

Xew

York, she remained with

One

same organization to do emergency recreation
work with private agencies and later to help with
training for recreation work in its special Recrea-

tidings.

tion Training School.
It was in 1941, as a natural course of
events, that
she found her way to the National Recreation As-

ture and helping in the coaching of school athletics.

teaching job, in South Dakota, was accepted
rather hurriedly and, after she was comfortably
ensconced, Virginia wrote home, breaking the glad

She received an immediate and bewildered

the

wire from her mother, "Where is South Dakota ?"
After a year, however, the Southern girl grew

sociation,

homesick for the trees and hills of the Eastern seal>oard. She returned, therefore, for a year at Columbia University, and registered for those courses
which appealed to her most sandwiching a course
in swimming in-between many hours of literature.
This was one sport which she had never had a

suited her to consultation responsibilities and, immediately, she was working with George Butler in
the Correspondence and Consultation Bureau.

chance to learn.
future, one of her friends suggested that

on page nine of this issue of RECREATION.
She lives in midtown Xew York and shares a
little house in Connecticut with her
apartment mate.

she might like a camping job. She followed up this
idea with alacrity, and for the next three years was
director of a teen-age summer camp, under the

ends, she loves to putter about doing the "outside
work," as she puts it building walls, walks, spray-

While
upon the

there,

and more or

less trying to decide

sponsorship of a social agency, serving under-privileged children of all nationalities. These children,
knowing little or nothing of the country, came in
two groups, for five weeks each during the season,

and Virginia Musselman found working with them
a worthwhile and rewarding experience. To many
of the boys and girls, unable to pronounce her
name, she became known forever after as "Miss
Muffleson."

Among the many humorous events of those summers, she particularly recalls the violent thunderstorms which terrified her. The campers lived and
slept in a

storms, in

becoming a regular member of the staff
June of that year. Her experience and interests

Virginia Musselman gives much to her job. Deher work with the Association are described
in her article,
Business Without a Balance Sheet,

tails of

A

There, in

summer and on

fall

week-

ing bugs, transplanting flowers, working in her
Gardening, plant raising, birds, nature

garden.

subjects are her hobbies.

home to be fitted
somewhere. Years ago, her father
came from Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, and
too, there are the trips

Then,

into her schedule

in Danville.
When accused of being a
Southerner, Virginia Musselman says, "Well, I
must be part Northern, part Southern. When, as
a child, I visited my Northern relatives, we fought

settled

the Civil

War

from the Northern

home we always fought

it

One

side,

the other

while at

way !"

of her

wandering about, during these
the middle of the night
spurred on by
is

of

Music Strengthens Friendly Ties
Observe

NATIONAL MUSIC WEEK

her responsibility as director, but consumed with
fear

spring and

huge building, the sides of which could

be thrown open to the out-of-doors.

memories

in

and trembling

to close the shutters to

"Tops"

wind

May

1-8,

1949

in

Good Sport
LEARN ABOUT

TRAMPOLINING
Founded by

NISSEN

Creator of America's
Standard

A

First

TRAMPOLINE

playground attraction for all ages.
Write for FREE LITERATURE.

lively

NISSEN TRAMPOLINE
200

A AVENUE

NW

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

National Society for Crippled Children and
Adults, 11 So. LaSalle St., Chicago 3,

111.

RECREATION

PAYS/
Bathers naturally prefer a pool that is always sparkling
why it pays you to paint with RAMUC. RAMUC is a
special waterproof enamel that gives a gleaming tile-like finish
a finish that is easy to clean and to keep
to concrete surfaces

clean. That's

a finish that definitely discourages algae growth. No need
to paint every year, either 1 RAMUC lasts season after season
without blistering, peeling or fading even under the strongest
sun. Available in 12 attractive colors.

clean

Keep water sparkling, too!
Eliminate unsightly algae and slime with EXALGAE, a marvelous
new liquid by the makers of RAMUC. EXALGAE not only destroys
algae but prevents further growth! It's colorless, odorless, will
not stain pool finishes nor irritate the skin or eyes.
For complete information about these profit-building prodwrite for
ucts
plus helpful hints on pool maintenance
"Swimming Pool Handbook." It's free!

Rantuc

Exalgae, Registered Trademarks

INERTOL CO., INC.

"

'A

480 Frelinghuysen Avenue

19 South Park

Newark

San Francisco

5, N. J.

7, Calif.

Safe Swing Seat

ORDER TODAY
FLEXI gently squeezes user
Malleable cadmium plated

No

The FLEXI is evidence that the administration is doing
its utmost to protect children from
bodily injury

tilting

fittings

Four ply rubberized fabric
Will outwear wood seats
Fittings are

FLEXI does not allow user to stand up
high flying by single or double occupants

No

clamped to belting and riveted

Price $3.85 F.O.B. Factory

\
IT

CAN AND DOES HAPPEN

SAFETY FIRST

CHAMPION RECREATION EQUIPMENT
BOX
HIGHLAND PARK,
P.O.
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474,

ILL.
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Observe the

Reg. U.

SAFE

Cubical Construction

S. Pat. Off.

Climbing structure
because made up of
compartments: SAFE...
because a secure handhold

SAFE

.

.

.

cellular

is

always within easy reach!

There are many imitators of JUNGLE GYM
but no imitation has the safe cubical construction that has set JUNGLEGYM apart from
all

other climbing structures since

its

introduction

nearly a third of a century ago. More than one hundred million child-play-hours have been devoted
to

JUNGLEGYM

without a single serious accident.

wonder thousands of JUNGLEGYMS

are in daily use

No
from

Why not give the children of your playthe
now?
ground
advantages of JUNGLEGYM
coast to coast!

.

.

.

WRITE FOR
illustrated bulletin

on Porter's 1949
streamlined line
that will save you

Money...
Time/
\\

PORTER
MANUFACTURERS

OF

PLAYGROUND, GYMNASIUM AND

Exclusive MAKERS OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS

OTTAWA, ILLINOIS

SWIMMING POOL EQUIPMENT

JUNGLEGYM
Rg.
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CORPORATION

U. S. Pot. Off.

STRUCTURE,

RECREATION

RECREATION CONGRESS

SEPTEMBER
THE

12-16, 1949

FIRST TIME in twenty years, the National

Recreation Congress will move into the deep
South. In New Orleans, one of America's most
picturesque cities, delegates from all parts of the
nation will congregate and all who are interested
;

movement are

in the recreation

cordially invited

to attend.

We call your
tion in

New

special attention to the hotel situa-

Orleans and ask the cooperation of

all

prospective delegates.

Reservations for rooms during the Recreation
Congress must be made through a central housing
bureau set up in the New Orleans Recreation Department. A special form for your use has been preIf

pared.

and mail

you have received one, please fill it out
to Richard Dixon, New Orleans Rec-

it

reation Department, City Hall, New Orleans 12,
Louisiana. If you have not, the following information should be sent with

your request for rooms

:

Please reserve for me, during the Recreation
Congress, a (double bed or twin beds) room. My

choice of hotel

is

:

Second

First choice

Third choice

choice
I

expect to arrive about

(a,m-p.m.) on (date}.

I

expect to leave about

(a.m.-p.m.)

on (date).

Very few bedrooms for single occupancy are availEveryone who can is urged to share a room.

able.

I will

share a twin bedroom with

(Note

both parties should

REMARKS
Name

make a

reservation.)

Agency

Rooms have been

Roosevelt

scheduled in the following

added

later.

new

longer

.

.

.

Stays

and therefore saves money!

SEAMLESS PRO-CAP ATHLETIC TAPE.
Little or

APPROXIMATE RANGE OF ROOM RATES
Twins
Doubles
Singles

(headquarters) ..... $11-12
$7-8-9
Jung ................. $8-9-10-11-12 $7-8-9
Monteleone .......... $8-9-10-11-12 $7-8-9
St. Charles ........... $8-9-10-11-12
$7-8-9
New Orleans ......... $8
$6-7
DeSoto .............. $7-8
$5-6
Lafayette ............ $6-7
$5-6
LaSalle .............. $6-7-8
$5-7
Pontchartrain ........ $7.50-12
$2.50-7.50
Bienville ............. /
no rates quoted.
Orleans .............. I
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official-

SAV-A-LEG HOME PLATE. The official home
plate in both Major Leagues! Bevels into
the ground. Prevents accidents in sliding.

Address

hotels. Additional hotels will be

SAV-A-PITCH PITCHER'S PLATE. New,

sized, four-sided plate. Reinforced.

$5-6-7
$5-6-7
$5-6-7
$5-6-7

little

* Patent

no itching

and

or no skin irritation!

Pending

FINEST QUALITY SINCE

1877
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UHIVERSAL'S
HANDICRAFT
CATALOG
important

Every

bat-

league

major

150-PAGE NEW EDITION
*Animaljigs
Art Metalry
Art Supplies
Basketry

ting record has been

made

with Louisville

Books
Carving
Block Printing
Braiding
Ceramics
Knotting

Slugger bats. Be
sure to look for the

signature of a cham-

pion on the bat you

buy

.

.

.

and

Leathercraft

Looms

FREE

Plastics
Plastic Relievo
Raffia

To Teachers and
you'll

be sure to get a
genuine Louisville
Slugger..

Group Leaders
50 cents

1500 Items
*Pat. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

to individual?

UNIVERSAL
HANDICRAFTS SERVICE
R

Department

1267 Sixth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

WANTED
Graduate Registered Occupational Ther-

THE

apists

and trained Recreation Workers

for assignment in Illinois State psychia-

OF THE

CHAMPIONS
ARE FOUND ONLY

ON THE

BAT OF

tric

hospitals, schools for

ives, children's

tions.

Civil

mental defect-

and correctional

Service

positions,

service with opportunity

ment

good

institu-

for

advance-

salaries, excellent retirement

and insurance plan. Maintenance
able

if

LOUISVILLE,

KENTUCKY

MISS
Room

BERTHA

may
E.

contact

SCHLOTTER

1500, 160 North LaSalle Street

Chicago

44

avail-

desired.

Applicants

HILLERICH & BRADSBY CO.

career

1, Illinois

RECREATION

Magazines and Pamphlets
Recently Received Containing Articles of
Current Interest to the Recreation Worker

Manual of Minimum Standards for Camps. The Com-

McGRAW-HILL

Standards, Camp Section, Greater
Boston Community Council, 261 Franklin Street,
Forty-three pages.
Boston, Massachusetts, 1948.
Price $1.25.

mittee on

Camp

Park Maintenance, November 1948
Turf Experiment, J. A. DeFrance.
She's Boss of Parks at Grand Forks, N.

D.,

W.

Book*

B.

Allen.

Beach and Pool, November 1948
Recreation Leaders Exchange Ideas

at 30th

Na-

tional Recreation Congress.
Recirculation Period for Swimming Pools, R. N.
Perkins, Sr.

Swimming Pool Danger Chart.
Laminated vs One Piece Diving Boards, M. H.

A

Naigles.

Pool for the Farmers of

New

York.

INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY RECREATION
Second

Association.

6x9.

San Diego's City-County
Cuyamaca Story
School Camp. San Diego City-County Camp Commission, San Diego, California.
Parks and Recreation, December 1948
Parkways Past, Present and Future, Stanley W.
Abbott.
Ten Million Dollar Recreation Plant from Salvage, Tom Deering.
A Look at Twenty-five Years Ahead.
Municipal and State Parks of Connecticut.
"The Second Fifty Years" Another Point of
View, Walter Roy.
The Maintenance Mart.

National Recreation

By GEORGE D. BUTLER,

edition,

558

pages,

$4.50

The

Architectural Record, December 1948
City Glorifies Its "Old Swimming Hole,"

A

This thoroughly revised edition is the answer to the
demand, which has been increasing since the beginning of the Second World War, for this type of
book. This text deals with those forms of recreation

which require a large degree of organization and
imleadership and in which participation plays an
function
portant part. It considers recreation as a
like
of local government,
health, education, and
other essential public services.

Dan

J. Driscoll.

Recreation

Buildings,

Weaver W. Pangburn.
West Coast Innovations

F.
in

Ellwood

Allen

and

Swimming Pool De-

sign.

Swimming Pool Design Data

for

Competitive

Swimming, Based on A.A.U. Rules.
Swimming Pool Design Data for Health and
Safety.

Journal of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, December 1948
Recreation Is Not Therapy, Carolyn J. Nice.
Junior Barn Dance, Robert H. Hager.
Youth Leaders' Digest, December 1948
Leadership Is Influence.
Commercial Sponsorship of Youth Projects, Ben

Solomon.
About 100 Books. A bibliography to promote human
understanding among young readers. Division of
Youth Services, American Jewish Committee, 386
Fourth Avenue, New York 16. Free.
Leisure Time Activities of Collier's Adult Readers.
Crowell-Collier Publishing Company, 250 Park
Avenue, New York 17.
Parks and Recreation, January 1949
Progress with Park and Recreation Week, Fred

FIELDBOOK OF NATURAL HISTORY

By E. LAURENCE PALMER, Cornell
682 pages,

Textbook

University.

6x9,

fully illustrated.
edition available

$7.00.

Here, in one convenient volume, is an extraordinarto natural history. This
ily comprehensive guide
fieldbook embraces birds, fish, plants, rocks and
minerals, the stars, mollusks, reptiles, and mammals
more than 2,000 items and hundreds of pictures

arranged and tabulated for easy reference. Each
item has its descriptive identification, followed by
data on range and location,

life history,

ecology,

and economic importance. Common names, illustrations, and technical classifications are given for
each item in this book.

Send for copies on approval

G. Heuchling.

A Look

at

Twenty-Five Years Ahead, George

Hjelte, Jerome Dretzka, Fletcher A. Reynolds,
E. A. Gallup.
Public Relations for Park Districts, Fred G.

Heuchling.
Construction and Maintenance of Baseball Diamonds, Bobby Doerr, Verne Hernlund, Art
Schultz.

McCRAW-HILL

BOOK COMPANY,
330

WEST

Inc.

42nd STREET

NEW YORK

18,

N. Y.

Maintenance Mart.
Article Contest for 1949.
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THE BEST

IN

RECREATION

Readers Say

ATGOc. ACOPY

CAM P

E

Sentinel Books offer intelligent guidance
to help you plan more varied and interesting programs throughout the year.

s

SECTOR'S
Handbook

Written by recognized authorities, they are intended to help people get started on a new hobby

and

BuyingGuide

or renew their interest in an old one, and often
little or no supervision.
These books are

require
folly

illustrated

with

instructions

step

for

drawings and

explanatory

photographs and emphasize

easy-to-follow, step-by-

and completing

beginning

edited by the pubfehrrs of

CAMPING MAGAZINE

projects.

Chicago Recreation News says: "For basic information on a wide variety of recreational activities,

... the new 1949 Handbook is a
wonder. Last year's book was good,
but this is 100% better. Every camp
director should have one.

one does not have to go beyond the publications
inexpensively published by Sentinel Books."

Mabel

Creative Handicrafts

The American Square Dance

Margot Mayo
Gaylord Johnson
Sherman RIpley

Discover the Stars

An

Introduction to

R. Hutchins

Magic

E. E. Calkins
Care and Feeding of Hobby Horses.
Music For Everybody
Sigmund Spaeth
How to 'Take" Fresh Water Rsh
.M. H. Decker
How to Sail
Samuel Carter III
How to Make Music on the Harmonica P. V. Planta
Ben Solomon
Hiker's Guide
.

P. S., Illinois

Order
If

HOWARD
181

Photography For Fun
Chess In An Hour

How

.Wm.

F.

Waters
American Combat Judo
In Pacific

Bond

.Myron M. Stearns

Harry J. Hobbs
Strong & Jack Garber
Frank J. Marshall

Smart Are You?

Rshing

Steam

F. Fraser
.

P.

order,

2

$2.00

we pay

GALLOWAY,

Chestnut Avenue

for

postage

Publisher

Metuchen, N.

J.

.

Why

.

$1.50 each,

payment accompanies

CRAFT

.

Not Paint a Watercolor
You Can Write
How to Sell What You Write
Working With Tools

Now

SUPPLIES
Cleveland Crafts offers a large selection of handicraft supplies for children and adults. Prices are
reasonably low and each order is given prompt
Among the various craf twork supplies are

attention.

:

Fred Menacker

Reading Character From Handwriting

Metals

D. Sara

Lucile

Tropical Fish

Pipe-Cleaner Craft
Indian Beads

Cork

Elizabeth King

Quirting

Rexcraft

Lacing
Leather

C. Davis
Bernard J. Cosneck
J.

Q. Mann

Felt

Pyrography
Etching on Glass

Tools

Handcraft Books

Rubber Molds

Shellcrafi

Your Dog From Puppy hood to Old Age. J. Z. Rine
What to Do About Your Invention. .Edward Thomas
.

Motor Camping

Textile Painting

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Porter Varney

CATALOG OF

Special Offer to Recreation Groups
Your Choice of 10 Books For $5.00

Handicraft Supplies
Sent free upon request

Send your remittance

Sentinel Books Publishers
112 East 19th Street, New
For
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to :

Dept. R4
York 3, N. Y.
Inc.,

single copies, please add 10^
for handling and mailing.

CLEVELAND CRAFTS

CO.

DEPT. R-l

CARNEGIE AYE,
MILAN

770-74
3301

CLEVELAND

HOUSTON

15,

OHIO

6.

TEXAS

RECREATION

New

Publications
Covering the
Leisure

New

Score Guides

Published and distributed by Wells
Company, Leonia, New Jersey.

Publishing

TF YOU'VE EVER had
--

occasion to keep score
whether as umpire, recreation leader or just

Joe Spectator

you'll appreciate these spiral-bound

books.

They hold space for everything you might
want to record or remember about your favorite
sports activities. Yet, these books are simplified so
that score-keeping doesn't interfere with the enjoyment of the games, and official, so that they are
acceptable for professional and amateur events.

They are

vision sets,

and are very helpful when disputing

past achievements.
baseball,

your radio or tele-

softball,

They

are

basketball

now

available for

and bowling

from

75cto$i.50.
Both the Baseball Score Book and the Basketball Guide, which sell for
$1.50 each, contain score
sheets for twenty-five games,
complete scoring directions, rules and explanations. You don't have
to be an expert to learn how to indicate that the
batter hit into a double play, second to first
base,
and sent a man home.

Handbooks of
European National Dances
Edited by Violet Alford. Chanticleer Press,
York. $1.25 each.

New

YOUR FESTIVAL, playgrounds, dance
groups,
community celebrations The wide and grow!

ing interest in national folk dances has brought
forth a new series of colorful, small-sized hand-

books, sponsored by the Royal Academy of Dancing and the Ling Physical Education Association.
These will prove valuable, not only to teachers,
students, recreation leaders, but to dance lovers in

general.

Written by experts, they contain an introduction which explains the
origins of the various
dances a detailed description of the national cos;
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Titles now ready are
Dances of Finland by
Anni Collan and Yngvar Heikel Dances of Greece
by Domini Crosfield Dances of Austria by Katharina Breuer Dances of Portugal by Lucile Arm:

;

;

;

strong.

Golf Facilities
Edited by Herb Graffis.
tion,

rrims
--

National Golf Founda-

407 South Dearborn
is

Street,

Chicago

5,

$2.00.

A new manual and guide

development

quate attention
courses, material

of golf facilities,
to the problems

to aid in the

including adeof public golf

on organization, planning, buildand
ing, maintaining
financing facilities. It should
be a very helpful guide to anyone planning a golf
course, particularly to smaller communities where
costs are a real consideration.

Officers

and Directors of the

National Recreation Association
OFFICERS

Tj\)R

*

Field

tumes, with four beautiful color-plates; and step
notation and music, arranged for easy playing on
the piano, for four selected dances.

Illinois.

also fun to use with

Time

ROBERT GARRETT, Chairman of the Board of Directors
HOWARD BRAUCHER, President
MRS. OGDEN L. MILLS, Second Vice-President
SUSAN M. LEE, Third Vice-President and Secretar y of
ADRIAN M. MASSIE, Treasurer
GUSTAVUS T. KIRBY, Treasurer Emeritus

the

Board

DIRECTORS
F.
F.

W. H. ADAMS, New

York, N. Y.

GREGG BEMIS, Boston. Mass.
EDWARD C. BENCH, Englewood, N. J.
MRS. ROBERT WOODS BLISS, Washington, D. C.
HOWARD BRAUCHER, New York, N. Y.

MRS. ARTHUR G. CUMMER, Jacksonville,
WILLIAM H. DAVIS, New York, N. Y.
HARRY P. DAVISON, New York, N. Y.
ROBERT GARRETT, Baltimore, Md.

Fla.

ROBERT GRANT, 3rd, Jericho, L. I., N. Y.
AUSTIN E. GRIFFITHS, Seattle, Wash.
MRS. NORMAN HARROWER, Fitchburg, Mass.
MRS. CHARLES V. HICKOX, Michigan City, Ind.

MRS. JOHN D. JAMESON, Bellport, L.
SUSAN M. LEE, New York, N. Y.
OTTO T. MALLERY, Philadelphia, Pa.

I.,

N. Y.

CARL E. MILLIKEN, Augusta, Me.
MRS. OGDEN L. MILLS, Woodbury, N. Y.
PAUL MOORE, JR., New York, N. Y.
MRS. SIGMUND STERN, San Francisco, Calif.
GRANT TITSWORTH, Noroton, Conn.
J.

C.

WALSH, New York, N. Y.

FREDERICK M. WARBURG,

New

York, N. Y.
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Recreation Training Institutes
1949

April and May,
HELEN DAUNCEY

Albuquerque,

Social Recreation

April 4-8

New

Mexico

Lawrence, Kansas
April 18-22
Minneapolis, Minnesota
April 25-27
St. Paul, Minnesota
April 28, 29
Hannibal, Missouri
May 2-6

Omaha, Nebraska

May

9-13

Nebraska

Alliance,

May

RUTH EHLERS
Social Recreation

Nebraska

9,

10,

Elliott,

Director of Recreation.

11

Great Falls, Montana
April 4-8

Kenneth Fowell, Director of Public Recreation.

Yakima, Washington

Ed Putnam,

King County, Washington

May

2-6

Vancouver, Washington

May

9-13

Springfield,

May

Oregon

23-27

Klamath Falls, Oregon
May 30-June 3

Arts and Crafts

C. A. Hobert, Chairman, Recreation Department.

Ethel E. Sammis, Assistant Superintendent of
Physical Education and Recreation, State Department of
Education, Lexington Building, Baltimore.
A. E. Center, Superintendent of Recreation.

Moscow, Idaho

FRANK STAPLES

Fred L. Johnston, Secretary, Y.M.C.A.

Miss

2-6

April 18-22
Spokane, Washington
April 25-29

Creative Recreation

William J. Meyers, Superintendent of Recreation, Park
and Recreation Commission.
A. M. Merrill, City Recreation Director.

Maryland

April 11-15

GRACE WALKER

C. Kammerlohr, Secretary, Greater Saint Paul
Leisure-Time Activities Council, 400 Wilder Building.
Miss Carolyn Williams, Box 103.

Alfred

May
LIVINGSTON

Frank

25, 26, 27

Akron, Ohio

Social Recreation

Mrs. Alice Dietz, Assistant Director of Recreation,
Board of Park Commissioners.

Winchester, Virginia
April 18-22
Frankfort, Kentucky
April 25-29

May

ANNE

Lawrence Heeb, Superintendent of Recreation.

24

23,

Scottsbluff,

May

Charles Ren fro, Director of Recreation.

Superintendent of Parks and Recreation,
Metropolitan Park District.
Leon Green, Coordinator of City Recreation,
University of Idaho.
S. G. Witter, Director of Recreation.

David DuBois, Superintendent of Parks and Recreation,
608A County-City Building, Seattle.
Carl Gustafson, Superintendent of Recreation and
Education.
Mrs. Irene Squires, Superintendent of Willamalane Park
and Recreation District.
Samuel H. Smith, Superintendent of Recreation, Park
and Recreation Department.

Miss Fay Moorman, Campbell County School Board.

Rustburg, Virginia
April 4-8
Lancaster, Pennsylvania
April 18-22
Alexandria, Virginia
April 25-29
Lancaster, Pennsylvania
May 2-13
St. Louis, Missouri
May 23-27

443 S. Queen Street.
Everett W. Johnson, Director, Recreation Center,
1005 Pendleton Street.
Mrs. Harland D. Fague, Lancaster Council of Church
Women, 443 S. Queen Street.
Branch Russell, Department of Public Welfare, Parks
and Recreation, 330 Municipal Courts Building.

Morganton, North Carolina

Charles Stapleton, Superintendent of Recreation.

April 25-29
St. Louis, Missouri
May 2-13

A. H.

Elkhart, Indiana
May 16-20

Omaha, Nebraska

May 23-27
Jefferson City. Missouri
May 31-June 3

Mrs. Harland D. Fague, Lancaster Council of Church

Women,

Wyman, Executive Director, Park and Playground
Association of St. Louis, 1003 Equitable Building, 613
Locust Street.
K. Mark Cowen, Superintendent, Board of Parks and
Recreation.
William J. Meyers, Superintendent of Recreation, Park
and Recreation Commission.
Ben

C. Porter, Director, Parks and Recreation, Jefferson
City Park Board.
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her day for fun and sociability.
her attend recreation clubs
Many
with a twinkle in their eyes and a happy
on
their lips. Usually they like
greeting
everything, and are ready to try anything
once.
Photograph by Ewing Galloway, New-

This

is

like

A Few

References
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The Home and Recreation
HOME AND

the family are the foundations of life in America.
Nothing good outside the home can fully compensate for lack of abundant living in the home.

THE

Wisely, community recreation leaders work to help fathers and mothers
acquire skills and learn wisdom as to home recreation. One of the greatest
contributions of recreation leaders

Much

free time

is

of children's diseases.

Happy

is

to

home

living.

home. There are many rainy days. There are days
There are hours too dark for play outside.

in the

are the fathers and mothers

who can

tell

bedtime

stories, participate

in charades, help the children to think of joyous activities, really enjoy playing

games with the

children.

homes that have indoor and outdoor fireplaces, a piano to
around
for
gather
family singing, a dining-room table as a center for a jolly
time
while
the
good
family eats, an attic with trunks full of costumes for little
a
room
that
girls,
play
belongs to the children, a workshop tool room where
father and son can make things together, a garden where growing things can be
watched and helped to grow, a sandbox on the porch or in the shade, trees

Happy

are the

that can be climbed, a

play

is

at least

sunny backyard with play materials where absorbing

more important than
if

there

perfect order. Of course, there ought to be a dog
a boy.
hill or incline that a child can roll down is very welcome and

is

A very little
never tired of.

A

must be books

at least

place to cook out-of-doors is tops. Of course, always there
a few within easy reach of the children.

It goes without saying that mothers and fathers should seek training to make
themselves play leaders recognized as competent by the children.
Of course, the family automobile must be a family recreation center, it must

know

the

way

to the zoo, to

to family picnic

grounds, to bathing beaches, to ice skating ponds,

neighborhood recreation centers where whole families

may go

together.

The family that plays together and prays together stays together.
That family really lives. That family has memories.
There is no substitute for family recreation and family living.

Upon such

family

life

America

is built.

HOWARD BRAUCHER.

MAY

1949
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RECREATION

LETTERS TO AND FROM THE EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
To RECREATION

To SUBSCRIBERS

:

make one

suggestion for your considIt has occurred to me that you might

I

"Ala}-

eration?

visits to the homes
and there throughout
the country. I am sure among both volunteers and
professional workers you would find not only some

like to

develop a series of verbal

welcome practical suggestions and cooperation from our readers, such as the above, and in
answer would like to say that, whenever possible,

of recreation personnel here

we

very interesting ideas for recreation programming,
but also you would capture some very interesting

TION, and

moments

who

in the lives of people

services to the recreation

CHARLES

F.

WECKWERTH,

and Camping, Spring-

Following up this suggestion, do you

work who

outstanding or unique hobby?

your own ?

What

is it ?

Why is

like to tell

If

know

of

follows an

Have you one of
it unique ? Would

?

in reading a series

of articles such as suggested by Mr. Weckwerth,
the first step will be to share such experiences

with us.

Ed.

To RECREATION

:

"I would like to see a short description of the
author's background right beneath his name
on
the same page as his article in

RECREATION maga-

To thumb

back through the rear pages to
find out his authority is a waste of time and paper.

zine.

I associate articles

many
before

times
I

I

who write them
know who the person is

with the people

want

to

begin to read his story.

THOMAS

S.

;

.

.

50

it

find

seasonal programs a little earlier, it would be appreciated. It is true that we can keep them for
the next year and that many of the ideas are ap."
plicable to more than the current month.
.

LIONEL SCOTT, Executive

.

Director,

City of St. Catharines' Recreation

Commission, Ontario, Canada.

To SUBSCRIBERS:
Mr. Scott's point is well taken, and one with
which we heartily agree. This matter has been of
concern to RECREATION staff for some time and
everything possible is being done to adjust time
schedules for preparation and printing, so that the
magazine will be reaching you at an earlier date.
We ask readers to bear with us until this can be
accomplished; and we take this opportunity to
caution everyone who is contemplating submitting
seasonal material for publication to have it in our
hands at least three months in advance. For example,

if

we

Halloween

are to keep to an advance schedule, a
or
article sent to us in September

even in August

would be too

late for

use during

the current year.

."

YUKIE, Director

Recreation, Cortland,

in

the date on which these magazines arrive. If it
were possible for you to let us have suggested

it

you would be interested

:

RECREATION magazine and

valuable articles and suggestions. There
one very serious drawback, however. I refer to

us about it?

of recreation as

lectively

like

many very
is

What is the pattern
involves your own home ? \Vhat
does each member of the family do to achieve personal satisfaction, recreation? Separately? Col-

you

"We

Director

College, Massachusetts.

in recreation

This practice was first tried in the April RECREAis used throughout this issue. We hope
it will prove satisfactory.
Ed.

To RECREATION

To SUBSCRIBERS:
any colleague

shall present any available information about
the author on the first page of a given article.

dedicate their

movement."

of Recreation
field

:

We

New

of

York.

DOROTHY DONALDSON,
Managing Editor, RECREATION.

RECREATION

YOUR PLAY
Planning for the

Today

Oldsters of

THE ATTENTION

of recreation, church,

welfare and numerous other agencies, both pubTODAY

grouped around

lic and private, is
of necessity
turning more and
more toward helping older people to secure a happy

and

full life in their later

industrial age,

retirement

years.

As

a result of the

with shorter working hours and

automatically

attained

at

there are

people

living.

major areas

Employment
Income

3.

Home

5.

in

which more

:

security.

security.
security.

Health security.
Greater security

in education

and use

of lei-

sure time."

into the scheme of today's
and
Physiological
psychological facts re-

they do not seem to

1.

2.

4.

sixty-five,

now large numbers of unhappy, older
who feel insecure, or unwanted, because

five

organized resources will be needed

fit

garding the elderly are being subjected to closer
study by the medical profession, and by socioloIt is now recoggists, with surprising results.
nized that our life-span has increased, that in the

years to come there will be relatively more older
people than younger, that chronological age and
psychological age do not tally that being "old"
has less to do with years than had been supposed,

In one of these major areas

time interests

much

the field of leisure-

already

is

being done by

wide-awake recreation departments
munities,

welfare

departments,

in local

settlements,

comand

by scattered private agencies. Recreation workers,
by and large, are only too cognizant of the needs
of this group of people and have been doing much
to meet them as they arise. They have found that

and that recreation is extremely important to the
mental and physical health of the elderly as well

older people are lonely; that they need responsibility, affection, and attention; that they are especially interested in service projects, in doing things

as of the young.

that are "purposeful."

In planning community organization for social
welfare, therefore, the needs of this large group

William Menninger, 3

At

the last National Recreation Congress, Dr.
in his address to recreation

an extremely im-

must be considered and met in a variety of ways
and responsibility for the interpretation of these
new needs to citizens at large must fall, in great

workers, stated, "Recreation

upon service organizations.
1
According to Dr. Hertha Kraus, in her article,
2
Community Planning for the Aged, "Making our
communities better living places for aging and

an active interest that provides satisfaction
through participation. The elderly person with a
hobby is almost always an alert, interesting person. ... By contrast, there is no more pathetic
sight than the older person who has no interest in

;

part,

aged people will require attention to many phases.
... A check list of tentative suggestions may be
2 Dr.
Kraus, of the Department of Social Economy and Social
Research, Bryn Mawr College, has served as consultant to federal,
social, relief, rehabilitation and research organizations.
1 Journal
of Gerontology* Vol. 3, No. 3, April 1948. Reprints

available,

MAY

Bryn Mawr.
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is

portant aid to growing older gracefully. People
who stay young, despite their years, do so because
of

vivid evidence of the
life and only sits and waits
value of recreation to mental health." (See Rec3 Of the
Menninger Psychiatric Clinic, Topeka, Kansas; President of the American P'sychiatric Association; Chief of Army
Neuropsychiatric Services during the last war.

51

and Mental Health by Dr. Menninger,
RECREATION, November 1948.)
While many years ago, Joseph Lee father

reation

in

of

the playground movement in this country
said,
"We do not cease playing because we are old; we
old because

we

cease playing."
Articles on the subject of recreation for the

grow

elderly,

which have been published

since 1940, are

in

Not Too Old

Enjoy Life September 1944
Runs, Plenty Errors October 1944
Richer Lives for the Elderly August 1945
Recreation for Older People September 1945
Human Problems of Old Age October 1945
Lives for the Aged December 1945

No

RECREATION

Hits,

to

No

FM

Life Begins at Forty Plus August 1946
Antidote to Loneliness September 1946
Recreation on Welfare Island September 1946
Recreation for Older People in Rural Communities

:

November 1946

A

Recreation Club for the

Recreation for Older People October 1940
Softball for Oldsters March 1941

The Other Half of

Playgrounds for Old People December 1941
Hobbies and Plappiness in Old Age January 1942

No One Under

Treasures Everywhere January 1942
at 70
February 1942

Fun Begins
/

Old Timers Club December 1943
Hobbies as Recreation for Older People

A Few

Aged January 1947
Playground Movement

Sixty Need Apply November 1948
Recreation and Older Folks February 1949

for the elderly, initiated
services, will be

August 1944

August

1947

A few samples of the many

the City March 1942
Young as They Feel November 1943

Love

As

the

by

recreation programs
various community

found throughout the following

pages of this issue of the magazine.

References on
Recreation and the Older Adult

Books

Life Insurance
ice,

Aging Successfully, by George Lawton. Columbia
University Press, 2960 Broadway, New York 27.
1946. 266 pages. $2.75.
Best Years: How to Enjoy Retirement, The, by Walter B. Pitkin. Current Books, 23 West 47 Street,

New York 20. 1946. 194 pages. $2.00.
Creative Old Age, by Clare de Gruchy. Old Age
Counselling Center, San Francisco, California. 1946.
143 pages. $2.75.
How to Retire and Like It, by Raymond P. Kaighn.
Association Press, 347 Madison Avenue, New York
17. 1942. 170 pages. $1.75.

New

Goals for Old Age, edited by George Lawton.
Columbia University Press, 2960 Broadway, New
York 27. 1944. 210 pages. $2.75.

Pamphlets and Magazine Articles
Age Will Be

Served. Brooklyn Council for Social
Planning, 72 Schermerhorn Street, Brooklyn 2. 1948.
32 pages. $.50.
Creative Energy Is Ageless, by Harry A. Levine.
Better Times, 44 East 23 Street, New York 10.

May

10, 1946.

Recreation for Older People. National Recreation Association, 315 Fourth Avenue, New York
10. 1947. 29 pages. $.25.
Life for Later Years, A. Junior League Magazine,
Association of Junior Leagues, Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, 50 Street and Park Avenue, New York. May
1946.
Live Long and Like It Cleveland's Exhibition for
the Aged, by Mrs. Lucia J. Bing. Public Welfare,
American Public Welfare Association, 1313 East
60 Street, Chicago 37, Illinois. March 1946.
Making the Most of Maturity. John Hancock Mutual

11% Plus
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Life Conservation Serv1946. 32 pages. Free.
or Play, by Grace C. Hilden-

Company,

Boston, Massachusetts.

Work
New York City Home for Dependents, Welfare Island, New York. 1946. 16 pages. Free.
Old Age in New York City, by Helen Hardy Brunot.
Welfare Council of New York City, 44 East 23
Street, New York 10. 1943. 128 pages.

Never Too Old to
brand.

Our Older

Citizens; Meet Yourself at 65; Life Begins
Forty Plus; You Cannot Demobilize Old People,
Survey Midmonthly, 112 East 19 Street, New York 3.
Aprifl946.
Panel Discussions on Programs for the Elderly Proat

ceedings of the National Recreation Congress. National Recreation Association, 315 Fourth Avenue,

New York

10.

1948, $2.25; 1947, $2.25; 1946, $1.75.

Protestant Churches and the Aged in New York City,
The. The Pathfinding Service for the Churches, 105
East 22 Street. Xew York 10. 1948. 22 pages. $.25.
Recreation for the Aged, by John J. Griffin. Public
Welfare, American Public Welfare Association, 1313
East 60 Street, Chicago 37, Illinois. December 1944.
Salient Points on Organization of Clubs for Older
People, by Georgene E. Bowen. Philadelphia Recreation Association, 1427 Spruce Street, Philadelphia 2, Pennsylvania. 6 pages. $.10.
Social Adjustment in Old Age, by Dr. Otto Pollak.
Social Science Research Council, 230 Park Avenue,
New York 17. 1948. 199 pages. $1.75.
Something to Live For and Sing About, by Joseph
Deitch. Philadelphia Recreation Association, 1427
Spruce Street, Philadelphia 2, Pennsylvania. 1947.
17 pages.
What Is New for the Old? by Ollie A. Randall. Better Times, 44 East 23 Street, New York 10. January 28, 1949.
When You Grow Older, by George Lawton and Maxwell S. Stewart. Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 131.
Public Affairs Committee, 22 East 38 Street, New

York

16.

1947.

31 pages.

$.20.
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Again in the Center of Things
Andrew
RAINY AUTUMN day, a disconsolate group
men sat on the steps of a parish house in
Ossining, New York. Here they daily gathered
for companionship, and now they stayed on in the
rain. Ossining's recreation director saw them as

ONE

of

"Come on down

to the recreation center,"

he

invited.

"Are we allowed to?" came the reply. "We
thought that was only for children."*
That was in 1946. Now, the Golden Age Club,
men, meets daily at the recreacomposed of members all over
of
sixty years
age. Special rooms are provided for
where
club use,
they play checkers, chess, pool,
cards and dominoes, and where movies are shown
once a week although one of the things that the
men enjoy most is just to sit around and talk.
for older, retired

tion center,

and

is

Each Tuesday a party is given for the club with
tea and coffee, cakes and cookies, served to them
by a member

of the Ossining

Woman's

Club.

and distributes Christmas

repairs,

needy children of the community. Two
the
Golden Age Club became interested
years ago
in this work, and repaired over 2,000 toys that
toys to the

They did such a swell job, and had so
members
decided to take over the projfun,
It
every year.
gives them great pride and joy

first

When

hospitals.

these are finished, the

weave woolen squares

to be

for a hospitalized veteran.
for the

lawn

to

made

into

men

will

an afghan

Later in the Spring,

make a

table

and chairs

in front of the center.

This program so impressed C. E. Brewer, field
representative of the National Recreation Associa-

when he visited the Ossining Recreation
Center this winter, that he wrote an article on it
for the National Recreation bulletin, urging other
tion,

recreation centers to do likewise.

Recently, at one of the club get-togethers, a

member who

is now eighty-six years of age, and
able to enjoy many activities that are offered by
the recreation department, addressed the group in
a speech of thanks
:

want

to thank the Recreation Commisand
sion
the directors for their programs, not only
I

"Boys,

for us, but also for the youngsters of Ossining.

Club Repairs Over 2,000 Toys Annually
Each year the Ossining Recreation Commission collects,

At present the club is working on scrapbooks
and greeting cards to be given to area

of jokes

members are planning

he hurried past.

A. Sargis

year.

We

are

ber

when

now one

rememI went
was
to work, for I had to, and 'in those days we worked
long hours. It was from sunrise to sunset and
then some more after that. Of course, we did not
I

big and happy family. I
only twelve years of age.

have, at that time,
I

all

these opportunities that the

men and women, have today; but
am making up for it now and I do enjoy it very

boys and

girls,

much

much.

ect

recreation center, meeting my old friends and makare having swell times together
ing new ones.

to be able to

do something for the community.

The

club has also repaired, painted and decorated
toys and equipment for the Ossining Child Care
Center.

Club members take weekly

trips to local points

of interest, local factories, dairy farms, and so on.
Each Tuesday a local minister is invited to speak

before the group. Twice a month the club, as a
body, attends services at a local church. The

minister

notified beforehand,

is

and a section

is

reserved for members.

Andrew
of

the

MAY

Sargis

Ossining

1949

is

Director of Recreation
Recreation Commission.

I

look forward each day to coming to the

We

.

.

.

and

I

think

invite us to

it

come

was very

nice of

Mr. Sargis to
and

to the Recreation Center

join in these activities. Now we need not sit
around at home and be in someone's way or wonder what is going to become of us. ... We should

consider ourselves very lucky to be able to come to
and enjoy these opportunities that are

this center

afforded to us.

work

Each day

I

look forward to our

we

are not only enjoying
doing all these things, but we are also bringing
happiness to many needy children and wounded
veterans in the local hospitals."
project, because

*Quoted from Ossining Citizen-Register.
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Neighborhood

Responsibility

for the Older Person

Ollie Randall

RAPIDLY AGING population

is

bringing with

Oi*R

serious socio-economic problems. There
has been no adequate preparation for this pheit

nomenon

through taxation and
portunity to work.

failing ability or op-

rectly

4.

Assurance of adequate

financial support,

met

our country, either by the elderly
themselves, their families, or society as a whole.

at present to a limited degree

The

curity provisions are necessary as community substitutes for self and family support no longer possible in an increasingly complex industrialized

the

in

family, in all cultures the traditional unit for

young and

old.

erations the rule,

now

finds itself with three gen-

and four generations

less

and

less unusual.

of the elderly, both today

whether dependent

and

or

independent,
whether living alone or in a family group, are:
1. Inclusion as members of the family or the

community on terms which recognize their dignity
as human beings and as persons entitled to consideration,

whether or not they remain

in the ac-

An

optimistic

5.

Provisions for health and medical care

(a

number one community

priority throughout the
for
the chronically ill and
country) particularly
infirm aged, as well as for the mentally infirm.
6. Housing adapted to the changing requirements of the elderly and available within their
limited income range
now practically non-exist-

ent.

tual family circle.
2.

and old age and

society.

The major needs
tomorrow^,

by old age assistance
survivors' insurance. Social se-

attitude

toward

them and

~.

Recreational

or

leisure-time

opportunities

toward old age, based on a sympathetic understanding of what old age means to them as indi-

and

viduals, with a corresponding personalization of

gainful employment, play for play's sake, hobbies,

plans and services for them.

group

3. Opportunities for gainful employment on the
basis of physical and mental competence without

selected age groups

suitable for older adults, including
adult education, useful occupation even though not

all

facilities

activities

which offer both participation with
and normal association with

age groups.

regard to chronological age, in order to extend the
period of self-support, thus relieving younger gen-

Opportunities for greatly expanded participation in church and religious activities, for the

erations of an economic burden otherwise imposed
upon them either directly in the family or indi-

satisfaction

8.

later

of the

intensified

spiritual

needs of

life.

The

further

trend

of

the

twentieth

century

toward the urbanization of population has con-

Author

is

Consultant on Services for the

Aged,CommjinityServiceSociety,NeivYork.
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tributed to the critical situation of older persons
and to the attitudes of their families. Even though

RECREATION

this has resulted in the provision of

for older persons in cities,

it

is

more

services

undoubtedly true

urban areas,
with perhaps the exception of the crying need for
adequate health services and medical care in rural

most acute needs

that the

still

exist in

Urban

studies also point up the fact that
aged are just beginning to present un-

areas.

the Negro
met needs which portend an aggravation of the
need from this group in rural districts in the not
too distant future. The needs of the Jewish aged
have been sharpened by immigration and refugee
situations, but the Jewish community is sensitive
and responsive to the demands of its own group
as individuals and as families.

Probably the one single, most important need in
the community, with regard to old age, is a change

toward old age as well as toward older
and aged people are to have sympathetic understanding, there must be a more optimistic attitude toward the later years of life and
what can be accomplished by individuals in those
in attitude

people. If aging

At the present

years.

time, the attitude of people

reflects the attitude of individuals

the

way from

feeling for the elderly to

and

indifference.

poles

lies

an

proach to the

all

one of disregard, neglect

Somewhere between

what we should

standing

fluctuating

a fairly sentimental, over-protective

strive for in

these

two

our under-

and open-minded apwhich
are created by age.
problems
intelligent

There should always be recognition that, at this
time, when the numbers of older people in the
community have increased at an alarming rate in
view of the lack of provision for them, there are
two equally urgent tasks to undertake. The first
the alleviation of the situation of people who are
already old the other, which should be tackled
is

One

him throughout

to

happened

his past.

which is facing us
matter
of
today
family relationships between generations, and what appears to be the
of the critical questions

all

this

is

growing reluctance of younger people to care for
their parents and grandparents. If our commu-

must be a carewhich are bringing about
this change in relationship and a recognition that
under the complex and complicated conditions of
living, particularly in urban areas today, there may
need to be a re-interpretation of responsibility.
nity attitude

is

to be sound, there

ful analysis of the factors

With

the reduction of opportunity for building up
savings or resources sufficient to provide for one's

own

old age or to care satisfactorily for one's immediate family, there appears to be less and less
the possibility of any one generation providing for

another.

We,

in

our communities, must be ready to subwhich formerly was available

stitute for the care

groups, and to recognize that in this assumption there needs to be no lessening of the
in family

important family ties of affection and
warmth. We, as neighbors in our communities,
must begin to provide different activities which
really

will substitute for the other losses,

such as loss of

We

must realize that many
job and of occupation.
older people today, with their new-found leisure,
have to be taught to use
unfamiliar

commodity

leisure,

in

their

which

is

lives.

For

a very
this

reason, our recreation and group activities for this
portion of our population have a very new and
peculiar significance for

all

of us.

'Condensed from Age Will Be Served, a digest of papers given
their 1948 annual meeting, by permission of the Brooklyn
Council for Social Planning affiliated with the Welfare Council of

at

Xew York

City.

;

simultaneously, is that of preventing the people
are growing older from reaching old age with

who
as

little

understanding and as

their old age as

is

now

It is essential to

little

provision for
NT

available.

keep

in

mind

that, while old

a universal problem, in that practically all
of us can now look forward to it, services to old

age

is

We

must discover
people must be personalized.
the individual old person and help him and ourselves to develop our programs so as to take into
account his individual personality.
of us, as
losses

we grow

Practically all

older, sustain certain similar

loss of family, loss of friends, loss of job

it must be kept in mind that
each person reacts very differently to such losses.
Therefore, what is done to compensate for these

and

of income, but

losses is quite different in each situation. In the
process of developing this understanding, there

must be a knowledge

MAY
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of the person

and what has

APRIL Westchester County conference on

recreation for older people, attended by representatives of communities that are providing or

planning for such services, resulted in a proposal
for a county-wide meeting to which the clergy and
organizations having facilities for serving older
people would be invited. As another result, Dana
all

superintendent of the Westchester
Recreation
Commission, plans to set up a
County
recreation training course for volunteers working
Caulkins,

with the elderly thus meeting one of the important needs discussed at this session. Problems of
increasing membership of older groups, finding
space for meeting places, public relations, improv-

ing programs, and promoting participation were
and discussed.

also reported
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factors

which make for good participation and

groups. Some of these are: fellowship,
friendship, a sense of belonging, variety in prolively

grams, sharing of responsibilities among members,

Conference on Recreation

interest in the individual, assistance

leaders,

and publicity

ENTERTAINMENT

entertainment, use of prizes, program ideas, and
popularity of games, stressing the fact that vari-

for Older Folks

the aims in

all

ARTS AND

and

active participation should be
types of group entertainment.
CRAFTS a demonstration and dis-

ety, friendliness

cussion of whittling, chip carving,

IDEA FOR a Conference on Recreation for
Older People, held last November, originated
the Recreation Committee of the Community

THE
in

Project for the Aged, Chicago Council of Social

Agencies. Its purpose was to get a representative

group of older people to meet together to exchange
ideas on recreation, to give agency and club leaders
ideas on what older people want in their recreation
programs, and to stimulate the organization, by
older people, of

more organizations and clubs

for

own benefit.
The Chicago Recreation Commission sponsored

their

the conference, and

its staff

work and the

sary clerical

for the use of Garfield

carried out the neces-

publicity,

and arranged

Park Recreation Center.

received great cooperation from the staff of the
Community Project for the Aged, the Volunteer

It

Bureau of the Council of Social Agencies, and
from many staff members of the Chicago Park
District.

Attendance ran, over 200 persons 164 registered and many did not. One hundred and twentyone people indicated affiliation with a club, a home
for the aged, or a social agency. The number of
ten per
professional workers probably exceeded
cent of those in attendance.

Among the

clubs,

homes and

:

game

boards,

saw work, basketry and other
handcrafts. Crafts requiring no high degree of
skill, and a minimum of tools and space, were preleathercraft, scroll

sented.

DRAMATICS

how

a talk explaining

dramatics

became part of the program at the Marillac House,
where an amateur hour led to skits and then plays
and good voices, dramatic ability, and dancing
ability were discovered among the ladies of the
Chess and Chatter Club.
;

Music including a demonstration of a recorded
concert which could be arranged by an organization wishing to devote a session to listening to
good music, a demonstration

of the use of

rhythm

instruments in helping people appreciate the various musical tempos, and a song fest.
a presentation of how one elderly
an entertaining hobby for herself,
created
person

PUPPETRY

giving pleasure to others. Mrs. Helen Moschel,
of the Society of Puppetry and Allied Arts, gave
a variety show with the puppets which she constructed herself.
their parts,

She creates the characters, writes

costumes the puppets, and manipulates

them.

DISCUSSION METHODS

a session led by A. A.

Liveright, Director of the University of Chicago

Leadership Training Project.
social agencies rep-

Association House, Benton House,
Chicago Commons, Chitter-Chatter Club, Ethical

resented were

from trained

for the program.
a session covering sources of

Major problems

confronting older persons in homes, family life and
community life was the topic of discussion.

Gads
Society, Forget-Me-Not, Friendly Visitors,
Hill Center, Gay Sixties, Godair Home, Golden

Age

Good Neighbor Society, Hamilton Park
Happy Hour Club, Jewish Peoples Institute

Club,

Club,

Home

for

Old Peoples

Aged Jews,

Home

Marillac Social Center,

for the City of Chicago,

South

Woodlawn Live

Chicago Community Center,
Wires, Sunset Club University of Chicago Settlement,

Bensenville

Time Club
Some of

Illinois

Home, Borrowed

of Evanston, Illinois.

the conference topics included
"Getting People to Participate in Club or

Activities"
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:

Home

a panel discussion, emphasizing the

Club members provide own music in

Flint,

Michigan.

RECREATION

I

Wind

In the

EARLY DAYS

*

of Spring find the

Commu-

THESE
nity Service

Society in the midst of plans
"come before the swallike
daffodils,
that,
plans
lows dare, and take the winds of March with

may

Spring

beauty."

drive a

young man's fancy

our thoughts
to heliotropes, aprons, canvases, carved Indians.
To be specific, take the planning and ploughing
to single-track thinking, but she turns

begun

wo

month

last

at the T. Sq.

H. T. Club by

its

presidents, twelve vice-presidents, Bird Bath

Warden, and forty-six members.

We

refer to the

Terrace Club at our Tompkins Square House for

New York

gardening to the "young folks."
Requests for information stumped the House's
director, neighbors, and local tradesmen: "How
can we keep the birds from eating our plants?"
left

"What do you do about

An
started.

album

of

And

too

much

rain?"

on the

clippings

subject

was

Johnny- jump-ups, "merry
golds," morning glories, asters, actually bloomed
--not just in dreams to reward the old hands
and hearts that tended them.
One of the Terrace Club's unique appointments
is the Bird Bath Warden.
It came about when a
finally,

where every resident is
or honorary. They represent sixty-one different schools of thought in gardening techniques, but all agree on "ploughing be-

gentle old lady, not strong

fore planting." So, in the flower boxes and tubs
that border the Club's roof-top terraces, the soil
is being turned, aired and fertilized.

ling and sparrow patrons who wait for her attentions before beginning their gay "ritual of the

old folks,

a

member

As

City,

-either active

vice-presidents and their assistants
in
age from sixty-six to eighty-one
ranging
in
the
spring sunshine, they cogitate on
plough
what flowers to choose for this summer's bloom-

enough for gardening,

yet wanting to help, suggested she could keep the
bird bath clean and freshly filled each day. Her
importance to the garden is demonstrated by star-

bath."

the

Hobby Show
Other plans and work in progress among the
old folks concern the Community Service Society

Annual Hobby Show

Museum

There's the heliotrope lady, who's picked a
sunny location for her favorite, and the marigold

exhibit in the

man who

This is the third annual showing of various
hobbies that have captured the interest of old people. The Welfare Council of New York, sponsoring the show, invites entries from its member

ing.

says,

"They grow easy and look bright
'em." With final choices made,

I call

'merry golds'
Club sends a representative to the Flower
Show to buy a supply of seeds and bring back

the

gardening

Blossom Time

at the Society's

The Club was
:

started a year ago with many
"I don't know a thing about garden-

ing." "I never did it." "Maybe they won't grow."
However, as one proposer of the plan put it,
"There's no harm in failure. And God's sun, rain

and earth do most of the work." Residents began
to volunteer and the number of "gardeners" grew

who turned

the earth faithfully, passed out dubious

garden instructions to each other,
friendly rivalry.
plained that he

MAY

1949

May

n

at the

to 22.

agencies with programs for the aged. Thanks to
the enthusiasm and skills of the elderly residents

tips.

reservations

of Natural History,

A

and

ninety-six-year-old

set

up a

man

ex-

had not volunteered because he

as well as at

Ward Manor

in

Dutchess County,

Tompkins Square House, the CSS

has exhibited each year.
This year's exhibit will include beautiful entries
of hand-made articles such as infants' wear, aprons,
and the like, handwoven materials, paintings and
wood carvings. Broncho Charlie Miller, former
pony express rider, will be on hand with his carved
Indians and horses, and several other residents
from Tompkins Square House will take turns during the week serving as hosts and hostesses.
*Reprinted from the Community Service Society Bulletin.
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SEMI-FORMAL DANCES give the ladies chance to
wear best bib and tucker in Santa Barbara, California.

HORSESHOES
need a referee

A

GIANT CHECKERS,
popular in Tacoma.

PLAYING CARDS

lllHir*

EYE VIEW OF

Samples of the Man

as well as regular checkers, are
These players are aged 87, 89.

is included in most social gatherings for older adults, as at the Santa Barbara club.
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These
measure, in Tacoma. Washington.

are a favorite with oldsters.
to

GAY NINETIES

party brings out costumes and talent
Club member sings old song.

in Nashville, Tennessee.

RECREATION

City-Wide

EFERENCE TO THE many good programs

for

the elderly, throughout the country, should
include mention of the now well-known city-wide

experiment launched in Philadelphia by the Council of Social Agencies in 1946. This called for the

Age Clubs for men and women
and over. The clubs, now going

this field. Under her leadership, the program has
grown and flourished. She is the author of the

on Organization of Clubs
Older People," issued by the Philadelphia

bulletin, "Salient Points

for

Recreation Association.

"The Individual

Social Club"

creation of Golden
of

sixty-five

strong, are patterned after those developed
William Rose Institute in Cleveland, Ohio.

by the

They

church clubs, garden clubs,

are of every variety

neighborhood clubs, hobby or other specialized interest clubs, study or music clubs, clubs for men
or

women

or for both.

The program, when

duced, represented one of the
forts

by any large

intro-

first large-scale ef-

city to face a social

problem

In Santa Barbara, California, the idea of personalized services

is

indicated in the

name

of the

by club members. Here the age range
for members runs from about forty-five to eightyfive, and averages in the sixties and seventies. It
is felt that this mixture of
ages is a tonic for the
older folks, and that the younger ones can assume
some of the leadership, encouraging the others to

club, chosen

participate.

In regard to program, Louise E. Lowry,

managing

who

supervisor of the recreation center

is

and

advisor to the club, recommends that in addition
to a regular weekly schedule of business meetings,

games and birthday parshould be featured periodi-

pot-luck luncheons, table
special activities

ties

add variety, new interest and participaShe mentions several examples from Santa
Barbara experience. One was a carefully planned
and highly successful trip to Hollywood to attend

cally, to

tion.

III!

OLDER FOLKS

a "Breakfast in Hollywood" broadcast, using a
chartered bus and the recreation department sta-

wagon to take care of the overflow. Eight of
members were on the air, two received orchids,
received a thrill. The visit was topped off with

tion

ommunity

Activities

the
all

which had grown out of changed living conditions.
At the time, George T. Adams, executive secre-

dancing at the Hollywood recreation center. Other

tary of the Philadelphia Recreation Association,
said: "We are living now in an industrial

can be found, and semi-formal evening dances.
These latter give the ladies a chance to dress up

when

in their best bib

age,
the working age is limited, the
working day
has been shortened. ... It is a situation peculiar
to our times. When our
country was more largely
agricultural, older persons could continue to do

work on

the farm or take part in village
or to develop hobbies."
light

life,

special activities are dramatics,

sible.

Thirty-three organizations,

in

addition to

sponsoring groups of churches, enthusiastically
agreed with the plan, and have since given it
wholehearted help and support. The sponsoring

groups were to be entirely responsible for their
clubs

facilities,

leadership, membership, contacts,

finances, continuity. The recreation department's
role has been advisory, informational,

promotional.

The existence of the clubs early
ment of a director of recreation

led to the appointfor older people

Miss Georgene E. Bowen, well-known worker

MAY

1949

in

the right leader

and tucker, and men who have

daytime employment an opportunity to attend.
Two rooms in the recreation center have been

made

available to the 300 members for their use.
and Miss Lowry advises ground floor facilities
wherever possible.

In laying the foundations for such an undertaking, it was necessary to enlist the cooperation
of as many public and private
organizations as pos-

if

Middle Age Social Club

The

following ad appeared in one of the news-

papers in Tacoma, Washington:
Persons over 45 and single, of good character, interested in forming a club to
scotch loneliness and cultivate fun

come

and

(street address given).
to
According
Margery S. Davisson, a commucenter
in Tacoma, this was the seed
director
nity

friends

to

from which sprang a club unique in that section
of the northwest. The group turned to the community center for help, and there received a warm
welcome, a place to meet, and assistance with
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matters pertaining to organization, program and

were elected; committees

personalities.

Officers

were formed

including publicity, telephone, flow-

membership, and program. Chairmen
made up an execuA
and by-laws were

ers, visiting,

of the above, plus the officers,
constitution
tive board.

adopted immediately, thus avoiding many pitfalls.
Membership dues were placed at fifty cents a year,

months, and a small

election of officers every six

charge was determined for weekly meetings the
aim being to cover expenses and place a small net

used for special events.
Politics, race and religion have caused no problems, and membership has now reached 105, with

profit in the treasury, to be

an average attendance of eighty-two.
The name "Middle Age Social Club" has become known as an open door to those desiring a
pleasant place to meet and enjoyment in the company of others of their years, in an inexpensive
manner.

A
seven

typical evening finds

even though

o'clock,

advertised time.

whether

The

members

cards, as
it

is

members

secretary checks
sign the register

to be thirty

cards, conversation

arriving at
seven-thirty is the

membership
and decide
cents for an evening of

and food, or forty cents to

in-

(This is old-time style, to a four
piece orchestra, and while especially for adults, it
is open to married and single persons, young or

clude dancing.

old.)

Strangers are welcome, but

that they

become members

it

is

desired

Many

are the letters from

some form
bers of

of recreation for the older, retired

mem-

population. In order to get things
started, therefore, ministers in the central part of
the city were asked to send at least two representaits

from

tives

sixty-five

their churches, in the age bracket of
to a preliminary meeting at

and over,

which the formation of a club would be discussed.
These prospective charter members then received
a personal letter of invitation.

At this meeting, it was agreed that everyone
present should invite four other possible members
to a sample gathering, to be held in the social
rooms of one of the centrally located churches.
Since that time, regular monthly meetings, including picnics during the summer months, have been
held. The monthly programs vary, but a standard
pattern includes singing, group games, special celebrations on Christmas, Valentine's Day and other
holidays, the making of simple crafts, demonstrations of hobbies by members, and movies. The

program always concludes with simple refreshments, prepared and served by members, followed
by a social hour.

Some
been

:

of the by-products of these meetings have

interests developed outside the

narrowing

sphere which accompanies retirement ; that feeling
of being wanted and invited to a meeting of kin-

dred

mant

spirits

;

the opportunity to develop

skill that

can continue in

its

yond the actual meeting time the

after several visits.

;

Inquiries by telephone, letter and in person have
come from the entire city and a radius of fifty miles
in the county.

Recreation Association had long wished to offer

some dor-

expression bereliving of past

accomplishments with others having similar problems and interests; the feeling that people are al-

more

distant points in the state, requesting members to
correspond, all with the same pleas of empty hours,

and a desire

for companionship to

combat the

self-

centeredness they find creeping upon them.
Spicing the regular club program are specialties,

such as entertainment numbers, picnics, birthday
parties, anniversary dinners, receptions honoring
the newly married. Small groups have formed
within the larger for those wishing to meet more
than once a week. The men and women of the

have found companionship, importance
through responsibility, health both mental and

club

physical, new interests, and the satisfaction
service to their center and their city.

of

"Youngest Club"
The name

of the "youngest recreation club" in
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, now in its second year,

has been changed from the original Golden Age
Club to Happy Hours Club because members ob-

word age. According to G. D.
Brandon, director of recreation, the Lancaster

ject to including the
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Cood

and lawn bowling, using Tacoma park
appeal to this "young" lady during summer.

exercise

facilities,

RECREATION

Members provide

own music

ways people regardless of their position and place
in society. Nothing is more important to an individual at any age than to know he is wanted.
None of the facilities for this group have required anything new that could not be borrowed
from established agencies available in any community. The planning of parties is always done by

terest,

the officers of the club in cooperation with the
recreation director.

helping others to become better acquainted.

The

movies.

their

for square dancing, one man being adept with the
violin, another with the guitar and a woman with
the drums. Many latent talents have been dis-

covered, dramatic ability among them. One couple
had traveled with a circus for many years and

have proved to be good masters of ceremonies,

Miss Tyler

states

"Leaders in charge must be

:

zest displayed by this group, and the keen
interest shown in attending meetings, is amazing.

sympathetic, act as counselors and also have the
ability just to listen. So many of these older peo-

If unable to be
is very pronounced.
a
call
letter
or
of
present,
phone
apology usually
is received. The majority of members are anxious

ple enjoy

Group unity

to display talents,

Two

bies.

show

their collections

and hob-

members, whose partial blindness
playing games, have not missed a

of the

prevents their

They enjoy the sociability of the
even
group,
though unable to participate actively.
single meeting.

Latent Talents Discovered
In Flint, Michigan

many

other

cities,

there are, as

in

men and women who
limited incomes and who

retired

on pensions or very
have a great deal of leisure time on their hands.
In 1947, a group of older people approached the
live

patience.

proud that we are able to
community. There is no
fee attached to becoming a participant. At first,
interested organizations and individuals contrib-

"Our department

uted money, but the program is now supported
from revenues received from Coca Cola machines

community houses.
"As one man stated, 'I have paid taxes

my

ticipate in'."

Shut-ins Included

Membership
Jamestown,

they were referred to the recreation division of
the Council, which called in resource people from

meetings.

YWCA,

Mott Foundation, Community Music Association and City Recreation Department, and it was determined that
the recreation department had the buildings and
personnel for such an undertaking. Two recreation centers launched the program on the same
night so that people living at either end of town
could attend simultaneously. Each center is now
open every Tuesday afternoon from one to four,
and each Thursday evening from seven to tenthirty. So far as is possible, the department has
developed its program around the Philadelphia
plan.

Lina W. Tyler, recreation supervisor in Flint,
writes that attendance bears out the success of
the program.

An

average of twenty-five people
appear at each center for afternoon meetings, and
from sixty to seventy in the evenings. Refreshments are served without charge. As much as possible,

the older people are urged to plan their own
new chairman is elected each

entertainment.

A

month.
fests,

day

Programs include cards, cribbage, song
Tom Brennaman shows, hard-time and birth-

parties, speakers, visits to places of public in-

MAY
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in Flint

for fifty years but never once thought that there
would be a program for people of
age to par-

Council of Social Agencies to investigate the possibilities of starting some kind of program. Here

the Bureau of Social Aid,

is

offer this service to the

in the

an industrial community of

approximately 165, OCXD people

good conversation. Many are temperamental and must be treated with a great deal of

of

the

New York

Golden Age Society in
population around 42,638

includes about thirty shut-ins unable to attend
They receive news of the club, cards

and

gifts

total

during different seasons of the year. The
of members has increased from sixty-

number

1947, to the present enrollment of
leadership of the recreation department, the program features theatre parties, group
five in

300.

May,
Under

singing, exhibits, automobile trips, boat rides
the like.

and

Calendar

The Council

of Social Agencies in Rochester,
York, has put out a "Senior Citizens Calendar of Things of Interest in Rochester," planned
"for the person who now has time on his hands
and wants to really live his life rather than just
sit it out." Leisure-time activities have been listed

New

under the headings Things to See, Things to
Hear, Things to Do, Things to Read, Things to
Learn. All neighborhood clubs are listed under
Things to Do; and among them are a number of
clubs which welcome oldsters, also clubs planned
:

especially for older adults, offering a gay, social

afternoon just visiting, playing cards, enjoying
musical entertainment, community singing, movies,
speakers and refreshments. The Rochester program for the elderly was initiated in May, 1946.
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CENTER

is as

of the oldsters

any
PARADISE

good as

who drop

its

name

in each

ask

Tuesday

afternoon for their weekly round of fun and sociawho
bility. "I never miss," said one little old lady
close to the ninety-year mark,

is

"and when

it's

Paradise

counting the days until next time."
Sixty-five members, ages sixty-five to ninety
plus, are registered in the club, and the average
weekly attendance is about fifty. Illness is just

over

I

start

Center

about the only reason for anyone's absence. The
weather makes little difference. Heat of sun, cold
of winter, rain or shine finds

members trudging

YWCA

in Wilkes-Barre, Pennup the steps of the
their eyes and a happy
in
with
a
twinkle
sylvania,

greeting on their lips for this
their own club day for fun.

When

is

their

day

way

of activities,

we

couldn't think

of anything they don't like to do. They like everything and they are always willing to try anything
once. They come to have a good time and they

have

it

!

At

gathering,

with

zest,

five o'clock, the

we have
and

them on

Our program

end of the three-hour

"Good Night Ladies"
"merrily roll" members out

to sing

virtually

the door to get

their

way.

cream.

birthday celebrations
with
cakes, candles and
complete
One lady stood up for her birthday
includes

twice in the year, and was caught by some knowing friend. "Well," said she, "I guess at my age
I

as

ought to be allowed to have as many birthdays
I want." She was eighty-eight. On Christmas

eve,

many

of the oldsters

replied, "Time
why I have all the time there
until I die." This expresses the plight of older
people having too much leisure time on their

were on hand

in the

public square to join in the municipal celebration.
At our own Christmas party, one of our Little

Theatre members added to the occasion by
Christmas stories.

is

hands. Those in Wilkes-Barre and

Wyoming

Val-

happy that more is being done for them
recreationally, and they are grateful that some

ley are all

organization has found time to develop such a

program.
Several agencies have assisted in making ParaThe Department of Public

dise Center possible.

once a month
ice

E. Swezey

She

asked one day what these retired citizens

like best in the

Ruth

out,

telling

Assistance permitted us to send out a questionnaire
to survey the interests among this group. Five

hundred cards, with a

list

of ten activities,

were

sent out in the payroll envelopes, asking the reif they were
cipients to return the checked cards

One hundred

interested in a recreation center.

cards were returned, and the most popular item
checked was "a social meeting where I may make

new

Many

friends."

also checked games,

some

movies, a few crafts, dancing, and other activities.
furnishes free a delightful meeting
The

YWCA

a popular group activity, and there

place with use of the kitchen. Mrs. Paul Bedford,
well-known in the area for her active interest in

are simple crafts projects that are possible for
those with poor eyesight. Many members play

the welfare of the aged and shut-ins, and president

Weaving

is

dominoes and pinochle, and the showing of movies
and community singing vary the programs. Each
week, one set of elderly men and women square
dance. The oldsters were guests of the "Y" at one
of the weekly farmer dances, and the forty who attended didn't just watch they also participated.
Refreshments are part of each week's program,

and members enjoy the companionship possible
while sitting at the table, eating their pie or cake

and

and getting together to sing.
of the women was asked if she had
and
do something after the meeting.
stay

coffee,

One day one
time to

Ruth Swezey is the director of recreation, Playground
and Recreation Association of Wyoming Valley.
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of

"Wheel

is

Chairs, Incorporated,"

She

the center.

and did much

is

also a

member

chairman of
board

of the

to find the funds to start this pro-

gram.

How

did

we

decide on Paradise Center as the

name? The group held a contest, and out of the
eighteen names submitted, this one was almost
unanimously
years old,

selected.

who

Mrs. Mary Caffery, seventy
it, wrote

submitted

:

"I suggest that we call the recreation center
'Paradise Center' because of the wonderful times

there and the enjoyment we get from it.
sure that every one of the elderly people who
come to this center are very happy here, and the

we have
I

am

hours spent here make

Thanks

for

making

this

life

worth while for

us.

wonderful thing possible."

RECREATION

A

Place in

The Sun
Frances Joyner
ONE

is old in the

No

Sunshine City, more for-

mally known as St. Petersburg, Florida.
Maybe it's the Fountain of Youth, maybe it's the

sunshine

whatever

recreation

is

it

is,

the spirit of play and

strong.

thrive.

There are clubs for every age. Let's start with
one of the most famous not just three score and
but the Three-Quarter Centen, that's too young
tury Club. Not only is it a social club it has two
branches: the Three-Quarter Century

famous

and the Three-Quarter Century
teams, the Kids and the Kubs, play
five innings of softball twice a week, from December to May, on the shores of Tampa Bay. The
Softball

Club,

Chorus.

Two

recreation department can't keep up with the demand for bleachers to seat the crowds and woe

the

betide

newspapers when

wrong The Chorus
!

eight years young.
this is real music.

is

led

This

the

box score

is

by John Shirley, eighty-

isn't just

a "sing-song"-

Their theme song

is

sung to

music; there are quartets, octets, mixed
quartets, all singing with the proper phrasing and
spirit. They average a concert a week during the
Sibelius'

winter months.

To take care of those not yet old enough to join
these well-known groups, there is the Half-Century Club, with its own softball organization. The
Pelicans and Gulls play three times a week, waiting their chance to graduate into the Three-Quarter

Century teams.

The most popular

sport of all is shuffleboard,
and St. Petersburg has three thriving clubs, one

with over 7,000 members. Ranging from forty to
eighty years of age, members keep the courts busy
day and night. For those less actively inclined,
there are the card

No one

rooms and dancing.

Shuffle-

is

old in St. Petersburg, and shuffleboard clubs

Above, national champions play friendly game.

Another popular sport is lawn bowling. There
a men's club and a women's club, with devotees
playing the year 'round. A well-known physical
educator has found this the ideal sport for the
older man and woman, and it keeps them supple
and in good condition without undue physical
strain. Roque and horseshoes also have their adherents, all organized into clubs. For those wantis

ing less strenuous activity, there

and a chess

club,

where

is

a checker club

silence is the rule while

the opponents face each other in deadly battle.
Practically every state in the Union has its state
society in St. Petersburg, meeting formally twice
a month, and holding picnics and dances in-between
times. Then, there are the clubs for those who

have retired

teachers,

firemen, policemen,

rail-

road men, and others.
All this costs the taxpayers practically nothing.
many years ago, the recreation department

For,

expounded the thesis that people like best that
which is their own. So each of these clubs has
dues, which they collect themselves and use to
promote their own activities. The sports clubs are
located on city property, the social clubs meet in
a city-owned building; but when improvements
are needed or wanted, the clubs save and pay for
these themselves. They elect their officers from

among

their

own

ranks, and the city gets the highwho have no inten-

est caliber of volunteer leaders

tion of being put

on the

shelf or relegated to the

rocking chair.

board is a unique game it is easy to learn and
play so that the beginner is not frightened off, and
yet it can be developed into a game of great skill

Frances Joyner

and competitiveness

tersburg, Florida, Recreation Department.

MAY

1949

to hold the interest of

all.

is

a

member

of the St. Pe-
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CANADIAN OLDSTER

Teen-Agers Start Something

RECREATION DEPARTMENT

of

Sid Kirk and Trudy Nicholls

York Town-

TEIE
ship,

Toronto, aided by its youth, has for the
past two years sponsored one of the most signifi-

cant

movements

In the

in the

summer

of

banded together and

Province of Ontario to date.
1947, six teen-age clubs
raised $300 to take senior

over seventy years of age, on a bus
trip to
Niagara Falls. Seventy-four elderly people made
the trip in two busses, with two
registered nurses
and two or three teen-agers in each bus to take
citizens,

Lunch was arranged

charge.

at

St.

Catharines'

YMCA and YWCA, and dinner at

Falls.

Niagara
were brought together through
the Old Age Pensions Branch of the Ontario Provincial Government.

The

participants

This

affair

gave

officials of

the

York Township

cribbage, chess, dominoes, or just sitting around to

The evening winds up with tea, sandwiches,
and cookies. Average attendance is eighty-five for
chat.

each
lars

with costs approximately twenty dol-

social,

per evening.

Representatives of the teen-agers continue to
by attending each monthly meeting,

participate

checking coats, serving refreshments and generally
trying to

From
reation

make

the

members

the beginning, the

Department has

felt

feel at

home.

York Township Recthat the needs of,

services for, our older citizens should be

and

made

known. Therefore, each meeting of the Friendship
Club is held at a different place, and in different

Recreation Department the opportunity of
finding
out these people's feelings in
regard to forming a
club. They were delighted with the idea, and it

sections of the wide-spread municipality

at the

YMCA, Community

at the

was decided

cannot be expected to make
So, for each party, our three YMCA's young men's
service clubs, and business men's associations undertake the transportation of club members.

raise funds,

a monthly social meeting. To
amounting to $130, a triple dance for
to hold

teen-agers was held in the three Township Colleon the occasion of Princess Elizabeth's wed-

giates

Canadian Legion Hall.

One day

ding.

Fifty-three elderly persons, ranging
enty to ninety years of age, attended the

from sevfirst social

gathering in November; and they voted to call
their club "The
Friendship Club." Later they
their own executive committee, which
meets about two weeks prior to each
monthly
meeting of the club. The recreation department
picks up executive members one afternoon and
takes them to a member's home where
they discuss

elected

program for the next social, and finish with a cup
of tea and sometimes a
game of cards.
The program, with suggestions coming from
members, has resolved into sing-songs, music and
recitations by members themselves, movies (most
popular of the activities), bingo, euchre, checkers,

sistant
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is

director of recreation; Mrs. Nicholls

program

director,

is as-

York Township, Toronto.

Many

folks of this age
long streetcar trips.

the members, themselves, decided that

they would feel better

if they were on a
regular
contributing membership basis, and that, for those
who could pay, the dues could be anything from
twenty-five cents to a dollar per year. Ninety percent of them have paid one dollar.

Operation of a club of this kind calls for a spekind of feeling and sympathy. Such small but
important matters as get well cards, sympathetic

cial

talks on the telephone, and small personal services
can bring great satisfaction and happiness.
Recently, the department was approached by a
volunteer who was willing to donate his time for

the showing of movies to shut-ins, in their own
homes. Immediately the Friendship Shut-In Club

was formed and
the department

Mr. Kirk

House, and sometimes

benefit.

Club

is

It is

all
if

were

they

told to get in touch with
of anyone who could

knew

our sincere hope that the Friendship

firmlv established for the future.

RECREATION

the idea, understanding and businesslike. On February 5, 1948, we opened the doors to the new

LIKE TO PLAY, TOO

members.
In order to find prospective members we oblists from all the social
agencies who have

tained

The Seniors'

contact with older age groups, and sent out invitations to an opening tea.
also sent invitations

We

Chili

to the

Homes

for the

requirement for

in the city.

Aged

membership

for

The

only

men and women

was that they be sixty years of age or over. They
do not, however, get their full membership card
until six weeks after their first visit to the club.

Our
Alice Robertson

LACK OF

man, chairman of the volunteers, the placement
chairman, director, and president of the League.
We also organized an advisory committee of representatives from various community social agencies, who meet three or four times a year to help

recreation facilities for the older

group in Hamilton, Ontario, was impressed upon the chairman of the Family Service
Bureau, Dean Stewart, and it was he who sug-

work

in this field as a

of

Hamilton

new

chairman

of the house committee, the entertainment chair-

THE
age
gested

project committee to run the club consisted

of a chairman, assistant chairman, the

project for the

with special problems.
It was decided that the club would remain
open

in 1946.

Junior League
After investigating the resources of the city and

every afternoon, Monday through Friday, from
two to five-thirty o'clock, and two evenings a week
from seven-thirty to ten. On Friday evenings we
provide some form of entertainment such as music,
movies, or a magic act, and tea is served at each

finding that, aside from an occasional tea in the
East End, there was, indeed, nothing provided for

older people, the project committee of the Junior
League started collecting information on such
clubs through the facilities of the Association of
Junior Leagues of America. They provided mate-

Mrs.

Robertson

Hugh

the president of
the Junior League of Hamilton, Ontario.

on the organization of the Hodson Memorial
Center in New York City, the Golden Age Clubs
in Cleveland, and other groups in the
United States and we visited the Second
Mile Club in Toronto. Most of these
had had small beginnings, such as we
rial

is

;

contemplated, and after

we had made

our plans and estimated the costs, we
voted to start a Seniors' Club as our
next project.

The housing shortage in Hamilton
was our greatest obstacle and, after cutting down our hopes from a cottage to
an apartment, we finally had to settle on

t*
aving had my share of misfortunes and being left all alone for years,
was very lonesome and unhappy. A friend of mine advised me to join
the Seniors' Club. So about three weeks ago, I went to the club room,
I

more
what

anything else. Now I am a member of
town. I was welcomed by the supervisor
introduced to a couple of the members and told

to look the place over than
I believe is the best club in

without any palaver

make myself

.

.

.

Some were playing cards, dominoes, checkers,
not being able to play any of those games
not knowing anyone
there, I thought I would feel a wee bit out of place, but as I looked

to

at

home.

etc.

.

a recently vacated store. This
gave us
a room about twenty-five by thirty feet
and a tiny office. By adding a wash-

around and saw the layout of the place,
everyone looked so nice and respectable,

room

for me.

and putting a kitchenit didn't seem too bad
and the main point, after all, was to open
at the back,

ette in

one corner,

with any

facilities

rather than put off the

We

obtained comproject indefinitely.
fortable chairs, a piano, card tables and

books and, by using

made

lots of bright paint,

the place seem airy and attractive.
were fortunate in finding a director
who was genuinely enthusiastic about

it

.

.

was so clean and comfortable,

I said to myself, this is the spot

My out of place feeling vanished I was amongst a bunch of the
most friendly people one could find anywhere. Presently a gentleman
came in, all seemed glad to see him he just smiled, walked to the piano
and struck up some of the old lively tunes the members sang and everyone was so cheery.
After a while the young Ladies came around with
tea and cake, by the smile on their faces they enjoyed their job.
This
was my brightest afternoon in a long time. Since joining the Seniors'
.

.

.

.

.

.

Club there has been a change in me. ... 7 have some place to go where
meet friends and pass a happy time, instead of hanging around not

I can

We

knowing what to do with myself. There should be more of these clubs
a place like this makes you forget about growing old, and I believe it

MAY

keeps you from getting cranky. The Seniors' Club is run by the Junior
League all Ladies I understand. I dont know who they are but I do
know they have done a wonderful job. I would like to thank all those
of the Junior League for giving us this swell club, it took courage and
someone with a good heart and a good head at the helm. Ladies, we

1949

salute you.

and

Members are most enthusiastic and scarcely a
month goes by without an appreciative letter ap-

they also, on their own initiative, started a cookie
fund. The rest of the expenses, including the sal-

pearing in one of the community papers. When
we asked for criticisms or ideas for improving the

ary of the director, are paid by the Junior League

running of the club,

Hamilton from moneys raised by them in the
community. The League also provides a volunteer
to be on duty with the director.
\Ye now have over one hundred members
(which is the most we can accommodate), and
they come from all parts of the city. The average
attendance is about twenty-five, and the average
age is around seventy with the range from sixty

of appreciation

The members pay a

session.

cents a year to give

fee of twenty-five

them a proprietary

feeling

of

The members take

to ninety-four.

own

care of their

playing cards, checkers, dominoes; reading magazines or books; singing and
playing the piano dancing or reciting. The direc-

entertainment

;

main work is personal contact and encouragement of members. The volunteer's job is to keep
the place neat and serve the tea. This is unre-

tor's

warding work, with the result that volunteers are
hard to place and many lose interest.

m

THE

APRIL

Ox

the

ADDS

AMBER

headquarters family of
Recreation Association cele-

brated the organization's forty-third birthday. One
of the highlights of a simple ceremony was the in-

people do not respond to the idea of hobbies or
handcrafts because they are so glad simply to
relax and chat; but since the club is only a little

over a year old there is yet time to develop this.
Members have elected a spokesman and treasurer,
but as yet have no working committee.

Our main goal at the moment is more space and
a larger budget to add to the facilities of the club.
Also, we are considering reorganization with an
independent community board so that it may form
the nucleus for other services to the older age

group.

We believe that,

( See page 8 1
)
Reminiscing about the first meeting at the White
House in 1906, he grew increasingly enthusiastic
.

1

as he unfolded the story of the Association and its
contributions to the growth of the recreation move-

He
.

said, in part

:

We have

ing others

.

merged our

.

.

been a service organization, servand so many times have we sub-

few people realize the
We have multiplied our-

identity, that

extent of our services.

Service was really the

National Recreation Association.

"The complete
impossible to

and

.

lives.

War Camp Community

speech, too, for his resignation had just been an-

".

the Seniors' Club were closed

such a difference in their

ice.

ment.

if

members would march in a body to City
Hall and demand that it be reopened it has meant

now, the

formal talk given by Jimmy Rogers, staff member
for many a year. In a sense, it was a farewell

nounced.

received seventy letters
of criticism. The older

YEAR

12, 1949, the

National

we

and not one

.

.

.

tell

Once

I

story of the Association

tabulated

service, but today

I

want

fifty different

briefly discuss eleven big,

major

First,

Way

we have been
back

66

Today, few people appreciate the

fact that the

fifty

our

a 'missionary' organization.

in the early days, the

NRA

the crossroads of America the message
play, why playgrounds were as essential
.

.

.

Second,

.

.

.

we have been

carried to
as to

why

to schools.

pioneers

pioneers

in state legislation, in enabling acts, in creating
model ordinances, in setting up organizations and

great areas of service by the
''Field Service to Communities

.

fields in

"But, first, I want to stress two qualities of attitudes which have dominated the spirit of our work.

on the National Physical Education Service,
which was responsible for establishing state laws
and departments of health and physical education.
.

areas of

program.

programs.

.

almost

condense these

to

selves through others. The XRA, over a period
of twenty years, spent a quarter of a million dollars

is

because of the wide areas of serv-

"Now

.

.

.

for the brief statements about the eleven

NRA

heart of our program, because

communities

where

America

it

:

This
is

lives

is

the

right in the

and

works.

RECREATION

the NRA started, there were probably thirty
which had public recreation. Today, there
are approximately 3,000. I wish a careful record
could be shown of all the many visits by the many
individuals and the many services that we have

When

cities

made

to a single

community. Services

we have

Program

people working

department, in arts, crafts, nature,
ing

.

the

.

.

NRA,

to

a Broad

in the

music

drama, garden-

in its forty-three years,

through

and personnel, has done much to inexpand and enrich the conception that the

literature

its

crease,

of recreation

program

broad in many

is

fields of

from the cradle to the grave
and it is constantly facing the new
needs and challenges. Special Services
activities,
.

.

seen the value of not only public recreation but
private recreation, the contributions made by the

work

.

.

.

.

.

inspiration

.

state

and community

"My

the "word

work

is

this

work

goes on. Services to All Levels of Government Our records will show the many things we

have done

for

armed

the

forces,

the

work with

parks, the Inter-Agency, the

national

state

governments, with county groups. Correspondence
and Consultation That big department 25,000
letters

from 6,000 communities Yes, the title of
RECREATION, 'A Business Without a
!

the article in

Balance Sheet,' (April issue)
This is one

and Publications

is

true.

field

Literature

we ought

to be

move-

First,
it

I

going forward.
It's

still.

like

means
It

moving, im-

American life.
same missionary and pioneer

a fundamental in

the

"Secondly,
spirit of old

new

must be maintained in the developareas in the field of recreation which

crease in children's

And

pro-

proving. More and more people and
groups are recognizing that recreation

fourteen-year period from 1927 to 1941. There
were 1,785 training institutes held at 701 centers
still

is

not standing

is

brief.

movement because

recreation

that

ment

forty-eight states.

NRA

story of the recreation

ment must be very

assigned specialists to assist the De-

all

govern-

gram, and throughout these years, two names
stand supreme Joseph Lee and How-

partment and the State Colleges of Agriculture in
the training of 78,628 volunteer leaders over a

located in

levels of

"In the broad, varied, multifarious

.

NRA

It

.

ard Braucher.

work; the survey and planning work.
Services to Rural America Over the years, we
have
served the Department of Agriculture.

The

effort this

ment.

;

.

.

on national,

with institutions for the orphaned, hanour industrial
dicapped and aged

.

organizations.

and much

has given them information and
has stimulated the whole movement

of recreation.

Our

.

cost

Congress, for years, has brought together lay and
professional leaders and workers from all the fields

for the past thirty

years with minority groups.
contribution to Negro life
our

At great

The Congress

.

There's our

work

church, the home, the group

is

of

ever growing and expanding.

There

is

an

in-

museums, camping of all kinds,
the work with oldsters, home and neighborhood

play

new

areas on the horizon.

"Third, there is always the need for the upgrading of standards for reorganization and administration,

facilities,

budgets,

programs

and

leadership.

"Recreation

is

on the march. ... So we here

dedicate ourselves today, first, to the vision and
faith of the missionaries and pioneers of the

NRA

and the recreation movement, and second,
challenge

of

the

future,

that

we

shall

to the

ever be

ready."

greatly proud of. ... Our books are text books,
the recognized bibles and encyclopedias. Leader-

ship and Training

.

.

what a glorious, continu-

.

ous outpouring of services have been rendered
through our schools and institutes of all kinds:
fifty-four

War Camp Community

Service Insti-

tutes; ten national one-year graduate recreation
schools; social and creative recreation institutes,

conducted by our specialists; our work in standards for leadership.
Recreation, A Profession
We are a profession.
Recreation has a his.

.

.

.

.

.

tory, vast library, literature,

phy, a definite program.
tion

To me,

that the
in

.

.

fundamental philosoCommunity Recrea-

perhaps, the greatest contribution

NRA has made is that

terms of the

MAY

.

1949

total

has always talked
program. ... It has always
it

Today few people remember that the War Camp Community Service of World War I was in reality the NRA.
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PET BIRDS ARE FUN!

Mildred Stevenson

COLONEL AND Mrs. Leon L. Gardner

WHEN
grew bored with Army

life

in the

prewar

"new interToo numerous

Philippines they bought a pet bird for
est."

Before long they had

fifty.

for cages, the birds theoretically

a screen porch

They

were confined to

actually they took over the house.
slept in shoes, swooped into the shower after
;

Colonel Gardner, flicking water in his eyes. They
grabbed absorbent cotton from the bathroom, stole
tape measures from the sewing basket and picked
a quilt apart for their nests.

Nearly everyone

at

some time has considered

acquiring a pet bird, usually with the casual idea
of lending color and song to the home. Later the

owner may

learn, as did the Gardners, that he has
stumbled on a multi-faceted hobby which often be

-

comes a consuming passion and a money-making
venture.

Birds are absorbing company, and are easily
taught tricks. While in a hospital with his back-

Wild West show

broken, George Burton, a

rider,

was given a parakeet. The

bird, he found, liked to
ride an outstretched pencil. Eight years later he

put 273 lovebirds through a feature-length movie
complete with hero, villain and love interest. They

During the war they were introduced at
government mental hospital
in Washington, to divert shell-shocked veterans.
One Negro sailor, who seemed otherwise recovered, became upset whenever it was suggested that
he might go home. The psychiatrists were baffled
until he was observed strutting through the wards,
laughing joyously as the parakeet which rode his
value.
St.

Elizabeth's, the

shoulder flew

off,

command. Asked

then returned at his whistled

he would like to take the pet
home, he immediately began packing. "Me and
my little bird are gettin' out of here," he said.
if

It is the fanciers, though, who derive the most
enjoyment from birds. Their gratification is that
of the artist and champion. Before the war we
imported most of our birds from Germany. Now
Helen Kneller, editor of Canary World, estimates
that American breeders are producing more than
a million birds a year. Countless varieties and
strains have been developed.
In a former hosiery mill at Denville, New Jer-

Odenwald Bird Company turns out three
year, for upwards of 65,000 sales. The
R. T. French Company, with plants at Rochester
sey, the

broods a

taxis, rode horseback, performed on
and
did other tricks.
trapezes,
Robert Stroud, a Leavenworth prisoner, spent
twenty years in solitary confinement. By raising
canaries in his cell he not only preserved his sanity,
but supported his mother through sales of the
birds. When birds died he dissected them, later
studied biology, and became a writer and world
authority on their diseases despite the fact that
he had not gone beyond the third grade in school.

operated

Many

hospitals keep birds for their therapeutic

Mrs. Stevenson, wife of a Washington, D. C.

newspaperman, worked as librarian with the
Camp and Hospital Service of the Red Cross
during World

War

II,

and knew of the use

of birds in hospital rehabilitation programs.
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William
as

S.

playful

Hinnian has found that yonng birds are
as

kittens

and equally as

affectionate.
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and Philadelphia and aviaries

in

England,

is

chiefly

concerned with manufacturing better bird foods,
but

sells

birds too.

The

business

grew from one

man's hobby. The quality market, however,
enthusiasts who, through
controlled by fanciers
and national associaclubs
local
more than 200
is

tions, are continually striving for prize-winning

birds.

Some

fanciers are children,

who have

their

own

recognized organizations, or housewives with a
couple of cages, or busy executives like John A.

Yeager
birds

of Baltimore

as

his

who

safety-valve

eight years ago adopted
hobby and since has

owned eighty-five. "Wonderful recreation," he
told me. "And so much can be learned from birds."
At De Paul Sanitarium

in

New

Orleans, Sister

Mary Rose breeds and sells birds to help the poor.
Clovis Russell and his family, in thirteen years,
turned twenty dollars worth of birds into a $50,ooo-a-year enterprise at West, Texas, after they

also a bluejay

which

says, "Hi, Lydia,"

and tap

dances.

Your

bird should be a male for, unlike their
counterparts in the human race, the females are
quiet. Your bird should live eight to twelve years.
first

cheap to feed, and usually

However,
and belligerent that other canaries shunned her. It seems
that she had developed a fear of water while still
a nestling. The cure was to put her alone with
It is

Canary World

is

clean.

tells of Gertie, so dirty

Immediately she fell in love with the
reflected image which did not snub her. Then she

a mirror.

into a strategically placed bath
and, seeing the mirrored friend bathing too, she
decided it was the social thing to do. She readily

accidentally

fell

found a mate on being returned to the big cage,
and lived happily ever after.
Canaries are just the starting point for many
Importers send collectors to South and

fanciers.

Central America, Australia, China, India and the
Philippines every year to satisfy the increasing

demand

for

more

exotic birds.

The Louis Ruhe

Company has been in this business since 1869. At
its three-story wholesale warehouse in New York
are Argentine toucans with eight-inch bills, which
retail for $150 apiece; but ten dollars will buy a
pair of sweet-singing strawberry finches from India, or two multi-colored European goldfinches, or

a pair of Java rice birds complete with blue-gray
coats, pink bills and white ear muffs.

One

most interesting talking birds is the
some were released near
Vancouver, British Columbia, and the story is told
that when a local farmer started to shoot what he
thought was a crow the bird shrieked "Hey, look
out where you point that gun." The supposition
of the

Oriental mynah. In 1900

:

Mr. Bruce White proudly shows the blue jay that
whistles "Yankee Doodle," and tap dances.

talks,

discovered that birds brought big profits. Margaret
K. Hines, who twelve years ago bought a bird for

her daughter,

now owns

a thriving pet shop in

Washington.
Bruce White, of Frederick, Maryland, who as
athild had owned birds, nine years ago sought to
buy one for his granddaughter. A pet store clerk,
finding him hard to please, sarcastically suggested
that he breed his own. White accepted the challenge,

won every canary

became president

of the

prize offered in Maryland,

Maryland Canary Breed-

ers Association and, as his collection increased,

from his traveling salesman's job. In his
basement he has more than 400 birds, including a
parakeet which has learned to unlatch its cage, and
trots around letting the others out, too. There is
retired
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that the

mynah, as curious as the crow which

resembles, had followed hunters and heard these

same angry words from them.
The Washington Zoo once possessed an even
more gifted mynah. When visitors inquired why
its mate had disappeared, it spoke up solemnly
before the keeper had a chance: "The other one
died." This bird also was loved by the curators
for

efforts to increase their funds.

its

When

a

visiting legislator appeared, the bird demanded
loudly "How about the appropriations, Senator ?"
Furthermore, it collected on the spot. Hold up a
:

coin and

it would grab and bury it.
Keepers
found
several dollars when they cleaned
ways

alits

cage.

You

can buy an untrained mynah for twentya trained one for seventy-five dollars

five dollars,

to $1,500.

The

talkers

which have quadrupled

in price are
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those of the parrot family.
Despite restrictions, the popularity of parrots
is undimmed, for they are loyal,
long-lived, and

beetles

entertaining. One which "Colonel Jack" Larson
of Seattle bought when it was twenty years old

pleasures of a freedom beset with enemies. Canaries actually have lived behind bars so many

traveled with

When

forty.
it

him

barged into the

thetic vigil

show business for the next
came down with asthma
sickroom and took up sympa-

in

the Colonel

on the edge of

human

being.

the Australian budgerigar
Lately, a parakeet
or "budgie"' bird has begun to challenge the ca-

comes in assorted colors
from apple green to mauve. You can get them,
untrained, for as little as fourteen dollars a pair.
If

It

when young, they learn to whistle meloeven turn somersaults.
woman with a high-

tutored

dies,

they prefer that you give them a tea strainer.

Many

and may be tutored in a repertoire which theoretically includes up to ten bars sung at certain pitch
and key. Once in a blue moon a bird even learns

nary's popularity.

generations that they are incapable of fending for
themselves. Rather than frame their own nests

his bed.

Canaries are generally conceded to be the best
songsters. They come both in tenors and bassos,

a tune written by a

from South America produce larvae.
Confined birds are not unhappy. Wild birds
soon learn that food and protection offset the

A

of Mrs. Erlanger's rare birds refuse to

escape. Pancho, a Mexican troupial

in

a Hallow-

een suit of black and yellow, insists on riding the
shoulder of Dick Belhumeur, the farm superintendent,

when he goes

outside.

Then

the bird

Recently I drove to Virginia to see William S.
Hinnian, a retired government worker who started
raising birds after his wife died because "they gave
something else to think about." He found that

me

the

young birds were as

equally affectionate.

One

and
went
around,
parakeet
playful as kittens

teach them to talk in three
months and to acquire a hundred-word vocabulary
in a year. There are phonograph records to help,

petted.

too.

to St. Elizabeth's Hospital during the war.

pitched voice can

The

true bird addict resembles the philatelist

who, having found one stamp, must complete his
series at all cost. Mrs. Milton Erlanger started
with the usual lone canary.

When

the companions

she provided for it overwhelmed her New York
house, she added a ninety-foot aviary to a garage
on her farm at Elberon, Xew Jersey, then flanked
this outside with flight enclosures planted in shrubs

and berry bushes.
Here you find the irridescent green, gold and

wings outstretched

he

even barks

like

five

on their care and feeding. Mrs. Erlanger
actually has a gardener cultivating such pests as
dandelions and thistles in winter hotbeds. Some
exists

birds

require oranges, bananas, alligator pears,
hard-boiled eggs, boiled sweet potatoes, big black
cherries, a mash of zwiebach and meal. Mrs. Er-

langer also runs a
filled
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mealworm

factor}-

a large box

with bran, soft bananas and apples in which

And

when he remembers

the

and
For

months the doctors had tried in vain to rouse
mind and silent tongue.

Then a Red Cross worker brought one of Mr.
Hinman's parakeets into the ward. The bird
hopped on the shoulder of a patient, then onto the
head of another. Then it sat on a chair and jabbered at them.

The parakeet

The

patients roared.

Slowly Jim

them vacantly.

flew to the shoulder of the patient
He held it for a few seconds, then

an idea came to him.

He

placed the bird in Jim's

limp hand.

The ward was

instantly tense and
his
stared
at the parakeet.
head,
jerked

narrowed.

a dog.

rare birds gathered by Mrs.
from
Erlanger
throughout the world require exactcare.
Some
are so little known that no text
ing

of his trained parakeets

his stunned

in the next bed.

hears

begging to be

story of Jim, a twenty-year-old sailor, dazed
mute after two years of hell in the Pacific.

Mayas and Aztecs. There are clarino thrushes
from India, singing accompaniments to bubbuls,
which back in Africa are captured when they become drunk from eating fermenting fruits. There
is also a drongo from Africa which imitates everyit

all

feels bountifully repaid

turned, looked at

The more than 200

in angel fashion,

Mr. Hinman gave

red Quetzal with thirty-inch tail. It is the national
bird of Guatemala and was worshipped by the

thing

flies

Dick pretends to search for him.
But just let Dick get out of sight and the bird
screams for him and safety.
off to hide while

Suddenly he closed his

bird, stuffed

it

Jim
His eyes
big fist on the
still.

into his pocket.

A

groan went through the ward. The doctor,
horrified, hurried forward. Then he drew up. The
bird was peeking out of the pocket with Jim's
hand curled around it.
"He's cold," said Jim, smiling up at the doctor.
"I'll keep him warm."

own volition, Jim went to the hobby
model
the parakeet in clay. Eight weeks
shop
from the day he first saw the parakeet he was discharged from the hospital. The bird went with him.
Soon, of his
to
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People in Recreation

Meet Gramps Mathias

man

with silver hair and a big
he had a beard he would
silver mustache.
look exactly like Santa Claus and it would be
is

HE

A

little

If

perfectly proper.

He is William Mathias, seventy-four, caretaker
He plays
at the West End Recreation Center.

of

West End

comes open, or a muffler
signs of a cold,

'is

loose, or a

"Cramps" wraps,

tucks, buttons

and wipes.
These are not necessarily the duties
Mathias,

nose shows

of

William

listed in the city recreation records as a

Santa Claus, father and counselor to hundreds of

maintenance man. They are the self-imposed tasks
of a ruddy, rugged fellow whose heart is filled with

W'inona, Minnesota, children 365 days in the year.

the love of children

Say the boys and
hair

is

girls of the

West

side

:

"Cramps'

silver but his heart is gold !"

When we

went out to get acquainted, "Cramps"
end of the ice rink where he watches
over the safety and comfort of the younger children
of a newly
^vith fierce blue eyes and the vigilance
appointed lifeguard. A volunteer call to bring him

was

at the far

back to the recreation hall sent a score of young-

snow

sters racing across the

to the rink.

They

brought him back. They hung on his arm and said
gleefully, as if they were showing off a proud parent,

"Here he

his picture

is,

w ith

"Cramps"

r

is

here

us,

is

good

we want

ole

Cramps. Take

his picture with us."

a polite, well-poised Scot of the old
He bows a little and he says,

and who expresses his feelings
a
lovable
watchfulness
that endears him even
by
to the older girls and boys. He has been with the

Winona park system

for fifteen years

and with the

recreation department for the past two years. In
the summer he cares for the park and the ball dia-

mond, and in the winter he maintains the ice rink
and watches over his hordes of skaters daily.
But, in the odd hours when there is no planned
recreation, you can find the old man teaching some
of the West Enders how to be canny at a game of
checkers or giving them advice on how to get along
with their kid brothers or

"Cramps" has no
tion hall, he

is

official

sisters. And although
standing in the recrea-

always a welcome

figure.

school of manners.

Scotch brogue, "How are ye?"
do the children make such a fuss

in his rich

"Why

about you, Cramps?" we asked. "Weel,
now, I'll be tellin' ye," mused the old care-

"Dinna ye
them?" With that
he winked as if it were a secret between us.
What does "Cramps" do to make children laugh and say he has a "heart of gold" ?
Well, he comes to work with candy in his
pocket or maybe a story book he has bought

taker,

think

stroking his mustache.

it's

with his

because

I like

own meager

funds.

He

bundles

up when they go on the
ice, mends broken shoe laces, and helps
them in their first struggles on the ice, al-

the small children

though' he doesn't skate.

If

a child's coat

Reprinted from the Winona Republican-Herald.
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Gray Wolf Ridge from Deer Park, Olympic. Some foresters consider park forests are wasted because they are not
harvested, and commercial interests threaten, bnt park forests par high dividend? in enjoyment and inspiration.

Parks and People
Victor H. Cahalaiie
AUTOMOBILE ONCE broke

A*. dashing

up

of the national parks.

and

tires,

it

all

to the doors of a

stopped.

speed records
in one

museum

With screeching of brakes
The door opened and a man

leaped out. The family huddled within, their faces
streaked with fear. "Hey, Mister! Mister! Your

bears are loose!" shouted the man.

Most

who

of the approximately 30,000,000 people
parks in the United States

visit the national

and Canada every year are prepared to find the
wild animals "loose" at large. This is one of the
parks' most popular features.
National parks mean many things to many people. Just what, and how much, depends on cultural

backgrounds and interests. Thousands of questions are asked every day. When columns of steam
rise from the fumaroles of Lassen Volcanic Xational

going

demand excitedly: "Is it
now?" Others inquire: "Do you have

Park, visitors
off

Mr. Cabalane
ice; article
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Chief Biologist, National Park Servreprinted from National Parks Magazine.
is

rattlesnakes?"

"Where

are the wolves?"

"What

a virgin forest?" "Are Indians dangerous?'*
"How did scientists count the 4.000,000 bats in
Carlsbad Caverns?" "Will a coyote bite?" "Where

is

I camp for two weeks without
seeing any
humans ?"
Even an average family in the United States or
Canada is sure to find different fields of interest
for each member. Father, the mechanical genius,
is engrossed in the method by which the geysers

can

how a beaver family builds its
canals
and
dams,
lodges. He may be impressed by
the seemingly limitless forests of lodgepole pine,
or balsam fir, or maple, and perhaps he sees in
go

into action, or

them sawlogs or chair

spindles. Mother appremost the play of light on the spray of geyser
or the mountainous waterfall, the pattern of color
in the forest carpet, and the opportunity to relax
in the quiet campground while the crowds are enciates

gaged in sightseeing.
Depending on their age, the boys play Indians,
hunting beasts in the pre-Columbian forest, or
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catch a black-spotted trout or

two from the

river.

assure

may prefer the evening campfire
a
combination of natural history
with
programs
education and social opportunities. All family

We

ter of this family

members

join forces in enjoying the

most spectacular scenic

the

the

problems, a dispersal of people will take place

away from

offerings.

institution of national

life

The

greatest aggregation of wildlife ever seen
settlers of temperate North

was found by the early

Wasteful exploitation wiped out hundreds of thousands of bison, antelope, elk, deer
America.

and many other

Some

species.

of the travelers

who

more and more

WO

museums and

and the relationship of the parks to everyof the people of our two countries.

parks,

day

meanings of the

the present major concentrations.

see the problem affecting us

This family probably perceives only the most
superficial

possible that, unless we are able to
peaceful settlement of international

It is entirely

Older boys may go hunting with binoculars or
camera, becoming absorbed in a study of the aloof
moose or the too-familiar black bear. The daugh-

DEPARTMENT

of the Interior launched

THE

a year-long celebration of its 100th birthday on March 3 by holding "open house" at
Interior projects and installations throughout
the United States.

In summarizing 100 years of achievement,
Secretary J. A. Krug pointed out that the Interior's National Park Service has acquired
and developed twenty-eight national parks,

beheld the vast herds had wished that the spectacle might be preserved for posterity. About 1834,

with 11,347,269 acres, which are being preserved for their beauty, public interest and

the historian, George Catlin, proposed that a public park be set aside, in which the wildlife and even

recreation facilities; has acquired and is operating, for public benefit, 146 national monu-

""

the Indian might continue in the wild state. Although the proposal was later buried in Catlin's

ments, historic sites and recreation areas; has
increased the number of visitors to National

"North American
seed was not
Indians,"
possible
time and
in
another
to
too
deep
germinate
planted
on
More
than
September
thirty years later,
place.
23, 1870, a Montana lawyer named Cornelius

Park Service areas from 120,000 in 1904 to
over 30,000,000 last year.
The Fish and Wildlife Service of the De-

monumental description
it

of the

that

is

Hedges suggested

the

that the Yellowstone region be

reserved as a national park.

By

the

Act

of

Con-

March

i, 1872, an area of over 3.000
miles
this
fabulous country was "dediof
square
cated and set apart as a public park or pleasuring
ground for the benefit and enjoyment of people."
The first national park, and the act establishing

gress of

a pattern that has been repeated many times
special and distinct form
throughout the world.

it,

set

A

by which the ground and
everything that depends on it must, by law, be
protected from despoliation. Yellowstone Park
was followed, in the United States, by twentyseven additional parks and more than one hundred
of land use has evolved

partment has acquired and developed 282
18,000,000 acres for the
protection of wildlife and birds which were

wildlife refuges of

in

danger of extinction.

The number

an estimated 54,000,000. Also,
has built and operates twenty-five

and ninety-seven

has
sal-

mon

industry research, so that future salmon

runs would not be damaged; has so managed
the fur seal herd on Pribilof Islands, from

1910

to date, as to increase

it

from 132,000

portunity will

A

greater proportion of Canada's lands has
been free from exploitation. But, even in the
United States, it is difficult to realize the impact
that a dense

human

population can have on the

Although our statisticians may be correct in
saying that our population will not expand many-

land.

fold,

other factors
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may

service

hatcheries;

fish

twenty-five areas. Also, the national park idea has
spread far beyond this continent.

tries.

this

field labora-

administered the $100,000,000 Alaskan

tories

animals to more than 3.380,000.

Canada and the United States are new coun-

li-

recent years
it was 1,722,677 last
year. Yet,
with the refuge system, the duck population
decline has been stemmed and is now held at

and scientific national monuments. The
people of Canada liked the idea, and have set aside
scenic

of

censed duck hunters has increased rapidly in

Secretary

Krug announced

that every op-

be taken throughout the year to

increase public understanding of the nation's
resources problem and the Interior Department's programs for conserving and develop-

"The Department will celebrate its
centennial," he said, "by dedicating its faciliing them.

ties

to vigorous

attainment of the resource

goals necessary to

keep this a land of

free-

dom, prosperity and expanding opportunity."

effect far-reaching changes.
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habits of the

Are the

human

population.

throughout the

In spite of
their organized efforts
world, the rate of extinction of

wildlife species

is

preservationists alarmists?

many agencies and

their

During the past

accelerating.

2,000 years, about 106 species and subspecies of
mammals have become extinct in the world. Only
thirty-three of these perished during the first

years; two were

i

,800

between 1801 and 1850;
-one
vanished
between
thirty
1850 and 1900. From
to
were
1901
1945, forty
wiped out. Several more
lost

now threatened with extinction.
To save a part of the original animals, we must

are

save their habitat.

world where

the objective of the
the only areas in the
disturbance of all of nature's inter-

relationships

is

own

as our

hinterland

is

being developed at a

is

As

prevented by law.

far as

is

and soil
are kept intact. Unfortunately, even these comparatively small areas are threatened by constant
pressure of commercial interests. "This is sheer
waste!" cry the men who know no values that
cannot be measured in dollars and cents.

humanly

Lassen Peak in Lassen Volcanic National Park. If
left to the interests of mining companies, this volcano would become a mine for insulating material.

This

They are

national parks.

A

possible, the original fauna, flora,

rancher friend of mine once

many stockmen

summed up

the

"All that grazing going to waste in the national parks. Why feed grass
to critters that you can't skin or eat?"
Some

The automobile has brought farrapid
reaching changes in our road systems. Under the
duress of war, the Alaska Highway was driven

attitude of

through the wildest region in North America a
region where road construction had been consid-

gunners want parks opened to hunting. Get-richquick promoters frequently urge that Yellowstone
Lake be turned into the valleys of Idaho to raise

rate.

This road has brought
Alaska
and northwestern
important changes
and
the
end
has
not
been
reached. Even
Canada,

ered

all

but impossible.
to

now, by use of the airplane, great numbers of people can reach the very heart of wilderness areas
with the expenditure of a little money, a few hours
of time,

and

practically

no

effort.

To

provide for

the kind of recreation that these people want, promoters are rushing to set up resorts that are as

sugar beets. Again

:

we hear

dollars going to waste

the cry

:

"Millions of

!"

Mining companies seek minerals or sulphur
from hot springs, or even cinder insulating material from the volcanic cones in Lassen Volcanic National Park.

Others are trying periodically to get

permission to build roads

now

the parks. Right

and

set

up equipment
oil and gas

the search for

in
is

Jackson Hole, Wyoming. The

destructive of the wilderness as farms or towns.

getting

Most

roads and test wells for this purpose will be built
across the elk migration routes and on some of

of the states,

and probably the Canadian

provinces, are not equipped to protect these wilderness areas or to regulate their use in the face of
this

new menace.

nature preservation,

is

ment

The

the

program

plans of the

for developU. S. Army

Engineers encompass works which, if only a part
of them are built, will alter the aspect of all of
the major river systems of the country and many
of the minor ones. These changes will have the
greatest effect on our fishery and other aquatic
resources, on migratory waterfowl, and on the use
of the lands affected.

They

will alter not only the

aspect of the country, but the distribution and
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their winter

and spring range.

If

the test wells

strike oil in quantity, the consequences

Another disquieting development in the United
States, from the point of view of wilderness and
of river basins.

underway

in

The herd may be wiped

may

be

and
catastrophic.
even the lodgepole pine forests of Jackson Hole
National Monument may become forests of oil
out.

derricks.
It's

there

a

difficult

is

no choice.

choice sometimes, and sometimes
It

is

a question of more

oil

wells or the last great herd of elk; stockyards or
alpine
ests;

meadows lumber yards or magnificent
;

for-

mining towns or wilderness; sugar beets or

clean, shining lakes with primeval shores. Many
of the vast and unique values of the national parks
cannot be measured in dollars and cents. They are
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beyond

Yellowstone

price.

is

National parks are essential to the economic life
of many communities. For example, a study was
made recently of the economic value of Yellow-

may spend more

stone Park to the surrounding counties and states.
Here are a few conclusions Public utilities in this

areas have

:

This
park are valued at more than $24,000,000.
the
about
annually,
4,200
persons
plant employs
five
majority of them for periods of three to
and
between
earn
months.
$1,250,000
They
$1,500,000 each year. At least a quarter of these

wage-earners are residents of the three states in
which the park is located. In 1941, last year of
normal tourist travel before the war, almost 600,-

ooo people

They spent here, in
The State of Wyothey spent more than

visited this park.

one year, nearly $3,000,000.

ming has estimated that
$6,500.000 in the state outside the park, and tourists who came to the park through Montana were
estimated to have

B.

left

almost $3,000,000 there.

NEWTON

Park Service, recently declared in his annual
report that the past year had brought increasing

pressure to break down park service policies and
standards. "Economic need in some cases, and

become a multimillion

number
it

year

of park visitors will increase.
will

A

culable crops of enjoyment, recreation, inspiration,
scientific research.
They are wresting from the

grasp of a greedy, exploiting civilization some of
the last primitive areas of natural beauty

feels that

more

duced by the Eighty-first Congress.

remedying primary causes of

either

by the Bureau

of

Reclamation or the Corps

of Engineers.
"No less serious are alien developments being

imposed on such areas as Gettysburg National
Military Park, Pennsylvania, and Colonial National

Historical Park, Virginia, because of the
importance inside these

fact that lands of historical

are

still

in private

ownership and open to ex-

streams."

Mr. Drury objected,

"In connection with

The Bureau

of Reclamation's Bridge Canyon
on the Colorado River above Lake Mead in
Arizona and Nevada. He said that it would greatly
1.

reduce the inner canyon of Grand Canyon Na-

Monument, the monument's outstanding
and would flood eighteen miles of the
Grand Canyon on the border of Grand Canyon

tional

feature,

National Park.
2.

A

"still

more dangerous proposal," construc-

tion of a fifty-four-mile tunnel to divert
the Colorado River's water under the

much

of

Kaibab

Plateau to a power plant near the mouth of

Kanab

Creek, just above the headwaters of the proposed

Bridge Canyon Dam. This, it is stated, would
reduce the river's flow through the park to a small
fraction of normal volume.
3.

The Army Engineers' proposed

Glacier

View

Dam

on the north fork of Montana's Flathead
River, which would flood more than 19,000 acres

flood control pro-

many

posals, the service shares with

numerous conserva-

tion organizations serious doubts as to the perefficacy

in particular, to the follow-

:

of wilderness in Glacier National Park.

ploitation.

manent

floods, the destruc-

denudation of forested watersheds, unsound
agricultural practices, conditions at headwaters of

Related in

character to these threats are several proposals to
invade park areas with water impoundments,

attention needs to be directed to

tive

streams and lakes, and other destructive uses of

boundaries of Olympic National Park (Washington), legislation on both seems certain to be intro-

a price-

and irreplaceable heritage.

Dam

or to shrink the

after

"We

commercial forester once said to me:

ing projects

(Wyoming) National Monument

Year

as our children and their chil-

harvest our crops. The national parks let theirs
rot." This is not true. Every day, every month,
every year, they are harvesting enormous, incal-

sheer promotion in others," he said,
greater and greater demands for the cutting of
forests, the grazing of meadows, the damming of

was taken by the Eightieth
Congress on proposals to abolish Jackson Hole

grow

dren's children return.

"have led to

the national parks.
"Although no action

dollar industry.

an expanding industry. Last year, more than
930,000 people visited Yellowstone a sixty percent increase over the biggest pre-war year. The
It is

less

of the National

DRURY, Director

a famous park, where visitors

per capita than in some other
areas where they do not stay as long. Several
other parks, however, attract more people. These

of

such

dam

construction

and

4.

The Army's proposed Green River

Mining
of

City,

Mammoth

Dam

at

Kentucky, which would flood a part
Cave.

"Reprinted from the

New

York Times, March

28, 1949.
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1948 JOSEPH LEE Week Observance in
San Francisco, sponsored by the recreation
tribute

i'UTi;ii\S

FOR PROGRAM

the

to

department (July 25-31), gave
"Father of American Recreation" and testimony
to the

growing community understanding

of the

principles of recreation.

San Francisco

Mayor Elmer E. Robinson proclaimed the week,
and named an Honorary Citizens Committee to
serve with the recreation department in furthering
Through the office of Miss Josephine

the program.

D. Randall, superintendent of the department, arrangements were made for conduct of the city's

program. The message was spread through

NationalJoseph Lee

Day

the

community by cooperation of
CHURCHES OF SAX FRANCISCO in church publications and public addresses. The program, "Recreation in the Good Life," was nationally broadcast over the radio on July 31, with local min:

isters as speakers.

SECOND DISTRICT PARENT-TEACHERS ASSOCIA-

Gertrude

S.

Freese

TION

devoted time to study of the philosophy of
Joseph Lee, as set forth in his book, "Play in Education."

GROUP WORK AND RECREATION COUNCIL OF THE
COMMUNITY CHEST made suggestions to delegates from thirty member agencies for carrying
out plans.

gave notice to unit member clubs.
SAN FRANCISCO CHAMBER OF
printed announcements in
Business."

its

paper,

SAN FRANCISCO COUNCIL AF OF L
biography of Joseph Lee.

SAN FRANCISCO cio

Some Program

COMMERCE
"Bay Region
published the

the

meaning

of

A

its members.
radio program,
"Recreation in the Life of Industry," presented a

the observance to

variety of speakers.

played

FRANCISCO

LIBRARY

Mayor's

DEPARTMENT

teen

featured in the

dis-

Proclamation, a statement

member

window

display of

its thir-

the

Mayor's proclamation,
Miss Randall's statement, and Mr. Lee's picture.
NEWSPAPERS AND SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS gave
generous space to editorials and news articles.
RADIO STATIONS
as mentioned, granted prostores,

M/ss Freeze was the director of the 1948 Joseph Lee Week observance in San Francisco.
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Central Play

all

Day on

July 29, at North Beach

Playground, attracted 1,700 junior boys and girls.
Games, hikes, a bay cruise and swimming were
enjoyed.
Orchestral Concert on July 25, at Sigmund
Stern Grove, by members of San Francisco Sym-

phony Orchestra, was dedicated

to the

memory

of

Joseph Lee.

from the superintendent of recreation inviting
community participation, and a picture of Joseph
Lee in the main library and twenty-three branches.
RETAIL DRY GOODS ASSOCIATION OF SAN FRANCISCO

Highlights

units on July 30 coordinated
interest
and welcomed visitors to
neighborhood
activities.
recreation
of
special programs

Open house in

Its council of delegates,

clarified

plans

of participation to these organizations.

addressed by the supervising director of the recreation department, carried the word to each union.

the

Mrs. Henry Dippel, recreation commissioner, as
president of the SAN FRANCISCO FEDERATION OF
WOMEN'S CLUBS and state chairman of the NATIVE

DAUGHTERS OF THE GOLDEN WEST, extended

CENTRAL COUNCIL OF IMPROVEMENT CLUBS

SAN

grams and spot announcements throughout the
entire period.

Golden Gate Story League Play Picnic on July
26 honored Mr. Lee in storytelling program.
Swimming pool celebrations included an aquacade, water ballet, demonstrations of

swimming,

diving and life-saving techniques, dashes and novelty races.

Silver Tree

mony

Day Camp conducted

at flag raising each

a special cere-

morning, a special games

and campfire program.
Radio programs were broadcast by department
officials, covering music, drama, dance, women's
and girls' activities, swimming, and the like. The
regular Saturday storytelling broadcast was devoted to a short biography of Joseph Lee and the
telling of his story,

"The Sunshine Fairy."

RECREATION

MM

Lee Chorus, provided that bleachers and risers
were put to maximum use. The few interstices
were filled with palms and orchid-colored phlox.
Risers were placed in "the pit," which enabled us

OF JOSEPH LEE

one of our symphonic orchestras to advan-

to seat

tage.

Baltimore

Our

Joseph Lee Concert was a high spot,
week's celebration, but in the sum-

first

not only in the

The boys and
unknown joy the joy

mer's program.
hitherto

girls

experienced

that

comes from

creating and hearing good music the joy of doing
something worthwhile with other "very young
;

July 28, 1949

whom you

had never seen before; the
comes
from seeing parents, friends and
joy that
strangers in the audience, intent on every word
and tone, and of hearing that audience join with
you in community singing; the joy of seeing and
people"

of hearing (for the first time for the majority) a

Edyth G. Onion

symphonic orchestra playing classics and semihard to understand, and of being

classics not too

them while they play the
trombone, French horn or tympani.

able to look at

BALTIMORE BUREAU

of Recreation has al-

THE
ways observed Joseph Lee Day, honoring the
memory of a great leader. However, last summer,
Mayor Thomas D'Alesandro proclaimed the week
of July 25th as Joseph
many additional features

Lee Week. Therefore,
were planned among

them, a Joseph Lee Concert.
A chorus of one hundred and sixty boys and
girls, between the ages of eight and twelve, rehearsed in seventeen community centers and play-

grounds under two specially trained leaders. Each
rehearsal became of utmost importance since there
was only a scant six weeks for preparation and no
group had more than two weekly rehearsals. Sevgroups rehearsed without a piano or other
on the open playground.
It was decided that each group would sing a
song or two by themselves; that "Brahms' Lul-

eral

instrument

laby," "When Johnny Comes Marching Home"
and "Lovely Evening," would be sung by the entire chorus and that "Baltimore, Our Baltimore"
;

My

stanza), "Maryland,
Maryland" (first
stanza), and "America the Beautiful" (first and
(first

last stanzas),

would be the

selections for the audi-

ence and children, accompanied by one of our rec-

violins,

The evening of Thursday, July 29th, will long
be remembered the picnic on the spacious lawns
in the late afternoon the fun of being assigned a
;

on the bleachers or risers the novelty
of that one and only massed rehearsal then a brief
intermission and returning to those allotted seats
special place

;

;

;

and, finally, our Joseph Lee Concert. In the early
part of the program a thirteen-year-old boy from

"home" playground spoke briefly on the life
and accomplishments of Joseph Lee.
The highlight of the program was caught by the
press and reviewed in the next morning's paper
"Audience appreciation was especially keen in
the rendition of 'The Animal Fair' by Group A of
the chorus, which managed to give a booming accent to the refrain. The rhythmic swinging movements of the singers of the folk song 'Rosie Nell'
may have lacked the precision of the Rockettes,
but the spirit was there, even when one half of the
performers seemed not to know what the other
half were doing."
Enthusiasm ran so high among the children and
parents that plans for our Second Annual Joseph
Lee Concert were started this past winter.
the

:

reation orchestras.

Since
season,

Baltimore

weather

we abandoned our

was so

fickle

last

original idea of an out-

of-doors setting in Patterson Park. Instead, we
chose the Pavilion, a few hundred feet away,

where the stage would hold the city-wide Joseph

"Music
anatomy.

Supervisor of Music and Dramatics, Bureau of Recreation in Baltimore.

MAY
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is

It

dancing freed from the limitations of
is the reminiscence of motion in

poetry, and partly even in architecture, that carries
its appeal. All that touches us ... is motion or

some

Mrs. Onion

is

it

translation of

it.

.

.

.

Art, in whatever body

appears, has always a dancing fairy at its heart."
Joseph Lee in Play in Education.
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PARR

MD

MER-MAY

RECIE.4TIN

NATIONAL organizations, including the
National Recreation Association, the American Recreation Society, the National Conference

MANY

on State Parks, the National Park Service and
other private and public agencies, are cooperating
with this observance, which was originally conceived by the American Institute of Park Executives. These organizations will be supplying suggestions and materials for use in Park and Recreation Week. However, local initiative must follow

through on the community

level.

It is

with the

intent of contributing to such follow-up that the
following ideas are presented. (See also February

there are

most

effectively prepare for observance

by appointing a special committee. The membership of such
a committee need not be limited to public agencies; private

and commercial agencies and

inter-

The committee could organize

:

Award

Hop

sources.

and

In addition to these program suggestions, the
recreation director has many opportunities

for highlighting the observance through such media
as the bulletin board, newspaper releases, reports

and other written
gestions
1.

made

athletic field day, a folk

such event

may

Blossom

dance

festival or

4.

5.

summer program,

the opening of the camp
season, and other future events. Training meetings could also be held during this week to impress
staff

and volunteers.

local

community

braries, or other places.

become interested
reation

Week

Hobby supply

in highlighting

with either

stores

may

Park and Rec-

window

displays,

show

cards, or special demonstrations.

Within the Center

athletics, hunting, fishing and
crafts or other hobbies.
6.

outings

:

arts

and

Present a display of interesting charts and statistics

your community. The display might
of your community and its recreation
resources, photographs of recreation activities, graphs
showing attendance, and so forth.

on recreation
include a

in

map

director of the local center

may

also ar-

range to address the Rotary, PTA, or other service clubs during the week. If he has a staff member capable of making an interesting talk on a
craft, art or musical activity, such a person should

be engaged to speak or give a working demonstration. Even a good song leader can serve as a
"demonstrator" of community center activities.

Time

running very short and your planning
if you have not already started to

must be

However, over and beyond such

think of this observance.
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Makes a good

librarian to loan you a book display for
Park and Recreation Week. Books selected might be

Certainly the local recreation center will coordinate its efforts with the community-wide program.
participation,

capital of these displays

Ask your

The

aid in presenting exhibits in
centers, in store windows, li-

Hobby groups may

Make

and new members.
Have a poster contest and a slogan contest in connection with the bulletin board campaign. Your schools
and other community recreation agencies could cominterest

on

lications

ing

new

!

any other

this week, also, attractive pubon recreation should be released. Such
releases could include announcements of the com-

Permit the clubs in your agency to use the bulletin
board for a week at a time to set up an exhibit on

bine their efforts in such a project.
subject for newspaper copy, too

Week. During

tion

Put forth a special effort to use photographs, newspaper clippings and other interesting material on rec-

to attract

Festival,

be dedicated to Park and Recrea-

Here are some sug-

Imprint your literature from now until May 20 with
a comment on Park and Recreation Week.

their particular interest.

on events
an

to capitalize

A

scheduled for this week.

materials.

:

reation.
3.

facilities.

Efforts should be

walking contests.

local

This would provide an opportunity to

tion leadership

stilt

Folk and social dances.
Arts and crafts exhibits.

2.

explore little known resources, or to study and
review needs or plans for future growth of recrea-

or Recognition Nights.

scotch, roller skating,

Open House Night.

to hold

a community-wide meeting or exposition to present a review of the community's recreation re-

things the staff could do to help

this

Play days (See XRA Bulletins July 1947).
Marble tournaments.
Motion pictures of recreation activities, national parks,
travelogues, and the like.
Hikes, outings and tours to parks or recreation areas.
Father and Son, Mother and Daughter Nights.

ested laymen or volunteers should be invited to
participate.

many

week outstanding. Some events which
could be held in a local center and dedicated to
the week might be

make

1949 issue of RECREATION.)

Within the Community
The recreation agencies of the community could

21-30, 1949

is

fast

RECREATION

HIKINGAs

A Sport

Roland

C. Geist

of man's oldest pastimes. For
was the only method of travel.
Today it is still a major sport for several million
Americans who enjoy vacation tramps or mounis

ONE

centuries
HIKING

it

taineering outings.
recreation activity.

groups have been formed to promote this
The Municipal Recreation Deof
Wisconsin, has organized
MilwaukeCj
partment

Hiking party on the Sauk River, Mt. Baker National
Forest. Wilderness walking trip makes ideal vacation.

and operated the famous "Muni-Hikers-Bikers
Club" with great success. The late ]. Otis Swift
of the New York World-Telegram built up a
world- wide, 500,000 member nature hiking group
known as the Yosian Brotherhood of Nature Phi-

bronze
several thousand students participated.
medal was awarded to all completing the ten mile

Many

losophers.
sidered a

few such

State

in

is

not generally con-

our schools and colleges

institutions having hiking clubs

two hours.
is an ideal sport for recreation departments, clubs, schools and colleges because:

walk

it is

New York University and Wagner College.
Army statistics show that there are a great number of physically unfit youths in America. It appears, therefore, that sports training of the masses

1.

It is

2.

3.

4.

It

highly trained competing athletes. The United
but too often the
States does win Olympic Games

7.

his

home

in

Teaneck,

New

forty-five miles

Jersey, to Bear

from

Moun-

tain each birthday.

For many years the College

York conducted an
of the late

New

of the City of
annual Finley Hike in honor

President John H. Finley, in which

is required.
be enjoyed strenuously or moderately.
be enjoyed individually or in groups or teams.

It is a safe pastime if enjoyed on trails, away from
congested motor highways.
Each hiking trip is an adventure in itself. Points of

may

be enjoyed.

For the speedy
for
the "heel and toe" walking race
the nature friend there is the long trail through the
woods and for the daring there are the thrills of

It

has branches to suit

youth there

:

some

may
may

natural and historic interest
9.

leading pedestrian, says to the youth of the world
''Get out into the open spaces and walk, walk,

hikes

all

rhythm

8.

stadia,

enjoyed by both sexes, people of all ages, durseasons. Dr. Finley used to enjoy hiking during the night, and even in stormy weather.
There are no difficult techniques to be learned only

6.

still

few speed walk-

It is

ing

has been somewhat neglected in favor of a few

He

sport, except for a

It requires no expensive clothing, equipment,
tracks, or the like.

It

walk."

an outdoor

ing events on indoor tracks.

5.

average citizen is in difficulty when he has to walk
a few miles because of a bus or trolley car strike.
Jim Hocking, ninety-four years young, America's

in

Hiking

al-

fostered by some, such as the College
City of New York, Dartmouth College,
University of Iowa, Harvard University,

though
of the

it

Unfortunately,

major sport

A

all

tastes.

is

;

;

mountaineering with the goal of a
10.

first ascent.

A

walking race is thrilling to observe. Each year
thousands turn out to watch the Annual City Hall to
Coney Island Walk sponsored by the Walkers Club
of America in

New York

City.

Outside of the schools and colleges there are
public

and private hiking and

mountaineering

Some

groups, such as the Yosians, are open
to everyone regardless of ability, education or
clubs.

Mr.

Geist,

an author,

is

the faculty advisor

Richman High School Hiking
Club, and member of several hiking clubs.
of the Julia

MAY

1949

creed.

In schools and colleges, one or
astic student or faculty

more

member may

enthusi-

organize hik-

79

ing and climbing clubs.
of Iowa, Professor

At

the State University

Arthur Wendler and student

president Sylvanus J. Ebert organized the active
Iowa Mountaineers. Professor Stull of the Geog-

raphy Department at Columbia University was instrumental in forming the hiking and climbing section of the Metropolitan Council of Geography

In rugged country, pack animals carry the food,
portable stoves and provisions.

European tours have always been popular, espewith members of the American Youth Hostels.
Each summer the AYH, of Northfield,

cially

Massachusetts, plans student tours at low rates.

Harvard Mountaineering Club have both spon-

Groups of ten travel afoot and by bicycle under
the direction of a college graduate. Trips last from
six to ten weeks and include all expenses. Some

sored mountaineering expeditions of note.

interesting 1949

Teachers.

The Dartmouth Outing Club and

the

After the group has been organized, many activities may be planned. Public high school
hiking
clubs usually confine themselves to less expensive
one-day local walks and climbs. The New York

AMERICAS

Rolling

EUROPE

British

Hikers have enjoyed one-day boat trips up the
Hudson River via the Day Line, with excursion

York

$20

spots in the

A

hiking

La Guardia

Morristown,
Jersey ;
Airport, and others. For nature students, there
are seashore walks, a bird sanctuary on Staten
Island and for observing deer and animal life the
;

Bear Mountain area
tory.

is

an open zoological laborathe Catskills and

The Hudson Highlands,

the Adirondacks provide the places for the novice

mountaineers.
College hiking and climbing clubs, having an
older membership and often more funds, provide
tours of the United States, Mexico and Canada.
In 1948 the Iowa Mountaineers conducted a sum-

mer outing to the Wind River Range in Wyoming.
They are now planning trips to Mexico and Mount
McKinley in Alaska. Members of the Dartmouth
Outing Club from Hanover, New Hampshire,
have spent summers scrambling among the Alps
of America in Grand Teton National Park. The

two-week hiking vacation

to scenic

Eastern United States at a low rate of

$35 a week.
wonderful wilderness vacation walking trip
be enjoyed on either of America's two great

tion at Irvington

;

systems. Each summer, for instance,
fifteen students enjoy a seven-day High Sierra
trail

by a ranger naturalist from the Yosemite National Park in California. Overnight
stops are made at tent camps where meals are

trail trip led

not burdened with a
and
provisions. (Howheavy tent, sleeping bag
ever, a veteran cross country hiker does not seem

Thus, the hiker

served.

is

mind carrying a

fifty or sixty pound pack.)
part of the 2,245 mile Pacific
Crest Trailway conceived by Clinton C. Clarke of
In the Eastern United
Pasadena, California.

to

This Sierra Trail

is

Appalachian Trail invites
Starting at Mount Katahdin in

States, the 2,046 mile

the trail hiker.

Hudson River at Bear MounMount
tain, and ends
Oglethorpe in Georgia.
For the novice mountaineer, 5,267 foot Mount
Katahdin offers a first challenge, and each summer
thousands of campers make this ascent.
Maine,

it

crosses the
at

Further information on hiking and mountaineering can be gained from the following books Rock
:

College Outing Club of New York, composed of
students from New York University and Colum-

Climbing and Mountaineering by C. Bruning
Pacific Crest Trailway, Clinton C. Clarke;

bia University, has purchased an auto trailer and
members plan to enjoy an outing to Mexico, visit-

Tetons, F. Fryxell; Hiking,
taineering, Roland C. Geist;

ing Mexico City, Acapulco and Guadalajara, this
summer. Summer college outings can be conducted

inq,

in the

most economical manner,

utilizing

group

railroad tickets, station wagons, buses or trucks.
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New

to

may

New

in

trip, going and returning by plane. The
International Walkers Association of America of-

City school clubs also conduct hikes
to historical spots such as the Sunnyside Restora-

quarters at

;

a round

Xew York

;

Scandinavia,
$565
$590; Mediterranean,

offering European hiking tours for $900

is

twenty-cent fare.

;

(special
;

ASIA Far East, Japan, $1,365.
For graduate students, the New School

fers students a

Phillipse Castle at Tarrytown
at
Mansion
Tottenville, Staten Island;
Billop
Brown House in Flushing Washington's head-

Hostel

Mexico, $205 Central

;

Isles,

Europe,

:

$650.

from one to two dollars. The Richman High School Hiking Club is planning one-day
all accessible for a
trips to nearby park areas
fares priced

Youth

;

$620; Western

of

trips are

$315 Alaska, $325
America, $400.

train),

Commerce Outing Qub enjoyed a
week-end climbing trip to Lake Placid when the
New York Central Lines offered a seven-dollar
round trip on a special train. Newton High School
High School

summer

;

The
The

Camping and MounA Manual of Walk-

Elon Jessup The Hikers Handbook, Douglas
Leechman; Mountain Series, edited by Roderick
Peattie New York Walkbook, Torrey, Place and
;

;

Dickinson.
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James Edward Rogers Retires

is

IMPOSSIBLE to put on paper adequately the
of James Edward Rogers and his con-

IT history

movement.

tribution to the national recreation

A

recital of his responsibilities during his more
than forty years of service would be only a skeleton outline. The flesh and blood of his service are

mere

enthusiasm for recreation, his untiring
energy, and his unique flavor of interpretation.
One cannot think of Jimmy Rogers in terms of
in his rare

statistics

He

and biographical

ground

and social work
and director of, local boys

of experience in recreation

as a staff
clubs

data.

brought to his national service a broad back-

member

in,

and settlements

in California

during the

first

years of the century. His early experience
in the field of education also proved to be a valu-

fifteen

able asset.

From

1911 to 1915 he served part-time

as a field representative of the National Recreation Association in California, working with Le-

Weir

bert

in the early pioneer

work

of the Associ-

communities to secure the es-

ation, helping local

tablishment of year-round recreation programs.
Mr. Rogers' service in California for the Asso-

him the challenge and oppor-

ciation revealed to

trained personnel for the direction of state-wide
physical education programs in the public schools.

He was

instrumental in organizing the Society of

State Directors of Health

and

and Physical Educa-

state physical education leaders today all

tunity for nation-wide service in the recreation
movement in the years ahead. He came with the

tion,

Association as a full-time district representative
in 1915, serving cities in the middle western states.

physical educauon program.
When the Selective Service Act

During World

War

War Camp

testify to his

outstanding contribution to the state

was passed

in

Community Service

1940, it was natural that Mr. Rogers should be one
of the staff of the
to be assigned immediately

calities to

to help local

I

he served with

of the NRA, first helping loadjust and expand their resources to
meet the off-duty recreation needs of the men in

the

armed

and

later in training, through
workers of the War Camp
Community Service staff. His unusual success in
this training program made it inevitable that he
should be chosen to conduct twenty-five six-week

forces,

NRA

communities

first hit by the impact of
defense programs to mobilize their resources to
meet the recreation needs of the armed forces and

fifty-four institutes, the

the defense production workers, and later to serve
with the recreation division of the Federal Security
Agency in the same capacity.

postwar training courses to prepare workers to
fill the
postwar demand for local recreation leader-

as district field representative for the New York
and Florida areas and in providing on-the-job
district
training for new members of the

NRA

ship.

One

Following the war, Mr. Rogers did double duty

of

the

Rogers' career

is

outstanding
his service,

landmarks

from 1926

in

Mr.

to 1939, as

director of the National Physical Education Service of the Association,
during which time he helped

many

states

MAY
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to

secure

legislation,

budgets and

representative

he

staff.

At

the time of his retirement,

is completing his active field
Association as its representative

work with
in

the

developing

interest in the

promotion of adequate recreation
services by state agencies and in helping state
81

agencies to increase the

amount and

effectiveness

ice

of their recreation programs. He has been working with thirteen states in the
England and

cal

New

North Central regions.
Busy as he has been through the years in his
primary work with the Association, he has found
the

time to conduct

summer

courses in recreation in

eight colleges and universities. For ten years he
served as secretary of the Commission on the En-

richment of Adult Life of the National Education
Association, and for twelve years as president and
secretary of the Department of Health and Physical

Education of the

NEA.

Education and Recreation; secretary, Society of
State Directors of Health and Physical Education
;

of editorial board,

member-at -large, U.

He

is

the author of

S.

SCHOLASTIC COACH

He

has served his country well through his con-

tribution to recreation, education, physical education, health education and social work. As he retires to

enjoy the "recreational use of leisure," for

which he has so long crusaded, he takes with him
the heartfelt good wishes of the host of friends he
has made since the turn of the century. However.
is

of the recreation

so

much a

part of the "mosaic"

movement, and the recreation

is so much a part of him, that we know
he will not, cannot but keep his hand in during

movement
his

many

years ahead.

;

Volley Ball Association.
at Play" and nu-

"The Child

A

thirty-acre point of land, granted to the Town
of Barnstable, Massachusetts, by Herbert T. Kal-

articles

mus, with the stipulation that
erty, is being developed as a

on recreation subjects.
Mr. Rogers would be complete
without mention of his invaluable work in interpreting recreation to the American people through
his hundreds of stimulating addresses to national,
regional and state public gatherings of all kinds.

He

ation Society.

history of

merous

No

of Physical Education, Phi Epsilon
Kappa, Delta Psi Kappa and the American Recre-

Directors

Jimmy Rogers

other responsibilities, he was field secretary, American Association for Health, Physical

Among

member

by the American Association for Health, PhysiEducation and Recreation, the Society of State

it improve the
propbeach and recreation

area under the supervision of the Playground and
Recreation Commission. Following plans drawn up

by the National Recreation Association, the work
of clearing the property has already begun.

has been recognized for his outstanding serv-

ATHLETIC EQUIPMEN
First Choice
for

Every Sport!
Available
Thru Leading
Athletic Goods
Distributors
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RECREATION

World
at

Play
A

First Step
children's summer playground
is
considered
of prime necessity by Iowa
program

New

recreation administrators.

sometimes can't
sons of

all

ages

more funds and
program

is

programs

which

activities for per-

offer

year-round
begin with this feature. Then, as
facilities

made

are

available, the

extended to include indoor and outdoor

athletic activities,

swimming

center recreation for

all

pools and

community

Plans for family

ages.

and a selection of

recreation are very popular,

For the Toddlers San Francisco's Department of Recreation doesn't overlook its small fry,
either. For children twelve years old and under,
its

playground program offers a wide range of inubiquitous sand boxes,

terest. Facilities include the

which are kept carefully screened of all foreign
matter. These are put to good use by small youngsters whose mothers are usually seated on benches
close by.

As

the child

sports and games, arts and crafts, music, dancing,
and social recreation are considered important for

attractions.

the well-balanced program.

begins to take

of the Crispus

-The Educational

Attucks Association in

York, Pennsylvania, is keenly interested in the
encouragement of youths and adults in undertakings of an educational nature and in bringing to
the general public greater awareness of the contri-

Negro race to society. These objecpursued through the sponsorship of lit-

butions of the
tives are

erary clubs, vocational and educational guidance,
classes in adult education and the presentation of
distinguished lecturers and recitalists. The personnel of the committee is made up of citizens of
the

At

this stage of his

development, he

group activities, from
which he learns good sportsmanship and how to

Program with Objectives
Committee

grows older, he finds the swings,
and traveling apparatus great

slides, teeter boards

commmunity who volunteer

an interest

in

get along with others.
Small children also take readily to finger painting, clay modelling, paper work, and other simple
crafts, such as the making of pyro-chord chains

and bracelets. Later they become adept at making
more finished articles. Folk dancing, singing, making puppets and presenting puppet plays, storytelling and story plays, and singing games form a
large part of the playground
too.

program

for juniors,

In addition, such various special events are

offered during the year as play day relays, doll
shows, kite contests, Joseph Lee Week, and so on.

their services in

the interest of the Association.

The story of a land
with strange culture, customs, mystery and
intrigue is reaching into the homes of thousands of
Letters to the Folks

filled

Welcome

to the

publication of

its

Group

With

the February

Bulletin Service, the Recreation

became a member of the Fourth Estate. "Play Times" will be a
chatty and informative newssheet, with suggestions
and contributions welcomed from the readers. The
first issue contained news of various
community
center activities and coming events, as well as facts
and figures on the total recreation program.
Bureau

MAY

of Easton, Pennsylvania,
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Americans with renewed enthusiasm.
time

And

this

being accomplished via weekly letters
from convalescent G.I.'s in Army and Navy hosit's

pitals in Japan. The letters, in the form of mimeographed sheets illustrated with water color scenes
of Japanese feudal castles, pagodas, omokoshis

(portable

shrines

that

the

through the streets during the

young

men

fall festival

carry
season )

,

83

contain detailed information on but one phase of
Japanese culture, customs, industry and the like.

They are prepared by

American Red Cross

either

volunteer workers or professional staff members
attached to military hospitals and, as a part of the
recreation program, are distributed to each

ARC

patient once a week.
"It's sort of a two-birds-with-one-stone-affair,"

ARC

reports an

worker

recreation

hospital

Southern Japan.

"The parents not only

little

programs to all age
dramas
will
be
groups. Popular
organized and the
of
national
and
singing
community songs will be
Instruction in handcrafts suited to

encouraged.

the locality, lectures on social hygiene and cottage

group games, competitions between
schools from different villages, exhibitions, fairs
and excursions will also form part of the program.
industries,

&

in

side of the prepared copy." The boys are also
making a collection of these letters for their "Life

Japan" scrapbooks, or their
want a letter to take to school.

for broadcasting special

learn

something of their son's whereabouts but, in addition, they are assured of a letter from 'Dick,' for
he seldom fails to write his own note on the reverse

in

made

each

sisters

Pick and shovel have been
textbook
and pencil for teen-age
supplementing
of
New
Cranford,
pupils
Jersey. Students have
been working on topsoil supplied by local townsSchool Spirit

people in a community-sponsored effort to build a
recreation field for Cranford High School. Boys

and

mathematics classes did the preliminary surveys on the block-long lawn behind the
girls in

school, set aside as the play area.

India's Blue-Print

In an effort "to

make

education truly national so that it will develop the
personality and culture of the people," the Govern-

ment

of India has launched a

program

of social

Because of financial and other difficulwhich made the execution of such a plan on

education.
ties

an

basis extremely difficult, it was destart it in Delhi as an experimental

all- India

cided

to

measure.

Under

the scheme, every village school will be

the center of instruction as well as of sport and
recreation for the entire village. Separate time will

be allotted for children, adolescents and grownups, and on certain days in the week, the school
will be reserved exclusively for girls and women.

Motor vans

fitted

Industrial art

students are benefiting from some practical training in hoeing and grading the land.

when a faculty
the
establishment
of
report urged
nearby play facilities because the school's athletic field is half
Activities really started last fall

a mile from the building. Everyone thought the
suggestion a good one students volunteered to do
;

most of the manual labor the Board of Education
donated picks and shovels; local residents agreed
;

to supply topsoil, trucks, engineering assistance
and the project was underway. Plans call for facilities for tennis,

and

field

shuffleboard, track, Softball,

ice hockey.

The

and

area will be set off with

flower gardens and shrubbery.

with film projectors and loud

\\IIO\\I, MUSIC

speakers will be sent to village schools at least

WEEK

once a week. Films will be showTi to give lessons

Nay

in citizenship, social responsibility, personal health,

public hygiene and physical

drill.

The

be provided with radio sets and arrangements

TN
-

GRANTLAND RICE'S

SCORE GUIDES

Simplified

For the Best Records
Large Scoring Area
Stiff Back

Bound

Spiral

*

Baia ball,

* Softball,
*
if

75c&
75ci

Basketball,

in Sports
Best Construction

',

SCORE

$1.50

GUIDE

.

to

Thomas

E. Rivers, Secretary of

Music

words
"For the
:

experiences

individual,

music brings refreshment of

1-8, will

for

provide opportunity for such

many

persons

throughout

VAVIO and TtLtVISION

length and breadth of the land. Let us

BOX SCORE BOOK

own

LEONI A, N.

the

know our

music, enjoy it, and add to our heritage. Let
us know, too, the music of other nations, so that
the sharing of our cultural resources will lead

Send Money Order
Dept. R-4

WELLS PUBLISHING CO.

Week

Committee, President Harry S. Truman has endorsed this year's observance with the following

Week, May

BASE-BALL

or

84

A LETTER

the National and Inter-American

groups it is another expression of the
values in a democracy of sharing experiences.
"I hope that the celebration of National Music

$1.50

Goods Stores

1949

spirit; for

OFFICIAL

$1.50

Bowling, $1.00
Sold by Leading

Snorting

10" x 14*

1-8,

schools will

naturally to a greater measure of understanding
J.

and

of

world cooperation."

RECREATION

"THE PECKHAM

EXPERIMENT"

A

shift

from

social loneliness

YEARS AGO, in England, two biologists
Dr. Scott Williamson and Dr. Innes Pearse
became interested in making a study of health,
having come to the conclusion that no headway
would be made in the cultivation of health by

and to accommodate the total of 2,000 families, for
which the experiment was planned. It provides a

further research into the nature of sickness.

ment, one in which, moving freely, they could find
wide and varied opportunities for active enjoyment. The doctors were to be there to study and

TWENTY

sensed that health has

its

own

They

pattern of behavior

a pattern quite different from that of disease.
Therefore, they became the moving spirits in the
establishment of what has now become known as
the

Peckham Experiment.

The

results

of this

who

believe,

should be of great interest to those
with these physicians, that "health

is

an active

thing, something as infectious as disease," and to
anyone who is aware of the close relationship be-

tween recreation and health.
The Pioneer Health Centre now famous as the
first laboratory of its kind for the study of human
was therefore started through private inihealth
tiative and private funds. The center was designed
and equipped as a family club, where a whole fam-

swimming pool, gymnasium, cafeteria, theatre, library, game rooms and nurseries. It was designed
to supply members with a special kind of environ-

mould people. It was a condition
membership that the member should be not an

observe, not to
of

individual but a family unit, each family paying a
small weekly subscription.

The extremely interesting operation of the
Peckham Pioneer Health Centre has been recorded
by British Information Services on a 16 mm.
twenty-two minute film which is now available to

groups in this country. It is fascinating because
the experiment is so well presented. In the film
we meet the Jones family, and from the moment
they consider joining the club until they are well
established members, we experience with them all

might go to enjoy their leisure after a day's
work.

the decisions to be made, steps to be taken, and
observe the affect of such a venture upon their

After careful search for a suitable location, the
biologists started their work in a small house in

small family unit.

Peckham. This community was chosen because of
It provided a cross section
its mixed population.
of low, middle, and upper income groups. Small
income people lived next door to the relatively
rich; families were sturdy, making their own way

groups interested in recreation, and as an educational experience. It is available from British In-

ily

through

life.

The opening

of the centre not only

gave the doc-

tors an opportunity for their study, but offered

member-families a chance of gaining for themselves modern knowledge to help them maintain

We

highly

recommend

this

sound film for

formation Services, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

York

20, at a rental fee of $3.75

;

all

New

sale price $56.25.

who book

the film will receive a copy of a
booklet about the centre, describing the experi-

People

ment and

its

findings, the

new

facilities

and

their

financing, the problems involved, the people who
have taken advantage of this opportunity for rec-

reation under such excellent circumstances.

such health as they had. In its modest beginnings
it included a
consulting room, an afternoon nursery and a small club room. Here mothers met
over a cup of tea and, in the evenings, parents
gathered for cards, concerts and refreshments.

Today

the

Peckham Experiment is housed in a
which was built to Dr.

beautiful, large building

Williamson's design, to serve this special purpose,
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Have you counted the playground pranks on the
April cover of RECREATION magazine? What's
your score? We've counted twenty-two. Let us
know, and a brown derby to the winner
!

85

for play capacity and

Reg. U.

SAFETY

.

.

choose

.

S. Pol. Off.

Climbing structure
No
much

other playground device provides so
play capacity per square foot of ground

area and per dollar of cost as

JUNGLEGYM!

That plus JUNGLEGYM'S safety record
of more than one hundred million child-playhours without one single serious accident
are two reasons why you should give
the children of your playground the advantage

of

JUNGLEGYM.

Write for Illustrated Bulletin on PORTER'S Streamlined Line that will Save You Money

You con rely on PORTER for the basic
for your playground .

units

Compact,

ground areas. Six
of funful, healthful activity.
tor

limited

No. 58-F Playground Basketball Backstop
All-steel fan-shaped bank rigidly mounted on steel mast and braced for per-

No. 105 Six-Swing Set
Sturdy 12-ft. frame held rigidly together with exclusive Porter finings make
this a permanent, safe unit.

manent

No.

service.

PLAYGROUND, GYMNASIUM AND

Exclusive MAKERS OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS

Time

ideal

varieties

240 Merry-Go-Round

CORPORATION
OTTAWA, ILLINOIS

SWIMMING POOL EQUIPMENT

JUNGLEGYM
Reg. U.

86

.

Will safely accommodate 30 children at
one time. Noiseless, no-wobble, nosway operation. An engineering marvel.

PORTER
MANUFACTURERS OF

.

you need

No. 38 Combination Set
economical unit that's

No. 136 Stratosphere See- Saw
Sensationally new. Gives "ups-a-daisy"
ride 33V3% higher than conventional
see-saw, but with greater safety.

.

S. Pot. Off.

STRUCTUREP

RECREATION

FLEXI SWING SEAT
"A Safe Swing Seat"

THE
distributed by the

SLIPS,

Montclair

New

COLORFUL
Jersey, not only remind readLibrary
ers that their books are due on certain dates, but
also stress recreation in its many aspects. For exin

"The
slip may offer the suggestion
small Library garden is a good spot for reading
and talking while the baby plays on the grass";
ample, one

:

"We

and another,

"Do you know

or,

sailing,

The FLEXI is evidence that the administration is doing
its utmost to protect children from bodily irfjury
PLEXI does not allow user to stand up
No high flying by single or double occupants
FLEXI gently squeezes user No tilting
Malreable cadmium plated
Four ply rubberized fabric
Will outwear wood seats

fittings

have hot-weather cook books"
that the Library has books on

;

swimming, dancing and tennis?"

Francis J. Mahoney
J.

FANCIS
pioneer
leader

of

MAHONEY,
recreation
Somerville,

died

Massachusetts,

March

on

30, at the age of

fifty-six.

A

Boston

newspaper

reporter and teacher in
the years following his

CHAMPION RECREATION EQUIPMENT

college work, he early became interested in public recreation in his
city.

While

still

engaged

in school studies,

P.

PARK,

ILL.

he car-

ried part-time responsibility in the recreation deman of highest personal integrity,
partment.

A

We

Blushed

he successfully lead and inspired those with whom
he worked. For the past nineteen years, he served

ECAMP

as full-time superintendent of recreation in Somerville, devoting his life to his city's children.

Dr.

HIGHLAND

O. 474

home

ECTOR'S
Handbook

Frank Albert Fetter

and

BuyingGuide

MARCH

21, after a long illness, Dr.
Albert Fetter died in Princeton,

ON

Frank

New

Jer-

sey, at the age of eighty-six.

During the

first

World War, he had served

in

War Camp Community

Service and carried a very
in
heavy responsibility
attempting to make conditions in the communities near the military and na-

d edited by the publishers of

CAMPING MAGAZINE

val training camps and stations as satisfactory as
possible for the men in the armed forces.

. . . this book is a
"must." It contains
a vast amount of specific information
that is needed in the successful opera*
tion of a camp.

Dr. Fetter has been called one of the greatest
theorists in the development of modern economics.

He

taught at Cornell University and at the University of Indiana, and was chairman of the de-

partment of economics and social institutions at
Princeton from 1911 through 1922. Dr. Fetter
always took a deep interest in the work of the
National Recreation Association.
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Reynold

Order
If

Now

E.

Carlson, president,

$1.50 each, 2 for $2.00

payment accompanies

HOWARD
181

ACA.

P.

order,

we pay postage

GALLOWAY,

Chestnut Avenue

Publisher

Metuchen, N.

J.
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Wl th Gulf Sani-Soil-Set
GULF SANI-SOIL-SET is the practical answer to
your dust annoyance problems. Here are a few of
the many good reasons why it will pay you to investigate this efficient dust-control medium now:

EASILY APPLIED-Gulf Sani-Soil-Set is free-flowing,
and pleasant to use. It can be applied by handsprinkling or by sprinkling truck, and spreads quickly
easy

SAVES MAINTENANCE EXPENSE-Gulf

Sani-Soil-Set

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE-Gulf

prevents the growth of grass on areas treated, and minimizes dust annoyance and expense in near-by houses,

No

stores,

Sani-Soil-Set eliminates dust
annoyance completely immediately after application.
long waiting periods are necessary before the ground
is ready for use. The dust
allaying effect is accomplished
by the action of the compound in adhering to and weigh-

ing

down

dust particles.

LONG LASTING

extremely low volatility
and insolubility in water, Gulf Sani-Soil-Set remains
effective for long periods. One application per season or
year

is

Because of

its

and laundries.

Write, wire or phone your nearest Gulf office
today and ask for a demonstration of the advan-

modern proven dust allayer. If you
have not yet received a copy of the booklet which
gives further information on this quality Gulf
tages of this

product, mail the coupon below.

usually sufficient.

Division Sales Offices: Boston

Gulf Oil Corporation

Gulf Refining

Company

Atlanta

New

Orleans

New

York

Houston

Philadelphia
Louisville

Pittsburgh

Toledo

Gulf Oil Corporation
Gulf Refining Company
3800 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 30. Pa.
Please send me, without obligation, a copy of the booklet, "Gulf
Sani-Soil-Set the modern, proven agent for controlling dust."

Name
Title

Address

Edward M. Itell

MacDonald

Alfred

AND RECREATION workers

DEATH OF Edward M.

New York

be sorry to
Alfred

THE
City, at the age of eighty-five, marks the pass-

years director of parks in
also served for

ing of one of the pioneers in city planning in AmerFor years he was recognized as a leading
ica.

city manager continuing, however, to
hold his post in the park system.
From the time he arrived in Wichita, in 1920,
he never stopped planning for the parks of his city.

authority on city planning and zoning, especially
in their legal aspects, and his writings were out-

PARK
learn

of the death,

MacDonald,

for

many

Wichita, Kansas. Mr.

will

on February

10, of

MacDonald

a term as

He

had charge not only of the public parks and
playgrounds, but also of the municipal airport and
the art museum. He was responsible for the care

and upkeep

Bassett of

standing contributions to these fields.
He gave much study to the problem of securing
public parks

and recreation spaces,

especially in

undeveloped areas, and was among the

first persons to stress the legal status of parks as permanent recreation areas in contrast to other play-

of trees along the city streets and supervised the landscaping and maintenance of landscaped school grounds.

grounds and school

For a time Mr. McDonald served as president of
the American Institute of Park Executives and

urged city authorities to designate their recreation
areas as parks, in order to assure them as perma-

was

nent open spaces.

active in a great

Chamber

many

local organizations

Commerce, Rotary Club, Wichita
Art Association, Wichita Historical Museum and
the Garden Club.
the

which can be disposed of
Mr. Bassett also

sites

at the will of local authorities.

of

"Our reward is in the
Samuel Rogers.

mmm\

r

Permanent

Portable

race

we

run, not in the

prize."

[

TYPICAL HUSSEY

INSTALLATIONS

Need Safe Seating QUICK?
Then

investigate

Hussey (patented) Portable Bleachers.

and

fiftesn tier stands are carried in stock for
quick delivery. Because of their exclusive, patented
construction, Hussey steel portable bleachers are safe,
quick and easy to erect and take down and take up
less storage space. Additional sections can be added
as needed and they are low in cost.

Six, ten

Hussey

also

specializes in

grandstands to meet

all of

portable

and permanent

PORTABLE BLEACHERS
Norwood Arena - Norwood, Mass.

A

Hussey Portable Bleacher

in-

stallation with a seating capacity
of 13,080.

your seating requirements.

The knowledge and experience of our trained seating
engineers is available to you without cost or obligation.

FREE

Write today for
literature and
of nearest Hussey representative.

name

HUSSEY MFG.
486
';-.,!

RAILROAD

ST.

N.

CO., INC.
BERWICK, MAINE

Also ask for catalog of "Laughing Loon" diving boards, swimming

floats, etc.

PORTABLE GRANDSTAND
Another Hussey installation at
Danvers, Mass. Affords permanent stand advantages, yet

be moved quickly,

easily

may
and

economically.
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don't be

fooled by a
id price
The Price of a Rubber-Covered Ball
Is

no proof of its Value -Jf

here are the FACTS!
You are not buying a sphere called a ball
wear
playability
buying performance

*

this is

you're
service.

PROVED:
100,000 U.

S.

Schools,

Camps and Playgrounds

continue to specify Voit because no other RubberCovered ball has ever proved itself equal to Voit's

150-600%

Voit would

Covered

longer wear.

still

be by far the best buy in the Rubberagain the price.

field at half

Don't be fooled by a Bid Price

There
VOIT
90

is

no "or equal" to a

1600 EAST 25th STREET

LOS ANGELES

11,

CALIFORNIA
RECREATION

FIFTY CITIES have taken action banning
of comic books that feature mayhem,

NEARLY
the sale

murder, or lust, reports the American Municipal
Association. Although the validity of several of
being challenged in court, PTA's
of Los Angeles County, California, have been instrumental in obtaining the enactment of a carecheck
fully framed county ordinance. An informal

these measures

Graduate Registered Occupational Ther-

is

shows that it is being effectively enforced. Comic
book dealers in Racine, Wisconsin, have won approbation for censoring their own wares, in cooperation with civic groups and city officials.

National Parent-Teacher, December 1948.

A

WANTED
for assignment in Illinois State psychiahospitals, schools for

tric

ives, children's

Forces Central Control Board, under which the
sale of comics magazines on any military or naval
base, station or ship, under the jurisdiction of the
United States, is limited to those bearing the seal

with opportunity for

ment

good

able

if

Room

and youth leaders

positions,

career

advance-

salaries, excellent retirement

avail-

desired.

Applicants

MISS

of concern to educators

institu-

and insurance plan. Maintenance

become a matter

killing has

Service

service

acts
repetitious portrayal in 'Comic Books' of

and

and correctional

Civil

of approval of the Association of Comics Magazine Publishers. One of the paragraphs states:

"The

mental defect-

tions.

Armed

resolution has been adopted by the

of sadism, torture

and trained Recreation Workers

apists

BERTHA

may
E.

contact

SCHLOTTER

1500, 160 North LaSalle Street

of the

Chicago

1, Illinois

country."

DIAMOND
-IT

PAYS/

SUPER RINGER
Perfectly balanced for easy control.

forged
Bathers naturally prefer a pool that is always sparkling
clean. That's why it pays you to paint with RAMUC. RAMUC is a
special waterproof enamel that gives a gleaming tile-like finish
a finish that is easy to clean and to keep
to concrete surfaces
clean a finish that definitely discourages algae growth. No need
to paint every year, either! RAMUC lasts season after season
without blistering, peeling or fading even under the strongest
sun. Available in 12 attractive colors.

RamucExalgae,

Registered Trademarks

19 South Park

Newark

San Francisco

MAY

5,

1949

N.

J.

carbon

steel,

Drop
heat-

good shoe.
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond

Pitching Horseshoe Outfits
Super Ringer Shoes
Eagle Ringer Shoes
Standard Official Shoes
Double Ringer Shoes
Junior Pitching Shoes
Stakes and Official
Horseshoe Courts

DIAMOND CALK

HORSESHOE COMPANY

INERTOL CO., INC.
480 Frelinghuysen Avenue

special

treated to prevent chipping or breaking. A
beautiful shoe designed for professionals
and for amateurs who know the value of a

Keep water sparkling, too!
Eliminate unsightly algae and slime with EXALGAE, a marvelous
new liquid by the makers of RAMUC. EXALGAE not only destroys
algae but prevents further growth! It's colorless, odorless, will
not stain pool finishes nor irritate the skin or eyes.
For complete information about these profit-building prodwrite for
ucts
plus helpful hints on pool maintenance
"Swimming Pool Handbook." It's free!

from

7, Calif.

4610

GRAND AVENUE

DULUTH, MINN.
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Books Received

For the Hostess

A book
27th Yearbook. American Association of School Administrators, 1201
Sixteenth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. $4.00.
Book of Camping, The, by Robert Rubin. Association
Press, New York. $2.00.
Dancing Kettle, The, by Joshiko Uchida. Harcourt,
Brace and Company, New York. $2.25.
History of the Woman's International Bowling Congress. Woman's International Bowling Congress,
Incorporated, Columbus, Ohio.
Homing Pigeons, by Herbert S. Zim. William Morrow and Company, New York. $2.00.
Individual Sports for Women, by Dorothy S. Ainsworth, Marion R. Broer, Alice Goheen Goss, Gertrude Goss, Evelyn Jennings, Bertha Armitage
Pitkin, Florence Ryder, of Smith College Department of Physical Education. W. B. Saunders

full of ideas

American School Buildings

Company,

Philadelphia. $4.25.

Klenke's Furniture Book, by William W. Klenke. The
Manual Arts Press, Peoria, Illinois. $3.25.
Leisure and Recreation Revised Edition, by Martin
H. and Esther S. Neumeyer. A. S. Barnes and
Company, New York. $4.50.
1948.
National Education Association Proceedings
National Education Association of the United
States, Washington, D. C.
Partners All Places All, by Miriam H. Kirkell and
Irma K. Schaffnit. E. P. Dutton and Company,
New York. $3.95.
Social

Work Year Book

Hodges.

Russell

1949, edited

SHOWER PARTIES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
By Helen Emily Webster

What

games, refreshments,
hundreds of ideas for all kinds of showers:

baby, kitchen, engagement, matchmaking,
Easter, 4th of July, harvest, school days,
Bon Voyage, anniversary, Valentine, etc.

Price $3.00.

Sage Foundation,

New

York.

Magazines and Pamphlets

THE WOMAN'S PRESS

Physical Education and Recreation in
Lebanon and the Near East, Tedford P. Lewis.
Twenty Years with Women's National Officials
Rating Committee, Josephine Fiske.
The All- Weather Playground, Stanley W. McKee.

"How We Do

It."

City, April 1949

America's Parks and Playgrounds on Parade.
Now and Then in Our Park. Systems, V. K.

New York

600 Lexington Avenue

MOVIES
Just What You Need for Your
Recreational and Educational

Programs

.

.

.

Carefully Selected

CARTOONS

FEATURES

Only the Best

March 1949
Health,

R

Department

Recently Received Containing Articles of
Current Interest to the Recreation Worker

Comics, Radio, Movies and Children, by Josette
Frank. Public Affairs Pamphlet 148. Public Affairs
Committee, 22 East 38 Street, New York 16. $.20.
Journal of Health, Physical Education and Recreation,

At your bookstore

or direct from

by Margaret B.

$4.50.

The American

about

do

to

gifts, prizes, decorations, invitations

SPORTS

COMEDIES
in

CAMPING

NATURE STUDY
ARTS and CRAFTS

Widest Selection of FREE FILMS
SCIENCE
VOCATIONS

TRAVEL

Many

Brown.

in

Color

A

Glass-Walled Community Center.
The Zoo A Valuable Civic Asset, Roger Conant.
A Community Recreation Building for $40,000,
Karl J. Fairbanks.
A Park Program Is a County's Insurance Policy,

Write Today for the 1948-1949 Catalog of

MOTION

SELECTED

A. Thornton Bishop.

PICTURES

to Dept. "R"

The Planning and Uses

of Municipal Park and
Playground Areas, Robert E. Everly.
Practical Pointers on Swimming Pool Filtration,
Chauncey A. Hyatt.
Recent Recreation Books Reviewed, A. Dana

Caulkins.

Lighting for Multi-Use Sports Areas, Francis
D. Wyatt.
Municipal Recreation Advanced by Municipal
Public Relations, Henry Davis Nadig.

MAY

1949

ASSOCIATION FILMS,
NEW YORK
35

West 45th

19

Street

CHICAGO

3

206 So. Michigan Avenue

Inc.

SAN FRANCISCO

2

351 Turk Street

DALLAS 4
3012 Maple Avenue

AERIAL
TENNIS
-DART...
.

for

.

a

Bigger,

More

Summer Program

Successful

For summer programs, Aerial Tennis-Dart
is ideal, because it is adapted to outdoor conditions.
Modifications of play are readily
arranged to provide stimulating variety and
also to adapt to varying physical facilities and

types of players.
Top interest centers in

wherever

Aerial Tennis-Dart

because it's
Fast, Exciting, and Exhilarating to novice
it

is

played!

That's

SAV-A-PITCH PITCHER'S PLATE. New,

official-

sized, four-sided plate. Reinforced.

new

longer

.

.

.

Stays

and therefore saves money!

or expert.

Inexpensive to Equip and Maintain

A minimum budget will easily
AERIAL TENNIS-DART.
PADDLES

equip and maintain

17% inches long, sturdily mode, with builtThe head is selected
inch
oval
plywood,
shaped,
x7'/t inches.
BIRDIES are exceptionally well made, with one inch solid
live rubber, round-cupped base, slightly pointed
tipped
with six strong matched white feathers. Feathers are securely anchored, but are readily replaceable with refills.
ore

%

up leather-tipped handles.

6%

fir

Lowe

&

Campbell, Horace Partridge, and

other leading dealers can supply you.

SELLS AERIAL TENNIS CO.
Kansas City

* Patent

3,

and

no itching

Little or
little

or no skin irritation!

Pending

ATHLETIC

1877

GOODS

DIVISION

THE SEAMLESS RUBBER COMPANY
NEW HAVEN

exclusive manufacturers

4838 Belinder Road

SEAMLESS PRO-CAP ATHLETIC TAPE.

FINEST QUALITY SINCE

Write today for free illustrated folder and
catalogue price list.

94

SAV-A-LEG HOME PLATE. The official home
plate in both Major Leagues! Bevels into
the ground. Prevents accidents in sliding.

3,

CONN., U.S.A.

Kansas

RECREATION

New

Publications
Covering the
Leisure

The 'Happy Home:

A Guide
By Agnes

to

produce necessary sound effects, what you do
anyway, reveal that these scripts
are easy to do and must, indeed, be a lot of fun to
in a radio play

Family Living

E. Benedict and Adele Franklin.

Ap-

New York.

$2.75-

TTIHE CONTRIBUTION WHICH family recreation ac*tivities can make to family solidarity and to
living dominates this very valuable

guide for parents. Concrete suggestions are given
for planning creative activities, as well as sports,

and

mended not only

The book

parties.

to parents, but to all

is

who

recomare in-

terested in the part which recreation can play in

strengthening American

home

$3-50-

JTUns HANDBOOK CONTAINS

a wealth of material

for those

wishing to establish day camps in
communities, and for those who want to
enrich and extend their present programs. The
book covers the advantages and disadvantages of

their

day camping, how to start, site problems, personnel, health and safety and the activities program.
The appendix gives an inventory of equipment
and supplies, and bibliography on day camping.
All interested in day camping will find
worthwhile addition to their libraries.

this

a

The Straw Ox
By Fan
ton.

Kissen.

Houghton

Mifflin

WHO

is

script writer

and program

WNYE.
New
tion.

York, has done an excellent job of adapting
from all over the world for radio presentaClear and simple suggestions as to cast, how

MAY

1949

programs, by play leaders of children's

groups everywhere, as well as for real or "playActually, The Straw Ox,
first of a series of three books, beautifully produced with delightful illustrations for each story,

like" radio programs.

is just what many of you have been looking for,
and we are delighted to be able to call it to your

attention.

Comics, Radio, Movies

and Children

Josette Frank. Public Affairs Committee, 22
East 38 Street, New York 16. $.20.

By

NEW and thought-provoking Public
pamphlet, parents are urged to study
comic books and not to ban them sight unseen.
THIS

INAffairs

Miss Frank, who

is

of children's books

educational associate in charge
and radio on the staff of the

Child Study Association of America, advises parents to respect their children's rights and feelings,
and suggests that they watch their children's reactions to exciting programs, determining

whether

they become upset, or too preoccupied with crime

and horror.
Miss Frank further advises parents to see that
their children have plenty of othe-r enjoyable things

movie going does not absorb them to
and activities. She
feels that there is "no basis in fact for current
news headlines which blame comics for children's
delinquent acts." Ways are suggested in which
communities may help solve the problems raised
listening or

the exclusion of other interests

consultant for the elementary school division of
the Board of Education radio station in

stories

center

are skillfully done, and are explayground dramatics, recreation

to do, places to go, real adventures, so that radio

Company, Bos-

$1.72.

T7*AN KISSEN,
-*

The adaptations

life.

The Handbook of Day Camping
By Mabel Jobe. Association Press, New York.

-*-

put on.
cellent for use in

trips, vacations

Field

to

pleton-Century-Crofts, Incorporated,

happy family

Time

by comics, radio, movies.
page 91.)

(See "Comic Books,"

95

Officers

and Directors of the
31st Edition

National Recreation Association

OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS

IIAMIIIIIIIK
OFFICERS

1024

ROBERT GAMBIT, Chairman of the Board of Directors

HOWARD BRAUCHEB,

indispensable part of our professional
library," Han* Froelicher, Jr., The Park School.
"The most useful reference book in our office,"
/. F. Gummere, Penn Charter School.

President

of the

Board

ADRIAN M. MASSIE, Treasurer
GUSTAVCS T. KIRBY, Treasurer Emeritus

DANGEROUS TRENDS
How

W. H.

F.

DIRECTORS
ADAMS, New York, N.

Undercurrents Economic and
Education

Political Affect
Y.

196

GREGG BEMIS, Boston, Mass.
EDWARD C. BENCH, Englewood, N. J.
MRS. ROBERT WOODS BLISS, Washington, D. C.
HOWARD BRAUCHER, New York, N. Y.
MRS. ARTHUR G. CUVMER, Jacksonville, Fla.
F.

I.,

Robert R. Young.
Still

Available

"MAD oa MUDDLED,"

N. Y.

196 pp., $2.50;

"THE Cox-

TIXUIXG BATTLE FOR THE COXTROL OF THE MIXD OF
YOUTH," 168 pp., $2.00; 'THE FUTURE OF EDUCATION," 256 pp., $3.00; "WAR AND EDUCATION," 512

SUSAN M. LEE, New York, N. Y.
OTTO T. MAIXERY, Philadelphia, Pa.
CARL E. MILLIKEN, Augusta, Me.
MRS. OGDEN L. MILLS, Woodbury, N. Y.
PAUL MOORE, JR., New York, X. Y.
MRS. SIGMUND STERN, San Francisco, Calif.
GRANT TITSWORTH, Norotcn, Conn.
J. C. WALSH, New York, N. Y.
FREDERICK M. WARBURG, New York, N. Y.

pp., $5.00;

"BETWEEN Two WARS

Education 1920-1940," 616 pp.,

The Failure

of

$6.00.

PORTER SARGENT
11 Beacon Street

Boston

8, Mass.

=CRAFT

.

SUPPLIES

CAMP
ECTOR'S
Handbook

$2.OO

going," W. Norwood Brigance. "My congratulations on 'Dangerous Trends.' and your endless perspicacity and energy," Thomas G. Corcoran.
"Deeply grateful for your arresting work from one
who displays as much acumen and courage,"

ROBERT GRANT, 3rd, Jericho, L. I., X. Y.
AUSTIN E. GRIFFITHS, Seattle, Wash.
MRS. NORM AN HARROWER, Fitchburg, Mass.
MRS. CHARLES V. HICKOX, Michigan City, Ind.
MRS. JOHN D. JAMESON, Bellport, L.

pp., red silk cloth,

"Exactly what educators need right now. Your
book sharply reminds us to watch where we are

WILLIAM H. DAVIS, New York, N. Y.
HARRY P. DAVISON, New York, N. V.
ROBERT GARRETT, Baltimore, Md.

Readers Say

$8.OO

"An

MRS. OGDEN L. MILLS, Second Vice-President

SUSAN M. LEE, Third Vice-President and Secretary

pp., red silk cloth,

Cleveland Crafts offers a large selection of handicraft supplies for children and adults. Prices are
reasonably low and each order is given prompt
Among the various craftwork supplies are:

and

attention.

BuyingGuide

Flexcraft

Lacing
Leather

Pipe-Cleaner Craft
Indian Beads

Metals

Cork
Felt

Pyrography
Etching on Glass

Tools

Handcraft Books

Rubber Molds

Shellcraft

edited by the pubfehers of

CAMPING MAGAZINE

Textile Painting

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

...

the new

1949 Handbook

is

a

CATALOG OF

wonder. Last year's book was good,
but this is 100% better. Every camp
director should have one.

Handicraft Supplies
Sent free upon request

P. S., Illinois

Order
If

Now. $1.50 each, 2 for $2.00

payment accompanies

HOWARD
181

96

P.

order,

we pay

GALLOWAY,

Chestnut Avenue

postage

Publisher

Metuchen, N.

J.

CLEVELAND CRAFTS

CO.

DEPT. R-l

CARNEGIE AYE
MILAN

770-74
3301

CLEVELAND

HOUSTON

15.

OHIO

6.

TEXAS

RECREATION

Recreation Training Institutes
May and
HELEN DAUNCEY

Hannibal, Missouri

Social Recreation

May

9-13

Alliance,

May

Nebraska

23-24

Nebraska

Scottsbluff,

May

1949

Miss Carolyn Williams, Box

103.

2-6

Omaha, Nebraska

May

June,

William Meyers, Superintendent of Recreation, Park and
Recreation Commission.
A. M. Merrill, City Recreation Director, Office of City

Manager.
Fred L. Johnston, Secretary, Y.M.C.A.

25-27

Newton, Kansas
May 30- June 3
Sioux City, Iowa
June 6-7
Dubuqiie, Iowa
June 9-10

W. M.

Okerberg,

Recreation

Commission,

Miss Cora Thayer, Acting Director, Recreation Department, Board of Education Building.
Mrs. Hylda N. Luke, Superintendent of Recreation.

Decatur, Illinois

Russell

June 13-17

ground and Recreation Board, 243

RUTH EHLERS

Cumberland, Maryland

J.

Social Recreation

May

2-6

Akron, Ohio

May

9-11

Lexington, Kentucky
June 6-10
Shepherdstown, West Virginia
June 20-24
Westchester County, New York
June 29, 30 and July 1

ANNE

LIVINGSTON King County, Washington
May 2-6

Social Recreation

Vancouver, Washington

May

9-13

Oregon

Springfield,

May

23-27

Klamath

Falls,

Oregon

May

30-June 3
Toledo, Ohio
June 13-17

New York

Rochester,

June 19-24

GRACE WALKER
Creative Recreation

Lancaster, Pennsylvania
May 2-13
St. Louis, Missouri
May 23-27

Montana
June 6-24

FRANK STAPLES

St. Louis,

Arts and Crafts

May

Missouri

Y.M.C.A.

Building.

J.

Foval,

Superintendent of
S.

Recreation,

Water

Play-

Street.

D. Lonnholm, Supervisor of Vocational and Adult
Education, Board of Education.
A. E. Center, Superintendent of Recreation, Department
of Recreation, 325 Locust Street.
Miss Anna S. Pherigo, Executive Director, Board of
Park Commissioners, Gratz Park.
Oliver S. Ikenberry, President, Shepherd College.

Miss Vivian O. Wills, Westchester County Recreation
Commission, County Office Building, White Plains, New
York.

David DuBois, Superintendent of Parks and Recreation,

608A County City

Building, Seattle.

Carl Gustafson, Superintendent of Recreation and Education, Memorial Building, or
Walter Pollock, Project Service Director, Vancouver
Housing Authority.
Mrs. Irene Squires, Superintendent of Willeamalane Park
and Recreation District.
Samuel H. Smith, Superintendent of Recreation, Park
and Recreation Department.
Arthur O. Morse, Supervisor of Recreation, Department
of Public Welfare, 214-18 Safety Building.
O. W. Kuolt, General Secretary, Council of Social Agencies, Incorporated, 70 North Water Street.

Mrs. Harland D. Fague, Lancaster Council of Church

Women,

443 S. Queen Street.
Branch Russell, Department of Public Welfare, Parks
and Recreation, 330 Municipal Courts Building.
Mrs. Mildred K. Stoltz, Director of Education, Montana
Farmers Union, Box 2089, Great Falls.

A. H.

Wyman,

Executive Director, Park and Playground
1003 Equitable Building, 613

Association of St. Louis,

2-13

Locust Street.
Elkhart, Indiana
May 16-20

K. Mark Cowen. Superintendent, Board of Parks and

Omaha, Nebraska

William J. Meyers, Superintendent of Recreation, Park
and Recreation Commission.
Ben C. Porter, Director, Parks and Recreation, Jefferson
City Park Board, 403 Monroe Street.
Arthur O. Morse, Supervisor of Recreation, Department of Public Welfare, 214-18 Safety Building.
Bevier Butts, Recreation Director, Playground and Rec-

May

23-27
Jefferson City, Missouri

May

31-June 3
Toledo, Ohio

June 13-17

Waukegan,

Illinois

June 20-24
Schenectady,
June 27-29

New York

Recreation, Municipal Building.

reation Board, 103 S. Sheridan Road.
William F. Eddy, Superintendent of Parks
tion.

and Recrea-

"Buy

U. S. Savings Bonds

during the Opportunity Drive/

9

SAY THESE LEADING AMERICANS
PHILIP

MURRAY,

President,

Congress of Industrial
Organizations

"The

C.I.O. has endorsed every
encourage the worker to
put more of his earnings into U. S.

Effort to

Savings Bonds. They represent
both security and independence."

WINTHROP W. ALDRICH,
Chairman, Chase National Bank

"I believe that every individual
who can possibly do so should buy
more U. S. Savings Bonds. These
bonds represent one of the best investments of our time."

"For the working man. an

in-

creased investment in U. S. Sav-

mean

ings Bonds can

not only

increased security but increased
ability to take advantage of the
opportunities in America today.

CHARLES

f.

BRANNAN,

MAY AND

Secretory of Agriculture

DURING
tunity

Drive

It is called the

is

JUNE, the U. S. Savings Bond Opporon!

Opportunity Drive

because

it is

truly an oppor-

own

tunity for you to get ahead by increasing your
measure of financial security and independence.
If

you haven't been buying Savings Bonds

personal

regularly, start

now.

you have been buying them, add an extra Bond or two to
your purchases this month and next. Remember you'll get
If

back 84 for every S3 in a short ten years' time!

"I

am

heartily in favor of the

Opportunity Drive

to

buy more

Savings Bonds. Everyone engaged in fanning should recognize
the importance of a backlog of invested savings as a means of realiz-

U.

Put More Opportunity

S.

ing the agricultural opportunities
of the future."

in Your Future

INVEST IN

U. S.

.

.

.

SAVINGS BONDS

Contributed by this magazine in cooperation with the
Magazine Publishers of America as a public service.

y
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I I

? ursuit

f happiness.
part of the Declaration of Independence.
Recreation a part of any declaration of fundamental principles.
part of any program for security for individuals.

IMMlK
AYpar Rnnt

A
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much

^ ot
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III kV)

Of

happiness, no real

gives a

man

liberty to be himself

life

happiness

security?

mone y

tn e possession of property.
course a certain amount of money helps.
J

ust

But many who have money, who have jobs, have not much life, not
sense of inner security, no great sense of quiet confidence in themselves.

How many

cities help boys and girls, men and women to find security for themselves, within
themselves in their pursuit of life and happiness?
When a man can sing supremely well

when
when
when

a boy can play his violin with so rare a touch that those about lose
man can carve, or mold the clay, or sketch

all

sense of time

the hands of a

boy knows the woods and

the

when

creeks,

and

all

that breathes

and

all

that

grows and the

above

skies

a girl can act so that the past and the future are as the present and

all

the world becomes

real or tragic or beautiful

when

boy can hurdle, or pole

the

vault, or

high jump

or do things with a baseball or a

football
all

development of the powers of the
and cake

this

human

spirit that

have no relation

to

bread and

butter
all this

does have to do with

life,

with being alive,

with power, with happiness, with fellow-

ship
all this

is

a part of real wealth

a part of a man's real wealth, of a city's wealth.

When cities free the beaches for swimming, clear
mond up, throw open the tennis courts, open
and orchestras
the measure of

Then

human

all this

the ice for skating, keep the baseball diawide the school houses for choral societies

reported in dry statistics in a year book is growth, development,
tears, depth and breadth of human emotion.

laughter and human

Romance, poetry, adventure.
Things to be enjoyed now.
Things to be remembered forever.
Keeping childhood beautiful.
Keeping youth strong.
Giving old age memories.
The Year Book of Recreation
It is

is

not a record of the

trivial.

a partial report of real wealth, of real property, of music, drama, sport, comradeof inner confidence, of security, of spirit.
ship

There are no

city deficits so terrifying

and

so terrible as deficits in living.

HOWARD BRAUCHER.
JUNE 1949
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Sports ano Jrastimes of ~L>onq

C\CJQ

CHESS. Cut from English

translation of treatise by

13th Century Dominican friar. The Game and Playe
of the Chess. Westminster, William Caxton, 1482.

FISHING. Woodcut appears in earliest printed essay
on angling Treatise of Fysshynge with
an Angle. Westminster, Wynkyn de Worde, 1496.
in English

BOAR HUNTING.

This

is

in rare first edition of ear-

Litre
French book dealing with the hunt. I
du Roy Modus. Chambery, Antoine Meyret, 1486.
liest

>

CARD GAME. Found

Party making music with flute and lute.
Virgin. Flemish, Early XVI Century.

work of moralizations, which
Germany in 1300. Das

came

Goldene

(Augsburg)

Spiel.

These postcards, in

BOATING.

in

states cards first

the Pierpont

York,

at

Gunter Zainer,

1472.

of twelve, are available from
Library, 33 East 36 Street, New
set.
Descriptive catalogue, $.25.

sets

Morgan

$1.00 per

into

Hours of the

98

RECREATION

JOY, satisfactions, and benefits that community recreation agencies bring to the
people of America cannot be measured in dollars or recorded in statistics. Neverthe-

THE

less, it is

desirable that the recreation

movement

periodically take stock of

its

progress

and inventory its resources and services. The RECREATION YEAR BOOK, now issued biennially by the National Recreation Association, is designed to serve ..this purpose.
The RECREATION YEAR BOOK is a record of community recreation programs, facilities
and services in American towns, cities and counties. It includes reports of recreation
agencies that (i)' operate playgrounds, recreation buildings, indoor centers, camps or
community- wide recreation programs under paid leaders or (2) operate for community

Most of the
facilities as golf courses, bathing beaches or swimming pools.
are
authorities.
from
reports
municipal
Many types of recreation service furnished by public and private agencies are not
included in the YEAR BOOK. It does not record, for example, such park facilities as zoos,

use such

and properties designed primarily for beauty rather than for active use.
are
Omitted, too,
reports of school recreation programs provided exclusively for children
enrolled in the school. Recreation programs of volunteer agencies are not included

conservatories,

unless they are equally available on a

community

basis to

members and non-members

alike.

The expenditures data cover only funds spent
YEAR BOOK; not for all forms of recreation.

in the

Bureau

of Census, entitled

for the recreation services recorded

The annual

"Financial Statistics of Cities,"

reports of the

U.

S.

record expenditures for

municipal parks, museums, community celebrations, and band concerts, as well as for
of the services recorded in the YEAR BOOK. Detailed information on total park

many

and expenditures has been published
by the National Recreation Association

services

in reports of municipal

issued

in

and county parks

cooperation with Federal agencies.

The YEAR BOOK,

containing as

it

the growth and development of the community
recreation movement. The tables relative to the

managing authorities and the extent to which they
employ full-time, year-round leaders are useful in
observing trends in forms of recreation adminis-

The expenditures

tration.

data can be used to

advantage in submitting and supporting requests
for recreation budgets.

The YEAR BOOK

enables

public authorities or other interested persons to
compare, in several respects, their city's provision
for recreation with that of other cities of the

same

population or in the same state, and with accepted
standards. In short, it provides the only available
source of information as to the status, scope, and
services

American

JUNE

of

A Thank You

does a record

of the expenditures, facilities, personnel, and services of local recreation agencies, affords a guide to

community recreation agencies

in

to

Recreation Authorities
The YEAR BOOK is made possible by the cooperation of the local recreation authorities who
have submitted reports of their recreation serv-

The willingness of so many individuals to
furnish this information affords evidence of their
ice.

loyalty

to

the

recreation

movement and their
YEAR BOOK. Sev-

appreciation of the value of the

eral state authorities also cooperated

by furnish-

ing information which was helpful in securing
reports

from

localities.

The National Recreation Association wishes
to express its appreciation to the

reation leaders of

America for

community

rec-

their hearty co-

operation in the preparation of the RECREATION
YEAR BOOK for 1948.

cities.

1949
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A Summary

Number

Community Recreation

of

in

1948

of municipalities with leadership or supervised facilities

1

Total number of separate areas and centers reported

Total number of play areas and special

Outdoor playgrounds

facilities

*3

reported

13.520

,9 1 7

:

Handball courts (outdoor)

2,513

Recreation buildings

2 -7/8

Horseshoe courts

9,654

Indoor recreation centers

5*783

Ice skating areas

4,252

Picnic areas

5,4-20

Play and coasting streets

J

Shuffleboard courts (outdoor)

3,536

598

Archery ranges
Athletic fields

i

Baseball diamonds

,647

4,576

Bathing beaches

638

Ski jumps

Bowling greens

210

Softball

Camps, day

489

Stadiums

Camps, other organized

106

Swimming

Golf courses

355

Tennis courts

Theaters, outdoor

187

Toboggan

slides

.

:

.

.

.

115

diamonds

1

number

of leaders

employed

full

1,143

432
pools (outdoor and indoor)

343

.

.

1,395

.

1

Wading

1,964
1,861

pools

Total number of employed recreation leaders
Total

o78

48,548

time the year round

....".

5,899

Total number of volunteer leaders

49,300

Total number of other volunteers

39,934

Total expenditures for community recreation

1893,804,408

*This figure includes outdoor playgrounds, recreation buildings, indoor recreation centers, play and coasting
athletic fields, bathing beaches, camps, golf courses and picnic areas.

fin addition to
of facilities.

100

this

amount $2,361,198 were contributed

for such services as heat, light, supplies

streets,

and the maintenance

RECREATION
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REPORTS
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Recreation in 194$

RECREAcom-

for 1948 reveal that

munity recreation has had an unprecedented
growth since 1946. The figures presented in this
to
publication indicate that the marked impetus
the community recreation movement, following
the end of the second World War, has continued,
and that more municipalities are providing recreation facilities and services than ever before. The
YEAR BOOK affords evidence that community rec-

programs are serving an increasing number of children, youths and adults in large metropolitan cities and in small communities.
YEAR BOOK reports for 1948 were submitted
reation

more than 2,500 communities enjoyed the
of some form of community recreation

that

benefits

service in 1948.

A

surprising number of reports were received
from small towns and villages. That recreation

programs under leadership are gaining an accepted
place in the

life

of small communities, as well as

in large cities, is indicated

by the YEAR BOOK

fig-

ures.

Several of the major trends and developments
during 1948 are described briefly in the para-

graphs that follow.

Leadership.
the

number

New

records were set in 1948 in

of recreation leaders and in the

num-

by 1,673 municipalities* cities, towns, counties
and school districts representing every state in
the Union as well as Hawaii and Canada. The

ber of cities reporting them. The total of 48,548
paid leaders is the largest ever reported. Leaders

were rendered by 1,977 agencies
and include facilities and programs in 1,917 com-

nearly fifteen per cent more than in 1946, the previous record year. Part-time and seasonal leaders

services reported

Therefore, the YEAR BOOK for 1948
records recreation services in more municipalities

munities, f

than any previous issue.

A

fairly

complete picture of community recrea-

tion services in the larger cities is presented by this
cities
publication, for only five of the ninety-two

with a 1940 population over 100,000 failed to submit a report. Many smaller communities, however,

did

not

furnish

requested information.
included in the RECREA-

Nearly 500 of the cities
TION YEAR BOOK for 1946 failed to report for
1948, although a large percentage are known to
have conducted programs during the year. Infor-

mation secured through the YEAR BOOK reports,
supplemented by data from other sources, shows

employed on a full-time basis totaled 5,899 or

continued to provide a large percentage of the recreation service in most cities. Less than one in
eight of the leaders reported served on a full-time,

year-round basis. Even though most cities have
not appreciably enlarged their year-round staff, a
considerable

number employed

1948 for the

first

time. Because

full-time leaders in

many

of the small-

full-time leadership for the first

er cities employing
time since the second

such worker, the

World War have only one
number of cities with such lead-

ers has proportionately increased to a greater extent than the number of leaders. More men than

women were employed

as leaders in 1948; this

is

especially true of full-time, year-round workers.

Remarkable progress was made during 1948 in
community
recreation. The use of volunteers was more widespread, and the number of persons serving as vol-

the extension of volunteer service in
In the tables that follow the term "cities" is applied to all types
of municipalities.
fin addition, reports were received from the following cities too
late to be listed in the tables and the information in them was not
included in the summary figures: Compton, California (Elementary
School District) Hamden, Connecticut; Apalachicola, Florida; North
Miami, Florida; Marietta, Georgia (Larry Bell Park Board); Kanka(Youth Centers);
kee, Illinois; Oelwein, Iowa; Topeka, Kansas
Lebanon, Kentucky; Shreveport, Louisiana; Medford, Massachusetts;
York;
Berkley, Michigan; Meridian, Mississippi; Fort Plain,
York; Hamilton, Ohio; Clairton, Pennsylvania (DeMaybrook,
partment of Parks and Public Property); Erie, Pennsylvania (School
District); Palmerton, Pennsylvania; Sioux Falls, South Dakota (Park
Cookeville, Tennessee; Greendale, Wisconsin; Two
Department)
Rivers, Wisconsin; Laramie, Wyoming; Sydney, Nova Scotia, Canada;
Merriton, Ontario, Canada.
;

New

New
;

JUNE 1949

unteers totalled 89,234, or far in excess of any previous year. Men outnumbered the women both as
activity leaders and in other forms of voluntary

Unlike preceding years, when activity
were much fewer in number than persons
serving as board members and helping in other

service.

leaders
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The YEAR BOOK attendance figures afford
substantial evidence of this, for the attendances re-

iMdcn

ported at these outdoor and indoor centers in

centers.
On*

m* on vortical &c*le equab

2.000
10.000

pM iMdm |etq

S.OOO TolmricM

1948 totalled 465,000,000. The marked increases
number of outdoor playgrounds, recreation
buildings and indoor centers conducted under
in the

Owi

leadership indicate a growth in the provision of
basic neighborhood recreation services.
Approxi-

7

wMi pud lecdm

mately one-tenth of the 13,520 playgrounds reported were open in 1948 for the first time more
than one-fourth of the total, or a larger percentage
than in 1946, were open under leadership through;

Pul timi yew-r

//

out the entire year. Attendances at outdoor playgrounds alone during 1948 exceeded 318,000,000
and the average daily attendance during the summer months totalled 2,837,500 participants and

I 7f
l

spectators.

The number of recreation buildings and indoor
centers represents an all-time high of 8,561 or
more than forty-six per cent above the 1946 total.

X// //

I^arge recreation buildings, containing a

gymna-

sium or auditorium or both, were reported separately for the first time in 1948, and there were
889 such buildings. The increasing use of school
buildings for community recreation is indicated by
the fact that 4,4/8 or three-fourths of all the indoor recreation centers reported were school build-

A

total of more than 90,000,000 visits was
reported at the indoor centers, as compared with
a total of 51,700,000 at the recreation buildings.

ings.

A

30

1921

34

32

LEADERSHIP IN

J*

38

40

42

COMMUNITY RECREATION.

44

48

46

1971194*

ways, in 1948 nearly 10,000 more activity leaders
were reported. This year, for the first time, more
served

persons

as

volunteer

activity

leaders

(49,300) than were employed for recreation lead-

community recreation agencies.
study of the methods used in selecting per-

ership by

A

sonnel for recreation leadership positions indicates
that, in a large percentage of cities, local recreation
officials

workers.

have the authority to

The number

of civil service

select

their

own

of cities reporting the use

is

relatively small, although many
of the larger cities are included in this list. State

certification is reported primarily in cases where
state education authorities subsidize local recrea-

relatively greater drawing power on the part of
the special recreation building is suggested, however, by the fact that the average 1948 attendance

per building was nearly fifty per cent higher than
that reported per indoor center.

A

marked decrease

is

noted in the number of

buildings with facilities set aside for the exclusive
use of teen-age or youth groups.

The twenty-four types
reported in the YEAR BOOK

Facilities.
facilities

of recreation

serve a wide

range of interests and are used for a great variety
With a very few exceptions, the

of activities.

number

of these facilities

is

greater than ever be-

fore; day camps show the largest relative gain
with an increase in number of eighty-one per cent

over the 1946 figure. More cities report softball
diamonds than any other type of facility; base-

in

diamonds, tennis courts and horseshoe courts,
named, are others most frequently
mentioned.
Inquiries reveal that many cities
for use for the first time in 1948
facilities
opened

Playgrounds, Buildings and Indoor Centers.
No phase of the community recreation program is
more important, or serves a larger number of people, than the playgrounds, buildings and indoor

most numerous were horseshoe
among
courts, softball diamonds, baseball diamonds and
tennis courts. Only two i8-hole and five 9-hole
golf courses were reported opened during the year.

tion

programs and thereby exert an influence

the selection of the leaders employed.

ball

in the order

;
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these, the
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Attendance

records

are

commonly kept at
and golf courses, among

camps, swimming pools,
others, but the number of persons using such facilities as horseshoe courts, handball courts or
shuffleboard courts

is

not recorded in most

cities.

Even so, the attendance reported at recreation facilities in 1948 exceeded 328,000,000, or 10,000,000
more than the
for the year.
ties

ball

total

As

playground attendance figure

in previous years,

swimming facili-

demonstrate the greatest drawing power softdiamonds hold second place, when facilities
;

are ranked according to their gross attendance records.
marked increase is noted in the attend-

A

ance figures for day camps, picnic areas, tennis
courts and winter sports facilities, with the exception of ski jumps.

ments employ full-time

leaders, the

same number

The

as in 1946.

private agencies with full-time
leadership, which increased in number immediately
after the second World War, dropped from 128 in

1946 to
ures

1

08 two years

make

later.

The YEAR BOOK

fig-

clear that the advance in

it

community
recreation during 1947 and 1948 was achieved
largely by governmental authorities rather than
through private agencies.

The seventy-five activities reported
YEAR BOOK comprise only a fraction of the
varied features in community recreation
programs,
but they include many of the most
popular and
common types. The YEAR BOOK figures, indicating
the number of cities in which these activities are
Activities.

in the

carried on, represent an ever expanding contribution by the reporting agencies to life in their re-

Administration. One of the most useful purposes served by the YEAR BOOK is that it makes
possible an analysis of the administration of com-

to predominate, with Softball

munity recreation programs. By recording the
types of managing authority under which local
recreation facilities and programs are established
and administered, it also provides a basis for a

A

study of organization trends. The YEAR BOOK for
1948 confirms the separate recreation department

of people over sixty years of
age is indicated by
the fact that, of the seventy-five activities listed,

as the increasingly predominant type of local recreation governing authority. The separate recrea-

tive increase

tion departments are not only eighteen per cent

more numerous than in 1946, but they exceed the
combined number of reporting agencies that provide recreation in connection with park and school
School authorities reporting community
recreation service increased in number since 1946;
services.

spective communities.

Games and

growing concern for the leisure-time

activities for older

people show the largest rela-

404 cities reported such activities as
compared with 264 in 1946.
Finance. The expansion in community recrea-

most clearly indicated by the
recreation
striking
expenditures, which
totalled the unprecedented sum of
$93,804,408 in
tion since

1946

rise

is

in

Additional

1948.

contributed

fully reported, the total

in 1946.

recreation facilities

significant role played

by

citizen boards in

the case of separate recreation departments is apparent from the fact that more than eleven out of

twelve such departments have a board. The policy-making boards outnumber the advisory boards
three to one.

Boards also play an important part

in the administration of several other types of departments providing recreation service.

interests

;

park authorities were approximately the same;
other types of public agencies were relatively few
in number. Fewer private agencies reported than

The

sports continue

and baseball again
heading the list, but an expansion of programs to
include many forms of crafts, the cultural arts and
hobbies is revealed by the reports from many cities.

services

totalling

$2,361,198 were also reported. If the amounts
spent by several large-city departments had been

1948 expenditures for the

and services recorded

in the

YEAR BOOK would have exceeded $100,000,000 or
nearly double the 1946 total.

The

increase

is

most marked

in the case of capi-

tal

expenditures for land, buildings and permanent
improvements. They exceed $30,000,000 which
is

$22,000,000 more than in 1946 and nearly $18,in excess of the previous
1930 record.

000,000

The 1948

figure

is

significant because

it

indicates

Since a large percentage of the total recreation
service provided in localities is rendered
by de-

that, after several years in

partments employing full-time, year-round leaders,
analysis of the agencies reporting such leader-

were proceeding to develop additional recreation
resources. Rising wage and salary scales and
higher costs of materials and services undoubtedly

an

of special significance. Here, again, the
separate recreation department predominates with
442 departments or two-thirds of the total number

ship

is

of public agencies reporting full-time
leadership.
Park authorities, which number 142, are the next
largest

JUNE

group
1949

;

only twenty-nine school depart-

expansion in

which there was
recreation areas and facilities,

little

cities

explain much of the increase in the current expenditures items. Leadership salaries and wages, for

example, reached a record high of more than $28,250,000, which represents a proportionately greater
rise than was recorded in the total number of rec103

reation leaders.

In sixty-seven

totalling $21,000,000 yielded

cities,

much

bond

issues

of the funds

used for capital expenditures during the year.

Tax

funds, as in previous years, provided the
share of the money spent for community
recreation. More than eighty-eight per cent of the
lion's

amount spent, the source of which was
ported, came from local, county, or state taxes
total

re-

a

larger percentage than in recent years. Tax funds
were spent for recreation in more than twice as

were private funds. Amounts remany
ceived from fees and charges supplemented receipts from other sources in many cities, providing
cities as

nearly twelve per cent of the total. The large increase in capital expenditures, most of which came
from tax sources, explains why a smaller percenttotal amount spent for recreation came
and charges and from private funds in
1948. In a few states, notably New York, Pennsylvania and Washington, state funds were made

age of the

from

fees

available to localities for recreation
in

many

cases, these funds

programs and,

exceeded the amount

raised for recreation in the local community.
Taken as a whole, 1948, as revealed by the

BOOK
nity

reports, was a banner year
recreation movement.

for the

YEAR

commu-

Leadership
Men outnumber women
and volunteer

A

total of

48,548

men and women were em-

community recreation proin
This
grams
1948.
represents an eighteen per cent
increase over the number reported in 1946, the highployed for leadership in

*s

Of the total number of leaders, 5,899 were employed on a full-time, year-round basis. This, too,
represents an all-time high.

Men outnumber wom-

en in both part-time and full-time leadership by a
wider margin than in 1946. Men leaders also are

employed
cities

paragraph two, in the February 1949 issue of
RECREATION Ed.)

The number

paid leaders, 1,645,
is

leadership.

of cities reporting
twelve per cent over 1946
likewise greater than ever before reported.

est previous year.

and

in part-time, full-time

time by nearly seventy per cent more

full

than employ

refer to the article,

women on
Program

this basis.

for

Women

(Please

and

Girls,

The number of cities with paid and volunteer
leadership is actually greater than is indicated in
the following tables since county and other authorities

which furnish leadership

to

more than one

community are counted only once.
The diagram on page 102 illustrates the trend
in paid leadership since 1928.

Paid Recreation Leaders

Men

27,540
21,008

(1,613 cities)

Women

(1,362 cities)
Total leaders (1,645 cities)

'

48,548

Men

employed full-time, year-round (653 cities)
Women employed full-time, year-round (385 cities)
Total leaders employed full-time, year-round (701 cities)

3*465
2 >434

5.899

Volunteers
Community

recreation, as a field for volunteer

time, the

number

of volunteer activity leaders ex-

attracting an increasing number of men
and women. In 1948 a total of 89,234 persons
served recreation agencies without pay in 1,133
communities. These figures again are larger than

ceeds that of persons giving other service, although fewer cities reported volunteer leaders.

ever before reported; the number of volunteers
rose thirty-five per cent since 1946. For the first

activity leaders.

service, is

104

Men

considerably outnumber

women

as volunteers

group serving as
(See Help Wanted: Women Partners for Leadership, December 1948 RECREATION.)
in recreation, especially in the

RECREATION

Activity Leaders

Total Volunteers

Others

Men

28,236 (799

cities)

20,834 (95

cities)

49,070

Women'

21,064 (75

cities)

19,100 (750 cities)

40,164

Total

49,300 (876

cities)

39,934 (964

89,234

1

cities)

(i, 133 cities)

Methods of Selecting Leadership Personnel
cities reporting. State certification was
indicated primarily by communities in states where
local recreation programs are subsidized in part

The methods used in selecting leadership personnel were indicated by most of the recreation
agencies reporting. It is clear that in a large per-

211 of the

centage of cities the agencies select their own
workers. Civil Service was the method used in

from funds administered by the
authorities.

Selection

Workers

to

whom

method

applies

By Agency
Cities

Agencies

All workers

946

Superintendent only ....
All but the superintendent

126

126

102

1

Some workers

123

123

1,297

1,321

Total

970
02

Ciinl Service
Cities Agencies

Methods

state education

Recreation Buildings
Buildings conducted under leadership in 1948,
and used exclusively or primarily for recreation,
totalled 2,778 or 946 more than in 1946, the previous record year. Separate figures were secured for
large buildings (containing a

gymnasium or audi-

torium or both) and 396 cities reported 889 buildings of this type. Recreation buildings reported

open in 1948 for the

first

Attendances at 1,630 of the recreation buildings
More than three-fifths of

exceeded 51,70x3,000.

these attendances were recorded at the large buildings which averaged more than 50,000 visits per
building in 1948. The average attendances at the

many of which were playground buildings,
were 20,000 for the year,
others,

time totalled 281.

Number of recreation buildings, large (369 cities)
Open for the first time in 1948 (56 cities)

889
80

Total yearly or seasonal attendance (607 buildings in 266 cities)

31,031,869

Number of recreation buildings, others (513 cities)
Open for the first time in 1948 ( 106 cities)

1,889

159

Total yearly or seasonal attendance (1,023 buildings in 307
Total number of recreation buildings

20,668,488

cities)

2,778

Total yearly or seasonal attendance at 1,630 buildings

5 * .700,357

Indoor Centers
in

Buildings not used primarily for recreation but
which a program was conducted under leader-

ship in 1948 totalled 5,783 or more than ever before reported. Three out of every four indoor
centers were school buildings. More than fifteen

per cent of

all

the centers

recreation use for the first time in 1948. Attendances, which exceeded 94,600,000 for the year, are
more than double the highest total previously re-

ported.

More than

were reported

two-thirds of the attendances

at the non-school centers,

were reported open for

Number of indoor centers, schools (872 cities)
Open for the first time in 1948 (208 cities)

4.478

482

Total yearly or seasonal attendance (3,314 centers in 514 cities)
Number of indoor centers, others (511 cities)
for the first time in 1948 (131 cities)
Total yearly or seasonal attendance (915 centers in

36,964,419
I

337

54,688,442

cities)

Total number of indoor centers

5.783

Total yearly or seasonal attendance at 4,229 centers
This figure includes a

>25
212

Open

total attendance of

94,692,746*

3.039,885 for 17 buildings and 26 centers reported by one large

city.

Teen Centers
In 986 of the recreation buildings and indoor
centers reported above, facilities were set aside for
use exclusively by teen-age or youth groups. This
Total number of buildings with

(409

facilities

is

a

much

smaller

number

of teen centers than

were reported in 1946 and such centers were
ported by a much smaller number of cities.

re-

used exclusively by teen-age or youth groups

986

cities)

Recreation Facilities
Extensive popularity and use again
revealed by attendance figures.

The

types of recreation

facilities

reported in

1948 are more numerous than in preceding years.
This is partly because of the increase in the num-

106

ber of communities reporting and partly because
of the new facilities open for the first time in 1948.

Most

striking increases are noted in the case of

RECREATION

the day camps, winter toboggan slides, play and
coasting streets, picnic centers and ice skating
rinks, in the order named.
slight drop is noted

A

in the case of four types of facilities.

Tennis courts

again top the list, followed closely by Softball diamonds; horseshoe courts and picnic areas are in
third

and fourth

place.

Many

ported open in 1948 for the

facilities

time.

first

were

re-

It is

probable that some of them were not constructed in

1948 but were

first

made

available for

community

recreation use during the year.

of the facilities reported. At pools and beaches
attendances of nearly 162 millions were recorded,
in spite of the fact that many swimming facilities

were closed

summer
More than

in the

of 1948 because of the

eighty-nine million attendances were reported at athletic fields, stadiums, baseball and softball diamonds. The drawing
polio epidemic.

of picnic areas and ice skating areas is reby their attendance figures of twenty-two

power
flected

million

and

fifteen million respectively.

The number

extensive popularity and use of recreation
facilities are again revealed by the attendance fig-

of each facility reported, the number open for the first time, and the total 1948 attendance at facilities where the number of users

ures, even

was recorded are indicated

The

though these are not available for many

First

Open in 1948

Cities

Number

Facility

Archery Ranges

598

Athletic Fields

Baseball

Reporting

Diamonds

1,647

387
766

4,576

1,276

Bathing Beaches
Bowling Greens

638
210

Camps, Day
Camps, Other Organized
Golf Courses, 9-Hole
Golf Courses, 1 8-Hole

489

334
85
213
65

Handball Courts
Horseshoe Courts
Ice Skating Areas
Picnic Areas
Play and Coasting Streets.
Shuffleboard Courts

106

.

Jumps
Softball Diamonds
Stadiums

Swimming Pools
Swimming Pools
Tennis Courts
Theaters

Toboggan

Slides

Wading Pools

Indoor

Outdoor

.

.

.

.

.

240

174

7>*S I ,7&

495

390
28

263
24

25,870,572

2,347

277
667

133,098,401

39i

190

2

2

156,815

72

44

36

416,910

231

37
126

118,003

63

137

5

5

1,623,739

65

218

126

2

2

6,019,037

142

2,513

165

85

25

4,443,677

1,320

9,654

1,016

206

2,604,883

4,252

664
809
269
372
64

758
299

130
82

15,365,857

2,046

34i

22,180,079

3,108

368

50
48

1,353,648

535

"5

142

2,498,605

14

13

66,903

32

26

290
26

40,061,268

5,189

704

16,275,533

6,476,644
22,381,253

177
207
684

132

9
42

6,360

115
1

293,016

70

16

3,536

Ski

62

102

25

1,578

.

Reporting

in

.

5,420
.

Total 1948 Attendance
Number of
Cities
Attendances
Facilities
Reporting

Cities

Number
82

in the following table.

T

139
175

37
52
86

63
448

163

432
333

301

632
26

138

10

1,062

513

11,964

1,124

58
367

127

7,496,995

187

133

10

8

2,699,651

80

290
533
62

343

114

17

13

646,496

1,861

547

114

70

9,419,052

70
934

44
234

1,143

,362

82

Management
Governmental agencies reporting facilities and
programs outnumber private groups.

Many types of public and private agencies administer recreation facilities and programs. Governmental agencies outnumber the private groups,
however, by more than four to one. Of the 1,977
agencies whose

JUNE

1949

1948 recreation service was re-

ported, 1,617 are administered
ties.

Several

cities

by public authorihave two or more agencies pro-

community recreation; some reporting
agencies, on the other hand, especially county au-

viding

thorities,

provide

recreation

service

in

several

communities.
reports of 187

The YEAR BOOK for 1948
more public and private

contains

agencies

than any previous issue.
Authorities that administer recreation as a dis-

and separate function total 676. Separate
recreation departments, under either a policy-maktinct

ing or advisory board, show an appreciable increase over 1946 ; those without a board are fewer
in

number.

Separate recreation authorities out-

cated by the fact that eight out of nine recreation
departments have a policy-making or advisory
board. These have increased since 1946; that

is

not

true of the recreation departments without a board.
Park authorities, especially park and recreation

departments, comprising the next numerous group
employing full-time leadership, increased in number from 10 to 142 in the two-year period. Only
twenty-nine school departments reported full-time,

number the combined school and park departments, which are the next most numerous public
recreation agencies. Park agencies are almost the

year-round leaders in 1948 the same number as
in 1946. Relatively few of the other types of pub-

park and
recreation departments are more numerous. School

Five out of eight of the separate recreation departments employ leaders on a full-time basis.

departments slightly outnumber the park authorities for the first time in many years, increasing in

same as

in

1946 but those

classified as

lic

recreation authorities

full-time leaders.

employ

A large

Forty-five per cent of the park authorities also employed such leadership in 1948, or a larger percentage than in previous years. Less than one-

percentage of the school reports are from states

tenth of the school authorities report employing

where local recreation programs receive subsidies
from the state educational authorities. In Penn-

full-time leaders.

sylvania alone the number of school authorities reporting increased from twenty-four in 1946 to

ployed full-time leaders in 1948.

number from 252

1946 to 328

in

in 1948.

ninety-three last year. The postwar interest in
providing recreation for youth is reflected in the

reports from thirty-two public youth agencies
only ten such agencies reported in 1946. Other
municipal departments furnishing recreation serv-

Of

the 360 private agencies reporting, 108 emMore than four-

these agencies were playground and recreation associations or committees and community
fifths of

building or center boards or agencies.

;

and no appreciable change in
revealed by the YEAR BOOK reports.

ice are relatively few,

their

number

is

Private agencies number 360 or thirty less than
in 1946. In contrast with the increase in the pub-

Municipal Authorities
The forms

of municipal recreation administra-

tion in the cities reporting recreation service in
1948 are summarized as follows
:

lic youth agencies, only eighteen private organizations for youth reported as compared with forty-

one

Fewer Civic organizations and chamcommerce submitted reports than in 1946.

in 1946.

bers of

Agencies Reporting
Full-time, 1'ear-Round Leaders
Community year-round recreation service is provided largely by agencies that employ leadership
on a full-time basis. These increased in number
from 696 to 747 in the two-year period. Municipal agencies employing such leadership increased
in number by twelve and one-half per cent; they
comprise more than
cites

five out of six of all the

agen-

reporting full-time, year-round leadership.

Twenty fewer private agencies reported such
leadership in 1948 than in 1946.
The separate recreation department continues to
maintain its position as the predominating type of
year-round recreation authority 422 or two -thirds
;

of all the public recreation agencies reporting full-

time leadership are separate recreation departments. The prevalence of citizen boards is indi-

108

AGNOES AOMMKTHUNG COMMUNITY

PROGRAMS. l3*-l*4t

RECREATION

Agencies
with FullTime, Year 1

Managing Authority
Authorities Administering Recreation As a Single Function
Policy-making Recreation and Playground Commissions, Boards, Committees,
and Councils

Total

Round

Agencies

Leadership

676

422

487

284

134

92
47

Advisory Recreation and Playground Commissions, Boards, Committees and
'

Councils

Recreation and Playground Departments Under a Single Administrator
Authorities Administering Recreation in Conjunction with Park Service.

55
.

.

.

Bodies

Departments of Public Works
Playfield, Recreation Building and Center Boards and Departments
Departments of Public Welfare

Golf Commissions, Boards, and Departments

Swimming

56

10

7

79

328
328

29
29

46

294
103

I

32
16

10

4

12

7

u

9

6
and Departments

Departments of Public Service, Utilities or Affairs
Other Municipal Departments and Commissions
Department Not Designated

Grand Total

142

193
116

.

Youth Commissions and Youth Center Boards

Pool, Beach, and Bath Commissions

319

.

Park Commissions, Boards, Departments, and Committees
Park and Recreation Commissions, Boards, Departments, and Committees
Departments of Parks and Public Property, Buildings, and so on
Authorities Administering Recreation in Conjunction with School Services
School Boards, Departments, and Other School Authorities
Other Municipal Authorities Administering Recreation Services
City Managers, City, Town and Borough Councils, County Boards, and Similar

----.,

4

3
2

3

2

13

6

94

2

639

1,617

Private Authorities

Some of these agencies furnish the major recreation service in their localities; others provide a

service that supplements the
recreation agencies.

work

of

governmental
Agencies
with FullTime, Year-

Managing Authority
Playground and Recreation Associations, Councils, and Leagues
ice Boards, Committees, and Associations

;

Round
Leadership

148

40
44
4

Community Serv-

and Memorial Building Organizations
and
Civic, Neighborhood
Community Leagues, Councils, and Associations
Luncheon Clubs
Youth Center Associations Youth Councils and Committees
Parent Teacher Associations
Y. M. C. A.'s
Athletic and Outing Clubs and Associations
Park and Playground Trustees and Associations
Chambers of Commerce and Commercial Clubs

Community House,

Total

Agencies

Social Center,

57
28

;

Industrial Plants

Welfare Federations, Social Service Leagues, and Community Chests
Woman's Clubs
American Legion Posts and Auxiliaries
Miscellaneous and Undesignated
Total,

JUNE 1949

4
18

360

1

08
109

Special Recreation Activities
showing greatest relative gain are those
for older people and square dancing.

Activities

Recreation departments provide a wide range of

softball, baseball, basketball, horseshoes, volleyball,

and
same position

recreation activities that serve a great variety of
leisure-time interests. The seventy-five activities

table tennis,

in the list that follows represent most of the types
frequently included in community recreation programs. Several forms of arts and crafts activities

as in 1946, but tennis has fallen in rank while both
table tennis and badminton have advanced in the

for the first time, as do fishing
and supervised horseback riding. Activities for
service personnel are included for the first time

tive gain since

appear in the

list

end of the second World War.
and games again top the list of activiranked according to the number of cities re-

since the

Athletics
ties,

porting them.

They comprise nine out of the ten
ranking activities which are, in the order named,

swimming,

badminton. The

list.

The two

tennis,

first five

activities

1946 are

showing the greatest
activities for older

Reporting

Arts and Crafts
Clay Modeling, Ceramics
Graphic Arts

692
229

I^eathercraft

711

Metalcraft

395

Needlecraft

Weaving

627
364
645

Woodwork

711

Plastics

Athletics and

Games

Archery

;

* Athletic Tests

Badminton
*Baseball

1,383

*Basketball

fBowling

770
891
1,312

Indoor

Bowling-on-the-green

214
103

Boxing

564

Croquet

721

Field

Hockey

Football
Football

*Football

Regulation

Six-man
Touch

Golf

:

tHandball
*Horseshoes
Paddle Tennis
Shooting
Shuffleboard

Soccer

101

349
235
847
387
269
1,240

768
129
617
420

*Softball

1,434

Table Tennis

i,O93

110

Eight of the

thirty-nine per cent, respectively.

seventy-five activities were reported by fewer cities.
No information as to the number of individuals
participating in the various activities
for the year 1948.

was requested

Cities

Recreation Activities

Reporting

Tennis
*Track and Field

l

^Volleyball

1,210

>7$

797

Dancing
Folk Dancing
Social Dancing
Square Dancing

Tap Dancing

616
829
658
245

Drama
fDrama Clubs

521

rela-

people

and square dancing the increases in the number of
cities reporting them were fifty-three per cent and

Cities

Recreation Activities

storytelling,

retain the

Festivals
Little

Theater Groups

294
312
222

Plays

258
450

Puppets and Marionettes

211

Storytelling

896

Pageants

Music
Choral Groups

fCommunity Singing
Orchestras

Other Instrumental Groups

Outing Activities
Camping
fGardening
Hiking
Nature Activities
Picnicking

357
482
332
334
283
108
621

447
857

Water Sports
Boating

167

Fishing

258

*Swimming

1,086

RECREATION

Cities

Recreation Activities

Cities

Recreation Activities

Reporting

Game Room Activities
Hobby Clubs or Groups

Winter Sports
357
260

Coasting
Ice

Hockey

Skating
fSkiing

Tobogganing
Miscellaneous

Holiday Observances

678
236

Model Aircraft
*Motion Pictures

155

t Photography

Supervised Bicycling

* Activities for Older
People
Activities for Service Personnel

fCard Clubs

Community

Celebrations

404

Supervised Roller Skating

115
221

Supervised Horseback Riding

664
230

Forums, Discussion Groups

of

The number of cities reporting this activity represents an
more than 100 over the 1946 figure.
tFewer cities reported this activity in 1948 than in 1946.

Finances
"Community people have been voting
of their

own

millions

tax funds for recreation."

Expenditures for community recreation facilities
and services reached a new high of $93,804,408 in

Legend

Reporting

595

489
552
370
614
259
248
249
69
increase

Expenditures
Land, Buildings and Permanent Improvements (745
Leadership Salaries and Wages ( 1,458 cities)
Total Salaries and Wages (1,559 cities)
All Other Expenses (1,440 cities)

Grand Total

(

$30,272,680

cities)

28,257,816
44,310,391
13,619,834

93,804408

1,635 cities)

Sources of Support
Local taxes were the most

common

source of

funds for community recreation again in 1948; in
seven out of eight cities the recreation program

was financed

in part from this source.
county, district and state met
the entire cost of the program in sixty per cent of
the cities reporting. State funds were reported

Tax

funds

in

whole or

local,

used for community recreation in 309 communia much larger number than ever before. Most

County and Private Funds
County and State Funds
Municipal, State and Private Funds
Municipal, County and Private Funds
Municipal, County and State Funds
County, State and Private Funds
Municipal, County, State and Private Funds

31

6
82

33
21
i

26
2

Unspecified

ties,

were in New York State, where money
was turned over to localities by the State Youth
Commission, and in Pennsylvania and Washington, where the State Education Departments conof these

tributed toward the support of local recreation.
The following table indicates the sources of funds

spent in the cities in which recreation service was

provided in 1948.

The widespread acceptance of recreation as a
function of local government to be financed out of
tax funds is clearly demonstrated by the analysis
of the

amounts received from various sources

in

More than

eighty-eight per cent of the total
expended, the source of which was reported, was
met from appropriations, tax levies, bond issues

1948.

Municipal Funds Only

814

and other public funds. Only four per cent was
secured from community chests, donations and

Funds Only
Funds Only
County Funds Only
Municipal and Private Funds
Municipal and State Funds
Municipal and County Funds.
State and Private Funds

152
12

other private sources. The balance of twelve per
cent was derived from fees and charges, and spent

101

directly

424
152

In the table that follows, each city reporting is
counted only once, although many of the reporting

36
24

agencies, especially county authorities, spent money
for recreation service in two or more cities.

Source of Support

Cities

Private
State

by the agencies receiving them.

Amount

Taxes and Other Public Funds

Number

of Total

of Cities

1,446

$80,332,734

Fees and Charges
Private

Per Cent

551

6,919,395*

Funds

Total

3,712,147

4%

648

$90,964.276

100%

1.597

'This amount represents only foods expended directly by the recreation agencies collecting them. In addition, fees and charges totalling
$3,265,623 were collected by 190 communities and turned over to local city and county treasuries. Thus, the total amount of fees and charges
collected during 1948 was $10,185,018, or more than twelve per cent of the money spent during the year.

Bond

Issues

Bond

issues for recreation, totalling $2 1,23 1,508,

were passed

in

1948 in sixty-seven

Phoenix, Ariz

Yuma, Ariz
Burlingame, Calif
Menlo Park, Calif

Monterey Park, Calif
112

cities.

The

$ 1,000,000
50,000

cities reporting,

and the amounts of the bond

Redding,

Calif.

San Rafael,

.

Calif.

155,000

Santa Monica, Calif

150.000

Turlock, Calif

70,000

is-

sues passed, are listed below.

Middletown, Conn

150,000
187,000

685,000
15,000

100,000

RECREATION

New Haven, Conn
Norwalk, Conn
Brunswick, Ga
Decatur,
Joliet,

20,000
100,000

600,000

111

70,000

111

90,000

Rensselaer, Ind

25,000

Valparaiso, Ind

25,000

Atchison, Kansas

175,000

Wichita, Kansas

70,000

Md

2,000,000

Newton, Mass

265,000

Baltimore,

Revere, Mass

25,010

Mich
Madison, Minn
Minneapolis, Minn

30,000

Roseville,

Livingston,

40,000

813,000

Mont

75.000

Fremont, Neb
Berlin, N.

100,000

Dunellen, N. J

10,000

350

H

East Orange, N. J
Irvington, N. J
Linden, N. J
Brunswick, N.
Plainfield, N. J

J.

,

N. J
Springfield, N. J
Teaneck, N. J
Albany, N. Y
Ridgefield,

Cheektowaga, N. Y.

Ossining, N.

4,000
4,000

Ore
Springfield, Ore
Philadelphia, Pa
Topton, Pa

95,000
21,300
5,ooo

45,500
75,ooo
50,000
3,000,000
1

Vt

Va
Wash

Alexandria,
Seattle,

10,500

Waupun, Wise

36,000

Honolulu, Hawaii

Hanover, Ontario, Canada
Regina, Sask., Canada

1,500

52,500

Ontario,

Barre,

55.000

8,848

Y

Y

5,500

2,500

23,000

Rye, N. Y
Utica, N. Y
Warwick, N. Y
Yonkers, N. Y
Canton, N. C
Reidsville, N. C
Cleveland, Ohio
Massillon, Ohio
Youngstown, Ohio

9,000

213,000

New

Y

Mount Vernon, N. Y
Newcomb-Tahawus, N.

Newport, R. 1
Corpus Christi, Texas
El Paso, Texas

16,000

Newark, N. J

Kingston, N.

100,000
'.

285,000
4,250,000

30,000
15,000

150,000
100,000

90,000

250,000
2,500,000
5,ooo

2,300,000

6,000
150,000

51,000
75,000
.

.

.

36,000

$21,231,508

Recreation departments provide a wide range of activities that serve a
great variety of leisure-time interests.

JUNE 1949
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World

at

Marbles, snails, puppy dog

tails

The

and such are

Play

little

boy?

made

of.

rapid growth of local
Los Angeles, taking place
under provisions of the city's playground bond issue passed in 1947, was reflected recently in a

clubs and assisted by individuals interested in the
recreation commission's program. Among the fea-

progress report for the past year filed with the City

ble

Progress Report

recreation facilities in

The bond

pro-

new playgrounds

plus

Recreation and Park Commission.

gram

calls for forty-three

other recreation

facilities to

be completed over a
more than one year

six-year period. In a little
since the first bond funds became available, the

cessfully co-sponsored

Twenty-eight new playground

sites

acquired or

and

civic

tures offered in the spring are the city-wide mar-

and kite tourneys, Easter crafts exhibit, citywide fishing contest, tennis instruction and junior
meets, boys' baseball schools, recreation leaders
training institute
open to the entire community,
leadership to club groups, social recreation, square

dancing and program planning.

Twelve

department reported:

local business

by

city playgrounds,

mer weeks,

offer

open for eight sum-

handcrafts,

sports,

dramatics,

twelve other playground
sites, previously owned but undeveloped, now in
process of site planning and development; land

music and dancing. During this period, there are
also baseball leagues for boys and men, Softball
leagues for everyone, swimming instruction and

one

meets, softball, baseball, horseshoe, volleyball and
other city-wide meets, and a playground circus.

in process of acquisition

;

additions to enlarge six existing playgrounds

;

community clubhouse completed, and five clubhouses and two fieldhouses under construction;
architects' plans being

drawn

for fourteen

commu-

nity recreation buildings, and one children's camp ;
of ten major swimming pools planned, one completed and six more being designed; many mis-

cellaneous playground improvements.

Making Ends Meet

With

a comparatively

small expenditure per capita during the

war and

post-war period, Dubuque, Iowa, has managed to
provide a year-round recreation program for its

However, most of these special activities,
and others in the fall and winter months, are suc-

citizens.

114

The Hawaiian Touch

Hula, ukulele, lauHonolulu chil-

hala or Hawaiian music classes

dren and their mothers

may

take their choice.

Youngsters and

their parents
dad included can
also learn how to swim and to play tennis. If they
like, they may attend several of the competitive

sports events; dance in, or just watch, the annual
April Folk Dance Festival ; or applaud a new mu-

comedy, starring high school students. The
Playground Directors' Association of Hawaii has
tried to make certain that a wide variety of recreasical

tion activities will be available to everyone.

RECREATION

Tables of

Playground and Community
Recreation Statistics
for

1948

JUNE 1949
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15.

This

is

the

official

1940 population.

16.

This

is

the

official

1945 population (special census).

17.

Expenditures data are for golf courses only.

18.

This report covers facilities in Millbrae, Sharp Park, East Palo Alto, Pescadero, Half
Park.

19.

This report covers facilities in East Nicolaus, Live Oak, Sutter and Yuba City.

Moon Bay and Lomita

20. This report also covers facilities in Oakville.
21.

This report covers facilities in Gainesville, Archer, Hawthorne, Waldo, Alachua, High Springs and Newberry.

22. This report covers facilities in

Lynn Haven, Panama

City, Millville

and Parker.

23. This figure does not cover the tourist population, estimated at 25,000 per year.
24.

This report covers facilities in Lakeland, Winter Haven, Bartow, Auburndale, Pierce, Brewster, Bradley
Junction, Fort Meade, Lake Wales, Frostproof, Mulberry, Haines City, Eagle Lake and Highland City.

25. This report covers facilities in Sarasota, Venice,

Nokomis, Laurel, Osprey and Englewood.

26. This figure represents expenditures of the Recreation Division only.
27.

This report covers facilities in Alpharetta, Roswell, Buckhead, Bolton, East Point, College Park, Hapeville,
Lakewood, Fairburn, Palmetto and Union City.

28. This figure represents expenditures of the Recreational Council only.
*29.
30.

an advisory and research body representing public and private recreation agencies.
This report covers facilities in Chicago, Lyons, Niles Center, Palatine, Palos Park, and Leyden and Thornton
Townships.
This

is

is

31.

This

32.

This facility

33.

This report covers facilities in Anchorage, Buechel, Camp Taylor, Eastwood, Fincastle, Harrods Creek,
Jeffersontown, Lyndon, Middletown, Newburg, St. Matthew, Shiveley and Valley.

the rural population of the county.
is

leased to a private operator.

34.

This report covers facilities in Hardburly, Hazard and Lothair.

35.

This report covers facilities in Zachary, Baker, Pride and Central.

36.

This report covers facilities in Thibodaux, Raceland, Lockport, Mathews, Larose, Cut Off and Golden Meadow.
This report covers facilities in Sharptown, Mardela, Hebron, Delmar, Fruitland, Pittsville, Willards and

37.

Salisbury.
38.

This report covers facilities in Cotuit, Hyannis and Osterville.

39.

This report covers facilities in Arlington, Belmont, Boston, Braintree, Brookline, Cambridge, Canton, Chelsea,
Cohasset, Dedham, Dover, Everett, Hingham, Hull, Lynn, Maiden, Medford, Melrose, Milton, Nahant, Needham, Newton, Quincy, Revere, Saugus, Somerville, Stoneham, Swampscott, Wakefield, Waltham, Watertown,
Wellesley, Weston, West wood, Wey mouth, Winchester, Winthrop and Woburn.

40.

One man was employed during 1948 as a full-time year-round recreation leader.
This beach was leased by the city.

41.

amount, $53,529 were spent by the Minneapolis Athletic Association.
This amount was spent by the Park Board for land to be developed for use by the Recreation Committee.

42. In addition to this

43.

44. This figure represents expenditures for playgrounds,
golf courses and tennis courts only.
45.
46.

47.

community

centers, playfields,

swimming

pools, beaches,

The summer population is 50,000.
This report also covers service in Neptune.
This report covers facilities in Belleville, Bloomfield, Caldwell, East Orange, Irvington, Montclair, Newark,
Nutley, Orange and Verona.

48. This figure includes administrative salaries.
49. This report covers facilities in Clifton, Paterson,

West Paterson, Hawthorne and Wayne.

50.

This

51.

This report covers facilities in Elizabeth, Linden, Hillside, L'nion, Garwood, Springfield, Summit, Roselle,
Roselle Park, Cranford, Westfield, Plainfield, Fanwood, Mountainside, New Providence Boro, New Providence
Township, Winfield, Rahway, Kenilworth and Scotch Plains.

is

a 27-hole course.

52.

The summer population

53.

The

facilities

is

100,000.

reported are in Oriskany Falls and the town of Madison.

This figure represents the expenditures of the Division of Recreation only.
55. This report covers facilities in East Greenbush, Clinton Heights, East Schodack and Nassau.
54.

56. In addition to promoting activities on a county-wide basis, this
local recreation programs in the county.
57.

150

Bureau served as a coordinating agency for

This reoort covers facilities in Athol Springs, Lakeview and Woodlawn.
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58.

This

is

the estimated population of the five towns.

59. Cedarhurst,

Woodmere, Hewlett and Inwood are

also served by this Commission.

This report covers facilities in Buchanan, Crugers, Oscawana and Verplanck.
61. This is the estimated population of the school district.

60.

62.

63.

This figure does not include expenditures for maintaining the areas and facilities reported.
Many of the facilities reported by the Recreation Commission are on Park Department property.

64. This report covers facilities in Ardsley, Cortland,

Harmon, Mt. Vernon,

New

Rochelle, Rye, Scarsdale,

Tarrytown, White Plains and Yonkers.
65. This course is leased to a private group.

68.

have a maximum depth of 3 /2 feet.
This report covers facilities in Bay Village, Cleveland and Fairview.
This report covers the Cain Park Outdoor Theatre.

69.

This report also covers service in University Heights.

70.

This course

66. Forty-nine of these pools

67.

is

(

operated by a private group.

This report also covers service in Glenwood.
72. The Recreation Board promotes a county-wide program and cooperates with local recreation agencies
throughout the county.
73. This report covers facilities in Carmichaels and Crucible.

71.

74.

This report covers facilities in Begins and Valley View.

75.

This report covers

facilities in

La

Belle,

East Millsboro,

Isabella, Hiller, Allison,

This report covers facilities in Ross Township and West View Boro.
77. This report covers facilities in Allison, Brier Hill, Orient, Republic, Rowes

Thompson No.

2,

and Central.

76.

Run and Thompson.

This report covers facilities in Pricedale, Webster and Van Meter.
79. This privately owned facility was operated for three weeks by the Lions Club.
78.

80.

This was an out-of-school program for boys of four townships.

81.

This report covers
Wllkes-Barre.

82.

This report covers

facilities in

Kingston, Peace Dale, Wakefield and West Kingston.

83.

This report covers

facilities in

Ninety Six and Ware Shoals.

84.

Thirty-two of these are junior pools.

facilities in

Edwardsville, Forty Fort, Georgetown, Kingston, Larkville, Sugar Notch and

under Arkansas.

85.

The recreation

86.

This report covers facilities in Draper, Magna, Midvale and Murray.

87.

service in

Texarkana

is listed

This report covers facilities in Bennington, North Bennington, Shaftsbury, Arlington,Pownal and Woodford.
Othma and Sabot.

88.

This report covers facilities in Goochland,

89.

This report covers facilities in Sandston, Highland Springs, Longdale, Glen Echo and Laurel.

This report covers facilities in Kennydale, Orillia and Bryn Mawr.
This program centers around cruises and marine nature study.
92. This report covers facilities in Fairview, Kingmont, Baxter, Rivesville, Worthington, Barrackville and
Mannington.
93. This report covers facilities in Morgantown, Osage, Cassville and Suncrest.
90.

91.

much

provided by the Park Commission.

94.

The

95.
96.

This report covers facilities in Parkersburg, Vienna and Williamstown.
This figure represents the expenditures of the Recreation Department only.

97.

This report covers facilities in

Institute uses for

JUNE 1949

of its

program

Brown

facilities

Deer, Cudahy, Milwaukee, South Milwaukee and other communities.
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Services

The

\aiiniiiil

Made

Available Through

Recreation Association in 1948

5,729 different communities in every state of the Union, the District of Columbia, and 89 foreign cities
received help and advice on their recreation problems through the Correspondence and Consultation Bureau.

1,441 cities were given requested service through the visits of field workers.
several times during the year.

139

cities

were helped by three

field

Many

cities

were

visited

workers in the development of adequate recreation programs

for minority groups.

16,346 employed and volunteer leaders were given special training in recreation
programs at the institutes held in over 162 cities in 26 states. The leaders
institutes,

47

cities

skills,

who

methods and
attended these

conducted by the National Recreation Association workers, serve various racial groups.

received special field service in connection with their plans to develop and strengthen their
and crafts. In 21 of these, special training institutes were conducted for employed

service in arts

and volunteer
48

states

leaders.

were helped with their state recreation problems and services. Four field workers, 3
I part time, were assigned to help state government agencies active in recreation.

full

time and

40

cities received the personal services of the Specialists on Recreation Areas and Facilities and
Recreation Buildings.

12 community-wide appraisals of recreation administration, personnel and facilities were completed
in 1948. In addition, 3 cities were serviced with limited studies for special purposes.
68 industrial plants were visited in 13 states by a special worker to help industries and municipal
recreation departments meet the recreation needs of workers. 1,055 companies received periodical bulletins

3,000

cities,

tional

on industrial recreation problems and development.

towns and villages participated
Music Week.

in the 25th

annual observance of National and Interna-

1,850 leaders in communities which do not have year-round programs received the 16 issues of the
Summer Playground Notebook. 1948 was the sixth consecutive year for this service. This has
helped to improve and extend playground service and to lead some of the cities to work actively
for year-round recreation programs.

48

were assisted through personal visits by the Katherine F. Barker Memorial Field Secretary
for Women and Girls. In 26 of these communities, training courses were conducted for local
leaders, both paid and volunteer, many of them having responsibility for organizing and conducting recreation programs for women and girls.
cities

7,299 recreation leaders and laymen interested in recreation received RECREATION, the monthly magazine of the movement.

2,916 individuals received the Bulletin Service issued by the Association. The Association's publicanumber of new publications were
tions were more widely used in 1948 than ever before.

A

issued.

Many

of the Association's publications

were revised and

reissued.

1,000 delegates from 322 cities in 45 states and three foreign countries attended the 3Oth National
Recreation Congress to exchange information and experience.
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National Recreation Association
Incorporated
Financial
Balance, January

Summary 1948
$ 15,322.75

1948

i,

Receipts
Contributions

378,346.63

$201,068.21

Other

177,278.42

Total

$393,669.38

Expenditures
Balance,

December

367,533-53

$ 26,135.85

31, 1948

Endowment and Reserve Funds
Special

Fund (Action

of 1910)

George L. Sands Fund
"In Memory of Barney May"
"In Memory of Waldo E. Forbes".
Ellen Mills Borne

1,000.00

3,000.00
12,990.11

2,500.00
.

1,403.02

.

Fund

3,000.00
5,214.41

175.00

Endowment Fund
Frances Mooney Fund
Sarah Newlin Fund

1,000.00

"In

2,000.00

C. H. T.

"In

of

500.00

William Simes"

of J. R., Jr.".

250.00

Frances R. Morse Fund

2,000.00

Van Peyma Fund
Nettie G. Naumburg Fund
"In Memory of William J. Matheson"
Alice B. P. Hannahs Fund
"In Memory of

500.00

"In

5,000.00

of Daniel Guggenheim".
Coleman Fund

1,000.00

IOO.OO

Elizabeth B. Kelsey
Sarah Fuller Smith

"In

Memory

Seaman

500.00
3,000.00
2,000.00

50,000.00
*J \J
884.55
t

.

IUNE

1949

9,059-39

75.00
17,208.52

I,

IOO.OO
1,007.52

McGeoch Fund
R. Reed Fund

911.08

504.50

Carolina B.
Caroline

"In

Memory

2,685.19

of

Walter A. May"
Received in 1948

$3,787.50
84.00
3,871.50

The Valentine Perry Snyder Fund.
Catherine W. Faucon Fund
Grant Walker Fund**

.

1,000.00

125,721.00
1,000.00

Fund
M.
Dennis Fund
Merry
Estate of Mrs. J. Warner Fobes
"In Memory of Mrs. Adelbert Moot"
Estate of Charles M. Cox.
.$500.00

Mary

F. Lanier

.

95-52

2,042.83

200.00

500.00
1,000.00

RECEIVED IN 1948
"In

50,662.20

Memory of Jeanne H. Barnes"
Hugh McK. Landon Fund
"In Memory of C. Parker Levis"
"In Memory of Abbie Condit"
"In Memory of
.

500.00

restricted.

IOO.OO
J

.

Received in 1948

1,000.00

$750.00

50.00

.

Estate of Helen B. North

7,020.50

961.38

IOO.OO

Fund

Helen L. Jones Fund

Isis

is

50O.OO
155,000.00

200.00

of

*Restricted.
**$50,000 of this fund

1,025.00

50,000.00

Margaret Hazard Fisher"
Alice J. Shepley Fund
Ruel Crompton Tuttle

.

F. Northrup"

Lee"

1,900.00

Heinsheimer"

Fund
Fund
Annie L. Sears Fund
John Markle Fund
Katherine G. Husband Fund
Leilla S. Kilbourne Fund
Ella Strong Denison Fund
Annie M. Lawrence Fund
Frederick McOwen Fund
Clarence M. Clark Fund
John G. Wartmann Fund

of Joseph

Gain on Sale of Securities
Alexander Felman Fund
William Purcell Bickett Fund
"In Memory of

5,000.00

Memory

Nellie L.

Memory

Henry Strong Denison Fund*
E M F Fund
Emergency Reserve Fund

2,000.00

.

W.

I,OOO.OO

"In

500.00

Ella

Alfred

250.00

5,000.00

Frances Ross Poley Memorial Fund*
Other Gifts

Memory
Memory

Received in 1948

$ 25,000.00

Lucy Tudor Hillyer Fund
Emil C. Bondy Fund
"In Memory of J. I. Lamprecht" ....

Campbell McKinney"

.

15.00

5,000.00

500.00
183.00
15.00

$578,831.22
153

National Recreation Association
Incorporated

OFFICERS
PAUL MOORE,

JR., First

Vice-President

ROBERT GARRETT, Chairman

Board

of the

MRS. OGDEN L. MILLS, Second Vice-President

ADRIAN M. MASSIE, Treasurer

SUSAN M. LEE, Third

GUSTAVUS T. KIRBY, Treasurer Emeritus

Vice-President

and Secretary of the Board

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
F.

F.

W. H. ADAMS
New York, New York
GREGG BE MIS

MRS. CHARLES V. HICKOX
Michigan City, Indiana
,

MRS. JOHN D. JAMESON

Boston, Massachusetts

EDWARD

C.

BENCH

Englewood,

New

Bellport,

New

Jersey

CUMMER

CARL E. MILLIKEN
Augusta, Maine

MRS. OGDEN L. MILLS

WILLIAM H. DAVIS

HARRY

New

P.

New York

Woodbury,

PAUL MOORE,

DAVISON

York,

New

New York

N. Y.

AUSTIN E. GRIFFITHS
Seattle,

MRS.

Washington

NORMAN HARROWER

Fitchburg, Massachusetts

154

New York

California

GRANT TITSWORTH

ROBERT GRANT, 3rd
Island,

JR.

San Francisco,

Baltimore, Maryland

Long

York,

New York

MRS. SIGMUND STERN

ROBERT GARRETT

Jericho,

New York

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Jacksonville, Florida

York,

York,

OTTO T. MALLERY

Washington, D. C.

New

N. Y.

Island,

SUSAN M. LEE

MRS. ROBERT WOODS BLISS

MRS. ARTHUR G.

Long

Noroton, Connecticut
J.

WALSH
New York, New York
C.

FREDERICK M. WARBURG

New

York,

New York

RECREATION

HONORARY MEMBERS
DAVID ALEXANDER
Akron, Ohio

HORACE

F.

ROBERT A. GARDNER

BAKER

HARRY

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

New York

MRS. EDWARD C. BENCH
Englewood, New Jersey
MRS. EDWARD W. BIDDLE
E. BIRD
Columbia, South Carolina

GEORGE F. BOOTH
Worcester, Massachusetts
Dallas,

MRS.

J.

Boston, Massachusetts

Boston, Massachusetts

JR.

Missouri

G. HERBERT CARTER
Huntington, New

York

MRS. GEORGE EDWARDS CLEMENT
Peterboro, New Hampshire
HENRY L. CORBETT
Portland, Oregon

WINTHROP M. CRANE,

JR.

Dalton, Massachusetts

MRS. HARRY PARSONS CROSS

Rhode Island

C. CURTIS

Boston, Massachusetts
L. DE FOREST

New

Plainfield,

WILBUR

F.

Jersey

DENIOUS

Denver, Colorado

W. DONALDSON
Millbrook, New York

MRS. JOHN

CLYDE DOYLE
California

Long Beach,
MRS.

S. S.

DRURY

Milton, Massachusetts

MRS. A. F. ouPoNT, JR.
Marshallton, Delaware
MRS. CHICHESTER ouPoNT
Wilmington, Delaware
MRS. FRED R. EASTERDAY
Lincoln, Nebraska
MRS. Lucius R. EASTMAN
Scarsdale,

New York

MRS. D. E. F. EASTON
San Francisco, California

JOHN ERSKINE

New

York,

New York

MRS. RALPH E. FORBES
Milton, Massachusetts

EDGAR FRI&DLANDER
Cincinnati, Ohio
MRS. CLARENCE J. GAMBLE
Milton, Massachusetts

JUNE

1949

Ohio

MRS. JAMES A. HOGLE
Salt Lake City, Utah
P. D. HOUSTON
Nashville, Tennessee

MRS.

HOWARD

R. IVES

MRS. WALTER COGGSHELL JANNEY

Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
MRS. ERNEST KANZLER
Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan
HELEN KELLER
Westport, Connecticut

MRS. WILLIAM

KENT

Kentfield, California

WILLARD V. KING
Convent,

TULLY

New

Stockton, California

ROBERT LASSITER
Charlotte, North Carolina
MRS. FRANCIS MARION LAW
Houston, Texas
PHILIP LE BOUTFLLIER
New York, New York
MRS. WILLIAM G. MATHER
Cleveland, Ohio

JOHN W. McQ-URE

Hartford, Connecticut

VP. QUACKENBUSH

S.

Scranton, Pennsylvania
Rochester,

McKiNNEY

Alton, Illinois
SUMNER T. McKNIGHT
Minneapolis, Minnesota
MRS. JOHN R. McLANE

New Hampshire
McMAHON

Manchester,

MRS. P. L.

North Carolina
CHARLES G. MIDDLETON
Louisville, Kentucky
Charlotte,

JOHN

F.

MOORS

MRS. R. SANFORD RILEY
Worcester, Massachusetts

MRS. THEODORE DOUGLAS ROBINSON

Mohawk, New York
MRS. WlLLOUGHBY RODMAN
Los Angeles, California
MRS. HENRY H. SANGER
Grosse Pointe, Michigan
MRS. PAUL A. SCHOELLKOPF

New York

Lewiston Heights,

MRS. ALGER SHELDEN
Grosse Pointe Shores, Michigan

ABBA HILLEL SILVER
Cleveland, Ohio

MRS. JAMES R. SMART
San Diego, California

HURLBUT W. SMITH
Syracuse, New York

JOHN D. SPENCER
Salt Lake City, Utah
M. LYLE SPENCER
Syracuse, New York
ROBERT GORDON SPROUL

Berkeley, California

MRS. S. EMLEN STOKES
Moorestown, New Jersey
MRS. JAMES R. STRONG
Short Hills,

New

Jersey

MRS. ARTHUR HAYS SULZBERGER
New York, New York
HAROLD H. SWIFT
Chicago, Illinois
T. E. SWIGART

Houston, Texas
F.

M. TATUM
Hattiesburg, Mississippi

JOSEPH THOMAS
Akron, Ohio
RICHARD M. TOBIN
San Francisco, California
MRS. JAMES W. WADSWORTH
Washington, D. C.
ATKINS
JAMES K.
Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan

W

WILLIAM

G.

WATSON

Toronto, Canada

HAROLD

Boston, Massachusetts

MRS. H. DUTTON NOBLE
Auburn, New York
CRISPIN OGLEBAY
Cleveland, Ohio

New York

JOSEPH E. RAYCROFT
Princeton, New Jersey

Chicago, Illinois

GEORGE A.

JR.

WILLIAM H. PUTNAM

Jersey

KNOLES

C.

New York

Greenwich, Connecticut

Maine

Portland,

Scotland,

MRS. ROBERT RANLET

Portland, Oregon
MRS. WILLIAM G. HIBBARD
Winnetka, Illinois
JOHN W. HIGGINS

Cincinnati,

GEORGE OLIVER CARPENTER,

HENRY

Sacramento, California
REX B. GOODCELL
Los Angeles, California
MRS. CHARLES A. GOODWIN
Hartford, Connecticut

MAX HIRSCH

Toledo, Ohio

Hill,

New

New York

York,

MRS. SAMUEL F. PRYOR,

M. GOETHE

MRS. FRANCIS L. HIGGINSON

WARD M. CANADAY
St. Louis,

New

Worcester, Massachusetts

Moline, Illinois

RICHARD EVELYN BYRD

RICHARD

ARTHUR POUND

Washington, D. C.
FRANKLIN T. GRIFFITH

C.

Watch

South Yarmouth, Massachusetts
MRS. CHARLES C. GLOVER, JR.

WILLIAM GREEN

DOUGLASS BUCK
Wilmington, Delaware
MRS. WILLIAM BUTTERWORTH

MRS.

DANIEL A. POLING

Texas

Montchanin, Delaware

Maine

Tacoma, Washington

Michigan

E. BRANIFF

THOMPSON BROWN

PAYSON

A. PERKINS

S.

Washington, D. C.

ANGUS

B.

Portland,

CHARLES W. GILKEY

C.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

THOMAS

GAULT

G.

Flint,

MRS. GEORGE D. BARRON
Rye,

JOHN

Chicago, Illinois

P.

Albany,
T.

WINCHESTER

New York

GUY WOOLFORD
Atlanta, Georgia
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VT ITH the stars of sports, modern features of construction in the equipment
they use are of the utmost importance. That's why so many of them use and
recommend Wilson.
The famous Wilson Advisory

Staff, whose members help design, test and
play Wilson equipment, is another reason why star players prefer Wilson.
Golf champions Sam Snead, Lloyd Mangrum, Gene Sarazen, Patty Berg and
Babe Didrikson tennis greats Jack Kramer, Don Budge, Bobby Riggs and
Alice Marble diamond stars Ted Williams and Bob Feller gridiron headliners Johnny Lujack, Charley Trippi and Paul Christman are only a few of
this great staff of experts. Follow these stars play Wilson know you're playing the best.

WILSON SPORTING GOODS

CO.,

CHICAGO

(A subsidiary of Wilson & Co., Inc.)
Branch offices in New York, Son Francisco and other principal

cities

RECREATION

September 12-16, 1949

MTIOML

list

RECREATION CONGRESS
Thomas

ANNOUNCEMENT IN Omaha, last year,
that the 3ist National Recreation Congress
Orleans was greeted with
would be held in

THE

New

Interest in visiting this, one of America's
picturesque cities, has continued to grow

cheers.

most

throughout the year. In addition to

charm and exceptionally modern
opment,

New

recreation

Orleans

its

industrial devel-

building a

is

program which

is

old-world

community

E. Rivers
Recreation Society will be held on Saturday and

Sunday prior to the opening of the regular sessions of the Congress.
Suggestions for group discussion at the Concame from a great many sources and, after
many conferences, a list of topics has been ap-

gress

proved.

As

always, there will be opportunity for
on topics not covered.

special meetings

The New Orleans Committee has announced

attracting attention

throughout the country. An article about this is
scheduled for publication in the August issue of

the following special events

RECREATION magazine.
The National Recreation Association has

Three hours
in-

promotion service in this area. Old
programs are being expanded, new ones established. Because it is expected that the Congress
creased

TOUR OF NEW ORLEANS

a springboard for an expanded recreation
program throughout the South, leaders from
are planning to attend.
of this interest in mind, the Recrea-

BREAKFAST UNDER THE OAKS
morning.

all

tion Congress Committee
anticipation of one of the

began planning early in
most successful recrea-

tion congresses ever held.

various aspects of the Congress. Among these
are the General Advisory Committee; Special

Committee on Administrative Problems

Rec-

of

Executives; Hospital Recreation
mittee; Industrial Recreation Conference
reation

ComCom-

Wednesday

never-to-be-forgotten experience of

nities.

CRUISING

DOWN THE

RIVER

Thursday

will

A

be more than a song.
Congress high point.
The entire afternoon will be given to this cruise

on the Mississippi.

MARDI GRAS BALL

Steps taken or plans

underway include the following:
Special committees, which have been appointed
to advise and help in the planning and conduct of

A

New Orleans' hospitality in superb City Park, a
center of beauty and varied recreation opportu-

many community groups
With

Tuesday afternoon.
and

of viewing historic high spots
recreation developments of the city.

its

will be

:

will participate in

Thursday night. Delegates
a real Mardi Gras Ball one

most characteristic expressions of the New
spirit. Costumes will be provided.
All meetings, as well as the exhibits and the
Mardi Gras Ball, will be held in the Municipal

of the

Orleans festive

Auditorium.
Full information about hotels has been pubin RECREATION and in a special folder,

lished

If you have not made arrangements for your hotel accommodations, you should
do so immediately. Keep in mind that this year

mailed widely.

mittee.

Three day-long conferences, which will be featured on the opening day of the Congress, September 12 Administrative Problems of Recreation and Park Executives; Industrial Recreation
Conference; Hospital Recreation Programs.

room

reservations must be made through the
Orleans Recreation Department, Room 205,
City Hall, New Orleans 12.
You can save money on your transportation if

all

New

Monday's program will also feature an allyou are an employee of a municipal, county or
morning discussion of "How to Serve the Recstate government.
reation Needs of Rural Areas
The regular
fifteen per cent tax does not apand Small Communities."
The bird of New Orleans L-a
beak like a bay.
Is the pelican
ply.
Meetings of the American
Exemption certificates can
be obtained from offices of ColThe Congress he knows

Tom

Rivers has served as Secretary
National Recreation Con-

of the

gress for the last twenty-six years.

Is

where everyone goes
would learn all there

Who

about play.

lectors
is

of

Internal

Revenue,

Form 731, and must be presented
when purchasing tickets.

BARNES' Four

Star Line for '49
DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA

THE DICTIONARY OF SPORTS

THE

By PARKE CUMMINGS

By ANATOLE CHUJOY

No

other publication equals the scope and accuracy of this masterpiece of sports terminology. 9,000
terms, arranged in alphabetical order from "abaft"
to "Zulu," from "abseil" to "zigzag," and from
slang to orthodox, cover every known sport.
400,000 words define, clarify, and enlarge these
terms, settling numerous arguments on the technical aspects of outdoor and spectator sports.

An unusual

lists

appendix

terms classified by sport,

gives box-scores, tournament procedure,

summa-

ries and charts. Cross-indexing and 120 specially
prepared illustrations of equipment and officials'
signals complete this work which is destined to

Never in the annals of dance has anyone compiled
such a pretentious and admirable book as this one
by Anatole Chujoy. An outstanding connoisseur
of dance presents his contribution to the field in
the form of an encyclopedia to act as a reference,
an instrument of study, and just plain good reading for all dance enthusiasts.
This amazing volume, arranged in alphabetical
sequence, reviews the dance from its inception to

become

the latest kaleidoscopic ballet at the Metropolitan.
defines and explains the esthetics and
philosophy of dance, discusses dance criticism,
touches on the social aspects of the dance, and

An

comments on music,

the "Bible" of the sports enthusiast.
invaluable reference for every administrator,
leader and student of recreation. Use it as you

would your English dictionary.
x *%" Cloth Illustrated

FRESH

WATER

1949

$7.50

FISHING

BAIT AND FLY CASTING,
SPINNING, LURES AND EQUIPMENT
By ARTHUR H. CARHART,

of

how game

fishes react to

on
own campaign

which an angler can figure out his
to get a good catch. Mr. Carhart answers many
questions about the history and development of
American fishing lore; describes various kinds of
fishes, their habits and habitats; and offers helpful
information about the various types of tackle and

excellent addition to your recreation library.
1

949

DESIGN FOR TENNIS
By MARY K. BROWNE, former

$7.50

National

Women's Tennis Champion

From long

years of experience as a tennis expert

and
112

instructor, Mary K. Browne presents, through
special illustrations of technique and detailed
text material, a method of teaching and learning

In addition to information on the racket,
and individual and group instruction, she comments upon court construction
and care, tournaments, and duties of match officials. Her own invention
Battleboard Tennis
for indoor play and practice appears in print for
the use of all. Excellent book for men and women
tennis.

strokes, court play,

lures.

Includes the most up-to-date changes in North
American waters and the fish population in them,
as well as information on the latest piece of tackle
on the market. Spectacular Kodachromes of lures
are presented for easy identification.
CONTENTS:
Started This,

Who

THE

What

Anyway?

That? From Perch to Pike,
The Hook's the Thing, Leader and Line, Reel and
Rod, Bait Casting, Fly Casting, Spinning, Systematic Lure-ology, The Spoon-Spinner Family,
Plugs and Their Kin, The Fabulous Flies, Auxiliary

Ballet,

6 '/2" * 9l/4 " Cloth

gives
certain conditions, and establishes a foundation

First Lore,

stage design, and ballet recmodern, tap, ballroom, and folk
dance pirouette through pages of vivid description.
Throughout this factual almanac, articles by such
famous authorities as Boris Romanoff, Pearl
Primus, George Balanchine, Emily Coleman, and
Walter Terry are integrated to add completeness.
ords.

An

drawings by HAMILTON GREENE
Standard equipment for every one of America's
angling enthusiasts! Here's a new type of angling
book which helps the reader appraise conditions,

him knowledge

Mr. Chujoy

Fish

Is

Equipment, Tomorrow's Fishing.

THE SPORTSMAN'S LIBRARY
18 Kodachromes, Black and White Drawings
6" x 9" Cloth
1949
Illustrated
$5.00

A.

S.

instructors

how

and boys and

girls

who want

to learn

to play.

THE CONTENTS:

Evolution of Tennis Strokes,
Overhead Smash, Volley and Rally Strokes, Fundamentals of the Strokes, Control, Placements and
Strategy, Class Organization, Common Faults and
Their Correction, The Game, Court Construction
and Care, Racket and Ball Construction, Battle-

board Tennis, Officiating.
51/2" x 83/8

" Cloth

Illustrated

1949

$3.00

BARNES AND COMPANY
Educational Publishers Since 1838

101 FIFTH
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AVENUE

NEW YORK

3

RECREATION

We

Blushed

.

utAtanairii

ECAMP

McGRAW-HILL

ECTORS
Handbook

and

BuyingGuide

INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY RECREATION
(NEW SECOND EDITION)

By GEORGE D. BUTLER, National Recreation

d edited by the publishers of

tion.

CAMPING MAGAZINE

. . . this book is a
"must." It contains
a vast amount of specific information
that is needed in the successful operation of a camp.

Reynold

Order
If

Now

E.

Carlson, president,

ACA.

$1.50 each, 2 for $2.00
order, we pay postage

Associa-

558 pages, $4.50

This thoroughly revised edition is the answer to the
demand, which has been increasing since the beginning of the Second World War, for this type of book.
The text deals with those forms of recreation which
require a large degree of organization and leadership and in which participation plays an important
part. It considers recreation as a function of local
government, like health, education, and other essential

public services.

payment accompanies

HOWARD
181

P.

GALLOWAY,

Chestnut Avenue

Publisher

Metuchen. N.

J.

PRINCIPLES OF HEALTH EDUCATION APPLIED
By CLIFFORD LEE BROWNELL, Columbia University.
McGraw-Hill Series in Health Education, Physical
Education, and Recreation. 354 pages, $3.75
Presents clearly and concisely the basic concepts
underlying the development of health education in
schools, colleges, and communities. The author approaches the subject with the consideration of the
economic, political, and social forces which explain
the developments in health education, and the probable alignment of these forces in predicting future developments. The book analyzes the health problems
facing American democracy and stresses the need
for improved professional preparation for health
specialists, administrators,

and

allied personnel.

FIELDBOOK OF NATURAL HISTORY
By E. LAURENCE PALMER, Cornell University.
pages, $7.00. Textbook edition available

682

Here in one convenient volume is an extraordinarily
comprehensive guide to natural history. This book
embraces birds, fish, plants, rocks and minerals, the
more than
stars, mollusks, reptiles, and mammals
2000 items and hundreds of pictures arranged and
tabulated for easy reference. Each item has a descriptive identification, followed by data on range
and location, life history, ecology, and economic im-

portance. Common names and technical classifications are given for each item.

Send for copies on approval

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY,
330 West 42nd Street

JUNE 1949

New

York

18,

Inc.
N. Y.
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LOUISVILLE SLUGGER BATS

SOFTBALL
H&B

offers 22 expertly designed

Softball bats to

ments of

With

all

this

meet the require-

softball players.

wide variety of models,

the Louisville Slugger Bat stands

supreme

In softball

... as well as

In baseball.

HILLERICH & BRADSBY CO.
LOUISVILLE
KENTUCKY

For planning and

operating

ENCYCLOPEDIA

day-camps

By E. O. Harbin. 2,400 ideas for
good clean fun for every occasion and all ages
all in one
volume! 1,008 pages 21 feature

here is a guidebook for
school and agency leaders
and municipal boards

211 illustrations.

sections

COMPLETELY INDEXED.

THE COKESBURY

$3.95

GAME BOOK

By A. M. Depew. 600 new games and entertainment plans for home, school, club, and church
quiet, active, writing, mental, and musical games;
special occasion games; leisur^ time activities. Includes songs with music. 411 PAGES.
$1.95

THE COKESBURY STUNT BOOK

w

.

invitation, musical, parodies, parties, scouts, brain
twisters, and conundrums. Invaluable for the recreation leader. 392 PAGES.
$1.95

fray-Camping
Mabel Jobe

PHUNOLOGY

This book is a complete guide and working blueprint for any individual or group interested in running a day-camp.
Everything is included: How to get started,
choose a site, provide for health and safety, select
workers, train a staff, set up a program, counsel
children, appraise on-going plans. There are daily
schedules, enough for a camp season; instructions
for cooking-out and detailed menus; nature studies; complete inventories of equipment and supplies for both beginning and established camps.
Detailed plans and instructions are given for projects that are "starting from scratch" as well as
for those

having adequate support.
This book is the sum total of thirty years of
general camping experience applied to six years

of

day -camp

intensive

operation. Mrs. Jobe,
widely known as a lifelong enthusiast of camping, is recognized as an
authority on all aspects
of day-camping. Having
been a pioneer and leader,

she

is

now sought

after as a training teacher.

Her book

is

an

purpose tool for a
tively

By

E.

O. Harbin.

Complete plans for games, parties,
12 chapters of games
of the year, and 12
than 1,000 games, classi-

socials, luncheons, banquets
and socials for each month

chapters containing more
fied for easy reference. 454 PAGES.

.

$1.95

At Your Bookstore
Nashville 2, Tenn.

Abingdon-Cokesbury

L A

complete survey of
recreation

^

community

f

in

f

by

^

author-experts

America
'front-line'

all-

rela-

unknown and

un-

cultivated field.

.......

By A. M. Depew. 600 stunts arranged in ten
groups stage, banquet, luncheon, attendance and

clip here

and mail

Please send

copies

-------

@

Community
Recreation

$3.00 each

THE HANDBOOK OF DAY-CAMPING
Name

MEYER
Zone.

A

State

Charge

my

and

BRIGHTBILL

guide and source book for every
professional recreation worker

established account [3

D. G. HEATH

Payment herewith $

AND COMPANY

BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO DALLAS LONDON
347 Madison Avenue

JUNE

1949

New York

17, N. Y.
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&

Pool Equipment

Built to Gain and Hold
American's reputation for making the very
Playground and Swimming Pool Equipment dates back more than a third of a century,
finest

to the company's inception in 1911. American
men determined then to build only the best equip-

ment money could buy, combined improved

de-

signing with superior materials and skilled craftsmanship to provide scores of new, ideal playexercise opportunities for the nation's children

and youth with absolute

safety.

Not even during the recent difficult war years
has American ever compromised in materials,
design or construction for, we regard the welfare
and safety of your youngsters as our responsi;

we've gone along
American way building the best
Approved Playground and Swimming Pool Equipment made and today more customers than ever
bility as well as yours. Instead,

in the

good old
;

before continue to place their confidence in American at Anderson. American leads the field.

Learn why American Approved Playground and Swimming Pool
Equipment enjoys world-wide acceptance. Send for Literature, today.

AMERICAN
PLAYGROUND
AM

DEVICE CO

K H-.0 >.

INDIANA

World's Largest Exclusive Manufacturers of Fin
Playground and Strimming Pool Equipment
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RECREATION

THE

RECREATION
PLAYGROUND, SWIMMING POOL AND
BASKETBALL EQUIPMENT

HORSESHOE PITCHING

Bicycle Racks
Manufacturing conditions have somewhat improved and
we are now prepared to offer better service than previously, as well as improved quality because of some
better materials available.

Please write for catalog

Many Models

of

RECREATION EQUIPMENT COMPANY

Diamond

Anderson, Indiana

Official Pitching Shoes
offer fans a wide selection.

Drop forged from high
grade steel will not chip

A

or

break.

Carefully

A

bal-

Complete Line of

ATHLETIC AWARDS

anced.

MEDALS, TROPHIES,

Write for information about a complete line
pitching shoes, court* and accessories

of

CUPS, PINS, ETC.

DIAMOND

Write for Catalog

CALK HORSESHOE CO.
4614 Grand Avenue

Loren Murchison

Duluth, Minnesota

&

Co., Inc.

Newark

14 Park Place

2, N. J.

UNIVERSAL'S
HANDICRAFT
CATALOG
150-PAGE NEW EDITION
Animaljigs
Art Metalry
Art Supplies
Basketry

ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT

Books
Carving
Block Printing
Braiding
Ceramics
Knotting

ffrst Choice

Leathercraft

for

Looms

FREE

Jrlastics

(very Sport!

To Teachers and Lead-

Available
Thru Leading
Athletic Goods

50 cents

ers,

writing on

Plastic Relievo
Raffia

official

stationery.

1500 Items

to individuals

This catalog

is

the

Standard Buyers Guide,

144 pages, 6" x 9" fits your
tabs open to section desired.

file.

UNIVERSAL

Distributors

HANDICRAFTS SERVICE,
Department

JUNE 1949

ST.

tOUIS

INC.

R

1267 Sixth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

/N r/tf F/fLO
MANUmCTUIIING COMPANY

Thumb

3,

MO.
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the greatest of them

all

~t/
Reg. U.

S. Pal. Off.

climbing structure
There are scores of reasons why thousands of JUNGLEGYMS are in daily
use from coast to coast. Leading
authorities point again

JUNGLEGYM's

and again to
one

safety record of

hundred million child-play-hours
without a single serious accident
no-maintenance record, because there
.

.

.

nothing to wear
popularity record, because
JUNGLEGYM affords endless opportunities for imaginative play and
are no

out

.

moving

.

parts,

.

beneficial exercise. Yes,

playground

is

it's

true!

"No

no other playground device can compare
no other climbing structure

is

a

.

.

.

JUNGLEGYM!

complete without a

JUNGLEGYM."

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!

PORTER
MANUFACTURERS OF

CORPORATION
OTTAWA, ILLINOIS

PLAYGROUND, GYMNASIUM AND SWIMMING
Exclusive makers of the world-famous

POOL EQUIPMENT

JUNGLEGYM

climbing structure

a playground to equip? To
bring up-to-date? Porter's 1949 stream-

Have you

lined line offers the basic units

you
with two big advantages
Highest Quality, (2) Lowest Prices.

need
(1)

.

.

.

Write for illustrated

1949 streamlined

money

164

.

.

.

bulletin

on

line that will

Porter's

save you

time!

RECREATION

HANDICRAFT SUPPLIES
Metals

TENNIS NETS

Lacings
Tools
Indian Beads

Cork
Flexcraft

Rubber Molds

ALL SPORT NETS

Pipe Cleaner Kits
Leather Projects

SEE US

AT THE

You are

cordially

SHOW

The

to

invited

reliable headquarters

our Booth No. 22 at the
National Recreation Congress.
visit

Write for FREE Catalog of Handicraft Supplies

W.

CLEVELAND CRAFTS CO.
770-774

CARNEGIE

CLEVELAND

AVE.,

15,

Projects
RECREATION CENTERS

for

with these

new

line

to

2

7, N. Y.

rr

For Adults

For Clubs, Camps, YMCAs, Hospitals and
All Recreation Centers

Write today for Folder R-6, giving
full information about Special
full

Inc.

New York

For Children

low in cost, makes attractive and

useful articles.

Recreation Projects and

AUGUR,

is

MORE FUN THAN CHECKERS

projects using

our Special Project Cowhide Leather. Easy
to work,

A.

20

Every Recreation Center can easily afford
leathercraft

ALL NETS

35 Fulton Street

OHIO

LEATHERCRAFT

Special

for

of

Everything for Leathercraft

TOEBE LEATHERCRAFT CO.
PHILADELPHIA

149 N. 3rd STREET

6,

PA.

PICTURE POST CARDS
SOUVENIR FOLDERS
Reproduced From Your

Own

Photos

Artvue Post Cards

tell a vivid picture story
of Recreation Facilities everywhere.

Unexcelled

for

Publicity,

Many

Fund Raising

Campaigns, and actual Cash
from sales.

Profits derived

Please write to Dept.
Fifth

Avenue,

New

York

De Luxe

R
10,

15105

RUBICO
The

MATERIALS

Popular Edition $1.00

TIREMAN AVENUE, DEARBORN, MICHIGAN

COURT SURFACINGS AND DRESSINGS
Any

RUBICO

Unsatisfactory Court to:

Court of Champions
ENGINEERING
SUPERVISION
CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT
NEW FAST DRYING TENNIS COURTS CONSTRUCTED.
RED, GREEN, CLAY, OR ANY TYPE OF INSTALLATION

Write for Information

RUBIEN CONSTRUCTION CO.

JUNE 1949

Edition $2.00

DEARBORN INDUSTRIES

N. Y.

Will Transform

Now

Order Yours Today

ARTVUE POST CARD CO.
225

Recreation Departments Are
Using "20 to 2"

WESTFIELD

NEW

165
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TYPICAL HUSSEY

Permanent

Portable

Pf

INSTALLATIONS

Need Safe Seating QUICK?
Then

investigate

Hussey (patented) Portable Bleachers.

and

fifteen tier stands are carried in stock for
quick delivery. Because of their exclusive, patented
construction, Hussey steel portable bleachers are safe,
quick and easy to erect and take down and take up
less storage space. Additional sections can be added
as needed and they are low in cost.

Six, ten

Hussey

PORTABLE BLEACHERS
Norwood Arena

A

stallation with a seating capacity
of 13,080.

portable and permanent
of your seating requirements.

specializes in

also

grandstands to meet

all

- Norwood, Mass.
Hussey Portable Bleacher in-

The knowledge and experience of our trained seating
engineers is available to you without cost or obligation.
Write today for F R E E literature and
of nearest Hussey representative.

name

HUSSEY MFG.
486
I

RAILROAD

Also ask for catalog

of

ST.

N.

CO., INC.
BERWICK, MAINE

"Laughing Loon" diving boards, swimming

Successful execution of plays, even
distribution of weight of a ball.

by

floats, etc.

experts, depends largely

.

&

PORTABLE GRANDSTAND
Another Hussey

installation

at

Danvers, Mass. Affords permanent stand advantages, yet may

J^

be moved quickly,

easily

and

economically.

upon balance

or the even

Balance, resulting from scientific research and skillful moulding, is another "Best by
Test" reason for specifying Wintark. Official in weight, shape and size you'll find them
beautiful, well balanced and TOP PERFORMERS in play and in economy.

BUY THE BEST

WFAVFP
TfLHTtrX WIMTAPIf
fffiniMI\r\
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GET THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY
AMERICA'S FOREMOST ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT
BOX 71 -SOUTH FIFTH STREET SHAMOKIN, PA.

P.O.

RECREATION

Write or wire for prices
on these KOLITE bolls

V Basketball
V Football
V Soccer Ball

WITH THE KOLITE* COVER
"This new basketball has everything"
"Looks right feels right is right"
Such are the opinions of great coaches
and famous players.

To

the body of the famous 580 Basketwe have added the remarkable new
KOLITE cover that "stays new" longer
than leather and will not mark the court.
ball

KOLITE

gives

you these 4 important

Tougher than rubber!
Looks and feels like fine
(3) Outwears both!

.

.

.

.

.

Every Seamless Athletic Ball is fabricstripped for long life and cord-wound to
keep perfect shape. Patented all -rubber
Kantleek valve and bladder.

advantages
(1)

(2)

.

leather!

TOP

quality, priced right.
*Patent Pending.

(4)100% waterproof!

Order now!
to.

FINEST QUALITY SINCE

ATHLETIC

GOODS

1877

DIVISION

THE SEAMLESS RUBBER COMPANY
NEW HAVEN

3,

CONN.,

U.

S.

U. 6.

RECREATION
Is

a

and

CAMPING

POPULAR

Major Course of Study at

PROGRAM

SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE
Graduates of this major are thoroughly prepared for
leadership in the recreation profession. They are educated to lead a community toward better use of leisure
time. Their preparation includes expert training in the
important activities of athletics, sports, camping, arts
and crafts, music, drama and nature lore. Complementing the work in Recreation and Camping are many

BUILDERS
12 Simplified Projects

Group Work and Community Organization.
The broad program of professional and general educacourses in

tion gives the Springfield man a solid foundation for
inspired, vigorous, successful career.
For Information Write to

Adapted

The 6O-aere. 2O~cabin Springfield College

9,

.

.

.

Group Use

an

No

All Parts Furnished

Complete,

DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE, SPRINGFIELD

Leather

in

to Playground and

No

Extras to Buy

easy-to-follow

Tools

illustrated

Needed

instructions

MASS.

Camp on Lake

Mat-

tatoit proride* a splendid facility for the icork of thit major.

HORTONCRAFT

KITS

Teach

and

1.

patience

perseverance,

funda-

plus

mental techniques of leathercraft.

"I have got more good out of AMERICAN
SQUARES and books that I ordered from
you than from any other source in my 50

years of calling"
F.

2.

Offer better quality at low cost.

3.

Are easy

4.

Make

5.

Endorsed by leading educators for everyone from
8 years up.

A. SPRU^GEK, Bristol, Ind.

AMERICAN SQUARES

gifts.

See the original HORTONCRAFT at your Craft
Supply House or write for free Handbook to ...

The monthly magazine dealing with
American Folk Dancing

MORTON HANDICRAFT CO.

$1.00 per year

YOU CAN GET NO BETTER VALUE
FOR YOUR SQUARE DANCE DOLLAR

FARMINGTON, CONN.

Write for our Catalogue
121-7

for your staff to handle successfully.

appreciated and practical year-round

PIONEER MANUFACTURER OF PLANNED PROJECTS IX LEATHER

DELAWARE STREET, WOODBURY,

N.

J.

FILMS

Readers Say

More than 1300
from

ECAMP

.

.

different titles to choose

nearly 100 of them FREE ... on

nearly every subject, including:

Wholesome ENTERTAINMENT

ECTOR'S
Handbook

.

Westerns

Travelogues

FILMS

Comedies

Cartoons

Features

Music

and

Buy ing Guide

Finest

SPORTS and RECREATION FILMS
Nature Study

Camping

Sports

Arts and Crafts

And Widest
edited by the pubtehers of

Many

CAMPING MAGAZINE

...

the new

1949 Handbook

a

P. S., Illinois

If

Now. $1.50 each, 2 for $2.00

payment accompanies

HOWARD
181

168

P.

order,

we pay postage

GALLOWAY,

Chestnut Avenue

Publisher

Metuchen, N.

J.

in

Color

Write Today for the 1948-1949 Catalog of
is

wonder. Last year's book was good,
but this is 100% better. Every camp
director should have one.

Order

Selection of FREE FILMS!

MOTION PICTURES

SELECTED

to Dept.

"R"

ASSOCIATION FILMS,
NEW YORK
35

West

19

45th Street

CHICAGO

3

206 So. Michigan Avenue

Inc.

SAN FRANCISCO

2

35! Turk Street

DALLAS 4
30I2 Maple Avenue

RECREATION

New

Publications
Covering the
Leisure

What's Doing in 1949

Safety in Sports

By Don Cash

Seaton.

Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

New

By M.

Public
Schnapper.
Washington, D. C. $2.00.

York. $6.00.
is

THIS
lem

A comprehensive treatment

of the prob-

of safety in sports participation.

It dis-

cusses the place of safety in sports, based on the
general premise that safety attitudes should not
be negative or static but positive, leading to a

greater enjoyment of adventurous activity through
the elimination of unnecessary risks. In addition
to covering the role of proper administration

and

and equipment, the

leadership,

and

book gives

specific safety suggestions for

safe facilities

more popular sports and competitive
from group games to football.

the

A

B.

VALUABLE HANDBOOK
ers, this

new

Work

Other

is

one of

articles in related fields, describing

organized programs and

activities,

a guide to

tion

about such things as national weeks, hisanniversaries, festivals, celebrations, con-

torical

certs, state fairs, sports competitions, the

of the fishing season
tions,

in various

states,

opening
conven-

American and foreign holidays.

Harper and Brothers,

J. Harris Gable.
York. $3.50.

the seventy-nine topical articles included in
the tenth issue of the Social Work Year

Book.

is

events in the year ahead, listing them chronologically and categorically. It includes informa-

Complete Introduction to Photography

$4,50.

this,

for all recreation lead-

each of

Edited by Margaret B. Hodges. Russell Sage
Foundation, 130 East 22 Street, New York.

-*-*

Press,

activities

Year Book, 1949

"OECREATION, by Howard Braucher,

Affairs

type of almanac

By
Social

Time Field

rather than

New

fT^His BOOK OF 270 pages contains an amazing
* amount of
practical information for the photographic hobbyist. It will be popular with beginners because it carefully avoids the use of
highly technical terms, and will appeal to seasoned photographers because of the characteristic
reflected

by that

In Part

first

word

in the title.

the reader acquires a fundamental
understanding of the theory of photography, the
I

He

agency programs, include ADULT EDUCATION, THE

functions and characteristics of lens.

AGED, BOYS' AND GIRLS' WORK CAMPING, HOUSING
AND CITY PLANNING, JUVENILE BEHAVIOR PROB-

about different kinds of cameras, the uses of the
many film types of the day, filters and other ac-

AND

cessories that contribute so largely to the happiness of the photographer after he begins to feel

MENTAL HYGIENE, SETTLEMENTS
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSES, and VOLUNTEERS.

LEMS,

Part II of the book
of

is

devoted to directories

546 governmental and non-governmental

in-

and national agencies operating in or
by the
topical articles. This Year Book is an invaluable
reference work for leaders in recreation and other
ternational

related to the fields of activities covered

social services.

JUNE 1949

at

learns

home in his hobby.
Part II discusses the fascinating art of picture

making from every
outdoor and indoor
sidered in detail.

Composition, lighting,
subjects, portraiture are con-

angle.

To whet

the imagination of the

reader, a great variety of picture subjects is listed
with a brief discussion of the requirements for

There

a chapter on special methods of
such
as photomacrography, table
picture taking,
trick
and
top
photography, and one on movies.
each.

The Puppet Theatre in America
A History: 1524 to Now

is

Part III deals with the dark room and

all

its

By Paul McPharlin. Harper and

in press.

ceedingly practical consideration of the chemical

zine articles

side of photographic development

The book

and

printing.

contains sixty-four descriptive line cuts

and thirty-seven photographic

illustrations,

which

are referred to effectively throughout the text.

GEORGE A. NESBITT,
National Recreation Association.

BOOK

s

who

lin,

is

a fitting memorial to Paul

B.

Puppeteer and author, his plays, magaand books have had tremendous influ-

ence in this

field of

Dyer and J. G. Lichtig. C. C. Nelson
Company, Appleton, Wisconsin.

$3.00.

and fascinating book, worthy of any
be of tremendous interest to lovers

personal injury and property
-damage resulting from the conduct of its public recreation program? If so, why? And under
liable for

These are

what circumstances?"

swers

Liability in Public Recreation anof them.

This book defines liability and cites court cases
which show the extent of liability in different states.
The special conditions which arise from levying fees

and charges are discussed, as

as the important
maintenance of a nuisance

effect of safe conditions,

America down through the years.

development, has been brought to

life.

The book

continues to the present time, showing the uses of

raising,

and

in recreation, in therapy, in

in advertising.

an eighty-seven page
America, from 1524 to date.

tains

fund

The

last

list

of puppeteers in

chapter con-

typical of the

and

many

of the theatre,

who brought a puppeteer
with him in his personal retinue, Mr. McPharlin

questions asked by cities considering the establishment of recreation services. They are important
questions,

library. It will

puppetry, or folk-lore.
Beginning with Cortes,

puppetry today

A CITY

the arts. This history, the first
on the subject, is a beautiful

that has been written

In doing so, interesting historical material, reflecting the social life of our country and our theatrical

Publishing

uTs

McPharit was

died in September 1948, while

traces puppetry in

Liability in Public Recreation

By D.

New

Brothers,

'York. $6.00.

equipment and processes, has separate chapters on
color prints and on the requirements of photographic exhibitions and salons, while Part IV
is a concise laboratory manual containing an ex-

\vell

Bird Hiking
By Leon Augustus Hausman. Rutgers
Press,

New

Brunswick,

New

University

Jersey. $2.00.

^TV) THOSE OF us who, for one reason or another,
have become fascinated by birds, Mr. Hausman
needs no introduction. His Field Book of Eastern
Birds and his Beginners' Bird Guide are as standard
-

equipment as binoculars
To those who have not had the pleasure of reading any of Mr. Hausman's books, this would be a
!

and supervision on the attitude of the courts. It is
a welcome addition to the library of the recreation
worker.

fine

beginning

and

there's

no doubt that another

be added to the ever-growinformal
style, the real tang of
ing list. The chatty,
the
down-to-earth
and
suggestions
country lanes,
bird enthusiast will thus

The Dictionary of Sports
Edited and compiled by Parke Cummings. A. S.
Barnes and Company, New York. $7.50.

in this

book

TF YOU

Directory of Hobbies

WRITE, read or talk about sports, you will
* be interested in this mammoth
guide to sports

terminology.

arranged

It

contains

in alphabetical

nitions of each,

many

any standard dictionary.
An unusual appendix

with complete defi-

which do not appear

170

gives

box-scores,

lists

Amrich

YOU WILL want

in

terms classified by
tournament procedure,
summaries and charts. Cross-indexing and 120
specially prepared illustrations of equipment and
officials' signals also add to the usefulness of this
work.
sport,

Charles B. Amrich.
Connecticut. $1.00.

By

more than 9,000 terms

order

of

will see to that.

Press, Bridgeport,

to

have one

!

This

HOBBYISTS,

pamphlet contains a list of hobbyists, and their
addresses, who are interested in swapping, trading,

corresponding;

ernment

philatelic

of antique dealers, govagencies, hobby clubs, free
lists

hobby books, booklets, pamphlets, hobby magazines and publications; and a section of general

hobby information.

RECREATION

Check

list

of advertisers using

RECREATION

from

1948 through June 1949

May

Champion Recreation Equipment

Films

Highland Park,
Association Films
347 Madison Avenue,

New

York, N. Y.

111.

Game Time
Litchfield, Mich.

Hussey Manufacturing Co.
North Berwick, Maine

Handcrafts
Cleveland Crafts
770 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Horton Handicraft Co.
618 Capitol Avenue, Hartford, Conn.

Nissen Trampoline
200 A. Avenue, N.W. Cedar Rapids, Iowa
J.

Toebe Leathercraft Co.
149 North Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Universal Handicrafts Service
1267 Sixth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

E. Porter Corp.

Ottawa,

111.

Recreation Equipment Co.
724-26 West Eighth Street, Anderson, Ind.

Rubien Construction Co.
Westfield, N.

J.

Miscellaneous

American Squares
121 Delaware Street, Woodbury, N.

Publishers
J.

Abingdon-Cokesbury Press
Nashville, Tenn.

Artvue Postcard Co.
225 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

A.

Camp

Director's

181 Chestnut

Handbook

101

Avenue, Metuchen, N.

Creative Playthings
867 Madison Avenue,

New

S.

Barnes

Fifth Avenue,

York, N. Y.

Association Press
347 Madison Avenue,
C. C. Birchard

Folkcraft Records
7 Oliver Street,

285

Newark, N.

155 East 44 Street,

New

York, N. Y.

Loren Murchinson and Co.,
14 Park Place, Newark, N.

D. C. Heath and Co.
285

Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Peoria,

J.

Playground Equipment

American Playground Device Co.
Anderson, Indiana
A. Augur, Inc.

To Readers

of

York, N. Y.

RECREATION

are bringing to the attention of our readers the names of the advertisers who, during
the last year, have taken space in the pages of
the magazine, thus helping to provide the finan-

support which has

RECREATION more

JUNE 1949

111.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.
330

West

42 Street,

New

York, N. Y.

New

York, N. Y.

Books

Wells Publishing Co.
Leonia, N. J.

The Woman's Press
600 Lexington Avenue,

New

York, N. Y.

:

We

cial

and Co.

112 East 19 Street,

New

York, N. Y.

Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Sentinel

35 Fulton Street,

New

Manual Arts Press

Inc.

Square Dance Associates
102 North Cohimbus Avenue, Freeport, N. Y.

W.

York, N. Y.

J.

Equipment Service

Girl Scouts, Nat'l

New

J.

made

effective.

it

possible to make
believe our

We

readers will wish to

show

their appreciation of

this service

by turning to these advertisers as
need arises for the products they have to offer.
Do not neglect to read the advertisements
appearing in RECREATION.

They can be

of

practical help to you.

171

Seamless Rubber Co.
New Haven, Conn.

Schools

George Williams College
53rd and Drexel Avenue, Chicago,

Sells Aerial Tennis Co.
4838 Belinder Road, Kansas City, Kan.

111.

Springfield College

W.

J. Voit Rubber Corp.
1600 East 25 Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

Springfield, Mass.

Sporting

Weaver Wintark, Inc.
Box 91, Shamokin, Pa.

Goods and Games

Dearborn Industries
15105 Tireman Avenue,

Wilson Sporting Goods Co.
2037 Powell Avenue, Chicago,

Dearborn, Mich.

Diamond Calk Horseshoe Co.
4610 Grand Avenue, Duluth, Minn.

Surfacing
Gulf Oil Corp.
Gulf Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Hillerich and
Louisville,

111.

Bradsby
Ky.

MacGregor-Goldsmith, Inc.
John and Findlay Streets,

Cincinnati,

Swimming Pool Equipment

Ohio

National Sports Equipment Co.
Fond du Lac, Wis.

Berman Chemical Co.
716 Superior Street, Toledo, Ohio

Outdoor Metal Table Tennis Co.
Teaneck, N. J.

Inertol Co.
480 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N.

Rawlings Manufacturing Co.
Lucas Avenue and 23 Street,

N. B. Madsen
2019 North Keystone Avenue, Chicago,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

rriHE TWENTY-SEVENTH YEARBOOK

of the

Department

of

J.

111.

Elementary School Prin-

--

cipals, National Education Association, for the year 1948 has a quotation from
an advertising letter which is put in to encourage school principals, but it might also

contain equal encouragement for the directors of municipal recreation centers.
statement is as follows

The

:

"Someone taught Euclid

to Einstein.

"Someone assigned homework in American history to George C. Marshall
someone picked a girl named Katharine Cornell for the role of Juliet in the senior play.
.

"And perhaps today someone

is

.

.

teaching a boy who will discover the miracle-drug
whose head the first television opera is already

to postpone old age ... or a girl in
born ... or two brothers destined to

sit at

the ultimate peace table

.

"Although only a few men and women in any generation will achieve that kind
it is an American ideal that all our young people should be given the kind
of schooling from which great ideas may germinate, great minds may flower, and
of fame,

good

citizens

may

be grown.

"Meanwhile so much depends on you.

"For
needs

it is

it is

who must create the real awareness of the world's essential
who must demonstrate where we are progressing, or losing

the teacher

the teacher

ground on the steep climb upward."

172
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Recreation Training Institutes
June and July, 1949
HELEN DAUNCEY
Social Recreation

Sioux City, Iowa
June 6 " 7

Miss Cora Thayer, Acting Director, Recreation Department, Board of Education Building.

Dubuque, Iowa
June 9-10

Mrs. Hylda N. Luke, Superintendent of Recreation.

Decatur, Illinois

Russell

June 13-17

Playground and Recreation Board, 243

Foval,

J.

Superintendent

of

Recreation,
S.

Water

Street.

New York

Watertown,
June 22-24

New

Miss Lucille Rooney, Assistant Superintendent of
Recreation, Recreation Department.

Britain, Connecticut

Joseph Hergstrom, Superintendent of Recreation,
Municipal Recreation, 327 City Hall.
Miss Anne E. Sands, Secretary, Recreation Commission, 64 Lincoln Street.

June 27-29
Meriden, Connecticut
30, July 1

June

RUTH EHLERS

Lexington, Kentucky

Social Recreation

June 6-10

Miss Anna S. Pherigo, Executive Director, Board
Park Commissioners, Gratz Park.

of

Washington, D.
June 15-17

Miss Gertrude L. Warren, Organization of 4-H
Club Work, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
(National 4-H Club Camp.)

C.

Shepherdstown, West Virginia
June 21-24
Westchester County, New York
June 29-July 1

ANNE

Miss Vivian O. Wills, Westchester County Recreation Commission, County Office Building, White
Plains, New York.
Dr.

LIVINGSTON Cody, Wyoming

Social Recreation

Oliver S. Ikenberry, President, Shepherd College.

Raymond Howe.

June 6 ' 9
Arthur O. Morse, Supervisor of Recreation, Department of Public Welfare, 214-18 Safety Build-

Toledo, Ohio

June 13-17

ing.

Rochester,

O. W. Kuolt, General Secretary, Council of Social
Agencies, Inc., 70 North Water Street.

New York

June 19-24

Miss Hallie L. Hughes, State Girls' 4-H Club
Agent, Extension Service. (State 4-H Club Week.)

Blacksburg, Virginia

June 27-July

1

Havre, Montana
6 " 24
Creative Recreation June

Mrs. Mildred K. Stoltz, Director of Education,
tana Farmers Union, Box 2089, Great Falls.

GRACE WALKER

FRANK STAPLES

Toledo, Ohio

Arts and Crafts

June 13-17

Waukegan,

Arthur O. Morse, Supervisor of Recreation, Department of Public Welfare, 214-18 Safety Building.
Bevier Butts, Recreation Director, Playground and
Recreation Board, 103 S. Sheridan Road.

Illinois

June 20-24
Schenectady,

New York

William F.

Eddy, Superintendent of Parks and

Recreation.

June 27-29

Amsterdam,

Mon-

New York

Alex P.

Isabel, Recreation

Commission.

July 5-8

Several

Recreation

members

Workshop

dinator for the

full

of the National Recreation Association training staff will participate in the
at

Hampton

Institute,

one week, and one of the
information, write to Dr.

Cooper,

19, 1949.

will teach for

social recreation leaders will

W. M.

James A. Madison is coortwo weeks, E. T. Attwell for at least
be on the staff for one week. For further

July n-August

period. Miss Grace Walker

Hampton

Institute,

Hampton,

Virginia.

RECREATION
EQUIPMENT

asm!

HIM!

Simple- SAFE -Sturdy
Whenever you want
equipment
easy to
is

install,

safe for

getting

it

recreation

all

sturdy,

requires

the

in

recreational

welded apparatus

be sure of

will

you

Same-time. Designed by professional

consultants,

Same-time

equipment

modern and up-to-date, constructed

maximum

child

development

Each new design

is

with

to

thoroughly tested
it

in

is

MOUNTAIN CLIMBER Welded

throughout. No
3
clamps. Has 2- /g" uprights and M/i"
handholds. Shipped in three sections. Easy to erect.
or

ONE

PIECE FORMED SLIDE Has 14 gauge chute
which can be supplied with zinc or stainless steel
or solid

stainless

steel.

Ladder

is

five

inch

channel iron.

PULL-A-WAY

Will carry 50-60 children. Factory
welded sectional units for quick
installation at the playground.

pre-assembled

in

A

comprehensive

line of

playground, athletic and

game

equip-

supplies. New catalog describes entire
line. Send for your copy.

ment and elementary

asm -fane

INC

provide

hundreds

offered to

the profession.

coat,

is

minimum hazard.

of hours of actual playtime before

bolts

that's

minimum maintenance and

young children

at

best

LITCHFIELD

MICHIGAN

r

-

Contents
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(editorial),

we knew him.

Howard Braueher

as

Public Recreation

A Community
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.
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In the Field
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Own List

.

Cooperation is the Watchword,
by Albert West

Puppets in Opera, by Ellen E.
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206

208
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181

210

Wise

211

News Notes

212

Stephen
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.
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179

Heap

.

Hostels in England and Wales,

175

Counselor's Quest,

by Alice Gibson

.
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Must,

by James E. Rogers

A

204

31st National Recreation Congress

by Howard Braucher. ...

S.

Harry M. Hooker

213

Vandalism

214

182

Wood ... 185

The Ole Swimmin' Hole
"No Swimming," by Lewis G. Scoggin.

.

Water Games for Summer Program,
by Mary Buice

Regular Features

186
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215
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216
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217
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219

188
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.
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192
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198
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Back Cover
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THE MAGAZINE OF THE RECREATION MOVEMENT

Recreation and the Individual

DEPENDS FIRST on what

is

neighborhood center, recreation

inside the in-

dividual.
HAPPINESS

all this is

No amount
around one,

of external things, of

will

produce happiness

happy
if

And

An

here

is

a major

important task, how-

at the

neighborhood center,
of the church recreation leadof the parent is to help
the child, the youth, the
er,

young man,

the

young wom-

an develop inner resources

We

are

happy

to

announce that

within the

the recreation leader
to

acquire

helping,

nature and sport, the individual to establish abundant

because Hoivard Braucher had

prepared several editorials in
advance.,

it

living within himself, so that

the individual will not

will be possible to

dull to himself

continue their appearance in the

permanently

things going on inside all the time, a thousand
books to be read, songs
things waiting to be done

right within himself.

be sung, music to be played, birds to be seen,
stars to be looked up at. One person has no end of

There

to

moment

of free time, waiting

be tried out. Another person squats and becomes

is need also of the quality of outgoingness.
never the same strength, joy, growth except
as there is this quality. The child or person who

all within himself misses more than half of life.
Nor music, nor drama, nor nature, nor sport

stays

contains half

the right person

Let there be light and
is

life

barren

and joy within, and

there darkness, heaviness, dreariness,

futility.

There must

be,

in

modern times with modern

conditions, recreation in the park, recreation in the
school, recreation in the church, recreation in the

JULY 1949

life

is

oblivinothing, thinking nothing, feeling nothing
ous of the beauty all about, of the wealth of satisis

of

life,

satisfying

There

a vegetable, or clumps along out-of-doors seeing

factions just waiting to be taken. Life
because the switch is not turned within.

seem

but will be a

good companion. Each man
must be helped to have the

next few issues of RECREATION.

a thousand

things waiting for a

but

partial failure un-

makings of the good

One person has

no more

home

through all his program of
music and drama and art and

for living.

to

skill

needs

can help greatly.

ever, of the recreation leader

in the

individual.

is

of poison. Of course the things about, the joy
in comrades, the normal fine
full

activity

all this is

less there is also the spirit of recreation

activity

the inside

not enough;

Our

pleasure unless it is shared with
the right wife, the right comrades.
main job is the development of inner capacits

enjoying and expressing music, drama, art;
creating the power to enjoy and to do in leisure. In
athletics inner capacity, as well as outer strength
ity for

and

skill is

needed.

Once

that capacity exists, few

hours are long: time never drags heavily; there are
always thousands of things waiting to be done, and
the whole world

is

enriched by that amount.

HOWARD BRAUCHER
173

Howard Braucher

as

we

him.

A

special, memorial supplement of RECREATION, affectionately planned as a tribute to Howard Braucher and his work, will
be mailed to vou within the next few weeks.
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Public Recreation-A Community Must
Pertinent facts which should be helpful to
those promoting interest in new recreation
programs or planning to address groups
on the subject of community recreation.

James E. Rogers
OF DOLLARS are being spent from tax
recreation because the public now
recognizes that it is a fundamental human need.
Recreation is on the march. There is recreational

funds for
MILLIONS

progress and growth at

all levels

of

government
and

federal, regional, state, county, district, city
rural.

People

now

essential to the

realize that public recreation is

American way

of

all,

are that

:

a fundamental, as basic
as are public health, public education and public
1.

Public recreation

is

4. It

operates everyzvhere, using all the commuand facilities. It mobilizes and utilizes

nity areas
all

.community

resources

playgrounds,

parks,

Progress in these four essentials
throughout the country.

is

being

made

In the fields of organization and administration
for public recreation there

welfare.
2.

not only physical recreation

through sports and athletics, but art, handcraft,
music, drama, nature lore, social recreation, camping, water recreation and so on.

schools, churches, homes, industries.

life.

Three concepts, now recognized by

their leisure time

Recreation

important as is
3. Recreation

a function of government, as
sanitation or safety.
is

is

a public service that must be

supported through taxes.

The YEAR BOOK

1.

is steady improvement
Recreation boards or commissions are being

created rapidly.

own and must
own right.
its

of the National Recreation

As-

sociation shows a steady growth in the number of
communities that have established a municipal rec-

reation department with a year-round program, an

It is

public service that

2.

is

:

accepted that recreation is a
entity, has an identity of

an

be a unit of government on

Adequate areas and

facilities

its

are being estab-

national standards are being recognized by
public authorities; communities are doing longlished

;

adequate budget and professional leadership. It is
estimated that there are now approximately 3,000
American communities, large and small, that con-

range planning.
ually the rule.

are becoming slowly but gradNational standards have been ac-

duct such a program. Countless others have summer playgrounds and winter indoor centers. The

cepted in

places.

use of schools

increasing, for they have
plants for recreation.
is

become

3.

Ample budgets

many

Trained, experienced and competent leadernow a necessity for the operation of a sucis
ship
4.

program. Civil service projects more and
more are using the national standards. Public officials are demanding professionally prepared recre-

community
Programs are becoming better and broader in
scope. A good program meets the following cri-

cessful

teria

ation leaders.

1.

mer
2.

:

year-round, operating not just for sumor winter, but for the four seasons.
It is

It is for everyone, all

groups and

all

ages

young people, adults and elderly.
It includes everything that interests people in

children, youth,
3.

The

recognition that recreation

a profession

everywhere. Further recognition will come when
the people further realize its significant contribution to the American way of life, and when recrea-

Mr. Rogers, recently retired from the National Recrea-

tion leaders

tion Association, gave many years to outstanding work
in recreation field. (See RECREATION, May 1949.)

will merit increased budgets.
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is

with a philosophy, a psychology, a program and a
methodology of its own is soon to be realized

We

produce the programs of services that

must perfect our organization and adminis175

tration techniques.

we must

cilities;

We

must provide adequate fajustify ample budgets and we

must upgrade our professional leadership standards. We must improve our public relations and
cooperate with all groups in the development of an

community recreation program that serves
all the people, young and old, through the year.
People must see that recreation is a must for adequate personal and community living. American
communities must be made good places in which
both to work and to live. Modern living makes
effective

recreation a public imperative.

Play and the Child
Play, to the child, is the gaining of life recreaIt is
tion, to the adult, is the renewal of life.
;

through play that children prepare themselves for
life.
Play is nature's great educator and modern
educational methods were largely founded on Rousseau, Froebel, Pesstalozzi

whom

and Stanley Hall all of
a powerful drive for
and for bad if perverted.

realized that play is

good if proper!}- directed,
Through progressive programs of games, sports
and spare-time activities of all kinds, the child
gains strength, courage, coordination, health, character and habits of ethical doing and thinking.

The community must provide opportunity through
Schools, churches and
must be used the year-round to

social recreation centers.

recreation centers
full capacity.

Young

folks full of energy, spirit and interest
outlet in the right direction, or com-

must have an

munities, families, individuals will suffer the consequences. The community that gives the boy the

commercialized pool room and the

meet

girl the

dance

and need for social recreation, often must endure the results
crime, vice and disorders. The community is responsible because, unfortunately, the average town
too frequently makes it difficult for young people
to do right and easy to do wrong, whereas the rehall, to

this natural craving

verse should be true. Again it is nature asserting
itself through its natural outlets.

Wholesome provision must be made for young
men and women to meet in social gatherings and
to
ful

have opportunities for vigorous, active, healthoutdoor and indoor activities of all kinds.

Youth

is full

woman

of

life,

and the young man and young

are interested in each other. Unfortunately,

commercialized amusements seem to occupy their
precious spare hours, largely because the average

community makes no provision for them. As Ellbert Hubbard says, "God made the country man,
the city; and the devil, the small town." Just as
children must play by the dictation of nature's wise
;

commands, so youth demands, as a balanced ration
of sane living, active sports and interests to keep
them healthy and occupied during the age of sex
interest.

The Adult and

the Art of Living

"We

As a child plays, so he becomes. As healthy
play makes for health, character and good citizenship, so wrong kind of playing leads to mischief,
delinquency,

ill

health

and

vice.

The adage, "The

boy without a playground is father of the man
without a job," means that uncontrolled street play
equals shiftless play, which equals shiftless habits
hence a shiftless character ending in a shiftless

man.

Rather playgrounds than courts or

"God gave

the child the instinct to play,

jails.

man must

do not stop playing because we are old;
old because we stop playing," as Joseph
Lee used to say. Thus, clean recreation is a

we grow

necessary part of the art of living for the adult.

Under modern
more necessary

living conditions

it

is

more and

that adults participate in active
and
social recreation. It is part of
games, sports
the balanced ration of life. Nature ordains it if we

are to live happily, actively and well.

Much

of the

breakage and wreckage of life comes from the
abuse and misuse of the spare time or play time.
Recreation can be either WREC-reation or

provide the playground."

RE-

creation.

Self Experience for

Young People

The

"Wholesome amusement alone will stifle the lust
of vice," wisely said Jane Addams. Our young
people, especially those who work, must have
healthful, active

them.
the
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sports

and games provided

The machine age has made

worker

it

for

impossible for

to find self-expression in his work.

a nation's civilization

test of

is

determined

by how people use their leisure time, not their
hours of labor. Education for leisure today becomes as important as education for labor. Avocational education is as necessary as vocational edu-

cation. In this age of speed, stress

ple

must have

interesting hobbies

and strain, peoand absorbing

RECREATION

pastimes. The new day of twenty-four hours can
be roughly divided into three parts eight hours
of work, eight of sleep, and eight of free time. This
is true when we remember that night has been

turned into day by electric light. The automatic
machine has taken some of the fatigue from eight

hours of work.

The "modern

efficiency expert"

has speeded production, however,
under strenuous tension.

we work

so

committee; an ample budget; qualified trained
year-round leadership. Public provision for a municipal recreation department should include the
mobilization of

all

reation facilities.

possible indoor

and outdoor

rec-

A

community-wide recreation
program cooperates with all public and private
agencies for a

maximum

all-out effort.

An

effective public recreation department, in addition to administering its own play areas and

centers, also serves all

groups schools, churches,
and girls' clubs, and all organizations. It plans and promotes activities in broad,
balanced programs games, sports, arts, crafts,
music, drama, social recreation, nature lore, picand in all the vast range of human
nics, hobbies
industries, boys'

recreation interests.

cooperates in the celebracommunity holidays and events. In brief,
a recreation department acts as a community clearIt

tion of

ing house and service center for the organization

YOUR MOVE
Self-expression can no longer be found in work
and guilds, but must be found

as in the old crafts

work in the community during free
hours. The old shoemaker was laborer, artisan
and artist he designed, planned and made the
outside of

of opportunities for the full-time use of the leisure
life of all the people.

Ten types of recreation activities which everyone should have a chance to enjoy are those offering opportunities for

:

;

complete boot and had the satisfaction of creation
and of the completion of a project. The average
factory worker is defeated by the assembly line and
the machine so he seeks fulfillment not in his work,

but in his community. Today, labor must have a
program for the wise use of its leisure.

1.

The developing

and

of life-long hobbies

.in-

terests.

The

and the pleasure
books.
good
3. The pursuit of the joys of outdoor living
through camping, hiking, gardening, nature lore,
2.

cultivation of the habit

of reading

and so on.

America Needs Leadership
The

greatest need

in

America today

is

4.

for lead-

ership in the proper use of leisure time. Free time
is time won from labor for the development of

But the wrong use of this opportunity
mean
may
worry, nervous disorders and social ills.
Our children must have a normal play life if they
are to grow to be normal men and women. Young
finer living.

people must be given places where they can meet

and participate in healthy leisure-time pursuits.
Older folks must continue their recreational interests if they are to keep young and fit.
We must learn to use our free time profitably
as a re-creational process. Trained leaders must
introduce us to

new

pursuits,

new

"carry-over"

which can become a part of our daily living. Young and old alike must play, for it is the
law of life and well-being.
activities

Main Objective
Community

provision of opportunities for yearall the people means adequate

round recreation for
facilities;

a
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responsible

governmental board or

Exposure

to

rhythm

in all its

forms

music,

dancing, singing, poetry.
5.

The development

of

an appreciation of the

arts.
6.

tion
7.

8.

The development

of skills that give satisfacnot only in sports but in crafts.

The pleasures of social recreation.
The enjoyment of sports that promote

sports-

manship.
9.

The

pleasures that

come through water

rec-

reation.
10.

The

acquiring of the habit of rest, relaxation

and meditation.

The purpose of this article is primarily to present the basic concept that recreation is an essential human need for an efficient and abundant life
and that the public provision for community recreation is a fundamental necessity of government;
that, to the individual, recreation is an ingredient
in a balanced ration of living and, to the

commu-

nity, public recreation is a service as fundamental
as public works or public safety.

177
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RECREATION

A

Counselor's Quest

Alice Gibson

WE

CAN

GIVE to the minds of children

memo-

dear that they will unconsciously
cherish them? Will our efforts tuck away these
so

ries

the flash

events that will return,
northern lights, to illumine the far-away horizon
of grown-up days?
may never be able to
like

little

of

We

measure them as one measures such material
things as profits and sales and crops. Perhaps,
though, we'll find that we have created the very
cornerstone of character, and the achievement of

and enjoying life.
Someone gave them

sunset linger on the sleeping porch the nurse and
the breeze stand at the old Dutch door. There are
;

suppressed giggles from eight

to me.

These long ago

touches of beauty come bubbling to

my mind

the

little

beds until a

bugle challenges and the night is still.
Once my tent had a hearthstone with the skin
of a great sprawling bear sleeping quietly upon
the dirt packed floor. The fagots carried down

from the mountain perhaps have kindled a few
The smoke drifts back

campfires in the valleys.
as

I

speculate.

Our

living

Heap

the

wild and beautiful

shadow

hills

new

pioneers nor

lands,

have upon them

Today we have

of civilization.

but

neither

we have abundant

understanding eyes of some adult; the lingering
fragrance of ripening apples when the sun lay

leisure for strange adventures of the soul. So we
build our tinder fires, and the forces of the mind

warm by the orchard swing. Freedom still means
the trembling feel of the small wild rabbit that
fled from the buckwheat cradle and then was

fan them into a blaze of color.

caught in the new mown field. Meditation is now
a synonym for the serenity of twilight that came

separates the colors spreading so rapidly across
the sky. Some thoughts, like the fern, are not en-

They

are like a

blue crane flying toward a patch of sunset on a
distant mountain. Only 'the flutter of his wings

down from

the hills, a touch of dew, or the flush
dawn. Adventure has become a galloping horse

of

Autbor

is fifth

grade teacher, Moses School, Knoxville.

with a swish of rain soft against
my face! Friendship is a symbol

companion who walks silently
and shares the stars. Out of my

of a

treasure chest they

come

to

me,

these ever-guiding trail signs that
were blazed in the quietness of a

country road.

So
here
the

I
is

went forth
a picture of

woods

:

Cecil lights a candle in

the house of

sewing

camp, and
my house in

to

"Wendy." Bobby

in the big armchair.

is

Mo-

nique and Ruthie pillow their
heads on the little black scottie;
firelight

jet and gold of
Arline reads softly to
Elaine walks a puppet

makes

their hair.

Anita.

across the floor.

Shirley and the

We

build a campfire.

How

small

is

the world,

how

vast

is

the dark

Condensed from The National Elementary Principal.
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dowed with blossoms there is no wafting fragrance to draw people into the shady dell. Yet
the fern has found its place in gardens and gives
your bouquet its decorative touch. Often thoughts
;

have the strength of a rock that the fire does not
burn nor the waters wash away in the flood. The
manifold: they may
build a road or, in a stone mason's hands, they
may form a chimney for an open fire, along with
usefulness of these rocks

a friendship that the

is

fire's

warmth brings

forth.

dark of evening becomes a part
of the meadow, like the soft folds of a blanket

\Yhen the

first

upon the shoulders of a
on the values of camp.

The majority

of our counselors are either

from

well-developed from the standpoint of activity and
is for fathers and mothworld with the children.

The crying need

Parents need to be drawn into training courses

Family groups are ideal for
trips. Brothers and sisters should
study together the magic of a tide pool. In all

for these adventures.

covered wagon

seasons of the year, children should tread the

same woodland

trail, to

build into their vision

self
all

the mysterious cycle of growing things, so that
no day is ever quite the same. Such a trail is the

most vivid nature book that any child may read.
Perhaps it would be wise to put the shoulder
to the wheel by sponsoring camps of the already
Stress
established character-building agencies.
the importance of camping to parents. Encourage
children to save for camp registration. Invite a

country school to hold an all-day assembly in a
large city school. Plan a day camp rally for urban
youngsters on the spacious grounds of some rural
school.
is

our yard

How

small

is

the world

big
build a campfire on the concrete walk in a
huge coal shovel that lost its handle in useful
!

!

We

A

homemade

tent slung on a rope between
shade trees sets the stage of events for those who

work.
eat

popcorn on the front steps.
How distant seem the
!

How

near are our

streets

!

How

Within the

!

How

circle of light children are ar-

ranging homemade sleeping bags and drawing
straws for the uppers of the double deck bunks.
There's a fire in a laundry stove, and a drum-like

oven inserted in the pipe. After frying hamburgers and toasting buns we pull up our nail keg
180

bring the out-of-doors into natural science classes.
Instead of primitive camping we may need a long
hike in blackboard sums, or the reading of
alphabetical signs instead df those

made

of bent twigs

or piled up rocks.

In spite of the apparent lack of
proficiency in
R's, our children should acquire the

skills of
swimming and boating, whether it be in
concrete pools or in natural settings. Camping,
like the subjects in school, is learned
gradually

and in simple progressive steps. Boys and girls
need to learn lessons by starting a fire from wet
wood in a driving rain, by eating a meal of their
own cooking, by identifying a bird call, and by
listening to the wind in the pines. They need the
friendship and security of counselors who work

Two public school class rolls
bigger than the average organized
staff of a small camp will
usually out-

with small groups.
are

usually

camp. The
that

strip

of a large school.

otherwise unless

we have

orphan asylum.

Camp

We

can't

have

it

military regimes or play
sites are expensive; their

They should be used all year.
large number of teachers have never seen their
children in informal situations.
is

upkeep

greater.

A

We

can't ignore the definite

need of children

PTA

for the educational thrill of camping. The
can train parents. The public schools can sponsor heavily what we already have in established

camps. A few public schools are experimenting
with their own camps. They may draft a pattern

A

What

is the future ?
curve in the road, pitcha
and
a
tent,
ing
shifting of the load. What is
friend
on the trail, climbing a
happiness?

A

mountain, or hoisting a sail. What is achievement? Contentment of mind, creating something
from whatever we find.

Ten-year-

old hikers arrive with pillowcase duffels and blanket rolls to camp for the night in a backyard
vast is the
cabin.
cozy is our lantern

dark!

Camping is a challenge, but reading is still a
number one national problem. Colored movies

for the future.

How

homes

small back yard.

the three

both organized and primitive camping have been
of safety.

are always new shapes of clouds, whether our
trail leads to the far-off mountains or to someone's

we ponder

tired person,

the ranks of teachers on vacation or from college
students learning the trade. The techniques of

ers to share the outdoor

painted with nautical designs, and drink
cocoa from bright tin cans. Stars shine. There
stools,

"The summer camp
It

is

is

an American

a constructive force at

institution.

work with

children.

Most camps have plenty of sunshine, forests and
fields.
Some camps direct their energies toward
satisfying activities and explanatory thinking
cultivate leisure-time talents. Any investment for
.

your child is worthy of critical analysis and
William G. Vinal.
ligent judgment."

.

.

intel-

RECREATION

JOSEPH LEE DAY

July 28, 1949

Joseph Lee's

Own

List

of Play Facilities

LEE LOVED to write of the days when he was
a member of a group of
young people

JOSEPH
a boy and

known as "the crowd." First there were a
boys who always played together. Later
added.

Out

of his vivid

hood, he himself
facilities so

One ocean

memories

of a

half-dozen
girls

happy

were
child-

made up

the following list of
play
vigorously enjoyed by the crowd.
reefs, eel grass and other haz-

with islands, fish, boats,
one of them adapted to prisoners' base.
A cow pasture and other play fields.
Winter and summer woods, climbing-trees (one fitted with ropes).
marsh with a brook containing trout, navigable at high tide, good for
jumping with or without a leaping pole and excellent for making dams.
fitted

ards. Several beaches,

A

Ponds to skate

The

on, also a flooded

marsh running

far in

among

the trees.

moon and

sunsets appurtenant to these.
Coasts, both cross country and in streets duly furnished with pungs,
sleighs and a considerable number of funerals to turn out for.
stars,

One theatre.
Pianos and

violins.

Several barns with horses, cows, pigs and the smells appropriate thereto.
Add uncles who acted plays, sketched, read Shakespeare and other
people aloud, sang, and did other interesting stunts.
And one remarkable and sporting grandmother.

He

said,

"My

play experience was a very fortunate and happy one.

To

us, in Brookline,

and coasting were pursued with great joy, some danger, and religious
fervor, especially coasting on the crust or skating on the flooded marshes in the woods by
moonlight. In the summer, at Beverly Farms, there were cat-boat trips, teanics' on Misery
and the other islands, and infinite games of Hy-spi, Robbers and Policemen or Prisoners'
Base in the woods or on the beach.
"I was captain of two almost uniformly unsuccessful football teams in those happy early
days of Rugby, when the game was controlled by the players, not the coach."
Joseph Lee was interested in play for everyone, for adults as well as for children. We all
are familiar with his often repeated statements, "We do not cease playing because we are old
we grow old because we cease playing" "The age to learn to dance is whatever age you happen to be" and so on. Let us not forget, too, that, included in his tremendous contributions
to the play life of our country, his contribution to the morale and well-being of the armed
forces, through the War Camp Community Service during the first World War, was such that
he was awarded the Distinguished Service Medal.
It is to be hoped, therefore, that programs for all observances of Joseph Lee Day
or Joseph
Lee Week, as the case may be will include as many adults as possible, not only as spectators
in those days, skating

;

;

;

but as participants.

"What we must aim at is to liberate the community's urge to play," he said, "so that each
individual finds satisfaction for his needs of hunting, fighting, teamwork, creation, and undereconomic independence is one condition of an individual's self-respect and
standing. Work
happiness, but only half of

it

;

the

man who

has only work and no play has only half of him

alive."
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The fever

is

contagious

.

.

."

Cooperation

is

the

Watchword
Albert West

own youth. Of course, publicity, personal contacts,
is ONE of the most over-worked
is
in
the
but
there
no
other
words
interpretation and the like are very necessary.
COOPERATION language,
Our principal support comes from the Michael
word to describe the phenomenal success of the
The
Francis Cahill Fund, given to the
Club.
Quineboquin Camping
have
which
with
of
club,
many
you
City of Boston by one of many generous donors for "new and special
become familiar through the pages
Shows how one priof RECREATION, was started in
recreation." In the beginning we
vate citizen can suca
to
faced
demonstration
the fact that if we were to
as
prove
1945
cessfully call upon
survive we would have to tap
that unused natural recreation rethe cooperation of a
sources of support and help heresources could be utilized to provide
community to
lish a program

adventure for city-pent adolescents.
Joseph Lee, now Boston Park
Commissioner, showed the way

venture and recreation
for local

by organizing
wonderful sailing program in
basin

the

River.

the

of

lovely

project
upper reaches.

boats.

should like to point out here that utilization of
any recreation program is nec-

local resources in

essarily dependent

upon the good

tion of local folks.

young people

is

obtain, provided

Where

will

and coopera-

the welfare of local

is especially easy to
are
you
equipped with plenty of

involved, this

enthusiasm and belief in your project.

whom you

Among

approach many, who are not parents themselves, can remember the days of their

those
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We

started with the Boston

folks.

Po-

Department, persuading the
commissioner to house the police
patrol boat at our boat house in

West Roxbury.
via

features

camping
canoe on its
Called Quineboquin
by the early Algonquins, which means the river
that bends on itself, this magnificent stream winds
its way through incredibly beautiful woodlands for
over one hundred miles.
The boys of Quineboquin Club go on long camping trips, which take a week or more, and on short
ones which require but a week-end. In either case,
they sleep in the deep woods under the pines,
where they enjoy the never-to-be forgotten thrill
and companionship of a campfire. Our equipment
has grown from two canoes and an abandoned boat
house to a fleet of over thirty canoes, and six rowI

young

Charles

Our own

tofore untouched.

lice

several years earlier
his

estab-

of ad-

Police

Captain

James F. O'Neil, who "has not forgotten what it
feels like to be small," assigned Cape Cod born
Otis H. Xickerson and George V. Scanlon, of
South Boston, to this duty. It is hard to imagine
two more diverse personalities yet they work to-

gether as an amazing team.

It is

amusing

to

watch

the boys vacillate in their affection for these men
and marvelous, indeed, to see the respect in which
they hold them. They have made a profound contribution to the lives

and create a ton

of

and futures

good

of these boys,

will for the police depart-

ment, in addition to doing a good day's work.
The Court House Commissioners were approached next, and they were convinced that the
taxpayers would prefer them to "loan" unused
furniture to a project such as ours rather than to
consign

which

it

to dry rot

in years past

by non-use. Enormous tables,
were used by Massachusetts

juries, and long, slender counsel tables before
which lawyers of another era argued, soon graced
our club house although somewhat altered in appearance. One of our boys, an apprentice linoleum

Mr. West, enterprising board of recreation member,
has instigated many welfare projects for his city.

RECREATION

layer, tore out the

somber, black cloth inset in the

and substituted a gay star pattern of linoleum in bright red and blue. The table edges were
painted fire engine red and the legs were enamelled
a bright blue. They have to be seen to be really
tables

alike. What a riot of color now greets
anyone having a large meal at Quineboquin
The Kiwanis Club gave us an official Olympic

them

!

appreciated.

And so, through many city departments, we
went "borrowing" unused material to be put to
good use for and by Boston boys. When we had
a problem of filling in a large area near the river
Public

the street cleaning section of the

front,

Works Department was

glad to

dump

selected

sweepings from an area where small stones and
sand abounded. Thus we solved the dual problem
of obtaining suitable

Of

all city

department
friend.

fill

and transportation for

departments, the

has

been

our

it.

fire

best

Chief Walter Glynn has

taken a personal interest in the

development of the project, and

Center:

Typical

in

member Richard

The club boat house. Lower left:
George Brown couldn't swim at first.
Less than week later, with aid of
Red Cross, he qualified as a member.

Spillane, 15, placed first in Ameri-

can Canoe Association regatta. Photographs taken, printed by the boys.

diving board last summer, which
quite an innovation for local

was

recreation.

ming man

The Red Cross swimwhom we work

with

closely describes it as the best to
be found in Greater Boston although,
actually, few
are to be found at all.

Last year the Needham Canoe Club, a champion
canoe racing organization in its day, decided that
it would be better to allow our
boys to use their
fleet of costly
racing shells than to leave them idle.
Since it is an art in itself to stay in one of these
contraptions, apart from making it go, we were
stumped as to how to train the boys properly, but
not for long. Fred Richenburg, a noted
paddler,
volunteered long hours of coaching to our raw but

seeing the boys grow in stature and in wisdom.
It wasn't long before the Roslindale-West Rox-

bury Kiwanis Club sought ways in which they
could help and help they did. Individual mem-

came into the club to "look around" and, finda
weakness, set about correcting it. For examing
Frank
A. East came in one day and found us
ple,

bers

eating from paper plates. In almost no time at all
we received basketfuls of sample hotel china, which

he got somehow from a large local dealer.
dreds of pieces included dinner plates,
plates,

bowls, cups and saucers
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Hunsmall

and not one

of

eager beavers. This is a splendid example of
American sportsmanship at its best, since he is
Commodore of the Samoset Canoe Club, against
whom our boys later raced. As a matter of fact,
one of our fifteen-year-olds upset some of Samoset's veterans and won an
important race. Since
that time this activity has become
very popular

with

many

of the group.

Robert D. Price, Boston lawyer and one of our
directors, is a well-known white water canoeist
who has intrigued many of our more experienced
boys by his thrilling

article in

Appalachia about
183

and had the already

the Appalachian Mountain Club's white water exploits. He has promised some of them a side trip

their promise.

few of the novice runs sponsored by the Appalachian Mountain Club.

thought the heat was off, they slinked back, but
not for long. They were on the carpet almost as

to a

One

man

of the active spare time activities of Patrolis the operation of the camera

Otis Nickerson

which maintains a

club,

first

class photographic

dark room in the boat house. Here the week-end
is brought to light with the finest equip-

"take"

ment

obtainable.

were eager

Camera

fans

among our

friends

to help in this department.

This cooperation

is

not

all

on one

side,

however,

we make what we have created available to
many without charge. The Red Cross borrows our

for

each spring to conduct a small water craft
school for future camp counsellors. Several nearby
fleet

and towns use our premises

cities

for a course of

training for their recreation personnel. The Maryknoll Sisters bring large groups of Chinese boys
for outings; and many of the settlesimilar groups, supplying their
leadership. Boy Scout troops from scattered

to the

sections of the city do likewise.

The

Training Department of the
Boston Juvenile Court, under the leadership of
Louis Maglio, has used our facilities for several
Citizenship

summers. This group always rounds out the season with a big wiener roast, which assumes the
importance of a state dinner to the
privileged

Judge John

many under-

youngsters participating. Able, wise
J. Connelly has been quick to see the

my

I bit

lip

staff paint the floor.

When

the boys

soon as they had crossed the threshold.

"Jimmy," said I to one of them, "you boys are
Irish, aren't you?" "Yes," he replied. "Interesting," I observed, "for I was just reading from the
Senchus Mor, which is the ancient Irish legal system. In it I found a very significant legal maxim,
Jimmy. 'There are three times when the world
dies in times of famine in times of drought and
when verbal contracts fail.' That was the fundamental law of Ireland even before St. Patrick, and
he reestablished it in his Cain Patrick. The Irish
felt that if your word was no good, you were no
:

;

;

good."

"The world
said

A

camp

ment houses send

own

overworked

of Quineboquin is dead for you,"
opening the door for their shame-faced exit.
couple of weeks later, a younger brother came

I,

I let them wait another
and then consented to see them. Could
they pay what was owed on their dues? Perhaps
it could be arranged. Whatever else Jimmy's accomplishments are, arithmetic isn't one of them,

in to negotiate a peace.

week or

so,

judging by his laborious efforts to arrive at the

amount due; and the

assistance of his

companion

misery hindered rather than helped. At long
last they arrived at a satisfactory figure, and they
promptly tendered it. 1 thanked them and said,
in

now please pay me six per cent interest."
only by the intercession of Divine Providence,

"Fine,

wisdom

of providing adventure in recreation for
those boys who come before him because of a tem-

It is

porary brush with the law.

that these boys learned more by this experience
than by all the lectures I could have delivered, or

Our own membership

is

made up

of boys four-

I

am

sure, that

Jimmy

still

isn't figuring.

I

feel

could have meted out.

teen years old and upwards, who can swim. Annual
dues are four dollars a year, and if a boy cannot

by any other punishment

afford this, arrangements can be made to work out
the amount. This system, unfortunately, developed

cooperation has become a habit; but, with
growth, there is always more responsibility.

the boys for a time.

have incorporated as a charitable corporation
under Massachusetts law and we have some dis-

a kind of aristocracy

However,

it

among

was doomed when

I

overheard one

another that he didn't have to do any work
to keep the boat house intact because he had paid
his dues! This season, the dues will be five dollad

tell

lars,

three dollars of which

may be

paid in cash,

but two dollars of which must be paid by work.
Occasionally a boy takes advantage, as happened

example, when two of our members
paint the recreation room floor if we

last year, for

agreed to
would check

The path

is

a

little

I

easier

now, since the

spirit

of

We

tinguished lawyers, including the president of the
Boston Bar Association, on our board of directors.

In the future, it is our desire to strengthen the
winter program. River skating, so popular when
the late Joseph Lee, America's pioneer of recreation,

and James

J.

Storrow would spend Sunday

afternoons skating twenty or more miles up the
Charles, is not being done these days. This is

deal.

partly because the river never seems to freeze long

They pyramided the pieces of furniture on top of
each other and took another look at the floor. Ap-

enough, and partly because most youngsters use
whatever skating time they have to play hockey.
Last year Commissioner Lee (son of the late Joseph Lee) brought two or three groups on such a

off their

dues as paid.

It

was a

was considerably larger than they had
Then
they did what too many young
supposed.

parently

it

fellows are doing these days
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they walked out on

trip,

and they were

thrilled

and

delighted.

We

RECREATION

hope to develop more interest in this wonderful
and healthy activity.
Another wintertime possibility is crafts work,
but we do not want to duplicate the work of any

A

other agency.

father of one of our boys

terested in gold tooling

becoming a

lost art,

on

and

I

leather.

This

was fascinated

is

is

infast

to find

that the only place in the United States where implements for this work are made is within walking

distance of

my

office.

We

simpler work on a group

some of the
more alert boys,

tried out

of the

and the response was so encouraging that I called
to see the head of this unusual firm. I wasn't surprised to find him enthusiastic about my plan to
start a gold tooling program. It is his kind of
enterprise that has made 'America great; and, ''of
course, he is interested in American youth. He
donated enough equipment for us almost to open
and the work being turned out by our

a business

;

the best public relations material that one
boys
could possibly have. And so it goes, all adding up
is

to the one

word

COOPERATION

Puppets in Opera
YOU

!

Ellen E.

Wood

EAR that bugle ? Here come the
marching down the street. How
proudly they carry themselves and look, here are
iD

if

soldiers

all

the children running after them.
are in a little Spanish town

"We

Spanish

ladies are called Senoritas.

where

They

all

the

are as

beautiful as the land of Spain itself."
Thus the children's version of the opera "Car-

men"

unfolds on records (Classic Record Company). Last year, in the Children's Puppet Theatre in Martinsville, Virginia,

puppets were used

Hundreds of children
especially when Escamillo killed

to act out the entire play.

saw and loved

it

upon the animal,

with hands waving on high.

nishes material and supplies, while the department
provides the leadership. Not only are the plays

With the rich, colorful and dramatic music in
"Carmen," the opera was an immediate favorite

enjoyed by the forty or fifty youngsters active in
the puppet clubs, but they are offered to every

with the twelve-to-fourteen-year-old youngsters in
the puppet clubs. This was their first experiment

youngster

and quite a revelation to the recreation leaders and parents. The children became

acteristics of

the bull and promptly put his foot

with puppets

attached to these doll-like, make-believe creatures
and, frequently, we heard ardent backstage conversations between the operator and the puppet
character.
Definite carry-over values were noted. One of
the puppeteers was a piano student who promptly
learned the important scores in the opera. On one

occasion, an excited youngster

"Last night, when

I

was

came up

to exclaim,

listening to the radio, I

learned that 'Carmen' was being played in New
Orleans, but the costumes didn't arrive. So the
singers had to appear in their evening clothes."
(This did happen in New Orleans last winter.)
Community Theatre, a local amateur theatrical
group, which was launched by the City Recreation

Department, is sponsor of the puppet groups. This
organization has built a portable stage, and furMiss

Wood
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is

director of recreation in Martinsville.

in

town.

Puppet plays, with animals taking on. the charhumans, are very popular with the
children. "De Courtin' Couple" by Miss Weaver
Dallas is a good example of Uncle Remus stories
which are very easily adapted to puppets. Children also like to hear and see such traditional
stories as "Red Riding Hood," "Cinderella," and
others, over and over.
The puppets made by the boys and girls are
crude when adults look upon them, but to the
highly imaginative mind of a child they are wonderfully "real people" with

whom

they talk and

live.

"What's the use

of all this?" said one citizen,

not too convinced of the value of public recreation anyway. Well, suppose we compare a puppet

which the youngsters have prepared with
minds, with the average comic
book full of blood and thunder. Which is better
to nourish the imagination
an active part in livplay,
their

own hands and

ing the traditional stories of childhood, or a passive one in the unreal world of comic books?
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>o Swimming
Lewis G. Scoggin

ON

A RECENT

used to

Commerce

here.

fish in

"Any

"Nope

stopped in a small community to

fill

the gaso-

car.

the dirty, slimy water,

"We

I

While waiting for the station attendant to do the job, I noticed a very
my
about a hundred yards back of the filling station. Several small boys were bathing in

pond

large

side of Florida,

visit, just this

line tank of

call

it

and

asked the attendant the

name now

Its official

there?"

name

of the pond.

Francis Lake."

is St.

was before we got a Chamber of

.

asked casually.
"
he said. "Most of the physicians in this town got their

I

Not any more

!

I

the 'Gator Hole'," he replied, "but that

!

start

from

dump and the end of an underdied long ago. Two or three alligators were found dead last year.

that ole 'Gator Hole,' since folks started using

as a garbage

it

ground drain. All the fish
But some of the youngsters, who don't know about such things,
aren't looking and go swimming there."

still slip

off

when

their parents

community were stricken with inflammation of the stomach
Only highly competent medical work prevented any fatalities. It was ascertained
that these children had slipped off and gone swimming in St. Francis Lake.
This is an extremely mild example of what's going on in our lakes, rivers and small streams

One day

and

in

several children in this

intestines.

parts of the United States.

many

lands and no

more waters

to waste.

We

are fools to poison the waters, because

Nonetheless,

them as dumps for everything but the kitchen
waters are

still

we

continue to waste them.

stove, taking

it

safe for our children, that the fish will get along

too

much

we have no more

We

continue to use

for granted that the

somehow.

is America!
Our scientists, engineers and industrialists have proved that garbage and
can
converted
be
into a new source of municipal revenue in the production of excellent
sewage
fertilizer; but we continue to think that America's resources are unlimited.

This

It is

time that we, as individuals and groups, do our part to aid nature in restoring her balance
it has been upset.
Health authorities, wildlife biologists, scientists, engineers, business

wherever

women's

industrialists,

tions

must become aroused and erect a

clubs,

groups and patriotic organizasignal" against our tendency to abuse our natural

chambers of commerce,

men,

"STOP

civic

resources.

Again

signals

One

was driving along a waterway when, suddenly, I noticed
had been, once upon a time, a beautiful bathing beach. Red danger

in Florida, a short time ago, I

the pathetic remnants of what

SWIMMING ALLOWED. POLLUTED WATER."

"been posted for the public: "NO
of the best forms of recreation
bathing

had

and swimming, enjoying the sunshine had
words of warning. Gone were the fish that had lived in those inland
waters. The "let's go swimming" gang came no more.
As I passed the sign and continued along the highway, I noticed that there were no more
been terminated in

five

warning signals, although the polluted water flowed along its natural course for miles. What
would have happened if our son, or your son, had gone off on a Saturday afternoon with the
boys for a swim in the country, and had come to this polluted waterway, far from the warning?
In emergencies,

it is

we can fall back upon modern medicine, the telephone, the speedy
we also turn our genius toward preventative methods that
why
our citizens? Should we not use our skills to make the out-of-doors

fine that

automobile for help; but
will protect the health of

can't

safe for the healthful, outdoor recreation

and

strains of high-strung

which can be so

Mr. Scoggin
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vital

a help in relieving the tensions

working and living conditions today?
is

director of the Florida Park Service.
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Play in the water promotes confidence, gives opportunity to try new
skills. Above, in Los Angeles pool.

Water Games for Summer Program
Mary Buice
OF LOW organization can form a very
valuable part of the
GAMES

summer swimming prochildren and youths. Games

gram, especially for
are an effective means of helping the learner overcome his fear of the water and adjust to it in a

manner

that

is

psychologically sound.

of his fellows in situations that contain elements of

competition.
At the close of an instruction period, many leaders use games which employ the skill just learned.

Simple games also are adaptable for use in interplayground meets for the novice swimmer, who is
not skilled enough to participate in competition of
a more "official" type. Water games, of course,

should be carefully supervised at all times, and
chosen according to classifications of age, skill and

Those which follow have been selected from a
group found to be useful in school, camp and recreation situations. Most of them are adaptations
of traditional land games of low organization. For
in referring to

them, they are

grouped according to the chief skill employed
Adjustment to Water and Buoyancy; Stroking;
Combination of Aquatic Skills.
:

Adjustment to Water and Buoyancy
Any number

of

young

children.

Area: Shallow water suitable for beginners, with
waist deep best.
Formation: Line of players, touching starting mark
such as the edge of pool or dock.
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Players: Twelve to fourteen beginners.

Area: Waist or chest deep water.

A

Equipment:

number

of articles

which

will sink in

water, such as rubber heels and pucks, and a stop

watch.

Formation: Parallel lines on opposite sides of pool,
facing center. Objects are placed in the area equidistant between teams.

Procedure: When the leader gives a signal, a
player from each team goes to the center and
searches for articles for one minute. The player

who

finds the greatest

number

of articles in this

time scores a point for his team. When each
player has had a turn, the team scoring the greatest

number

of points

is

declared winner.

Players: Children and youths, with not more than
eight or ten per team.
Area: Shallow water, waist or chest deep.
Equipment: Water balls or other objects which may

be passed under the water between players' legs one
for each team.
Formation: File formation, players on each team
being an arm's length apart.

Procedure Give the leader of each team the
:

ball.

On

signal, the first player passes this over his head
to the player behind him in line. This one passes
it

Walking Race
Players:

balance throughout the course, wins.

Hunting

Over-Under Relay

self-confidence.

your convenience

:

They give

the individual an opportunity to become accustomed to the water almost without realizing it, to
gain confidence and to compare his skill with that

On

Procedure
signal, players walk to other
side of pool or to finish line
maintaining balance.
Player who reaches the finish line first, having kept

between his legs to the next player. Should the
be dropped as it goes down the line, the player

ball

is an instructor in the Department of
and
Health Education, University of Texas.
Physical

Miss Buice
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in error recovers

it

The

his position.

and puts

it

in play again

from

ball reaches the last player

by

being passed over-under-over-under. Upon receiving it, the last player wades or swims with the' ball

head of the

to the

line

and

starts

it

down

the line

again, always sending it over his head first. The
game is finished when the first player returns to

and holds the

his original position

ball

over his

head. If several teams are playing, have the others
continue to determine second and third places.

leader.

Any number

of children or youths.

the contest

On

push off in a face
float position with arms extended forward. At the
end of float, the player must recover a vertical position without floundering. Those who glide past
the marker, and recover, score one point each for
their team. The team with the largest score after
three trials is the winner. The same game may be
played using the back glide.
Bombardment
signal, players

Players: Six to twenty children
direction of throw.

who can

control

Players: Any even number, with not more than
eight or ten per team suggested.
Area: Water waist deep or deeper, depending upon
the experience of the swimmers.

Equipment: A flutter board for each team.
Formation: Shuttle formation, about twenty

Formation: Divide playing area into two halves,
with one team in each half.
Procedure: Give each team half of the objects
to be tossed. On signal, the teams begin to toss
the objects, one per toss, into the opponents' terteam must also toss back the corks or
ritory.

A

At

the end of three

minutes, the team having the fewest objects wins.

(From

Official

Aquatics Guide 1941-42, copy-

right 1941 by National Section on Women's Athletics of American Association for Health, Physi-

Education and Recreation. Published by A. S.
Barnes and Company.)

cal

Stroking
Kick Contest
Players: Not more than twenty

Procedure: The

children, youths or

Area: Any desirable area deep enough for
boards to be used.
Equipment: Flutter boards or a log.

flutter

Teams

or individuals take their positions on opposite sides of the board or log. When
the signal is given, both teams begin to kick, try:

one another back to a specified area.
The kind of leg action may be selected by the
ing to force
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first

swimmer on each team

player on his team on that side. This player goes
across in the same manner. When the game is finished, all the players who were on the left side of
the area should be on the right side. The winner
is

the team which reverses

its

position

first.

Any

may be used, or the kick may be
may also be played by using arm

type of leg action
specified.

Game

action only or,

if

desired, a special stroke.

Handicap Race
Players: Two or more children or youths of intermediate or higher ability.
Area: One which will permit a race of twenty to
thirty-five feet.

for handicaps, with

one item
news-

for each team, such as weights, rocks, clothing,
paper, umbrella or Indian clubs.

Formation: File or
:

shuttle.

When

signal is given, one player
to the goal line and back,

from each team swims

using the handicap previously decided upon. (This
is described for file
formation.) Each member of
the team repeats this performance and the winner
is the team completing the race first.
Swimming

on one

side, holding a weight with the top arm,
a good handicap as it is related to a rescue stroke
in water safety. Holding an open umbrella with
is

one hand

is

a good stunt, and amusing.

Combination of Aquatic

Skills

Long Base
Players:
team.

Children and youths,

six

to

twelve per

Area: Area approximately the size of a volleyball
if there are only six or eight players
per team. Place a towel or piece of cocoa-matting at
the center of one end of the pool for home plate. Mark
the long base on the side of the area some twenty to
twenty-five feet from home plate. This base should
be long enough to accommodate several players at a
court, or smaller

adults.

Procedure

to

takes the flutter board and, using leg action only,
crosses the area and gives the board to the first

Procedure

into its area.

If

Shuttle Relay

table tennis balls.

thrown

may

the group is small,
be between individuals using flut-

Equipment: Articles

Area: Shallow water which permits players to stand.
Equipment: For each player three or four floating
objects which can be easily tossed, such as corks or

balls

may

or both teams

flutter,

ter boards.

Area: Water not over chest deep, where players can

:

use the breast stroke kick

may

thirty-five feet apart.

push off from bottom or sides.
Equipment: Line marker, if there are no visible lines
on the bottom of pool.
Formation: Wave formation, each wave representing a team. Contestants must be touching the starting
mark with one hand when signal to begin is given.

Procedure

side

use the same kind of kick.

Glider Contest
Players:

One

while the other uses the

time.

Equipment: An inflated rubber ball.
Procedure: Divide players into two teams and
place one in the field and one at bat. The team in
the field may take up any position in that area.

The

batter stands at

home

plate,

throws the

ball
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into the playing area,

jumps or dives into the
swims
and
or
wades
to long base. He may
water,
on
base
or
return
to home plate. There
stop
long
is no limit to the number of players who may occupy long base. However, if all players are on
long base that team is automatically retired without making a score.

A

score

player goes to long base

is

made each time a
to home plate.

and back

A player is out if he is tagged with the ball between bases; if a ball he throws while at bat is
caught by a fielder before it touches the water; if
he is hit by a ball thrown by a fielder between
bases if an opponent holds the ball on long base
before he reaches it. However, it is necessary to
;

mm

tag each swimmer returning to home base in order
forced out may not be made at
to put him out.

A

home

plate.

may advance

Fielders

the ball by

swimming or

A

it, or by passing it to a teammate.
retired when each player has had a turn

wading with
team

is

The winner

at bat.

is

the

team which has the

largest score after both teams have had equal
turns at bat.

Almost any game
adapted to

clude dodge

low organization may be

Some

ball, volleyball,

other suggestions in-

end ball, boundary ball,

Dozen Ways of Getting There,
and Run.

prisoner

Throw

of

water use.

ball,

It

TEACHER

Richard Dempewolff and Cameron Day

KID walked down the main

street

of Hamtramck,
ALOXG-LEGGED

There was only one tennis
court in town, and that was for sissies.
> o\v they start them young
in Haiti raiiM-k. and turn out stars.
t

Michigan, ten years ago.
clutched a tennis racket, the other was
in a white -knuckled fist. His chin jutted

One hand
balled

up

and he stared straight ahead, ignoring the jeers of
youngsters lining the sidewalks. One broad-shouldered youth made a contemptuous pass at the

An

were flailing. Then
backward glance
battered opponent, picked up his racket and

racket.

the

instant later fists

player, without a

young tennis

at his

went on.

A

This was Hamtramck in 1939.
pletely encircled

by

its

city

com-

industrial neighbor, Detroit,

crammed with some
them unskilled laborers.
Brawn was the standard measurement for success.
Rough-and-tumble football was about the only
sport that drew enthusiastic tryouts in the schools.
Tennis was strictly for weak sisters.
Today, thanks to a social experiment which had
its

two-square-mile area was

50.000 people,

sport as

its

many

of

Hamtramck

core,

factory, turning out

more

is

a veritable tennis

topflight net

men and

women

than any comparable community anywhere.

Thirty

Hamtramck men, and

half as

many women,

are ranking tournament players. In ten years they
have annexed thirty-eight nationally recognized

championships.
Jax,

Courageous Jean Hoxie achieved
irfitit once seemed the impossible
190

Among

who became

the topnotchers

is

Ted

national indoor boys' champion.

Condensed from American Lawn Tennis Magazine.

RECREATION

Thanks

to Miss Hoxie,

tennis plant, where

one court grew into

many

this large
courts are continually used.

The

fruits of

are evident.

hard labor and confidence in youngsters
Above, some of the young champions.

Fred Kovaleski, the lad who had to fight his way
became national public-parks
doubles
and
champion. In 1947 Kovaleski
singles
ranked third in the Western Division arid twentyHe also became the number one
first nationally.
the
of
crack
William and Mary College
player

for likely-looking material.

team.

to college ?"

to the courts in 1939,

Even more

signicant than this mushrooming
is the fact that Hamtramck's tennis

court she found her
valeski,

Preston.

first

On

Fred Ko-

Ed

Roszak, Harry Witczak and Wally
She knew they wouldn't play tennis for

tennis' sake, so she didn't
first.

the school handball

four prospects

"Boys," she said,

mention the word at

"how would you

"Sure," the boys chorused.

like to

go

"How?"

"On

courts are helping to keep her youth out of the
law courts. In 1939, there were seventy-seven

tennis scholarships."
At that, the boys balked; they couldn't play
tennis. But within a few short weeks they did play

arrests for juvenile delinquency; last year, there

tennis

growth

of stars

were only

Much

r

credit for this double-edged program goes
determined Irish lady with a heart a's

to a robust,

Cup and an uncanny flair for
is Jean Hoxie
a physical
tennis.
She
teaching
education teacher at Hamtramck's Pulaski School.
big as the Davis

With

the help of her husband, a chemistry teacher,
she has accomplished the job against staggering

odds.

One day

in 1939,

Mrs. Hoxie, then a ranking

player in the Western Division, was discussing

Hamtramck's juvenile delinquency problem with
Hal Shields, the Pulaski School's athletic director.
Shields suggested offhandedly: "Why don't you
build a tennis clinic here ? The kids would love it."

Jean snorted, pointing out that the "kids" probably would find it about as popular as picking
"I dare

to try it," taunted Shields.

you
That did it. Jean set out to look over the situation, and what she found wasn't good. Hamtramck
had only one tennis court a rough asphalt affair
in a public park. But it would have to do.
Equipment ? Neither the school nor the city would propansies.

At
it for all they were worth.
much
a
with
selffirst, practice
big laugh,
conscious horseplay. But they came up with a jolt
and played

w as

fifteen.

when they were overmatched with an experienced
Detroit team and lost miserably. Coach Hoxie did
it deliberately to teach them a lesson. Tennis was

game to play well, they discovered. Sothe
bered,
boys settled down to the rugged Hoxie
The activity of the squad drew
schedule.
training

a tough

other tryouts, and the tennis clinic grew.
Next year saw several Hoxie players reach the
semi-finals in the Detroit championships. Then
the fruits of hard labor began to pay off. In 1941,

Jean Hoxie took her four fifteen-year-olds Koto the Navaleski, Roszak, Witczak and Preston
in
New
York.
tional Indoor Eastern Matches
Kovaleski went to the semi-finals in the junior
singles and to the finals in the doubles. Roszak
lost to the winner of the singles.
year later,

A

Kovaleski earned his

first

ing fifth in the junior singles. The other Hoxietrained youths weren't far behind.

Since then, tennis aces have developed at Hamin profusion.
In one year the Pulaski

tramck

vide anything. So Jean Hoxie bought it herself.
Then she issued a call for tryouts. There was

out a

no response. Undismayed, she went out scouting

and more are planned.
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important national rank-

School team played 101 individual matches withloss. Eight courts are now in constant use,
Scores of youngsters are
191

on these courts every possible day, going through
mass drills with their red-headed instructress,
whose title is now city tennis director.
Mrs. Hoxie pays a visit to the Commissioner of
Correction every few months to ask that delinquent boys be assigned to her on probation. She
has taught tennis to about sixty in the last three
years.

A

So

far,

not one has been in trouble again.

fourteen-year-old lad

who had run

afoul of the

is now a ranking player on one of the Pulaski
School's singles teams; another boy is one of Pulaski's best doubles players. Grades improve, too,

law

for to stay on the team the boys must maintain at

a B average in studies.
Jean Hoxie applies a simple and direct system

least

to her probationers. "How would you like your
name in the newspapers as a hero instead of a

pupil ever enters a match without going through
an inspection that would shame the military. Every

player must radiate cleanliness.

Heavy emphasis is laid on sportsmanship, and
when a rising star gets a swelled head, Mrs. Hoxie
brings in a better player to give him a lacing and
calm him down. She applies her code of fair play

and youngsters alike. A prominent local
man, playing against Pulaski School
youngsters, repeatedly called the lines wrong, giving himself dubious points. The kids, being Hoxietrained, couldn't understand it, and were upset.
Finally Mrs. Hoxie saw it and called the man
over. "Right now," she told him fiercely, "you're
to adults

business

not even ten years old. If I catch you cheating
again, you'll never play here any more."

Today Mrs. Hoxie

is

understandably proud of

she asks a boy. If he grins unbelievingly, she shows she means business by putting

her boys' and

him under serious tennis instruction immediately
and assigning a local hero, such as Ted Jax or

tramck's youth has taken such a spectacular dive.

Kovaleski, as a big-brother guardian.
The second step is to build in the boys a bond
of confidence and respect for her by taking a per-

today a city of tennis fans.

thief?"

sonal interest in their family and school problems.
Then she seeks ways of developing personal re-

One youngster was put in charge of
her personal bank account. Another handles money
for the Pulaski team.
sponsibility.

Last, but vitally important, is the child's family.
"If the kids are delinquent, it's because the parents

were

in

delinquent

Hoxie. So she

responsibility,"

visits the

says

mothers and fathers,

fully pointing out that she's going to

Jean
tact-

make

gentleof their boys, and plays hard on parental
pride. "In every case so far," she says, "the folks

men

have taken more interest

in the kids.

That's half

Jean Hoxie knows

that

many

of her impover-

ished pupils are bright as buttons and need only
stimulation and guidance to climb as high as American youth anywhere. She has already sent thirty
boys to college on tennis scholarships.

The key to Jean Hoxie's success is that she runs
her program with rigid controls. Even with sixyear-olds, the championship idea is instilled from
By the time they're ten, Hoxie

the beginning.

pupils must pass a test on service, drive, drop shot

and smash.

She throws them

into

tournament

At

the National Boys' Championships
in Kalamazoo in 1946, one of her seven-year-olds
was the youngest child ever to play in a national

tennis event.

He

won,

More important

to

too.

Jean Hoxie than tennis tech-

nique are poise, etiquette and character.
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prouder

still

And Hamtramck,

No Hoxie

accomplishments.

that the crime rate

But

among Ham-

instead of sneering at tennis,

is

Evolution of
Tennis Strokes*
TECHNIQUE HAS kept pace

in its im-

TENNIS
provement
sports.

with the changes in many other
In the forearm drive stroke, for instance,

the sideways position to the net, to make possible
the side arm swing, has replaced the position of
facing the net. The side arm stroke results in the
safer arc flight of the ball,

which clears the net and

has enough over-spin to drop in bounds.

It also

gives greater reach, which enables the player to

cover the court more

the battle."

play early.

she's

girls' tennis

efficiently.

The outstanding change, however, has been

in

the perfection of the backhand drive stroke. For
many years the backhand was played with a cut or
slice.

Then came the backhand drive, but

this stroke

handicapped the player because of the awkwardness
of using the same side of the racket for both the

forearm and backhand drive.

With a change

in

technique, the opposite side of the racket was used
simply by a shift of the hand on top of the handle.

The hand was free and comfortable in the swing,
and the body was turned sideways, permitting a
longer swing and bringing the hitting arm on the
left side of the body. Finally came the shift of the
hand from the top of the handle to a slightly more
forward positon, allowing still greater freedom of
wrist action and as wide as possible body turn.
*From Design for Tennis, by Mary K. Browne. A. S. Barnes and
Company, Inc., New York. 53.00. For review, see page 219-

RECREATION

DESERVES

AN

opportunity to develop

Walter

He

Scott.

writes that from the time of his

EVERYONE

marriage "we read over our two

venture, exploration in new worlds. In school we
learn to read for information, or to pass a given
course which is excellent as far as it goes, but

from Trollope and Miss Austen's novels as often
as we thought decent. Mrs. Lee read aloud almost
every evening of our married life to me and to the
children." Often he spoke of his delight in remem-

the habit of reading for fun, or at least to be
introduced to its possibilities for recreation, ad-

only too seldom does it go any further. Many
teachers are concerned, but are too overburdened
to do more than make suggestions; too many

homes can be

of

little

help.

Therefore, unless we
demands of other

are natural "bookworms," the

and

activities

obligations,
over, keep us so busy that
to

become acquainted with

we

days are
never take the time

this

most

after school

delightful

and

rewarding of leisure-time pursuits.
In view of the above facts, should not we, as
recreation leaders, initiate this activity in our cenclubs,

ters,

groups

on our playgrounds

among

all

age

as part of a well-rounded recreation proin a strategic position to help

bering his father's reading aloud the plays

toward making the world a diverting place in
which to live, and conversation is never more
stimulating than

when

it

gossips of books.

whatever age, and of bringing individuals a little
closer through shared thought and experience.
To read for pleasure, however, is to read whenever and wherever the desire presents itself, if time
.

and place permit.

It is

an

est carry-over value of

all,

path,

is

today, for leadership along this
evidenced by the fact that, more and more,

teen-age book clubs are springing up all over the
country and becoming one of the most popular of

Read-

ing aloud can be an effective means of knitting the
family circle together, of entertaining a group of

people discover literature for themselves to help
them realize that it can be alive, interesting, and

The need

of

Shakespeare.
Variations of taste in books, as all those who
love them have discovered, can contribute greatly

gram? Are we not

fun?

favorite series

by

individuals,

by groups,

activity with the greatand can be indulged in
in

homes, on the play-

grounds, in churches, hospitals, schools,

camps, in

lonely places, on the fringe of battlefields anyIt is reported that Macauley read while

where.

there they are prov-

striding through the streets of London, and that
Willa Gather used to find pleasure in reading while

ing that exploration among good books can be
exciting than a fare of comic books.

perched on top of an old windmill. No genuine
reader can fail to understand this, even though his

recreation activities.

Here and

more

Joseph Lee, you will remember, always empha-

enthusiasm might not take him quite so

Almost every community

far.

sized reading for pleasure, as well as good conversation, as a very important part of recreation.
It was so easy for him to talk about "Alice in

library, available to

Wonderland," about Jane Austen and all the books
that were dear to him. Much of his power in conversation came from his reading, which he had so

to cooperate with a recreation project in

all.

A

in the

country has

its

wide-awake recreation

department will establish a close working relationship with it. You will find most librarians eager

Reading aloud had a very important place in the
Lee household. Joseph Lee mentioned the delights

any posworking jointly has successfully
enriched the program in many localities. The use
of book wagons on the playgrounds and in rural
areas also has helped considerably. Books on any
subject can be borrowed very easily. Recreation

a cold, not too severe, for the opportugave to be read aloud to, from Trollope and

leaders can point the way.
However, there is a further step which should!

thoroughly digested that it had become a part of
him and was almost forgotten.

of having

nity

it
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sible

way, and

this

193-

more

often be taken in the logical development of
the appreciation of good reading that of encour-

aging the collection of personal libraries, of acquainting people with the satisfaction of owning

some

of their

own

favorites.

A

personal library
can be like a collection of old friends, a source of
great comfort and of countless enjoyable leisuretime moments.

Variety in reading is important. There is much
is admirable about new books, for instance,

that

and one does not want

to miss them; but great
books are apt to be the old ones which have stood
the test of time. There is something comforting
about an old book; old friends proverbially are
best. But old books or new
happiness can be
found among them, joy in owning them.
A first step toward stimulating interest in
reading is to start a combination book club and
discussion group. Another is to enrich other activities by adding to them the reading and discussion of related books, such as the reading of the
old and new to
lives and experiences of artists

the program of art groups ; the lives of composers,
the stories of operas, to that of music groups, and
so on, always bearing in

mind the

make new

friends, to get into some satisfying
share interests, to hear about books.
to
discussions,

You

it can grow amazingly in popusuch as happened in Pittsfield,

will find that

larity

and

size,

may

lead the discussion,

and someone

else

may

tell

anything he has been able to glean about the
author's

life.

THE MORE FORMAL

Book reviews

for

the

large and more formal groups are often given by
a professional librarian, teacher or bookshop owner,
followed by a more formal question and answer
period. These are sometimes arranged with the
cooperation of the local library staff and, in some

be invited to make a guest
appearance.
might be asked to discuss the
of
his
book, the subject he dealt with,
writing
in
reading
general, selection of good reading, authors he has known, or any number of related
cases, the author

may

He

topics; and, pf course, the meeting often rounds
out the evening as an autographing party.
Authors are usually glad to cooperate in any
possible way, their schedules permitting. During

the war, the

was very

"Book and Authors War Bond Drive"

successful,

and the authors happy

to help

out whenever possible.

fact that read-

ing can interest all ages.
Socially, a reading club presents an opportunity
to

in the evening, at which time several chosen books
are reviewed by persons informally selected at a
previous meeting. Another member of the group

no ideal number of members
good book club discussion group.
Many have stalled with as few as eight people,
and gradually grown to a membership of around

There seems

to be

for the start of a

thirty or more. Some of the ways of arousing interest in such a project are to submit publicity
stories

and

editorials to school

and

local

news-

bulletin

board

Massachusetts, for example. There the idea started
back in 1931, with a group of fourteen, and grew

papers; to have art groups

to over two hundred, making it necessary to split
which are still going strong.
into two groups
Twice a month a supper meeting is held and, im-

posters promoting reading and club membership;
to arrange local radio broadcasts about books,
reading and the book club written and produced

mediately following supper, additional people join
the group for the book reviews and discussions

by club members.

;

make

which last for about an hour and a half. A permanent chairman takes charge, and each month

turns the meeting over to different members, who
do the reviewing and lead a discussion of the
books, the lives of the authors, and anything else
pertaining thereto. All this is done very infor-

permanent committee recommending
books to the group for a vote as to whether they
will be reviewed or not. Such reviewing stimulates interest and curiosity, and leads to
reading.
mally,

a

Organization of a Club

The two most usual kinds of book clubs are:
THE INFORMAL This often is a small group of
people who like to read, and who get together to
talk about books. They gather once a month,
sometimes oftener, at supper, at luncheon,
194

at tea or

Traveling libraries bring books to rural people, to
playgrounds and to housing units. British Columbia
truck, above, holds 1.200 books. Libraries and recreation departments can cooperate on such projects.

RECREATION

Many book

upon use

clubs depend

of the local

library for their supply of books, and the question
often is asked: "Isn't it difficult to get a copy of
the selected book, when so many people want it at

same time?" This

the

situation, indeed, presents
us not forget that this activity
and that there will be those in the

a difficulty, but
is

open

to

all,

let

read the book already and can
the
others invariably will make
while
review it,
it
obtain
to
time
later, and in turn. The important

group who have

thing

is

that a

book club

will stimulate interest in

any age group, and offer participants a
valuable and rewarding leisure-time pursuit, which
can open up exciting new worlds, and extend horireading in

zons indefinitely.

In Morristown, New Jersey, a crusade for good reading for boys and girls is a part of the campaign

Let's start a book club!

New Experiments

Here Mayor Clyde
against juvenile delinquency.
Potts sits as judge at a juvenile court session.

An interesting light on the development of book
clubs in the teen-age field during the past two
are the result of
years is that, in large part, they
the interest of a New York book publishing house*
in
good reading habits for the young.

within the reach of everybody by the sale of low
"We want our
cost books. Said Mayor Potts

promoting

With

the advice of leaders in national educational

have
library organizations, these publishers
been offering practical help to teen-agers and lead-

and

form of suggestions for the formation of
such clubs, and have developed a plan of putting

ers in the

within the range of the small pocket allowance a
list of the good books of all time. Teachers have

welcomed

this assistance

active clubs springing

the United States.

with delight

some 3,000

in high schools all over

up

Recreation people, too, would

do well to investigate its possibilities.
Another interesting experiment a community
crusade for worthwhile children's books about
which other communities should know, was recently introduced by the same publishers. It was
first tried in

Morristown,

American town with

New

Jersey

a typical
as a

typical youth problems

part of the local fight against juvenile delinquency.
It was so successful that a movement for such

community crusades now

being sponsored by all
fifty-nine publishers represented on the Children's

Book

is

Council. Starting in September, 1949, it also
sponsored nationally by the United States

will be

Junior Chamber of Commerce.

The Morristown community, convinced

of the

good reading to youth, established,
importance
under the sponsorship of the Chamber of Comof

merce,

a

concerted

drive

by

churches, American Legion and
ice clubs,

PTA's,

schools,

VFW posts, serv-

police, business, industry, professional

groups cooperating on a big scale to promote a
healthy type of reading, and to place such reading
*

Pocket Books, Incorporated.
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:

read good, entertaining books
sordid, gruesome trash." Police Chief Roff,

children to

not

who

offered enthusiastic cooperation, added "I'm one
hundred per cent for anything that will get sen:

sational

literature

filled

with sadistic drawings

and crime glorifying sequences out of the hands
and minds of children. ... This is a positive step
toward giving youngsters good reading, and a real
blow to vicious literature."
Businesses automobile, grocery, hardware, and
so on
cooperated to the extent of running large
ads in the local press, promoting good, low-priced
books instead of their usual merchandise. Norman

Tomlinson, publisher of the local Daily Record,
because
announced in Editor and Publisher ".
of the unprecedented onslaught of copy and ads
over the normal daily flow more than 1,600 colour comumn inches of crusade advertising
posing room went on a six-day shift."
.

:

.

.

.

.

One of the surprising results of this communitywide project was dramatic proof that teen-agers
prefer good literature when it is made available to
them at the same low cost as lurid thrillers. Over
2,000 teen-agers demonstrated that they will read
worthwhile books if they are well printed, packed
with illustrations, and made easily available to
them.

The Morristown plan has been picked up by
other communities and initiated in Newark, New
Jersey, by the Girl Scouts Council; in

Wilmingand Passaic, New Jersey, by the Junior Chambers of Commerce; in Dearborn, Michigan, by combined civic
groups, and is gathering momentum as a nationwide campaign.

ton, Delaware,

Kansas

City, Missouri,
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Casting Class
for

The Small Fry

Tod and Neal Swalm
GROUP OF sportsmen
laughed

THE
gently when
a-half years old,

than

smack
shore.

in

Simms and

club.

Strictly

Patsy Wells, youngest

grown-up equipment

Patsy's accurate cast

was not just a
She gained her
knowledge and

through membership

used.

in Florida
a
might well be emulated in
many other communities where the big bass

Casting

A youngster
v

amusement quickly

training in the art of flinging a
fishing lure
in a unique
organization
the Mount Dora
Club

members
is

their

envy when her first cast landed
the middle of the
target fifty feet from
to

lucky fluke.
Clarence

Patsy Wells, eight-andpicked up a fishing rod taller

But

herself.

changed

indul-

little

scores a near miss
during this fish-eye
a group
concentrating on target practice.

civic project that

bite or the

tarpon

roil

the waves.

At her tender age,
Patsy probably knows
more about fishing than
many adults who have
to content themselves with

big one that got away.

bragging about the

Along with other Mount

Dora

youngsters, Patsy is receiving valuable instruction that will stand her in
good stead all

through

later

life.

Fishing

is

one of the most

satisfying hobbies, especially in a state that officially boasts the greatest black bass
fishing in
the world.

Mount Dora's

junior Isaac Waltons

now

are

sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce and
local merchants, but it was
not always so. The
club sprang into
being one day last September

when Margo Hosford, an
a

flair for

down

attractive

fishing, noticed three

the town's

in their hands.

main drag with

As

widow with

boys walking
fishing rods

they walked, in the time-

honored manner of
youth, they made
imaginary
*sts m
the direction of

:>r

passersby, fire hydrants
anything which caught their eyes.
Mrs. Hosford's
hobby of many years has been
mg. Consequently, her reaction to the
three

boys' free-wheeling, side-arm, round-house casts

was immediate and spontaneous. "How," she
asked them, "would you like to form a club and
really learn to cast like experts ?"

Their response was typically American "Gee,"
they replied in one breath, "could we?" They
:

and

could,

with Mrs. Hosford

did,
in

everybody

Mount Dora

Margo

to

as instructor.

To say that the club spawned rapidly would be
much more accurate than dragging in mushrooms.
Mount Dora is not the largest community in Lake
County and word gets around fast, especially when
propelled by the lusty lungs of small fry. When
Margo reached the shore of Lake Dora a week
after her first

meeting with the three young fishermen, there were fifteen grinning young casters
snarling lines all over the lake front. Next week

there were twenty-three, and then and there the

Mount Dora Casting Club was officially created,
with those present as charter members.
Like the size of catches in fish stories, the club
has grown steadily ever since. Its membership is
now a record forty moppets, and it is the apple of
Chamber of Commerce Secretary Bill Well's eye.
%

It

was Secretary Wells who gave the club

its first

big break. After struggling along in comparative
obscurity for several months, Wells persuaded the

chamber's board of directors to buy the members

some

distinctive

That did

T-shirts.

the

twenty-three,

number

of

From

it.

aspiring

anglers

jumped astronomically, each neophyte eager to
gain the ability which would permit him to wear
the club's insignia.
The club members practice on the water front

lawn

of Bill Prinz, ardent sportsman, using

made

targets constructed

mounted

in

wood

of old

These are

squares.

floated at

staggered intervals between thirty and

from land.

A

twelve-pound

home-

bicycle wheels

feet

fifty

test line is used,

with

regulation practice plugs weighing five-eighths of
an ounce. It's all strictly "grown up" equipment
and the rules of the National Association of Anglers Clubs, modified to suit local conditions, are

adhered to

strictly.

Membership
Membership
tion of

in the club represents

Mount Dora and

mocracy

at

work.

a cross sec-

a fine example of deSons and daughters of the
is

wealthy and poor are on an equal footing
best cast that wins.

The young

ing lessons in sportsmanship and

which

will help

them

later

on

it's

the

anglers are learn-

human

relations

to be better citizens,

as well as expert fishermen.
Reprinted from Florida Wildlife.

Alfred Rehbaum III, nine-year-old Mount Dora boy,
here demonstrates the "bit lip" casting technique.

On
lads

water or dry land, a cast is a cast with these
who are serious about being expert fishermen.

Camps for

the Handicapped
HOWARD

THE LAST week in June, each year, Xew
York's Grand Central Station teems with

DURING

children, as thousands of
ers start off to

on a smaller

younger apartment dwell-

It is

camp.

a scene that

scale in railway

over the nation.

repeated

In August they return

taller,

physical, for under the chigger
a summer of rich experience.

all
is

is

Today camping

no longer merely taking a

but is
group of city children into the country,
has
that
as
a
group living experience
recognized
a special contribution to make to the emotional and
of a child.

social

A

valuable experience
even more important to

growth
any youngster, it is
the physically handicapped child who, because of
have
illness, hospitalization and immobility, may
been cut off from the normal experience of child
for

development.

RUSK, M.D.

started, officials of both organizations

knew from

the letters of inquiry they received that such facilities were far too limited to care for the number
of children

who would
At

all

Their changes, how-

heavier, browner, healthier.
ever, are not
bites and tan

is

and bus terminals

A.

One

of the

benefit

Camp Daddy

from such

services.

Allen

best-known public summer camps for

handicapped children is Camp Daddy Allen, operated by the Pennsylvania Society for Crippled
Children and Adults in the Pocono Mountains.
Founded in 1941, and named for one of the pioneers in work with crippled children, Camp Daddy
Allen each year takes 100 boys and girls, from
eight to eighteen years of age, for an eight- week
period. Activities such as athletics, hiking, swimming, dramatics and arts and crafts vary little

from those of a regular camp, except that they are
adapted, wherever necessary, to fit the physical
capacities of the child. More than half of the children receive physical therapy treatment regularly

Although camping facilities for handicapped
still meager compared with the need,
more and more specialized camps are being started
each year. Records of the National Society for
Crippled Children and Adults show that in 1920
only 200 crippled children received camping serv-

from the camp's three therapists. Marked physical
improvement frequently is made during the camp
session, but the greatest value is the growth in
self-confidence and self-sufficiency. Children learn

compared with 3,200

of such an experience is shown by the
case
report written over two years ago
following
in
a children's camp near St. Louis,
a
counselor
by

children are

ices

their affiliates,

through
1947. These children represented twenty-five
different crippling conditions, with cerebral palsy
in

and poliomyelitis predominating. The average cost
for a child was $2.25 a day.
In an effort to discover how many camps provide facilities for handicapped children, a Specialized Services Committee of the American Camping Association
all their

is

undertaking a national survey of
will be coordinated

member camps. This

with a similar study recently completed by the
Xational Society for Crippled Children, and an
effort made to improve the standards of operation
of all such camps.
Reprinted from the
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New

Even

before the studies were

York Times, August 1948.

to be at ease with others and, before long, forget
their

own

difficulties.

The value

"Bobby took part in several all-camp
At first he seemed a little shy, but
soon forgot his shyness and gave an excellent perMissouri.

entertainments.

Bobby played the role of a clown on
Carnival Xight and enjoyed his action role very
much. He was a good sport, but at times the

formance.

strangeness of group life bore down upon him.
He teased other boys, but did not like to be teased

came to understand
and realized that group
and take."
The Bobbv the counselor wrote about was a ten-

himself.

As time

passed, he

ways of other boys,
living is a process of give

the

RECREATION

Handicapped children soon learn to
be at ease with others, and forget
themselves, during a

year-old boy

he was

who had

lost

in

lost his leg.

camp

An

session.

active child,

adjustment to his handicap.
unfit to give him much help, for
his

His family was
overwhelmed by the accident. The
it, too, was
first adjustment came from his camp experience.

Camps Aid Handicapped
Among the most prominent New York camps
City

are
serving orthopedically handicapped children
Camp Carola at Spring Valley, operated by the

New York Philanthropic League, and Camp Oakhurst at Oakhurst, New Jersey, operated by the
New York Service for the Orthopedically HandiCamp

capped.

Carola has a thirty-day recreational

camping period for girls from six to sixteen Camp
Oakhurst provides both recreational and therapeutic services for boys and girls from four to fourteen. Both camps have a large number of cerebral
;

palsied children. Last summer, Center Moriches,
a new camp for orthopedically handicapped chil-

dren of Suffolk County, was opened under the
sponsorship of the local Rotary Club and the New
State Association for Crippled Children.
Other specialized camps in New York are Camp

York

New York

Diabetic Assoand Camps Lighthouse and Wapanacki, operated by the New York
Association for the Blind and the New York In-

NYDA,

operated by the

ciation for diabetic children,

stitute for the

number of other camps, such as Edgewater
Creche and Rethmore Home (New York Protestant Episcopal City Mission Society) Camp Filicia (Ethical Culture Society) ; Mont Lawn (Chris;

Herald Association) Camp Christmas Seals
(Brooklyn Tuberculosis and Health Association)
Bronx House Camp and the Lulu Thorley Lyons
;

;

;

accept a limited number of children
with various types of handicaps.
need in New York, according to
The

Home

will

primary

the

Camp
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such services,
diabetic

and

-for

more

services for epileptic,
cardiac children, and for camps servis

for

ing normal boys and girls to accept handicapped

The latter is particularly important for,
as with classroom education, these children, whenchildren.

ever possible, should associate with physically nor-

mal youngsters.
In the case of some physical conditions, such as
regular camps, because of the lack of

epilepsy,

understanding,

facilities

and trained personnel,

fuse to accept such children.

re-

False conceptions

about epilepsy still persist, although recently discovered medicine can control seizures completely
in seventy per cent of all cases.

The

ailment has

no connection with intelligence, and most epileptics can lead normal lives in work, play and social
activities.

To combat such misunderstanding, the National
Association to Control Epilepsy conducted a twoyear study in which non-epileptic children and
those with seizures that could be controlled medi-

were placed together in the same camp, with
the latter group participating in all activities. Results proved that both groups could attend the
cally

same camp without difficulty, and now a greater
number of regular camps serving normal children
are admitting epileptic children whose seizures can
be medically controlled.

Education of the Blind.

A

tian

Welfare Federation, a coordinating agency

Information Service of the Children's

Among the newer
camps are those for
children can combine
training with normal
also

particularly

developments in specialized
speech and hearing, where
speech therapy and hearing
camp life. Day camps are

valuable for physically handi-

capped children, who, through lack of opportunity
for developing social maturity, are not easily able
to make an adjustment to being away from home
in the

company

dren.

A

in

of a large

number

of strange chil-

large-scale experiment with such

camps

Chicago has proved exceptionally successful.
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Arts and Crafts in

Day Camping

Recommendations prepared by frank A.
Staples, head of arts and crafts for the 'National Recreation Association, for a state

day camp

CAMPING

DAY

isolated

is

not a separate activity to be
living, but should enrich

from daily

the participants' interest in
It

periences.

all

forms of living ex-

provides knowledge which can be

used in other forms of living besides camping. Arts
and crafts, as part of such a program, should bring

campers keener understanding, appreciation
and interest in all kinds of creative activities and
must be related to camp and non-camp living.
to the

Pre-camp training should be required for all
leaders before they are allowed to attempt day
camping leadership, amounting to twenty hours of
training for a six-to-ten-week day camp session
and forty hours of training for a longer period.
1.

2.

Objectives of the training program should be:
Philosophy and values of crafts.
Methods of presentation.

4.

Basic understanding of design and color.
Techniques, procedures, equipment, materials for each

5.

craft to be presented.
Sufficient practice to acquire skill needed to

3.

6.

7.

is

no one

will

of crafts for

day camping,

for a successful crafts

vary according to type of

program

activities planned.

Equipment is classified in two groups general
and special. Special equipment cannot be listed
until the actual crafts program is planned. For
example, there are special tools used in some crafts
which would not be used in any other.
General equipment can be listed, however. These
tools are used in all or most crafts
:

Number Needed

Article
1.

*2.

demon-

list

for the crafts will vary according to location of the
camp, type of participants and type of leadership.

Awl

or ice pick

Hammer

1

(small and large)

to 3

24
2

*3.

Saw

12

A

*5.

Hatchet
Shovel

*6.

Deep Pan

12

Shallow Small Pan

12

dear understanding of age level interests and the
crafts best suited to meet them.
All the above objectives should be learned by doing,
not from lectures.
Contents of the training program should include
Crafts

related
rivers,

the

lakes, mountains,
in,

out-of-doors

and so forth.

and understanding

of,

woods,
These
nature.

Spatter paintings or blue prints of leaves, to better
recognize trees, are examples.

Crafts

related

indirectly

to

out-of-door

interests.

These use natural materials to make objects for the
home or for wearing apparel. Weaving with wood,
grasses, and so on, are examples.
Crafts related to camping, used directly in
ities.

For

instance, building

7.

camp

activ-

tables, huts, fireplaces, etc.

Large Basin

*9.

Small Pan

Pins (straight)

13.

Hack Saw

day camping

an

year-round (or nearly so) activity, then a

200

allfull

1

17.

Coping Saw
Mixing Spoon

18.

Mallet

19.

Tin Snips

large

box

2
24
2
24
2
2
6

15. Drill

*16.

12
Hand Clamps
This is only a general statement. The location

20.

of the

is

12

24

*14. Rulers

pants,

If

6
12

(half round 8")

12.

person thoroughly trained and experienced in
arts and crafts in day camping should be hired to
supervise the program.

12

*1 1. Scissors

Personnel

A

(cross cut)

*8.

*10. File

:

directly to

stimulate interest

3.

Equipment
There

*4.

fields,

2.

should be hired. This part-time specialist
should train the day camp leaders and give parttime supervision to the program in operation.
cialist

strate each craft gracefully.

eighteen to twenty crafts
1.

time arts and crafts specialist is needed. If the day
camp session is for a short period, a part-time spe-

Equipment needed

Training

leaders' course.

list.

camp, the age and interest of the particiand the character of leadership control this

After these factors are known, the equipment

list is

planned by the arts and crafts

specialist.

'Minimum Equipment.

RECREATION

"Topside" of the U.S.S. Leyte

is

so large that

it

reminds one of three football

fields

laid

end

to end.

Recreation in Uncle Sam's Navy
An officer describes play life of young men who go down to the sea.
Wilton
ON BOARD one

of

Uncle Sam's great Navy

E'E

entering the Navy.

S.

Clements, LCDR.,

It is

USNR

only natural that these

plane carriers, such as the U.S.S. Leyte,
CV32, is exciting, unusual and something to talk

lads bring with them the concomitant learnings and
desires of the average young man still on the "out-

about.

side".

A
one

first

impression of this magnificent ship is

amazement

of

at her

tremendous

size.

"Top-

This, of course, affects their recreation

life

insofar as conditions on board the ship will permit. In general, opportunities are offered for ag-

side," or the flight deck, is so large that it makes
one think of three football fields laid end to end.

gressive, competitive or even intellectual activities.

The Leyte

able participants to

than

is

888

five stories

feet overall length, standing

above the water

more

line, capable of a

speed of thirty to thirty-two knots per hour, and
carries approximately 2,500 officers and men. These

add up to a fairly important community.
Recreation in Uncle Sam's Navy is quite differ-

figures

ent today from that of the "good old days" of

sail-

ing vessels, Captain Bligh skippers and shanghaied
crews. A keg of rum or a barrel of ale aboard ship,
or being left to one's own resources on shore, are
no longer the accepted forms of recreation for the
fine

young men who now go down

Navy

to the sea in

ships.

Today the crew is younger. Many of them have
had athletic experience in high school previous to

JULY

1949

Recreation in the U. S.

Navy

is

planned to en-

expend stored-up energy, learn
good sportsmanship, develop latent talents, and to
find relaxation from strenuous physical work, confinement to limited quarters and a monotony of
routine duties seldom found in other professions.
On the U.S.S. Leyte, as on all Navy ships, the
recreation program must fit into the "plan of the
day," and work takes precedence over play. Reveille sounds at 4 130 or 5 130 each morning, and
everyone is busy until 4 :3O in the afternoon. Such
a schedule makes a long day, but youth will always
have the desire and energy to play. After the last
mess gear has been scrubbed, the men naturally
gravitate to those forms of recreation nearest at
hand or most interesting to them.

201

The Leyte has a recreation committee a pattern pretty well followed by the majority of large
which is composed of two enlisted men
ships

bage are enjoyed. The hobby shop is located one
deck below, with facilities for leisure-time hand-

from each of the seven departments. A second
committee is made up of a number of officers

and similar

whose collateral duties are welfare (keeping books
on the welfare fund), and athletics (coaching varteams), a representative of the executive officer and a bos'n to speak for the petty officers.
The chaplain acts in an advisory capacity to both
committees. He is chairman of the enlisted men's
sity

committee, calling the meeting to order, stimulating their thinking and then quietly withdrawing in

men

order to give the

ning their

democratic freedom in plan-

own program.

A written

is forwarded to the officer representatives, who
carefully consider all requests and then pass them
on to the ship's captain for final action.
inter-

An

was made by the

in wood,
projects
materials.

A

volunteer instructor, and
making model airplanes

leather,

metal, plastics
is the

competent chief
it

is

is only natural that
a favorite hobby of

many of the carrier's personnel.
The ship's library and newspaper come under
the direction of the chaplain, and offer splendid
opportunities for the crew to express themselves
in print or to read the efforts of others.

The

li-

brary contains hundreds of good books, pamphlets,

magazines and phonograph records, all of which
may be borrowed for a seven-day period. Equip-

ment

report of the enlisted men's meeting

esting statement

craft

chaplain,

Padre

L. H. Marchino, who said, "In the majority of
cases there has been complete agreement and full

for printing the newspaper includes a vacufed press and other modern machinery, with
facilities for making cuts from photographs taken

um

on shipboard. Dances and
the ship are enjoyed while
and foreign ports.

The second
sists of parties

special parties
at

on board

anchor in both home

recreation classification usually con-

ashore, picnics, golfing, swimming,

sanction by the officer group as to the original
wants of the enlisted men's committee and the

horseback riding, and countless sight-seeing tours
with the ever popular snapping of pictures, the

captain acted accordingly."
Recreation for a ship's company

buying of dozens and dozens of foolish souvenirs,

may

be arbi-

trarily divided into two general categories. The
first is, of necessity, the type which can be enjoyed

on board a

ship, usually limited in area

The second

ities.

is

and

facil-

that conducted ashore.

amazing amounts of food.
Two outstanding recreation events have been
sponsored by the Leyte crew. The first was an
unusual Christmas party, given in 1947 and 1948
for the underprivileged children in and around

and the consuming

of

home port of Quonset, Rhode Island. The
second was the Good Will International Track and

one finds greater space
such as the Leyte, than on any other
kind of ship. This is made possible by transferring
the planes from the first, or hangar deck, to "top-

their

Such a transfer makes room for a basketball
badminton and volleyball court, a boxing
and wrestling ring, and a place for ball playing.

to be unselfish, brotherly men, blazing new trails
in recreation as well as in aerial naval warfare.

-

In the

on a

first classification

carrier,

side."

court,

At
is
sit

night, in this

same

area, a large movie screen

Unfolded from the ceiling, and hundreds of men
in comfortable folding chairs to see what Holly-

wood has

Meet aL Izmir, Turkey, in 1947. Both of
these projects proved the crew of this gallant ship
Athletic

The one

criticism of the recreation

the U.S.S. Leyte

program on

true for the majority of ships
in Uncle Sam's Xavy. \Yhile it is an accepted fact
that there

is

is

great need for a desirable recreation

Just forward of the movie
screen is elevator number one, which can be lowered from the flight deck to four or five feet above
the hangar deck to make a fairly satisfactory stage

program to keep up a high morale, it is just as
true a fact that a limited budget prevents expert
recreation officers from being assigned to even the

raining. Here are held the "smokers"
or "happy hours," when all kinds of talent from
the company may participate. They include wres-

officers,

unless

tlers,

tellers

to offer.

it is

boxers, singers, magicians, dancers, storyand musicians, as well as celebrities from

stage and screen when the ship is in port.
The more passive forms of recreation on board
the Leyte are to be found in the enlisted men's

Here a

piano, a juke box, a radio, reading,
and
writing
smoking facilities, card games, checkand
the "good ole" Xavy game of cribchess
ers,

lounge.
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larger ships.

As

already

a result, many ships' company
overloaded with departmental

duties, are given the additional

assignment of han-

dling the recreation program. Furthermore, the
majority of these officers do not have the training

perform their recreation duties
isfactory manner.

to

in the

most

sat-

\Yorld ^"ar II has demonstrated that recreation
can be handled best by officers and men trained in
recreation, who are not handicapped by numerous

who are responsible directly to
the executive officer and the captain of the ship.
other duties and

RECREATION

i

In enlisted men's lounge a piano, juke box, radio,
reading,

Men have
sea fishing

game

facilities

offer

fun and relaxation.

a choice of a variety of activities. Deep
is exciting, and a favorite sport of many.

NAVY RECREATION
has changed since the
days of sailing ships
Navy men enjoy

sports and
and sometimes acquire

parties, picnics,

seeing tours ashore

sight-

pets.

Members of
uncover

all

company take part in "smokers" which
kinds of talent, from boxing to singing.

the

Hobby shop has
ects,

facilities for many handcraft projmaking model planes.
including the favorite

31st

NATIONAL RECREATION CONGRESS
Municipal Auditorium

Octttbte
DATE

SEPTEMBER 12-16, 1949
MORNING

NEW ORLEANS,
AFTERNOON

LA.

EVENING

Commission Pitches In
and baseball program which

The

Sounds Like Fun

vast softball

carried on in Wil-

is

ford, Connecticut, will

The citizens of East Hartsoon have another beautiful

place in which to spend their leisure hours. Fortythree acres of land and a sixteen-room Swiss

liamsport, Pennsylvania, is certainly a major part
of its summer recreation picture each year. In fact,
the city's ball leagues were written up in detail in

chalet have been donated to the

the

Aircraft Division of the Pratt and

May

Post.

14, 1949 issue of the Saturday

The Recreation Commission

special pride to

Evening

also points with

some 280 non-playing men who

have been the heart of the program, volunteering
their time and effort.

town by the United
Whitney AirThe
contains
a huge ballCompany.
building

craft

room, dining room, locker rooms, refreshment bars
and many additional rooms necessary for a wellrounded program of social recreation. In addition,

The Commission itself has served in a clerical
and advisory capacity to the Williamsport Association of Softball and Baseball Leagues. This has

tentative plans call for a nine-hole golf course, a

included

boggan

fifteen

leagues,

seventy-one

organized

day camp, picnic areas, nature trails, and a bridle
path. Winter activities will include a ski run, to-

teams, 1,200 players and 280 adult leaders. Williamsport's Recreation Commission has helped by

maintaining a clearing house for the scheduling of

slide, ski

jumps, and a

As

1949 Resolution

ski tow.

a result of an analysis

Milwaukee's leisure-time needs, made last summer by the Municipal Recreation Department's

games and baseball games assisting in
the establishment of the Mid-City League for boys
from the ages of thirteen to fifteen; working in

of

conjunction with the Williamsport Technical Institute for the layout of Consistory Baseball Dia-

extra-curricular activities after school for the city's
grade school children, both public and parochial.

all softball

mond and

;

preparation for

fill,

and

in other

ways.

staff,

attention

City of

New

Once again, boys and girls in the
Orleans have been given an oppor-

tunity to take part in a series of free bowling clinand sessions. Instituted several years ago by

ics

the

New

clinic

Orleans

Recreation

Department,

being centered on providing

Therefore, the department
sion of

Strrrrike!

is

its

program and

is

planning the expan-

facilities in

1949, adding
eighteen after-school social centers for grade school
children, four evening social centers for teen-agers,
four gymnasium centers for municipal basketball,

forty-two spring and

summer playgrounds

fall

playgrounds, and ten

to its present attractions.

the

continues annually to conduct a six week

Fourth Estate Plus

Miami, Florida, claims
youth movement in the nation

period of bowling instructions, free of charge to
all participants. All a
youngster has to do to take

that

part in this

which combines newspaper

bowling program

alley closest to his

is

to report to the

home every morning

at nine

a.m. and start bowling.

Almost Magic

Almost everybody

it

has the

first

activities

with a pro-

Each Friday, the Youth
gram of
written
and
for the young people of
Roundup,
by
is
Dade County,
published as a two-page weekly
section in the Miami Daily News. These two pages
recreation.

Leaf

offer interviews with celebrities, across the sea cor-

River, Illinois, decided one day that it would be
nice if the youngsters had a place to play. So the

respondence, news of recreation activities, poetry,
fashion news and other features of interest to boys

butcher, the baker, the candlestick

maker in fact,
went to a vacant lot and dug,
raked, hammered and sawed. By nightfall, the
lollipop brigade had their playground, complete
with swings and see-saws.

and

almost everybody

Just recently, a twelve-page, first birthday edition of the Roundup was issued, representing one
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in

girls.

work with youngsters from the
through high school.
year's

first

grade
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In

l

lie

Field

.

.

Lebert H. Weir

sity of Cincinnati.

He

has also studied park and

Europe as an OberBack in 1909, when Howard
Braucher first came to the National Recreation
Association, articles were appearing in the old
Playground Magazine about vigorous and interesting experiments in the field of recreation which
were being conducted in Cincinnati, Ohio. In
1910 Mr. Braucher went out to investigate, and to
meet the man responsible Lebert Weir.
At the time of Mr. Braucher's visit, Mr. Weir
had been chief officer of the juvenile court for five
recreation developments in

lander

years.

Fellow.

one of his prime con-

this period,

During

cerns had been ways in which to keep youngsters
out of court. In 1907 there had been trouble with
the street trades' boys, thievery and gangdom, and
Lebert \Veir acted without delay. Believing that
the supplying of good, healthy recreation was the

answer to the problem, he promptly founded the

Xewsboys Protective Association,

raising several

recreation

thousand dollars privately, setting up a board of
directors. When he left Cincinnati in 1910, over

has been in there pitching almost
since the recreation movement was born, is a

a single one from that group appeared in the courts.

WEIR, well-known and loved

ESERT
worker, who
Scotsman

and proud

of

it.

The

but incidentally matches his eyes,

is

which

After the club was well-established, he launched

usually a care-

a campaign for a million dollars for establishing
local playgrounds. The city council was not con-

blue

tie,

fully chosen Weir plaid originated by his ancient
clan in the Scottish highlands. His ancestors, he

us proudly, were brigands lawless,
fighting
people who usually managed to be in disgrace with
tells

their

king.
Perhaps this helps explain Lebert
Weir's tenacity in his life-long fight to help American youth and American communities realize their
right to an opportunity for free, healthy and constructive play.

Though he has

the canny

2,500 boys belonged to the club, and never had

Scot's

distaste

of

vinced, but put the project on the ballot to please

Mr. Weir and

his friends.
Xewsboys helped
with
the
mightily
campaign, distributing buttons

and

on

leaflets

street corners.

The

ship available in those days.

great ribbing from

had dropped

fellow workers, his life
the
through
years speaks for his outstanding gen-

Without

erosity.
many communities in
which he has lived have been left better places because he resided there. Volunteer activities, on his

own

time, and

sponsibilities,

fail,

the

in addition to his professional re-

have again and again contributed

greatly needed help

in furthering local recreation

and health services.
Mr. Weir is a graduate of the University of
Indiana, and through the years has taken post
graduate work at Leland Stanford and the Univer206

issue

won by

first

spending a foolish dollar, for which he takes a
his

The

money was spent for
two blocks of old tenements, and a model playground was constructed. A man and a woman
were put in charge of the playground and small
community house there being no trained leadera large majority.

off seventy-five

Juvenile court cases
per cent the first year,

within a quarter-mile radius of that playground.
Mr. Weir had access to court records, and these
statistics

are accurate.

This, then,

was the man

asked to be the

whom Mr.

Braucher

secretary for the Play-

first field

ground Association of America which eventually
became the National Recreation Association.
"\Yhen he asked me if I would be interested in
eir simply, "I said I
the work,'' states Mr.
couldn't think of anything that would interest me

W

T

more."

He

immediately made arrangements to re-

RECREATION

sign in Cincinnati. At the time he owned a thirtyone acre farm outside of the city, using it for his
boys. He had made a practice of taking them there
individually, keeping them two and three weeks at
a time, teaching them gardening, hunting, fishing,
nature lore. They had never before experienced

individual attention, and he received great
satisfaction from the affect it had upon their lives.
this

he deeded the property to the
Cincinnati Union Bethel a social settlement to

Eleven years

later

be used as a park, recreation and

employed

girls

camp

site for

take up his duties as traveling representaPlayground Association. As he puts
"I am the first, oldest and last" of that advance

field, to

Five others were quickly selected to join
him, Jimmy Rogers being one who came on the

guard.

part-time in 1912, full-time in 1915.
In 1911, Lebert Weir set out for the west coast

staff

work throughout the western

to

in

cipally

use his

greens

states,

but prin-

Oregon, Washington and
In 1914, he returned to the

California,

British Columbia.

unheard
he

left,

to take

him the length and

breadth of the land, to the Virgin

Islands,

to

When
in

other extra-curricular activities while

to organize the

him
Community Recreation Association

of Silver City, realizing three dollars per capita
in his fund raising. "This shows," he says, "what

you can do in a small place." Local recreation
groups put on Broadway theatrical productions,
taking in as much as $2,500 for a performance.
"In another southwestern city, however, condi-

were

tions

really terrible," he observes, reminis-

cently puffing his ever-present cigar. "I made
studies of social conditions, as I always do

move

new

some

when

and decided to tackle the
Nothing was under health
the
death rate was twentysupervision. Why,
eight per thousand, totalling an average of ten
I

to a

health situation

!"

Lebert Weir, this fact was like a red

He marched
and

place,

first.

laid

to the

chamber

of

commerce

down an ultimatum. "You

flag.

offices

are advertis-

"and it's
ing this town
not right, with what I've seen of health conditions.
as a health center," he said,

Europe.

gaged

The
Community Golf Club maintained and

there, his active concern for public welfare led

To

many

When

operated it for eight years and then purchased and
constructed a new course.

years

movement, and were

and though the pop-

to laugh, they stayed to play.
he turned it over to the community.

Silver City

years of service to the recreation

through

of thing in the town,

came

ulace

midwest to help set up the present recreation system in Racine, Wisconsin. He then launched upon
a series of community surveys and the setting up
of recreation programs, which were to extend
his

own home, behind which Le-

own words. He put in concrete tees, and
made of iron filings. A golf course was an

Among

tive for the

their

bert constructed a nine-hole golf course, "the like
of which has never been seen before or since"
to

and women.

In 1910, therefore, he came to New York, delighted with the opportunity of working in a wider

it,

Weirs owned

the

war came along

checking up on

he was enDes Moines.
Paul and Minne-

in 1917,

difficulties in

He

immediately was sent to St.
apolis to organize committees under the

Camp Community

Service, then to

War

Des Moines

same purpose, and to Trenton, Hattiesburg,
Pensacola, Alexandria. While still in the South,

for the

he was asked to drop everything to go to Chilicothe, Ohio. In three or four months after arriv-

I'm going to do something about it; and, unless
you get behind me, I'm going to tell the world !"

At

that time the public appropriation for health
supervision was only $1,900. The health depart-

ment was reorganized with an adequate appropriand the community now has one of the most

ation,

effective health

departments in the country.

Next he tackled the

local juvenile delinquency
time he was on leave of

ing there, he had strengthened the program, raised
a half-million dollars, and set up a model commu-

problem. During
absence from the Association, so

nity for recreation at the edge of the Army camp.
Called the Camp Sherman Community Group of

busman on a holiday he set himself up as chief
juvenile officer. While getting the. situation in

Buildings, this was to become a training ground
for the rest of the National Recreation Association

hand, he established a small and very successful
sanitarium for indigent tuberculars, organized a

workers, with

Jimmy Rogers

in

charge of training

this

social

like the typical

workers group, raised money on a commu-

For a time Lebert Weir was general director of
War Camp Community Service work in a variety

nity chest plan, established a twelve months' school
plan with plenty of play for the children, arts and

of

crafts,

communities, finally going to Washington,
D. C, where he remained to the end of the war
and for about a year afterwards. Thereafter he
went to New Mexico, to do field work there, in

Arizona and

JULY 1949

in

Texas. While in Silver City, the

games, trips to the mountains.

Over the period from 1910

to

1937 he worked

Union, not being assigned to
one territory. Results of his work were compiled
in book form along the way "A Practical Recreain every state in the

:
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Manual

tional

for Schools," published

Public

by the State

Oregon, in
in
Indiana," pub1914; "Vocational Recreation
lished by the University of Indiana in 1916; "Buf-

Department

of

falo

in 1924.

Survey"

A

plant

series of national surveys

and he owns a large library. At his old home in
Indiana, on a farm of three hundred acres, he has

led to the assembling and publication of "Camping
Manual of Organized Camping," his na-

Out

A

1924; "Parks A
Manual on Municipal and County Parks," a two-

tion-wide study published in

volume, widely accepted work

His work
ture of

published in 1928.

in succeeding years has been a

many

many park men

as an authority on
or so he says.
As one would expect, with his questing mind,,
another of his hobbies is that of continuous study,

ognized by

Instruction,

responsibilities.

mix-

Currently he has

life,

''mistakenly''

accumulated his prized collection of books, a large
collection of local Indian relics, and paintings done
artists locally

by

and

in

New

Mexico.

and has had the same resident farmer takThe farm
an experiment in scientific farming and soft

ing care of the place for thirty years.

state recreation consultant services in

is

Indiana, Illinois,

conservation.

in

promoting and establishing courses of instruc-

tion in recreation leadership in the institutions of

higher learning in these states.
Amazingly, somehow, he has found time to

make a study of wild flowers all over this country,
in the West Indies and in Europe, and he is rec-

has

land

been interested in promoting the establishment of

Kentucky,
Wisconsin and Minnesota; and

He

planted 35,000 trees, has 125 acres of woodland,
loo acres under cultivation, the rest in pasture

Mr. Weir sums up

his

amazing number

of extra-

curricular activities with an embarrassed laugh,
"Many interests are very important to a rich, full

we

well know!" Next year
he will have been forty years in the recreation

and useful

life,

as

all

movement.

Canoemanship Tests
As published and distributed by theJacksonville Recreation Department

These are

official

canoe

tests

adopted by the

bowline, two half-hitches, clovehitch.

Setninole Canoe Club of Jacksonville, Florida, and
the Dixie Division,

Canoeist

American Canoe Association.

Prerequisite: Pass novice

test.

100 yards, jumping in feet first and
water
for one minute. This should be
treading
with
done
ease, satisfying the examiner that the

Explain emergency method of repairing a
one-inch hole through canvas and planking, using
such materials as would be in the repair kit of a
camping outfit and such as can ordinarily be foundon a camping trip.
2. Explain emergency method of repairing a

candidate can take care of himself under normal

paddleshaft broken three inches above the blade-

conditions.

3. Explain, giving reasons, what woods make
the best paddles and how long a bow paddle and

1.

Novice
Prerequisite: Demonstrate competent
ability.

swimming

Swim

Demonstrate ability to launch canoe properly
and take canoe from water without sliding on keel.
Use an assistant.
1

.

Demonstrate alone, and with companion, the
proper method of entering and leaving a canoe
from float or pier from beach.
3. With companion, demonstrate good paddling
form, both sides, bow and stern.
4. Be able to tie and use properly square knot,
2.

;

:

208

stern paddle should be.
4. In cruising-kneeling position, amidship, demonstrate balance by rolling canoe rapidly from side
to side for thirty seconds without touching gun-

wales. Repeat in standing position. Repeat, seated
on seat or thwart.

Vault out of canoe without losing contact, in
water.
Get aboard properly, without shipping
deep
5.

RECREATION:

water into the

craft.

water
Fully dressed, capsize canoe in deep
in
Get
from
place.
landing
twenty-five yards
to
and
canoe
Proplanding.
hand-paddle
swamped
6.

and empty canoe without help.
a companion (who is a competent
7.
swimmer), launch canoe properly from pier or
shore; board it, taking stern position and comerly land

With

panion bow position. Using single-blade paddles,
paddle straight for 220 yards, make right circle
turn, then left "u" turn. Change paddling sides
and return to vicinity of start. Stop and then

execute right and

pivot turns.

left

Change places

8.

correctly while afloat

and

re-

peat test, candidate in bow, companion in stern.
a
9. Alone, in canoe without ballast, paddle
220
for
blade
double
with
course
yards.
straight

Execute right

then

circle turn,

left

"u" turn. Re-

turn to starting point, stop, execute a right pivot
turn and make proper landing.
10. Repeat test number 9, paddling with single

A

popular summer sport, canoeing requires skill and
Here enjoyed at Palisades Interstate Park.

care.

blade.
11.

A

companion (who

is

a competent swimbottom of a cap-

calmly clinging to the
mer)
sized canoe. Alone, in a canoe,
is

rescue.

Safeguard companion;
it

canoe, emptying

Launch and steady
place in

across gunwales of your canoe.
it while companion resumes his

:

;

two or more men, single blade two or more
double
blade; camping thirty-six hours or
men,
blade

;

;

more, carrying full equipment.
and get aboard.
3. Swamp a canoe, shake it out
Effect the rescue of an apparently drowned
person, going overboard and retaining contact with
4.

bow

stroke,

the proper
rescue swamped

it.

Demonstrate

12.

make

following types of cruises, each of ten miles or
more one man, single blade one man, double

sculling,

stroke,

draw

and

bow

explain

uses

of:

"J"

rudder, crossbow rudder,

stroke, push-over, pull-over,

stroke, backwater stroke,

sweep

underwater stroke, "C"

stroke.

Master Canoeist

him

the canoe, getting

demonstrating

aboard canoe, and

safely

artificial respiration.

5. Explain the mechanics of paddling, covering
the advantages and disadvantages of each style
on seat, one knee, two knees.

Describe, in writing, the various types of
paddling canoes, construction and characteristics.
6.

Prerequisite: Pass novice and canoeist tests.
1. Demonstrate
and explain proper paddling
form: racing, single and double blade; cruising,

single

and double

blade.

Describe, in writing, the various types of
sailing canoes.
7.

8.

Cruise at least 100 miles in one year, under
American Canoe Association rules, making the
2.

Know

and define various terms applied

canoes and sailing

to

rigs.

Demonstrate ability to execute the following
maneuvers in a sailing canoe getting underway,
9.

:

sailing close-hauled, broad-reach, running,

For each

test passed, the canoeist shall

be

one chevron, orange in color, to
be placed on canoe or paddles. After the

entitled to

third chevron

MC

is

won, the interlocked

or the words Master Canoeist

letters

may

be

placed below it. Chevrons should be six
inches by one inch for the canoe, four inches
by three-quarters of an inch for paddles.

Unauthorized use of
mitted at any time.

JULY 1949

this insignia is not per-

about, jibing
10.

coming

and landing.

Write a

brief history of canoeing.

u. Show knowledge

of elementary navigation

map and chart reading use of compass, sun and
stars for direction
knowledge of tides and currents, and so on.
12. Satisfy examiners regarding general knowledge of canoeing and ability to care for self, canoe
and companion under all circumstances, including
;

;

injury to anyone, through any further questions
or tests they may see fit to give.
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Hostels

England and Wales

in

Bernard Travner

YOUTH HOSTELS

THE

and

which

\\ "ales,

busiest year in

its

Association of England
year experienced the

last

history, is a fine

example

Xow

can achieve.

of

what

the

In each of the country's nineteen hostel regions,

workers devote leisure hours to the inspection of
property. Nothing from a barn to a castle is over-

largest
youth hostel organization in the world, it consists
of 280 hostels and nearly a quarter of a million

looked.

members who, during

voluntary

effort

1948, spent over a million
Although its growth has necessi-

This year twenty new hostels have been

opened, ranging from a village school in Devonshire to a Xorman castle on the Welsh border.

its

However, hostellers' requirements are different
from those of school children or Norman barons,
and the purchase of a building is the signal for
large-scale changes and repairs, frequently undertaken by voluntary labor. Walls are knocked down
to make dining rooms kitchens are equipped additional provision is made for washing and sanitation facilities. So urgent is the need for hostels that
this year some were opened before alterations could
be completed, and the first visitors helped to pre-

recognized by the Ministry of Education,
which makes some grants towards the purchase

pare the premises for later arrivals.
Working parties do not confine their activities

price of hostels. Even so, a large part of the price,
and the entire cost of maintenance, have to be met

to the Association's hostels.

nights in hostels.

most of the work is still done
voluntarily by members, who serve on committees,
as secretaries of local groups, as relief hostel wardens; operate information and sales services and
undertake decorating and repair work.
By providing accommodations to enable young
people of limited means to explore the countryside,
tated a paid staff,

the

YHA

work

is fulfilling

a real need. The value of

is

from the Association's funds. The management of
the hostels, achieved largely by voluntary service
and financed mainly by members, is not only a
tribute to the youth hostellers, but also a justifica-

tion of the faith of the pioneers
Association in 1930.

YHA's main

who founded

this

;

;

Groups have

visited

war-devastated countries in Europe to help other
associations make a new start. At home, volun-

have spent their holidays in clearing barbed
wire entanglements from cliff tops; others have
helped farmers with their harvesting members interested in forestry have helped the Forestry Comteers

;

mission.

YHA

development. The record membership, combined
with the acute shortage of housing and building

The
takes a special interest in preserving
the countryside. By every means possible, the
need for considerate behavior is brought to the

materials, presented a unique problem.

notice of hostellers.

In 1948, the

activity

was

hostel

Before the

war, the Association had over 10,000 beds for
83,000 members about one bed for every eight
members. In 1947 there were only 12,000 beds for
nearly 190,000 members one bed for every fifteen. In addition, there is an evergrowing stream
of hostellers

The

from abroad.

search for

Mr. Trayner,

staff

new

hostels goes

member

of the

on unceasingly.

Youth Hostels Asand publicity.

sociation, has charge of publications

210

The farmer has come

to real-

they need not be a menace, and hostellers
have learned that their playground the countryize that

side

is

The

also the countryman's workshop.

YHA of England and Wales also finds time

for research into various aspects of hostel life and
administration. Such work, however, does not

cause members to lose sight of the fact that hostels
are not an end in themselves, but only the means
whereby young people can be encouraged to know,
love

and care

for the countryside.
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Stephen

Wise

S.

WORLD GAINED immeasurably because

THE
the

of

life
Stephen Samuel Wise,
was
so widely mourned.
recent
whose
passing
a
Hungarian rabbi in Budapest,
Stephen's father,
a
had expressed
longing, at the time of Abraham

and

spirit of

Lincoln's death, to go

someday

great emancipator to live.

when Stephen was one year
tling in this

country

to the land of the

This dream came true

At Columbia University Stephen Wise earned
his baccalaureate at eighteen years of age and his
doctorate at twenty-one. During his brilliant ca-

honorary degrees were conferred upon him
by colleges and universities across the country.
After serving rabbinates for seven years in New
York City and six years in Portland, Oregon, Dr.
reer,

Wise returned

to

New York

in

1907.

Militant,

and fearless in thought and action, he
founded the Free Synagogue in New York and
liberal

served as

its

Where no

PAYS/

old, the family set-

in 1875.

existed

Keep water sparkling, too!
Eliminate unsightly algae and slime with EXALGAE, a marvelous
new liquid by the makers of RAMUC. EXALGAE not only destroys
algae but prevents jurther growth! It's colorless, odorless, will
not stain pool finishes nor irritate the skin or eyes.
For complete information about these profit-building prodwrite for
ucts
plus helpful hints on pool maintenance
"Swimming Pool Handbook." It's free!

Ramuc

rabbi until his death.

organization

Bathers naturally prefer a pool that is always sparkling
why it pays you to paint with RAMUC. RAMUC is a
special waterproof enamel that gives a gleaming tile-like finish
a finish that is easy to clean and to keep
to concrete surfaces
clean a finish that definitely discourages algae growth. No need
to paint every year, either! RAMUC lasts season after season
without blistering, peeling or fading even under the strongest
sun. Available in 12 attractive colors.
clean. That's

to

further

Exalgae, Registered Trademarks

INERTOL CO., INC.

a

cause that, in his judgment, was important and
right, he was ready to fight for the cause and to
help create a strong supporting organization. He

480 Frelinghuysen Avenue

19 South Park

Newark

San Francisco

5,

N.

J.

7, Calif.

founded the Oregon State Conference of Charities
and Correction, the Eastern Council of Liberal
Rabbis, the Jewish Institute of Religion, and the
Near East Relief, and served as leader in many
organizations designed to help bring about better
relations between Jews and Christians. He helped
to found the Zionist movement and was one of
great leaders. The recent establishment of the
State of Israel, for which he had labored long and

its

was particularly gratifying to him.
Dr. Wise was unalterably opposed to anything

faithfully,

that tended to deprive any child of his rights as
an individual. He served as Commissioner of Child

^m@^

ATHLETIC EQUIPMEN'
First Choice

Oregon and as a trustee of the National
Child Labor Committee. In 1910, at the fourth

Labor

in

National Recreation Congress in Rochester, New
York, believing heartily in the recreation movement, he spoke vigorously against exploitation of
children. In 1923 he was elected an honorary

member

of the National Recreation Association, in

recognition of his strong moral support of this
movement, which serves individuals without ref-

{very Sport!
Available
Thru Leading
Athletic Goods
Distributors

erence to their race, color or creed.

As

the

torially,

New

tice for all

mark on

York Times

said of Dr.

Wise

edi-

"A

strong believer in one world, with juspeoples and races and faiths, he left his

the history of our time."
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State
The Governor

of

Washington on

May

l\[ptes

31 called

meeting for the formation of the Intercommittee of
Agency Council for Recreation.
three was chosen to perfect the organization. At
the next meeting, each state department will prethe

first

A

sent a description of
at the present time.

what

it is

The Pennsylvania State Planning Board has issued a recreation manual for communities in that

sented to the 1951 legislature for the creation of
state recreation commission, to be set up to de-

a

ways and means

of carrying on the state consultant service; to look into the possibilities of
establishing demonstration county systems of rec-

make

reation; to

provision for the Governor's

Advisory Committee to remain in existence and
for its executive committee to continue active.

and Washington legislatures have
substantial appropriations for recreation during their current sessions. In California, $88,799
have been appropriated for the California RecreaCalifornia

made

tion Commission for the next

fiscal year.

Wash-

Park and Recreation Commission appropriation for the next biennium includes approxiington's

mately $80,000 for recreation consultant service.
Also, Washington again appropriated funds for the
Office of Public Instruction's extensive
state aid to school districts for

program of
community recrea-

tion programs, amounting to $250,000 for the
ennium.

The Michigan
tion is

Inter- Agency Council

bi-

on Recrea-

actual

member agencies of that group.
work is being done by a graduate stu-

dent at Michigan State College, who presents regular progress reports to the Council for discussion.

At a

recent meeting, the secretary reported sev-

examples of the coordination of services
through the council. He told of several instances
where requests for service had been channeled to
the appropriate department. All communities asking for assistance have been accommodated.
eral
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state

which are attempting to solve their commuA digest of state laws

nity recreation problems.
has also been compiled.

A

activity specialist has

community

been em-

ployed by the Agricultural Extension Service in
Arkansas. He will give full time to recreation.

The

California Recreation Commission has comand published "Laws Relating to Recreation." The commission has tried to bring together,
in a single volume, an abridgement of the general
state and federal laws and the codes relating to
recreation in California. It has also recommended
to the governor the formation of an "Inter-governmental Committee on Recreation," to be composed of representatives of all federal and state
piled

agencies with "recreation functions in California.
Purposes cited by the commission include establishing channels for consultation and exchange of
information relating to recreation programs for

communities, determining problems and services
that may need the attention of the various agen-

and establishing cooperative projects, when
necessary, involving coordinated services of two
cies,

or more agencies.

working on a study of recreation services

of the various

The

port to the legislature on the recreation needs of
the state.

doing in recreation

At a meeting of the executive committee of the
Minnesota Governor's Advisory Recreation Committee, it was decided that a bill should be pre-

vise

A concurrent resolution has been passed by both
the senate and the general assembly in New Jersey, creating a commission to investigate and re-

In the appropriation bill for the Department of
Labor and the Federal Security Agency for the
fiscal year beginning July I, 1950, there is an item
of $1,000,000 for grants to state and interstate
agencies for research and surveys on prevention
and control of water pollution. An additional
is provided for staffing headquarters
a laboratory for necessary research, and
for staffing fourteen basin offices organized on a

$1,300,000
offices, for

major watershed

basis.

RECREATIC::

home

Harry

M.

Hooker

city or in other parts of the country.

He

was enthusiastic about the Association and spoke
of its work as "important and useful." He contrib-

T TARRY Mix HOOKER died

in Niagara Falls, New
at
the
on
York,
age of seventy-six.
April 9
Mr. Hooker, an honorary member of the National
--*-

Recreation Association, was the recently-retired

chairman of the board of the Hooker Electrochemical

Company.

Prominent in industrial affairs in his native New
York state and throughout the country, he was
very active in banking, public utilities and civic
affairs in Niagara Falls. Although constantly under
pressure because of his many business and professional interests, he remained ever alert to the call
of a social conscience which kept him active in

Those fortunate enough to
work with him from time to time, on projects of
mutual interest, always came away impressed by

many good works.

the kindliness of his spirit

and the breadth

vision in organization and planning.
Always interested in reports of the

of his

National

Recreation Congresses, and particularly in the industrial section,

word

Mr. Hooker

also

welcomed any

of progress in public recreation, either in his

uted personally toward

its support from year to
Niagara Falls helped as a volunteer
securing financial support for the national work.

and

year,
in

in

Successful execution of plays, even by experts, depends largely
distribution of weight of a ball..

upon balance

or the even

Balance, resulting from scientific research and skillful moulding, is another "Best by
Test" reason for specifying Wintark. Official in weight, shape and size you'll find them
beautiful, well balanced and TOP PERFORMERS in play and in economy.

BUY THE BEST

GET THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY

WEAVER
'ItMTEIX WINTARK
VVII1IHI\[\ CAIFC
3MLE3
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Vandalism
AND RECREATION

leaders throughout the

neighborhood recreation areas

in

is

through the

PARK:

activities of

any particular type" of park area, but is present
from the small city square to the national park

parents' groups. Youth participation in program
planning is also important in developing a sense
of personal responsibility for the care of the areas

country are continuously faced with the problem of vandalism. This problem is not confined to

In general, the destruction and defacement
park and recreation property is caused by

area.
of

Part of

the result

and

neighborhood recreation councils and

facilities in

In Newark,

which the

activities are carried out.

New

Jersey, for example, an alert
director enlisted the interest of the

it, however,
thoughtlessness.
of maliciousness and, to a lesser degree, theft.
Efforts to combat vandalism follow three lines:

community
"Lily White Gang"

design and construction, policing, and more effective conservation education.

positions of leadership in the program. One night,
the police department called the community center

A

is

of communities, in designing new
or
areas
redesigning old ones, try to arrange for
the location of active-use areas at the edges of
larger park areas, so that children and youths can

number

find outlets for their energy without going very
park area itself. Much of the damage

far into the

which formerly had been the
source of vandalism and rioting and gave them

director

and said that he had the leader

of this

gang. At two

o'clock in the morning, the commucenter
director
went down to the center for
nity
his records, which showed that all members of the

gang were

actively

engaged

in

community center

time the recent police trouble had
The group was freed and, from that

activities at the

by a type of inwhich makes writing and

taken place.
time on, they have been model leaders in the

not impossible. Good lighting
reduction of vandalism,
and locker rooms.
in
comfort
stations
particularly
Some places ha've special post or wall panels for

neighborhood, and protectors of all property and
activities concerned with the center.

to buildings' interiors is reduced
terior wall construction

can-ing

difficult, if

also contributes to the

those

who must
is

carve or write.

essential to curb the serious mali-

Policing
cious damage and theft.

Most park

leaders agree

park police are most effective in meetas well as other law enforcement
vandalism
ing
in
park areas. City police departments
programs
too often assign too few men with many of the
that special

few from among the older and less effective offiThen, too. other demands for po-

cers available.
lice

service put park needs in the background.
chief reliance of park and recreation execu-

The

on education beginning with the educaand youth in school. This basic
conservation program, carried on intensively in a
number of states, is supplemented by special programs in connection with nature trails and museums, nature guide service, radio programs and
tives is

tion of children

newspaper and magazine articles. One type of
publicity, however, has proved harmful rather than
helpful that given to acts of vandalism committed
locally.

Articles of this kind frequently are fol-

lowed by temporary waves of vandalism.
Another effective way of reducing this problem
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In a Michigan state park, the

officials

have

set

where people may chop,
"rumpus
and
vent
to
whatever
it is that makes
destroy
give
them want to tear things down.
In one area in New York City, a lot of markings and other forms of vandalism ceased when
the swimming pool was opened.
aside a

area''

.

Around one community center in Chicago,
where vandalism had been rampant, the leader
brought in the gang, asked for their ideas in terms
of program, and then gave them paint and tools
to

restore the

community

center.

He

also

co-

operated with them in laying out the recreation

them the responsibility of protecting
the newly laid out fields and newly decorated center. From then on, the rules were not only obeyed,
area, giving

but strictly enforced by these boys themselves.
In Plainfield, New Jersey, the recreation director,
list

a social worker and a psychiatrist studied the
and girls who seemed to have a pre-

of boys

disposition to juvenile delinquency. They were
carefully integrated into the recreation program,

and

all

concerned seem to

feel that this effort

been particularly worthwhile

in

has

checking potential

juvenile delinquents.

RECREATION

Bequest for Parks and Play Areas

A

$500 ,000 TRUST fund, to be used for the development of park and recreation areas in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, has been created under
the will of the late Miss Josie Fitts Prescott. Born
in

Portsmouth, the former school teacher,

who

had inJanuary
and
sister.
her
brother
both
from
herited fortunes
at the

died in

The
fully

age of ninety-one,

trustees of the half-million dollar fund are

empowered

to develop

Miss Prescott, and

an area designated by

within five years

must

offer

During her

lifeconvey the deeds to the city.
of
this
time she had financed the development
particular park and recreaton area in which she was

to

greatly interested.
district

England

'

what psychiatrists call outlets for aggression and
the opportunity for healthy identification.
Dr. McMahon explained that an outlet for aggression is that desire, on the part of an individual

who

on the part of young people to identify themselves
with someone they admire. This can extend to the
point where a young man or woman will try to
dress or wear her hair the way some adult leader
or teacher does. Thus, he stressed, those

of

representative

the

ity in directing their

is keeping in touch with
planning of the project.

apof the American
executive
secretary
pointed
Institute of Park Executives, replacing Dave
Hovey, is carrying on his duties in the Institute's

newly opened Chicago

office at

30 North LaSalle

Street.

Prior to taking this position, Mr. Brunckhorst
for

Bendix

Home

Appliances at South Bend, Indiana, for more than three

manager

A

journalism graduate of the University of
Wisconsin, he was city hall reporter and an editorial writer for the Gary, Indiana, Post-Tribune
for twelve years. His experience also includes four

years.

energies into proper channels.

Honored for Service

National

F;JANK

publicity

deal

Waldo R. Hainsworth, New

Recent Appointment
L. BRUNCKHORST, who was recently

was

who

with young people have an important responsibil-

Recreation Association,
city officials in the

has developed internal tension, to "murder"

the tennis ball or to hit a golf ball with all his
might. Healthy identification means that tendency

years of high school teaching and a period as night
editor of the Dubuque, Iowa, Telegraph-Herald.

21

WAS

celebrated as

Arch Flannery Day

JUNE
in Battle

Creek, Michigan, honoring the popular recreation director and his thirty years of con-

tinued service, and also marking the thirtieth year
of organized recreation in the community.

Highlight of the occasion was the presentation
remembrance to show how much his work has

of a

been appreciated in the
also presented a

book

city.

filled

Mr. Flannery was
with letters of con-

gratulation from friends and associates, signatures
of hundreds of Battle Creek citizens, and other

ceremony was held
an
preceding
evening recreation
baseball game, and following a dinner held in

memories

of the occasion. This

in Bailey Park,

Arch's honor.

PORTABLE STEEL
BLEACHERS AND

GRANDSTANDS
safe and economical
solution for your outdoor
-and indoor seating problems. Our engineering
staff is at your service
without cost or obligation to you.

The

Recreation and Psychiatry
KS AND RECREATION can play a large part in
the preventive aspects of psychiatry and provide normal, healthy outlets for the stresses and
pressures of

McMahon

modern

of the

living,

Mayo

according to Dr. John

Clinic in his talk before

the delegates at the Mid-Continent Regional

Park

Rochester.

He

and

Recreation

Conference

in

pointed out that park and recreation activities give

JULY 1949

FREE
Write for illustrated /older
and prices today.

N. Berwick, Maine
486 R. R. St.
Hussey Mfg. Co., Inc.
Also manufacturers of "Laughing Loon" Water Sports Equipment
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Jerry Goes to Camp, by Albert M. Erown. Bloch
Publishing Company, New York. $1.75.
Higgins Ink Company, Brooklyn, New
Lettering.

Books Received

York.

$1.00.

Golden Book Series What Am I? by Ruth
Leon; Nursery Rhymes; Our Puppy, by Elsa
Ruth Nast. Simon and Schuster, New York. $.25

Little

An Index

Folk Dances and Singing Games SupAmerican Library Association, Chicago,

to

plement.
Illinois.

$1.25.

Bag of Fire, The, by Fan Kissen. Houghton Mifflin
Company, Boston, Massachusetts. $1.80.
Bits That Grow Big, by Irma E. Webber. William
R. Scott,

New

York.

$1.50.

Laws

Relating to Recreation. State of
Recreation Commission, Sacramento.
Design for Tennis, by Mary K. Browne. A. S. Barnes
and Company, New York. $3.00.
Field of Recreation, The, by Walter L. Stone. William-Frederick Press, New York. $1.00.
420 Handcrafts Illustrated in Simple Steps, by Gloria
Foreman. Gloria Foreman Publishing Company,
418 N. W. Third Street, Oklahoma City. Oklahoma. $1.98; discount on twenty-four or more.

Compilation of
California

Fun in the Water, by Thomas Kirk Cureton,
sociation Press, New York. $4.00.

Jr.

As-

each.

Marine's Legacy, A. by Grayson D. Williams.
liam-Frederick Press, Xew York. $1.00.

Wil-

Modern Dance; Techniques and Teaching, by Gertrude Shurr and Rachael Dunaven Yocom. A. S.
Barnes and Company, Xew York. $3.75.
Mouse's House, by Kathryn and Byron Jackson.
Simon and Schuster, Xew York. $1.00.
New Television, The Magic Screen, by Raymond F.
Yates. Didier Publishers, Xew York. $2.75.
Outdoors Guide of Deep-River Jim. Didier Publishers. Xew York. Paper, $1.95; cloth, $2.50.
P. Lippincott
Papercraft, by Joseph Leeming.
J.

Company, Philadelphia.

$2.50.

Paper Sculpture, by Tadeusz Lipski. Studio Publications,

Xew

York. $1.50.

American Society of Planning OffiChicago, Illinois.
Public Relations Committee, The Why and How it
Works, by David M. Church. Xational Publicity
Council, Xew York. $1.00.
Public Welfare Director, 1949, The. American Public Welfare Association, Chicago, Illinois.
$3.50.
Rural Recreation for America, by Charles J. Vettiner.
1948.

Planning

cials.

Armory

Building, Louisville, Kentucky. $3.75.
Health Education, by Delbert Oberteuffer.
Harper and Brothers, Xew York. $3.25.

School

This

Game

of Golf,

by Henry Cotton. Charles Scrib-

ners Sons, Xew York. S'lO.OO.
Tiny Nonsense Stories, by Dorothy Kunhardt. Simon
and Schuster, Xew York. $1.00.

HORSESHOE PITCHING

555

YOUR
CHAMPIONSHIP

HANDBALLS

Many Models
offer fans a

BALL
The SEAMLESS 555

true and fast has more life
and staying power than any other ball made! Used
in all major tournaments, including the National
A.A.U. Used in millions of match games. Preferred
everywhere by champions the most critical judges
of quality and value! (For the faster practice handball, specify

is

SEAMLESS

1877

GOODS DIVISION

mi SEAMLESS RUBBER COMPANY
NEW HAVEN
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3,

Diamond

\\

Drop

forged

grade

steel

or

break.

Shoes

wide selection.
from
will

high
not chip
bal-

Carefully

anced.
Write for information about a complete lint
of

pitching

thoei,

courts

and

accessories

556.)

FINEST QUALITY SINCE
ATHLETIC

of

Official Pitching

CONN.,

DIAMOND
CALK HORSESHOE
4614 Grand Avenue

CO.

Duluth, Minnesota

U. S. A.

RECREATION

Recently Received Containing Articles of Current Interest to the Recreation

Understanding Young Children, by Dorothy W. Baruch; Understanding Children's Behavior, by Fritz
Redl; Discipline, by James L. Hymes, Jr. ParentTeacher Series, Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, New York. $.60 each.
Stuttering, by Charles Van Riper. National Society
for Crippled Children and Adults, 11 S. LaSalle
Street. Chicago, Illinois. $.35.
Scholastic Coach, April 1949
Maintenance of the Outdoor

George T.

Simplified First Aid, Dr. Henry F. Donn.
Park Maintenance, April 1949
Concrete for Beauty as Well.
Dust Control in Parks and Playgrounds.
Sociology and Social Research, March-April 1949
Comic Books and Juvenile Delinquency, Thomas
Ford Hoult.
Beach and Pool, April 1949
Can Your Child Learn How to Swim? Clifford

Kascle.
of Typical Pool.
Control of Alkalinity in Swimming Pool Water,
R. N. Perkins.
Public Recreation in Rochester. City Planning Commission, Rochester, New York.
Parents' Magazine, April 1949
Our Town Got a Play School Plus, Jean Reiman.
Safety Education, April 1949

Layout

in Patrolled

Waters

Why?

Journal of Health, Physical Education and Recreation,
April 1949
Child Growth and Development Characteristics
and Needs.
Teaching Archery with Audio-Visual Aids, Elvera
Skubic.

Recreation

is

How We Dp

Therapy, Stanley R. Gabrielsen.
Federation, Walter Grothe.
It.

Camping Magazine, April 1949
Trip Programs Need Planning, Roland H. Grader.
Practical-Versatile-Flexible Cabin, Nelson Dangremond.
Be Prepared

for Polio,

Hart

C.

Van

Riper.

Your Camp Against Erosion, Ray

C.

Bas-

Outdoor Canoe Storage Racks, American Red
Cross.

A

Short History of Camping, III, Gerald P.
Burns.
Parks and Recreation, April 1949
Parks and People, Tom Wallace.
Metered Mail Slogans for Parks.
Not Parks or Schools but Parks and Schools.
Shuffleboard National Pastime of the "Oldsters,"
Nash Higgins.
Early Swimming in Alilwaukee County, Warner
E. Bartram.
Maintenance Mart.
Junior League Magazine, April 1949
"Art Is Swell." Henrietta Sharon Aument.
in the Cultural Field.

Wherever There Are People, Alfred Wallace.

NEA

Journal, April 1949

Developing Love of Leisure Reading, Bessie Kibbey Lacy.
National Parent-Teacher, May 1949
The High Act of Belonging, Exclusive and Inclusive Memberships, Bonaro W. Overstreet.
Washington Polls Young Moviegoers.
Parks and Recreation, May 1949
Bronx Children's Zoo Opens Ninth Season.

JULY 1949

Parties with Purpose.

Dennison, 300

Howard

Street,

Framingham, Massachusetts. $.25.
Fun and Folk Songs. The Westminster Press, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Fishing North Carolina's Coast, by Bill Sharpe. Marina Publishing House, Wilmington, North Carolina.

$.25.

Handbook of North Carolina. The Collins
Company, Wilmington, North Carolina. $.25.
The Boys' Work Committee in the YMCA. AssociaTourist

tion Press, New York. $.75.
Report Number 2985 Revues and Maintenance Costs
of Municipal Stadiums and Athletic Fields. Conference of Mayors, 6 Elk Street, Albany, New York.
Planning Your Exhibit, by Janet Lane and Beatrice K.
Tolleris. National Publicity Council for Health and
Welfare Services, 130 East 22 Street, New York 10.
$1.00.

-

Age Will Be

Served. Brooklyn Council for Social
Planning, 72 Schermerhorn Street, Brooklyn 2. $.50.
Arts and Crafts for Camps and Other Recreational
Groups. Arts Cooperative Service, 340 Amsterdam

Avenue, New York 24. $.25.
Twenty-four Pages for Parents, by Jean Schick Grossman. Play Schools Association, 119 West 57 Street,

New York

19.

$.35.

Fun, by Roma Gans. Parent-Teacher
Series, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York. $.60.
Fundamental Education, U. S. Office of Education,
Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
Is

.$.10.

The Phi Delta Kappan,

April 1949

Give the People a Chance to Play, Jackson M.
Anderson, Ph.D.

sett.

Horizon

Warner

Pools,

Reading

The Folk Dance

Protect

Figures on Milwaukee Swimming
E. Bartram.
Maintenance Mart.
Safety Education, May 1949
Touchball or Not? George W. Haniford.
Bows and Arrows, C. N. Hickman.
Education for Peace, by Per G. Stensland. Film Council of America, 6 West Ontario Street, Chicago 10,

Comparative

Illinois.

Plant,

Bresnahan.

Swim

Worker

Beach and Pool,

May 1949
Painting the Pool.
Pool Markings; Competitive Pool.
Extending Education, May 1949
Extending Education through Camping.
Lighting for Sports and Recreation, by Kirk M. Reid
and A. F. Nies. General Electric Lamp Department,
Nila Park, Cleveland 12, Ohio. $.45.
List of Selected Recordings for Teaching Dance. Service Committee on Recordings for Dance, American
Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 1201 Sixteenth Street NW, Washington,
D. C.
Golf Events. National Golf Foundation. 407 South
Dearborn

Street,

Chicago

5,

Recommended Equipment and

Illinois.

$.20.

Supplies for Nursery,
Intermediate Schools.

Kindergarten, Primary and
Association for Childhood Education International,
1200 Fifteenth Street NW, Washington 5, D. C.
$1.00.

Hygeia, June 1949

Death

in the Ring,

They Play

Thomas Gorman.

to Learn, F. Hall Roe.

American

City, June 1949
Municipally Sponsored Dramatics Contests Can
Be Successful, Richard T. Torkelson.
Michigan City's International Friendship Gardens,
Joseph B. Smith.
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CAN

IT
. . .

BE

DONE

but don't try

it!

Sometimes it's possible to break all the
and get away with it.
The famous Tower of Pisa, for instance,
has successfully defied both sound engineering practice and the law of gravity for
over 800 years.
But for most of us, most of the time, the
rules

rules hold.

That is particularly true when it comes
to saving money.
The first rule of successful saving is
.
. salting
regularity
away part of every
pay check, month after month.
Once in a blue moon, of course, you'll
come across someone who can break that
rule and get away with it. But the fact is
that most of us cannot.
.

For most of us, the one and only way to
accumulate a decent-size nest egg for the
future and for emergencies is through regular, automatic saving.
In all history there's never been an
easier, surer, more profitable way to save
regularly than the U. S. Savings Bond way.
Those of us on a payroll are eligible to
use the wonderful Payroll Savings Plan.
The rest of us can use the equally wonderful Bond-A-Month Plan through our local
bank.
Use whichever is best for you. But use
one of them!

AUTOMATIC SAVING
IS SURE SAVINGU. S. SAVINGS BONDS
Contributed by this magazine in co-operation itith the
Magazine Publishers of America as a public Service.
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Covering the
Leisure

Plastics for the

By Frank

as

Beginner

tion,

Wimbledon Ladies Doubles Champion

teacher,

$1.50.

FRANK
crafts

WHO

STAPLES,

is

in

charge of arts and

and since 1926 has coached teams at sevand camps. Her book is es-

sentially a textbook for other teachers of the sport,

tion.

crafts teachers, in simplified

vidual

She believes that tennis

is

and, therefore, that

a

game

skill

it

is

used for some years, for most of us it is new beit has not been
easily obtainable until lately.

groups, in schools or on the playgrounds.

In introducing this new material in his work,
Mr. Staples has found that most books on the sub-

detailed information

cause

individual player

accident, but

.

By George D.
pany,

New

hand

with this material.

Community Recreation

Butler.

McGraw-Hill Book Com-

York. $4.50.

AND BETTER" may be an overworked

by the use of explanatory sketches. Without questheir

by design.

Introduction to

clasps,

individuals,

the

lowed from beginning to end. Mary K. Browne
proves very ably that good strokes happen not by

the dime store, as well as general instructions for
the handling of plastics.
The projects include the making of such things
as a variety of dishes, a napkin ring and bracelet,

manual will be of help to
groups and leaders who wish to try

like,

will also find

book very valuable. Many pictures and
sketches have been provided to clarify each technical point, and the sequence pictures leave noth-=ing to the imagination since the stroke can be fol-

can be bought at an ordinary hardware store or at

the

and the beginner

this

experimentation of his own, therefore, he presents
here a series of twenty-three simple projects which
require only the use of simple tools, many of which

tion,

Design for Tennis gives' such
on tennis strokes, the racquet,

placements and strategy, control, and the

have been too highly technical for the beginner, and have tended to deal with projects requiring involved or expensive equipment. After

picture frames, trays,
boxes, lapel pins, a desk set, flower vases. Directions for each are given step by step, and clarified

since

However,

ject

tie

of indi-

necessary to
develop a teaching method whereby the rudiments
of the game can be. taught in classes or to small

form, instructions for the handling of this new
and popular material. Although plastic has been

candlesticks,

Eng-

emphasizing the method and procedure for instruc-

has prepared this manual to provide for rec-

and

of

eral colleges, schools,

for the National Recreation Associa-

reation leaders

Field

land and twice captain of the International Wightman Cup Team. In addition, she is also a fine

A. Staples. National Recreation Asso315 Fourth Avenue, New York 10.

ciation,

Time

expression, 'but never could these two words

be more adequately applied than to the
tion of George Butler's Introduction to'

new

edi-

Commu-

nity Recreation.

Design for Tennis
By Mary K. Browne. A.

S. Barnes and ComYork. $3.00.

Following very closely the make-up of the origwhich was so enthusiastically received

inal edition,

has been three times National

in 1940, Mr. Butler has distributed, throughout
the chapters, additions regarding new philosophies
of recreation, facts about the increase in leisure

Singles Champion, five times National Ladies
Doubles Champion of the United States, as well

time and the disposition of the same. Of special
interest and concern are the organization, admin-

pany,

Inc.,

RY K.

JULY 1949

New

BROWNE
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and financing of recreation departments.
The book almost takes on the nature of an encyclopedia a more helpful handbook could not be
wished for by any profession. It deals with the
"why"' and "how" and not just with the "what."
It offers rich bibliographies on the various leisuretime interests, activities and hobbies of people
which alone would make the book worthwhile.

The Pleasure Chest

istration

By Helen and Larry

TTELEN AND LARRY
*-*-

new and

serve as a good text for the ever
increasing college and university courses in recreation.
Also, any progressive recreation depart-

ment, as well as any private recreation agency,
can ill afford to be without it. However, not only
those professionally interested will find

Men and women
in

it

helpful.

laymen interested
school
and college stuwelfare,
municipal
high
in political

volume.

It

should have a place on the shelves of

every recreation department, school and public
library.
Dorothy Enderis. Former Assistant to
Superintendent, Department of Municipal Recreation and Adult Education, Milwaukee Public
Schools.

Recreation

Is

is

its

best
six

United States and two overseas, so popular during the last war. Its committee
for military hospitals, however, has never received

sister canteens in the

much

program developed slowly, based
on fundamental beliefs worked out carefully by
actual experience. Each program, regardless of its
nature, was planned to provide some form of participation and was built around a theme. The material in this attractive handbook on hospital recreation and entertainment has been tried, and it
has worked. Early chapters on the background
and the principles developed are certainly worth

of Education.

Their book not only

lists parties,

party games,
and stunts, crafts,
suggestions for family fun, music and musical
games, but it also gives you some cues for finding
the right thing for the right situation. It was
active

and

inactive games, skits

planned to provide an inexpensive resource for
leadership courses, clubs, churches, picnic groups,

party planning, Sunday evening fellowship groups,
camps. It could be useful in providing fun for
will be interested to

know

any groups.

that, in

buying

a good piece of work.
had a lot of fun, my wife

will be contributing to

you
Larry writes us: "We
and I, working on this. The idea is that the National Conference of Methodist Youth is publishing it and all they clear on it above costs will be

it,

put into a fund to help the situation of displaced
persons, on a non-sectarian basis."

hospital

The manual includes completely organized programs for ward and auditorium parties in one secIn another section, the program material is
broken dow n to fit the needs of special types of

tion.

r

wards and patients

Officers

traction,

para-

and many other

cases.

orthopedic,

plegia, heart, tuberculosis,

you do not work in a hospital, the game,
and
stunt material here would be wonderful
quiz
for community night programs, neighborhood parties and teen-age programs
if

!

and Directors of the

National Recreation Association
OFFICERS
ROBERT GARRETT, Chairman of the Board of Directors
PAUL MOORE, JR., First Vice-President
MRS. OCDEX L. MILLS, Second Vice-President
SUSAN M. LEE, Third Vice- President and Secretary of the Board
ADRIAN M. MASSIE, Treasurer
GUSTAVUS T. KIRBY, Treasurer Emeritus

DIRECTORS
H. ADAMS, New York, N. Y.
GREGG BEMIS, Boston, Mass.
EDWARD C. BENCH, Englewood, N. J.
MRS. ROBERT WOODS BLISS, Washington, D. C.
MRS. ARTHUR G. CUMMER. Jacksonville, Fla.
WILLIAM H. DAVIS, New York, N. Y.
HARRY P. DAVISOX, New York, N. Y.
ROBERT GARRETT, Baltimore, Md.
ROBERT GRANT, 3rd, Jericho, L. I., N. Y.
AUSTIN E. GRIFFITHS, Seattle, Wash.
MRS. NORMAN HARROWER, Fitchburg, Mass.
MRS. CHARLES V. HICKOX, Michigan City, Ind.
MRS. JOHN D. JAMESON, BeKport, L. I., N. Y.
SUSAN M. LEE, New York, N. Y.
F.
F.

careful study.
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"Y", Larry as recreation staff member for the
Department of the Methodist General

Youth
Board

publicity, because of a self-imposed ban.

The

Even

Both authors have been active in recreation work
some time Helen in local churches and the

for

You

York. $1.00.

fTViE AMERICAN THEATRE Wing probably
* known for its
Stage Door Canteen, plus

book of recreation ideas

own experience and that of dozens
leaders who have contributed practical

servicemen's groups, elderly groups

Fun

By Esther M. Hawley. American Theatre Wing,

New

Eisenberg have compiled a

excellent

ideas that have been tried and found successful.

life,

dents, will find a wealth of useful material in the

;

based on their
of other

The book can

Eisenberg. Parthenon Press,
Paper bound, $.75 in

Nashville, Tennessee.
boards, $1.25.

W.

OTTO T. MALLERY, Philadelphia, Pa.
CARL E. MILLIKEN, Augusta, Me.
MRS. OGDEN L. MILLS, Woodbury, N. Y.
PAUL MOORE, JR., New York, N. Y.
MRS. SIGMUND STERN, San Francisco, Calif.
GRANT TITSWORTH, Noroton, Conn.
J. C. WALSH, New York, N. Y.
FREDERICK M. WARBURG, New York, N. Y.
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Recreation Training Institutes
July and September,

ATT WELL

W. M.

Hampton, Virginia*

Dr.

July 11-22

Institute.

HELEN DAUNCEY

Dastrop, Louisiana

W.

Social Recreation

September 26-30

E. T.

Organization and

1949

Cooper, Director,

Summer

Study,

Hampton

Administration

ANNE

LIVINGSTON

C. Hohmann, Secretary and Treasurer,
Recreation Committee, Bastrop High School.

Hampton. Virginia*
July 11-15

Social Recreation

Montgomery, Alabamaf
July 18-23

Summer

Study,

Hamp-

Dr. E. Councill Trenholm, President, State Teachers
College.

Senator Albert G. Swint, Orchard

Georgia

Griffin,

Dr. W. M. Cooper, Director,
ton Institute.

Bastrop

Hill.

Georgia.

September 5-9
Clovis, New Mexico
September 26-30

JAMES MADISON

Hampton, Virginia*

Organization and
Administration

July

11

-August 19

FRANK STAPLES

Amsterdam,

Arts and Crafts

July 5-8
Pittsfield,

New York

Massachusetts

Miss Martha

S.

Smith, Housing Authority of the City

of Clovis.

Dr. W. M. Cooper, Director,
ton Institute.

Alex H.

lackson

Isabel, Recreation

J.

Perry, Superintendent, Parks and Recrea-

GRACE WALKER

Hampton, Virginia*

Creative Recreation

July 18-29

Dr. W. M. Cooper, Director,
ton Institute.

A

part of the

A

part of the

The

Summer

Study,

summer school program at Hampton Institute.
summer school program at State Teachers College.

schedules for National Recreation Association training specialists are being
of the s-chedules are already filled

worked out now for the 1949-50 season. Some
as far ahead as December. Requests for training
at actual cost,

should be sent

in

assistance,

which

immediately to Charles E. Reed,

is

made

available

Manager, Field
Department, National Recreation Association, 315 Fourth Avenue, New York 10,
New York. Mr. Reed will also be very glad to send further information about any

of these training people.

Hamp-

School Street.

tion, 52

t

Study,

Commission

July 14-15

*

Summer

Hamp-
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by people with specialized engineering knowhow. Building conditions vary widely, and every
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all-steel

permanent,

rigid service.

backstop installation varies accordingly.
Porter engineers are equal to any backstop
problem, no matter how specialized. They can
draw upon a vast storehouse of knowledge
gained through several generations of serving
the nation's leading schools, universities, clubs
and stadiums.
Why don't you let Porter engineers advise and
help you, without cost or obligation, of course?
Usually, stock models from Porter's complete line
can meet your exact requirements, and save you
money. If your building is in the drawing board
stage, it is wise to talk about backstops now, and
avoid problems and disappointments later.
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7 fo to tkc Playground Just to Mave ?UH "
A
life

great natural resource

is

the capacity of

men and women

to

be happy, to find

good.
It

does not take

much

to help people to

It

does not take

much

to

be happy.

make people thoroughly unhappy.

One sourpuss rightly placed can pollute the atmosphere for quite
The difference between happiness and unhappiness for the group
touch-and-go proposition a very slight leadership can make all the
Of

course, happiness

is

a long distance.
is

very

not something to be sought after for

a by-product

slight, a

difference.
its

own

sake.

However, being unhappy just crosses so
time that does not count.

You
picture

travel farther,

when you

you

travel higher

many

hours, so

many days

and deeper and you make an altogether better

are happy.

Happiness does not depend on owning much. Owning much
certain point, just so

Happiness

is

off as zero, as

much more

an inner

is

sometimes, after a

to carry.

attitude.

The playground and recreation center are good

places for developing the habit of

kappiness, the inner attitude of happiness.

Happiness does not mean Pollyanna
going through

life

stuff; it does not mean closing one's eyes or
blindfolded so as not to see evil or what needs to be changed.

Happiness does not mean laughing
constantly may be very unhappy.

all

the time or being

silly.

People

Happiness does involve an inner peace, an inner power, a willingness

to

who laugh
enjoy

little

and one's own peculiar ways, to smile kindly at
does involve being a good companion to one's self and

things, to smile kindly at one's self

what

is

going on about one.

It

to others.

A

great contribution of the playground
they want to do happily with others.

is

to help children early to learn to

do what

A

great contribution of the recreation center to people throughout life is to give
people an opportunity to adjust happily to each other in sharing music, drama, sport,

beauty, and

all else

worth sharing.

HOWARD BRAUCHER.
Written for RECREATION in December, 1941.
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Scene of the 1949 National Recreation

Congress.

September 12-16

they actually visit Louisiana, that between New Orleans
a great semi-liquid wilderness through which the Mississippi twists and turns for over a hundred miles.
It is a maze of streams and swamps generously strewn with oak-topped mounds or

AMERICANS

realize, until

and the Gulf of Mexico
FEW

lies

a confusion of lakes and bayous so
chenieres, ideal for either habitation or hiding
interwoven that, back in the days of Lafitte, an experienced boatman could make a hun-

dred round trips to New Orleans and never exactly follow the same route twice.
Here is a land over which nature has scattered beauty in reckless abandon sand and
;

woodland shadows
brilliant bloom and sombre Spanish moss.
Straight down from New Orleans, through that interminable tangle of marshes,
bayous, lakes and bays, you will spot two islands guarding the gateway to the Gulf
Grand Isle and Grand Terre. Here lived the Baratarians, ostensibly fishermen; but
fishing was only a blind. Their real business was the distribution of contraband at
sea

.

.

.

sunsets

and

soft

.

.

.

popular prices.

Between 1806 and 1808, New Orleans gradually became aware
that a certain
blacksmith shop on Bourbon Street was other than a law-abiding forge. Hot metal
hissed on the forge all day long in a perfectly normal manner but it was first whispered,
.

.

.

;

and

finally openly discussed, that horses of a different color were being shod there.

RECREATION

The owners were those

Lafitte brothers

who had

sailed in so quietly several years ago,

and had

just as quietly

acquired a business or, a front, as we'd call it nowadays.
Jean had persuaded Pierre that they needed a retail outlet a shop where the jewels, rich fabrics and other
loot, filched from the necks and persons of people caught on the high seas, might be displayed to local customers.

So the shop was opened.

New Orleans at that time was

from any other American city. It was a walled town, built on the bend
on the land sides beyond which was a moat forty feet wide and seven
feet deep. Through four gates of the city, closed at night, passed all traffic. In the middle of the town were the
Cabildo, the Place d'Armes (now called Jackson Square) and the St. Louis Cathedral. Here the church and
government tried to guide the strange combination of Creoles and Americans that made up the population.
The Creoles, you know, were the descendents of the old Spanish and French families the bluebloods of
New Orleans. They predominated the population; and while the new Americans were slowly gaining a foothold, the city was French controlled.
It was during this period of confusion, when French culture and American rough and ready
independence were struggling to find a common ground, that smuggling flourished and the Lafittes fared well. Since
they were French and Governor Claiborne an American, and Jean was a popular citizen, it was not strange
different

Ramparts of logs enclosed

of the river.

it

that the people inclined to ignore the upstart authority of their

His chief

head a

difficulty

city that

was

even as

that he, an American,

had come

late as 1810, six years later,

new governor.

to

could

muster only 3,000 Americans of a population of 25.000
people predominantly French. For ten years he had a tough
still

struggle and the Lafittes had a field day.
In the interest of law and order, and less than four

months

after taking office, the

young governor issued a
with
an
Act of Congress, makproclamation, complying
it
in
Louisiana
to
ing
illegal
import slaves into the United

States

from other countries.
The plantation owners had

This hit hard.

just entered an era of expanding prosperity that depended
on slave labor. Thoroughly resentful of the law, there-

turned to the Lafittes and the smugglers
slaves somewhere, somehow.
The story of the building of that outlaw organiza-

fore, they

to get

them

tion is actually the story of Jean Lafitte. In 1810 he
became the acknowledged leader of the Baratarians.

(Later, at General Jackson's request, Jean Lafitte
his pirate crew fought for

and

the city with such success that
they received official pardon

from the United States government.

Ed.)

To bring

their contraband

Grand Terre

to

New

from

Orleans,

the smugglers used winding paths
concealed by oaks and cypress

and a labyrinth of misty bayous.

Excerpted from "The Land of Lafitte the
Pirate," by Ray M. Thompson. Copyright
19-13 by the Jefferson Parish Yearly Review,
Orleans. Available in
Orleans
book shops.

New
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Hew Orleans Recreation

In two years' time, advances have been phenomenal.

STRIDES have been made

Lester

GREAT
by the

J.

I^autenschlaeger,

who

recreation department
in the City of New Orleans in the
last two years, and it rapidly is be-

had been a former Tulane University grid star, was chosen to head

coming one of the outstanding de-

executive

partments

It was during the war, as Uncle
Sam's military leaders were stressing the great need for men of physi-

minded

Xew

football

Lautenschlaeger as volunteer director, and John P. Brechtel as ex-

J.

ecutive assistant director, the

Lester J. Lautenschlaeger, a
volunteer, director of New Or-

program gathered

were increased

in operation

properties were converted into play spots; and
money furnished by various civic groups provided

told, fifty-eight

for purchasing recreation equipment.

had ended and was

II

being written into the history books. And in Xew
Orleans young veterans of the conflict were returning to civilian
of the famous

one of them to be elected mayor
Mardi Gras city Most of these men
life,

.

had been through the "paces" of war and wanted
to forget and relax. A well-rounded recreation program was just what was needed.
In January of 1946, deLesseps Story Morrison,
a highly decorated veteran of the European Theatre
was elected mayor. He knew of the many advantages of recreation and, in his early days in office,
planned a well-rounded and composite play program. In September of that year, he proposed to
the Commission Council that a New Orleans Rec-

Department be organized. The ordinance,
Xo. 16630, was passed, and on January I, 1047,
XORD became a reality.

reation

224

in

number

a

population

to approximately ninety-

Among these, twenty playgrounds
being floodlighted for night operation.

now

are

The first neighborhood youth centers were placed

;

World War

Immediately,

of over a half-million

for the vacation period were opened as "temporary"
playgrounds ; in several sections of the city, vacant

this time,

circles.

ing as recreation facilities for a city

leans Recreation Department.

one.

means

for himself in southern prep

sors was built up a construction
and maintenance crew organized;
and, in two years' time, the thirtythree playgrounds which were serv-

Robert S. Maestri, former mayor,
endorsed the movement with an appropriation of
$30,000 school grounds that were formerly closed

By

retained

;

momentum.

the

and, as his

he

staff of trained recreation supervi-

men banded

together to expand the city's recreation program. Guided by Lester

name

a

a group of civic-

Orleans

assistant,

Johnny Brechtel who also had made

in the country.

cal fitness, that

new department

the

jails,

a

by the remodeling of two abandoned
and two public meat markets. All

fire station

new

play centers opened in tweh-e

months.

Seven new swimming pools are being completed
summer, equalling the local record of twentyseven preceding years within a period of six months.

this

A

youth center, occupying a whole city block, is
being constructed, and another youth center will
rise around the abandoned steel framework of a
former carbarn.

A complete recreation stadium and

Xegroes are going up in a
formerly dark and tree-filled square that, until
now, has been one of the city's worst crime spots.
floodlighted parks for

The former Lagarde Hospital

recreation plant also
including a swimming pool,
gymnasium, theatre and hot house for nature study
classes.
country club for youngsters is being con-

has been taken over

A

structed in a former defense plant warehouse at the
Delgado Trades School.
All city playgrounds have been equipped with
steel link fencing and the latest durable playground

equipment. At the

summer

peak, in 1948, the de-

RECREATION

Transformation

From

a jail house

To

New

Orleans

From

a vacant lawn

To
AUGUST

1949

a community center

a lighted playground
225

partment had over 350 trained supervisors on the
job. Thirty school playgrounds, once idle after
three-thirty p.m., were staffed by the department
for full-time operation during the summer.

As can

be seen from the foregoing, a great deal of

ingenuity and careful thought have gone into this
building up of recreation facilities and program in
the shortest possible time. Department workmen,
for instance, took an old garbage truck and con-

verted

it

stage and
this

into a traveling theatre, complete with
loudspeaker system. As early as 1947,

theatre,

using child performers, played to

35,000 spectators, covering every neighborhood
playground. Now the department has an all-round
dramatic and music program, administering the

est

shown by

the Golden Agers seriously rivals that

of the teen-age athletes.

While the

city's recreation facilities

were

tripled

within a year, and attendance jumped more than
ten times
passing the 2,000,000 mark the recreation department realizes that its task is just
begun,
and that there is no magic formula for the conducting of programs.

It is

now

sponsoring on-the-job

training for its capable staff of

workers and super-

upon representatives of the National
Recreation Association, Loyola and Tulane Universities and other cultural and athletic
groups to conduct conferences on certain phases of recreation.
visors, calling

During the past school

Municipal Auditorium.

year, a group of supervisors
an
extension
course offered by Louisiana
completed
State University. Says Director
Lautenschlaeger
"A good community-wide recreation program depends upon common sense, honest efforts and faith
in the future of our
community and of our nation."
The New Orleans Recreation Department joins

Another cultural activity, outstanding of its type,
which early was introduced, is a series of youth

tion

Children's Theatre in cooperation with the Junior
League, operating its own Summer Theatre on the

presented the Gershwin muSing" to capacity audiences in the

lakefront. Last fall
sical

"Of Thee

I

it

concerts sponsored by the city in cooperation with
the New Orleans Symphony and the public and
parochial schools. Since the inauguration of this

:

Mayor deLesseps Morrison

in extending to recrea-

workers throughout the nation, and to the 3ist
National Recreation Congress, a cordial welcome to

New

Orleans.

program, there has been a twenty-four per cent drop
in

the

number

of children

involved in juvenile

crimes.

Recently dedicated was the Perry D. Roehm
Stadium, a magnificent baseball plant
which seats 2,500 spectators, and is in constant use

Leaf from a Statistician's \otebook

Baseball

NORD

by the
there are

summer

baseball teams, of which

over two hundred.

However, being
blessed with a tropical climate, the city program
moves on the year round with no curtailment of

activities either in the centers

or out-of-doors.

The

recreation department is
three groups: athletic, cultural

The

athletic department,

now

divided into

and maintenance.

employing a

staff of 125,

conducts activities on the various grounds. In 1947
organized 445 basketball teams and 120

XORD

baseball teams.

Ten thousand

in track meets, 16,000 in arts

children participated

and

crafts,

15,000 in

dramatics and 8,000 took swimming instruction;
3,000 took part in the "Every Child a Swimmer"

program.

The
ground

Sand-lot Ball

Age of players
Number of players on

8-12
each team

4

Total number of pitchers

8

Total number of threats to pitcher to
"put it over"
Total

number

of efforts

made

to "put

it

339
over"

.

Total number "put over"

339

o

Total number of balls hit by batters

on

bounce

8

Total number of hits fielded

o

first

Total number of disputes over batting order

Number

city-financed summer camp for playchildren was opened in June 1948, and took

first

Game

of times duress

.

.

503

employed by owner

of ball to influence batting order

8

1

care of from 800 to 1,000 children between the ages
of nine and sixteen that first year. It was required

Number

of third strikes misclassified

by batter as "foul tips"

49

the older folks are not forgotten, and the
department is proud of the program offered to citi-

Number of men on winning team at end
of game
Niunber of men on losing team

who have passed the half-century mark. Golden Age Clubs meet for weekly frolics, and the inter-

Reprinted from "Post Scripts," with special permission of
Saiur&sy Evening Post. Copyright 1949, Curtis Publishing Co.

that each child attending have parental permission.

Even

7
i

zens
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The
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A Few
mm

Things To See
In New Orleans

Saint Louis Cathedral

PATIOS and courtyards
conies
COOL

still

abound. With quaint architecture, spiral staircases, overhanging bal-

the unique and most interesting sights of the city. There
are many other interesting spots which you will want to see if time permits among them, Congo Square,
(now Beauregard Square), former slave market where Voodoo reveled and enchantment took place; the old

and flower

displays, they are

among

S. Mint, now a Federal prison; the very old Ursuline Convent, erected over two hundred years ago
(America's first girls' college) the Colonial house known as "Madam John's Legacy" the civil courthouse
with its large group of historical portraits, and

U.

;

;

THE OLD FRENCH MARKET
of

hundred years ago,

OLD ABSINTHE HOUSE

established a couple

colorful,

and very

and Bourbon,

(New Orleans is the "cookingest" city in America.)
Here, early on a Sunday morning, may be heard
the chatter of tongues of the

THE

Western Hemisphere.

LAFITTE'S

with

Plantation,

This

relics of the past.

OLD BLACKSMITH SHOP
it is

Orleans.

is

OF OAKS on the old Versailles
where Jackson's men rested after battle.

said to be the world's finest grove of ancient,

moss-draped

trees.

NAPOLEON HOUSE
Bonaparte, who was

on Bourbon

Street, once a "front" for the sale of pirate loot.

Nowadays

New

THE CATHEDRAL

erected in 1795, once the seat of
Spanish government, has played an important part
in Louisiana history and culture. It is now the state
filled

built in 1806,

with the Battle of

CABILDO

museum,

at the corner of Bienville

and for over 100 years
a rendezvous of bonvivants including Jean Lafitte,
the buccaneer hero who helped General Jackson

clean.

from

possible to get refreshments there.

St.

built as a refuge for

to be stolen

Napoleon
and brought there

Helena. Death defeated the plan.

MUNICIPAL PARKS city park on the French side
town and Audubon on the American. New Or-

HUEY P. LONG BRIDGE the famous bridge across
the Mississippi River, which was completed December 15, 1935, at a cost of $13,000,000.

of

leans

RECREATION DEPARTMENT

is

a veritable flower garden the year round.

activities

and facilities.

Things to Order
'Creole cooks are heaven sent

9

Arnaud's

Shrimp

at

Oysters

at the

Louisiane

Trout Marguery

at Galatoire's

Baked Pompano

at Antoine's

227

Further Congress Plans

RECREATION CONGRESS

in

New Orleans will

once again serve
THE

its historic mission of providing an opportunity for the exchange of information
and experience between leaders responsible for the

and as a springboard for pushing forward the recreation movement in the area of the country in which it is being
held. During the past few years, many new recrearecreation services of the nation,

tion

programs have been established

and many other

cities

in the South,

are considering the provision

A

Problem

Clinic will be held, with a panel of
experts prepared to answer special problems.

Ample room in the Municipal Auditorium has
made possible a greatly expanded exhibit educaand commercial.
Mayor Morrison of New Orleans reports a heavy
correspondence with mayors, city managers and
other community leaders throughout the South, intional

dicating that this section will be heavily represented, and auguring well for further development

South

of recreation.

of recreation in the

and thoughtful work of the
committees responsible, Congress plans have been
adapted to meet new needs and trends, and to serve
most efficiently the various groups attending. A

ahead.

number

turesque setting of old

Through the

careful

of features are being introduced this year
Demonstration by the Golden Age Club, of recre:

in the

immediate years

The great
ences

;

variety of meetings and special conferthe unusual program of demonstrations and

social events

this

;

the extensive exhibits

New

all in

Orleans

the pic-

should

make

Congress one of rich significance.

ation for older people, will serve as a basis for the
discussion of recreation for this growing proportion of the population.

Needs

of the

new younger

servicemen, while on

leave in communities near training camps, once
again will be faced.

Several meetings will deal with the

w6rk

carried

on during the year by special committees appointed
by the National Recreation Association among
these Television, Sports and Athletics, Personnel
Standards, Public Relations and Polio. The rapid
and widespread development of recreation on the
state level will be covered in two meetings on Recreation in State Agencies. Another topic will take
the form of a debate on Providing Recreation for

Weather

New Orleans, in

September, is likely to be warm.
would be advisable for both men and women to
bring comfortable shoes and light clothing.
It

:

Pre-School Children.
All day Monday, recreation and park executives
will discuss questions selected by a committee

headed by Floyd

Rowe

of Cleveland.

A special Hospital Recreation Committee, workwith the Hospital Committee of
the American Recreation Society, also is providing
ing in cooperation

Special Notice
All Recreation Congress activities
exhibits, services, demonstrations

meetings,

will center at

the Municipal Auditorium, which will be the real
headquarters of the Congress. Delegates will be

number of New Orleans hotels. There
no particular advantage, as far as the Con-

located in a
will be

gress

is

concerned, in being located in any special

one of the
local

officially

committee

designated Congress hotels.

The

an all-day meeting on Monday for those interested

doing everything possible to provide comfortable rooming accommodations for all

in recreation in hospitals.

the Congress delegates.
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At General Sessions
Recreation Congress

New

deLesseps

S.

Orleans

Morrison

New Orleans is famous for beautiful oaks, hung
with tattered banners of Spanish moss. Under
these,

Congress delegates will have breakfast.

DELESSEPS
executive
MAYOR
civic

of

and religious

S.

New

MORRISON

is

the dynamic recreation-minded chief

Allen T. Burns, widely-known social,
former Executive Director of the National

Orleans.

leader,

is

Information Bureau, and of Community Chests and Councils. Hugh
Comer, President and Treasurer of Avondale Mills, Sylacauga, Alabama,
is

an active leader in church and youth agencies. Dorothy Enderis, Director Emeritus, of the Department of Municipal Recreation and Adult Education of

Milwaukee, is one of the most efficient and popular leaders of
the recreation profession.

Hugh Comer
Dorothy Enderis
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MORMON RECREATION PLAN

THE CHURCH,

CERTAINLY

stitution in

American

as a great social in-

life,

has an opportunity,

as well as a responsibility, to join hands with schools
and municipalities in providing guidance for chil-

dren, youth, and adults who are the victims of the
tense nervous strains of a complex scientific civili-

the growing hours of

zation.

Recreation, to

leisure,

can do much to cultivate and develop the

spiritual
relations

life

fill

of people and, in turn, better

human

and an improved emotional culture.
The Mormon Church is still pioneering
church recreation.

reation

and recreation

mon

leaders,

who

feel that recreation

church accomplish
living" for all its

its

in the

v<

The church needs recneeds the church" say Mor-

field of

objective of

can help the

"more abundant

members. Thus, the church can

give to recreation the spiritual ideals and stability
which are so necessary in our material world. To

"Everybody

be more

specific,

recreation in the church gives

church members an opportunity to participate in
activities which bring a reward of happiness.

Active"

Imagine, if you can, 154,000 young people all
gathered in different localities on specified nights
to promote one great recreation program
all of

them having the same ideals and aims. If you can
do that, you have a fairly accurate picture of the
activity program of the Mutual Improvement Associations of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, which deals with young people from the
ages of twelve to twenty-five. If you have that
firmly fixed in mind, then turn your attention to
some 152,547 children between the ages of four and

The

story of a large-scale

church program ichich includes every-

twelve,

gathered in their respective localities and
spiritual and fun program. This fig-

all

working on a

ure represents the enrollment in the Primary Association, which conducts a wide, year-round program

younger members of the
significant point in this vast program is
administered and operated entirely by vol-

of recreation

one from youngsters

to old folks.

that

for

the

A

church.
it is

unteer leadership.
In these two figures you have an indication of
what can be accomplished when a church sets its
heart on a recreation program that will not only
its youth healthy release, but will also offer

afford

a constructive plan for the development of talents
Members of the Church of Jesus
abilities.

and

Mormons knew what
when
were
they
they
doing
pioneered the field of
recreation. Their motto is, "Everybody Active.''
Christ of Latter-day Saints or

This includes everyone, even the older folks who
have their Old Folks' Day.

Author

is

assistant principal of

Ogden High

School;

Utah Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
lice-president in charge of recreation,

Ellis S. McAllister
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of a century, the
has been organized to guide the

For more than three quarters

Mormon Church
leisure time of its

members through

active partici-

one keg of applesauce, a dog, and a German

silver

coffin plate."

On November

28,

1869, the

Young Women's

of the church, since a favorite bit of its scripture

Mutual Improvement Association was organized by
the church. The Young Men's Mutual Improvement
Association was organized on June 10, 1875. These
two organizations, familiarly known as the M.I.A.,
have worked in close coordination since 1880. They

"Men are that they might have joy." Man
many inherent capacities for joy physical,

are charged with the dual responsibility of giving
instruction in correct principles of living, and in

promoting mutual improvement through the specialized activities, such as
drama, art, sports, dancing, handcrafts.
Recreation also helps to promote the philosophy
pation in recreation,

reads,

has

The

program under church guidance attempts to

the development of healthy recreation activities.
The program takes the boys and girls at the age of

contribute to each of these natural capacities. The
greater the progress made, the more talents devel-

twelve through adolescence and adulthood. One
of its general objectives is
"To develop a well-

the capacity of the individual

rounded program of recreation which shall constantly appeal to youth and, at the same time, rebuild and renew the physical, mental and spiritual

mental, spiritual, social, and creative.
tion

oped, the greater
for happiness

In the

is

recrea-

and enjoyment.

Mormon

idleness.

philosophy, there is no time for
Latter-day Saints are firm believers in

the adage, "Satan finds some mischief
hands to do." Therefore, the church

still

for idle

makes time

for play which contributes to the health and happiness of the individual, feeling that "the youth who

are busily engaged in recreation activities have

lit-

opportunity to form bad habits."
Recreation played an important part in the life
of the Mormon pioneer as he struggled to conquer
the desert and colonize the Great Basin, even before
tle

there were formal organizations to care for leisuretime activity. Recreation gave the pioneer strength

and the arduous
journey ahead, changed sorrow to happiness, and
gave peace to tired and discouraged spirits.
and incentive

to face his hardships

One of the first buildings to be established in the
new community was the Social Hall Theatre, where
the local dramatic groups presented their plays, and
where community dances, debates and public speak-

ing events were held on a community- wide basis.
This afforded a pattern for other communities as

they were organized.

The meeting house became

the center for recreation

and

religious meetings.

Later, when the struggle for existence was not
so desperate, the Salt Lake Theatre was erected in
Salt Lake City. The first play, "The Pride of the
Market," was produced in 1861. This theatre be-

came

known, and the greatest arworld have graced its boards. It is
recorded that patrons brought their fruits, vegetables, grain or poultry, and deposited these in exchange for tickets. Among one evening's receipts
recorded for an early day program, there were
tists

internationally

of the

"twenty bushels of wheat,
potatoes, two
pig,

five

of oats, four of salt,

one wolfskin,

five

pounds

of

of corn, four of

two hams, one live
honey in the comb,

sixteen strings of sausage, one catskin, one churn,
one set of children's undergarments embroidered,
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powers of those who participate."
The M.I. A. is organized in each ward, a ward
consisting of a geographic area where from 500 to
1,000 church members reside. Five to ten wards

make a

stake,

and

in

each stake there

is

a stake

M.I. A. organization to assist the wards. Overall,
there are two general boards to outline the program and help all stakes and wards.
ward organization is made up of a Young

A

Men's Mutual Improvement Association, which has
a superintendency of three members a
secretarytreasurer directors of music, drama, speech arts ;
a dance manager and instructor Improvement Era
;

;

;

(church magazine) director; supervisor of special
interest groups Boy Scout troop committee Senior
Scout leader; a Scoutmaster; three "M" men su;

;

one for lesson work, one for activities,
pervisors
and the third to act as athletic coach.

The Young Women's M.I.A., which works
closely with the

young men's group, has a presidency, consisting of three members; a secretarytreasurer ; directors of music, drama, speech arts ; a
dance instructor; Improvement Era director; a
supervisor of special interests; two Gleaner Girl
supervisors

;

a Junior Girl supervisor, and one or

more supervisors of the Bee Hive Girls.
One night a week is set aside for the M.I.A.
program. Classes are organized for the following
groups

:

Special interest groups of men and women
twenty-five years of age and over. The groups elect
1.

the projects to be studied, the range of which
may
run from travel or current events to individual
skills in art, music, and the like. Outside
specialists
are invited to present new and
challenging interests.
2.

The "M" Men

nineteen to twenty-five years

of age have a course of study adapted to their

and

age

interests.
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Stake events

The Gleaner Girls

aged seventeen to twentyTheir course of study is similar to that of the

3.
five.

4.

teen.

group.

The Junior Girls ages fifteen to sixteen, inThey also have a course of study especially

5.

clusive.

prepared to

meet

their interests

Boy Scouts

6.

and needs.

ages twelve to fourteen,

summer

719 dances.
\Yard events 1,965 parties

son; 21.050 parties

in'

who

program of the Boy Scouts of America.
in the age level of the Boy
Hive
Bee
Girls
7.
Scouts, who have a special handbook as a course

~

in the

summer

sea-

the winter season.

Drama 1,353 plays from Book oj Plays; 1,687
other plays; 21,367 persons taking part.
Dance 11,639 instruction periods; 534 miscellaneous stake dances; 5,676 miscellaneous ward
dances 252 dance festivals 185 stake Gold and
;

follow the

outings; 1,813 P ar

ties:

"M" Men.
The Explorers boys, aged fifteen to sevenThe "Explorers Handbook" is used by this

ill

;

Green Balls 878 ward Gold and Green Balls.
Music 253 male choruses 762 ladies choruses
378 mixed choruses; 17,054 participants; 268 mu;

;

;

sic festivals.

Speech 15,132 public addresses; 3,980 retold
799 debates; 7,052 readings; 131 speech

of study.

stories;

Activity periods are planned for

all

departments

in addition to the time allotted for following the

course of study. During the course of the year, the
"M" Men and the Gleaner Girls meet together

some of their recreation and social activities, as
do the Senior Scouts and Junior Girls.

for

A

division of responsibility

is

established for

officer of the

counselors in the women's group direct the recreation courses and other recreation activities. They

stand at the head of the recreation committee, made
up of the directors in music, drama, speech and
dancing.

Under

their direction, the activity pro-

gram is planned for the entire association.

Festivals

are held in music, drama, speech and dancing at
convenient times during the year, as motivating
features of these major activities.

A

churchwide

athletic

Recreation in the Latter-day Saints Church has
developed leadership in its young people. It has enriched their lives, broadened their vision, inspired

them

to travel the road

ing.

The

program

is

outlined for

ards taught by the church. Lessons in sportsmanship, honesty and cooperation can be made a part of
real life for the

boys in the church athletic league.
of personality with spiritual touch

The development

evident in the boys and girls who participate in the
drama, speech, music or dancing program.
The Mormon Church, through its support of recreation, helps establish a high cultural and moral
tone in all communities where Mormons are active.

is

FILMS TO SEE

basketball league in the world.

League, which has been recognized as the largest
In the Explorer

past fourteen years'

program, boys carry on district athletic tournaments. In some districts, as many as 1,300 boys

write to

have participated in the tournaments.

ball

such an extensive recreation prothe
Mormon
Church includes a recreation
gram,
hall in each church building. These halls vary in

and

1

ganizations,

and more than 151,436 young men and
enrolled. Activities and participants

women were

indicate the scope of the

program

:

or, in fact, the

Series are available in

film.

For information,

Lew Fonseca, American and National Base-

Leagues, 64 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago

being

and indoor

last year's

World

6mm. and 35mm.

some being well-adapted

According to reports for the year 1946-1947,
there were 170 stakes with 1,327 ward M.I.A. or-
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both

4, Illinois.

sports. In some cases, there is a
kitchen for socials and church dinners.
ball

Motion pictures of

facilitate

to dancing, socials
facilities
for basketothers
dramatics,
including

type,

liv-

ship is
are generated on a high plane.
Inactive members become active, people have the
opportunity to put into action the ideals and stand-

boys and young men from fifteen to twenty-five
years of age. In 1947, from eight to ten thousand
young men, aged eighteen to twenty-four, participated in the churchwide "M" Men Basketball

To

toward more abundant

cultural pattern of the entire memberelevated good fellowship and group morale
;

M.I.A. program. One of the assistant superintendents for the men, and one of the
each

festivals.

A new

recreation film, "Leaders for Leisure," is
available by the New York State Youth

made

Commission for distribution through the Motion
Picture Unit of the New York State Department of
Commerce. "Leaders for Leisure" is a i6mm.
sound film in color, with a running time of twentyone minutes. Produced by the Athletic Institute of
Illinois, as a sequel to "Playtown.U.S.A.,"
deals very effectively with the development of
community recreation.

Chicago,

it
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ROSLYN'S

ROUGH RIDERS

Year-round hosteling, by bike, hike or

a school-

ski, is

sponsored activity in the Roslyn, Long Island, High
School.

steam

is

Learning, seeing, doing, under students' own
a school project your community could start too!

Adeline Bullock

Do

YOU REMEMBER how you struggled with

dull job of

Address

?

"Four

the

memorizing Lincoln's Gettysburg
score and seven years ago," you'd

on you'd
begin, confidently. But from that point
muddle through while a bored class waited. Dead
words, you thought. Why should we have to learn

them anyway?
These same words are still being taught in the
classrooms of today. But they've been given new
life to members of the Roslyn High School Hostel
Club. These teen-agers have done more than mem-

orize

them from a book. Recently, twenty-one

the club

members

tlefield.

They hiked

of

visited Gettysburg's historic bat-

there on their

a Washington, D. C.,

trip.

They

way back from

stood before the

very spot where Lincoln made his address. And
there, on that quiet hallowed battleground, the

words which Lincoln spoke seemed

simple

march

right off the

books and become part of a

For the

live

and vivid

rest of these youngsters' lives,

ever, wherever, they hear those
will not place

to

pages of their battered text-

them against a

scene.

when-

words again, they

page of a hisin
a
book
but
tory
stuffy schoolroom,
against a
real-life backdrop of the Gettysburg scene itself.
This is true learning.
But enlivening past history is not the only value
which these students have gained from their bike,
hike, and ski trips. "The trips have helped to give
them a real education in living !" Frank Walter, the
group's young teacher-leader told me.
Education in Living would make a fitting name
lifeless

Roslyn High School activity. Its subjects
might well be grouped under such headings as
Meeting New People, Planning Meals, Sharing
Responsibility, Budgeting, and Building Self-Reli-

for this

ance.

Having learned textbook

lessons in social

studies, English, arithmetic, health, these

sters are

now

young-

given the chance to put their knowl-

edge to work in

real-life situations.

The

idea started before the war, not as a school
activity, but as something one teacher was doing

on
it

his own. It was interrupted by the war, but
wasn't forgotten.
Young brothers and sisters of those first bike-

when he came
him
to start it
They begged
He
was
and
a
with
few local
again.
willing,
began
The
came
back
from
these so
trips.
youngsters
enthusiastic, so stirred by what they had seen and
trippers reminded
out of the Army.

Hostelers at the Lincoln Memorial, Washington, D. C.
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Mr. Walter

of

it

learned, that the wide values of the activity

were
233

quickly recognized by

members

of this alert

and

progressive community.

Mr. Walter was

called to the office of the Super-

intendent of Schools.

wants you to know

"The Board

all

solidly behind

who
But

of Education

your hosteling project," Superintendent George Bryant told
him. "The board has asked me to offer you a re'muneration for this, in addition to your salary as
art and photography teacher. It wants to sponsor
it is

juniors and seniors. With the
constant turn-over in a school, this method gives

when they become

are interested a chance to participate.
how does the whole thing work? Let's

just

look in on a meeting of the Hostel Club. It may
be January but plans for the Spring trip are being
started. Mr. Walter keeps in the background. He
counsels and guides, but never tries to run things.
"Let's go to Washington, D.C. !" someone sug-

a regular hosteling group with you as leader."
So today the activity is no longer an out-ofschool affair. The Roslyn High School Hostel

gests.

Club is a vital school organization, and trips need
no longer be confined to the exact limits of school

tween Roslyn, Long Island, and Washington, is
considered. There will be lots to see, they decide,

they may cut into school days.
"All of us here at Roslyn the board, our high
school principal, Mr. Ross, and I thoroughly agree

so

vacations

that these trips afford our students rich educational
opportunities which we cannot afford to ignore,"

Superintendent Bryant said.

As

for the youngsters, they agree, too, that
cycling through the coal mining regions of Pennsylvania, for example, seeing

its

rugged ridges and

pits, talking with miners, seeing their way of life,
has reading from books beat by a long mile.
Their trips have taken them in all directions;

there have been short week-end jaunts and longdistance trips. For the benefit of those who have

no

bicycles, they have hiked along the northern
sector of the Appalachian Trail. Last Christmas

holiday they skied at North
shire.

Conway, New Hamp-

But cycling

tivity.

is by far the most popular achave
They
pedaled through New Jersey,

various regions of

New York

New

England, along

trails in

where they visited the Capiend of Long Island, over by

upstate
tol
out to the tip
ferry to Shelter Island, through sections of the
beautiful Connecticut River Valley, down through

Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and Washington, B.C.
One summer Mr. Walter took a group of seniors on a cycling trip through Mexico, and last
October the group s outdoor schoolroom was the

autumn

brilliant

forests,

the

nature

trails

and

A map

is

tacked up anp! the interest value, not

only of Washington, but of the entire territory be-

Washington

They
in the

it is.

figure that they

Spring vacation

have about ten days or so
which to make the trip.

in

"Why not concentrate our cycling time on the
region between Washington and Reading, Pennsylvania?" someone suggests. This seems like a
good idea

for

is

it

new

territory.

to Baltimore

''We'll

go
on ahead." they plan.

by

train, ship the bikes

At Baltimore

they'll start

the cycling part of the trip, -pedal to
and return by way of Reading.

Washington

This means that they will cycle through Washington, see Mount Vernon, pedal their way up
through Westminster, visit Thurmont the lovely
mountain retreat where President Roosevelt had
his hide-away, stop at Gettysburg,

some

of the Pennsylvania

Hershey, see

Dutch country, and the

mining section outside of Reading.

Once
on

this is

details.

A

pointed whose

decided they can

,

all

get to

Transportation Committee
responsibility

it

is

to

work
is

purchase

apall

the train tickets, arrange about shipping the bikes
to Baltimore and back home from Reading.

The Hostel Committee has the job of scheduling
an itinerary that will cover the points of interest
and bring them to an accredited youth hostel each
night. They must put their letter-writing knowledge to work by writing to arrange for overnight
reservations, making sure that the hostel can ac-

commodate

their

number, and finding out what

waterfalls of the Alpine-like regions of western

shopping

Massachusetts.

nearby. Often hostels are outside of towns, on
farms, and the group may have to buy supplies on

Unfortunately, the cycling trips are limited at
present to those who own a bike or can borrow
one. But

be available
of their

some day soon there will
hoped
a few bikes for those who have none

it is

that

own.

Usually from ten to twenty students go on each
trip. The older students who will be graduating

soon are sometimes given the preference, but the
younger ones have something to look forward to
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facilities for

food supplies are available

the way.

This committee

tries to

night stops at places

schedule

all

the over-

approximately thirty-five to

forty miles apart. This distance affords a leisurely
cycling pace of eight miles an hour for about five

hours a day and leaves time for sightseeing along
the way.

Accredited hostels, under the supervision of the

RECREATION

American Youth Hostels, Incorporated, are used
by people of all ages who are travelling under their
own steam by bike, hike, horseback, ski or canoe.

The overnight charge
fifty

is

forty cents for youths,

cents for adults.

There are separate bunk rooms and wash rooms
for boys and girls, a common kitchen where they
can do their own cooking, and usually a recreation

room. Each hosteler

is required to have a pass
which he can obtain for a small fee from any
American Youth Hostel Council and a sleeping

bag.

While the Transportation and Hosteling Committees are busy doing their jobs, the Finance

Committee is working on trip costs, budgeting food
expenses and overnight charges and arriving at a
total cost figure.

It tries to

keep

all trips

under

a dollar and a quarter a day for everything except
railroad fare. This committee collects all the

money, keeps accounts
a

full

and gives

accounting of every penny after the trip

The youngsters

over.

of expenditures

is

listen attentively to this ac-

counting, for most of them have worked to earn
their money for the trip and they are very
fussy

how

Hostels are always simple places, sometimes rugged. Set up in renovated barns or old farmhouses,
there's often wood to be chopped, water to be

drawn from the pump, fires to be made before a
meal can even be started. "These hungry kids
pitch in like real pioneers

One

that

money gets spent.
Whenever a trip may cut

Their trips have taken them in all directions. Here
they are seen boarding the ferry to Shelter Island.

into school days, every

trip-member must obtain permission from his
dividual teachers to be absent from class.

how

in-

!"

is to leave every
There's
never any
found
it.
neater
than
you
place
live up
in
these
to
youngsters
difficulty
getting

of the rules of hosteling

to that rule.

Other honored customs are to arrive

well these youngsters

at a hostel before dark, to observe a ten o'clock

can do when they want permission to be away on
a trip," one teacher told me.

bedtime curfew. The youngsters are happily weary
before that time and are perfectly willing to turn

Meanwhile, every member of the group is expected to read up on the culture, history, folk-lore

in early

of the regions to be visited. Reports are given on
what they've read, sometimes by means of English
composition, sometimes by oral recitation, at club

ward.

"It's really surprising

meetings held previous to taking the trip. The
youngsters have found out for themselves that

knowing something of the background
knowing what to look for in the way

of a region,
of scenery,

architecture, crops, adds a great deal to the total
enjoyment of the trip. Many of them take cameras,

some take art materials. Why not? With their
art and photography teacher as leader
they have
the best kind of opportunity to add
practical experience to classroom learning.
Once they are on their way, they
at

take a turn

planning meals, marketing for food, cooking
Their health class lessons are

utilized in planning simple
nourishing

meals and

marketing wisely. They always try to have two
hot meals a day breakfast and supper and to
include a pint of milk per person every meal.
is a sandwich-fruit-and-cookie snack beside
a stream or sitting on a hill-top
along the trail.
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"They're fun to be with," Frank Walter said.
"There's nothing wrong with the youngsters of
today. The wrong is that they've been born into
a spectator's world. Many young people nowadays
think that they can't have fun unless they're driven

movies in the family car; unless they have
a radio at their elbow or a television set to watch."
to the

Frank Walter forgets his natural shyness
reticence in his earnestness.

and

"But spectator-participation in life is not what
"Youth needs active

youth wants," he went on.
participation.

all

and cleaning up.

Lunch

and be up to watch the sunrise together.
Often by nine o'clock, they start heading bunk-

restless, start

they don't have it they get bored,
looking for excitement and end up
If

in trouble.

"That's hosteling's value.
These youngsters
need travel under their own steam. They need
being dependent on their own resources they need
;

to learn something about the simple life
to get
closer to nature, closer to God. I believe that it
will

make

You

better

men and women

are bound to run into

of all of them."

some bad weather,
235

rough roads, especially on long trips. But it's a
lesson in good sportsmanship to take such things
without griping. One morning the
to the steady sound of teeming rain.

in one's stride

group woke

But perhaps the most remarkable thing about
whole project is its simplicity. Any community in the country could do it. It doesn't rethe

quire huge school funds, additional teachers or
change in curriculum. All it needs is a lively

Travel that day was out. There they were in a
backwoods farm hostel, without radio, movies or

group

television.

willing, interested teacher.

Whatever would they do? They had a wonderThey spent the day cooking and eating.
They baked a ham straight from the farmer's
smokehouse, chicken and dumplings, a stew, and
a batch of cookies. They ate and sang and played
homespun games all day. The youngsters still
laugh and talk about the fun they had.
But there are other things they talk of too
ful day.

.

.

.

Easter morning Sunrise Service at the Tomb of
Unknown Soldier; the woodland trail they

the

pedaled along that led straight through a silver
stream; a brand new sound they heard one early
morning a sound not one had ever heard before
the plaintive bleating of a baby lamb at a Connecticut farm hospital the many different kinds of
churches they attended along the way the dignity

of youngsters, with or without bikes,

Every community
teresting

history,

in the nation has its

culture,

folk-lore,

and a

own

in-

sightseeing

material which

many youngsters, nearby, never
The American Youth Hostels, a non-

get to see.

and

profit organization, is glad to assist teachers

students in organizing a school hosteling program.

These Roslyn Rough Riders are getting an education in living
democratic living. They are not
only adding to their store of knowledge, but they
are gaining a broad understanding of a varied group
of customs. They are learning to practice good
citizenship through teamwork, through sharing the
give and take of the road, respecting its rules and
considering the rights of others. Moreover, the

;

;

of a farmer leading his cows home at sundown;
the simple way of life in an Amish settlement.
These are but a few of the things they shall not

soon forget. "Together, we learned that there are
other good ways of life beside the Roslyn

stimulus given their young imaginations by these
sights and sounds will be found to have a last-

new

ing effect upon each individual's future intellectual
outlook.
"It

is

minds

in the

of

men

that the defenses of

way." That lesson alone would seem to make the

peace must be constructed," the Preamble to the
United Nations Charter tells us. It is in the minds

venture worthwhile.

of youth that such construction

many

must begin.

Camping on the Campus
Maud
IDEA

mer
ANEW
where the

at

in

camps was established

Syracuse

all-girl

University,

Green Lakes

Camp

last

New

sumYork,

completed

its

season. Admittedly an experiment in summer
living, it was established by Mrs. Charles Kauffirst

man

nis, riding,

swimming and body mechanics. Atten-

paid to developing poise and personality in
the girls by expert counselors, who guide the camp's
tion

is

routine. Finally, an

abundant

social life

The

week

cludes

school juniors and seniors and college freshmen.
These girls, too old for regular, regimented camps
and too young to be counselors, benefit from the

monthly mimeographed newspaper

The camp's headquarters are

in

two college soror-

overlooking the beautiful campus of Syracuse University. The facilities of the college are
close at hand for those girls who wish to improve
ity houses,

their educational background, but such activities

are voluntary rather than compulsory.
of outdoor activity
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is

A maximum

available, including golf, ten-

rounds out

the program.

of Rochester to provide a profitable summer
vacation for the "in-between" group of girls high

combination of learning and fun that such a camp as
Green Lakes can offer.

Self

typical

of a

Green Lakes' camper

in-

Besides the regular program of sports and culture, there are outlets
for any interest a teen-age girl may have.
semi-

many

delightful features.

A

is

published;

there are trips to points of interest in central New
State lectures are given by guest speakers a

York

;

;

barn dance and a formal dinner dance are among the
social activities.

This novel camp

may

point the

way

for parents

and daughters with camp worries. Green Lakes is
part camp, part school, and part home just right
for the "in-between" group of teen-agers who are a
bubbling mixture of tomboy, girl and woman.
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TELEVISION And Community Center Programs

Problems tvhich you may
expect to encounter upon
acquiring a television

set.

Monte Melamed

A twenty-year infancy, television is finally
A'TER
beginning to grow up. Its more recent innovation in social work and recreation agencies during the past few years has had a serious effect upon
the programs and activities of these organizations.

Club and group activities and special interest classes
on an average Tuesday evening in a community
center or social settlement house have practically
given

way

to the ever-so-popular Milton Berle show.

Quite often leaders are told, "No, we can't have
our dance on Tuesday night everyone will be at
the Milton Berle show !" With over two million
television sets now on the market, and a forecast of
another two million within the next few years, one

hesitates to prophesy what the effects will be on
community center programs should Bob Hope de-

on Wednesday evenings, Eddie
Cantor on Thursday evenings, Bing Crosby on Friday evenings, and Jack Benny on Monday evenings.
cide to take to video

What

mean

and recreational agencies ? Simply, that whenever there are no
real, vital and meaningful activities planned to meet
the needs and interests of the membership, television
does

all this

to our social

will then succeed in "dominating" the agency
program. Our experience during the past decade tells
us that activities based on the needs and interests of
the membership, and in which the membership is

tend the television shows there, the typical reaction
received was, "We did want to go to some other
wasn't a single thing going on in
the center except television." There are several
agencies where the activities for an average Tuesactivity, but there

day evening simply require one or two

planners. This kind of thinking and planning can
be program suicide. If the Milton Berle show is so

popular, what should be done is to plan a variety of
audience participation programs after the show,
such as a community sing, a square dance program,

forum or discussion, a party or social. Naturally,
programs will tend to become more effective
and meaningful when planned through the center
a

these

councils or committees.

Along these

meet, five special interest activities are going on,
game rooms are open, a girls' gym program
is

active,

and two spacious lounges feature the

television show.

Now let us digress for just a moment, and analyze
of the

sored, spectator-type of program.

family

In questioning over one hundred teen-agers,
young adolescents, and adults as to why they
came to the center, and what prompted them to at-

activities of

Activities Director,

AUGUST
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Grand

Street Settlement.

life,

major effects of television on home and
and consequently on the programs and

community centers. The average televiewer spends approximately three and one half
hours a day at his television set when he stays at

home
is

Street Settlement of

three

some

Author

Grand

programs and special events, before, after, and
around the Milton Berle show on Tuesday evenings.
In fact, Tuesday is the most active night of the
week at the settlement. Eight boys' and girls' clubs

satisfying experience than

any commercially-spon-

lines, the

New York City has been very successful in planning

comedy

its

work-

show. Nothing is taking place, and therein lies the
error of the professional worker and the program

just share of responsibility in planning and
administering, tend to offer the individual a more

given

staff

ers to "police" the auditorium for the Milton Berle

and, to do

activities

this,

among

gives up certain former home
recent survey

them, reading.

A
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showed that "the longer the family has the set, the
more time its various members spend at it. 1 Television in the home in some instances, however, has
families closer together. Though it
tends to kill conversation, most listeners seem to

brought

many

have developed a conversational pattern, particularly

during commercials.

What

are some of the implications of this in the
planning of recreation center activities? This increase in impetus toward "spectator sports," as evidenced by the rapid growth of television, screen,

and million dollar sports stadiums and arenas,
a growing trend in direct antithesis to one of our

radio,
is

major objectives, namely, that

of greater spectator

Television can

participation.

of all

develop this participation, therefore, we first
must emphasize the teaching of recreation

skills

and hobbies. In order to do

To

to

unquestionably a fine
of entertainment and instruction. Plans to

remember

medium

this, it is well

that television

is

use color television for training of large groups of
medical students in surgical techniques was an-

nounced recently by the medical center of the University of Pennsylvania.

Group

2

leaders, educators,

and

sales

promotion

be used to teach recreation

skills.

instrumental in forming an effective House Council,
something the agency staff had been working tofor the past few years. Created primarily to
raise the necessary funds to purchase a television

wards

set for the center, this

same House Council

is

cur-

rently responsible for the effective planning and
use of the set for its membership. Day to day operational problems of television, as

it

effects the

mem-

organizations have also become increasingly aware
of the potentialities of television for teaching demon-

bership, are now handled exclusively by the representatives of the House Council. For example, who

strations to large groups. Its effective use as a news
medium for current events or for forums and dis-

shall

practically unlimited, particularly when
such programs are used in conjunction with, or to

Council.

cussions

is

enrich, a club or group project. It is when these
programs tend to become substitutes for group activities in communit)^ centers, that television then
loses all of its effectiveness, save that of its enter-

agencies,

social

professional

"Keep them off the streets by letting them watch
television, and thus keep out of trouble," is the cry

many agency

executives or parents

who have

spent their last dollar on a television set. However,
a recent article in the New York Times, relating
the activities of

Hat" gang

some twenty members of the "Black
and the accidental shoot-

of Brownsville,

members, brought forth a very pertinent comment from the slain boy's father, a staff
sergeant of the U. S. Army. The father said that
he "bought a television set recently, and that his
ing of one of

its

son and friends spent evenings in front of

it

when

they were not at school."
In one instance, on the other hand, television was
i

*

The
The
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New
New

and

is

thing entertaining, or want to dance in the lounge
instead, is also handled by the House Council.

This council has also been instrumental in get-

recreation

workers, and parents have very foolishly accepted
television as a quick "cure-all" for delinquency.

of

set

under the sole jurisdiction of the House
What is to be done with the athleticallyminded youngsters who constantly clamor to see
the fights, the basketball games and the wrestling
matches, or with the girls who want to see some-

when

tainment value.

Some

be permitted to use the television

York Times, January 21, 1949York Times, February 15, 1949-

hours and
ting the center to adjust its workingschedule to coincide with the timing of the major
sporting events, such as the baseball and football
games on Saturday and Sunday afternoons, or the
weekly boxing bouts at Madison Square Garden

which
for

is

start at ten p.m., the

many community

normal closing time

centers.

After two fruitful years of operation, the council
now wrestling with the more complex problem of

trying to schedule television to integrate its use with
the overall plans and objectives of the center program. In addition, the House Council has initiated
several successful fund-raising projects for the upkeep and maintenance of the set, without having to
call upon the house budget for the cost of repairs.
The realization of a similar plan could be readily

properly motivated and
directed by competent, professional workers.
The pressure of retrenchment which usually iol-

attained in other agencies

if

RECREATION

lows rising costs and decreasing contributions
effect the

programs

of

community centers and

tain creative

may
their

(e)

ters has

use of television, namely, in the tendency to use tele-

a television set or two, a large room with
plenty of chairs, and an inexperienced leader or attendant to maintain law and order. This approach,
is

far

removed from sound

portant in

them

recreation.

(g)

game room, has meant

the curtailment of cer-

organizational

Kiplinger's

Washington Newsletter,

ties of

the

community

11,

1948.

"There's a

nation-wide lag in cifts, to charity, to churches, to schools ?nd colleges.
Big donations are down a little, but the great multitude of small and
medium donations are down even more."

The Comics

as

Irresponsible accusations levelled against comics
magazines as a cause of juvenile delinquency "are
without credible evidence to support the charge," it

was declared by Henry E. Schultz, executive director and general counsel of the Association of Comics
an address before the deMagazine
of
the
National
section
Conference of Solinquency
cial Work in Cleveland. Mr. Schultz was one of
the speakers at the meeting of social workers on
"The Influence of Motion Pictures, Radio and
Comic Books on Children."
While agreeing that a small minority of publishers have distributed comics magazines that "justiPublishers, in

fiably disturb decent citizens,"

that the rush to

make comics

Mr. Schultz

stated

a "whipping boy," or

scapegoat, has attracted headline-hunters who have
succeeded in frightening parents and teachers.

Mr. Schultz

directly attacked the charges of Dr.
Frederic Wertham, psychiatrist, who, he said, has
criticized

comics vigorously and emotionally,

and

He

"if

not

also asserted that

scientifically
logically."
practically all the expert testimony of psychiatrists,
psychologists and social workers is in disagreement

with Dr. Wertham.
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center.

To

integrate tele-

vision into the center program, the sets should be
used in the same manner as the radio, the record
player, films

A final note.

and other visual aid material.
This article is not designed to

criti-

cize television or render a discourse on the responan
sibility of television to the public. It is simply

attempt to
Sept.

installed a television set

It is the contention of many professional workers
that television interferes with the established pat-

the attention of

call to

workers some of the
3

camp

programming. Television, properly used, adds
and inspires rather than detracts from the activi-

cially

or

One

of

gambling and betting, espe-

during sporting events, the payoff usually
taking place outside the center or in the privacy
of the men's room.
(d) Since most agencies are very limited in space, the
installation of a television set, usually in the lounge

It

vision in social agencies, or in the homes of center
members, need not interfere with the basic pattern

(c) Many community centers reported that, with the
advent of television in their lounges, there was
in

may

set.

tern of center activities and club programs. However, it is the writer's firm conviction that tele-

in other

marked increase

difficult times.

in its infirmary to entertain the sick.

group activities.
(b) It can be used by coaches and instructors to teach
recreation skills, such as boxing, basketball, wrestling and football.

a

community cenreducing the amount of

will find television an asbe used for newscasts, sporting events,
entertainment of campers and counselors, particularly on rainy days and during inclement weather.

:

involve

in

Country and day camps

(f)

Some

other pro and con discussions regarding
television within an agency setting include
(a) Television may be used as an excellent medium
and instrument for attracting more members to
the center, and thereby giving an opportunity to

been a factor

spent by some of its members on movies
and entertainment. This is a very real service to
persons in low income groups, and especially im-

is

however,

activities.

of television sets in

money

vision as an inexpensive means of conducting mass
3
All that is needed, some people will conactivities.
tend,

group participating

The presence

difficulties

community center

they

may

expect to

encounter upon purchasing a television set for their
agencies, and how to cope with such problems.

"Whipping Boy
Excerpts from the Schultz address

:

"A

substantial start in self-regulation has been
accomplished by organization of the Association of

Comics Magazine Publishers, Incorporated.
"First, all products of members are required to
be screened in accordance with a code previously
adopted. ... In conferences with editors, new

techniques in handling story materials were developed, avoiding offensive delineation. Publications

complying with code restrictions were awarded the
association seal of approval to appear prominently
on the covers of the magazines.
"Secondly, an attempt had to be made to understand and meet the attacks on comics, and particularly the grave charge that they contributed to juvenile delinquency.

"Let

me

say, here

and

and now, as emphatically and

can, that this charge, repeated over
over again, is absolutely without credible evi-

vigorously as

I

dence to support it. Research, analysis and consultation with qualified opinion in this field support
this

Statistics on juvenile delinindicate a sharp drop for the past several

position.

quency

.

.

.

years coincident with a great rise in comics sales."
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Tracking Games

Ellsworth Jaeger
GAMES ARE fun and, at the same time,
the
senses that must be used in real
develop
and
tracking
trailing. Good eyesight and a well-

turbed vegetation (C) may be used to mark a trail.
Kernels of corn or other grain may be dropped

developed sense of observation are fundamental requisites of a good tracker, and these qualities are

pieces of colored cardboard may be stuck into the
bark of trees or bright colored chalk marks may be

often greatly improved by play.
TRAIL MAKERS. There are a number of methods

made upon

TRACKING

making trails. Of course, snow, soft ground, or
sand offer excellent opportunities for trail making
(A), in illustration on this page. However, when

of

the ground is not favorable, some sort of ''trail
maker" is necessary. On city sidewalks, chalk
marks are sufficient (B). In the woods, fields and
meadows, some sort of glaze or broken and dis-

TRAIL

from time to time to mark a

of trail

trail

(D)

.

Again, small

tree trunks at eye level (E).

marker

is

made from a

studded with small spikes.

A

One

type

section of a small log,
staple is driven into

one end, to which a rope is attached F) As a runner drags this along the ground, the log leaps,
scrapes and hops about in an amazing manner, mak(

ing a very erratic
If

the

ground

.

trail.
is soft,

made and bound

"tracking blocks'' can be
When the wearer

to the feet.

walks, he leaves the life-like tracks of the animal
whose footprints are carved into the blocks ( G

MAKERS

)

.

Another type of trail marker is the "tracking
irons/' These are fastened to the soles of the shoes
( H ) and will cut into the ground more deeply than

wood block tracks.
TRACKING GAMES. A well-known common trailing game is "Hare and Hounds." This has been

the

played on the city streets for generations.

The "hare" has a
three-minute

start.

piece of chalk

As he

runs, he

and is given a
makes a chalk

to time on the sidewalks. The
"hounds" follow the chalk marks and each "hound"
must place his mark across the "hare's'' blazes as
he speeds on his way. The chase may cover a dozen

mark from time
CORN AND OTHER
POR TRAIL MAKINO

the hare succeeds in getting back to his
starting point without being caught by the hounds,
he is the winner. Hounds may bag the hare by
blocks.

If

catching up with him and touching him. Each
hound should carry a distinctive colored chalk, so
that a check can be

made

as to his faithfulness in

marking each blaze he passes.
CITY TRACKING. This is a game where each contestant

makes a record

of the different tracks he

can find in a city block. These tracks

Author
TRACKING BLOCK.
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IROM.T-

is

may

Curator of Education, Buffalo

be

made

Museum

of

Science; author of "Wildwood Wisdom," "Eaiy Crafts."

RECREATION

by any living creature

woman

or child.

insect,

man,

game makes an Indian

finding the greatest

num-

leather or felt three

bird,

The one

mammal,

scalp of a round piece of
and one-half inches in diameter,

will

with long strands of horsehair, string, yarn, thread
or raffia threaded through the middle.
loop for

hike a mile or two along city streets to see how many
modern city blazes each one can find. Blazes may be

fastening the scalp is attached to the leather or felt.
This is the individual's scalp, which he may lose if

streetcar or bus stops, stop lights, safety zones,
traffic markers, police and fire boxes, direction

make a

ber of tracks

is

the winner.

CITY TRAIL BLAZES. In

one-way

pointers,

game, a group

this

The person who

street markers.

collects the greatest

number

the winner.

is

A

blaze

a simple sign conveying information without
words. City blazes are the descendants of those used
is

by the wilderness savages and, in some instances,
the mark is the very same used in an earlier time.

MODERN ROAD BLAZES. On your next auto ride
into the country, see how many road signs your
party can identify. This is a good way to learn the
modern road signs used
manual." For instance,

in

your "auto driver's

and know the

identify
of broken lines, solid lines, double solid

meaning

lines, three-lane roads, stop signs, stop-and-go, slow,
railroad crossings, "S" curves, crossroads, side

roads, the meaning of diamond, octagonal, round
and square road signs. Use your state driver's man-

A

he

is

not careful on the war

obvious

trail.

The

"hostiles"

trail

by disturbing vegetation,
turning over stones, bending twigs, uprooting small
bits of

fairly

moss, making footprints in the soft earth or
on. Each clue is worth a certain per

mud, and so

cent of the whole. Players keep records of each clue
that they find in sequence, so that it can be com-

who spots
the greatest number of clues and discovers the "hostiles" is the winner and collects their scalps. If the
pared with the master record. The one

trackers

fail

to discover the "hostiles," they lose

their scalps to the

enemy.

SNOW-TRAILING THE BEAR. The "bear" wears
a hood with round ears sewed to
foot club

made

it,

carries a three-

of burlap stuffed with straw,

and

has a balloon fastened securely to his back. The
hunters wear caps and carry large handkerchiefs

The bear is given a
and the hunters follow his trail in
the snow. The first one to come upon the bear tries
to kill him by breaking the balloon with the knotted
with a knot tied at one end.

ten minute start

ual for information.

EARLY TRAIL BLAZES. Your neighborhood offers
an interesting evening's discussion. Have each

member

of the group try to track down early trail
blazers of your community and give the stories of
their exploration. Also try to find the early trails

WILD ANIMALS

HOMf-GAM

and travel routes which some of your modern streets
and roads may follow. Your historical museum and
libraries

can be of help.

TREASURE HUNTS. In

the park, by using various
blazes with stones, long grass, twigs and tree blazes,

a hunt can be
there
trail.

is

made

quite exciting, especially

if

a worthwhile treasure at the end of the

Instead of chopping blazes into the bark
round piece of white card-

of trees, stick a small,

board into the bark. The
trail will find

ticipate.

The

the treasure.
trail is laid

first

one to unravel the

Any number

can par-

out in advance and

all

be-

gin at a starting point and follow the trail blazes.
The various types of blazes should be scattered

along the trail so that the individual's observation
will be well taxed.

TRAIL STORIES IN SNOW. Take a winter hike

to

a nearby woods or park and haye your hikers follow
an individual animal's trail, making notes and rough
sketches of

all

that the trail

tells.

At

hike, gather together in the evening,

the end of the

perhaps around

the fireplace, and have each one relate his findings.
The person who has the most detailed and interesting story

is

the winner.

INDIAN

WAR
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TRAIL.

Each

participant in this
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The

handkerchief.

bear, in turn, can put the hunter

out of the

game by knocking the hunter's cap off
with the straw club. The fight and hunt continue
until the

bear

"killed."

In making the

is

bagged or
trail,

all

the hunters are

the bear can use

the ingenuity and strategy at his

all

command, making

use of side-stepping, backtracking, ambush, and the

mouse nest, (I) an ant
earthworm's
nest, (J)
burrow, (K) a crayfish
a
muskrat
bank burrow and
chimney home, (L)
a muskrat cattail house in the swamp, (M) a

(H)

a remodeled deer

kingfisher's or

swallow's burrow,

(O)
(Q) potter wasp

tunnels,
stable,

cliff

ant lion's funnel,

(N)

cicada

ant cow's

(P)
(R) cecropia cocoon,
(T) mole burrow, (U)

nest,

like.

(S) tent caterpillar

SETOX'S TRAILING GAME. Ernest Thompson
Seton used to pky a trailing game in camp. One
of the campers, who was chosen as the deer, wore a
pair of tracking irons and was given one hundred
beans, thirty slices of potatoes and a ten minute
start. He could make his trail as crooked as he
pleased, dropping a bean every three or four yards, a

ruffed grouse nest, (V) burrowing wasp, (W)
otter slide, (X) meadow mouse, (Y) great horned
owl. There are, of course, many more that tell of

potato every twenty yards. After a ten
minute run, the deer would hide in the brush. The
trackers following him then picked up the beans and
potato slices, each bean counting one point and each
slice of

potato two. The one
deer scored ten points.
slice of

TRACK Quiz.

who

discovered the

Make a number of black and
common tracks on cardboard

white drawings of

to be seen at a distance.

squares large enough
range the players in two

files

and run the program
the head of the lines.

If

who

a track

Ar-

facing each other,
Start at

group. The game

is

an animal's presence as surely as do his tracks.
TRACKING SUGGESTIONS. Keep a track notebook. See how many autobiographies you can find
after each snowfall. Make tracking irons of metal.

Make a trail marker. Make plaster casts. Look
for old remains of Indian trail blazing. Try to find
trail routes of early explorers in your
neighbor-

Make various types of track casts. Make a
dust autograph album. If you know of a tracking
game, please send it to the writer and you will be
hood.

given credit for it.
If you follow unknown, woodland
to blaze the

good

as

way
you go, for it
woodsman to be able to find

trails,

be sure

the sign of a
your way back.
is

like a spelling bee.

the person in the first line
fails to recognize the track, the one on the opposite
side is given a chance to identify it. The person
fails to identify

nest,

is

Reprinted from "Tracks and Trailcraft." Copyright 1948. Used by
permission of the Macmillan Co., New York, publishers. $3.95.

dropped from the
one player

played until only

remains.

TRAIL DETECTIVES.

The

A party

is

divided into two

group, given scissors and white
groups.
the
tracks
selects
of several animals and cuts
paper,
first

the footprints out of paper, enough to make trails
that will tell of some incident. This group then
proceeds to lay out the various trails upon the
floor,

and the other group

LITTLE SCOUTS

tries to identify the ani-

mals' footprints and interpret the story.

If this

group succeeds, it is given an opportunity tc^cut
the tracks and lay the paper trails.
WILD ANIMALS HOME GAME. Have a group
scatter through a small woodland. Each player has
a notebook and pencil and each one keeps a record
animal homes that he finds in
The one who spots the greatest number
is the winner. The drawing on page 241 shows a
number of such apartments that might be seen:
of all the signs of

the area.

(A) shows a

typical

woodpecker

hole,

(B) a

screech owl's, squirrel's or sparrow hawk's penthouse, (C) a leaf tree house of the gray squirrel,

(D) a raccoon

tree

home, (E) the hollow tree den

gray fox or possum, (F) a chipmunk's
burrow, (G) a woodchuck, rabbit or skunk hole,
of porcupine,
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"What'll we do now, Mr. Johnson?
the checker tournament."

We

finished

RECREATION

An Observance

of

Parks and Recreation Week

A PART of a successful observance of the first Parks and Recreation Week in Fort Wayne, Indiana,
an essay contest on, "What Fort Wayne Means to Me," was held among seventh and eighth grade students of the public and private schools of the city. This probably will be continued from year to year.
Teachers of language, arts or English were requested to stimulate classroom discussion of the subject, and
to allow sufficient classroom time for essay writing. They were then responsible for turning the best essays
over to school committees for preliminary judging. City judging was done by judges from the Fort Wayne
Council of Teachers of English. Winning students appeared on the mayor's radio program.

A>

Winning Essays
First in City

To have an enjoyable inexpensive vacation you don't
have to go to Florida or California. We have beautiful parks for vacationing right here in Fort Wayne.
The scenery in our parks is just as beautiful as in
any real vacationing spots. For instance West Swinney Park has its lovely Jaenicke gardens, and Lakeside park has beautiful rose gardens, fountains, and
lagoons.

Parks such as Memorial and Swinney have
torical features.

In Swinney there

is

a

his-

museum. Me-

morial has several statues of famous people.

also adds beautifully to the atmosphere.
For the rough and ready tomboys the parks provide numerous sports, such as baseball, softball, tennis,

and

in

some cases swimming, which proves very

refreshing on a hot, sultry day.
The more constructive people, interested in handcrafts, find willing help

in

from the cheerful supervisors

making many useful articles.
The Park Board deserves much

put into the Fort

parks, wonderful places for
the development of health, strength, and the ability to
associate easily with others.

Lois Rodenbeck, Grade 8

you like water sports there are parks for that
Lawton, Swinney and Memorial have swimming

If

too.

an excellent place for fishing.
Municipal
Beach is also good for fishing and swimming.
Almost every park has a place to play some kind of
ball. There are tennis courts, baseball diamonds, golf,
and in some parks there are baskets for basketball.

pools.

Reservoir park

It is especially

known

There are parks for games too. You will find archery in Franke. Franke also has a zoo and a bird
sanctuary. In these you will find pheasants, peacocks,
ducks, geese, skunks, raccoons and other animals.
As for picnicking, I would suggest any park. There
are fire places, tables and other facilities for picnicking.
All of this means an enjoyable inexpensive vacation
for me and all of the Ft. Wayne boys and girls this
summer and every summer.
.

Catherine Wright, Grade

7A

Second in City
The

spirited cries of children in a

nearby park as-

sure you that there is no better place to spend your
free time. The City Park Board has done much to make
our parks a place of enjoyment for everyone.

The many parks have been
that

nearly everyone
able distance of one.

may

live

situated carefully, so
within a very reason-

All types of persons are sure to find satisfaction in
one of the numerous activities a park provides. A
nature fan would take joy in viewing the many carefully tended trees and flowers. In many cases a lake
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Third in City

is

for its bait casting.

credit for its efforts

Wayne

An
time.

Would you

invitation

us today?

like to

come along with

We

Mother

are going to the park to have a grand
has packed a delicious lunch and we are

going to roast hot dogs and marshmallows in the fireplace. My dad just loves to come along because he
can sit back on the beautiful grass and forget all his
troubles and cares while the delightful cool breezes
pass over him.

We

children like sports

softball, base-

swimming.
The parks have the most beautiful scenery. There
are a variety of flowers and shrubbery which make
the parks look gay with their bright colors. Whole
beds of these dainty tinted flowers are skillfully and

ball,

basketball,

artistically laid out.

Mother says the parks keep us out of mischief and
help us pass the time when there is nothing to do.
There is space for me to wander as far as my legs can
go and then, nice painted benches

for

me

to rest

till

I

my

breath again.
It takes a lot of work to get these parks into such
admirable condition and to keep them just so, reflecting the grandeur and immensity of God.
get

How about it? Won't you come along with us now?
We'll have a swell time and mother will bring the
best lunch you ever ate. That's it! Bring the family,
too. There's plenty of room and lots to eat. I knew
you'd say yes.

Constance Judis, Grade 7
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Oialk on Wet Paper
Sigrid

Art and

like paint,

Rasmussen

crafts projects

almost brushing on the rich color.

interesting to

show

the paper surface in

It is

some ex-

A pad of wet newspaper under the
drawing will keep the surface moist for a longer
period, whereas a dry newspaper under the drawing
periments.

OUT-OF-DOORS
to get ideas
SKETCHING

serve things
see.

ple

is

for pictures.

fun. It is a
It

good way

teaches us to ob-

we

We draw
we know

look at every day but do not really
stronger pictures of places and peothan of unfamiliar scenes from far

places or from long ago. Ideas from outdoor
sketches or from things we have done are good sub-

away

jects for colored chalk drawings.

Chalk dust can be avoided if the paper surface
thoroughly wet with a cloth, sponge or the hand.

is

If

you work, add water to the unfinished
areas. The wet paper makes it easy to have broad,
strong chalk lines and masses. Use the chalk much
it

dries as

244

will

absorb excess moisture and chalk, and

facili-

tate the cleaning-up process.

A

wide variety of papers can be tried. The texture of manila or bogus drawing paper helps to
hold the chalk. These and other drawing papers
vary in their surfaces, so look for the right side.
Experiment on colored papers and with both soft

and dustless colored

chalks.

been completed, place
that

it

Author

will

dry

is art

it

When

the picture has

on a sheet of newspaper so

flat.

consultant,

,

Binney Smith

& Co., N.

Y. C.
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can

dling.

Newsprint

work

It will

be well to place

it

in the

sun between

Bennie picks up handfuls of the soggy
paste-and-scrap masses and plants them where they

in Action

times.

seem needed

to give realistic thigh, shoulder

and

neck contours. Every now and then, he crisscrosses
strips about the masses to hold things together.

Ruth Hopkins

He squeezes the figure, too, to give shape, and to
get rid of extra moisture and paste.
Possibly because of the squeezing, or perhaps
directed by Bernie's subconscious, the creature now
begins to take on definite characteristics. Ears, or

grow

a lower jaw and tongue, or jutting frontals for eye
sockets are added by use of several layers of paper
shaped and placed. Marbles, large-headed pins or

into personal hobbies

painted paper balls are used for eyes.
Before painting, the whole is smoothed with a
final layer of carefully crisscrossed

small pieces.

This, well done, gives a pleasing leathery texture
thick coat of poster paint
to the finished product.

A

be put on evenly before the animal is dry.
After thorough drying of the paint, Bennie glues

may
FOLLOWING THE printed

instructions for

A'TER
making

these animals (one thick, shorter roll
of newspaper, tied firmly, for the body other long,

on a string tail or mane, a wool goatee, or any touch
which seems called for, and finishes with a coat of

;

thinner rolls tied and bent over the body for legs,
or tied along the body and extended into neck and

clear shellac.

head), Bennie provides himself with a pan of paste,
and newspaper torn into strips. Paste is bought in

hardware stores for

powder form, the kind

sold by

wallpapering, or
flour and water.

easily be made by cooking

may

The newspaper

scraps, preferably torn rather

than cut, for more easily blended edges, are sub-

merged
quickly.

and

is

the thin soupy paste and soften up
By now the potential animal will stand,

in

balanced on corrugated board for easy han-

Author teaches

art

and

crafts in

LaGrange

schools.

Above, a few newspapers in
Bennie's hands
then anything from dog to donkey.
Left,

among

things

made by

and

sixth graders are
alligators, long-necked birds.
fifth

Articles

on these two pages
from School Arts.

reprinted
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"DEAR

SIR:

Tennessee Answers Questions on Community Recreation

Dear Sir

of small communities, the Tennessee Inter-Depart-

:

I have been appointed chairman of a committee
in our town of 6,000 people to see what can be

done about public recreation. Last year, one of our
sponsored a playground program which
was very popular with our young people. This
summer the club will be unable to carry on this
project for us, and we are concerned with the
civic clubs

mental Committee on Recreation recently has con-

ducted a series of nine district recreation conferences.*

These one-day meetings for public officials, civic
and school people were directed in key
locations throughout the state.
Two hundred

leaders

problem of continuing it. We feel that perhaps
our city government should do something about

thirty-seven official delegates, representing fiftysix cities and seven counties, joined with state,
and private recreation specialists in discuss-

the matter, but there are

ing

We

sent themselves.

many

questions that pre-

have been referred

to

you

for assistance.

How
after

can

we

in our

gram

year?

start a

town

Do

permanent recreation proone that will continue year

cities in

to establish a recreation

money

to

should

we

Tennessee have authority

program and spend tax

support it? How many playgrounds
have in a town our size? Could you tell

We

us what other cities our size are doing?
don't
have any space for recreation except on our school

summer? How
much money do we need? How many hours a

grounds; can

we

use them this

day should our playgrounds be openf Do you
think we need professional leadership f
If possible, we would appreciate having you
meet with our committee to help us get started.
If you cannot come or send a representative, kindly
advise us where we may receive such help.
Yours very truly,
JOHN A. BROWN, Chairman,
Recreation Committee

TV A

ways and means

of developing and improving
programs. The sessions were conducted in an informal atmosphere in which all

local recreation

a composite of many such rethat
are
quests
being received almost daily
the
various
members
of the Tennessee Interby
Committee
on Recreation. RecreaDepartmental

THIS

tion as a small

community function is experiencsevere
ing
growing pains in Tennessee. To alleviate some of these growing pains, and attempt to
answer a few of the perennial recreation problems
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opportunity

to

Authority, National Recreation Association, University of Tennessee, State Planning Commission,

Department

of Education

and the Division

Parks, cooperated with local

officials in

of State

sponsoring

these meetings.
The conferences were designed to be doublebarrelled attempts to meet pressing problems pre-

sented by individual delegates. The agenda, as
prepared in advance, was neither long nor de-

Four main topics were determined, namely
(i) Recreation as a municipal function; (2) the
essential factors in developing a community recreatailed.

:

tion

program; (3) the legal aspects of municipal
recreation; and (4) the organization and administration of a municipal recreation program.

Time was
uted

is

an

afforded

exchange experiences and raise questions. Six
different agencies, including the Tennessee Valley

and
LETTER

were

participants

allotted for individual consultations,

effective use

by

the

was made

Athletic

Leisure" and "Playtown,

of

two movies

Institute:

distrib-

"Leaders

USA." But

for

the meat of

the meetings was in the give and take of discussion
freely entered into by all participants.

The mayor of a community of 5,000 population
introduced the eternal problem of finance in this
fashion at one meeting: "I am sold on recrea*Copy of program can be obtained from: Tennessee Division
303 State Office Building, Nashville 3, Tennessee.

of State

Parks.

RECREATION

rounded program for our people. Where shall we
start?" asked a much-harried city manager.
"Start at the beginning and only be satisfied
with a high quality product," came a ready response from a civic leader who operated a dry
goods house. The "beginning" was further defined
as a legally constituted board or commission established by a city or county government under the

terms of permissive legislation which exists in
Tennessee.
(Public Acts 1937, Chapter 307)*
"High quality product" was determined as the

B. R. Allison

or at least

tion

think

I

I

money coming from ? The

is

the

my town

are

a

and our water system

Why,

inadequate.

but where

we need

in deplorable condition,

disposal plant

am

streets in

I

get

new sewage
will

soon be

more complaints on rough

week than

get on recreation in a
After these requests are answered, there

streets every

year!
will be no

money

left

I

for recreation."

A public official from an adjoining town
"It has been

my

replied

My

town also needs
things that they most desire.
additional improvements, and yet we have a recreation program too. Public recreation costs tax
that we must face
but the end result is
worth many times the cost."
The framework of the meetings gave free play
dollars

tween
city

cities

in the

same

which exists be-

district.

Thus a small

with a good community recreation program
a stepping-off place
in the

served as a pattern

possible, the conferences
in cities with a population of ap-

proximately 20,000 which have good programs.
Time and time again, emphasis was placed upon
desirability

of

wide community support of

recreation programs.

experiences with

Delegates frequently related

summer playground

activities,

under individual or club sponsorship, which died
a second year when interests changed. A fundamental truth of recreation was discovered in nearly
every conference: that recreation has within it
some of the seeds of human betterment, but that
it is

adequately supervised if that is all a community
could afford was better than a larger program
poorly administered.

"What

not a panacea;

it

is

a companion effort with

those for the home, church, school and others.
Recreation is a preventative and a part of the
treatment for adolescent waywardness, but it is

not the whole cure.

"We

have limited resources in our town. We
much money and there are few park and
playground sites, but we desperately need a well-

haven't

Mr. Allison

is
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activities

are included in a

good pro-

gram?" asked a clubwoman from a city of 12,000.
"Our athletic coach directed our playground program last summer and I wasn't satisfied with what

my

Director of the Division of State Parks.

little girl

got out of

it."

This launched a spirited discussion.
cluded

that

recreation

It was conmeans many things to

If we are to
expect wide public
a
support,
community program must be appealing
to
Administrative problems
divergent tastes.
which were considered included the working hours

different people.

of leaders, operating

hours of playgrounds, salaries,

program content, age groupings, reports and records, and the place of the city recreation commission in the total program.

Wherever

discussions.

were scheduled

the

playground well-designed, properly planned and

:

observation that people get those

to the friendly competitive spirit

most inclusive program possible commensurate
with available finance, leadership and facilities. It
was agreed, in most discussions, that a single

"Survey your community

carefully.

Inventory

resources as churches, school grounds, vacant
lots, volunteer leadership, public buildings and aids
all

levels; query the man on the
needs and desires. Use what you

from higher public
street for his

it," was again and again
the
various
state, federal and private
by
consultants who steered every meeting.
Most of the 237 participants discovered that

have where you have
reiterated

problems were not unique, but were common
most small cities. In this realization, there was
strength and renewed vigor. Many delegates first
became aware that in Tennessee much assistance

their

to

in the nature of counsel

and planning can be ob-

tained by cities and counties through the cooperation

of

many

The Tennessee Valley

agencies.

Authority makes available a recreation technician
and some additional planning to those communities
which are directly or indirectly influenced by the
Authority's developments

;

the Tennessee Division

'Copies can be secured from: Tennessee Division of State Parks,
Nashville 3, Tennessee.
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of State Parks has a staff recreation planner wellversed in the promotion and organization of community programs, and the Division offers some site
aid.

The Tennessee Planning Commis-

planning
sion undertakes, upon request, to facilitate the
coordination of community recreation with the total
planning for the growth of cities. The Department
of Education stimulates school recreation programs

and provides a necessary liaison between people
in the education field and community recreation.

ences was the promotional, organizational and administrative aspects of strictly public or tax-sup-

ported recreation. In the brief time since the conthey were held in March

clusion of the conferences

it is evident that this
approach has short-circuited
months, perhaps years, of individual consultations.

as

In order to interpret the function of government
it relates to recreation, and to lend its
organi-

zational

skill,

the

of

University

Bureau

of Public Administration,

Tennessee,

contributed

actively.

Fundamental criteria for the meetings were determined to be ( i ) Were the meetings well-attended
and representative of the communities and districts ?
(2) Did the persons attending participate actively
in the discussion and derive benefits from it?
(3)
Did the meetings generate sufficient interest to
:

bring about requests for follow-up consultations and
services? On all three counts, the conferences

scored high. Many shortcomings in the organization of the meetings and in procedure have been
discovered through the medium of hindsight. Of
State Health Department contributes help on
recreation matters pertaining to public health ; the
University of Tennessee and the Extension Serv-

The

ice

approach the rural problems.

make

indirect contributions.

course,

it

has yet to be determined to what degree

Other agencies

The National Recrea-

tion Association plays a leading role in the further-

ance of public recreation, both on the state and
local levels. Close understandings exist between
these agencies.
Through the

Tennessee Inter-Departmental
Committee on Recreation, which was established as

recently as January, 1948, these diverse agencies
coordinated their efforts in the field of public recreation. The committee serves as an information ex-

change and as a funnel, so to speak, through which
its member agencies may join forces toward a more
unified

mittee

The comsura
state-wide
on
embarked
currently

and
is

effective recreation effort.

vey of public recreation.

On the premise

that the

tion in the small cities of

growth of public recreaTennessee is dependent

the conferences stimulated the

growth

of public rec-

reation in small cities in Tennessee.

Did the conferences answer the letter that began
Yes, they did answer some of Mr.
Brown's questions. But they also uncovered some
more questions from new sources that will serve as

this article?

the basis of discussion for another vear.

on the increased understanding of recreation by
officials and public-spirited citizens, these nine conferences were conceived as an advance at close

The problem of
from
these
public officials and
answering inquiries
others was mounting like a snowball. Personnel
and finance, both at the state and local levels, to give
this service were at a minimum. Therefore, an
effective short-cut was urgent. These conferences
were the obvious answer. Playground leaders and
representatives of semi-public agencies were not
generally invited (training institutes were held for
range by

all

available resources.

them during May),
248

Errata
The statement of James E. Rogers, on page
175 of the July, 1949 issue of RECREATION,
"3,000 communities large and small, that conduct such a program," refers to the communities conducting a recreation program of

one type or another and not necessarily a yearround program.

as the viewpoint of the confer-

RECREATION

Poor Man's Country Club

Richard F. Williamson
SCENE is a little white church in a small
town in Lycoming County, Pennsylvania.
Men stand talking in groups on the lawn and at the

THE

front door. Cars line both sides of the nearby highway, bumper to bumper. The odor of fried chicken

the evening for the monthly
meeting of the directors of the Consolidated Sports-

sweetens the

men

of

air.

It is

Lycoming County.

There is a country-cooked dinner to be eaten
and then a program of business to be attended to
and, after that, a moving picture that will appeal to

;

men who

love the outdoors.

and the sportsmen

As

the cars

come

to

back to their homes,
another official oiling has been given the machinery
that operates one of the largest organizations of
life

start

in the nation.

sportsmen
Five or six years ago it was just another sportsmen's club. Its meetings were on the dull side, and
its officers were pleased when the membership
reached the thousand mark. It regarded other
sportsmen's clubs with suspicion and spent a lot of
its

time yelling loudly for the state to stock more
and game in Lycoming County. As a commu-

fish

nity enterprise,

it

offered virtually nothing at

all.

In

were run by a

fact, its affairs

little

group

of offi-

cers in a sort of closed society.

But today things are different. Its program is
based on teamwork. Its officers and members are
prominently identified with all worthwhile community projects. It wars on selfishness and strives to
cooperate, on a constructive basis, with the conservation agencies of the Commonwealth. Its management is in the hands of a staff of regular officers and

a board of directors of 250 members.
It operates a Sportsmen's Memorial Grounds
the "poor man's country club"
not far from the
City of Williamsport. It places emphatic importance on a program for teaching teen-age boys and

be the good sportsmen of the years ahead.
it is dedicated on

girls to
It

has a definite program to which

a long-term basis

;

its

membership

last

year reached

the amazing totals of 10,000 adults and 2,000 juniors. This is 12,000 members in a sportsmen's group
in

an area whose

total

population

is

less

than

100,000.

Pennsylvania, private hunting and
are
clubs
numerous, but in most of them the
fishing
initiation fee and annual dues are beyond the means
In central

of the average man.
vide his country club

The Memorial Grounds

pro-

now. William R. Waldeisen,
head of the committee which supervises the area,
puts

it

this

way

:

"When

our program is completed, we aim to give
member
of the Consolidated Sportsmen the
every

same opportunity for recreation at the Memorial
Grounds that he would be able to enjoy in a club.
For his dues of one dollar a year, we want to provide a place where he can bring his family, when he
pleases, to enjoy the outdoors."
It

would be

difficult to

say which of

its

two pro-

development of the Memorial Grounds or
expansion of the junior activities program is the

grams

favorite of the Consolidated Sportsmen. The junior program is the newer of the two, having been

launched

The

in January, 1948.
directors of the organization chose as

its

The

stone skeel house is typical of the permanent
installations at the Sportsmen's Memorial Grounds.
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Reprinted from the Pennsylvania Angler.
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head

Raymond R. Rommelt, principal of a grade
school in South Williamsport. They told him to
make

his

own

plans, spend

any amount

of

money

within reason, and strive to enroll 1,500 boys and
girls in his division.

Rommelt knows
in

his youngsters. In every school

Lycoming County he

up a committee

set

teacher and one boy and one

girl.

He

of

one

operated on

Nothing better demonstrates the cooperative
organization than does the memorial
area, which is a memorial to those members of the

spirit of the

Consolidated Sportsmen who gave their lives in the
second World War. Groups of members have become active sponsors for various projects for enlarging and improving the area. Business and industry have contributed in the form of buildings,

a two-point basis, and tried to put across to the

supplies,

youngsters these facts

manent

Membership

in

:

an active sportsmen's group

is

the avenue to greater enjoyment of hunting, fishing,
and the 'outdoors. Membership in such a group

gives a young person an opportunity to learn lessons
of conservation and good sportsmanship.

He went

He

one step farther.

assured the young

people of a voice in the affairs of the organization

and a part in the programs, too. These promises
have been kept.
In the spring the boys and girls help to stock
thousands of trout
County.

the streams of

in

members

Skilled

of the club-

Lycoming
have given

groups of them instructions in the safe handling of
firearms. Last year a field day for young people
was held, wr ith a program of outdoor sports that
attracted a big crowd. Adults stood on the sidelines, as this was strictly a teen-age affair. Other

such programs are planned.

The Memorial Grounds along Loyalsock Creek,

a

short distance from Williamsport, cover 230 acres
of fields and woods and include one plot of sixteen

acres on the bank of the creek. This plot is a special
a mammoth swimming beach and picnic
project
shallow section of the creek is reserved
ground.

A

wading and swimming pool for children. There
are picnic tables and outdoor fireplaces, and a big
shelter to be used in the event of a. summer shower.

as a

Driving of cars in the area
,

The property value

Grounds

is

the

entire

Installations are

on a perand to

designed to endure for years
contribute to the beauty of the grounds.

The sportsmen have a
as a large
It is

definite

membership and a

program, as well

fine recreation center.

based on four principal points

:

between farmers and
Improvement
land owners and the sportsmen who hunt and fish.
1

of relations

.

2. Cooperation in every move to end pollution of
the west branch of the Susquehanna River, which
flows through Williamsport.

Greater participation in the work of the Pennsylvania Federation of Sportsmen's Clubs.
3.

4.

Development of the Memorial Grounds and
program to interest young people in the

also of the

outdoors.

There are three important events on the calendar
of the organization each year. One of these is the
annual election of officers, in January. The second
is

the annual picnic and, with so large a memberit is necessary to make this outing a two-day

ship,

The third is the annual spring meeting, just
prior to the opening of the trout fishing season.
affair.

For years the Consolidated Sportsmen did as
most other groups do. They held a banquet with a
program of entertainment but only 500 to 600
;

members were

able to attend because of the lack of

space in any available banquet

hall.

So

this

was

abandoned. Instead, the Lycoming County group

forbidden.

of

and equipment.

basis,

Memorial

about $30,000. It includes every possible
outdoor sports, including trap, skeet and
rifle ranges, quoit courts, baseball diamonds, archery
ranges and shaded spots \vhere folks can sit and
is

facility for

now

rents the largest theatre in Williamsport and
has a program there, with an attendance of 1,200

to 1,400

men and women.

The 250
zation

directors

meet

and the

monthly

officers of the organi-

in

small

communities

the area.

throughout the county but any member of the
Consolidated Sportsmen may attend if he wishes.
Because not everyone can go to these meetings, the

Skeet houses are built of mountain stone, and the
traps are electrically operated. There are comfort

organization publishes a quarterly bulletin which
is distributed free to all members. It contains news

on the grounds, and also a dispensary for
use in event of emergencies. An auxiliary, portable
lighting system has been installed, and a supply of

of the organization

enjoy being outdoors. Trails for hikers and camera
fans are being laid out in the woods on one side of

stations

safe drinking

water assured.

be constructed, as

mer and skating
quail

250

\vell

as a

in winter.

A

sylvan chapel will

pond for fishing in sumThere are pens where

and pheasants are reared.

and

Besides the regular

its

members.

staff of officers, there is also

staff of regional vice-presidents

a

covering the county,

and members of the board of directors are chosen
from each community, large or small, in the county.
More than a score of committees direct and plan
the varied activities of the organization.
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to
munities maintained a policy of renting cheapest
local
for
rate
teams,
a
with
higher
high school teams,

Michigan

higher rate fof outside organizations
those not considered a part of the community.
Where a rental fee was charged, communities
or $100 plus incidentals, for
levying a fee of $100,

and a

Lighted

Field

still

A

few had fees
full-time
where
of $50
that the
found
was
it
maintenance was provided,
indicated
was
it
most
in
cases,
fee was too low and,
largest in number.
or less but, in some cases,

football,

Siirvey-1948

were

that a change

would be made.

The majority

of cities levying a fee for softball

were within the $15 to $25 category, some
fee plus an additional
having established a flat
service. In most
charge for lights and janitorial
between
$3.50 and $5.00 an
figured
cases, the
rental

Bernard Ballantine

lights

MANY COMMUNITIES

WITH

fields for athletic facilities,

of

having

lighted

and many others
them in the near

contemplating the construction
to
future, this survey was undertaken primarily
recrelearn what fees and charges are made so that
ation boards, school districts or recreation departments might obtain a general picture as to prevailand thus be guided, to some extent, in

ing policies

determining their own.
results of a questionnaire sent to

From

Michigan

Recreation Association affiliates, it is impossible to
either
offer any type of a standardized rental policy,
fields.
for lighted fields or for concessions at these

other factors, apparently this

Among

is

because

because some recreabudgets are varied, and also
tion departments work jointly with school districts
in operating their lighted fields. However, some

which might be helpgeneralities can be presented
alter
ful to those seeking to establish a policy, or to

now

the one

in effect.

in service.
hour, depending on the number of units
communities
most
In the maintenance of fields,
the year, at
provided general upkeep throughout
a cost ranging from $200 to $9,000 annually. Here

variance in costs but, from
again there is a wide
estimated sums reported in the questionnaire, it can
be stated that the average annual maintenance cost

would amount
Taking

to not less than $2,500.

into account the salary of a full-time

maintenance man, certain machinery and materials,
the average cost for a single lighted field used for
would be, perfootball, softball and other activities,
of $3,000 to $3,500.
haps, in the neighborhood
The survey disclosed that maintenance costs are

of recreaup several ways. Six departments
maintenance
full
the
pay

split

tion reported that they

shared the cost with school
borne by
Five
districts.
reported that the cost is
the school district four said that the city pays for
costs, while five others

;

maintenance two reported that the school and city
share the cost two reported maintenance provided
;

;

owned
it was
operating

In most cases where the communities

the

deof
lighted field, the policy
termined exclusively by the recreation department
or its board or commission. Where the school disthe policy was determined by
the school board in fifty per cent of the cases. The
followed a policy of joint
fifty per cent

trict

owned

the

field,

remaining

with the recreation departments

administration,

and the school district
providing the softball terms
in most
football
the
care
of
arrangements,
taking
instances.

There

is

a wide variance in rental fees

among

Michigan communities, particularly for football,
to $200 for
ranging from free rental and no charges
a single night game.

Softball rental also

showed a

variance, ranging from free rental to $75
several cornper night. The survey disclosed that

marked

Mr. Ballantine
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Director of Recreation in Roseville.

one reported that the county provides
maintenance.

from
full

fees

;

Most departments

own
The

of recreation administer their

the operation of concessions.
policy in regard to
concessions out on a bid
let
them
majority of

or percentage basis. The percentage ranged from
two per cent on gross sales to fifty per cent on net

but the majority had a percentage ranging
from fifteen to twenty-five per cent on gross sales.
Some allowed high school athletic associations or
softball associations to operate concessions and take
softball conall the proceeds. Still others operated
cessions only, while high schools operated the concessions during the football game.

sales,

A Summary

of Communities Reporting
Lighted Field Rental Setup

ALBION

Community owns

field.

About $10

on

rental

251

Field maintained from proceeds.
school uses college field at $60 per game, but

on

High

softball.

it

will

be increased in 1949.

Axx ARBOR

School

district

owns

Ten

field.

dol-

rental to other schools. Flat
lars plus light cost
rental fee of $125 to all others. Maintenance costs

salary of

worker plus $1,000.

lars

charged for

field.

No

fees

is on experimental basis.
Maintenance costs between $2,500 and $3,000 an-

being charged, but this

Maintenance costs

softball rental.

$300, but admittedly too low and will be changed.

MELVINDALE

School

night

game $125
;

for

owns field. Two
lights and showers for

district

hundred dollars rental with

Community owns

BATTLE CREEK

LANSING Community owns four fields, softball
only. None rented.
LUDINGTOX School district owns field. Eight dol-

day game. Maintenance pro-

vided from

fees.

MIDLAND

Community owns two

fields.

No

MONROE

Maintenance costs $1,000 an-

trict one.

Community owns

BAY CITY-COUNTY
charges for rental.

field.

Community owns one

field,

$70
games; $5.00 to $10 day games.

CENTER LINE

$3.25 per hour.

Community owns

field.

Forty-five

dollars football rental, including use of concession,
to school. Fee charged for all activities sponsored

by recreation department.

DEARBORN

Community owns seven

charges for rental.

lighted fields.

City crews provide main-

No estimate on costs.

tenance.

maintains

two

lighted softball fields; school district has lighted

No

gridiron.

rental charged.

Maintenance on

$3,000 annually.
School district owns

FERNDALE

field

all

and adminis-

Charges $15 for three hours, plus $4.00
per hour for lights. Maintenance costs approximately $2,900 including $1,857 i r salary.
ters policy.

FLINT Community owns three
trict owns three. One hundred

school dis-

fields,

dollar rental plus

school dis-

Softball rental

MOUNT CLEMENS Community owns field. Fifty
dollar rental for high school football ; $75 for semiprofessional. Admittedly too low for proper mainMaintenance costs approximately $2,000
and softball fields.

tenance.

for football

MUSKEGON

Community owns and

ECORSE

fields

rental

football rental night

Sixty dollars to

nually.

No

No

charged, no admission fees.

nually.

Community owns

three lighted soft-

and one baseball park. Maintenance costs
$4,000 annually for baseball park and $300 for each
softball field. Registration fee of $40 for Class B
softball and $50 for Class A softball.

ball fields

PLYMOUTH

School

owns

district

field.

School

takes seventy-five per cent of gate receipts and operates concession when used by non-school groups.

Maintenance and improvements $4,000 annually.

PONTIAC

Community owns

dollars rental with lights

softball field.

Fifty

and $25 without

lights

$25 plus lights for softball. Maintenance man's salary $2,300. City provides maintenance on own fields, schools on theirs.

when

GRAND RAPIDS

PORT HURON Community owns lighted softball
and school district owns Memorial Park, used
for both football and softball. School charges $25
for softball and $50 for football plus percentage

lights for football

;

Community owns one

field,

school

privately owned. One hundred dollars plus cost of lights and incidentals
charged for football and field days. Not rented for
district two,

and one

is

Maintenance costs placed at $9,000 each
including $4,000 wages and $5,000 materials.
HAMTRAMCK School district owns field. One
hundred dollars rental fee plus janitorial expenses.
Maintenance cost (janitor's salary) approximately

there is an admission charge. Twenty-five
with lights and $15 without lights when there is no
admission charge. Maintenance $800 annually.
field

No

softball.

(undisclosed) of gate receipts.

field,

for softball field. Softball maintenance costs $1,000

$3,000 annually.

HIGHLAND PARK

School district owns

field.

Foot-

annually.

ROYAL OAK

Community owns field. One hundred

$200 for outsiders.
Maintenance costs $2,000 annually.
TRENTON School district owns field. Apparently

dollars rental to local teams,

and ten per cent over $300
$50
for high school team $75 plus costs and ten per
cent over $300 for local organization Sioo plus
costs and ten per cent over $300 for outsiders. Softball fees $20 plus costs and ten per cent over $50
for high school $35 plus costs and ten per cent over
$50 for local teams $75 plus costs and ten per cent

not rented.

over $50 for outsiders.

vided by recreation department
uses field.

ball fees

:

plus costs
;

;

:

;

;

KALAMAZOO
252

No

lighted field.

rental charge

WYANDOTTE
Charge

Community

for lights only.

owns

softball

field.

Maintenance costs $200 an-

nually.

YPSILANTI

School

district

owns

field.

No

rental

charge. Recreation department spends $700 annually for ice skating maintenance. Maintenance pro-

when department

RECREATION

The School

A Center

of

-

Community Living
Since public recreation, by its very nature, must
serve all people, this conception of the school
is basic to the efficiency of a recreation program.

Walter D. Cocking

THE

FUNCTION OF the school in any community
make the community better. It can have no

to

is

greater purpose. If the schools of the country are
to accept the improvement of life in their communities as their goal,

and are

to proceed to

do some-

ma-

agreements and" understandings between the schools
and these other agencies. Each should aid and supplement the other.

The

school plant

purpose

is

is

a piece of equipment. Its sole

to facilitate the carrying out of the edu-

re-

cational program. If such an educational program,
as proposed in this discussion, is to be developed by

orient their personnel, reshape the thinking of the
people as to the school's function, and formulate

a community, how will it effect the school plant and
what must be done in order to make the plant of

thing substantially worthwhile about
jority will

a

it,

a vast

need to reorganize their programs,

much more realistic procedure.
The improvement of people's

toward
which they

attitudes

one another toward the communities
;

in

live; toward the conservation and improvement of
soil and trees and irrigation and water and sanitoward government at all
tation and vegetation
levels toward health and healthy conditions to;

;

;

ward the man-made

institutions of the

community
if com-

these are the things which must be developed
munities are to progress.

Whom
It is

and developments which must be made
1. Special plant facilities must be provided for
very young children (those from eighteen months
:

to five years of age).

Also, there must be special

the parents of these children so that
the closest associations between school and home
facilities for

are available. These plants should be small in size
and located within walking distance of all who will

use them.

Should the School Serve?

no longer correct

to say that the school should

serve only children of certain ages.

If

the school,

an agency of society, is to justify itself for the
period ahead of us, it must be accepted that its fundamental function is to serve the people of the enas

tire

greater use in carrying out the program ? Here we
shall outline only a few of the possible adaptations

community

the very

young

children, the chil-

2.

School plants must have special rooms and
use of adults.

facilities for
3.

In

many communities,

additional plant facili-

must be provided

for older youth and adults.
will
School
sites
need to be larger and pro4.

ties

vide for a greatly increased
5.

number

of activities.

Much more space must be provided for out-of-

dren of middle years, early adolescent youth, older

door education and recreation

youth, and the adults as

made much more
and
We
cannot
build a new
adaptable
expansible.
time
the
plant every
program changes.

must find a way to
serve individuals, the family group, and the entire
community. Then and only then, can it be said that
the school is serving the entire community, and
hence achieving

its

well.

It

function.

A community, in addition to

its'

schools, has other

agencies which have distinct programs to perform
and tasks to achieve. Schools have relationships

and they to the schools. Em( I ) on recognition of necesbetween
the schools and the other
sary relationships
and
on
agencies
(2)
establishing practical working

6.

facilities.

All the school plants must be

7. If the plant is really to serve the needs of the
educational program, a great number of different
people must take part in its planning. Representa-

tives of the people of the

community, the profesand

sional staff of the school, as well as architects

to these other agencies

engineers, have a vital part to play in planning

phasis should be placed

proper school-plant

;
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facilities.

Excerpts fr-m an address before the Connecticut Conference on Planning School Buildings; reprinted from "The American City," December 1948.
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Dr. Philip L.

THE HILLS and

valleys of Southern California

INthere linger memories of a romantic past.
still

find

wrecks of Indian

You

villages, evidence of

an

Against the greatness and beauty
of that country, many a dark face stands as a reoutraged race.

minder

a silent, hopeless protest against the depredations of the white man.
It

of

was

this picture that first inspired the people

Hemet and San

Ramona

Jacinto to give the

pageant, to preserve in a unique manner the history
of the country. When, some years ago, it was sug-

gested that an outdoor play with local background
be produced, the Ramona story came to mind.
On the docket of the San Jacinto Township
Court is an entry dated March 24, 1883, which
reads: "Personally appeared before me, Samuel
Temple, and makes the following statement (namely) that he has this

day committed justifiable homian
Indian
upon
supposed to be one Juan Diego
..."
Another entry, dated seven
(Alessandro)
concludes
"Defendant's counsel makes
days later,
motion that the defendant be discharged on the
ground of justifiable homicide as no one has ap-

Seman

Juan Diego (Alessandro) and Ramona, man and
wife, to whom the act of Sam Temple (Jim Farrar)
had brought ultimate tragedy. The elements of this
tale became the immortal novel, ''Ramona."
It was in the valley that Ramona died in May,
1924. and her grave may be seen at the Cahuilla
Indian Reservation near that of Juan Diego. \Yhatever the facts behind the killing of the man known

was symbolic of
and great wrongs done to a whole people.
Helen Hunt Jackson lifted that symbol to the full
view of the world, making a contribution to literature and to humanity.
The group of men and women planning the initial performance of "Ramona" little dreamed that
it one day would become
recognized as California's

as Alessandro, the incident itself
real

Dr. Seman

cide

is

honorary chair-man, Chicago Recreation

Commission; associate

editor,

Youth Leaders Digest.

:

peared to prosecute. Motion granted and the prisoner is discharged as it appears that no offense under the law has been committed."

Only a few months after the killing of Juan Diego,
Helen Hunt Jackson came to California as an emissary of the United States government, to investigate conditions among the Indians, which were becoming deplorable. These terse words of documentary evidence were to fire her imagination.
One day, as a guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Jordan
in old San Jacinto, she said to her hostess ''If
only
:

could present this condition of the Indians in some
way that the public would heed. If only I could
write such a story as Mrs. Stowe wrote of Xegro
I

slavery!" Mrs. Jordan replied that she thought
she knew of just such a story. As Mrs. Jackson
listened eagerly, she then recounted the history of
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A

replica of the old ranch house in the story. The
Ramona symbolizes the tragedy of her race.

tragedy of

RECREATION

drama and finally be produced in
an amphitheater seating more than seven thousand
people. The immediately important task was to
dramatize the story and present it with such rare

greatest outdoor

beauty and infinite attention to detail as to lift it
above what is usually expected in the field of
pageantry. This was accomplished with the aid of
the late Garnet Holme, then one of the greatest authorities on outdoor drama on this continent, and
success was immediate.

The

play, in

two

acts

and seven episodes,

is

a

stirring one and closes with an epilogue which indicates that sorrow has come upon the Moreno

Rancho. Felipe and Ramona, with the entire household, depart for Mexico, where they are to be married.

The Indians wave

a last

goodby from the sur-

rounding hilltops, while old Juan Canito, with a
sad heart, locks for all time the great doors of the
old ranch house.

"For the

last time, ring

out the old ranch

bells.

Since 1922, except for the years of World War
II, the play has been given annually, and its twenty-

Mourn now, ye vales and splendid snowcapped hills.
Your old time friends go forth. Mark their fare-

anniversary is now being celebrated. Last
year the attendance was 37,689 and a total of over
300,000 people have seen the pageant. The perma-

lies

fifth

well.

And Anglo Saxon

with God.

comes.

.

.

.

The

future

Ring out the old ranch bell.
folk
Spanish
depart. Close up the doors."

The

nent stage set in the amphitheater is a replica of
the Camulino ranch house of the Ramona story. In

keeping with the landscaping plan, an ornamental
built and winding rock stairs were

gateway was

constructed to the unreserved seats just below the
rim of the bowl, and to a knoll from which the entire valley

may

The reader

be seen

one sweeping view.

in

will recall Bavaria, situated

the foothills of Kofel Mountains

among

a range of the

Alps in the Ammer Valley southwest of Munich
and the world-famous open-air Passion Play
enacted there.
For generations all of the actors
have been residents of Oberammergau. The Ra-

mona pageant

likewise

is

given out-of-doors, in the

bowl situated between San Jacinto and Hemet. One
of the pageant's greatest assets is this natural amphitheater in which the performance is presented each
springtime. The bowl is hewn out of the rugged
mountains by nature herself. The perenially snowclad Mount San Jacinto forms a perfect background
for the stage, whose mighty proscenium is formed
by towering hills. Those who sit on the topmost
rim of the bowl can hear distinctly the faintest
whisper on the stage far below.
Like the Passion Play, the Ramona pageant has
gripped the imagination and enlisted the talents
of many of the leading citizens of the valley where
it is produced. About 350 people are needed in the
Alessandro are residents of
cast, and all but one
the twin towns of San Jacinto and Hemet. Many
of the roles have been created and sustained by
the same individuals from the beginning, while the
directing staff has remained virtually unchanged.

Those taking part in the pageant include business
men, local attorneys, a chiropractor, the owner of
a local motion picture theater, teachers, ranchers,
students, a butcher boy, grocery clerks, farmers.

The

success of the activity

eration

is

attributed to the coopof these enthusi-

and wholehearted support

astic valley people.
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No more

are theirs the valleys and uplifted hills.
Over the land, memories of a romantic past linger on.
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at

Camp

for Blind

blind children

Children

Recreation for

the prime concern of a recently
Francisco project. It features a speis

organized San
cial vacation resort in the Santa Cruz Mountains,
some sixty miles south of San Francisco, where the

Turn About

Usually, departments of rec-

reation plan programs for servicemen stationed in
their communities, but in Jacksonville, Florida, the
situation was somewhat reversed when the service-

men there

decided to entertain the

city's

youngsters.

Each Saturday morning, during the Spring months,

city's visually handicapped youngsters can develop
self-reliance as well as find fun and relaxation in
such normal activities as swimming, hiking, horse-

to take a

back riding, baseball, crafts, square dancing, singing,
parties and the like. This vacationland is open for

Training Camp. There over 400 enthusiastic
young baseball fans were taught the fundamentals

ten weeks every year,

and

is

under the supervision

of capable directors, sports leaders, a doctor, a nurse

and other

qualified persons.

The camp

a project of the Recreation for the
Blind, Incorporated, a San Francisco organization,
and was conceived and planned by a few local women,

is

with the cooperation of city

officials

the

sent eight large busses to the playgrounds
group of boys to the Jax-Xavy Boys' Base-

Xavy

ball

game, met top league stars, and received autographed baseballs donated by major teams.
Just whether conditions will make it possible for
of the

the

camp

to be held again next year, as

is

planned,

no one know s, but there's no question that this
augural session was tremendously successful.
r

in-

on the Board

Education and Board of Supervisors. It is largely
supported by contributions from public-spirited
San Franciscans and groups primarily interested in

siders

handicapped youngsters.

portant community assets.

of

Say

It
its

With Music

Racine, \Yisconsin, conof its most im-

Park Board Band one

Now

in

its

twenty-

sixth year, this organization provides the city with
pleasant entertainment through a series of free

New Summer

made

Policy This summer, for the
first time, Milwaukee's Golden Agers have been
able to look forward to community singing, ball-

concerts

room dancing,

parks and a few as inside programs

spelling bees and playing games. In
the past, the nine clubs, under the city recreation

department, have met only from October to May.
but this year, the department decided to continue
the weekly meetings of Milwaukeeans sixty years
of age and over. The recreation department pays

and meeting rooms necessary for these
while
the members chip in for the regatherings,
freshments or finance some affairs completely.
for the staff
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possible by municipal appropriation.
Twenty-two concerts have been planned for this

year

the

majority

scheduled

for

various
in the

city

Memo-

rial Hall.

As

evidence of a growing interest in this type
band budget has been

of recreation activity, the

increased

during the past six years to permit
double the number of concerts, while during the
same period, the average attendance per concert
has increased three-fold.

\Yorking

in close cooperation

with the city ad-

RECREATION

and with the purpose of stimulating
Racine Park Board
Band Association publishes an attractive program

ministration,

interest in the concerts, the

Cost of this part of the project

for the season.

is

met by the sale of advertising space in the program,
and this medium also provides for other expenses
of the band, including publicity.

New

U.N. Parties

Yorkers and members of

the United Nations Secretariat were brought together in a series of parties, from January 1947 to

May 1949, so that the foreign visitors could have
the opportunity to see the inside of American homes
and discuss with Americans some topics of mutual
interest.

by the

Thirty-three different events, sponsored
Adult Education Council, Incor-

New York

porated, were attended by 516
U. N. Secretariat and an equal

members of the
number of New

Unfortunately, this player missed winning the pot during th
ninth Annual Marble Tournament held in Visalia, California

Almost Ready

for

underway
than

Bow

Take Another

Dedication of Fairdale's
community building recently served to focus even
more newspaper and public attention on the pro-

gram

of the Jefferson

Louisville,

Kentucky.

County Recreation Board

in

This year-round play cen-

auditorium, library, television lounge, roller
skating rink, kitchen and craft shop is a living

ter,

World War

memorial and an excellent example
of community cooperation. The Recreation Board
and the citizens of Fairdale provided the money for
II

the center; labor
build

Fun

The Timken Recre-

is

Canton, Ohio.

Yorkers.

for

nearing completion on a fifty-acre
tract of land west of the Gambrinus steel mill near
ation Field

Construction of the park has been
years, and soon more

more than two

,000 company employees and their families
have the use of modern sports facilities in the
Canton area. Four Softball fields and two baseball
1 1

will

fields are

ready for the players, and three addimay be constructed in future

tional, softball fields

months. In addition, there will also be eight blacktopped tennis courts; badminton, horseshoe and
shurHeboard courts a casting pond with stationary
;

targets

;

a model automobile race track

;

rest

rooms,

lockers, showers, lounges; a picnic area, and all
the conveniences for other forms of recreation.

and materials were donated to

it.

spring on the Stephens College campus in
Columbia, Missouri. The college acquired a "left-

Sweet or Swing Friday evening dances are
very popular with the teen-agers of Carlsbad, New
York, and they willingly pay fifty cents a week
dues to participate. In fact, a free membership

over" building from the Army and converted it
into a "little theatre" with 324 seats.
Seating capacity is intentionally limited. Instead of present-

as the present system for, as the recreation director states "When a youngster pays fifty cents to

Curtain

Time

A new playhouse was

opened

last

ing a major production on one or two nights, the
Drama Department now schedules seven presentations for each play, eliminating for the audience
the problem of conflicting engagements, and affording the actors the rich experience of playing re-

peatedly the roles which they have rehearsed.
Stage equipment approximates that of a typical

policy once in existence

was not

half as successful

:

he

is going to stay and get his
money's
won't be running out." As a result,
everyone has more fun; there's far better discipline the center owns its Spinet piano, has a sound

get in here,

worth.

He

;

system and a bank balance of $2,500 to be used
for a

new

center.

ging system allows the vertical movement of scenery and of the act curtain. Backstage space in-

Dances are held from eight-thirty until eleventhirty
except on football nights, when the opposis invited, and the fun isn't over until
team
ing
twelve-thirty. A home town orchestra of six to

cludes dressing rooms and storage areas for scenery and lighting equipment, while still allowing for

two fifteen-minute intermissions

college or

the

community

movement
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theatre.

wagon

stages.

A

fly loft

and

rig-

eight pieces plays almost continuously

with only

and is much apthe
enthusiastic
preciated by
boys and girls.
257

Psychology

of the water.

in

Some

will learn quickly while others

There will be a few "wise guys" and
a few who seem unable to mix with the rest. In
other words, we have a typical group situation,
and the careful observer will be aware of the many
will be slow.

Teaching

members and

things going on between the

The dynamics

er.

of

group action

the lead-

and interaction

are always complex.
However, we too often completely overlook this

Swimming

obvious

The

fact,

class

is

and attempt to treat all members alike.
up and all are asked. to go from

lined

in unison. When this happens,
are
they
being taught not as individuals, but as a
and
class,
they lose out accordingly.

one step to the next

The

B. Robert Berg

fact

remains

that,

no matter how large the

group, each person can learn only as an individual.
In some respects, large groups provide an incentive.

On

the other hand, they may make a small
improvement so obvious that some

failure or slow

of the potential swr immers will be retarded because
of the feelings involved. The good instructor, therefore, thinks of the progress of the individual

and

not of the group.

A REVIEW

books on the teaching of
was astonishing to find that the

of nineteen

Ixswimming,

it

collective authors almost completely ignored the

importance of an understanding of psychology for
successful instruction. The good swimming teacher
must have more than just a knowledge of swimming
and the ability to organize a class. The really successful instructor utilizes sound principles of psyall

chology during

his

meetings with the student.

Perhaps some teachers who do fine jobs would
deny the conscious application of any principles of
psychology. I think, however, that if they were to
analyze their work, they would find that they definitely are using them, and to good advantage.
Swimming textbooks and manuals of today are
devoted almost exclusively to the techniques of
swimming and diving. We learn to teach our pupils

proper form we become accomplished
;

ing large classes

;

we

begin to lose the

in organiz-

human touch

At the pool or waterfront, he
remember three basic rules

should,

first

of

all,

:

1.

Know

the

first

name

of each

member

in the

and have them know yours.
2. Comment on the work and progress of each
individual to him alone some time during the lesson.

class

3. Don't contrast the progress of one swimmer
with that of another. Rather show the person his

improvement compared

our very devotion to method and skill. However,
as do the teachers of more academic subjects, we

to his earlier efforts.

in

too should try to have an understanding of the individual with whom we are working.

What

Is

r

the water?

him
chil-

dren, as most beginning swimmers are youngsters.
In sizing up the group they all look pretty much
alike actually, they all are very different. Some are
;

eager and interested in learning, others are afraid
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What do you do w hen

a child

is

very afraid of

All the reassurances and demonstra-

tions in the world will not resolve that fear or

the Student Like?

Let us presume that we are working with

Reactions to Water

less tense.

make

We all tend to forget that emotions

are not rational things. To tell a child that he won't
be hurt will not help him to relax. It's not that he

does not trust you to keep him from sinking, but
that he has a more basic fear.

The person who

is

afraid of the water very often

RECREATION

is

afraid of

Our

other things.

many

come to us blank and untouched.

the way they reexperiences very definitely affect
who
child
act now. The
explains that he is afraid
an unfortunate experisuch
and
because of such

ence

Unfortunately for the instructor, too, individuals
group will reach the plateau of learning at

pupils do not

Their previous

when he was younger may not be aware

that

We

must be. It's
he is not giving the whole story.
in
these
afraid
are
cases, that is
not what they
of,
but what basically makes them afraid.
By being aware that fear at the waterfront is not
fear directed exclusively in one area, we are in a

in the

more understanding

position.

also

know

that

What, then, is
the answer? Some good techniques which have
been employed successfully in reaching a solution
reassurances are of very

are

little

help.

:

Accept fear, when it is encountered, as a very
normal thing. You even might remark that when
1.

you were

off,

the plateau doesn't

any

good instruction

individual, that individual in-

is

struction can be given in a group.

Another good teaching principle

is

to

remember
Once

to teach in positives rather than negatives.

you get on to it it's very simple and effective. It's
'keep your legs straight" rather than "don't bend
your knees" "you can swim as far as the raft"
;

swim

rather than "don't

past the raft."

As we

understand our laws of learning, and apply our
psychological principles, we can become better
teachers and help our pupils to grow in other respects as well as in their skill in the water.

learning you, too, were afraid.

Do

not tease the person about his fear or use
as a weapon to make the individual move on to a
2.

it

first

it

top

specified length of time and some learners
snap out of it later than others. All of these make
until you remember that
for difficulties in teaching
last

the matter

We

To

different times.

more advanced
3.

step.

Let the child see that he can learn to swim

spite of being afraid.
4.

in

Y.M.C.A. Aquatic Conference

This dilutes the tension.

Progress from step to step gradually, matterand with full explanation on each level.

Harold T. Friermood

of-factly,
5.

Never become excited or show alarm

6.

Make

The

yourself.

the instruction periods non-competitive.
fear, sometimes, may not be of water, but of

the inability to keep up with the others. Such feelings of inadequacy often retard learning.

Psychology of Learning

Most of us

are well aware that children and adults

SECOND NATIONAL Y.M.C.A. Aquatic Conis being held this year from August 28

ference
to

September 3

at

Camp MacLean,

Nearly twelve years have passed since some 137
formally registered delegates joined for the first
conference at George Williams College. Since the^n,

much

progress has been

made with the development

learn at different rates of speed. However, we less
often realize that our own rate of learning is not

of aquatic

uniform. Psychologists who study human learning
have discovered that we all run into a "plateau" of

agreements, and improvement in
Councils related to this program.

learning at

some

time.

This

is

a technical

way

of

saying that, at some time in the learning process,
eur upward progress is detained for a period during which we stay at the same relative degree of
skill.

A

swimming instructor comphenomenon when he observed that,

non-psychologist

mented on

this

when pupils seemed to be learning the fastest,
they suddenly stopped learning. He said that he
learned through experience that when they reached
just

it was best to let them
just fool around,
as pressure to go on just didn't work. After a while,
he noticed that they snapped out of it and began

this stage

He was

learning again.
of psychology

when he

applying sound principles
refused to use pressure to

make them improve during
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the plateau.

near Burling-

ton, Wisconsin.

leadership,

struggle

all

program

materials, the certification of

standards

for

administrative

pools,

the
It

National

has been a

along because of competition from other

organizations, lack of paid field representatives, and
divided philosophy on the part of some Y.M.C.A.
leaders with respect to the desirability of emphasizing aquatics. But these handicaps have not pre-

vented the growth of the program nor the recognition given to the association's certificates on both
the professional

and

lay levels.

The 1949 conference

is

placing emphasis on the

over-all review of the aquatic program as it has
operated since 1937, along with concentration on

outdoor waterfront

activities

including

camp

aquatics, boating and canoeing, life saving methods,
water stunts and games, and competitive swimming.

Author

is

on

staff

of

Y.M.C.A. National Council.
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Golf Goes Industrial

An

industrial-club pro expresses his views on the
development of the game in this field, and its future.

John Budd

MID-TWENTIES saw

golf tagged as the ''rich
in America

man's game" and average workers
THE

generally considered this sport out of their reach.
Then gradually there came into American golf
between the private and public courses the induscourse. These layouts started slowly and
are far short of the needed number. However,

trial golf
still

some outstanding

there are

industrial

programs

operating in golf today and giving promise of what
looms ahead. Among the industries featuring golf
are the Firestone

Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

;

Sylvania Electric Company, Salem, Massachusetts

;

of a broader recreation program. This allows children and wives to enjoy not only golf, but other

outdoor recreation

playgrounds and the

swimming

supervised

pools,

like.

For example, Hershey has

its

zoo and a

full

pro-

of play activities. This jewel of a town is the
mecca for people, young and old, from all over its

gram

immediate area. There

Here

is

activity for

at Endicott- Johnson,

all.

we have

well-super-

"name" bands for dances.
Our summer holiday programs draw people by the
thousands, and the children watch for them months
vised playgrounds, and

On

Union Bag and Paper Company, Savannah, Georgia; United Shoe Machinery, Beverly, Massachu-

ahead.

DuPont course in Delaware; Plymouth
Country Club, Plymouth, North Carolina General
Electric Company, Schenectady, New York Her-

go-rounds, swimming pools, Softball and baseball
fields and a big bowling program, now sparked by

setts;

;

;

shey Chocolate Corporation, Hershey, Pennsylvania; I.B.M. Country Club, Endicott, New York;
and the course I serve, Enjoie Golf Club, owned

and operated by the Endicott -Johnson Corporation,
of Endicott,

New

who

Players

York.

are fortunate enough to enjoy these

programs
good golf near their work. The cost
is very low, the courses are beautifully maintained,
and a golf promotional program is recruiting more
find

players each season.

As industrial employees devel-

op their golfing skill, they realize that they are enjoying in industrial golf what they would have to
pay a

members. This
makes a deep impression as the program
and golf promotion takes a real hold on

stiff

price for as private club

realization

unfolds,

many of the workers.
The family angle is
Most
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also important in the picture.
industrial golf activities are an integral part

for

Sundays, the people of our valley gather
in Enjoie Park. We have merry-

band concerts

the announcement of twenty-four alleys.
is part of a well-rounded program.

Our

golf

The I.B.M. Country Club has twenty-seven acin its program
the day nursery school,
swimming pool and playground appealing to the

tivities

whole family.
Business leaders will surely come to realize the
type of program. Many think

possibilities of this

that the cost

is too great ; many just don't understand golf. Therefore, there is a selling job to be
done but when it is completed, industrial golf will
;

be en route to that future

it

richly merits.

Cost and types of industrial golf clubs stretch all
the way from the Attapulgas Clay Company, Attapulgas, Georgia, and its small, but cozy golf course
and country club, nestled in South Georgia's tall
pines and costing a scant amount of money, to the
big, well-rounded programs at Hershey, IBM and
Condensed from Golfdom and the Industrial Sports Journal.

RECREATION

General Electric, where the costs run into hundreds
of thousands.
By using company labor and local talent, the Atmembers completed a
tapulgas outfit and its forty
sand
nice nine holes, with
greens and a comfortable
lake
clubhouse with a
adjacent. They have good
fun at this place.

know, because

I

I

once taught

Akron brings

The Firestone Rubber Company
name golfers to open their golf leagues each season. More and more players are using their facilin

big

each year.

At Hershey, Pennsylvania, workers can enjoy
two i8-hole layouts and two Q-hole courses. Even
on
junior and women players are accommodated
the short Junior Club course. Their program is a
model of what can be done. Hershey employees can

enjoy their golf for a nominal cost, and within a few
minutes of their jobs. What a blessing this is to
the tired worker on a

summer

afternoon.

At our own Enjoie Course

in

Endicott, the

workers, and local enthusiasts as well, can enjoy
one of the finest conditioned golf courses in the
country. Eighteen holes of golf, laid out along the
valley of the beautiful Susquehanna River over rolling terrain, give E. J. workers their round of golf
for twenty-five cents or an annual fee of fifteen dollars.

Most workers can reach

to twenty minutes.
p.

Under many

of these industrial setups, the pro-

fessional enjoys retirement benefits, insurance coverage and other features that rarely are available

our profession. The I.B.M. professional staff
enjoys insurance and a retirement plan, while at
Endicott-Johnson, I am eligible for complete medi-

to

there, too.

ities

concessions.. Others, like the I.B.M. Country
Club, pay the professional a good salary, but have
The professional staff gives all
all concessions.
lessons without charge.

all

the course in fifteen

Since the factories close at four

m. and some workers are

off earlier,

they have

daily opportunities for eighteen-holes of golf.

George F. Johnson, originator of Industrial Democracy for Endicott-Johnson workers, had the
dream of the Enjoie course. He wanted a course
that was not too hard, not expensive, and one that
would give the most opportunity to play golf. It
flourished from the start and now plays 40,000
rounds each season.

more

evident that

It

is

and hospital services for my family and
myself in line with the E. J. medical program that
gives these benefits to all workers.

cal, dental,

The time

is

not far distant

when most

industries

have sound golf programs. There will be the
easy nine holes for the beginners and youngsters.

will

This

be the sandlot of golf.
the ladder will be the tougher nines that
will develop better golf techniques, lower scoring
will

Next up

and more urge to go higher in the game.
Average i8-hole courses will be provided
great many average players, and then there

for the
will

be

the championship test, such as Hershey's famous
country club course, scene of many heated title
battles.

Industrial golf

who

is

the growing giant of the

game

can tap uncounted* millions of Americans
are hungry for outdoor recreation and, as the

because

it

courses develop, they will give

more competent
will also

more good jobs

golf professionals.

to

Better players

be developed.

So watch the

industrial golf picture in the comas it counts its golf converts in

Watch

ing years.
millions, not in thousands.

becoming increasingly
have to be provided.

facilities will

unique because it allows players, other
workers, to enjoy golf on its course.
Workers get first priority, then other players are

Enjoie

than E.

is

J.

accommodated to the extent possible.
At nearby I.B.M. Country Club, where Eddie

Kuhn is- the professional, employees get their golf
over a beautiful rolling layout of twenty-seven holes
for thirty-five cents per day. They have been very
successful there with league play.
What does industrial golf offer the professional ?
'He has to work hard, but gets a fair break all the

way because he

is

working for a business concern

that will probably have the same management for
many years to come. There are several means of
setting up the industrial golf contract for the professional. Many jobs pay a good salary and give
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Before long, most industries will have sound golf
programs. Even beginners will get a chance to swing.
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Porter Basketball Backstops are

PORTER NO. 212-WS window span type of backstop is an
ingenious adaptation used where building truss construction
will not permit installation of a suspended-and-braced type
of backstop.

To be completely satisfactory and safe, basketball backstops must be planned and designed
by people with specialized engineering knowhow. Building conditions vary widely, and every
backstop installation varies accordingly.
Porter engineers are equal to any backstop
problem, no matter how specialized. They can
draw upon a vast storehouse of knowledge
gained through several generations of serving
the nation's leading schools, universities, clubs

and stadiums.
Why don't you

let Porter engineers advise and
help you, without cost or obligation, of course?

CATALOG GLADLY SENT. Now is the time to replace worn, out-dated rectangular banks with the new
all-steel official Porter fan-shaped bank. Formed from
a single sheet of steel to a flawlessly smooth face with
a deep-rolled periphery, and scientifically braced for

FREE

permanent, rigid service.

Usually, stock models from Porter's complete line
can meet your exact requirements, and save you
money. If your building is in the drawing board
stage, it is wise to talk about backstops now, and
avoid problems and disappointments later.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT OF FAN-SHAPED BANKS

PORTER CAN SUPPLY YOUR EVERY BACKSTOP AND

THE

J.

E.

GYM EQUIPMENT NEED

PORTER

MANUFACTURERS

OF

PLAYGROUND, GYMNASIUM AND

Exclusive MAKERS OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS

CORPORATION

SWIMMING POOL EQUIPMENT

JUNGLEGYM
Reg. U.
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OTTAWA, ILLINOIS

S. Pat.

Off.

RECREATION

agents and others having the interest of rural peoA, his greatest
ple at heart. In his work with

TV

Willard Leroy Hayes

concern was with rural and small community recreation problems and, at the time of his sudden and un;

A MEMBER of the rec-^*- reation
profession
for

more than

timely death, he had gone to Tuskegee with a number of
associates to participate in a seminar

TVA

on rural

thirty

years, Willard L.
Hayes, 61 died on June
23 in Tuskegee, Alabama. He was a native
of Oregon and received
most of his formal edu,

cation in that state.

He

earned his B.A. degree
at Linfield College, en-

friendship of countless people who found, behind
his warm personality, a personal integrity beyond

"We value Willard as a friend and
co-worker whose deep sense of humanity, breadth
of experience, and fine philosophy of life have made
a contribution to the Tennessee Valley area which
will continue to

RECREATION

diana.

communities, but always he preferred serving the
community rather than the parish. While teaching
in the

Oregon schools prior

to

World War

I,

he en-

joyed coaching athletics and debating teams and
took time to organize various clubs among his stu-

A letter from his TVA chief, advising of

reproach.

his death, said,

gaged in post-graduate
Bible
University and the Unistudy at the Eugene
later
at the University of Inversity of Oregon and

His college expenses were earned by weekend preaching and pastoral work in small Oregon

life.

Over the years Willard Hayes won and held the

grow

is

for

many

years to come."

not a tangible, static thing, but a

vital force influencing the lives of
people.

sential to happiness

It is es-

Recan attitude or spirit which finds expression
varied forms of activity and which brings a way

reation
in

and

satisfaction in living.

is

of rich

and joyful

living to children,

youth and

adults.

During World War I, he served as infantry
United States Army and later, under
the Morale Department of the Army, he organized
and directed the educational and recreational work
dents.

officer in the

at

Camp Lewis, Washington. He supervised service

clubs for the

Army,

at first in the State of

Washing-

ton and later in Indiana.

Mr. Hayes was employed on the national staff of
Community Service, Incorporated, in 1921, later
that year becoming the executive secretary of Community Service of Clarksville, Tennessee. After
three years there, he served as executive secretary
of the City Service Club of Paris, Kentucky, and in
1925 was called to Cedar Rapids, Iowa, as superintendent of recreation. Here he organized and developed the public recreation program, and remained for eight years. He then spent a year in

education and recreation

work under the

Civilian

Conservation Corps, following which he was employed in 1934 by the Tennessee Valley Authority.

He
of

continued as a recreation specialist on the staff
until the time of his death, with the excep-

TVA

tion of a period of about one year of military service.

Born and raised on an Oregon farm, it was natural for Willard Hayes to retain always the deepest
interest in rural people and problems. Even during
his service as a city superintendent of recreation,

he

reached out to the rural areas and worked with

County Farm
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DIAMOND

OFFICIAL
HORSESHOE

PITCHING

COURTS
Very strongly constructed of heavy planks.
Cast iron stake holder
pitch to the stake;

with rust

and

in center with proper
cannot work loose. Painted

rot preventative.

Shipped ready

to assemble. Rules for playing, court regula-

tions

and pad

Write

for

of score sheets included.

on Complete
and Accessories

information

Line of Pitching Shoes

DIAMOND
CALK
HORSESHOE COMPANY
4614 GRAND AVENUE

DULUTH, MINNESOTA

Bureaus, extension directors, county
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FIVE POLIO PRECAUTIONS LISTED FOR PARENTS
THAT THE IQ4Q

polio

SCESOn

is

be buried or burned.

WARNING
almost at its height, the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis has issued a

list

of precau-

tionary measures to be observed by those in charge
of children during the epidemic danger period which
usually runs from May through October, reaching
its peak during the hot, mid-summer months. The
five easy-to-follow health rules for children are
1.

Avoid crowds and places where

with other persons

:

close contact

is likely.

2. Avoid over-fatigue caused by too active play
or exercise, or irregular hours.
3. Avoid swimming in polluted water. Use only
beaches or pools declared safe by health authorities.

Remove wet shoes
4. Avoid sudden chilling.
and clothing at once, and keep extra blankets and
heavier clothing handy for sudden weather changes.
5. Observe the golden rule of personal cleanliness. Keep food tightly covered and safe from flies
or other insects. Garbage should be tightly covered
and, if other disposal facilities are lacking, it should

The National Foundation
symptoms

also lists the following
headache, nause-t

of infantile paralysis

:

or upset stomach, muscle soreness or stiffness, and

unexplained fever. Should polio strike in your
family, call a doctor immediately. Early diagnosis

and prompt treatment by

qualified medical personnel often prevent serious crippling, the National

Foundation points out.

,

The organization emphasizes the fact that fear
and anxiety should be held to a minimum. A calm,
confident attitude

Parents,

ery.

it

is

conducive to health and recov-

says, should

remember

that of all

those stricken, fifty per cent or more recover completely while another twenty-five per cent are left

with only slight after-effects.
If polio is actually diagnosed,
get in touch with
the chapter of the National Foundation for Infantile

Paralysis serving your community. The chappay that part of the cost of care and treat-

ter will

ment which the

patient or family cannot meet.

CUT OUT AND KEEP FOR REFERENCE
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SWNCOFA LEOPARD

DESIGNED*"

Better team work and improved scores are possible when playing a ball that is accurate in
sure in grip and well balanced.
flight
Thirty years of experience, with constant improvement, and better-built balls, is

another "Best by Test" reason for specifying Wintark. Official in weight, shape and sizeit meets every requirement essential to TOP PERFORMANCE in play and in economy.

BUY THE BEST

WC
A VCD WIMTADIf
WEAVER
YfmlAKlV
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GET THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY
CAI
EC ff\
V.U.
jALEj

AMCKICA-S FOREMOST ATHLCTIC
BOX 71 -SOUTH FIFTH STREET -SHAMOKIN, FA.

r.o.
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Emergency

sang, a playsong; Miss Formyduval, who opened
the day's "suggestion box" with several things to
do in the way of games to be played at home and

Radio Program

Virginia Nemer, supplying the musical background.
Outside help was recruited from the Arts and Crafts

;

Workshop with
In which the congratulations of a radio

program director to a local recreation
department show a fine example of cooperation and worthy accomplishment.

the director, Mrs. Chester Marsh,

presenting daily handcraft suggestions. Wesley
Snyder told a complete story each day. The stories
were edited and arranged for radio by other recreation department staff

members.

A

daily telephone

quiz, with prizes donated by a local store, featured
questions concerning civic affairs ; while a con-

tinued story, written by Elizabeth Trotman, helped
maintain interest from day to day as the listeners

May and John

followed the adventures of

in

and

around Winston-Salem.

Louis T. Marsh

contests included the best photograph
of a pet taken by a child a sampler and model plane
contest a word contest using the slogan "Grow

Weekly

;

;

ADAPTABILITY AND readiness to accept unusual conditions, while still carrying on the
necessary work of keeping children well-occupied,

THE

were ably demonstrated by the staff of the WinstonSalem, North Carolina, Recreation Department
during the 1948 poliomyelitis quarantine affecting
children up to sixteen years of age in Forsyth
County. In the face of such an emergency, which

Home"

the best story written
by a child and a portfolio, made by a child, including copies of paintings by American artists. Prizes
for each of these contests were donated by a Win-

Strong by Staying

;

;

ston-Salem merchant. Mimeographed copies of all
contest rules, together with daily and weekly playtime suggestions, were made available to listeners

by the recreation department.

normally would stop a great percentage of the summer recreation work, a daily half-hour radio probrought not only entertainment,
gram over

portunity of congratulating L. B.

but also

many constructive playtime suggestions
leisure-time activities, into the
worthwhile
and

during the emergency.

homes

WTOB certainly should receive their share.

WTOB

of practically every child affected by the segregation ban in the Forsyth County area.

Miss Mildred Formyduval, playground super-

was

visor in Winston-Salem,
early in the

morning the day

nounced. With the

in touch with
after the

WTOB

ban was an-

help. of station personnel, "Play-

ground Playtime" stepped into the picture the following day, answering in great part the question in
every parent's mind "What shall I do with my
child during the remainder of the summer ?" Without the ingenuity and seemingly tireless work upon
the part of the members of the Winston-Salem Recreation Department staff, it would have been impossible to continue to hold the interest of this age
group of children during a seven-week period. That

the interest

was held was evidenced by the great

response in the mail each day.

The program format

of

"Playground Playtime"

was

so planned that the interest of both older and
younger children would be sustained throughout

the program.

Three

staff

members appeared

morning: Peggy
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Pruitt,

who

regularly each
explained, and then

As program

director of

the excellence of the

"While

bouquets

WTOB,

I

take this op-

Hathaway upon
work done by his department
are

being

passed

around,

With-

out the splendid guidance and cooperation of the
staff at

WTOB,

the

program 'Playground PlayMildred

time' could not have been a success."

Formyduval, Recreation Department of WinstonSalem.
(See "Let Radio Sell Your Program," October 1948
Ed. )
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SKTJM

PORTABLE STEEL
BLEACHERS AND

GRANDSTANDS
The

safe and economical
solution for your outdoor
Tuad indoor seating problems. Our engineering
staff is at your service
without cost or obligation to you.

FR-EE
Write /or illustrated (older
and prices today.

N. Berwick, Maine
486 R. R. St.
Hussey Mfg. Co., Inc.
Also manufacturers of "Laughing Loon" Water Sports Equipment
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Magazines and Pamphlets

Books Received

Recently Received Containing Articles of
Current Interest to the Recreation Worker

Journal of Health, Physical Education and Recreation,
May 1949
Training Student Leaders in Group Recreation,
Catherine L. Allen.
The Role of Sports and Games in Organized Camping, Gerald P. Burns.
Golf Instruction with Limited Facilities, Flora May
Ellis.

"How We Do

Two-Ball Soccer.
It"
Youth Leaders Digest, May 1949
The Citizen Can Help A Symposium.
American City, May 1949
Seattle's Concrete Diving Piers, James D. Grafton.
Colorado Municipalities, May 1949
for the Sense of Worth, Chester L.
Recreation
Bower.
Scholastic Coach, May 1949
A Safe and Sane Schoolbo\ Boxing Program, John
M. Giannoni and James Loveall.
Physical Education, May 1949
Supervision in the Organized Recreation Camp,
William H. Freeberg.
Park Maintenance, May 1949
Low Cost Sterilizer Us.ed in Tacoma's Park Pools,
A. R. M'Pherson.
Annual Reports the Public Will Be Eager to Read.
Beach and Foot June 1949
Basic Principles of Design, Construction, Maintenance. Part II the
Pool, John W.
r

YMCA

American Girl's Omnibus, by Pearl and Stanley Pashko.
Greenberg Publisher, New York. $2.75.
Comet Books Your Own Joke Book, by Gertrude
Crampton; Batter Up, by Jackson Scholz; Tawny,
by Thomas Hinkle; Star-Spangled Summer by

Janet Lambert. Pocket Books, Incorporated, New
York. $.25 each.
General Education Board Annual Report 1947-1948.
General Education Board, 49 West 49th Street,
New York.
Handbook of Y.M.C.A. Camp Administration, edited
by John A. Ledlie and Ralph D. Roehm. Association Press, New York. $4.50.
Living Through the Older Years, edited by Clark Tibbitts. University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor,
Michigan. $2.00.
Little Golden Books
Bugs Bunny, by Warner Brothers Cartoons: Guess Who Lives Here, by Louise
Woodcock; Two Little Miners, by Margaret Wise
Brown and Edith Thacher Hurd; Johnny Appleseed, by Walt Disney Cartoons. Simon and Schuster, New York. $.25 each.
Mother Goose Land with Judy and Jim, by Hilda Miloche and Wilma Kane. Simon and Schuster, New
York. $1.00.
Organization and Administration of Physical Education, The, by Edward F. Voltmer and Arthur A.
Esslinger. Appleton-Centurv-Crofts, New York.
$3.50.

Our Home Town, by Earle
Press,

New

York.

Lippincott.

Association

$1.00.

Ogg.

Those Expansion Joints, K. T. Fezer.
Survey, June 1949
Delinquents in Paradise, Joyce Rockwood Muench,
Parks and Recreation, June 1949
Nature Center for Mitchell Woods at New London,
\\ atch

The

Weaver W. Pangburn.
Oakland Park Department Trains Its Personnel.
Nat Levy.
Mosquitoes Can Be Controlled in Recreational
Areas, Dr. Richard L. Post.
to Include, William Frederickson, Jr. and
Rodney D. McClelland.

What

Maintenance Mart

Equipment

for

Checking Room.

Swimming

Pools.

Nation's Schools, June 1949

Play The Word that Makes Milwaukee Famous
Today, Mildred Whitcomb.
Schoolhouse Planning from High Schools in the

ATHL

flC

EQUIPMEN

South.

Camping Magazine, June 1949
Security through Safety, Marion McGuire.
What About Archery at Your Camp? Myrtle K.
.

Miller.

Park Maintenance, June 1949
Demand Park Space in Annexation Areas. Editorial by Erik L. Madisen.
Magnet for Tots It's a Simple Children's Zoo,
Grier Lowry.
Catching Up in California's State Park Program,

Edward

F. Dolder.

Highroad, July 1949
Christian Ideals for Recreation, Larry Eisenberg.
Nation's Schools, July 1949
Camping Has a Place in the Regular Curriculum,
Truda T. Weil.
Schoolhouse Planning the Site, by John McFadzean.
Parents' Magazine, August 1949

When They

Say: What Shall
Elizabeth Lee Schweiger.
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First Choice
for

fvery Sport!
Available
Thru Leading
Athletic Goods
Distributors

We Do Now?
RECREATION

Xew
Covering the
Leisure

A

Stories

By

New York

Eulalie Steinmetz.

New York
is

THIS
result
the

List of Stories to Tell
to Read Aloud

18.

THE

By Harry Githens. Eldridge Entertainment House,

$.75.

and the

of forty years' storytelling experience in

New York

Inc., Franklin,

~|3
list,

Field

and

Public Library,

fourth edition of this

Time

Public Library. Every story listed

has been told, and their inclusion rests solely upon

enjoyment of the children who listened to
Book editions have been selected that seem
most suited for the story hour in text, illustration
and general format.
There is an alphabetical arrangement of stories

-*-

Ohio. $1.00.

ARTIES FOR SEASONAL occasions, for both children and adults, are included in this book. Each

plan suggests several games and other activities, as
well as ideas for decorations, invitations and refreshments.

the

them.

by title, with three subject indexes: Folk Tales,
Heroes, Festivals and Fete Days. It contains 730

The
titles, giving the source of each.
a "must" for all people who take storytell-

annotated

book

is

ing seriously, and want to

know

the best material.

Papercraft

By Joseph Leeming.

Charles

ville 2,

J.

Vettiner.

Armory

Recreation jor America

Rural
story
recreation

Building, Louis-

of the organization

is

Directions are clear, and the articles that can be
clever and original. Craft leaders on play-

made are

in recreation centers will find the proj-

and easy to

accounts of activities successfully developed should
be of particular value to recreation leaders. It is

designed for the convenience of those who wish to
use it as a working manual, and covers organiza-

wide variety of program acand the problems in-

leadership, publicity
volved in each.

AUGUST

1949

children.

five

Jefferson County, Kentucky. It
suggestions for other rural areas, and the detailed

tivities,

Youngsters

of the

years in
does contain many

tion, administration, a

teach.

enjoy them. They are excellent for
home
and for amusing convalescent
playgrounds,
will

essentially a

and growth

program during the past

earlier book,

"Fun With Paper"? This is his newest book
on paper folding, and just as much fun.

and adults

Kentucky. $3.75.

fine,

"-*

ects easy to learn

By

B. Lippincott Co., Phila$2.50.

"OEMEMBER MR. LEEMING'S

grounds and

Rural Recreation for America

J.

delphia, Pennsylvania.

"If

your nose

And you

is

hold

close to the grindstone

it

rough

there long enough,

Ere long you'll say there's no such thing

As brooks

that babble, birds that sing,

These three

your world compose
You, the Stone, and your darned Old Nose."
will all

:

Anonymous
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Game

This

Charles Scribner's Sons,

Cotton.

By Henry

A Hundred Games

of Golf

for Rural Communities

New

York. $10.00.

By Ralph A.

A BEAUTIFUL AND FASCINATING book by

Church,

One of

New

Felton.

Drew

Department of the Rural

Theological Seminary, Madison,

Jersey. $.30.

^*- Britain's
golfing giants. According to the SunTimes
day
Henry Cotton has now produced some-

r

thing so entertaining, so wide in its scope ... as to
assure him a more permanent place in the annals of
more championshps could have done.
golf than

of games is suitable for rural gatherings. The
tried-and-true activities include the get-acquainted
games, relays, tag games, races, stunts and rhythmic

:

.

.

.

T His PAPER-BACKED, seventy-two page collection
1

games. Most of them are old favorites, and it is
nice to have them brought together in one inexpensive collection.

Paper Sculpture
By Tadeusz

Lipski.

The Studio

381 Fourth Avenue,

New

T^HESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR

Publications, Inc.

York. $1.50.

Pattern Without Pain

three-dimensional pa-

"-

per sculpture are useful and interesting for
poster and display purposes. They are excellent

and exhibit work, but not for casual craft
activity. Paper Sculpture is a good book for art
for art

leaders or students

who wish to

learn a

new medium

for displays, exhibitions or posters.

Toymaker's Book

By

Allen

W.

Seaby.

B. T. Batsford, Ltd.,

Xew

York. $3.50.

ITko YOU HAVE TROUBLE making

original patterns

^~^ or
designs for your handcraft projects? Mr.
Seaby, former professor of art in the University of
Reading, shows you how in his new and very attractive book. It is beautifully illustrated and should
be very valuable to art and craft leaders and
teachers.

C. J. Maginley. Harcourt, Brace
Xew York. $2.50.

By

TTERE, AT LAST, is a
woodwork projects

and Company,

simple book of attractive
that can be made with the

simplest of hand tools, and with easily available
materials, such as orange crates, cigar boxes, ice
cream sticks, spools and the like.

Projects include clear directions for transportaand construction toys, such as a moving van,

Officers

and Directors of the

National Recreation Association
OFFICERS

tion

and dump truck; circus projincluding a ferris wheel and merry-go-round
mechanical toys games a saltbox doll house and
city bus, ferry boat
ects,

;

:

;

kinds of

all

dolls' furniture,

including bathroom

Leaders of workshops

will find

many good ideas
wood projects.

for attractive, yet not too difficult,

Fun-To-Do
S. Meyer. E. P. Button Company.
York. $2.49.

By Jerome
TtJ"R.

MEYER

is best

known

""* and Mental
Whoopee.

for his

Many

Inc.,

Big Fun Book

of his

new

style

quizzes and other items in this new book appeared
in Coronet and Reader's Scope magazines. This is

a good collection of

new

entertainment ideas

tongue-twisters, tricks, stunts, puzzles,

and quizzes.
it would

Written primarily for home entertainment,

be fun for clubs and other informal groups.
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What Makes

fturzle wRlte Like
is?

BUZZIE

is

just learning to write.

And every line he writes starts out with big
letters

The

and ends up with
trouble

is,

little

When

ones.

he doesn't plan ahead.

He

concentrates on making those big letters, and
lets the end of the line take care of itself.

Many grownups

the Bond-A-Month Plan are such a blessing.
They are "human-nature-proof."

have the same trouble

not with their handwriting, but their money.

saving

is

you're on one of these plans, the

done

for

you

automatically.

And remember, every U. S. Saving Bond
you buy brings you S4 in ten years for every
$3 invested.

So don't

let

your

life

run on like Buzzie's

the beginning, and let
the "end of the line" take care of itself. But it

handwriting. Fix up the "end of the line" once
and for all by signing up today for the Payroll

practically never does.

Savings Plan or, if you are not on a payroll,
the Bond-A-Month Plan at your bank.

They blow

That's

why

it

all at

the Payroll Savings Plan and

swine

Is

SURC SAVlner -U.S. 5Avin6-$
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Editorial

YOU REMEMBER
REMEMBER

the watercress

YOU

you found your-

by the stream, the chestnuts, hickory nuts,
walnuts, butternuts, the tiny beechnuts you gathered
self

climbed as a boy to study their nests, the pheasants
flying up, perhaps the wild turkeys, the dozen or

in the fall after the frosts, the sassafras root, the

bobwhite following their mother on the
ground, one behind the other, yet never walking in

blueberries, the elderberries, the wild gooseberries
with their thorns.

a straight line, the liny humming birds always coming to the same place by the side of the porch.

You remember
swamps,

the smells

in the pasture,

by

in the

woods, in the

the seashore, where the

.wild roses grew, or the little island just thick with
violets, the smell of the clam bake, the smell of the

woods

fire,

the smell of the bayberry

you ground up

in your hands.

You remember

the nice feel of the road dust

on

your bare feet, the good old "sqush" of the mud
between your toes, wading in the creek at recess,
catching tadpoles to be watched as they grew up,

so

little

You remember many sounds
sea

when

the ocean

is

the sound of the

calm, the sound of the sea in

the winter storms on a rocky coast, the lapping of
the lake water at your camp as you wake in the

morning, the sound of the wind in the trees, the
cry of the loon on the lake, the sound of the rushing mountain stream, the roar of the great falls,
the sounds of myriads of insects, the sound of the

"jug-ger-rum."

You remember

the sight of the

first

flowers, the

turning over stones to find what lived underneath,
wading out into the ocean, the first joy of swimming

wheat just coming out of the ground, when the trees
leaf out in the spring, when the leaves have their

in the ocean, of giving yourself entirely to the water.

best color in the

You remember
mountains

the

the springs

if

you

lived

away from the

climbs, the delight of finding
could drink from, coming on the

when

the

first

snow storm

lakes that were unbelievable.

first

you
them bound away from you, getting
above the timber line, above the clouds, and when
the sky cleared, looking for miles and miles.
deer, watching

You remember always
Written for

fall,

comes, certain sunsets over the ocean or over the

RECREATION

the birds, the trees

you

You

like

now

to

and water and

its

withal belong to

all

remember

that

much

of our land

sights and sounds and beauty
the people
deeded to them for-

ever and forever.

HOWARD BRAUCHER

in April, 1940.
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A

PERFECT SETTIU

The new amphitheater
illustration of a property

both to

270

its utility

and

at

Butler.

Pennsylvania,

is

an

development which contributes

to its beauty.

RECREATION

HERIOT CLIFTON HUTCHINS

RECREATION PLANNING
THE

NEED FOR recreation planning can be simply

The human need for play opportuniincreasing while the supply of natural resources for recreation is diminishing. Not only is
stated.

ties is

our population growing, particularly our urban
population, but the average person in that population has more free time for play than ever before
as
at

a week, in fact, as he now spends
the hours of work are still decreas-

many hours

And

work.

ing.

That

side

is

is

one side of the picture.

On

the other

the continual dedication to other uses of

land needed for recreation, particularly suitable
land within or near residential neighborhoods.
Careful planning is the only means of effecting a
balance between increasing human need and diminishing natural resources.

The
of the

recreation plan should be an integral part
community plan. It is related to the land

use plan, the street plan, the neighborhood plan,
the public school plan, the governmental organization plan and the financial plan of the municipality.

Usually the recreation plan looks ahead over a five
to ten year period, periodic revaluation of the proposals being necessary as conditions change.

is

Before undertaking the formulation of plans, it
necessary to know a great deal about the com-

munity and its people. What is the land area, the
topography and climate ? What are the boundaries
of the social community? How many people live
there now, and how many are likely to be there in
five to ten

years ?

neighborhoods

Where

are the future residential

likely to be?

What

is

the occupa-

tional distribution
tastes will

Adapted from a paper prepared for the Planning Study Course for
Planning and Zoning Officials and Municipal Officials of Erie County,
New York, March 2, 1949.
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1949

is,

what kind

of recreation

be encountered? The answers to these

questions and others are needed to set the stage for
planning, to define the problem.

The

process of planning involves many situawhich there is need for the exercise of

tions in

judgment.

Standards serve merely as a point of

Each aspect of the process
involves taking inventory of the resources that exist, appraising them in terms of standards or other
departure for planning.

experience, and then determining what might best
be done to achieve reasonable sufficiency in the

This

light of local circumstances.

last step is

point where the experience and judgment
planner assume greatest importance.

the

of the

The Community Recreation Program
The community

recreation

program

is

the ag-

gregate of all efforts by public and voluntary agencies to furnish recreation services. Its goal is to

provide a variety of recreation opportunities for
persons of all ages throughout the year. The mu-

community program is to
furnish physical resources for recreation and servnicipal function in this

ices that are freely available

on equal terms to the

entire population. The municipal recreation authorities need to utilize all public facilities such as

schools, libraries

and parks

to achieve their proper

ends. Manifestly, this calls for cooperation on the
part of many local agencies and particularly be-

tween the

officials of

The scope

of

by what

the public agencies mentioned.

community recreation

is

better de-

includes than by fixed boundaries.
Its possibilities are virtually unlimited. It should
involve watching and listening as well as particifined

Dr. Heriot Clifton Hutchins is recreation planner for
the National Recreation Association.

that

it

forums as well as

football, picnics as well as
celebrations
as well as creative
playground games,

pation,

271

Passive recreations, active games and sports,
recreations,

of park areas are the neighborhood park, playfield,
neighborhood playground and special recreation

collecting

areas, such as golf courses or bathing beaches.
Area standards apply to all publicly-owned

things, and many types of community service projects by groups and individuals are all parts of the

properties useable for recreation. The basic standard of one acre of park and recreation land for

arts.

social

fine

music,

arts, handcrafts,
dramatics, dancing, nature lore, outings, holiday

intellectual

observances,

recreations,

recreation picture, each important to

some

people.

In making the inventory of current program

important that no major effort of any
agency be omitted. Such inclusiveness has a certain value for the appraisal of resources, but it
sen-ices,

it is

much greater public relations value. Everyone who is rendering a service wants to see that
service recognized. Thus the inventory should

has a

cover

all

municipal recreation and park services,

services of the public schools

all

and public librarand the dis-

ies that are recreational in character,

tinctively recreational services offered

by youth-

serving agencies, churches, industries, clubs and
hobby-interest groups. From each of these it is

necessary to secure information on the types of activities offered, the periods or frequency of offer-

each 100 persons in the present or estimated future
population has achieved general acceptance among

park and recreation authorities and city planners.
For smaller communities where greater amounts
of suitable land are usually available, the National

Park Service has suggested a higher

ratio of

park

land to people.

Other standards relative to the proportion of
and numbers of indoor and out-

active-use areas

door

facilities

are discussed elsewhere.*

Needless

to say, these standards are useful chiefly in appraising the adequacy of existing resources in ur-

ban places and in determining approximate needs
as the basis for planning. Their usefulness in the
small community and in the highly congested urban area

is

limited.

In no instance does the mere

ing, the

numbers and age groups served, and any
restrictions on participation, such as membership

application of standards constitute planning; the
standards are merely tools of the planner.

fees.

"When existing resources have been inventoried
and appraised and the resulting needs determined
on the basis of local circumstances, there remain
the tasks of site selection and development. The
first goal should be to make the most efficient use
of existing parks and suitably located school sites.
Conditions in most communities make it imperative
that public school properties be recognized as com-

A reasonably good means

of appraising commurecreation
services
nity
subjectively is the application of a series of criteria, such as
:

1.

The program should afford
way of facilities and

equal opportu-

nity in the

activities to all

neighborhoods.
2.

The program should

offer activities through-

out the entire year.
3.

The program should provide

nities for
4.

equal opportu-

both sexes.

The program should

portunities

for

all

age

furnish appropriate opgroups, including older

adults.
5.

usually bring greater returns than a comparable
expenditure for a separate playground in the same

neighborhood.

When

The program should have a

definite relation-

ship to the school

time

munity recreation resources. Money spent to enlarge and develop a well-located school site will

skills,

program of teaching leisuredeveloping recreation interests, and so

on.
It is a simple matter, once the basic community
data and the inventories of current program serv-

hand, to make an appraisal which will
reveal the sore spots, so to speak, and provide the
basis for specific recommendations in the light of
ices are in

local conditions.

the service radius of each potential park
and school playground has been plotted on a population map, it is usually apparent that one or more
additional playgrounds will be needed to provide
facilities within reasonable distance of all homes.

can be found on land use
be
maps, but prospective areas should always
checked by inspection since topography, access,

Often the needed

abutting structures, wooded areas and many other
observable factors enter into site selection. The

same procedure
fields,

Physical Resources for Recreation

The terms used

in describing properties

for recreation are familiar to

known

to

many.

A

park

is

set aside for recreation use.

272

used

some people but unan area permanently

The

principal kinds

sites

is

followed in locating

new

play-

neighborhood parks and larger parks.

In planning for indoor recreation centers, the
first place to look is the public school building as
a matter of dollars and cents economy.

Most com-

*See Butler, George D., "Standards for Municipal Recreation
Areas," RFCREAT1ON, vol. XIII, Nos. 4 and 5, July and August
1948, pp. 161 and 208.

RECREATION

Sufficient space should

be

allowed

for

each

Teen-agers
have room to dance in
Santa Barbara center*
facility.

munities cannot afford to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars on a new recreation building when

The Managing Authority

authority for parks and
the agency responsible, in most cases,

they can achieve essentially the same ends at considerably less cost by adding certain facilities to a

for the acquisition,

well-located school building. And the very facilities needed for community recreation are equally
needed in the public school program, specifically

services.

auditoriums, gymnasiums, shops, playrooms and
a swimming pool, to mention a few. An increasing

number

of

new

neighborhood

schools have

use.

community rooms

for

In places where a separate recdesirable, it should be planned

reation building is
expressly for recreation uses by architects experienced in recreation planning.

Here it is possible to touch upon only a few of
the high spots in the matter of area design. Each
development on a property should make a contribution to

its utility

or beauty or both.

Considera-

tion should be given to the requirements of each
age group to be served. As many facilities as pos-

for Recreation

The municipal managing
recreation

is

development, operation and
maintenance of municipal park areas and for the
conduct and supervision of municipal recreation
In

many

states, the

municipal recreation

powers may be vested in the school board, park
board, recreation commission or other existing
body. Frequently two or more political subdivisions may jointly acquire property for, and operate
and maintain, playgrounds or neighborhood recreation centers. Counties in some states likewise
have broad powers for the administration of park
and recreation services.

The typically broad grant of recreation powers
to municipalities tends to bear out the position
taken by the National Recreation Association that
no one form of recreation authority is universally

sible

The experience of this Association
over a period of more than forty years shows that

for court games, roller skating, outdoor dancing
and even ice skating in winter. Sufficient space

public recreation usually fares best when it is administered as a separate function of government
and when the determination of policies is vested in

should be planned for multiple use as, for
example, the hard-surfaced area that can be used

should be allowed for each
ties,

facility.

Related

facili-

such as those for smaller children, should be

grouped together.

The

lighting of parts of the

such as game courts and one or more ball
diamonds will often greatly increase the use of

area

Judicious landscape treatment will
attractive. The designing of an area by

the property.

make

it

applicable.

a citizen board. Some city officials openly declare
their liking for the citizen board type of administration, while officials in other cities are as strongly

opposed.

Whatever

its

form, the municipal managing au-

thority for recreation has two principal functions,
namely the making of policies and the execution of

The

architects skilled in recreation planning will usually bring real savings in both capital and main-

policies.

tenance costs.

board determines policies and employs an execu-
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effect,

single responsible administrator, in

discharges both functions, while the citizen
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Both are usually subject

them.

tive to administer

by the municipal governing body.
Where a recreation commission is established,

to fiscal control

the

number

members, method

of appointment
and terms of office are usually prescribed by law.
It is desirable and, in fact, increasingly important
of

have a member of the school board and a member of the park board serving on such commissions

to

music, fine arts, handcrafts, nature study, and the
like. Smaller playgrounds require fewer assigned
leaders. Indoor recreation centers require a di-

and one or more leaders, plus a doorkeeper,
and usually more specialist service than the playground. Wherever the size of the establishment
permits, it is advantageous to combine assignments
rector

in the

year-round program so as to make possible

so as to provide a direct channel for cooperation
between these boards and the commission. The

the

authority to elect officers, appoint administrative

works department experience that can be

personnel and to establish and maintain properties

in estimating

is also granted to recreation commissions by law
in most states. Such commissions should be em-

particularly smaller ones, have found it economical
to vest the full responsibility for maintaining and

submit a budget to
for approval and,
once approved, to expend funds in accordance with
such budget.

powered by

local ordinance to

the municipal governing

body

employment

of full-time personnel.

In even the smallest communities there

is

public

utilized

park maintenance needs. Some

cities,

servicing park areas and facilities in the municipal

works department, but this practice does
not always work to good advantage. In some cities
the recreation authorities might well arrange for
public

of 5,000 or more population
their own recreation establish-

the maintenance and servicing of play areas by
park department crews.

ments with one or more full-time, year-round recreation leaders. Other means of securing recrea-

The number of clerical and secretarial employees
should be sufficient to relieve the administrative

Most communities
can afford to have

open to smaller communities,
namely, the joining of two or more municipalities

tion services are also

to provide recreation services, the securing of recreation leadership from a larger nearby munici-

on a contract

pality

basis,

local recreation services

and the provision

of

staff of all possible routine

work, such as record

keeping, issuance of permits, duplication of reports, administration of supplies. This is based on
the principle that each staff worker should be kept
as free as possible to work at his highest skill, and

should not be burdened with responsibilities that a
lower paid employee can discharge.

by the county.

less skilled,

The Recreation Personnel

Salary standards are not yet firmly established

The personnel requirements

for the park and
recreation system should be based on the program
that is being undertaken and the areas and facilities for that

program.

Regardless of the size of

in the recreation profession.

A

suggested scale,
giving wide latitude for each type of position, is
given in the pamphlet Personnel Standards in Recreation Leadership which has been mentioned.

The

the community, there will be need for an executive
who is the administrative head of the system, for

National Recreation Association has recently recommended that the minimum annual base salary

other leadership personnel, and for the mainte-

for

nance personnel.

Some

clerical service will also

be

needed, as well as operating personnel where there
is a golf course, swimming pool or other incomeproducing facility to be managed.

The

size of

tenance

staffs

the leadership, operating and mainwill depend directly on the number,

and development of properties used in the program. Likewise, the breadth of the program will
determine the number of activity supervisors and
size

qualified, professional, full-time, year-round
recreation service be not less than $2,400. Good

administrative practice calls for the establishment
of a salary schedule covering all employees of the

department and integrated with the salary schedule
for other municipal employees.

Financial Support for Municipal Recreation

The determination

of costs

the validity of planning.

At

is

an

effective test of

this point, the costs

be required.
Many of these positions are described in Personnel Standards in Recreation Leadership, published

brought together in the form of a tentative current

by the National Recreation Association.
A large, well-developed playground usually requires, for morning, afternoon and evening opera-

expense budget. Since leadership usually takes
about half the current expense budget for a good
municipal recreation program, an approximation

specialists as well as leaders that will

minimum

assigned staff of a director, assistant director and one or more leaders, plus reg-

tion,

a

ular service
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from part-time roving

specialists in

of administration, leadership, supplies, operation
of facilities and maintenance of areas should be

of the total current cost can be

the aggregate

The widely

had by doubling

cost of leadership salaries.

accepted prewar standard of current

RECREATION

expenditure for the services commonly rendered
by a recreation department was $1.50 per capita.
The accepted prewar standard for these recreation
services

traditionally

ments was $3.00 per

rendered by park departManifestly with the

capita.

rise in costs of all materials

and services since

1945, this standard should be substantially higher
today.

Actual expenditures for parks and recreation by
large cities reflect a per capita figure which is gento the
erally below the prewar standard, according
limited data available. An analysis of 1947 park
and recreation expenditures in sixty-eight large
cities shows median expenditures for parks of
$1.08 per capita and median expenditures for rec-

reation of fifty-six cents per capita. The total for
both services, therefore, is a little more than half

Only eight of the sixty-eight
and
recreation expenditures
reported park

the prewar standard.
cities

exceeding $3.00 per capita for the estimated present population and, in at least three of these eight
cities, capital expenditures were included.

No

standards and few data are available on capi-

tal costs for

This

new park and recreation developments.

attributed to the widely varying costs of
land, labor and materials in different places. The
only way to estimate the cost is to spend the time

and

is

effort necessary to ascertain land values

the actual cost of labor

and materials

and

at current

price levels. Once a total cost figure is obtained,
the community can usually secure necessary funds
by bonding or by direct taxation on a pay-as-you-

go basis. Sometimes the securing of funds for new
developments is easier than getting funds for maintaining the properties.

community on
the idea of spending the necessary money. In some
cases, this can be done more easily through an

Next comes the task

Consideration should be given to the requirements of
each age group. Wading pool antics in Reading, Pa.

of selling the

emotional appeal than through an appeal to reason.
Often both are necessary. One means of presenting financial facts is through a comparison of
achievements on a per capita basis with other cities
of any size or on a total expenditure basis with

communities of similar size and characteristics.
Most of the difficulty in the use of these methods

from the lack of up-to-date information on
municipal populations and on municipal expendi-

arises

tures for parks and recreation.

can be obtained from the biennial

YEARBOOK

is-

RECREATION magazine and from the MUNICIPAL YEARBOOKS. The latter source also gives

sues of

data for appraising local ability to pay for public
recreation from property taxes. This can be done

by comparing a particular city's assessed valuation
and tax rate, adjusted to true value, with the average adjusted figures for

cities in the

same popula-

tion group.

Conclusion
It is

well to re-emphasize the needed integration

of the recreation plan with the

One

community master

not complete without the other.
plan.
Other points that require re-emphasis are: The
necessity for securing accurate and complete data
is

on the nature

of the community and its people to
serve as a basis for planning; the desirability of
planning for the fullest possible use of all park

properties and other publicly-owned facilities, including public schools and the need for qualified,
;

One measure
fort

on

of comparative local financial efbehalf of public recreation is the percentage

that the municipal expenditure for recreation leadership requires of the total operating expenditures
of the municipality.

SEPTEMBER
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Reliable data for this measure

well-organized and well-paid personnel. While
many other important factors might be mentioned,
it

would seem

that these are basic to effective

and

economical recreation services which are the goals
of recreation planning.
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The

and streams are God's highway^
ever beckoning trail
That calls me to the great outdoors
To paddle or to sail.
lakes

An

The red man gave me

his canoe

To bear me on my way,
Propelled by subtle, paddling skill
On creek or landlocked bay.

'Neath moss draped oak.
My spirit then is free.

launch

I

my

craft

Ahead, are a thousand pictures
That nature paints for me.

The rippling waters

'neath

Presage a joyous
I

am

command

the captain in

I'm master of

my prow

trip,

my

ship.

water pathway bears me far
'Twixt verdant hills and vales

My

And

I feel

the greatness of His work,

Out on the water

trails.

The pines that rise on either bank
Are like a shrine of green

And

the aisle-way to the altar
winding stream.

Is a quiet,

The stained glass windows of my church
Are hues from a sunset's flame,

And darkness brings benediction
To all who praise His name.
NATHAN

Photo courtesy Esso Oilways.
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MUSIC

Great Orchestra Goes to the Factory Workers

WITH THEIR MEALS
LILI

LADIES were present at the concert and the
audience had come in oil-stained
i, 600 men in the

No

overalls.

They were

still

somewhat breathless

but the manager still did not see workers among
those present. So he wrote manufacturers, sug-

as

"We'd be glad
none of
even

overhead traveling cranes, bending
machines. But
plates with high pressure

and the factory
managements cheerfully admitted that they were
wrong in believing that these concerts would slow
Philharmonic.

chestras.

ar-

Ragnar Kjerulf, newly apthe Oslo Philharmonic Orof
manager
pointed
chestra, two years ago proposed to take the ormusic-lovers,

chestra to Oslo factories.

He was

met by a storm

of objections.

"You
by

forcing it to perform in noisy factory yards," protested an irate old supporter. "Playing for uneducated masses will ruin the orchestra's artistic

standard," said another.
"Too much extra work," said
orchestra.

"Your concerts

members

of the

will only disrupt order

men

recalls.

The experiment worked miraculously. Not only
did the factory concerts go over big, but hundreds
of workers became regular subscribers to the Oslo

provided by one of Europe's great symphony or-

can't humiliate a hundred-year-old institution

was then

themselves," Kjerulf

out quays to the ship building hall, so they could
eat their dried fish to the accompaniment of music

become

to oblige,"

presented with the tickets."
that I decided to seek out the

if

"It

as the noon whistle blew at Akerske Mekaniske
Verke, Oslo's largest shipyard, these workers hurried from the floating docks, shipdocks, and fitting-

Insisting that factory workers can

buy season tickets for the men.
came the answers, "but
our workers would be interested in going

gesting that they

hoists, riding

dent

FOLDES

Attendance increased considerably,

for this price.

the Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra started on its
earlier
opening number. Less than five minutes
electric
of
midst
in
the
these men were
directing

mammoth

I

A,
/<*/

;

down

Critics vanished

production. Actually, they said, they stimumen to increased output.

lated the

Even Kjerulf was surprised

at this

happy turn

hadn't looked so rosy when the Philharmonic gave its first concert at the Oslo ship-

of events.

It

On

a gloomy, overcast fall morning the mubegan taking their places on the makeshift
platform at one end of the huge hall. Instead of
the hushed, solemn quiet that usually surrounded,

yard.

sicians

them

in the concert hall during the all-important
minutes preceding a concert, here they were affronted with the nerve-racking noise of drillers.

Huge

cranes traveled above their heads.

M6st of

we'd lose precious working hours," declared the
factory managements. Undisturbed, Kjerulf continued seeking and getting the cooperation of

the musicians looked unhappy. Except for the
roof, the shipbuilding hall was an open affair.

workers' cultural organizations.
When he had taken over the management of the

cult.

orchestra this youthful, white-haired Norwegian

came

knew what he wanted. His first step had been to
reduce prices. For many years a ticket had cost
six kroner

($1.20).

Hungarian born
band,

Andor

Kjerulf offered two tickets

journalist Lili Foldes,

and her hus-

Foldes, outstanding concert pianist, have

recently returned
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a ten-country

European

tour.

High humidity made tuning

The noon

of instruments; diffi-

Drills and cranes beBut the hundreds of men who came
into, the hall had a sullen look and cast grirn
glances toward the platform. "A sense of great
futility overcame me," Kjerulf admits. "The men
didn't want us here. Their attitude made it clear

whistle blew.

silent.

they resented having something pushed
throats."

down

their

i

The only person apparently

unaffected by the
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Freia chocolate factory. There were abeut coo
in the large modern cafeteria.

men and women
Freia

provides

hot

luncheons

(twenty-cents), and most
into

the dining

The

plates.

whose

at

of the

room carrying

for one krone
workers walked
their

well-filled

Thomas Iversen,
their
own food.
brought

thriftier ones, like

table I sat,

learned

Iversen spoke English well

it

reading

American papers and

listening to U.S. short-wave
looked with satisfaction at the

In Connecticut, U.S.A., a community orchestra plays
for folks. Philharmonic music comes to them via radio.

programs. He
hundreds of workers pouring into the hall. Suddenly he called out happily to a blond young man

who

held his luncheon plate in his hand and was
looking for a seat.

Come over here!" And while the
man
was
finding his way across the crowded
young
room Iversen told me why he was so glad to see
"Willy!

heavy mood was conductor Odd Gruner-Hegge.
The handsome black-haired maestro smiled cheerwho slowly accommodated
fully at the workers

the boy.

themselves on tool benches or leaned against walls
and machines. Then he nodded to his orchestra

"Couldn't get him to come to the previous concert. He wasn't interested in music, he said, but

and raised

today

his right

hand

for the downbeat.

The

I

managed

to talk

him

into it."

bars of Johan Halvorsen's Norwegian Rhapsody were completely lost in the rustle as the

Willy Andersen joined us at our table, restless,
looking tensely at the musicians. Willy had spent

hungry shipyard workers began unwrapping

twelve days on a raft in the cold waters of the
Atlantic in 1944, when his tanker was torpedoed
off Newfoundland. He had been working in the

first

their

luncheons.

By
the

the time the orchestra got halfway through
piece the men had finished eating, had

first

and were puffing contentedly
seemingly unaware of the music. Then,

lighted their pipes,

but

still

suddenly, they started to listen. The nostalgic
tunes of the Rhapsody began to sink in. Some

even forgot about their pipes. Others closed their
eyes. In less than a quarter of an hour the Phil-

harmonic turned indifferent workers into an en-

When the last selections from Grieg's Peer Gynt
Suite brought to an end the thirty-minute concert,
a stocky worker who had been standing in front
jumped on stage impulsively and delivered a
speech of thanks while the rest of the audience
gave loud evidence that he spoke for all. Then the
rose spontaneously to sing the Norwegian
anthem and the orchestra joined them.

national

Since

venture, the Oslo Philharmonic
has played in almost every factory in and around*
Oslo, including soap factories, paper mills, electricits

first

appliance plants, shoe factories, rubber plants.

To

put his audiences at ease Kjerulf decided to make
a brief speech before each concert. "Let me introduce you to the members of our family," he would
violins. Over there are
them will have a lot to
say in the next half hour, and most of them will
talk simultaneously. Try to listen to them all."

say.

"These here are the

the trombones.

I
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Each

mind kept wandering back
and the thought tied knots

to the days
in his throat

on the raft
and stom-

"I have yet to see this boy finish lunch,"
Iversen told me. "I have watched him for months.

ach.

He

tastes his food, then leaves it."

In

devoted

silence

the

audience

listened

to

A

raptured audience.

men

chocolate factory since the liberation. He felt fine
while at work, but away from the machines his

of

attended a lunch-hour concert recently at the

deafening applause
Grieg's Solveig's Song.
number. Willy
beloved
this
of
end
the
greeted
Andersen applauded too. His cheeks were flushed

and he seemed to relax. Suddenly he reached for
his fork and started to eat. He finished up his
were
large plate, then smiled at his friend "You
:

said. "I think I'll
right about these concerts," he
come again." And he leaned back happily, forget-

ting himself in the music.
When the half-hour concert

phant end, a

buxom woman

came

to a trium-

in a white

uniform

addressed a group of workers around her "I was
at the concert last night in the Aula," she said.
"King Haakon was there too. Imagine, our 77:

to
year-old King had to leave his palace and go
the University to hear the orchestra but for our
sake the orchestra came right here. I think this is

wonderful."

Thomas

The workers

cheered.

Iversen turned to

"She ain't kiddin'," he
playing his American slang.
smile.

me

with a bright

said,

proudly dis-
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and be Influenced People
MILDRED STEVENSON

crowd around, dive into their
for
food, perch on their shoulders, even
pockets
snatch seeds from their lips. Other persons have
the air,
taught woodpeckers to snatch nuts from

from these, the bird comes
and rest. Then it spies raw hamburger or other meat scraps, oatmeal, spaghetti,
seed and suet which you have scattered on a cleared
patch of loose earth where it may also scratch for
the grit it must have to grind its food.

ball. They
just as a trained dog grabs at a tossed
have found that attracting birds to one's home

Ground-eaters, such as robins, will be satisfied
with this layout. However, after a few nibbles,

means new fun, new interest and education for
young and old, the healthy and bedridden.
It is true, too, that the care and feeding of birds

most

an increasingly popular pastime, as evidenced
by the birdhouses and feeding trays on display in

a simple platform up to three by three feet, stripped

suburban hardware stores. Even more persons
would be sharing this fun if only they knew how
easy it is to win the confidence of these wild things
so that they will live in their backyard and happily

imposed on a pole or hung from a

MR. AND MRS. Arthur Lane
through
WHEN
tiny

their

garden

in Ithaca,

New

stroll

York,

chickadees

is

chatter

away

at their

window
:

just to let

you

They

insist

upon

alter-

ing the very lives of those

who

Case histories prove this.
As stressed by Chandler

Robbins of the U. S.

S.

down

to drink

of the birds will look

up

at the feeding tray

placed overhead, convinced that what was on the
ground merely spilled from this. The tray may be

and super-

at the edges to prevent overflowing,
tree.

Or

it

may

be a glass-roofed contraption placed on any window sill not much higher than a nearby tree. If the
birds fail to discover the sill you can pull them to
via a feeding box. You move the box a foot or
to your window every night when the
birds are asleep. This can be rigged up on a trol-

it

feeding tray.

The public should, however, be warned of one
fact before it is too late the birds are not content
feed them.

the glint of reflected sun

befriend them.

two nearer
ley

from

their roosts or

more accustomed

eating

places.

Spread the trays with trademarked bird seed.
Or, because eating habits differ with locations and

you can

what your

Fish and Wildlife Service, it is possible, by furnishing food, water and protection, to lure at least

best

twenty species to virtually any city backyard if
only there is a not too distant shrubbery or a tree.
A large number may even be drawn to an apart-

plementing this seed diet with suet plus peanut
butter canapes, bits of doughnuts, corn bread, pie

ment window.

You

simply take advantage of

feathered psychology by digging pools amid your
greenery or by placing bits of looking glass at the

bottom of shallow pans

filled

with water. Catching

species,

find out

visitors like

by setting out sunflower seed, peanut hearts,
hemp, millet, cracked wheat and chicken feed, sup-

whatever you have.

If

you do these

things,

within weeks you will be surprised at the variety

and song in a neighborhood you previously imagined was populated exclusively by Engof feathers

lish

Author wrote "Pet Birds Are Fun," May RECREATION.
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sparrows.
In the meantime something will have happened
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to you. For instance, squirrels, which you previously believed were cute, will become pests be-

cause they

When
times

insist

upon hogging the

birds' dinner.

trays are hung on long wires they someeven learn to slide down, fireman-style.

You'll find yourself plotting against them, perhaps
even girdling your feeder tree or pole with funnelshaped tins to keep them out.
I often neglect my housework to hide behind the

window curtains in order to douse water on any
greedy squirrel that invades my sill feeder. Sometimes the squirrel becomes angry instead of frightened and

tries to dive

through the window

at

me.

save myself only by slamming it shut. One
old lady in our town takes these animals so seri-

and

I

ously that she

sits

by her window

day just so
her feeder she may yank
all

their

In lieu of natural cover,

exposed perches.

you will want to provide a substitute. You can
upend orange crates, cover these with tar paper
and cleat them together in the form of a U, with
the backsides to the wind and the entrance to the
south, then sprinkle them with seed as a lure. Middle-aged Airs. Ada Clapham Govan of Massachusetts was down to her last $6.44 when she originated this idea. Her husband was unemployed due
to the depression and she wondered how she could
feed her family and the birds which had provided
amusement through years of invalidism. Then the
birds changed everything for Mrs. Govan, for she
became convinced that she should write about
<

them. Despite lack of professional experience, she
sold eight manuscripts in eight weeks. She be-

when one appears in
a cord threaded through the wall to a Rube Goldbergian device which rattles a can of marbles in

came director of her own bird sanctuary, purchased through popular subscription, and wrote a
book, Birds at My Window, which catapulted her

its ear.

into the top ranks of

that

When

such concern registers itself the uninitiated may suspect your sanity, but it merely is one
of the steps in the development of the bird addict.
From now on you will not be satisfied to have

casual bird callers.

You

will

want

colonies.

You

them to this end.
For example, birds need winter shelter. Thousands upon thousands of bluebirds once perished
will begin catering to

in

an icy storm because

their frail feet froze to

possible to lure twenty species to almost any
city backyard if there is a tree or shrubbery nearby.

American nature

writers.

Another mark of bird-addiction is mounting
wrath against cats. One cat may kill a hundred
birds. Even with bells around their necks they
learn to stalk without a jangle. None but the reckless bird will remain long where there are prowl-

so persons who formerly liked cats begin
searching for ways and means of getting rid of
them.
method is sponsored by the U. S. Fish
ers,

A

and Wildlife Service under the title, How to Get
Rid of a Vagrant Cat. This publishes directions
for building a never-fail trap.

It's

However, the invention
Service's Robert R.

of the National

Budlong not only

is

Park

safest for

everyone, but shows to what lengths the bird addict will go. Stepping into a trough to taste the
she has her bird course, the cat
a
rat
trap attached to a building lath which
springs
sweeps down, spanking her so smartly on her
fish bait before

south end that she
of cold water.

No

is

hurled headfirst into a tub

cat so chastised ever again visits

Mr. Budlong's domain. "My neighbors tell me
have become rather shy," he declares.
"The pussies stay home, keep looking over their
shoulders as though some memory bothers them."

their cats

Shrubbery which you formerly kept trimmed
become a thicket for nesting
places. You may even make over your garden,
will be allowed to

adding food-producing vegetation trees such as
Russian mulberry, chokeberry, mountain ash,
spruce, pine, juniper, hawthprn, crab apple, beech,
birch, to name a few bushes such as bit-

oak and

;

mock

orange, bayberry, shadflowers such as
blue
cornel
bush, honeysuckle,
tersweet, vibirnum,

;

prince's-feather, love-lies-bleeding, asters, Califor-

nia poppies, cosmos, marigolds, sunflowers, forget-
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Such plantings

me-nots.

will feed

your birds into

late winter.

You

also might bundle neutrally-hued string,
in
and
ravelings into one of those mesh bags
yarn
which oranges are sold and tie it to low branches.
Birds often are particular about color, and no bird

seeking materials for an inconspicuous nest will
tolerate red.

One

result of all this

is

that

you

will

have birds

you never saw before, exDon't expect more than
cept in Audubon prints.
varieties,
some
one pair of
though, for when the
with
male bursts
spring song he is warning his
in your backyard that

own

species to stay away.
see a cowbird

You may
egg

which lays her single

another's nest, then

in

flits

When

off.

the

drafted foster mother angrily kicks out the fledgling you may observe an even smaller sparrow

bringing it food until it is strong enough to fly to
the feeding tray. Then the baby will sit there,

hogging the food and barring the entrance to even
its savior. Maybe you will see a crested flycatcher
which, to keep marauders from its nest, searches
miles for the skin of a dead snake to be used as a

Greenery can be arranged near window feeding tray.
Note the use of an ordinary toaster to hold food.

scarecrow.
like ours.
you'll attract a mockingbird
After arousing every dog at midnight by imitating

Perhaps

a neighbor whistling for his setter, he broke into
melodies seemingly influenced by the radio concert of the previous Sunday, when he and the other

crowded the nearby trees to listen or
barbershop style. They do this birds enjoy

birds had
join in

;

Searching

parties

could

not

discourage

one

mocker which, from the bushes, haunted the Washington Symphony's outdoor concerts with notes
that trailed three bars behind the musicians. In

"Peter and the Wolf" a

flute imitates

a bird; he

imitated the flute imitating a bird so lustily that it
nearly wrecked the performance. So inspired was
he by Dorothy Maynor, the soprano, that he flew
to a flagpole overhead, faced the audience,
it

You

and

a duet.
will

have adventures

If

all right.

you want

your shrubhouses for those birds

to double them, or offset sparseness of

bery,

A

birdhouse

is

a highly specialized piece of

which must be tailored to exacting
specifications for each species. It must be placed
estate

in the location and at the height the bird wants;
the entrance must be just large enough to let him

and keep anything bigger

in

out.

a result of years of research, the Audubon
Society and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

As

music.

made

spair.

real

you should have

which, through the centuries, have accustomed
themselves to roofs over their nests. They used to

woodpeckers' holes in an era ot few
dead trees they find an acute housing shortage.
live in old

;

Such species include
blackbirds, martins

titmice, sapsuckers, flickers,

more than

fifty

altogether.

Just because no bird ever inhabited that fiftycent house you bought at the drugstore, or the one

Junior made in manual training
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class,

don't de-

are able to send you instructions for making houses
according to bird specifications. Donald B. Hyde
of Newtonville, Massachusetts,

who

has been in

the business of selling such houses, approved by
the Audubon Society, didn't learn what birds want
after he squandered $300 on Indian-made rushouses which he thought would be profitable to
copy because they were cute.

till

tic

Incidentally, the birds have repaid
by altering his life.

his perseverance

Mr. Hyde for

A

successful

tools, he made a feeding
his
wife
insisted on one for her
tray only because

lumber broker handy with

own window.

proved so popular among neighbors that in order to find time to earn a living he
had to fix a price and hire carpenters. Birdhouses
came next, with Mrs. Hyde as the bookkeeper, his
It

young daughter mixing humming-bird nectar in
the family kitchen and his schoolboy son packing
shipments in the basement. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Calkins, to

and

whom

he turned over the development

sale of suet cakes,

expected to confine this ac-
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tivity to the kitchen of their

tire

When

Harvard, Massachu-

overflowed not only the enhouse but the barn and rented quarters, they

setts,

farm.

it

had to move to town.

Today

nearby shops rush out as Paul Reveres to spread
the news. Traffic is rerouted from the adjacent
to

these enterprises

fill

three factories, with

plans under way for another to employ 200 people.
Hyde products account for $250,000 retail sales a
year, including 50,000 birdhouses alone. And
has happened to Mr. Hyde ? You guessed it.

what

The

birds got him. He has turned over the business to
a manager so he can lecture about them.

Albert Rich Brand was a successful broker, but
he quit the New York Stock Exchange at forty to

Then the entire town stands by
watch ducks and ducklings waddle across and

state highways.

down

to the Illinois River.

In communities throughout the United States
and Canada there are increasing thousands of lawyers, doctors,

housewives and mechanics

who

fore-

go the comfort of their homes at Christmas to take
a bird census. They tramp their areas, happy as
they

list

sparrows, rapturous as they discover AntLake Erie and orioles in New

arctic gulls near

get a college education and, because the birds got

Jersey. The Audubon Society tally for 1947 disclosed they had taken an actual census of 5,573,000

him, ended up an ornithologist at Cornell, captur-

birds.

ing bird songs on phonograph records. Because
the birds sing their loudest at dawn, for years he
was up with the sun. With the aid of a sound

truck and special machines developed by himself
and his engineers, he ascertained that the birds'
a quarter-note higher than anything on the piano, that some of their songs are
too high for the human ear to register, and that in
is

average pitch

seven seconds a winter wren sings 113 notes. As
a result there are seventy-two wild bird songs on

phonograph records with more than 39,500

sides

sold annually.

Dr. T. E. Musselman was content as secretary
Gem City Business College in Quincy, Illi-

of the

nois, before the bluebirds enchanted him. Unhappy
about their disappearance from the roadsides, he

home

which they would

Since then,
he has devoted himself to prevailing upon other
folk to build similar houses for which he mails free
built a

in

nest.

mimeographed instructions, and to
own handiwork as fast as he can

setting out his
for a coast-to-

The

way

it

birds got

all

of these people,

and

that's the

usually turns out. Interest in birds spreads

as a contagious disease. Wherever one person
cares for them a neighbor observes his fun and

does likewise, until a whole community

is

involved.

residents of Maryland's Chevy ChaseBethesda suburbs north of Washington care for

So many

birds that their population has increased to twenty
to an acre, as against a national average of two.

All of the small hardware stores carry birdseed,
with the average one selling at least 5,000 pounds
a month. When one merchant hires an armory for
a lecture on birds he fills it with youngsters and
adults asking
birds think.

how

long a bluejay lives and do

Indeed, the care and feeding of birds is as catchif you think it incredible that
ing as measles. And
life too, just set out your
YOUR
they might change
a
on
crumbs
of
first pan
snowy day and see what

happens.

The first year he nailed up
102 houses, of which eighty-eight were occupied.
In 1948 he personally put up a thousand.

coast "Bluebird Trail."

When

the pair of

wood ducks prepare

to leave

park where they
an old sycamore tree, people in

their nest in the Bath, Illinois,

come annually

One

of Mr.

to

People in Recreation

Hyde's feeding trays, cafeteria

CRAWFORD, superintendent

of the

Oak-

ROBERT
land,

California, Recreation Department, rethe "Good Government" award
received
cently
Champresented annually by the Oakland Junior

ber of

Commerce

for outstanding contribution to

style.

good government through participation

in

civic

affairs.

Mr. Crawford, who has served

in his present
a graduate of Des Moines
University and was a Navy welfare officer during
World War II. He has been superintendent of

position since 1946,

is

New York,
as conserved
has
and
Jersey,
sultant on recreation at Governor Earl Warren's
Youth Conference and as chairman of the recrearecreation at Hastings-on-the-Hudson,

and Montclair,

tion
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and parks

New

section,

League

of California Cities.

RECREATION

The Place

RECREATION

of

in

the Total College Curriculum

THE

FIRST OF THREE ARTICLES
on the above subject prepared
by contributors from Springfield
College. "A College Recreation
Director Looks at Social Values
of Recreation"

Looks

"A

and

Student

at Place of Recreation in

College Curriculum" will follow
in the

October and November

sues of

RECREATION

is-

respectively.

COLLEGE PRESIDENT LOOKS AT THE PROBLEM

A

PAUL

ME

Er

indicate first

what

specific function of

I

M.

conceive to be the

a college president in a

LIMBERT

a

downtown

campus

no

section of the city with practically

of its

own. Springfield College

is

a school

Others have elaborated on the values of rec-

with a strong professional emphasis, including a
specialized curriculum of professional training in

reation as a phase of education. You want to know
much how a college president views recrea-

recreation and camping. But, in this symposium,
we are considering the place of recreation in gen-

tion in theory, but how his administration reflects
in practice the value he places on recreation. The
provisions the administrator makes, or fails to

professional workers.

symposium
1.

of this kind

:

not so

make, for the recreation experience of his students
and faculty indicate how much regard he has for
recreation values and how clearly he has thought
through the implications of these values in terms
of facilities and leadership.
not want me to report on what is
done
on
one particular campus in dealing
being
with recreation, even though my presentation will
be colored inevitably by our experience at Springfield College. Ours is a medium-sized college in a
medium-sized city. We need to keep in mind here
the variety of institutional and sociological settings
in which college and university programs are being
carried on
the small college in a small town, a
2.

You do

community almost

sufficient

unto

itself,

and

also

the huge sprawling university, often squeezed into
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eral education

my

It is

3.

gram

as a

and not

in

terms of the training of

function to consider the college procourses of study, student life

whole

and activities, personnel services, faculty growth
and relationships also to take into account such
practical matters as budget, buildings and maintenance, faculty appointments, and the overall ad-

The colmore than

ministrative structure of the institution.
lege president

one sense
sive

Is

!

"in the middle"

is

and

he,

if

in

anyone, must have an inclu-

view of the place of recreation

in the college.

Recreation a Concern of the College?
is the prior question a president must face.

This

Lest you think this

is

a

trite

or purely rhetorical

question, assuming that every president
yes, let me remind you that there are
real issues here as

would say
some very

judged by the actual practice

in
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our American

colleges.

President Hutchins of the University of Chicago were here, I imagine he would say that the
university has a very limited responsibility for the
If

recreation of students,

and that the primary con-

cern of the administrator

to provide for intellectual development. If the presidents of some of our
technical and professional schools were here, I
is

would say

judge that they

that recreation has a

very minor place in their thinking because they
must concentrate on intensive training for specific
professions. Even if we had on the platform the
men and women who have written most in recent
years about general education, I suspect that they
would not have much to say, since thus far they
have given very little attention to the place of

faction of personal interests not met in the ordinary routine of courses? Does anyone doubt that

there are such tensions, growing out of intensive
preoccupation in library, laboratory or examinations; or out of the frustrations that often arise

from poorly conducted
relationships with

other students

;

classes

;

or out of strained

members

of the faculty or with
or out of personal worries related

to financial troubles or family

maladjustments? So

far as unsatisfied interests are concerned, there

is

the whole range of avocational pursuits in sports,
drama and the like plus, 'in many cases, a search
for satisfactions related to one's chosen profession
which are likely to be ignored curriculum- wise in

the early years of college.
2. Are the right kind of recreation opportunities

recreation in general education.

To
if

be

less serious for

you were

a moment,

to ask the townspeople

in our college communities whether
the administrator needs to be con-

cerned about the recreation of his
students,
sider

it

many

What

dents do ? Isn't

all

much

?

recreation

them would con-

of

a joke.

else

college

They

do

stu-

life

visit

pretty
us usu-

only to watch our intercollegiate
games and our dramatic and musical
ally

productions.

They

see our students

chiefly in hours of relaxation.

wonder

that the old quip

"What do you mean by

A

Small

was coined

college-bred

:

?

four-year loaf."

Will the recreational phase of a
experience be cared for

student's

adequately by students themselves

and by off-campus commercial and
voluntary agencies?' Does the college president really have to worry
the place of recreation in

much about

the total college

A

program ?

Phase of Personnel Services
The most obvious answer to these

Recreation experiences can extend range of students' interests,
ki!ls.
Dancing is presented to University of Michigan coeds.

questions is to insist that provision
for satisfying recreation experience is an important

available to students?

phase of personnel services. Certainly any dean of

occur to

students or similar administrative officer,
ries responsibility for

who

car-

personnel services, will be

concerned about recreation opportunities from two
angles

:

Are enough

recreation opportunities available
to students, within the range of their financial resources and the transportation at their disposal, to
I.

provide for relaxation from tensions and for satis-
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It

me

Here

at least three criteria

:

should be possible to a large extent to find

adequate outlets for recreation interest on the campus. This has advantages to the student from the
standpoint of convenience and low cost, and to the
college from the standpoint of control of the quality of recreation.

Hence

the justification for an

extensive on-campus program of dances, musicales,
and even movies.

RECREATION

A

variety of recreation opportunities should be
available both on and off campus. Part of the edu-

never be interpreted as displacing or encroaching upon

extend the range of a

the whole range of recreation

cator's responsibility

is

to

student's recreation experiences for example, to
include both the sports and the arts in his recrea:

tion repertoire, to develop avocational interests
that have high carry-over value after college.

The

recreation experiences of the student should
be truly satisfying. Dances and parties that are

more fun

well conducted are

The

in the long run.

concomitant influences of a recreation experience
may be highly significant in terms of attitudes
formed, friendships established, prejudices broken

down,

social

ation

events

means

adjustments achieved. Campus recremay be among the most effective

promoting better understanding between
students and faculty.
If

of

recreation

is

recognized as an important phase

of personnel services, the administrative implications are clear. Facilities for recreation are impor-

and

tant

Student unions,

needs.

intrinsic

little

theatres, intramural playing fields are not frills but
essential items in a building

for the student recreation

program. Leadership

program should be pro-

vided on the same basis as other personnel services. At least one person with faculty
standing is

an adviser of recreation activiIn a small institution, the same person may

needed
ties.

to serve as

direct the intramural sports

program.

This

staff

member should have a background of preparation
in group work as well as in recreation.

A

Phase of the Curriculum

It is our thesis also that recreation should be included in the curriculum of general education. This
is doubtless a more controversial
point than our

preceding reference to recreation as a part of personnel services. Can recreation in the nature of
the case be required ?
good definition of recrea-

A

tion

these things that people do to find satisfactions in those hours of the day which
they can
is "all

own." Can one offer credit courses in
recreation without destroying the
voluntary element which is basic to the recreation
experience?
call their

What

shall

we

say about courses in arts and
music, drama, nature study?

Within the

own answer

crafts,

limits of time, I can only sketch

my

to these questions,
outlining certain

conditions under

which it is sound to include
courses dealing with recreation as a part of the
regular curriculum
i. If a balance is maintained betzveen adminis:

tration-sponsored courses in recreation and a student-initiated recreation

program.

The

introduc-

tion of certain courses, perhaps
required, should
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conducted primari-

activities
ly

under student auspices.
2.

chance

choose

to

riety of

has a

student

the

//

among a va-

curriculum offerings,

yet is exposed to some recreation experiences that ex-

tend the range of his interests

and

skills.

Here we

face

the problem of required versus elective courses that
arises throughout the curriculum. If a student can

choose

among several types of courses in recreathe
tion,
voluntary attitude is preserved to a considerable degree. Yet there will be instances where
a student will be advised to take a certain course

he has a blind spot in
by an exposure to a field
where at present he has no skill.
3. // high standards of teaching are maintained
in recreation just because

this area

and

will profit

in these courses.

These courses

in recreation

must

be taken seriously by the student, whether or not
he receives academic credit. The same standards
of

good workmanship

for both instructor

and

stu-

dents, as hold in other courses, are essential in the
field

There

of recreation.

is

no place here

for

Unless a course in recreation

"snap" courses.

leads to intrinsic, personal satisfactions,

it

has no

place in the curriculum.
4. // courses in recreation are recognised as an
important phase of the program of general education.

A

course in this

field will

normally be re-

garded as terminal, rather than preparatory for
other courses. It will be regarded as functionally
related to personal growth and social responsibility, rather than a part of the technical or professional curriculum.

Here

is

a rich vein that has

explored thus far by those who are experimenting with general education. Perhaps, first,

been

little

we must break down

a certain academic snobbish-

ness which assumes that recreation

is not an appropriate subject matter for a college curriculum.
Accepting general education as "that part of a

student's whole education which looks

first

of all

human being and citizen"
(Harvard Report), how can we fail to make pro-

to his

life

as a responsible

vision for recreation within the curriculum?

"Recreation

is

not a secondary concern for a

a primary concern, for the kind
democracy.
of recreation a people make for themselves deterIt is

mines the kind of people they become and the kind
Dr. Harry A. Overstreet.

of society they build."
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Ackley, Bradley and Day, Sewickley, Pa.
Arlen Trophy Company, New York, N. Y.

The Athletic Institute, Inc., Chicago,
Aviation Products, 'New York, N. Y.

Ron
A.
J.

111.

Bales Sales Agency, Emporia, Kan.

& Company, New York, N. Y.
& Company, Fond du Lac, Wis.

Barnes

S.

E. Burke

Childcraft, Chicago,

111.

Cleveland Crafts, East Cleveland, Ohio.

The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Ga.
Frost Woven Wire Company, Keyport, N.
Game-Time,

Inc., Litchfield,

Geo.

Shoe

Gillis

J.

Mich.

Corporation,

Fitchburg,

Mass.
Hillerich
ville,

and Bradsby Company,

Inc.,

Louis-

Ky.

Horton Handicraft Company, Farmington,
Conn.

WELCOME MAT IS OUt for OUr old
friends among the recreation equipment

THE

people, book publishers, crafts firms and
other cooperative agencies who will be with

us again in

New

Orleans.

J.

what's practical, what best can

fill

our needs,

and come

to place their services at our disMany of them have been at Congress

gatherings for lo these many years some of
them are new all of them will be on hand to

C. Larson

Company, Chicago,

MacGregor-Goldsmith, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Magnus Brush and Craft Materials, Xew
York, N. Y.
National Bowling Council, Dayton, Ohio.

Pennsylvania Rubber Company, Jeannette,
Pa.

;

and help

in regard to the

Glendale,

Calif.

;

offer suggestions

111.

Logan Manufacturing Company,

They who manu-

facture the necessary materials of play, have
much to offer in the way of what's new,

posal.

The Judy Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

Pepsi-Cola
X. Y.

Company,

Long

Island

materials so necessary to the performance of
a good recreation job.
Don't fail to plan time in your schedule for

J.

taking advantage of the opportunity to exam-

Rawlings Manufacturing Company,

ine

new equipment

self

up-to-date on

first-hand, to bring yourwhat's available for future

much

better than reading advertisements, gives you a chance to ask questions, to renew old acquaintances, form new
reference.

It's

contacts that will be helpful to you later.
The exhibits will be conveniently located

so that you cannot miss them as you pass in
and out of meetings. Stop by, and give these
loyal friends

your personal greeting

!

Exhib-

E. Porter Corporation, Ottawa,

RCA
is,

City,

111.

Victor Division, Camden, N.

J.

St.

Lou-

Mo.

Square Dance Associates, Freeport, N. Y.
United States Rubber Company, New Orleans, La.

W.

J.

Voit Rubber Corporation, Chicago,

Weaver Wintark

Sales

111.

Company, Shamokin,

Pa.

Wilson Sporting Goods Company, Chicago,
111.

itors are listed here.
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Congress Speaker
John Davis Williams, Chancellor

of the University of Mississippi,

has accepted an invitation to address an evening session of the

Congress on the subject of "Recreation and Abundant Living."

Word was

not received in time to permit including this announce-

ment with

that of the other speakers, in the

August RECREATION.

John Davis Williams

THE EVE of the National Recreation Congress, we are moved to express our deep appreciation to the very helpful committees and many
individuals who shared in planning for the 1949

We gladly

The

sult of suggestions

and work

of literally

is

generously shared in this process.
present below the personnel of a few

of the various committees;

session.

3 ist National Recreation Congress

who have

to all

ON

room

to include

New

Orleans

movement.

We

To

hundreds

Committee
B. R. Allison, Nashville, Tenn.
Virginia Carmichael, Atlanta, Ga.
G. E. Chew, Sun Oil Company, Marcus Hook, Pa.

Robert W. Crawford, Oakland,
A. E. Center, Akron, Ohio
Lester

J.

Lautenschlaeger,

Calif.

all

of

New

Or-

Watts,

New Haven,

Conn.

Recreation Executives Committee
on Administrative Problems
Floyd Rowe, Chairman, Cleveland,
Ohio
William K. Amo, Little Rock, Ark.
Grant Brandon, Lancaster, Pa.

John P. Brechtel, New Orleans, La.
Ruth Bush, Memphis, Tenn.
Joe L. Christensen, Murray, Utah

W. W.

Harth, Columbia, S. C.
Larry J. Heeb, Lawrence, Kan.
Ralph M. Hileman, Baton Rouge Parish,

La.

Dorothea M. Lensch, Portland, Ore.
Mahoney, Cambridge,
Stephen H.
Mass.
John O. E. Pearson, Brantford, Ont.
Walter Roy, Chicago, 111.
W. P. Witt, Corpus Christi, Texas
Beth Wallace Yates, Sylacauga, Ala.
Ben York, West Palm Beach, Fla.

there were
below are those in

Director, Recreation
Administration,

Clifton

Ganus

Ed Garland
Charles Genella

John Hall Jacobs
Industrial Recreation Advisory

Committee
Victor

Jr., United Fruit
Orleans, La.
G. M. Matlack, Counselor of Recreation,
Burlington Mills Cramerton

Bonnaffee,

New

Division, Cramerton, N. C.
John L. Moore, Recreation Director,
Bemiston Village Council, Talladega,

Ala.
E. L. Parker, President, Callaway Educational Association, LaGrange, Ga.
Robert Turner, Coordinator of Recreation,
Department of Community
Recreation, West Point Manufacturing Company, Lanett, Ala.
Fred A. Wilson, Coordinator of Employee Activities, Scovill Manufacturing Company, Waterbury, Conn.

New Orleans
Local Arrangements Committee
Lester

Lautenschlaeger, Honorary
Chairman, Director, New Orleans
Recreation Department.
J.

John P. Brechtel, Chairman,

New

leans Recreation Department.

Or-

Richard Dixon, V ice-Chairman, New
Orleans Recreation Department.

Henry Boh

Mrs. Herbert Kenny
B. Lancaster
Dr. Henry A. LaRocca
J. D. LeBlanc
Dr. Louis Legett
Lewis G. Lemle

W.

John Lynch
Marcel Montreuil

Gar Moore
Ralph Nolan
General Allison

Owen

Mary Raymond
Horace Renegar
Frank Schaub
L. J. Schroder

A. Spatafora
C. C. Walther

Reception and Services for
Colored Delegates
Morris F. X. Jeff, General Chairman,
Director of Negro Division, New
Orleans Recreation Department.
Alfred Collins, Chairman, Reception
Mrs. Alma Granderson, Chairman,
Entertainment
A. C. Moore, Chairman, Housing

Audry Baxton
Daniel Brown
Elizabeth Gaines

tor,

Cantrell
Blaise Carriere

Daniel Hawkins
Bennie Jefferson

Consultant, Service in Military HosAmerican National Red Cross,
Washington, D. C.

William Coker
Sam Coronswet
George Douglas
Mrs. William Dreaux
Thomas A. Fox, Jr.

pitals,
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stay

NATIONAL RECREATION CONGRESS

Ralph Haines
Henry Hamilton

Southard School, Menninger
Foundation, Topeka, Kan.
Carolyn Nice, National Recreation

make our

T. E. RIVERS, Secretary,

Mrs. Charles F. Buck

Hospital Advisory Committee
Edward D. Greenwood, M.D., Direc-

to

you our profound gratitude.

Veterans
Washington, D. C.

Company,

leans, La.

W. Norman

Orion,

Service,

we wish

listed

who have worked

are grateful

W. H.

Recreation Congress Advisory

Also

there pleasant and as rewarding as possible.

the re-

cooperatively for the best inter-

of people, working
ests of the recreation

all.

Ray

Marie Royal
Charles Smith

Irma Smith
Oliver Thompson
Elaine Vandergriff
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shall we do tonight?
If my folks
weren't having a bridge party at our house,
probably could go over there and dance."

we

"Yeah, my dad isn't feeling well tonight and he
wanted the house quiet."

said he

"And there's no use thinking about our house.
we got the new davenport and chair we have

Since

trouble enough even walking through the place."
"If only there were a place we could
go to have

some fun

!"

Such conversation

is

an example of what might

be heard on an otherwise quiet street corner of
a small rural community when a group of young
people get together to plan an evening's recreation.
Chances are they will end up spending the evening
at the village soda fountain
if
they are fortunate

enough

iiciiinu

to be in a village

where there

is

one

or

riding around in their cars or pick-ups, looking
for a little excitement.

Many rural communities are faced with the
problem of providing leisure-time activities for
young people. In considering the problem,
the question might be asked, "Is this the responsibility of the community or of the young people
their

CENTERS

A

themselves?"

FOR RURAL

YOUTH

combination of the two, particu-

means cooperation between youth and
adults, would be the most satisfactory. However,
there is a slight tendency for the young people to
expect someone else to furnish the means for their
recreation activities while, at the same time, many
larly

if

it

upon the problem as one to be solved
by those who feel the need for such facilities.
These two reactions leave the situation very similar to that found in a game of doubles in pingpong when, as the ball approaches, the player on

adults look

the right thinks that the ball will be in the lefthand court, and the player on the left thinks that

Qiftota

the ball will bounce in the right-hand court. Needless to say, the ball goes right on by, unreturned
to the opponents.

Carol M. Larson

need not be prevalent in a rural
which
cooperation and understanding
community
between youth and adults exist. If the young people feel that the need of a recreation center is

Such a

situation
in

Supervisor, Rural Sociology Research Laboratory, the
State College of

Washington

great enough, they should take definite steps to
see that one is provided. If the adults of the com-

munity
leisure

young people enjoy their
the supervision of
under
time, possibly

\vish to see their

qualified leaders, they should also take steps to see
that a good program is provided. Leaving the job

for

someone

else to

do

will

mean

a continued lack

of recreation facilities.

The question might then arise, "\Yhat steps can
be taken by either group?" It is the writer's intention to provide a few suggestions which might
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be used as a starting point for establishing a rec-

of a generation or so ago.

the very smallest villages and hamlets can
provide recreation facilities acceptable to its young
recent study of leisure-time activities
people.

Even

A

of 250 high school youth in a sparsely settled wheat
county in the eastern part of the State of Wash-

ington* showed that most of the activities which
the young people want included in a recreation cen-

They

are not forced to

an early age but are given an inworking
of
amount
freedom, such as being allowed
creasing
start

reation center.

at

to use the family car several evenings during the
week or being allowed to choose their own forms of

recreation with

little regulation by their
parents.
rural families have been slower to fol-

Although
low the lead of

their city cousins in establishing

ter

program would be inexpensive, and would not
demand a large number of participants. Such

such a pattern, the urbanized customs are being
accepted more and more in rural areas.
The pattern may be further exemplified by point-

simple activities as dancing, ping-pong, badminton,

ing out that recreation

is

group singing, pool and

family responsibility in

many

billiards, square dancing,
or card playing could be carried on in a school, a
club house, a Grange hall or, many of the activi-

a church basement.

Only one acwould be impractical in any
roller skating
tivity
but the larger towns and cities. The young people
are not asking for the impossible. Their main difties at least, in

room or a hall) in
which to carry on these activities. Once such a
place is made available the rest of the task would
ficulty is in finding a place (a

no longer accepted as a

stances, the responsibility

families.

must

In such in-

In
commercial
forms
of
reclarge communities,

some

lie

elsewhere.

reation carry the responsibility; while in others
the school or the church furnish the chief means
of recreation. It is to the community which has
not as yet found a group to carry the burden of
responsibility that this paper applies.

Shall adults carry the full burden of responsiShall the young people be given a recrea-

bility?

with

or no effort on their

be comparatively simple.
Barriers must be opened up in many communities. For instance, if the school is the only build-

tion center as a

ing in the neighborhood that is large enough to acthe young people, then they must make

that they are not responsible for making the program a success. Such an attitude might well lead

commodate
their needs

and wishes known

to the school

board

or to the group which has jurisdiction over this
property. If the women of the community have a
club house which

is

used only one or two days

during the week, the young people might appeal

women

to the

for the use of this house.

gift,

little

own

part to help establish it? If they take no responsibility in starting the center, they may feel

to failure of the entire project.

On

the other hand,

the entire

com-

worked toward the establishment
recreation center (a center which could, in

turn,

if

everyone

munity

of a

be used by everyone in the community), the reBoth the
sponsibility would be shared by all.

While the youth are presenting their side of the
picture, actually spending some time and giving
some thought to the project of establishing a rec-

youngsters and adults could make use of the center at various times, thus
establishing a "Commu-

reation center, the adults of the

benefit.

community can be

nity

Recreation Center" from which

all

would

doing their part by discovering just what

is needed
and desired and furnishing the leadership neces-

sary

in

establishing

a

well-organized,

popular

center.

The

financial

youth and adults

burden may also be shared by
alike. If the boys and girls are

willing to sacrifice their time in earning money to
support a recreation center, many adults or adult

organizations should be willing to be responsible
for at least part of the financial backing.

Cooperation between youth and adults is essenthe establishment of a recreation center for

tial in

young people

in a small rural

community. Under-

standing also must be present, and should stem
back to the realization that the youth of today are
faced with
*

Carol

much more

leisure time than

were those

"Leisure-Time Activities of Rural Youth in a
Sparsely Settled Wheat County," Washington Agricultural Experiment
Station Circular No. 58, Pullman, Washington, December, 1947.
Larson,
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The goal of

a rural community
that youth have
adequate recreation facilities to fill leisure-time
hours can be attained by all working together.
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How

ID Publicize

YDUH

summer, two a week, with as many as
800 to 1,000 persons attending. Nothing is being
lost by it. These children are learning to swim,
and during the past four years the financial balance
the entire

ACTIVITIES ARE important in a
PROMOTIONAL
swimming pool program. Here they are ap-

proached from three different angles, rather than
from one: outside of the pool; inside the bathhouse

inside the pool.
When I came to Marshalltown, Iowa, to take
;

over the pool, it was then known as a "free" pool.
Even-body used it without paying a fee. Of course,
when we introduced the idea of charging you can

we ran into. To show the people
we would have something really outstanding,

imagine what
that

arranged to have the Governor of Iowa present
for the dedication of the pool.
presented a
I

We

program and pageant, including the latest
style bathing suits worn by attractive bathing girls.
This went over in a big way, and was followed by
an announcement of prices at the pool.
Rates were to be $15 for a family ticket for four
$2 extra for every other person in the family; $8
very

fine

;

for a season ticket, adult; $6 for a season ticket,
for a family ticket $6.50 value; $3 for
child;

$5

a child's twenty-five

swim

twenty-five
sold to any person

Swimming

tickets

and before we
sold over

ticket $5 for an adult's
and $2 for a $2.50 ticket,

swim

ticket

;

who

;

lived outside the city.

were put on sale right away,
opened the pool we had

officially

$800 worth. This,

naturally, assured a

successful season.

were complaints about the admission charge. To protect the mayor and others
on the committee, I set up a Courtesy Day, omitting the word free entirely, knowing that as soon

Of

course, there

has increased each yea^.

A

river passes through the park, so we organized a fishing derby. The Mayor agreed to be the
starter, the Judge of the Municipal Court to act
as head judge. The Chief of Police was the meas-

and the judges were placed at fixed distances
on the banks of the river, within the park. Prizes
were offered for catching the" largest fish of any
species and the derby was very successful.
At one time there were 400 women fishing.
Since that time, we have more women fishing in
and around Marshalltown than men. News of this
was carried in the London Daily Times, the Los
Angeles Times, and was radioed out to sea. This
urer,

;

is

good

publicity.

We

have also arranged for band concerts.
Though the municipal band was available, we also

went out to the smaller cities within a thirty-mile
radius and invited the bandmasters to bring their
boys and girls on Sundays to have a swim, and

Thus we always

give us a concert near the pool.

had some

music, especially for those who
did not care to go swimming.
not only wanted
fine

We

to entertain parents, but knew that if they came
they would bring their children, and the children

would come into the pool.
For another activity outside

of the pool,

we

asked the Junior Chamber of Commerce to purchase a new flag, which we raised on a large flag-

as

pole. Then I asked an insurance agent to buy two
to three thousand booklets telling all about flags

no charge. Therefore, we use the term "Courtesy
Day," and invite the boys and girls of the city for

flying them, which we distributed. Over 2,000
children attended our flag raising, making it a
wonderful spectacle. They entered into the spirit

you say "free" people will tear the shingles off
the roof or knock out a window, because there is

a special

treat.

We arrange for an

outstanding speaker on each
these boys and girls while
talk
to
to
Courtesy Day
thus
in
the
are
enabling us to keep a
pool,
they
measure of control over them. The speech usually
lasts about ten minutes. The first speaker of this

and

wholeheartedly, and
I have ever seen.

it

was one

of the finest things

We

constructed a large stage just in front of
the pool entrance, large enough to handle plenty
of actors, and invited different acts from surrounding cities to perform on

Sunday afternoons. They

put on a free show for those people

who

kind was Mr. Harvey, State Conservation Officer,
who gave a talk on furs and the fur-bearing animals of Iowa. He brought live animals with him,

go into the pool. We thereby interested
community people in coming to the park, and when

and the children were enthralled.
These Courtesy Days are continued throughout

This material, presented at a convention of the National Association
of Parks, Pools and Beaches, won a plaque for the best paper. Condensed from Beach and Pool, January 1949-

want

did not

to
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that

was accomplished,

half of the battle

Daubert

was

over.

Next, we made a little lagoon about forty yards
from the swimming pool, got permission to pump

water into

it,

and asked the

state conservation peo-

ple for 5,000 bullheads. After they were released
in the lagoon, any boy or girl under fifteen years

was allowed to fish any time he or she
wanted to, and catch all the bullheads possible
without any cost. Of course, this was good publicity, and it wasn't long before community people
of age

about charges for use of the pool.
Another thing staged was a field day, with arch-

forgot

all

We

lowed to go swimming, but they don't know
what time. From my home two miles away,

Reducing classes, too, go over like a million
There is no trouble at all in selling a $15

dollars.

ticket to a lady who is anxious to reduce. We
have large classes, some of our participants losing,
without diet, as much as forty-six pounds in three

months

and they enjoy themselves swimming

while doing

it.

instructors come to our swimand
teach
ming pool
preliminary dancing lessons,

Young dancing

without charge to us. They are glad to cooperate
in this way because they feel they are
developing
a future clientele.

who would buy

Free entertainment included a rifle range where
youngsters were taught how to shoot, and a fly
and bait casting tournament.
The State of Iowa had passed a law prohibiting

the newspapers.

and

girls.

So

I

asked Mayor Duffield

to take legal steps to permit us to use fireworks in

the park, and he agreed. He put on a great show,
and the first time we drew about 25,000 people to

our gates. Last time

we

attracted over 45,000 people, using the fireworks display as the grand finale
at the end of a perfect day.

We

stage bicycle races in the morning to get the
have used sand
children to come to the park.
left over from the filter to make sandboxes and

We

have hung swings from the
children's

playground.

trees, to

make a

nice

Mothers can come here,

leave their children in the care of a registered
nurse, and then be free to go
selves, free

Once
install

from worry.

no

about

departments

of

to

We

we

stage a slumber party.
cots in the men's and women's

in a while

who want

swimming them-

our large bathhouse. All the girls

come must have permission from

and three mothers are assigned to
each of the departments.
put 125 prizes into
shoe boxes, each worth anywhere from ten cents
their mothers,

We

At one time any boy

or girl

a $3 ticket, and pay cash in ad-

was entitled to ten free tap-dancing lessons,
and many came.
Another thing I have found of value is watching
vance,

to the boys

I

telephone to the lady in charge at about 2:30 in
the morning. The whistles start blowing, and the
kids get the greatest thrill of their lives.

made
ery for boys and girls, men and women.
a place for buses to come into the park, and accommodated sixty-two from all over the state.

the shooting of fireworks. Well, I had always had
that privilege and realized just how much it meant

at

When

I see that there is

going

some kind I go to see the people participating, or write them a letter saying
that we would like to have them come to the swimming pool. We offer special rates; and to arrange
a program for them or to help in any other way
possible. We cover conventions in the same manner. Even if delegates don't care to go swimming,
to be a reunion of

there is going to be an
In that way, too, I keep
boys and girls in condition and interested.

they are often interested
exhibition of

my

some

if

kind.

We also have hairdressing classes and style
shows for children. We have found checker contests popular, and have painted checkerboards on
our deck. Children are rewarded for regular attendance.

Perfect attendance for a

month

entitles

any boy or girl to a free airplane ride over the
city.

With
the pool

respect to promotional activities within
the learn-to-swim campaign always

itself,

comes first; and after you have taught your boys
and girls, graduation exercises can be held. At
one of these ceremonies the president of Iowa
State College presented the certificates to the chilThere should be no trouble in getting the
superintendent of schools to do this at any time.

dren.

to $2.50.

Remember, as long as you are doing things for
children you have the adults with you, and the
adults have the money. That's all there is to it.

prizes.

news.

The girls play bingo and other games,
and those winning have the opportunities for the
young people, after a while, get onto
go to sleep. They know that later
the
during
night they will be awakened and alAll these

their cots to

SEPTEMBER
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By

using these activities you will be making
News means publicity, both printed and

verbal.
creases,

As the ball starts rolling and interest inmany ideas for publicizing your swimming

pool will materialize.
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traveling 8&
BELIEVING THAT "Conservation Can't Wait,"

show on a tour
trailer truck.

of schools.

fe

In five weeks, mor

Usually, commission employees

a

dren, while the upper grades attend a thirty-mil

Above: Conservation

officer Walter L. Harvey operates slide
projector as youngsters absorb recorded conservation talk.

1.

State Center school children view especially equipped bus
during its five week tour. Live animals, fish are inside.

2.

"Looky, what's that?" Traveling unit was planned to bring
before public a few of the basic conservation principles.

3.

In a few years these children, giving rapt attention, will
be responsible for conservation of our natural resources.

4.

Lady,

292

exhibit's coyote, undisturbed by the student
poses with serene dignity for the photographer.

the

visitors,

ionservation

Commission

of

Des Moines, Iowa, has been sending a

wildlife

OOO school children have viewed the traveling exhibit, carried on a huge
explain the various live fish and animal displays to the primary chilrvation talk
complete with slide projector in the school assembly room.
(

rs

An

White Rock swimming beach in
The property also is used for picfishing, camping and horseback riding.

air view of

Dallas, Texas.

nicking,
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RECREATION

The Story of American

Cities in

Recreation

PART

IV

as TEXAS
9

LILLIAN

SCHWERTZ

Supervisor of playgrounds and
recreation

THE TOWN COUNCIL
young

city of three

of

the

thriving

thousand inhabitants

Texas, were pleased with themselves.
much finesse and no expense to the
with
They had,
town's budget, just completed a transaction wherein Dallas,

by the City of Dallas would acquire

its first

mu-

adopted to this

Minute Book Number

Two

of the year 1876
records the offer of a ten-acre tract of land for the

purchase price of $700. The Town Council desired this property but did not have the "purchase

and the

in

Dallas.

act of obtaining the

municipal park was completed.
In 1905 a Park Board, consisting of

first

bers,

five

mem-

was created by charter amendment. At the

same time a ten cent tax on each $100 property valuation was levied to be used for park purposes.

nicipal park!

effect,

centers

erating

The board

many

still

derives

its

revenue for op-

varied activities from this source.

seems that most Texas cities which had created parks maintained a very restrictive type of
It

records further reflect that the owner

control until well after the turn of the century. It
was not until 1907 that the park property pur-

agreed to lower the price by $100 in exchange for
keeping the "pest house," a building used to house
all persons with smallpox, located on the property.

chased in 1876 was actually designated to be used
for playground purposes. In the Minutes of the
Park Board, the following action was recorded

A

"The Park Board authorized the Park Superin-

price."

The

civic-minded citizen agreed to pay $200 toward
the purchase of the property, leaving a $400 debt
for the city to assume.

The Town Council then

offered to cancel taxes on

of the owner's propa year, for a four-year

all

erties, not to exceed $100
period. An ordinance was

SEPTEMBER
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then prepared and

:

tendent to use the hollow in City Park as a park

playground."

Records show that employment of one of the
playground leaders, hired for the purpose of
supervising park playground activity, occurred in
first

295

ign, with the public informed by a
the corner of the park

sign placed at

"PLAY PARK AD-

MISSION FREE!"
Tn

1910,

when

than 100,000, the

the city's population
George E. Kessler

late

was less
was emplan and

During the next several years, Dallas acquired
many additional parks and erected two centers,
which are in use at the present time. Early in
1913 a National Recreation Association worker
spent several days in Dallas, addressing civic organizations, to enlist support for a bond issue of
$500,000 for parks, playgrounds and boulevards.

The bonds were voted by

the people.

In 1920 a

and playgrounds was appointed.
summer
playgrounds were initiated
Supervised
in 1917. By the summer of 1923, twenty areas
were supervised.
director of parks

The five-member Park Board

is

appointed by
the City Council for a term of two years, each
member serving without compensation. It is a

policy-making board.
:

2.

Municipal

3.

Playgrounds and Recreation Centers

4.

Municipal Athletics

5.

Zoo

6.

Fair Park Civic Center which includes

Recreation Association's district

field staff

with the Dallas Park Board in

its

worked

efforts to provide a special recreation division in the park de-

partment with a qualified recreation director to
supervise the work. Continuously, the Association has given field service to Dallas and, in addition,

one or more recreation

specialists

from the

Association's staff have gone into Dallas, by request, to help with the expansion and enrichment
of various phases of the public

park and recreation

programs.

At the present time, the City of Dallas, with a
population of 478,000, has a total park area of approximately 5,500 acres. Thirty-five percent of
the total area is devoted to small parks, distributed

throughout neighborhood communities.

Nineteen
park areas represent gifts, totaling 1,417.7 acres.
The most recent gift totaled nearly 1,000 acres.

Tenison Park, totaling 124.5 acres and featuring

(three i8-hole;

given to the park system by civic-minded citizens.
The entire Park and Recreation Department
personnel, which includes maintenance labor,

Swimming Pools

is

comprised of approximately 300 employed on a
year-round basis, with 300 additional employees
during the
:

Aquarium

summer months. The Recreation Di-

exclusive of golf course managers, Fair
Park Museum directors and directors of the vari-

vision,

b.

Museum

c.

Hall of State

ous large park areas and rental buildings, has a
year-round staff of thirty persons. They include

d.

Health Museum
Museum of Natural

the superintendent of recreation, assistant superintendent of recreation, supervisor of playgrounds

e.
f.

296

divisions are

Municipal Golf Courses
one 9-hole)

7.

boulevard, street and park trees.
Park Patrol
10. Maintenance and Operations
In 1923 and 1924, L. H. Weir of the National

one of the i8-hole golf greens, and Kiest Park,
with 247^ acres, are two other large park areas

1.

a.

Forestry, which includes maintenance of
all

9.

ployed to prepare a comprehensive city
report, including recommendations for a park system.

The department

8.

of Fine Arts

History
Amphitheater (Operettas under the
stars ten weeks each summer)

White Rock and Bachman properties,
which include boating, picnicking, fishing,
camping and bridle paths.

and recreation centers, supervisor of athletics, Negro supervisor, projector operator, twenty-one recreation leaders and a special baseball supervisor.

During the summer months, five special supervisors and sixty-five recreation leaders are employed

RECREATION

Hardwood
in the

floors being laid

Automobile, Aviation

and Recreation Building recently

opened

at Fair

Park.

An

adfor the fifty-four supervised playgrounds.
ditional 140 persons are employed for the eight

municipal pools.
The Park Patrol has a regular staff of nine men,
with ten additional officers working part-time.

These men, including the chief of the patrol, are
in uniform and use four squad cars to patrol the
park system.

The park and

recreation budget for the current

October

I, 1948 to September 30, 1949,
This
total budget includes the ten
$1,155,598.
cents on every $100 ad valorem taxes, and income

fiscal year,
is

from non-tax sources such as

golf, rentals, reserva-

pools, boat licenses, boat house
rentals, fishing permits, concessions, interest on
bank balance, reimbursements, transfers and others.

swimming

tions,

The

recreation

program

of the Dallas

system

is

the playgrounds follow a

program of
handcrafts, storytelling, dancing, minor games and
contests, picture shows, community programs, athletics, swimming, nature study and special activiof

jority

ties.

City-wide competition

is

held in the different

age-division leagues in softball,

baseball,

horse-

and swimming. A citywide Junior One-Act Play Tournament is an annual dramatic event during the summer, and a
Senior Play Tournament is held each winter.
shoes, washers, croquet

Ten

clubhouses, operated on a reservation basis,

accommodate various groups

in

such activities as

teen-age dances, socials, teas, book reviews, reunions, graduation exercises and square dances.

Six hundred and sixty-six reservations were made
during the first six months of the current fiscal
year, with 74,784 persons participating in the ac-

operated on a 'year-round basis, with seasonal acThe
tivities highlighting the routine program.

tivities offered.

summer

stressed

times greater than that of the fall and winter programs. 'Twelve recreation centers are operated

Programs for older persons have always been
by the Dallas Recreation Department.
Square dancing is the most popular social activity
for this group, with hundreds of "golden agers"

continuously, with an additional forty-two play-

enjoying the companionship of persons their

participation

program

is,

of course,

many

own

grounds supervised during June, July and August.
The summer program is operated five days each
week, Mondays through Fridays, from eight-thirty
a.m. to eleven-thirty a.m. and from three p.m. to

age

with the exception
eight p.m. on all playgrounds
the
centers
and
of
grounds with lighted ball dia-

are enjoyed by thousands of older persons.
The municipal athletic program includes soft-

monds. These areas remain open

ball, basketball,

until ten-thirty

A

woman

SEPTEMBER

leader and a
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Older men
and checker games. Roque, croquet, horseshoe
and shuffieboard facilities are also provided, and

and

in the evening.

man

leader on the

ma-

and congenial conversation.
are provided club rooms for domino

in dancing, parties

soccer and baseball.

Four hundred

church, commercial and independent softball teams and 200 playground teams keep the
fifty

297

seventy-two softball and baseball diamonds in constant use.

Twenty-five of the softball

diamonds

and one hardball diamond are lighted for night
play. These lighted diamonds are strategically located throughout the city, offering many communities the opportunity of seeing exciting ball games
almost any time they may desire to do so.
Basketball participation

jumped from 100 teams

with 54,000 spectators during the 1947-48 season
to 250 teams with 132,700 spectators during the

This increased interest was at-

1948-49 season.

new Automobile,
Aviation and Recreation Building in Fair Park,
which housed all basketball play on its seven bastributed to the opening of the

The building is 750 x 113 feet in
the middle without an obstruction. Bleachers on
ketball courts.

Tennis is a very popular sport and is played on
a year-round basis. Sixty of the 100 courts are
maintained at all times, and there is no charge

However, players are required to
nets and balls- Local tournaments are conducted, and the winners in the junior
and senior divisions compete in the State Texas
Amateur Athletic Federation Tournament.
for their use.

furnish their

own

Outstanding special activities include boat reFourth of July fireworks at White Rock
Lake, golf tournaments, tennis tournaments, water

gattas,

pageants, one-act play tournaments, city-wide playdays, square dance festivals, operettas, swimming
meets, exhibition basketball, baseball, soccer and
softball

games, fishing rodeos, boxing tournaments

and many other playground

contests.

the major court accommodate 5,060 fans. Two
tennis and eight badminton courts are available
for play inside the building. Other activities were
also successfully conducted in the

new

building,

including boxing, with 19,250 spectators attending
three tournaments, angling and special
programs,
and the annual square dance festival which drew

6,000 dancers and spectators. The building contains comfortable locker and shower rooms for

men and women,

forty blower-type heating units,

and twelve large ventilating fans. This building
is used by the Dallas Recreation
Department from
November to April and is then turned over to the
State Fair Association for the
remaining months.

An annual

event

Dallas, the Junior

a personality and a civic pride in that personality.
It should create out of the raw materials of its
resources, physical and human, satisfactions which
are abiding and permanent. Only if the social and
economic foundations of a community are secure,

and

its

city

grow

governmental organization sound, can a
to real greatness."
C. A. Dykstra in

Municipal Activities of City of Cincinnati, Ohio.

in

One-

Play Tournament

act
is

"A city to be great does not need to be large or
rapidly growing. But it should be a place in which
people are happy to live and work. It should have

held

out-of-doors,

using a portable stage.
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Suggestions for Promoting

HALLOWEEN PARTIES
National Halloween Committee of

New York

City

OF your Community Halloween
will, of course, depend on

J. Suggest to local grocers that they set up Halloween party displays in their stores to show hos-

your personal methods of working. Whether you

tesses what they can serve. Here again ask that
your posters be used as background.

ORGANIZATION
Party Committee

made up

solely of public officials or
prefer
wish to enlist public-spirited individuals and orit

to be

ganizations

is

a matter for your judgment.

However, one committee is a MUST for the success of your party. That is a publicity and promotion committee.

plays in their lobbies.

This committee should have the

community Halloween party

task of bringing the
to public attention.

We

suggest the committee do

through the following procedure

this

D. Arrange with local theatres to have posters
announcing your party and special Halloween dis-

/

Suggest to promotion directors and managers
department stores, which may be planning

of local

:

special

1.

Call

upon the woman's page

editors of your

with the story of the event. Suggest
that they feature stories with games and recipe
ideas for home parties, using your plans as an exlocal papers,

ample. Also submit articles on the importance of

planned celebrations to prevent vandalism and
brushes with the law.

October windows with a Halloween motif,

that they include your posters in their windows.
Some stores may be interested in working out similar tie-ups with displays of typical Halloween
tables in their furniture, food, or linen departments.

O. Meet with leaders of your community youth
your party be announced on

centers, asking that

their bulletin boards.

radio station, providing

C. Meet with the program director of your local
him with material for wo-

9.

men commentators and

formed

terest to the

pers.

young

for special programs of inpeople of your community.

editors of local high school papers inof your party, with releases for their pa-

Keep

Invite the youngsters to form committees to
make and put up decorations.

help you

3. Visit the city editors of your local papers. Tell

them your Halloween party plans to help combat
juvenile delinquency. Provide them with copies of
any literature or posters you have and, most important, invite them to have a reporter and photog-

111. Invite the

merchants of your town to sponsor

a Halloween Queen Contest

among

teen-age girls

community. The winner would be
crowned at your Halloween party.
of the

officially

rapher not only at the party itself, but at your
various meetings when making plans for the party.

11. Call upon leaders of civic and church groups

4. Suggest to local bakers that they feature spe-

to join in helping to plan
They can also help make

window

displays of typical Halloween bakery
goods, using your posters as background.
cial
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and promote the party.
it known to the young
whom
serve.
people
they
Explain to them the civic
behind
the
Halloween
purpose
party.
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HALLOWEEN

The one evening a year
which young and old alike look forward, anticipating fun and frolic, while police chiefs
ponder on the vandalism that might be done and
hire extra policemen to try to combat it. How to
have the first premise, eliminating the second, is a
-zzz

!

to

all recreation departments should
have accepted years ago. \Ye in Provo, Utah, according to the police chief, have successfully met it.

challenge that

Changing attitudes must be

dealt with.

As one

tickets in

it,

each color admitting the bearer to an

All entered the school building through
the shop. There the tunnel of horrors (following
a rope) led them over springs, past weird noises.
activity.

terrible

and clammy pressures, and out

odors,

through a door with an electrified knob. \Yhat
squeals of delight and excitement
There were nineteen additional activities danc!

:

ing to a juke
tractively

box

in the

decorated;

gym, which had been

ping-pong, fish-pond

at-

stu-

UTAH

IN

Jessie Schofield

adult put

it,

"The pranks

that are considered de-

linquency now, we played as good jokes when I
was a boy." Or, as was overheard of one vocifer-

your wax and soap, but if
any get on my windows, I'll whale tar out of you !"
In Provo, we met first with the school princious mother, "Here

pals, presented

help.

Almost

is

our problem, and asked for their

all

the schools had

some plans

for

dents had brought cast-off jewelry and the like for
magic writing and, best of all, refreshments

prizes,

doughnuts and apple cider. These were served
cooking room, and only a limited number of
party-goers were admitted at a time.
in the

The Teen Kanteen was host
students.

They

held a loud

shoes on this time

to the high school

sock dance

with

featuring a regular orchestra

Halloween, so they agreed to stage a special celeEach school considered its facilities, per-

and a floor show.
For those above school age, the recreation de-

sonnel and children, and planned an independent
The recreation department provided ap-

partment asked the assistance of the churches. In
each section of the city, parties were held in
churches, and the young adults had a wonderful

bration.

festival.

ples and prizes for costumes and games
assisted with the plans when called upon.

and

also

The program varied with each school. The grade

time.

These parties also began with the tunnel
and dancing was the main interest of

of horrors,

schools held an after-school party for the kindergarten through third grade children. They played

the evening, although fortune-telling, ducking for
apples, and other Halloween games were played.

games, sang, and listened to stories and musical
numbers. The fourth through sixth graders had

all parties, including those at home, a bookHalloween games and fun had been prepared,
available at cost through the recreation office.
Was the program a success ? As one person put

from six to nine p.m.
had
a loud sock dance.
school
junior high
After their entrance through a chamber of horrors,

parties in the early evening

One

the boys and girls had to take off their shoes
and spend the rest of the evening from six to
all

nine p.m.

in their

stocking feet!

Prizes were

for the gayest socks. There was dancing
in the gym, games in various rooms, movies in an-

awarded
other,

and ghost

stories

in

cellent storyteller

the principal
another.

was an ex-

still

One junior high assigned the Halloween entertainment problem to its student council as a major
project, and they devised the following plan.
Each student w as given a book with twenty
r
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For

let

of

"One can only be

in one place at a time. If
are
having fun at a party, they
young people
can't be in mischief elsewhere." The police chief
it:

the

more strongly "There was no vandalism."
was
a cooperative affair one that will be reIt
in
the future. This year, there'll be more
peated
put

it

:

and refreshments because the Elk's Club
wishes to contribute to the program. Planned well
in advance, and with each unit responsible for its
own party, the entire community was served.
prizes

Miss Schofield

is

Provo's Superintendent of Recreation.
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DAPHNE DARLING STERN

A New Idea by
MANY

INnight

PARTS of the country, Halloween

when

children dress

is

a

in their weirdest

up

or fanciest costumes and sally forth to

commune

with spirits and hobgoblins. Formerly, it was the
and
greatest of fiendish pleasures to play naughty,
costly, tricks on people and their proprecent
In
years the custom has changed more
erty.
"trick and treating," whereby the
less
to
or
just
children ring doorbells and bribe the householder

sometimes

for goodies.

In 1947, however, a plan was conceived to permit the children of Palo Alto, California, to have

and yet accomplish an unselfish mission,
as well, by giving up their superabundance of treats
and collecting notion items for Europe's needy instead. It was called the Halloween Treasure Hunt.
As usual, the youngsters donned their costumes and

their fun

roamed the dark

streets ringing doorbells, but in-

and home.

school

Third,

special

stories

were

stead of asking for treats for themselves, they asked
for as many of the following items as the household-

written by a child's story author, Catherine Urban,
which were read and dramatized by the children

had on hand for the occasion buttons, needles
and pins in their paper wrappers, thread, snaps,
shoelaces, elastic and thimbles.
These items were then stowed away in the
Treasure Hunters' specially prepared bags and off

at

er

:

they went to the next house, and so on. The following morning these "bags of loot" were collected

where they were subsequently
sorted, packed and shipped to the American
Friends Service Committee, who distributed them
in Europe and in Asia at their work centers.
The plan was sponsored by the Palo Alto Board
of Education, the Parent-Teacher groups and civic
in a central place

and church organizations throughout the city.
Newspapers provided an enthusiastic stream of
news items and editorials, and announcements
were made over the local radio stations. Stores
carried ads, displays and offered "specials" on the
desired articles. Although it was impossible to
calculate the exact
part,

we do know

cial articles

were

number

that 1,400

of children

pounds

who

took

of these spe-

collected.

In the schools several devices were employed to
intrigue the children's interest in this variation of
Halloween. For one, all the would-be friendly

imps received sheets that carried instructions for
the fun. The instructions were in verse, and on
the sheets were cut-out jack-o'-lanterns which the
children colored and put on each door after re-

ceiving gifts (so no householder would be solicited
twice). Secondly, the idea was "talked-up" at
Reprinted from California Parent-Teacher.
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school.

Fourth, Official Halloween Treasure

Hunt Bags were

printed and distributed along

with other literature.

The financing for this project was divided among
various organizations. For example, one group
paid for the paper for the mimeographed notices
were sent to the parents through the schools
another for the printing of the bags. Others contributed funds for shipping costs. Palo Alto towns-

that

;

folk, parents,

educators and police expressed in-

terest in the success of this

campaign and were

pleased with the results for several reasons
1.

It

gave the whole

community

:

a philanthropic

objective which spread an aura of goodness
happy smiles around the little "goblins."
2.

The

children's stomachs

the next day
3. The mischief incidence

were

in far better

and

shape

!

was greatly reduced.
is hoped

As another Plalloween approaches, it
that many communities will adopt this

idea,

or

even a variation, because the need for these articles
is as acute or even more so in certain areas despite

governmental or other agency aid.
and community decide to undertake

If

your school

this fine proj-

American Friends ServCommittee, 1830 Sutter Street, San Francisco

ect this year, write to the
ice

A

copy of the verse instructions
and the special stories used in Palo Alto's program is available on request.
15, California.

(Last year mischief also stepped aside for mercy
in Mentor, Ohio. Children collected loot for a
needy Finnish community. Ed.)
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BEHIND the many organizations concerned with
the welfare of children lies one common tenet any
:

person who assumes responsibility for the care of
a child automatically assumes responsibility to care
for him completely. That means he must be cared
for physically, mentally, spiritually,

and emotion-

The

hospital readily accepts this philosophy
and gives consideration to a sick child's physical
needs. Recent legislation, and the presence of
ally.

teachers in the hospital, are evidence of an attempt
to meet the sick child's mental needs. While responsibility for meeting a child's spiritual needs

is

vested in his family and in his church, the hospital
makes provision for the ministration of religious

and cooperates with church and family in
However, when one asks how the

ritual,

apist can

who

answer

patients, the

Who

is

because she

lot

is

the only person

him to do
something he doesn't want to do. We are on the
ward one-and-a-half to two hours daily except
Saturday and Sunday, but
if

the school teacher

we

there.

is

can't

go

to a child

He must

do

his

school work, so she gets the preference."
Teacher: "The law provides that a sick child

may have up

to three hours of teaching per week.
Obviously, with my load, I can't give any extra
time to a child, but when I find one who is upset,

work to do which I know he
and which I am reasonably sure he can master. Sometimes I just give him a pencil and paper
and let him draw."
I

give him some

likes

From

this matter.

hospital meets the emotional needs of its

do a

neither hurts the child nor forces

these answers,

it

would seem that very

young

not so clearly defined.

Meets the ChUd's Emotional Needs?

Representative hospital personnel, chosen at ranvarious hospitals, were asked, "What

dom from

plan has the hospital to provide care for a child's
emotional needs?" Their responses provide food
for thought.

"We

Hospital administrator:

have our neuro-

psychiatric division and neuropsychiatric specialists on the staff who care for that end of it."
Psychiatrist: "We see only behavior problems
and others presenting definite deviation from nor-

mal, and

we

treat

them according

to their diag-

nosis."

Pediatrician: "Well, of course, that's not my
If I think that there is something
wrong, I

field.

refer

them

to the psychiatric service for study.

The others? Oh, when they are

just nervously
upset, the nurse is the best one to comfort them,
just as their mother does at home."

Head nurse: "Frankly, I have too much desk
work to do to get down to individual cases. The
them something to do.
people around, and they

real consideration is given to the matter of
emotional care for the hospitalized child, and that
little

equally

is

little

being done to preserve his emo-

The answers

to our question, as well
as the paucity of reporter research and other published material in the field, seems to indicate a
tional health.

need for wide study and active organization toward more complete care for the child.
The same question was reworded and put to
the other two people most intimately concerned
the mother and the child.

A mother was asked, "What do you do for your
child

when he

gets emotionally upset ?"

Mother: "I
him outdoors

students are taught to give

clean

There's always plenty of
soon get over it."

the door

up

let

him know

I

him and send

love

to play; or else I let him help
the house.
loves to beat the rug

He

when

he's

me
by

mad."

try to stop

Because a child does not always use language to
express his feelings, it was felt that a wider sam-

course, I try to explain that what is beis
done
for their own good and that they'll
ing
be better soon. But honestly, I'm usually too busy

would be more representative. Therefore, the
question was asked of ten children between the
ages of five and eleven and one-half years.

Student nurse
them.

:

"Well,

if

they

cry, I

Of

them much. The occupational therasupposed to keep them quiet at this time of

to fool with
pist is

day."

Occupational therapist

pling

The

children were asked, "Wliat do you do when
don't
things
go right ?" Their replies follow :
Children ''I cry and scream." "I get mad and
:

:

"The occupational

ther-

cuss."

"I throw

up the other
Miss Davidson (Broadlawns Polk County, Des Moines;
BS., Boston University) is a teaching-fellow. Boston
University School of Nursing, Division of Pediatrics.
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my

kids."

shoes and
"I spank

my toys." "I
my dolly and

beat

then

put her to bed." "Cry, I guess." "I frow ever'thing out th' window." "Nuthin', I just sit and
cool off." "I tell Mama on it." "I go outside and
I

RECREATION

(This was the child of the mother

kick the dirt."

E.

RITA DAVIDSON, R.N.

questioned.)

The

need to
manner, and

children's answers indicate their

express dissatisfactions in a physical

tend toward the aggressive pattern. If
a sample of the way a child behaves at home

all

they

this is

under emotional
the

hospital

stress,

what does he

substitute in

where tensions are increased and
is

physical activity

decreased?

Has the Hospital a Special Obligation?
this investigation, the inquirer

During

?

Everyone

is

upset

when

he has to go to the hospital."

That

just the reason

is

to the hos-

plan and those who execute it, if their
be helpful to the patient. They must

comprehend the needs in each individual situation
and be aware of all the possible effects of any proposed plan. "A child in illness and convalescence
is experiencing the same emotions as in health,
and on occasion may be happy, worried, optimisdepressed, fearful, anxious, hopeful, resentful,

and so on."

1

the age of two years, children have the abilto
develop all the defenses known to adults;
ity
a remarkable capacity for suppressing
have
they

By

and not showing anxiety.

feelings

Admission

!

who

efforts are to

tic,

was asked

four different times, "Just why does the hospital
have a special obligation to provide for the emotional care of its patients

those

rated from

home and

When

sepa-

family, the child often fears

imposes and increases tensions and resentments in the child and he has not received full and

a permanent loss of love and loss of mother. Such
feelings are very intense, and although he tries to

adequate care until they have been legitimately dissipated. While it recognizes that a youngster's

suppress them, they are finally exhibited in an
explosive manner. This explains why a child who
has appeared to be well-adjusted in the hospital

pital

greatest security

is

in his

home and

family

ties,

the

hospital suddenly separates him from both. He is
placed in a strange bed, in a strange room, sur-

cries as

rounded by strange people, and submitted to
strange and often painful treatments. He neither
understands nor feels equal to seeking the reason,

although the child is the patient, we who care for
him are dealing with a mother-child relationship

even

if

bels;

and

he

is

able to do so.

when he

yet,

the utmost cooperation

His whole being

re-

feels least like
is

giving it,
expected of him. Such

an unhappy hospital experience
or may not have a permanently trau-

conflict results in

which may

soon as he sees his mother on visiting day.

In this connection,

is

well to

remember

that

and every conflict arises within it. Therefore,
while the youngster finds relief in his tears, a tension is created in his mother which, in turn, is
to the child through his mothconcern for his happiness, and he is left with
a new feeling of uneasiness and emotional stress.

communicated back
er's

When

matizing effect upon his personality.

it

a child has been under emotional strain

an increasing awareness of the
important role of attitudes and emotions and their

or physical trauma, no matter what the origin, he
expresses it in his total behavior, often in the form

and well-being of every
Consequently, one would expect to
find in every hospital which provides care for children an active program aimed toward helping the

of wetting, soiling, and baby ways. Thus he reverts to the age when he knew happiness, safety,

Today

there

is

contributions to the

life

individual.

child to

and

make a

better adjustment in the hospital

to lessen the possibility of

tional

trauma as a sequel

permanent emo-

to physical illness.

Understanding the Child's Emotional Needs
In the field of child care, where the recipient
cannot verbally express his needs, the introduction
of

any program imposes a
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Security means, "I know where I
I
am wanted and loved." It is perwhere
belong,
sonal and individual. Moreover, it is wrapped up
in a constant reassurance of unchanging affection,
consistent discipline, and a sense of peace and permanence, communicated on a physical rather than
an intellectual level.

and

security.

The reason

for a child's insecurity in the hos-

1
Senn, Milton, J. E. Emotional Aspects of Convalescent Care for
Children, The Child, Vol. 10, p. 24 (Aug.) 1945.
:

specific obligation

upon
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The Tools

of Play

Clara Lambert says, "Since one of the purposes
of play is to make a bridge between the child's
conscious thoughts and his inner emotions, the
tools

by which he accomplishes

consideration."

The

tools

this require special

2

of play

into

fall

four

categories:

language, muscular activity, imaginative projection, and props. Language can be a source of great

enjoyment and wonder. It lends itself to variation
and repetition to create new patterns, such as
humpety, bumpety, lumpety, mumpety. The musirhythm and nonsense of nursery rhymes afford

cal

pleasure in words for their own sake.
makes up sounds or "words" to

child

such
like.

The young

his play
choo," "boom, bang," and the
Later on he uses words to tell fanciful stories,
fit

as, "choo, choo,

and, immediately, misunderstanding adults label
them lies or falsehoods and inhibit the child by
their disapproval.

Thereafter, language is quickly
limited as an agent of self-expression and play,
and becomes, instead, the medium for delivering
content and factual information of the mind.

Muscular
Above: Play can be effective even where limited.
Below: Playroom affords chance to learn group play.

pital is

very

clear,

because these assurances are not

duplicated outside of home and family life. The
average adult can usually lessen the severity of
his emotional pain by telling others what he has
suffered, but a child's vocabulary

and methods of
and he can-

self-expression are not fully developed,

not find relief in words.

He

does not

know how

and movement are used

activity

forms of play.

The

little girl

in all

with her dolls and

little boy with his trains animate their
play
through their own muscular activity. When a child
seems to be molding a piece of clay aimlessly, or
when he pounds it to nothingness, he is using
muscular energy to provide a healthy release for

the

When he draws or paints, his
muscular activity serves him as well as if he were
running, jumping, or shouting on the playground.
his inner feelings.

Imaginative projection can be healthy or the rePure imagination, such as identifying with

to lean

verse.

factory

a fairy or the hero of a story, is often found; but
more often it is combined with the use of props,

on others friends, nurses, and the like.
His one medium of expression which is self-satisis

his play

life.

The

adult considers play an elective activity, as
opposed to the compulsory activity he calls work ;

but the child makes no such distinction.

For the

a serious business, a response to the
emotional
deep
urges which form the basic origins
of behavior; this normal activity of childhood,
therefore, is a most meaningful form of self-ex-

child, play is

pression. This fact has made play a very powerful
tool for understanding and learning about children.

We

have discovered also that through play, the
and about his immediate environment; he learns how to adjust to his
fellow men he comprehends the nature of his probchild learns about his w-orld

;

lems and resolves them

in play

time, he dissipates tensions

and

;

and, at the same

finds relaxation.

and, in this realm, deep and lasting significance is
realized. Many studies have shown that the child
recreates symbolically whatever has made a deep
impression upon him in actual life, whether pleas-

ant or unpleasant.

To an

playing; to himself, he

is

adult,

he appears to be

solving his difficulties.

a term applied to the physical mate"Prop"
rials which lend themselves to creative play, in
is

contrast to toys, which do not. To qualify in this
category, material must be usable in a variety of

ways. The mechanical doll which the child winds
up, watches dance until it runs down, and then
winds up again, is an example of a toy. It does
itself to a variety of usage.
The basic
include
and
blank
blocks, paints, crayons,
props
as
which
can
known
chalks
be
newsprint
paper

not lend

;

based on a study conducted at Bost*n University during the academic year 1947-1948. Reprinted by permission of The
American Journal of Nursing, from March, 1949-

This
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article is

-Lambert, Clara: Play,
Schools Association, 1938,

A

Yardstick of Growth,
p. 27.

New

York, Play
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used on paper or blackboard; clay and its substitutes, which can be built up and broken down,

pounded, hammered, and pinched

;

dolls

and pup-

pets.

Whatever

his feelings, fears, tensions,

resent-

ments or joys, the child expresses them violently,
and clay is the one prop most adaptable to his
mood. He reduces his problem to a size which he
can master, and then expresses his feeling toward

and maturity

is

equally important. In fact, a staff
is essential in certain situations.

of rare maturity

Qualifications commensurate with the position
held are essential to good organization, and the

no exception. Related to the play promeans that each person caring for a
responsible for him as a whole person and
is

hospital

this

gram,
child

is

should be adequately prepared to give whatever attention he needs. The nurse should be able to pro-

Obviously, the child does not set out to achieve
this mastery when he starts to play. Most likely,

vide adequate play experience for the child

he has no idea or plan he just plays, more or less
aimlessly, and lets the whole situation evolve.
Thus, the significance of free access to play mate-

just as the nurse needs a knowledge of
and technics, so the play director needs
skills
play
a knowledge of the basic principles of child care

it.

;

rials,

with time and opportunity to use them when

the inclination arises, will be readily apparent.

Of

the four categories of play tools, the adult
responsible for supplying only one the prop.
Language, motion, and imagination are supplied

is

by the child himself as he plays. Moreover, the
is just another prop in the play picture. He
can represent an ogre, a witch, a fairy godmother,

he needs

it

and when he

is

at liberty to

when

enjoy

it.

However,

order to guide the student nurses and other
whom she directs.

in

workers

A

play program can provide the student nurse
a
with great deal of learning experience and understanding of human beings when she is allowed to
participate actively.

Play

is

such a basic part of

adult

My Man

or
ine

;

Friday. He is never the hero or herois reserved for the child.

that role

Report of Study of Play Experiences

A

3

study of the play experience of
reveals several points worthy
children
twenty-nine
the hospital in which the
Like
consideration.
of
statistical

study was made, other institutions will be ques-

own play program
and improving it. The

tioning the effectiveness of their

and methods

of evaluating

findings can be formulated into a list of criteria
which provide the yardstick for measuring a play

program and

The study
vide

also suggest adjustments.

indicates that not all play will pro-

emotional

To

planned.

children that it seems almost impossible to teach
good pediatrics without it. Because it is so basic
to him, the child should have free access to any
form of play which is not prohibited by his illness.

even

release,

though

carefully

Essentials of a Hospital Play

be effective as a means of emotional

adjustment, the play program must be formulated

with the child's need as the central objective; it
must be so developed as to afford him a maximum
of creative opportunity
ized, that

when he

it

is

;

and

it

must be so organ-

feels the

need of

it.

The concept

pitalized child
1

.

of play,

care, is entirely

compatible with these principles.

following requirements are suggested as esan effective play program for the hos-

sentials for

available to the child at the time

an integral part of good nursing

as

The

Program

2.

A
A

:

nursing

staff

adequate for the patient load.

director of the play program who is prequalified in child guidance and play

pared and
technics.

shows that any play program is
dependent upon the adequacy of the nursing staff.
Shortage in nursing personnel is only one phase

The study

of staff

also

inadequacy

;

proper balance of experience

3.

tial

Recognition of the play program as an essenpart of the student nurse's total pediatric ex-

perience.
4.

A

flexible

program planned to permit chilit whenever they are free to

dren to benefit from
"

Davidson, E. Rita:
1948. Unpublished.
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Study of Play for the Hospitalized Child,

do

so.
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at Pteut
the

Moon. With

individual as well as group ac-

planned, the recreation program features
weekly motion pictures, monthly birthday parties,
dances, swimming, baseball, group games, picnics,
amateur hours, library reading, radio listening,
handcraft and table games.
Members of the Los Guiluces Girls' Glee Club
and Folk Dancing Club are invited to participate
in programs carried on by various service clubs,
tivities

Strike three!

Do

In the heart of the most congested residential section of Port Chester, New
York, there is to be found a haven for young peothe Don Bosco Center
ple of the community
which is also the home of many clubs and commu-

Lots to

Founded twenty-four years
nity organizations.
ago by the Holy Rosary Church, the aim of the
center is to develop the moral, spiritual and physical qualities of youth according to the principles

down by

John Bosco many years ago.
Always brimming with activity, the center's program is in the hands of competent staff members.
Boys and girls may learn printing in the complete
laid

St.

print shop, make household furniture or toys in
the well-equipped woodworking shop, read for relaxation or do their homework in the library, attend meetings or programs in the large lecture
room, or take part in the editing and publishing
of the center newspaper. For the more athletically
inclined there are many facilities, including a
gymnasium, and a competitive sports program is
conducted. Table games are enjoyed in the recreation room.

ciability found in these recreation activities aids
in the girls' adjustment to social relationships.

Own

Planning Their
Angered by reports of
unsanitary conditions in their section of New York
City, students of the James Otis Junior High
School in Harlem investigated for themselves.
They found that the garbage accumulation in vacant lots was even worse than the newspapers'
description of the condition.
One lot was in particularly bad shape. However, the owner was glad to cooperate in a clean-up
campaign. After the refuse was gathered and collected, he was so impressed with the new appearance of his property he offered to permit the chil-

dren to use

it

for whatever purpose they wished.
held a meeting and decided that

The youngsters

they wanted a playground with sprinkler installations during the summer and basketball facilities
for the fall. The Borough President's office consented to pave the lot ; the Police Athletic League
offered to donate large, circular sprinklers ; then a
local plumber volunteered to install the equipment

no charge. Now the project is under way
and when it's finished the children of that neighborhood will have some place to play instead of
wading in the gutter under the spray of illegally
opened fire hydrants.
at

No Age

Limit

Every Tuesday afternoon,
members of the Retired Men's Club

rain or shine,

New

Jersey, gather in the Teaneck
to sing old songs, play checkers,
dominoes, bridge or pinochle, and enjoy an enterof

women's clubs, churches, hospitals, and
Armstrong Grove on the Russian River. The solodges,

Teaneck,

Town House

tainment program and refreshments. Sometimes
they meet in the park to play croquet or pitch
horseshoes sometimes they go in cars to a broadcast in New York City; sometimes they go to
church in a body. The group's twenty-eight mem;

from sixty to eighty-six.
bers range
Teaneck Department of Recthe
Sponsored by
in age

reation, the club is a part of the township's program to provide recreation for citizens of all ages.
similar club for older women meets on Thurs-

A

day afternoons.
School Program

Recreation provides a vital

Youth
part of everyday living in the California
located
for
School
Guilucos
Los
Girls,
Authority's
between Sonoma and Santa Rosa in the Valley of
306

Bonfire Parties

An old-fashioned Halloween

Syracuse last year, with huge bonoutdoor play areas. Gathering at
four city parks, the young folks paraded in costume
and competed for prizes the in-betweeners round
and square danced to recorded music; and the
older folks exchanged stories of previous Halloween's. Everyone took part in the ceremonial
lighting of the bonfire, and the snake dance.
troupe of traveling entertainers, including a
barbershop quartet and a musical ensemble, made
the round of all the parties. The whole program
was a cooperative one neighbors helped gener-

was observed

in

fire parties at

;

A

ously ; the park department provided bonfire pyramids; the fire department furnished mobile lighting and a siren; and the police were on hand to
control

traffic.

RECREATION

Ernest Ten Eyck Attwell
TEN EYCK ATTWELL,

of the National

Recreation
ERNEST

Association, died on August 5,
while en route from a service assignment at Syra-

home in Montclair, New Jersey, to
his summer vacation. Mr. Attwell, affectionknown as "E.T." to countless friends and fel-

cuse to his
start

ately

all over the country, was born in
City seventy years ago. His mother
was a leader in social and charitable affairs. His

low workers

New York

father

was

rector of St. Philip's Protestant Epis-

being had been noted by the National Recreation
Association, and at the urgent request of the Association he joined its national staff in March, 1919.

His early assignments included difficult recreation organization problems in behalf of colored
citizens in Philadelphia, Harrisburg, Montgomery,
Mobile, and other cities of importance. In July
1920, he became Field Director of the Association's
Bureau of Colored Work, a title he held for the
rest of his

life.

When

copal Church in New York City,
one of the largest and oldest

churches in Harlem.

was

Following his early education
in New York City and Brook-

the

lyn,

was

Company, where he acquired the
into business methods
and management which was to
prove valuable to him throughout his life. Soon after the turn
of the century he was employed

for

the

people

of

Tuskegee. During the last twelve years he served
as a member of the faculty and of the executive
council of the governing body.
ble for considerable extension

He was

responsi-

work for the Institute in cooperation with the Alabama State
Business League, of which organization he was

president for several years.

During World

War

into service as assistant to the food administrator

for the State of Alabama.

His genius

for organiza-

tion soon caught the attention of the Honorable
Herbert Hoover, who called him to Washington
to

work with

Food Administration on the
nation-wide work among colored

the U.S.

organization of
people in the wartime conservation of food.
this time,

Mr. Attwell's

and statesmanship

SEPTEMBER
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selected

to

Mr. Attwell

serve on this

Later, he also served

as a

member

er's

Conference on Child Health

of President

Hoov-

qualities of

A list of the cities visited by
Mr. Attwell in capacity of Field
Director would be reminiscent
he answered many calls for help from
large and small communities in every part of the
of the Atlas itself, for

country.

many

By

understanding

in the field of interracial well-

He was

kinds.

called

Some had

reation centers,

upon
to

to

make

studies of

do with individual rec-

some with a

particular

ward or

neighborhood of a community, others with the
whole basic problem of recreation in the com-

munity as a whole,

in relation to the colored citi-

His advice and counsel
were eagerly sought by municipal officials and lay
civic leaders, both white and colored,
struggling
zens of that community.

with one or more facets of the complex problem
of recreation for the colored citizens
special

Mr. Attwell was pressed

I

From
repre-

and Protection.

by Tuskegee Institute in Alabama. Here, associated closely
with Booker T. Washington, not
only was his aptitude for business management encouraged, but also his love and knowledge of
sports. He was in charge of the business department of the Institute for years. For five of those
years he coached football and took a close perrecreation

organizations

Council.

insight

in

150

of the Conference.

eight years working in the office
of the Southern Pacific Railroad

interest

invited as a delegate.

sented, sixty delegates were selected as the Executive Council

Ernest Attwell spent about

sonal

President Coolidge called his

famous National Conference on
Outdoor Recreation, Mr. Attwell

legislation,

finance

organization,

campaigns,

building

plans, training and personnel problems, public relations or the content of the recreation program.

The main

objective of Mr. Attwell's work has
f the Association's staff, to

been, with the help

make

recreation opportunities, facilities and leadership available to colored citizens, and to encour-

age greater participation on their part.

His rare
and tolerant understanding were
acknowledged and sought after by all who worked
with him. A statesman, and human to the core, he

gifts of diplomacy

307
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loved people, and he was at

groups of people at any
religious or governmental

home and

at ease

with

level, in social, business,

circles.

Sometimes, with

controversial issues being discussed, a certain tension

would develop.

altogether delightful

At such times the gentle and
humor of the man would be

called into play, resulting in hearty laughter

the circle

and the complete dissipation

around

of the ten-

sion.

Mr. Attwell's voice has been a guiding and

lead-

ing voice in the important task of interpreting, to
white and colored citizens everywhere, the need for
recreation opportunities for minority groups.

In

speaking of his work recently, he said, "In visiting

communities which have approached the recreation
frontier in tolerant and considerate spirit, I find
not so
of

much

a difference in the technical direction

wholesome recreation

ple, as

activities for colored peoa difference in the problems to be faced in

promoting available facilities and leadership. That
these problems have been recognized and in many
ways adjusted is indicated in the unusual growth
of the available centers and playgrounds for colored
groups in every section of the United States."
Five years ago a number of recreation workers

would seek out "E.T." at his suburban home.
One hobby which always brought him much
pleasure, and pleased his friends as well, was in

From young manhood he had enjoyed cooking as a recreation. He
liked to tackle recipes that were not commonplace and he took great joy in producing some especially flavorful dish. There was only one stipulation, which was understood from the start and
which helped to keep the hobby fresh and interesting. This was that someone other than "E.T."
would be responsible for washing up the inevitable pots and pans
the field of the culinary arts.

!

Few men

cular, stone-bordered flower

for

many

his backyard.

Part of the tribute given by the Reverend George
Plaskett at the simple and beautiful funeral service
follows
:

"It

is

our privilege to pay tribute today to one
of kindly gentleness and concern for

life

received valuable help from Ernest Attwell over a long period of years created the Attwell Silver Anniversary Committee and, under its

fellow

human

auspices, arranged a dinner meeting in Columbus,
Ohio, to honor his completion of twenty L five years

lived

movement.
public
well-deserved
were
and
tributes
Many appropriate
that
evening. Acknowledging this
paid to "E.T."
the
late Howard Braucher, then
happy occasion,
of

service

in

the

recreation

president of the National Recreation Association,
sent the following message to the Committee "To:

day a great many cities throughout America have
more and better opportunities for the playlife of
children and for the recreation of youth and adults
because of Mr. Attwell's devoted leadership and
personal work. There is much satisfaction for him
and for all of you who continue to work together
in increasing numbers to this end. The Association

is

grateful that the recreation leaders in so
thus reaffirmed their de-

many communities have

votion to him and to the national recreation move-

beings touched and influenced his

friends, his country, his age.

"The deep philosophy by which Mr. Attwell
and worked can best be expressed through
his own words
'The spirit of man maketh alive.
:

'Mature minds have the hope that man will
again hearken and be guided by the eternal truth
that the blessing of each obtain

Good Will

when and where

prevails.

'A great opportunity was lost by the Innkeeper
to have no room that night-beforeChristmas. Let us pray that we may all find room
for the needed moral and spiritual stamina without
which continuing peace may pass our gates.' "

who pretended

Community
Recreation
MEYER AND BRIGHTBILL

ment."

The

personal recreations and hobbies of
Attwell were simple in character but gave
great satisfaction.

Of

Mr.
him

his family, consisting of his

and a son, he was treand
mendously
rightfully proud. His home was
a haven of rest and contentment and here the latchstring was always out for the many fine friends
who made occasional visits to New York and who
wife, a married daughter

SEPTEMBER

bed he had cultivated

years around the graceful birch tree in

whose

who had

ever enjoyed a colorful garden in

greater measure than Ernest Attwell. He was
proud of his well-kept lawn and of the gorgeous
annual display of sturdy zinnias in the large cir-

1949

A

guide and source book for every
professional recreation worker
by 'front-line' author-experts

717 pages

D. C.

$5.00

HEATH AND COMPANY

285 Columbus Ave., Boston

16, Massachusetts
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Observe the

Reg. U.

SAFE

Cubical Construction

S. Pal. Off.

Climbing structure
because made up of
compartments: SAFE .
because a secure handhold
is always within easy reach!

SAFE

.

.

.

cellular

.

.

There are many imitators of JUNGLEGYM
but no imitation has the safe cubical construe
tion that has set JUNGLEGYM apart from
other climbing structures since its introduction
nearly a third of a century ago. More than one hundred million child-play-hours have been devoted
without a single serious accident. No
to
wonder thousands of JUNGLEGYMS are in daily use from
all

JUNGLEGYM

not give the children of your playnow?
the
advantages of
ground
coast to coast!

Why

JUNGLEGYM

.

.

WRITE fOR

.

illustrated bulletin

on Porter's 1949

streamlined

line

that will save you

Money...
Time/

THE

J.

E.

PORTER

MANUFACTURERS

OF

PLAYGROUND, GYMNASIUM AND

ExC/U$lVe MAKERS OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS

CORPORATION
OTTAWA, ILLINOIS

SWIMMING POOL EQUIPMENT

JUNGLEGYM
Reg. U. S. Pol. Off.
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Appeal to the Volunteer
Madeline Dane Ross

THE

A'

National Conference of Social

DIAMOND

Work

of welfare, health, recreation,

OFFICIAL

and were under the chairmanboth professionals and volunteers accord-

HORSESHOE

ing to a report in a current issue of The Survey.
few titles of papers preAssociates).

PITCHING

in Cleveland this June,

teers ran the

and

gamut

meetings for volun-

social action,

ship of

A

(Survey

sented indicate the range of subjects covered: Parin Maternity Homes Proticipation of Lay Groups

Servgrams, Lay Board Participation in a Social
ice Department
(hospitals), Accountability of
Social
Boards of
Agencies, Citizenship Participation in Child Welfare, The Philosophy of Voluntarism.

was unmisneeded
worker
social
the
takable that
professional
for
citizen
and wanted the lay
volunteering and

The impression from

these meetings

COURTS
Very strongly constructed of heavy planks.
Cast iron stake holder in center with proper
pitch to the stake; cannot work loose. Painted
with rust and rot preventative. Shipped ready
to assemble. Rules for playing, court regulations

and pad of score sheets included.

Write

for

using his thought as well as effort for human
progress; the old attitude of "You don't know

enough
seemed

for

this,

let

a professional handle

it,"

on Complete
and Accessories

information

:

Line of Pitching Shoes

DIAMOND
CALK
HORSESHOE COMPANY
4614 GRAND AVENUE

DULUTH, MINNESOTA

There was no service
apparent where the volunteer was not welcome,
and much was said to make him feel that he must
assume an active rather than a passive or apato

have vanished.

thetic role.

was

It

into his

also apparent that the volunteer has

own, as far as recognition

is

come

concerned.

He
is

has earned the respect of the professional and
learning to appraise and respect himself real-

He

istically.

wants training, he wants to know.

Although volunteering as an avocation really was
established some time ago, a more general and
positive feeling has pervaded since the war about
the volunteer's

intelligence,

dedication,

and the

worth of his work. In their need for each other,
volunteers and professionals have achieved a mutual regard from working together. There is increasing understanding of the role of each. Mrs.

Sumner
said,

Spalding, a volunteer from Los Angeles,
the methods for the attainment of a

first Choice
for

Every Sport!

"When

goal in a large community make for controversy,
the professional staff should step in and use its

enlightenment and cooperation."
There were immediate indications of professional

skill for

and

ATHLETIC EQUIPMEN

citizen collaboration

of the citizen seeing the

Available

Thru Leading
Athletic Goods

Distributors

importance of his part and reexamining himself
and his assets for volunteer service. Eduard C.

Lindeman

Work

of

the

New York

reported at a large

SEPTEMBER
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School of Social

and stimulating meeting
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3 rubber miracles
football
KT1CO

The Kicking Tee that

turned a defensive obligation
into a powerful offensive

weapon. Choose your "kick"
the KT100 can deliver!

XF9

Plays dry in rain, sunshine or

snow. Handles, passes and
ter

kicks bet-

than any other football ever

built!

LM2-Veit All-Rubber safety
Line Markers. Imagine all

mid introducing

these features
1

all-rubber construction

Special

enough

to withstand abuse

soft

firm

enough

to prevent injuries.

2

Super-visible, brilliant white fabric letters
molded into rubber plates.

3

Require no maintenance.

4

Store flat.

5 Although

basic unit

is

two numbered sides

patented construction permits 3 or 4
side assemblies as shown.

NEW YORK
}.
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10,

CHICAGO

6,

LOS ANGELES

1 1

OH.
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the results of a survey of motivations of volunteers.
This was a study begun initially at the 1948 Vas-

Summer

and reported by Clarice
Pennock and Marion Robinson in the September,

sar

Institute

Since then

1948,

grown

Survey Mid-monthly.
to include volunteers from

it

has

fifteen scattered

Although the study was, of necessity, limited to a segment of volunteer types, it shows
cities.

clearly

are

volunteers

that

seriously appraising
the worth of their work.

and
described volunteering as an
Lindeman
Dr.
American phenomenon of working without pay
for the health, education, recreation, and welfare
their motives

He

services of our country.

included

all

lay

members

teers.

we

if

we

and agency
through their

of local school

who came

to their

the urgency of the times, the obligation to participate, the obligation to train for volunteering, the
knowledge that he belongs and is wanted, and the
realization that he has to

At one meeting a

lay

know what he is doing.
member said that when
she did not know where

she decided to volunteer,
to go. In ensuing discussions of where and how,
mention was made of over seventy Volunteer Bureaus functioning throughout the country as part
of the over-all planning for social welfare.
bureaus find out what volunteer services are
in the

These
needed

community, recruit and train volunteers, and

so important," he said,
Professionals seem to go

council or council of social agencies, or write to
national agencies, national church groups, individ-

seem
community meetings." Although the

and welfare agencies, and so on.
was on the volunteer and what he gained directly from the Conference. There were many meetings for professionals at which the subject of volunteers and their
place in the human welfare program was discussed.

it

better.

in

is

to professional meetings, but volunteers don't

go

social worker at the Conference
was confronted repeatedly by such challenges as

could count about 30,000,000 volun-

"If volunteering

"we should do
to

and aims.

The volunteer

cooperate with other agencies. The potential volunteer also can get in touch with his community

boards as well as those
churches,

estimated that

position

motivations' study merely scratches the surface of
an enormous group and potentiality, it is a sound
and serious beginning for understanding the volunteer
helping him to understand himself, his com-

ual national health

The emphasis

of this report

IDintork
""""*
roPsmrt*'
Successful execution of plays, even by experts, depends largely
distribution of weight of a ball.

upon balance

or the even

Balance, resulting from scientific research and skillful moulding, is another "Best by
Test" reason for specifying Wintark. Official in weight, shape and size you'll find them
beautiful, well balanced and TOP PERFORMERS in play and in economy.

BUY THE BEST

GET THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY

WEAVER
F<i f
fl
'ftMVCIX WINTARK
VViniMIYIV ^Al
3MLC3
\.U.
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AMEKICA-S FOKEMOST ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT
BOX 71 SOUTH FIFTH STREET- SHAMOKIN. PA.

P.O.
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MOVIES
Just

Garrett G. Eppley

What You Need

Programs
OF THE College Recreation As-

Annual meetings

Only the Best

in conjunction with the National Recreation

ARTS and CRAFTS
Widest
TRAVEL

annual meeting in 1950.
President, Garrett G. Eppley,

will serve until the

are:

in

NATURE STUDY

Con-

New

Officers

CAMPING

SPORTS

COMEDIES

of the association will be held

gress, the next being scheduled for September n,
in
Orleans. Officers and committee chair-

men

.

.

CARTOONS

FEATURES

gress in Omaha, Nebraska, last fall. The college
association is planned to include all recreation per-

sonnel affiliated with colleges and universities in
the United States and Canada.

.

Carefully Selected

sociation was
ORGANIZATION

recently completed, following
action taken during the National Recreation Con-

for Your

Recreational and Educational

Chairman, Department of Recreation, Indiana University vice-president, Fred M. Coombs, in charge

Selection of FREE FILMS

VOCATIONS

SCIENCE

Many

Color

In

Write today for the new 1949-1950 Catalog of

MOTION PICTURES

SELECTED

;

of recreation curriculum, Pennsylvania State College

;

secretary-treasurer,

Miss

Priscilla

Recreation Specialist, University of

Rabethge,

New Hamp-

ASSOCIATION FILMS,
NEW YORK

shire.
35

Committee chairmen and co-chairmen include
chairman, Jackson Anderson, Purdue University, co-chairman, Miss Helen G. Smith,

West

Inc

SAN FRANCISCO

19

45th Street

2

351 Turk Street

:

Constitution

Washington State College Affiliations chairman,
Henry O. Dresser, Louisiana State University,
co-chairman, Israel C. Heaton, Utah State Agri-

CHICAGO

DALLAS 4

3

206 So. Michigan Avenue

3012 Maple Avenue

;

cultural

College;

Research

Milton

chairman,

A. Gabrielsen, New York University, co-chairman,
Harry D. Edgren, George Williams College;
Graduate Curriculum chairman, G. B. Fitzgerald,
University of Minnesota, co-chairman, John Hutch-

Teachers

inson,

Undergraduate

W eckwerth,

College, Columbia University;
Curriculum chairman, Charles

THE NATIONAL SECTION
OF WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
of the

American Association
Physical Education,

for Health,

and Recreation

T

Marvin

Springfield

College,
.of

Rife,

co-chairman,
Field

University
Service chairman, Harold D. Meyer, North Carolina University, co-chairman, E. H. Regnier,
University of Illinois

;

'nnounceA

Wisconsin;

Campus Recreation

chair-

man, Miss June Breck, University of California,
Los Angeles, co-chairman, Miss June Brasted,

Beginning August

1,

tkat

1949 the

official

publisher for all the publications

and

Sport Guides of the National
Section on Women's Athletics will be the

Official

chairman, Richard E.
Stultz, Syracuse University, co-chairman, Charles
B. Cranford, San Francisco State College Student

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH,

chairman, John Scherlacher, West
co-chairman,
Virginia,
James H. Boswell, Univer-

TION instead of A.

Mills

College;

Camping

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
of the

;

Associations

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIAS. Barnes & Co.

All orders

should be addressed to:

sity of Florida.

The College Recreation Association is affiliated
with the American Recreation Society. Its main
function will be to improve the

employed by colleges and

work

of all persons
universities to perform

National Section on
1201

Sixteenth

Women's

Street,

Washington

Athletics

Northwest

6, D. C.

a recreation function.
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Recognized by leading Sport and Recreational Directors over

the country as a
completely new innovation for individual
from $1.25
awards
to $12.50. Priced low
enough to fit every
budget. The personalized gold inscribed
nameplates are a considerable saving over

House, prepared by Emily P. Wilson; Stepping Out, prepared by Martha H. Clarke.
Girls' Friendly Society, 386 Fourth Avenue, New
York. Former, $.35; latter, $.30.

Come Over

A

to

My

Pennsylvania Recreation Manual, 1949. State Planning Board, Department of Commerce, Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania.

the

conventional

method of engraving.
Orders shipped in 5
days

with

plates.

inscribed

Send

for

gladly

sent

catalog.

Samples

for inspection.

Park Maintenance, July 1949
Festival, Collis L. Jordan.
Crabgrass, Its Chemical Control in Turf,

Try a

J.

A.

DeFrance.
Pointers for Efficient Spray Painting, Frank V.
Faulhaber.

SEE

YOU AT

THE NATIONAL
Highroad, August 1949
Fun and Fellowship
Wright.

from Many Lands,

Parks and Recreation, July 1949
South Florida Goes South

Rose

RECREATION

CONGRESS
Booth
Pacific,

Collis

L.

Jordan.

Park and Recreation Week Activity A Resume,
Fred G. Heuchling.
The Interpretation of Nature, D. Robert Hakala.
Detroit's Recreation Program, J. J. Considine.
Designs for Public Playground Clubhouse Buildings, William Frederickson, Jr.
Maintenance Mart.

The Survey,

July 1949
Baltimore Cleans Its Slums, Karl Detzer.
National Conference of Social Work.

Architectural Record, July 1949
Building Types Study Number 151 Building for
Athletics and Recreation.
Editorial Direction of Frank G. Lopez.

Nation's Schools, August 1949
Community Centers in Atlanta,

Roy W.

Davis.

Beach and Pool, July 1949
Why Learn How to Swim?

Carroll L. Bryant.
Basic Principles of Design, Construction, Maintenance of the
Pool, Part III, John W.

YMCA

Ogg.
Pool Design, Construction, Operation.
Practical Pointers in Swimming Pool Filtration,
Chauncey A. Hyatt.

Playtown, U.S.A. The Atlantic Institute, 209 South
State Street, Chicago 4, Illinois.

Parks and Recreation in Canada, Convention Issue,
1949
Professional Leadership Training in Canada for
Reereational Directors, Charles A. Barbour.
Parks Maintenance Equipment, H. A. Dorrance.

Economy

in

Park Maintenance, Edward

I.

Wood.

American Youth Hostels Handbook, 1949. American
Youth Hostels, Incorporated, 6 East 39 Street, New

York

16.

$.50.

Architectural Record, August 1949

Reinforced Concrete Stadium, First Unit of Rio's
New Sports Center.
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New

Publications
Covering

Time

Leisure

Edited by Clark Tibbitts. University of Michigan
Press, Ann Arbor. $2.00.

A

collection of addresses given at

one

of the first comprehensive conferences on the
problems and adjustments of later maturity and

the Charles A. Fisher Memorial Insti-

old age

The Conference was addressed

Field

Film Booklets

Living Through the Older Years

s is

tlie

Film Council of America, 6 West Ontario
Chicago

"OELEASE OF THE
-*

*

Street,

10, Illinois.
final

four "how-to-do-it" book-

by the Film Council of America completes
a plan promoting the more effective use of films by
community groups. Each of the eight booklets in
lets

two groups
as adult
such
professional workers,
education leaders, welfare workers, ministers, rec-

the series answers questions most frequently asked

workers, counselors, and public health
nurses; and (2) middle-aged and older people
alert enough to know that they can enjoy the later
years if they understand themselves and the aging
process and make suitable preparation.
The book should be valuable not only to leaders,

booklets providing practical advice are:

tute.

of people

:

to

( i )

reation

therefore, but to those in vigorous middle years
who want to look ahead, or to older persons who

need help in understanding and solving their own

by

local film councils.

Written by authorities

of

Administration

Edited by John A. Ledlie and Ralph D. Roehm.
Association Press, Xew York. $4.50.

THE

official handbook of the Y.M.C.A.. as
THIS.
a practical manual for camp directors and

supervisors, presents the best that has been learned
about administration in Y.M.C.A. camps. Its preparation was authorized in 1947 (by the seventh

North American Assembly of Y.M.C.A. Workers
with Boys), and the Camping Commission of the
Association of Boys' Work Secretaries proceeded
with the task. Its pages put the experience of

hundreds of camp directors
ministrators
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to

tival."

Officers

and Directors of the

National Recreation Association
OFFICERS

Handbook

Camp

new

"How

Organize and Conduct Community Film Workshops," "How to Conduct a Survey of Film Needs
and Resources," "How to Evaluate Films for
Community Use," ''How to Organize a Film Fes-

personal problems.

Y.M.C.A.

in the film field, the

and other camp

at the disposal of ad-

leaders.

ROBERT GARRETT, Chairman of the Board of Directors
REV. PAUL MOORE, JR., First Vice-President
MRS. OGDEN L. MILLS, Second Vice-President
SUSAN M. LEE, Third Vice-President and Secretary of the Board
ADRIAN M. MASSIE, Treasurer
GUSTAVUS T. KIRBY, Treasurer Emeritus

DIRECTORS
F.

W. H. ADAMS, New

York, X. Y.

GREGG BEMIS, Boston, Mass.
C. BENCH, Englewood, N. J.
MRS. ROBERT WOODS BLISS, Washington, D. C.
MRS. ARTHUR G. CUMMER, Jacksonville, Fla.
WILLIAM H. DAVIS, Xew York, X. Y.

F.

EDWARD

HARRY

P. DAYISON,

Xew

York. X. Y.

ROBERT GARRETT, Baltimore, Md.
ROBERT GRANT, 3rd, Jericho, L. L, N. Y.
AUSTIN E. GRIFFITHS, Seattle, Wash.
MRS. XORMAN HARROWER, Fitchburg, Mass.
MRS. CHARLES V. HICKOX, Michigan City, Ind.
Y.
MRS. JOHN D. JAMESON, Bellport, L. I.,
SUSAN M. LEE. Xew York, N. Y.
OTTO T. MALLERY, Philadelphia, Pa.
CARL E. MILLIKEN, Augusta, Me.
MRS. OGDEN L. MILLS, Woodbury, X. Y.
REV. PAUL MOORE, JR., Jersey City, X. T.
MRS. SIGMUND STERN, San Francisco, Calif.
GRANT TITSWORTH, Xoroton, Conn.

X

T.

C.

WALSH, Xew York, N. Y.

FREDERICK M. WARBURG,

Xew York,

N. Y.
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Recreation Training Institutes
September and October, 1949

HELEN DAUNCEY

Bastrop,

Social Recreation

September 26-30

W. C. Hohmann, Secretary and Treasurer, Bastrop Recreation Committee, Bastrop High School.

Louisiana

Lake Charles, Louisiana
October 3-7

O.

Baton Rouge, Louisiana
October 10-14

R.

Evansville, Indiana

S.

Montpelier,

RUTH EHLERS

Vermont
11

Social Recreation

Chambersburg, Pennsylvania
September 19-21

MARY BREEN LAWSON

Kingston,

Social Recreation

September 26-28

ANNE

LIVINGSTON

Social Recreation

Griffin,

New York

Creative Recreation

M. Hileman, Superintendent, Recreation and
Park Commission, 115 St. Louis Street.
Secretary,

Y.M.C.A..

Mrs. A. O. Brungardt, Vermont Director of RecHouse.

reation, State

Howard
Second

F. James, Recreation Director, 100
Street.

Senator Albert G. Swint, Orchard

Georgia

South

Hill,

of

Georgia.

Clovis, New Mexico
September 26-30

Miss Martha

Dallas, Texas
October 3-7

W. H.

Austin, Texas
October 10-14

Beverly S. Sheffield, Director, Austin Recreation
Department.

Houston, Texas
October 17-31

Arnold R. Moser, Superintendent of Recreation
501 City Hall.

S.

Smith, Housing Authority of the

City of Clovis.

Keeling,

Superintendent

of

Recreation,

Dallas, Texas.

City, Louisiana

Texarkana, U.S.A.
October 31-November

GRACE WALKER

Recreation,

September 5-9

Morgan

Arts and Crafts

of

Mrs. Mortimer B. Downer, Junior League
Kingston, Incorporated, 55 Fair Street.

October 24-28

FRANK STAPLES

Superintendent

Medlicott, General
J.
Fifth and Vine Streets.

October 24-28
October 31-November

D. Johnson,
City Hall.

George Buckley, Superintendent

of

Recreation,

City Hall.

Alba
4

J.

Etie,

Jr.,

Superintendent of Parks and

Recreation, Municipal Building.

October 10-21

Mrs. Ruth V. Phillips, Department of Recreation,
Arlington County, 3700 Lee Highway.

Kansas City. Missouri
October 24-November 4

Recreation, City Hall.

Winston-Salem. North

Loyd

Arlington, Virginia

Carolina

October 17-28

Mrs. Verna Rensvold, Superintendent of Public

B.

Hathaway, Superintendent

of Recreation.

VvITH the stars of sports, modern features of construction in the equipment
they use are of the utmost importance. That's why so many of them use and
recommend Wilson.
The famous Wilson Advisory

Staff, whose members help design, test and
play Wilson equipment, is another reason why star players prefer Wilson.
Golf champions Sam Snead, Lloyd Mangrum, Gene Sarazen, Patty Berg and
Babe Didrikson tennis greats Jack Kramer, Don Budge, Bobby Riggs and
Alice Marble diamond stars Ted Williams and Bob Feller gridiron headliners Johnny Lujack, Charley Trippi and Paul Christman are only a few of
this great staff of experts. Follow these stars play Wilson know you're play-

ing the best.

WILSON SPORTING GOODS
Branch offices

in

CO.,

CHICAGO

(A subsidiary of Wi/ton & Co., Inc.)
New York, San Francisco and other principal

cities

Henry

MacMnrray College
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Wealth of the Nations
in Recreation Living
X ADAM SMITH wrote

at length

referred to the necessity of building

nations of the world so that there
shelter, clothing.

There

is

may

on the wealth of the nations, he

up the physical resources

be adequate standards of nutrition,

no question, of course, of the need for such

endeavor. This necessity, however,

is

only part of the picture. Savages in

the wilderness are unwilling to go on fishing and hunting

material goods that are

make no

doomed

art forms.

and

their paddles

and

piling

up

when they know

that they can

The savages turn then

to the painting

to spoil

possible use of these goods.

of their canoes

of the

and to the development

Sometimes savages have been wiser than

of their various

civilized peoples in

their recognition of the value of the daily satisfactions of living.

we

If

are to think in terms of the piling up of real wealth,

neglect recreation

and the

manent and enduring
and
If

of the
shall

to pile

human

We

cannot neglect what gives most per-

satisfaction to the souls of

art, as well as religion,

we wish

arts.

we cannot

Music and sport

men.

have been sought by almost

all

men everywhere.

up enduring wealth, we must provide for such growth

spirit

throughout the world that the spare moments always

have possibility of being

filled

with richly satisfying action or medi-

tation.
It is

build

the task of the recreation

up the accumulated wealth

nized to have

much

movement throughout

the world to help

of culture, so that life itself

greater values, so that

life will

may

be recog-

not be held so cheap.

HOWARD BRAUCHER.
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TARTING RECREATION in
THE

HISTORY of the recreation movement

in the

small community is following, to a great extent,
the pattern of growth of the larger cities a generation ago.
community starts with a summer out-

A

adopted a joint plan for a comprehensive recreation program, raised a budget of $8,500 and employed a full-time, year-round executive.

The developments

in these

two small

cities

came

door program for children and youth, with funds
raised from contributions, and with leadership
wherever it can be found. Progress to a yearround, varied program with skilled direction varies,

Community
Commerce in Fremont decided that recreation
was an immediate community need. They both

but some guides to success are becoming evident.
Two small communities in Michigan serve as ex-

consulted recreation authorities, including directors of programs in Flint and Grand Rapids, a

amples of

district representative of the

this

growth.
a two thousand population village,
Flushing
ten miles from Flint. Prior to the summer of 1948
is

it

had

reation
ever,

it

for

some

program

years, at least
of any kind.

A

no planned recyear ago, how-

raised a thousand dollars for

summer

ac-

from individuals and civic organizations.
The program was so successful that the responsible group was confident of enough support to insure a start on a year-round program this year.
Fremont, somewhat larger 3,100 people is the
tivities

business center for a considerable area; is in a
farming and resort part of the state. It has had a

summer program and a

teen-age center under part-

time leadership for some years. Last spring the
city government and the board of education

318

in a similar

manner.

In both, a civic group a
Council in Flushing and a Chamber of

National Recreation

Association, and a consultant on recreation from
the state university. As a result of suggestions re-

was apeach case, with membership widely representative of civic groups and interests. Facts
ceived,

a recreation survey committee

pointed in

were gathered by this committee on forms furnished by the recreation consultant. These were
supplemented and interpreted by him, and recommendations discussed and adopted. Then the
survey was presented at a community meeting,
called by the sponsoring group, and mimeographed
copies were distributed. An action committee was
appointed to put the immediate recommendations
into effect.

All this

is

quite different

from what happens

in

RECREATION

small communities preliminary to a recreation program. Frequently there is a jump into

many

any study of local conditions and
needs. A civic group gets the idea from a neighboring city, from a visiting speaker or an article
in a national publication, votes some funds or
conducts a campaign to raise a budget, and announces a program. This occurs about two weeks
before school closes and someone from the school
action without

staff,

or a college boy or girl

home

for the

summer,

employed. With no study or planning, with inexperienced leadership, with a program that apes
is

the larger city, the village has too often jumped
talk into action without careful study and

from

planning. That under such conditions there should
have been any results is a tribute to the local

need for recreation

activities

and

to the innate

resourcefulness of our small communities.

Experience

in

meeting community needs through

cooperative planning and action is becoming more
common, and resources for recreational guidance
for smaller places are increasing.

are gathering dust without results because they
were made by an individual for a small group and

presented to the community on a "take
it" basis. Often it has been left.

On

it

or leave

the other hand, a recreation survey involves

The

and description of all
possible facilities, public and private, schools,
churches and lodges the programs of all existing

many

people.

listing

;

school clubs, church clubs, organizations for boys

and

girls,

hobby

clubs, athletic

groups and

social

a questionnaire as to things people are doing
or want to do in their leisure time all this is inclubs

;

formation of a nature that can be secured by volunteers. Such volunteers have been found in high
school civic classes, chamber of

commerce com-

mittees and parent-teacher associations.

There should also be community-wide participaand recommendations as

tion in the conclusions

well as in the securing of facts.

A

local

study

SMALL COMMUNITY

the
mont,

Indiana, Ver-

is that as widely representative a
as
group
possible should be in on the planning.
Too many very valuable and authoritative surveys

reason for this

North

California,

Minnesota,

Carolina,

Michigan, Colorado, Georgia, Missouri,
Nebraska, New York, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
Illinois,

Virginia, and

Washington are among

which now have

field service available to

the states

help such

developments; in fact, some kind of assistance is
available to communities in thirty-five states. This

committee with a membership representative of
every social, racial and economic strata, as well as

and of every civic group, should
have an opportunity to discuss and advise on the
recommendations, their relative importance and
their practicability. Committee members' responof public boards

sibilities

should include their

own

approval as in-

does not include the services which are available

dividuals,

communities in more than forty states through
extension workers from the state colleges of agri-

they represent. Such study and recommendations
in the small community need not be a time-con-

states there are state recre-

suming task. Two or three months should be long
enough and the results in understanding and support amply justify the undertaking.
Only after this study is completed does the campaign for action take place. This may well be in
the hands of another committee. Some people may
be willing and helpful on a study committee who

to

culture. Also, in

many

ation associations

whose members are

willing to
advise communities establishing a recreation pro-

gram.

Any program involving public support, whether
from tax funds or from subscription, presupposes
a more or less vocal and informed group of adherents.

An

individual

may

first realize

and

their interpretation for the

groups

the possibili-

a community-wide recreation program, but
until he secures the backing of an existing civic

ties of

organization or develops a new supporting organization through his own efforts, there is little likeli-

hood

of progress. This stage of "talk," or arousing interest in the subject as a whole, should precede the stage of study, or application of general
principles to the specific local conditions. The
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William G. Robinson
Assistant in

University

community organization, with the
Michigan Extension Service.

of
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would have no weight in appealing for funds to a
governing body or a large contributor and vice
versa. The study should recommend a method of
support which will depend on the legal status of
recreation, which varies to some extent from state
to state. There are enough successful examples of
county programs meeting rural and small community demands to warrant a consideration of this
plan Jefferson County, Kentucky, and Bay County, Michigan, are examples. There are examples
of township support of recreation. Support from
boards of education and village governments is
most frequent.

The job

of the action or

campaign committee

is

to capitalize on the interest and support aroused
during the talk and study stages to secure the necfacilities and financing. The type of campaign may vary from the mere appearance of a
committee before the village council or board of

essary

education to a house to house canvas for funds.

The
tion

final step in the

organization of the recrea-

program is the employment of leadership. In
community under consideration this can

the size

seldom be

it

often ties

a part-time

up with the

someone from the school

school,

and

staff is

employed.
taken for granted, of course, that he is ca-

usually
It is

As

full-time, year-round.

responsibility,

pable of conducting a recreation program. All too
often, however, he knows nothing of the activities
for children, has

no appreciation

Taj Mahal
moonlight bathed

of the place of

I've seen the

at night

When

its

I've seen a field

Were

music and nature lore in a program, has
had no experience in securing volunteers or in
community organization. And, of course, he does
not draw the younger children or girls into activities. In such a situation, therefore, and until the
crafts,

teacher-training institutions include such material
in their courses, this training will

"on the job." Some

duct state-wide recreation conferences or institutes

under the leadership of trained recreation workers.
Every effort should be made to have both a man
and a woman on the staff, however small the community. Only in this way will both boys and girls

and the various age groups be reached.
In general, that recreation program is best
rooted and grows most surely which starts with
comparatively few activities, is well planned and
adapted to the community, determined upon after
study and interpretation, and under mature leadership,

combining personality and experience.

the small

community the start
program. But it doesn't stop
mentioned

summer

In Flushing a committee

is

talk, study, action; a few activities
well done; a gradual development until all ages
have recreation opportunities at all times.

The world may have

its vistas grand,
with
shades
so
rare,
sky
The sort of views that artists skilled

Its

Would reproduce with care,
But who has yet, with mortal
Been able

In turfdom's greatest race,
But wr hat is there that can compare

let

hand.

to replace

The precious light that's in the
Of a youngster's smiling face.

smiling face.

us

lakes

sight

be thankful

all

and

and woods,
and cherish them

fields

Enjoy, protect,

As God believes we
But we can be most

To

In Fremont,

there.

the beginning of this article, the
program has grown to a well-rounded,

tern unfolds

blanketed with flowers,

That

In

summer

work planning to extend its successful summer activities to the rest of the year. So the pat-

I've seen the finest thoroughbreds

For

usually a

at

towers,

Now

is

in

year-round program.

whose acres vast

With a youngster's

need to be given

states are beginning to con-

should,

thankful

He

should have the grace
us a greater trust,
to
give

A youngster's

smiling face.

BOB KRESGE, Superintendent

of

Recreation in Butler, Pennsylvania.
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RECREATION

JOE WILSON
and

JOHN LILLY

SPORTSMEN'S CLUB
To ROUND
California,

out the recreation program in Lodi,

and to

instill

in

our youngsters an

appreciation for game and other people's property, the Lodi Junior Sportsmen's Club was organized. Within a year, the club has grown from
the original twenty-two members to over two hun-

meeting was held in a small room
Church. As our membership increased, we moved first to an elementary
school little theatre, and finally to a larger audidred.

The

first

in the Congregational

torium in the

city.

The general aims of the club are to instill in
the members good sportsmanship, to help prevent
and

to teach the boys general safety measures intended to reduce the number of hunting and fishing accidents. More di-

juvenile delinquency,

rectly, the club aims to provide activity for boys
not eligible for competitive sports including boys
who are physically handicapped.

Another aim is to provide leadership during the
age in which they need additional active physical

Between ten and fifteen years of age, boys
are most likely to get into trouble. Having outoutlets.

grown childhood games,

their active

minds are

constantly open to new ideas. They also require
more of a physical outlet than they do at an older
age. The close relationship between the director

and the boys makes

aim more

this latter

possible.

Closely associated with these aims is the attempt
to bring about a friendlier relationship between

boys of varying social and racial status.

The membership requirements are very
The club is open to all boys between the

simple.

ages of
ten and fifteen. It was necessary to exclude older
boys interested in joining the club as the variance

and abilities.
There are no membership fees or dues, as very
little expense is incurred by the club's activities.
The club is sponsored by the recreation department and, therefore, has access to city and school
in their ages diversifies interest

facilities.

The

club treasury

is

maintained through

special fund-raising activities, such as paper drives
and scrap collections. The money is then used for

necessary equipment such as toboggans, traps and
fishing equipment to be loaned to members.

The

club

is

divided into sections of from ten

Section memberships are determined mainly by the areas in which the boys live.
to fifteen boys.

Air. Lilly is the superintendent of recreation in the
city of Stockton, California,
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which

is

located near Lodi.

Allowances are made for close friends to be in the
321

have excellent collections of Indian arrowheads,
spearheads, beads and household utensils.
Nature study also forms an invaluable part of
the club's activities.

On

museums and

visits to

zoos, the boys see and study historical relics and
learn of the animals which were native to this
area.

As

a result of these field trips, follow-up

made at meetings, and members collect
bird wings, nests and insects.
Woodsmanship or pioneering is included in nastudies are

ture study. Boys learn how to determine directions to avoid getting lost and how to figure out

the time of day. General camping aids are taught,
such as the ways of building fires, cooking meals,

making

shelters

and bough beds, and good prac-

The boys

also study the lore of the woods,
learning to recognize the various animal tracks

tices.

same section. Younger boys are placed in sections
where they receive the guidance of older boys.

Members name

the sections after animals, such

as Foxes, Skunks, Rattlesnakes

and Buffaloes.

The

films are obtained

through

and Canpublicity departments of various states
ada. At these meetings, current club activities are
discussed and plans

made

An

for future events.

important and interesting report

of each meeting

concerns the activities of the Senior Sportsmen's
Club.

One

of the

major objectives of the club

is

to

qualify each member in first aid. Special meetings
are held at which the boys are taught emergency

precautions and

a

general procedure in first aid.

field trip at least

with a

first

every other boy

is

organized fishing

trips, the

boys make a study of

the fish to be found in the area.

During the summer months, each section goes
on a field trip one day of the week. On Saturday,
the entire group takes to the fields. Meetings are
held twice monthly, on alternate Thursday nights,
featuring either a guest speaker or hunting and
fishing movies.

and other signs of animal life.
Fishing is one of the most popular and important phases of the club program. Prior to taking

On

equipped

Instructions are

given on correct techniques in the care and use
of equipment and methods to be followed in catching various species.

The proper

care, cleaning

and

preservation of fish are also learned.

Throughout
the summer months, there are numerous expeditions to the various fishing areas adjacent to the
Lodi area. These include overnight camping trips
to trout streams.

crappies,

sunfish,

brought home

Black and striped bass, perch,
catfish

and trout are proudly
Mothers and dads

properly cleaned.

appreciate this latter accomplishment. In the future, it is hoped that some deep sea fishing trips

can be arranged in the San Francisco bay area, to

round out the boys' experiences.

Summer nights are spent in frog hunting. They
are easy to catch. The boys enjoy the preparation,
cooking and the social and gastronomical satisfactions of a frog's leg dinner.

aid kit.

Of prime importance, preliminary

to taking part

Every member is required to learn how to swim.
For those who have not mastered aquatic funda-

in the club's hunting activities, is instruction in

mentals, weekly swimming classes are held in the
high school pool. At the present time, less than

general safety precautions and handling of guns.
Various films are shown, demonstrating the care

boys are unable to meet the
swimming requirements, and this minority group
For the
is made up of relatively new members.

of

five percent of the

guns and the proper methods of hunting.

Mem-

advanced swimmers life saving techniques are
taught. Other water safety activities include boating and canoeing lessons given at Lodi Lake Park.

Another major
of Indian lore.

activity of the club is the study

General information

is

obtained

from movies shown to the club and from visits to
museums. Frequent trips are made to the numerous local Indian burial grounds.
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Many

of the boys

RECREATION

bers are instructed in safety methods for accident
the lives of fellow
prevention in connection with
Instructions
lives.
own
their
as
well
hunters as

are given to the youthful hunters to recognize
types and sizes of animals, so that animals protected by law

They

will not be unnecessarily destroyed.

also are advised continually of the necessity
the farmers' crops, fences and herds.

him, thus gaining firsthand, valuable information
will work with him

on the care of trophies. Boys
for six

month periods

so that

all will

have a chance

to receive this training.

In the eighteen months since its formation, the
Lodi Junior Sportsmen's Club has received the
wholehearted support of the public. Parents, in

of respecting

particular, are enthusiastic over the opportunity

Organized hunting trips are held, in which not
more than two members are supervised by one in-

for their boys to gain

In this way, the instructor is able to give
his undivided attention to the young hunters.

opportunity to receive such experience in their

structor.

Trapping is another of the club's major activities, and one in which all participate. Along with
trapping techniques, detailed study

is

made

of the

and the correct methof
od
skinning, preserving, and tanning animal
and
pelts. Trap lines are set out in the foothills
wildlife available in the area,

are checked twice a week.
able to

buy

the club's

are un-

own traps may borrow them from
supply. As a rule, two boys work totheir

gether as partners
the greatest thrills
catch.

Members who

The

on each

trap.

Probably one of

the anticipation of finding a
are
as
excited over catching a rat
boys
is

Arrangements have been made with a
taxidermist to have two boys work with

as a fox.
local

in

woodsmanship.

youth.
In the club

we

knowledge and experience
Many parents never had the

find

democracy

in action.

nationalities are represented, including

own

Many

Americans,

Chinese, Japanese, Mexicans and Filipinos.

Boys

widely differing social, racial, and economic
status develop a close sense of companionship

of

common experiences. The
who might be spending their

through their

young boys,

active

spare
time looking for mischief, are kept so busy and
interested in the activities of the club that they

have no time to become engaged in other than
healthy and supervised activities.

Above

spirit of

good sportsmanship, game
and respect for property is instilled
every phase of the program.

the

all,

conservation
in

them

in

CONTRIBUTE TO FREEDOM
CAN be an important

the cultures and
You

ideals of

factor in creating a better understanding abroad of
of RECREATION

America by regularly sending copies

United States Information Libraries for distribution in foreign
These libraries with their open reading rooms and rental services,
which are run very much the same as the public libraries in this country attempt
to bring to the local people of forty-three countries throughout the world a crosssection of American printed material in the form of books, magazines, newspapers,
pamphlets, and the like.
Right now, one of the most pressing demands is for more and more good current magazines which can be distributed in foreign countries to libraries, schools,
universities, organizations and other places where the interest in all things American seems to mount daily. In a few minutes, and for only a few cents, you can
make a tremendous contribution to the cause of lasting peace. It costs just one
and a half cents for two ounces to send printed matter anywhere on the globe and
magazines need only to be rolled in brown paper, with open ends, and marked
PRINTED MATTER. ( Why not take out an additional subscription for this?)
Address your RECREATION package to the United States Information Library
in the countries of your choice from those listed below

magazine

to the

countries.

:

c/o American Embassy at:
Ankara, Turkey
Athens, Greece
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Warsaw, Poland
c/o American Legation at:
Bern, Switzerland
Budapest, Hungary
c/o American Consulate
General at:
Batavia, Java Indonesia
Sydney, Australia

The Hague, Netherlands

Mexico
Montevideo, Uruguay
Paris, France
Rangoon, Burma
Rome, Italy
Seoul, Korea

London, England

Stockholm, Sweden

Cairo, Egypt
New Delhi, India
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TODAY WE

too often

to take creative recreation to rural communities.

travels on special trucks which will
your town just as a circus does giving
local folks, among other things, an opportunity to
set type at a printing press watch binding examine fine book exhibits browse hear story hours,
authors talk, reviews the Bookbrigade watch a
play, act in short skits and charades; make up
stories and dramatize them
the Playhouse Story
Book; dance, sing, debate; give recitals; watch
professionals do all these things; hear concerts
the Music Hall; see fine exhibits of art, crafts,

let

wash over us

the re-

fusal to be involved.

But

exciting, nor

is it

of inviting participation,

Per-

be helped over his fear of making a mistake.

Burton James
said, "The 'cult of the spectator' appears as one of
the curses of our land, and the simple pleasure and
emotional release derived from the creative spending of leisure time is frowned on and discarded
because 'I cannot be as great as a Kreisler'
."
Before you can have virtuoso of any kind you must
have students willing to experiment, to laugh at
emphasized

until, as

.

themselves and to have the courage to

the

The Caravan

set

in

up

:

.

make mis-

takes.

Second, the participant needs some notion of
to take part. Square dancing looks like great
you hesitate because you need to know

;

something about the calls. The real thrill comes,
however, when you have learned enough to try a
lively, difficult square.

We believe that people are happier and healthier
which they share
with others. It is true that many "culture groups"
fall apart, but this is because they don't have
enough purpose, and don't demand enough of their
members. The novelty wears off unless you keep
learning and exploring and gaining in skill and
creative interests

understanding.
introduce cultural activities with top-flight
and demonstrations, plus the showing

exhibitions

of materials

and instruction as to how such

activi-

industrial design
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;

show

their

work

;

try their

hand

weaving, pottery, drawing, painting; watch
demonstrations, chalk talks the Gallery; see for-

at

eign films, cartoons, documentary and training
the Cartoon House.
films; hear special records

There are also places for recordings, puppet
shows, strolling musicians; food stands for simple
refreshments, and a play school where you can
park your child with confidence.

The Amateur
Let's be perfectly honest about one thing the
amateur and the professional worker will not be

confused.

You may

lot baseball,
it,

pitch a

mean curve

and have the time of your

in sand-

life

doing
but you don't expect to be asked to replace Bob

Feller in the big league.

The Carnival Caravan will bring exhibits of
work being done to remind you just how

best

citing

and

skillful this

or that art can be.

the

ex-

When

you pick up a lump of clay, you are not expected
to turn in a masterpiece, but you should enjoy the
feeling of having some form grow beneath your
Local work will be shown informally, and
every town will be found one or two craftsmen

fingers.
in

Miss Chopin, originator and organizer of the Carnival Caravan, is a former Netv York book designer.

;

;

fun, but

To

;

;

but two things must be overcome before an individual feels happy "taking part." First, he must

when they have

is

much happening,
it isn't

how

own community,

a

back and

sit

fun to remain forever the objective observer.

fection has been

can be developed in your

natural defense with so

events

There are many ways

ties

work and purpose of the Carnival Caravan.
This really is a mobile community center, designed

tend to

at high professional standards.
In other words, some of the cultural advantages

working

RECREATION

and national groups interested
and agricultural programs and with youth
groups, and men's and women's clubs, and proschools, local, state

in civic

;

fessional

each

organizations backing the program in
continuation of interests is assured

locality,

support after the excitement of the caravan

itself

fades away.

Work
will lay

is

now

more

a trial unit which
on the integration of the vari-

in progress for

stress

ous elements, for cultural training has proved to
be a fine model for training in how to live a well-

rounded

town

life.

As

the

program we take

into the

have balance and relationship, each art
to another, so a town, in planning its
program,
should have balance and relationship between the
will

various elements serving

At Chautauqua children handled sculpture, saw potters work.

its

citizens.

When

the

underway, it can serve as a model for
those anxious to see such a program in action.
test unit is

Needs and Solution
available to city dwellers can

now

be enjoyed by

the rural towns and villages that hang out the welcome sign for the caravan. In fact, the idea grew
of opportunity afforded
the rural child in the field of cultural learning.

from a concern for the lack
Millions of our

young people have never seen a

play, never handled a musical instrument, never

how a design is made before it becomes
wall paper, dress material, or any of a hundred
items which can bring into people's lives beauty

understood

or drabness, depending on their ability to recognize
and understand the fundamental principles of art.
Children, and adults too, crave excitement. Learning, if properly presented, and given proper respect, is

more

exciting than any other discovery

a person can make. People ought to be reminded
of the creative power which lies within each of us.

The Carnival Caravan, with headquarters in
New York, was just a dream three

Wellsville,

years ago. Now
and studied until
as fun.

It

was

Caravan Day

it

has been worked over,

it is

sound and practical as well

tested last

at

tival of Creative

sifted,

summer

Chautauqua;

A

at "Carnival

Community Fes-

Recreation."

There children handled sculpture, watched potdo complete pieces, saw wool turn into material they listened to records, and danced on the
green they saw a play, and heard a choir. Parents,
coming because it was educational, went back for
ters

;

;

their children.

Children, following the bright staff

and station wagon, went
back to get their grandparents and friends.
The test proved beyond a doubt that such a
program has immediate appeal. Now, with its full
car, truck, troupe cars,

organizational plans of cooperation with churches,

OCTOBER
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Until then, what can be done? One thing is to
look about your town and see what is lacking.
Can't you expand some existing service by a lot of
ingenuity, some time, and a little money? Does

your library want a bookmobile? Does it have a
children's collection? Maybe, as our town is now
doing, a librarian can write a weekly column for
the newspaper introducing, with humor, books
which are far above the current level of local
reading. What about a story hour ?
Do you have art exhibits? Ithaca had an art
week, and turned the main street into a gallery,
with pictures and groceries side by side. Contests

window

display are good chamber of commerce
and
also good for young designers who
material,
need encouragement and practice. Does your town
have a well-designed modern house, and if not,
for

why

not?

This kind of questioning can stretch

into theatre work, into choirs, into square dancing,
into the youth center
and why so few towns have

a place where good food and dancing are combined
to make a nice social center for the young people.
The Carnival Caravan doffs its hat to the im-

mense job already being done in our country. One
example is the square dancing which has suddenly
become so popular, giving thousands in every section hours of happiness and relaxation. It didn't
just happen, though, but lots of people think it
did and are waiting now for something more "to

come along." We want to take them a "tickler"
and we are looking forward to the time when we
leave behind us in towns

an

all

over the country

who

say, as did one small boy studying
abstract painting at Chautauqua "Gee, I never

youngsters

knew

:

was anything
I'm going to take a whack
there

like that in the world.

at that myself."
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Recreation for the Orthopedically Handicapped Child

A

by Susan Samuel, Director of Recreation of the New York

talk

Philanthropic League, given at the College of the City of

A

TALK OF

kind should be unnecessary the
be recreation for children.
should
subject
this

While we don't have enough recreation facilities,
we do have community centers, settlement houses
and afternoon school playgrounds for the so-called
normal child. It is true that these facilities are not
closed to Orthopedically handicapped children, but
are
what chance have they at these centers ?

How

they received by the other children ?

What

oppordo they have, competing with children who
have played in groups for years ?
Let me give you a bit of back history on some of
our handicapped boys and girls. Many have spent
years of their young lives in hospitals and convatunities

They have had

or no schooling
there. Their participation in group living or in active play has too often been limited to such things
lescent homes.

little

as sitting in a wheel chair, sewing, reading, singing
or the like. They have never worked as a unit or

a group. They have never helped in planning or
running a community. At the most formative years

home from the
and
convalescent
homes, back to their famhospitals
their
their
communities. What
schools and
ilies,
this new mode of
have
had
for
preparation
they
None!
living?
of their adolescence, they are sent

What happens ? Maladjustment all around. They
don't

fit

in at

home they
;

of course, they have

no

don't

fit

in at school

interest in the

;

and

community.

However, the settlement house looks more
to them than home or school; sounds of

inviting
activity

burst through the walls ; singing, the noise of hammers and children laughing make such welcoming

sounds.

How

could a child resist

?

Remember, the

handicapped are anxious to be accepted, anxious to
belong. So the child becomes courageous and enters
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the settlement house

timidly,

New York

and with

hesitation.

When

is

questioned as to his likes or dislikes, he
at a loss. "Are you interested in crafts, art, mu-

sic, dramatics, newspaper writing, debating?" asks
the worker. "I don't know. I don't know what club

I
I

want
want

to belong to," says the confused child, "but
to belong, I want to try." And so he tries ;

but he has not been prepared and, therefore, gets his
first serious setback in his attempt to become a member of the community.

work

in

He

does not

a group and, because he

know how

feels that

to

he has

nothing to offer to this community, because he is
not readily accepted by the other children, he be-

comes sullen, discouraged, surly and a greater problem than ever before. How can this be rectified?
What can be done to help him adjust and make a
place for himself in our so-called normal world ?
All children need recreation, need some place to
go where they may have a chance to express themselves and to participate in planning and running a
community. This desire is no different in the heart
of the handicapped child. There we all agree. The

New York

Philanthropic League, in a small meastrying to do something about this community
problem, and five years ago started a recreation
ure,

is

group for Orthopedically handicapped boys and
girls.

Our

group, the Carolians, originally started as

an outgrowth of Camp Carola for girls at Spring
Valley, New York. Children are recommended to
us by the New York City Board of Education, organizations working with the handicapped child,
and hospitals in the city. At the outset, let me make

we do not wish to segregate orthopedically handicapped children, but, rather, to
teach them group living to familiarize them with

this point clearly

:

;

RECREATION

activities in the so-called

normal community centers.

We want to prepare them

!

Carolians meet on Friday and Saturday afternoons. On Friday, we discuss all topics of the

The

day and, of course, information for the good and
welfare of the orthopedically handicapped. On Saturdays, 175 to 300 children (depending on the

weather), ages six to eighteen, come to our meetBrooklyn, Manhatings from all parts of the city
tan,

Bronx, Queens, and even Long Island and

part of the afternoon, members go
in
which they are most interested
to the activity
music, dramatics, arts and crafts, dancing or newsfirst

paper work. Our Junior Carolians, ages six to ten,
have their own activities with all forms of recreation.

We have well-trained group leaders for super-

vising each activity;

we

also have students

from

various colleges who receive field work credit for
their work with us. Because we have so little time,
the children
ects
final

work on

central themes

in each activity.

called proj-

They work together

for a

performance, at which time the entire com-

munity is invited.
For the second

half of the afternoon,

members

assemble for the reading of the Friday discussion
group minutes, and hold a regular business meeting.

Every Saturday we have different entertainment,
planned by the children with the help of the recreation director. The program consists of a concert,
debate, lecture, amateur afternoon, mental whoopee,
barn dance, games and so on. Each year the group
elects its

own

president, vice-president, secretaries

recording, corresponding and at-home, treasurer
and librarians. They have a regular constitution,

with amendments to

fit

various needs, and com-

In addition, community problems are considered
and, as a result, we have contributed to the Ameri-

can

Red

Cross, the

Urban League,

the

Sydenham

Hospital Drive, the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. Lisa Sergio, famous radio commentator, has spoken to the group on the important
role young people can play in current affairs.

Our

away from the building include
planetarium, theatre parties, and the
like. Each season the newspaper group plans a tour
of large newspapers in the city. Members are inactivities

visits to the

terested in seeing a newspaper in the making, although their own newspaper is mimeographed. In

other words, our program consists of the same activities as those in the so-called normal community
center.

When
sufficient

a child of our recreation group has made
progress and has given indication that he.
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suggest

Now

is

more

for his

what he wants

sure of

to

do for himself and

community.

We realize that we are crowding a great deal into
a short time, but our results have been good, and
we are hoping, before long, to have a building of

own and

to put

The Motor

our program on a daily basis.

Service of the American

Red Cross

transports our non-ambulatory children twice a
month. In this way, even the child in the wheel
chair has an opportunity to participate in a normal
reach the home-bound child by sendprogram.

We

ing him our monthly newspaper.

He may

also join

our traveling library, make-a-friend-through-themail. Our visiting committee, comprised of the children and staff, visits these youngsters whenever possible.

We

mem-

also keep in close touch with our

bers confined to hospitals.

There are

also

monthly

staff

meetings which the

students attend. Problems of the individual groups,
and of the individual child, are discussed. While, on

we

are a recreation group, the "comalways considered, and any special
needs are carefully discussed with our director of

Saturdays,

plete" child

is

social service

students also

during the week. Staff members and
may consult with the recreation direc-

tor during the week.

do these children come out

Why

to

our meetings

regularly, learning to use public conveyances

?

Why

have parents, schools and community centers been
so profuse in their praise of the job

They come because they

mittees.

We

of the child's abilities in our group.

that the orthopedically handicapped child be admitthe child
ted to the neighborhood settlement.

our

Staten Island.

For the

ready for his neighborhood settlement house, the
head worker there is called upon and given a resume
is

we

are doing?

are getting a chance to

do the things that other children do. Here they find
security, understanding, friendship and a sense of

Here they become part of a community,
where they may help plan the success of that combelonging.

munity.
changes.

the

Therefore,

He

is

alive

;

he

child's

feels

entire

outlook

human he has an
;

in-

which gradually comes to
him is carried over to his home and to his school.
He adjusts more readily to problems away from the
terest

;

and

this attitude

group, and participates in all activities. No longer
does the family have to worry about who is to stay

home with Jimmy, or who will take him to
Jimmy has things to do, some

ner movies.

the cor-

place to

go, and now has his own buddies.
Our aim is to give these children a chance at
growing up and the opportunity to show that, despite their handicap, they can become useful Amer-

ican citizens.

Good
for the very important parts.

An

In January, when things begin to shape up,
mothers are asked to give their permission for the
girls to participate in the final production, and to

OPERETTA

encourage the

girls to attend rehearsals regularly

during January, February and the

The

coopsration and

very important.

in the

We

first of

interest of the

March.

mothers are

do not want any

girl to fail

work because she has taken on extra responsibility, and only the mothers can let us know
in school

MAKING
DORA

Practical Advice

Also, we do want every girl who
by the training to have as much en-

of this danger.

would

benefit

couragement as possible from the home.
Costumes for the operetta are no expense to the
girls since the costume room has a supply for the
E.

DODGE

six operettas in the club repertoire.

Worn-out

cos-

tumes are replenished with the help of a costume
committee, chosen from members and friends of
the board and corporation of the Worcester Girls
Club. These members are always present to help
the small actors adjust their costumes before going
on the stage.

This year the club gave a new production, an
adaptation of "Alice in Wonderland," so that prac-

OF THE year the members of the music
drama clubs of the Worcester Girls

and
MOST

Club take part

own

tically all

costumes were new. About

fifty

women

volunteered their time, dyeing, cutting and sewing

enjoyment, but every spring one well-staged production is given for the public. This is the Girls
Club Annual Operetta, which has become so well-

madly for weeks, under the able direction of the
costume chairman. The wide variety of costumes
including oysters, lobsters, a turtle and a lifewere designed by one talented member.
sized egg

known in Worcester, Massachusetts, that tickets
are usually requested before they go on sale, and
often before the name of the operetta has been

Over seventy volunteers worked on some part of
the production tickets, costumes, ushering. Different groups of Worcester women do this each

announced

year, and this service tends to strengthen public
relations for the club.

in these activities for their

!

Most people do not

realize

how many

girls

from participation in this performance, for
not just a matter of choosing and training a
special cast. As in all activities at the club, every

benefit
it is

has an equal share in the special training offered in music, dramatics and dancing, and from
fifty to one hundred girls a year take advantage
of this opportunity.
girl

Directors of the music, dramatics and dancing
departments cooperate to acquaint all the girls
with all parts of the production. From October

Since three performances of the operetta are

who really enjoys working hard
any one department has an opportunity to take
a lead in one production, a minor part in another,
and perhaps to sing in the supporting chorus of a
given, every girl
in

This is excellent training in sportsmanship,
as well as in acting. Although the girls meet only
third.

once a week over a five-month period, until
rehearsal dates are set, there

is

no

final

loss of interest

January the training is general and, since no
casting is done until the final weeks of rehearsing,

among this large group.
The first production of the operetta is
club members. The second production

try for a particular part but must be
familiar with the entire operetta
songs, dances

parents and friends of members, and the third for
board members, their children and friends.
small

and spoken lines. Usually two or three complete
casts emerge from the group, with several extras

charged during the last two performances, to cover the expense of costuming and

Author

properties.
Girls Club

until

any
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girl

may

is

executive director, Worcester Girls Club.

free to all
is

for the

A

admission fee

is

Anything

Camp

in excess of costs goes to the

Building Fund.

RECREATION

Comes from

the Girls

Club in Worcester, Massachusetts

Since few operettas are written for the range of
voices which are being trained at the club, each

year the search for

new

material brings

cess. Occasionally, the operetta staff

has

little

suc-

made very

famous children's stories,
Wonderland" and "Aladdin's

effective adaptations of

such as "Alice in

music school, hoping to become proficient enough

some

to try for operetta roles after

One

instruction.

our girls sang with the Connecticut
Opera Company before she married, and another

was

of

in the

We

like

New York
most

cast of "Brigadoon."

to discover

what happens

to our

who have

only ordinary ability but a keen
interest in music. Many of them join the Worces-

Lamp."
The chorus

girls

etta, as the

Light Opera Company, the Music Festival
Chorus and the Messiah Chorus. We are fairly
sure that the majority of these girls would not be
enjoying these wonderful opportunities if they had
not been conditioned in our own operetta chorus
when they were vpry young.

Its

is the musical backbone of the opersongs are an integral part of the script.
members are chosen for good voices and inter-

est in singing.

work and

who

girls

receive instruction in vocal

They

timing, as well as in stage work. Many
start training in the chorus find they

and try for leads the following year.
During the presentation, the chorus is arranged

have

ability

much as
Members of the

in front of the stage to support the actors,

the orchestra at a real opera.

chorus with the most regular attendance are chosen
to be in costume on the stage during some part of
the performance.
fourteen angels

Last year they appeared as the

who guard Hansel and

Gretel

while they sleep in the forest.

We

emphasize the importance of the training

given to the operetta chorus group.
that

if

from

more mothers

realized

We

how much

believe

girls profit

would be

just as interested
in having their daughters attend regularly, as they
attend private music or vocal lessons.
encourthis training, they

We

age those girls whose voices are good to understudy minor or even major parts, and be ready to
fill in.
Others become interested in singing and
enter our music school, where they can have vocal
lessons at a nominal fee. And some new girls enter

lluinpt v

Dumpty, shown before his fall, was
Wonderland" production.

part of "Alice in

Operetta costumes are

made by

volunteers.

ter

Besides the training in music, girls cannot help
but gain a certain amount of poise, a knowledge of
stage technique, and the satisfaction of being part
of a finished production,

work.

Not the

least,

which

we

calls for real

team-

believe, is the sense of

sportsmanship, which is as important in putting
on our operetta as in any team game. We never
know what may happen during the last week of
rehearsal

havoc.

a

measles

can

epidemic

cause

Yet the show must go on once the

real

tickets

are sold.

Following are the rules

set

up by the Worcester

Girls Club for the operetta staff
Policy The Worcester Girls
:

Club Operetta
must be a cooperative project between the directors of the music, drama and dancing departments.
The entire planning and production must be done
with these three in equal authority, and with the
executive director or her representative.

The plan

should leave each director free to be in charge in

choral group.

front of the stage while her own groups perform.
Any disagreement or discussion should be taken

all

up

in

not, in

meetings

any

case, before girls in

Chorus dancing should be taught in
dance classes at the club, and girls who become

Dancing

from the regular groups.

proficient selected

rehearsal.

hearsals of dance groups

Since an operetta is necessarily dependent upon
music and the Girls Club Music School can furnish

gym on Thursdays when

may

Re-

take place in the

the music

and drama

must consider the

groups are working in their classrooms. Actors
who are to dance should be trained by special ap-

musical possibilities first. Actors must be chosen
with first consideration to what musical ability is

pointment with the dance director.
Procedure I. Acquaint girls with the entire

Casting should be done with the knowledge and approval of the executive director or her

plot before

representative, and any disagreement as to choice
referred to her judgment.

signing sections for memorizing. The action and
the feeling of the part must be made more impor-

good music, plans

for this project

available.

Rehearsals

Rehearsal times should be agreed

upon before the club programs are printed, and
the entire year's plan be complete in September.
After this, no change should be made without the

2.

Work

memorizing begins.
out the action with the cast before as-

tant than the words.
3.

Divide acts into sections to be learned and

suggest that the girls memorize the whole section,
not just their own lines. They should be prepared

knowledge and permission of the house director.
The first consideration must always be the health
and welfare of the girls. Intensive rehearsing
which may interfere with school work must be
avoided at all times. Extra rehearsals calling girls
from a distance and necessitating extra bus fares
should be avoided. On stormy days girls must be

to

rehearsed early. All of these factors should be
taken into account early in the season before winter

parts they particularly want, as well as those assigned them, insofar as is possible within the choice

weather complicates matters.

There must be no

night or Sunday work in the clubhouse requiring
extra hours for the janitor, unless approved by
the executive director.

Scenery and Properties The plan for scenery
and properties should be complete in October, and
the necessary properties used at all rehearsals. If
substitutes are used, they should approximate the

proper size and shape. All stage rehearsals should
be set with scenery or substitute scenery indicating
the correct space to be used for each act.

new operetta,
Costuming
costumes should be planned and started by November first, with due thought to ages and sizes.
When an operetta is repeated, costumes should be
In the event of a

started early in January. Extra sewing can be
done by the costume committee and by the Mothers

Club, but the plan for this

work must be given

the house director by January first.
Chorus The object of the chorus

to

in for

fill

any part

to keep rehearsals interesting.

Work

as far as possible only with girls who
have attempted to learn the lines. Never let girls
go on the big stage with papers in their hands.
4.

If

this

standard

5.

Let

who make

all girls

of voice ability agreed
rector.

The suggested
months

is

will

it

the effort try out the

upon with the music

plan of

work on

di-

the operetta by

:

October

Tryouts

read operetta, Act

November

Act

for

speaking

and singing,

I.

I

and Act

I

memorized and action

II,

memorizing and

acting.

December

Act

well-

organized.

January Act I reviewed, Act II memorized
and action developed, Act III started.
February Act I and Act II reviewed. Act III
completed.

Review, concentrated work on weak
and
staging.
spots
A monthly meeting of the operetta staff with the
executive or house director, for understanding the

March

progress of the project,
is

in the beginning,

set

is

work.

is

important.

voice train-

ing for choral support of the cast. The age grouping for the chorus should be nine to fourteen years,

and the time of rehearsal should not

conflict

with

the regular weekly operetta rehearsal.

Cast Those taking acting parts should be eleven
years old and over, preferably with choral training. Occasionally, when a younger child is needed
for a specific part, she
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may

be chosen from the
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The'Place of Recreation in the Total College Curriculum

A

Part

II

Recreation Director Looks at the

Social Values of College Recreation

CHARLES

ALL TERMS
above

word

F.

but two in the

are probably clear to most people the
"values" and the concept referred to as "rectitle

reation."

To me

these terms

mean

as follows

:

Values have true meaning for the individual
through maturing experience. They are both qualitative

and quantitative. Values vary greatly with

among individuals, and
are conditioned up to the moment by many factors.
They are influenced by other persons, climate, moeach individual as well as

tives,

on.

pressures, cultural patterns, locale, and so
flexible. They are real to some

Values are

while imaginary to others.
the phrase

"what

man's poison."

It

is

We

are familiar with

one man's meat

has been

my

is

another

experience that

values are influenced greatly by one's basic philosophy. "One's aim shall exceed one's grasp or

what's a heaven for," says the poet Browning. "To
have and to hold" became the materialistic code

many at the turn of the century.
"Two men look through the self same bars,
One sees the mud, the other the stars."
Values exist for those who seek and find, for
those who look and see. In the last analysis a value
of

a personal issue having worth to the individual.
Choice is the determining factor.
Recreation is another term troublesome to many,

is

concept so different among persons. Just think
of what recreation might mean to each of these

its

WECKWERTH

types of individuals a business man in his fifties
a business man in his thirties a mother of a large
family of six or more children a mother of a small
:

;

;

;

family of perhaps one or two children

Director of Recreation and Camping, Springfield College, Springfield, Massachusetts.
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a minister,

uniform.

Recreation has a different meaning for
Selected definitions vary thus

each person.

:

"Life enrichment," says the Educational Policies

Commission.
"Antithesis of work," explains Butler.
"Synthesis of work and play," declares Nash.

"Attitude of mind," states Menninger.

"Many things to many people," explains Slavson.
To me recreation is one's self-expressed choice
of behavior.

actions.

It

It is

may

evidenced by one's attitudes and

be active or passive, spontaneous

or planned, consistent or inconsistent. The essence
of satisfaction is in the doing
the participating.

Again choice plays the key role.
Without a wide range of opportunity among the
offerings made available, a college campus presents
little or no choice to each person
hence there will
be little or no recreation potential and consequently
little or no social value.
Assuming the college cama
wide
pus provides
range of potential recreation
for
offerings
participation, what are some of the
;

more important

my

social values to be obtained

?

It is

opinion that there are five highly selected social

values which are essential.
i.

Mr. Weckwertb

;

doctor, lawyer, librarian, teacher, serviceman in

Individual Expression. Unlimited opportuis offered through participation in a

nity for this

recreation program. Status

among

one's peers

and
331

contemporaries provides for recognition and acceptance. Individual expression, either as a fol-

lower or leader,
morale.
ity,

at the very heart of

is

Illustrations

would include

social

officer capac-

captaincy, chairmanship, committee or
election to an honor society.

team

member, or

One may

subscribe to any one of the many theories of play or recreation, but individual expres-

seems to be basic. When
opportunities are provided, the most common being athletics, sports, and games, which are imporsion, in the last analysis,

tant

from teens through twenties,

let

us remember

that thirty to forty potential years

remain for

recreating this important social value in individual
lives.
It behooves the college community, therefore, to provide

a wide variety of interests and

and error. The greater
the variety to choose from on the campus, the
greater the opportunity for richer social living
activities to allow for trial

Potentially rich gold mines
offering the value of expression are art, arts and

through expression.

:

crafts,

living,

drama, dance, music, camping and outdoor
nature recreation, social occasions, forums

ance by his peers. He initiates deference to them
and they to him, in group relationships.
The elusive factor for ultimate group success,
including each individual as well as the group as
a whole, is the all important process of inter-action
not co-action. For example, when we see excellent

Social value exists in the do-

of vital import not only for the trainof
the
nervous
ing
system, but such behavior serves
as basic experience. Without it future experience

and

is

satisfaction

would perhaps never take

place.

Performance makes for awareness and understanding sensitivity is sharpened. The training of
one's neural patterns for acuteness further guar;

antees

skill.

Repeat performances are

self-initiated

and disciplined when "doing" opportunities are
provided and promoted. The degree of success or
failure strategically influences the value level for

the participant.
It is the joy of effort which must be discovered.
R. Tail McKenzie, famous sculptor of youth, cre-

ated this living idea in his internationally known
and valued works. The college campus must provide exploratory "pastures" for enriched living.
Such pastures lead inevitably to keener observaas the ''midway,"
on" of the carnival of life. The higher

tion, investigation.

the

"come

They serve

levels of cultural discover}7

,

enjoyment, and

satis-

faction are possible in the environment of the college
3.

campus.

Group Experience. The two foregoing values

the interdependency of,
inevitably lead to a third
and the need for, group experience. Man, while a

dominant and aggressive person, by nature is also
a gregarious animal. He seeks and needs recognition

332

by others.

He

craves recognition and accept-

It

welcomed and carried through.

When we

committee work, we see

or no inter-action,

much

but

disciplines

little

see poor

no action. Superimposed
become chores rather than challenges.

co-action or

The

college campus must provide a wide variety
and opportunities for, the formation and opera-

of,

tion of groups to experience inter-action rather
than co-action or no action. Illustrations of this

are obvious to any teacher or recreation leader
who has experienced genuine group experiences.

Perhaps the greatest value is that out of such an
environment comes the inherent "magic" of the

group inter-action emanates

democratic process
in

group

decisions.

Maturation.

4.

Performance.

ing. This

at a

contains self-imposed disciplines
as well as group-imposed disciplines which are

and discussions.
2.

committee work, we also see inter-action

high frequency.

takes place,

we

When

normal

cellular evolution

the process of maturation.
achieved by two interrelated

label

it

we know, is
phenomena. One we
This,

call growth
the other deThese
velopment.
reciprocal inseparables, growth
and development, serve next as social values of
recreation participation on the college campus.

When

college

campus

tunities for such

authorities provide opporsocial values of self-

outcomes

expression, of doing, of group experience a normal evolutionary process of growth and develop-

In a democracy the opportunity
and
for social growth
development is the privilege
each
of
and right
individual, and of each group.
creates the setting in which
an
environment
Such

ment takes

place.

each person or group

and

fulfillment.

tional Policies

may

Perhaps

experience enrichment
what the Educa-

this is

Commission had

in

mind when

it

defined recreation as "life enrichment."

Growth and development
one's personal value levels.

become

we

alive not only

aid in the upgrading of

point we
other persons, but

It is at this

among

constantly exhibit an "at homeness" with deep-

and finer levels for self and societal fulfillment.
social value
5. Environment. The fifth selected
centers on a healthy atmosphere. Such an environment results in happiness, contentment, camaraderie, and morale.
er

It

is

said that the family that plays together

a healthy situation. It is
stays together
rience that a singing camp is a happy
healthy situation. Likewise

when a

my

expea

camp

college

campus

RECREATION

provides numerous opportunities for recreation opportunities for recreation participation, it is a

and discerned by both

healthy situation. Such an atmosphere becomes
what the dramatic director calls the "key of the

with both faculty and students.

scene." It's contagious

In summary,

it

is

and

the interrelatedness, interdependence, of the five
mentioned social values, reveals the need of all for

recognizing only "whole" relationships. Therefore,
it is important that such values are
always within

who

pher, Laotse,

"A

leader

is

declared

:

best

the grasp of each student on the campus. However, these values must be captured by the seeker
the participant. They cannot be doled out, but

When

must be earned by both students and administration. Such environment must first be created and

Fail to honor people

people barely

know he

exists,

Not so good when people obey and acclaim him,
Worse when they despise him.
honor you
But of a good leader, who
fail to

They

the responsibility not
of
the
administration
or
the student group,
only
but rather a partnership which must be discovered
is

A New

becomes a
A com-

It

munity contagious with happiness results.
Behind all this there exists, however, an important attitude which must prevail. Such an attitude
may best be illustrated by an old Chinese philoso-

rightfully so.

44

five

"partnership" privilege to plan together.

important to point out that

second conditioned. This

These

of these groups.

selected social values should have high priority

When

his

work

'We

will say,

They

is

talks little

aims

done, his

fulfilled,

did this ourselves'."

World
WHEN A

group of Germans studying recreation methods in this
country visited Vermont, one of them was called upon to address a group of
interested community folks. He was twenty-eight-year-old Max Moser from Stutt-

^^

RECENTLY,

gardt,

public

He

who

is

interested in youth leadership training, cooperative activities between

and private organizations, and projects in citizenship training.
said: "Before I do anything my first question is: 'Is that allowed?' This

the habit in our country.

me.

We

believe a

are here.
too, that

I see

And

then

good community

the contrary

now

I feel I

not possible

life is
it is

everybody knows everybody

is

am

in 'this country,' in a
if all

men

is

for

are so free as they

But

possible, really possible.

responsible for the

new world
I

have seen,

community and for the

freedom.

have seen the best example for a good community life. This small
town, Proctor, has all that the people need for a good time. Firstly, this place is
"I believe

one of the
industry

I

loveliest places

known

is

in

nothing

is

good

I

know

All that

is

people say

'If

can get what

anything

I

am happy

to our

is

1949

it

young

and a nursery school.

is

this

here.

let's

work together

work out

Germany and
Thank you

I

Proctor

field,

a very

With one word

Why?

It is

community's own work.

necessary, well let us

that I can see all that with

people in

The marble

places.

saw there are not so

the best

way

mostly the
Proctor's
so that

we

!'

the most important impression for

within our possibilities.

OCTOBER

is

we need and

"I believe this

know some

clean and the cost so low.

property of the community because
:

I

I

a swimming pool, a skating rink, an athletic

library, a high school

missing.

and

Europe but the things

has a community center
pretty and

which

my own

eyes.

hope we can

my work
Now,

I

in

Germany and

can bring this idea

start together the

same work

!"
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(fatten
MANITOWOC, a

city of 30,000 population, located

Wisconsin on the shores of Lake Michigan,
now has one of the finest youth centers in the Midin

dle

West.

It

has been in operation for more than
asset to our

two years and has proved a great
community.

One

janitor's headache is prevented by providing
special places in washrooms for marking on walls.

It all started when, after four years of waiting,
the city voted in its favor and turned over to the
recreation department a remodeled building, newly
painted and decorated, to be furnished and equipped

Through the generosity of a
was given
The City

for the enterprise.

group of civic-minded citizens, the city
the sum of $5,500 to buy equipment.

Council appropriated $11,115 for the center's operating cost for one year and a similar amount for

each following year.

The

cost to the taxpayer

a

is

little

over seven

and a

half cents per youngster a year. Considering
the fact that one youngster in a reform school

would cost the city forty dollars a month, there
can be no doubt that this program is cheap in the
dollars and cents column. We know there are individuals who'll say that the youngsters of our
to reform school. This

community are not going

may
there

be true in 999 cases out of a thousand, but
is always that one which must be taken into

consideration.

Modern coke bar

is

favorite gathering place for teen-

agers between activities.

Below

is

the powder room.

munity to

It is

offer its

the opinion of

doing just

the responsibility of the

youth a

many

fine

com-

program, and

citizens that

it is

Manitowoc

is

that.

Let's take a look around the building and see
what we have to offer to attract the youngsters
what makes them want to spend their leisure time

I

at the center.

What have we

that

is

the envy of

a large portion of youngsters in the Fox River
Valley, who visit our center on certain occasions ?
First of

and

all,

the building

is

most

attractive, in-

Conveniently located near the coke
bar are two spacious windows, in one of which
side

out.

hangs a large red neon sign which reads, "Youth
Center." From these teen-agers may easily view
the street below. Chromium and brightly colored
leather furniture blends harmoniously with the
various shades of cocoa-brown paint on the walls.
One of the most attractive features is a series of

Mr. Schara
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is

Manitowoc's director of recreation.
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A.

J.

SCHARA

arresting murals depicting outdoor sport scenes.
In color scheme bright green predominates, and
fluorescent lighting brightens the rooms.

many problems At the coke bar they can buy anything from a frankfurter to a fancy sundae, or
even bubble gum. It's the policy of the depart-

The building has two floors, and on the lower
we find the game rooms. In one of these are two
pool tables and four game tables for checkers,

ment

dominoes and other table games, while

chess,

open and the center in operation.
There is no charge for any of the games but, because of the great demand for their use, it was necis

essary to set a time limit. Use of the pool, pingpong and shuffleboard tables is limited to twenty

minutes for any individual. However, this does
not prevent a youngster from signing up for another

game with

friends later

on

to stock everything that a teen-ager's nickel
can buy. You'll find a display of fancy balloons
on the back bar.

The room adjoining

in

the other are five ping-pong tables and one shuffleboard table. These are in constant use the minute
the front door

!

in the evening,

It is

found that

Many

hours are spent here by the teen-agers who
Latest magazines are donated by local

newsstands.

in checkers, table tennis

and

One of the surprises of the entire program is
the great interest shown on the part of the girls in
a pool tournament of their own.
pool.

The

powder room

decorated in pastel
girls'
colors with a large mirror on one wall. On the
other wall there's a large, white flower with a sign
painted neatly above
stick, smear it here."

it

:

is

"If

you must smear

lip-

This has solved our problem in our years of operation there has been no
marking on the walls. Of course, we admit that
the flower must be washed off every week, and has
been repainted several times, but it has solved a
problem which is a janitor's headache in most

floor.

for dancing

has a decided advantage over the

this

The game rooms are connected by a large archway where we find a small counter and, in back of
From his vantage
it, the game room attendant.

and boys

Music

twelve or twenty-four selection type.
One corner of this room is the reading corner,
well-lighted, with a table and comfortable chairs.
like to read.

for girls

feet.

comes from a juke box not the regular type
found in most places, but the recording type operated from a central location in the city, and offering a selection of 1,500 or more records. It was

time permitting.

point he can observe what is going on in each of
the rooms. It is his job to supervise and promote
game activity, and he sets up tournament schedules

dance

this serves as a

about thirty by sixty

local daily

Also to be found are copies of the
paper and a Milwaukee daily paper, both

read by many of the youngsters.
In regard to personnel, in addition to the
in

charge of the

supervisor and a
bar.

after

man

game rooms we have a general

woman who

operates the coke

A

janitor works part-time, cleaning the place
every closing hour and cleaning and waxing

the floors once a week.

During the summer an orchestra plays for dances
on Friday nights. These are free and all teenagers are invited to attend. The music is furnished
without charge by a program set up by the American Federation of Musicians' Union, and arranged
for in cooperation with the Manitowoc Musicians'

Union. The dances attract a large number of teenagers and keep up the attendance during the sum-

mer months.

floor,

General average attendance for the last two years
has been over 5,000 per month. Membership cards
are used by the youngsters, costing a dollar per

has a large football and headgear painted in white
on a dark green wall, on which they do their mark-

year for the fifteen to eighteen year olds, and fifty
cents per year for the twelve to fifteen year olds.

ing.

The

places.

The

boys' room, also on the

Upstairs, on the

main

floor,

we

same

find another

type of activity going on. The first room we come
to has a large coke bar with nineteen stools, and

Here the boys and
and discuss their problems with others
own age and we find they have a great

four tables with sixteen chairs.
girls

can

of their

sit

OCTOBER
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center

hours:

is

open seven days a week

at regular

Monday through Thursday, and Sunday,

three to five p.m. and six to ten p.m. Friday and
Saturday, three to five p.m., six to eleven-thirty p.m.
;

It is

way

our

belief that

Manitowoc has come a long

in the right direction in helping solve its local

youth problem.
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Hour

The
ACTIVE GAMES
Circle Poison
hand around the

Passing some object hand-tothe players try to avoid

circle,

being caught with it in their possession when the
whistle is blown or the music stops. If a person is
caught, he is penalized. The first time he is caught

he must raise his right hand and keep

it

raised

game. If caught twice, he must
raise his right foot and keep it up for the remainder
of the game. If caught three times, he must raise
his left hand and keep it in this position until the
for the rest of the

game

is

finished

when

the object

passed to him.

is

Tagging the Black Cat's Tail

This game di-

vides the guests into

two

lines of equal length.

Each player must keep

his

hands on the shoulders

of the person in front of him during the game,
while the leader of each "black cat" attempts to

with the longest
the winner.

tail

on

its

cat in five minutes

is

Witch's Sweeping Contest The party group
divided into two t'eams. Two children's brooms
are used to "sweep" two small pumpkins to the
opposite end of the room and back to the starting
line. This is done by every person in line, and the
is

side to finish first

is

the winner.

Halloween Ten Pins Ten corncobs mounted
on cardboard bases so that they stand upright, or
ten apples \rith tripod bases of matches, can be
used for this game. An apple or an orange serves
as the ball, and each person has three chances at

knocking the pins down. For adults, try ginger
and a cabbage for the ball.

ale bottles for pins

Spook Seat
cle

Players are seated in a close cirwith one vacant seat and one player, IT, in the

tag the "tail," or last in line, of the other. Both
"black cats" try in every way to prevent their

center.

from being tagged twisting and whirling,
but never breaking the line. Every time that any
part of the cat breaks away from the line, the ro-

around the circle from right to left, keeping the empty chair moving rapidly around the circle. The player who permits IT to obtain the seat

tails

tation is reversed,

so that the

tail

becomes the

Every time one cat succeeds in tagging
the other, the leader goes to the tail of the line.
leader.

The

first

cat to finish the rotation process wins.

Goblin Relays At one end of the room, on
two chairs, place a bowl of beans, an apple and a
dull table knife.

Two

sides line

up behind these

word GO, each

leader puts an apple on
his head and five beans on the knife, which he must

and, at the

The object of the game is for IT to occupy
the vacant chair. Players try to prevent this by
sliding

takes over his role.

Bag Boxing Have on hand a number of paper
bags large enough to fit loosely over the head.
Place a bag on the head of each of the contestants,
extending down to his ears. At a given signal they
box with open hands, or rolled newspapers, attempting to knock each other's hats off. They are
not permitted to touch their

carry to a table at the other end of the room. If he
drops any beans he must stop and put them back
knife. When he has made the journey
he runs back with the apple and knife,
handing them to the next person in line, who re-

on the
safely,

peats the process.

Cat Race Divide the group into two teams.
Give one team a black paper cat pasted on a large
paper board, and the other an orange cat, also
Neither cat has a

own

hats.

QUIET GAMES
Shadow Partners

Boys and

girls are divided

groups and put in adjoining rooms.
The boys' room is darkened and the girls then
walk in front of a sheet. The boys pick their partners from the shadows on the sheet.
into separate

Doughnut Race Doughnuts are strung on a
all the way across the room. At a sig-

heavy cord

segments of orange and black tails are hidden
about the house or room. On signal, members of

each player starts eating one of the doughnuts.
However, he must keep his hands behind his back
and not use them. He must be very careful in bit-

each team start looking for these. They may pick
up only one segment at a time and take it to the

will fall off the cord. Prizes are given to those

mounted.

team
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leader,

who

pastes

it

tail,

on the

for the hidden

cat.

The team

nal,

ing the doughnut, for
finish

if

he bites into the hole

it

who

without dropping any of their doughnuts.

RECREATION

GAMES FOR HALLOWEEN
and

Halloween means activity
to young and older children alike,
but they need a chance to catch their
"second wind" once in a while during an
lots of

it

evening's round of happenings. Therefore, along with your plans to include
lots of active games in your party program, so that your youngsters can "let
off steam," don't forget to include a few
quiet games to provide those necessary

of relaxation. The games listed
below are among the many to help keep

moments

the boys and girls "be-witched"

October

on

this

knot again, fasten the loose end of the string about
the untied wrist of the second player. The two persons are then told to separate themselves without
untying any knots, breaking the string, or slipping

hands through the loops around their wrists.
is that one person takes hold of the
string connecting his partner's hands, slips it un-

their

Solution

der the string around his
own hand.

Witch's

Broom

players to guess the
the guessing

When

Unwind

wrist and out over

Decide on the number of

straws you think are in a broom. Place this number on a card, and hide it somewhere. Ask the

thirty-first.

Witch's Yarn

own

his

a ball of yarn or twine,

written fortune every two feet. Rewind, adding extra twine so that paper doesn't show. Host

number

of straws in the

broom.

over bring out the number,
the
the
to
person with the closest
giving
prize
answer.
is

tie in

who unwinds

tosses ball to guest,
to the first paper.

to

someone

else.

He

takes

Continue

it

off

until he comes
and throws ball

it

this until

each guest has

a fortune, then read them aloud.

A

this starts

"With a

cast in her eye," replies the
the
appropriate grimace. The secmaking
then
makes
the same announcement to
player

did she die ?"

who

The
tells

players

sit in

a circle near

a story about cats, bats, owls,

ghosts and witches. When the word cats is mentioned all the players howl. At the word bats, they

Owls make them hoot, witches start them
cackling, and the word ghost brings forth loud
groans. Any player who fails to make the proper
squeak.

Is Dead
mirth-provoking game,
with the group gathered in a circle. The
leader begins with the announcement, "The old
witch is dead." The person at his left asks, "How

Old Witch

Ghost Story
the leader,

dropped from the game, until there is a
story may be a nonsense story which
rambles on and on, frequently using the above

sound

is

winner.

The

words.

leader,

ond

the third, and the

rhyme continues until everyone
is squinting his eye. The second time around the
leader replies, "With a cast in her eye and her face
his face.

all

When

all

have

re-

awry," screwing up
peated this, he adds the last gesture, "And her foot
in the sky." The laughable attempt to hold this
last position until the circle is completed usually
breaks up the game.

Double Handcuff
feet

Fasten a string two or three
one person, using slip

long to the wrists of

knots to fasten the ends about the wrists.

Then

slip knot, one end of another string to
the wrist of a second person. Loop the loose end
tie,

with a

of this string

around the length of string

the wrists of the first player.

OCTOBER

1949

tied to

Finally, with a slip

Peanut in the Pumpkin Toss peanuts into a
hollowed-out pumpkin. The standing line should
be about eight or ten feet away from the pumpkin,
and each person is given fifteen peanuts to throw.
Turns are taken, with each player throwing five
nuts at one time. Score is based on the number
landing in the pumpkin, and prizes are awarded.

Copy Cats One guest is sent out of the room
and a leader is chosen. Everyone does as the leader
does
chins,

scratching wrists, cradling arms, stroking
forth, and changing actions immedi-

and so

when he changes. If the person who has returned to the room detects the leader correctly, the
ately

latter

becomes

"it."

Some of the games used above are taken from: For a Hep Halloween, Charlotte, North Carolina, Recreation Department; Halloween,
Alameda, California, Recreation Department.
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THE

FUTURE FARMERS

of

America

is

FF1
a national

F|lHE
1 organization of farm boys who are studying
vocational agriculture in high school. As such it
is an integral part of the school curriculum. It is

founded upon the principle of learning to do by
doing, and its members learn to conduct meetings,
to speak in public, to buy and sell cooperatively,
and to carry on many other activities of social and
civic value.

It

further includes recreation, service,

cooperation, leadership, citizenship, and establishment in farming as its basic building stones.

thrift,

There are

and a national orchapters which make up

state associations

COmiBlTES

TO

parents are invited to the school and entertained
for the night.

dancing

A

program

of music, singing,

is

usually arranged.
frequently conducted by the
outs,

swimming

parties, hot

Other

FFA

dog

and

social events

boys are cookwatermelon

roasts,

corn shuckings, and square dances. Many
chapters have their own string bands and are justly
proud of their musicians when they perform at
feasts,

local

and

and

state conventions.

Also, local chapters
pay the expenses

state associations frequently

of their bands to the national conventions.

The National

FFA

Camp, which was established

ganization, but the local
the state groups are the real seats of activity. At
the chapter level, led by vocational agriculture

mainly to provide a place for chapters to stay when
they visit Washington, D.C., is located on U. S.
Highway Xo. I about nine miles below Alexandria,

teachers, boys are performing noteworthy service
and to the enrichment of

Virginia, by Dodge Run Creek. Facilities here include a residence for the camp manager, a barracks

farm life. Every member carries on a supervised
farm practice program which includes such things
as care of field crops and livestock, home improvement projects, reforestation, wild life conservation,
soil conservation, and soil and forest improvement
projects. Many chapters have done work such as
restocking of fish ponds, lakes, and rivers. A number also own wildlife preserves, and several chapters have school forests, some of them on land
which originally belonged to the state.

building with seventy-six bunks, and a building
containing a kitchen and a dining room. Space is

to the future of farming

Even- local chapter holds periodic meetings, and
each state holds annual conventions. These meetings are largely business in nature, but some provision is always made to include a form of recreation,

such as group singing, instrumental music and
The state conventions usually extend over

stunts.

a period of several days, and opportunities are provided for swimming, hiking, movies and games

when

business meetings are not in session.
the local chapters to hold a

It is traditional for

father-son banquet each year, at which time the

Mr. Dodson, now the program director of White
Lake Camp, was an active FFA member for years.
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provided for chapter members to pitch tents if they
bring them. Since facilities are limited, only FFA

boys and their advisors can be accommodated.

Outdoor recreation

activities

include

horseshoes, volleyball and similar sports

;

Softball,

hikes on

scenic trails; visits to historic places.
George
Washington's grist mill is located near the camp
and is maintained and kept open to the public by
the FFA. A fee of fifty cents a day is charged each
person staying at the camp, to pay for sleeping,
cooking and shower accommodations. Many boys
come from all parts of the United States to take

advantage of their own national camp.
Nineteen state associations have state camps.
Some of these are poorly equipped and maintained,
but others have very good buildings and equipment.
Georgia has a well-organized camp, owned by the
boys, as do several other states. Virginia has been
very successful with

its

coeducational

camp where

the Future Farmers of Virginia cooperate in conducting the camp with their sister organization,
the Future

Homemakers

of America.

Ohio's state

RECREATION

The Future Farmers of America, organized in 1928 in Blacksburg, Virginia,
has grown to include forty-seven states,
Hawaii and Puerto Rico. A national conheld every year in Kansas City,
Missouri, at the time of the American
Royal Livestock Show. The delegates at-

vention

RURAL RECREATION

is

tending these conventions represent

dif-

ferent state associations.

maintained in cooperation with the Department of Conservation, and specialists in conser-

camp

is

vation give appropriate instruction covering tree
identification, bird hikes, wild flowers, conserva-

and other resources, first aid, swimand
boating. Ample opportunity is provided
ming,
for participation in a well-rounded program of
games, sports and crafts.
In Florida they have an agreement with the
Florida Forest Service which permits the FFA to
tion of forests

use the Forest Service State

summer months. The Forest

is

the best in

boys are within hiking distance of many, and in

devoted to instruction in

driving distance of all, of the scenic attractions of
the area. Pisgah National Forest, Smoky Mountains National Park, the Cherokee Indian Reserva-

to boys

from each

care for seedlings, thin-

fire controlling, planting,

ning, turpentine production, cutting timber,
other subjects, and also to recreation.

North Carolina owns two camps valued

and

at over

North Carolina, the "Young Tar Heel Farmers"
as they call themselves, have well developed these
camps and their summer programs. The two camps
offer contrasting opportunities for recreation while

similar

program

of

competitive

softball, volleyball, basketball,

and

One camp

is

located at

which

White Lake, a

large na-

offers opportunities for fishing,

rowing, swimming, water skiing, aquaplaning, and other related activities. In addition,
the White Lake Camp has two outdoor ovens
sailing,

which can be used for picnic groups on week-ends.
The campers also enjoy hiking, dancing, singing,
movies, and speedboat rides. Each Thursday they

make
day

the sixty-mile trip to Carolina
of fun in the salt water.

Contrast the

flat

Beach for a

sands of the East to the moun-

West, and you have a picture of the
from North Carolina's White Lake, with

tains of the

transition

Chimney Rock, Lake Lure, and the

scenic

Skyline Drive which connects the Shenandoah Valley with the Great Smokies, are among the well-

known

areas which these campers can see and entrip. Add the hikes through pri-

joy during their

meval

forests,

swimming, athletic contests, fishing
mountain streams, square dancing,

in the cold clear

campfire sings, the fellowship of 150 other boys,
plenty of wholesome food, and the result is an unforgettable experience that

is

enjoyed by about

FFA

swimming.
tural lake

its

tion,

$100,000. Under the guidance of R. J. Peeler, the
state executive secretary, the Future Farmers of

maintaining a
games such as

FFA

Tom

Browne
crystal clear water, to the
Here the
in
Mountains.
the
Great
Smoky
Camp

Service offers a free

who have proved

forestry. This period

during the

FFA

two-week camping period
chapter in the state

Camp

TAYLOR DODSON

OCTOBER

1949

1,500 North Carolina
boys each summer.
The attendance at the White Lake Camp is about

FFA

en3,000 each summer. Membership in the
titles every boy who wants it to a week at these

camps
the

organization cannot

camping space.
Carolina

and

It's no wonder that
meet the demand for
The FFA Association in North

for only eleven dollars,

is

proud of its camping program,
making plans for improving and increasing
is

justly

its facilities.

We
ture

can be proud of the more than 240,000 Fuof America who have farm assets of

Farmers

$30,000,000. All this, and the average
is only seventeen years of age

FFA

boy

!
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The Santa Barbara Civic
Located in the heart of the

I

city,

reation Commission,

the year 1948

it is

hu

the

it

played host to
tendance of about 11,300. Thes

ning from small private parties

The

building consists of foui

most any type of
meeting, from
two lounges a
dec

beautifully
people, complete with a founta
one of the best dance floors av

the main
building are the gymn;
court on the roof and the Re
musical groups who
tend

might

Many

of the daily activities

co-sponsored with the adult

s

edi

The center also serves as the h
come to Santa Barbara, includ
It is

headquarters for the

a<

group of teen-agers who help ph
ties. These include the
operati<
classes and trips. The council is

The
a

building and equipment v

fund-raising campaign.

The

t(

and by putting on radio
campaign of their own. Aft<

clubs,

\

tion

to the city to be administered

by

I

the direction of C. C. Christens*

Louise Lower}',
Managing Supei

EAI

truly warrants its

['enter

name,

and supervised by the City Recbity recreation

program. During
an average monthly atup 206 separate groups, run-

bple for
ike
ilic

gatherings in the auditorium.

:ing

rooms

all

iridge socials

for adults,
vision.

A

adaptable to al-

and club meetings
and one for young
;

large auditorium has
Adjacent to

seats 1,000 people.
iplete

with showers and a tennis

inter

Cottage, used by noisy or

other gatherings,

y the recreation department are

gram

of the city school system.

for the

i

many

conventions that

lifornia Recreation Conference,

the
:;

Youth Council, an

and carry out

their

elected

own

iountain, dances, plays,

activi-

dancing

one year by popular vote,

by the city in 1944, following
parked this effort by addressing
i "Work
Day," and a subscripiid

hase of the center,
ion

commission.

It

it

was deeded

now

irector of Recreation,

OS

is under
and Miss

-x-

ARTS

In

II

CRAFTS

iiiul

Recreation?

in

BARBARA

courage them to carry this resourcefulness to the

needs comes the desire for beauty.
one of the basic reasons why we need arts

by using all the things around home that they
think of as scraps. Scrap materials are also available throughout any community. For example, a

alone.

MAN
physical
and

is

crafts to enrich a recreation

Administrators

realize

this

program.
need in a well-

citizens do not yet
recognize this necessity of a cultural aspect in a
heretofore strictly athletic recreation program.

rounded program, but many

This

is

apparent

when we study annual

reports

from recreation departments throughout the United
States, and find many offering only athletics. If
you are contemplating the introduction of arts and
your program, first it may be necessary
to sell the public on the need for doing this.
Anticipate the arguments against such a procrafts into

before they arise, in order to be able to give
convincing answers. One objection might be "But

gram

:

we

want

don't

children

;

we

to

just

make

artists or

want them

to

craftsmen of our

have a good time."

have a good time. Nothing gives greater
satisfaction than the creation of a good piece of

They

will

work. This bolsters the ego of a sports-shy person and starts a process of growth and develop-

ment

doing the best and knownever strive for perfection in

in the direction of

ing why.

We should

an arts and crafts program

if

this will, in

any way,

the joy of making things. Skill will always develop as our program grows.
Probably one of the most pertinent objections
will be "Our budget is limited ; we cannot afford

kill

:

and materials." A very fine
program can be conducted with
or no budget. People are resourceful. En-

the necessary tools
arts
little

and

crafts

Barbara Douglass
the

342

DOUGLASS

Along with

CANNOT LIVE by bread

This

M.

Syracuse,

is

New

supervisor of arts and crafts of

limit

saw

lumber company will probably be glad
to give you sawdust or scrap lumber. From manufacturers we have salvaged scrap metal, wire,
film, and so on. This material has greatly supplemented our program because we charge no fee
for arts and crafts. Then, if we look about us, nature provides innumerable materials for wonderful

For instance, clay as it comes from
the ground is quite adequate for modeling, and
twigs can be used for making many things.

art projects.

Tools are secondary to materials and they, too,
can be made of substitutes. Scraps of pressed wood
can be

Recreation

Commission.

filed

and shaped

into desirable

molds for

not necessary to have a
well-equipped craft building to carry on a fine program. The only essentials are water, table space,

metal

good

craft.

light

Also,

is

it

and storage

space.

Because our winter

conducted in public schools, we
find it's often necessary to hold classes in hallways
or locker rooms. We supply worktables and
craft

program

is

benches and a chest for supplies. These make up
the bulk of our facilities. In the spring and summer, when we move out-of-doors, we carry this
same equipment with us.

Another objection often is: "Our leaders are
not artists." Some of our finest arts and crafts

no formal education, nor do they
have a great deal of native artistic talent. They do
understand the approach to and development of
leaders have had

the creative process. Any fine leader recognizes
beauty before he tries to create it and teaches chil*

York,

mill or

Paper presented
New York.

at recent

New

York

State Recreation

Conference

in Utica,

RECREATION

education in arts and crafts in school, they

beauty about them
before they attempt any creative work. All leaders

little

from children, and this is
and crafts. A small child has few inhibitions.
Therefore, it is important to remember that there
Teachers
is no right or wrong in arts and crafts.

their projects simple and usable. Be careful not
to overestimate the ability of your pupils; you

dren or adults to be alert to

this

especially true in

learn
arts

creativeness this way. Processes are important, but the satisfaction that the person receives from his creation is all important. There
often

kill

can be no

set

standard for this satisfaction.

During our summer program, our leaders are

training course, followed by in-service training
once a week throughout the summer. Arts and
crafts processes are demonstrated and discussed
leaders.

insecure about entering a strange

field.

Make

must take them where they are in their development and start them from that point. For exam-

men

ple,

projects.

will naturally

For one

be interested in

woodwork

of the first projects, teach the

making of simple shelves. What home doesn't need
more shelves In a women's craft class recently,
the women were thrilled to be introduced to the
!

selected for all-round recreation leadership. Because they are less specialized we offer a pre-service

and projects are made by the
the winter program are more

feel

Leaders

in

specialized, but in-

service training is conducted in a special workshop
for some, with the bulk of the training done by the

mysteries of textile painting. First they decorated
handkerchiefs to learn the techniques involved.
Then they graduated to the decoration of towels,

and the like.
you can successfully conduct an adult arts
and crafts program, you will have little trouble in
selling your whole arts and crafts program to the
tablecloths, blouses,
If

community.

supervisor as the leaders work with their groups.
Printed ideas and procedures are also distributed.
Suppose you now have a small scale arts and

program in your recreation department. You
want to see it grow and you need more assistance
from your community. The people's interest is
lukewarm.
Show the public what you have made from
scraps and substitutes through an exhibit. This
should include work in all the media you've used
and represent as many of your craftsmen as poscrafts

Select the place for your exhibit with great
care so that it is centrally located. Arrange the

Red Feather Month
OCTOBER

when

A

would be unique.

the

called

"Red

the

is

Community Chests con-

duct their annual campaigns to
support more than fourteen thou-

sand

sible.

projects attractively and you'll have an eye-stopsidewalk exhibit of sketches and paintings,
per.
patterned after those held in Greenwich Village,

is

Feather Month" because that

Red Feather

local health, welfare
tion.

in

Don't kick about your town!

with a

little

of

your spare time.

er volunteer for the

Community

services

for

and recreaInstead, kick

Be a Red FeathChest.

Support
by giving through your Community Chest. Give now and give enough

Red Feather

services

!

Cooperate with any community projects and offer to inject arts

and

crafts into their

program.

For

instance, the merchants are playing a baseball
game with the farmers an annual affair. Offer
to help

them

publicize their

tive posters in

your

attrac-

Children in Europe are desperately in need of

In Syracuse, the

soap to aid them in warding off diseases and you
can be exceedingly helpful by sending soap overseas through CARE. All you need to do is to start

game by making

craft classes.

community women's clubs craft classes responded
wholeheartedly to a call from the Light House
an organization for the blind

to help in the

ing of tea kettle handles with reed.
this operation required sight.

mas

tree decorations

We

wind-

A

portion of
made Christ-

and favors and gave them to

the Junior Red Cross to be distributed
throughout city hospitals. Arts and crafts need not stand
alone, but can enrich all phases of

your recreation

program and community program

at large.

Set aside a certain period of each day or week
Because most adults have had

for adult classes.

OCTOBER

1949

CARE Soap Campaign

Swan Soap wrappers and urge your
do the same. Mail them to CARE, Boston,
i, Massachusetts. For every two Swan wrappers
that you send in, Lever Brothers Company will
donate a regular size cake of Swan to CARE for
distribution overseas, and both organizations guarcollecting
friends to

antee delivery. This campaign continues until December thirty-first. Why not suggest to various
groups in your community center that they make
this

one of the year's projects

?
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Belt

Cut cardboard

in triangles

two by two-

Some Good

making about thirty pieces
waist
measure. Decorate them with
on
depending
Indian designs. Punch two holes at the base of
and-a-half inches,

each triangle and two at the top. String with yarn,
arranging every other piece upside down, and tie

Arts and crafts articles made at home,
on the playground, or in recreation centers need not cost a lot of money. A
combination of scrap materials and

the belt with loops at the end of the yarn.

Crepe Paper Beads

Cut crepe paper into
one
bits, measuring
cup. Add one-third cup
of hot water and soak until the paper is pulpy.
Add two-thirds cup of flour and a few drops of
perfume. Knead the mixture well. Shape into

ingenuity adds

small

items.

At

terial all

up to many
home we can find

around

us,

attractive

scrap maand the search for

such material for a group can be

made

beads, making a hole for stringing with a darning
needle. Dry, decorate with water colors, string

and

shellac.

Puzzle Cut a large, brightly colored picture
from a magazine. Put paste all over the back and
paste to a piece of cardboard. Press under a pile

When

of books.

thoroughly dry trim the edges,

cut into odd shaped pieces, and shellac.

Flower Vase
with paper.

pieces
setting

Paint clothespins and shellac them.

Place them around rim of can, close together, for

of each,

Hanging Vase Paint an empty mustard jar
on the inside by pouring a small amount of paint
in

Paint or decorate a coffee can

from an old felt hat on the bottom
them up lengthwise or crosswise.

then twirling jar gently until interior
Pour out the excess paint. When jar

it,

ered.

is

cov-

is

dry,
contrasting rope by which to hang it. Cut
eighteen pieces of yarn into one-and-a-half foot

make a

lengths, and braid pieces into three strands, using
six pieces to each strand. Make another yarn rope

edging.

to

around the rim of the jar and

fit

Then

tie it in place.

the three braids together at one end and
fasten their other ends securely to the collar around
tie

the rim of the jar.

Pot Holder Container or Note Holder For
need two paper plates, some wool yarn,
a needle and hole puncher. Cut one of the paper
plates in half. Punch holes all around the rim of
the whole paper plate and the half plate, making
them a half-inch apart. Place the half plate, inthis you'll

verted, over the whole plate with edges together,
forming a pocket. Join the two together with an

Bookmark

One of your friends or a member
your family will like this bookmark. To make
it, find an envelope that is made of good, durable
paper. By tracing around part of a drinking glass
make a circular line across one of the closed corof

ners of the envelope. This corner piece, when cut
out, will slip over the top of a book page and make
a good marker. It may be decorated with your

overcasting stitch, using the wool, around the half
plate and the rest of the whole plate. Braid a piece
of yarn for a loop to hang up the container, fasten-

own

to the top of the plate. You can paint the
plates before you start to sew them together, or
decorate them in any fashion you like.

heeled shoes directly on the wood. Cut with coping saw. Sand the edges and both surfaces until

ing

it

Compact Cases

From an

old hat cut

design.

Sandals

Select a piece of one-quarter to onewood. Draw around a pair of flat-

half inch thick

two

pieces of felt, four-and-a-half by four-and-a-half
inches. Overcast one edge of each piece with yarn.

Hold
meet

the two pieces together so that overcast edges
this is the opening of the case. Sew around

sides

and bottom with the same

both pieces.

stitch,

through

Decorate with contrasting color

felt,

or embroider name.

Book Ends
them any
344

Get two clean bricks and paint
if you like. Paste

color, or decorate them

smooth.

Tack a

strip of leather or

heavy felt
on one side of the sole.
Use several tacks and place this strip where ball of
foot comes, and directly back of it a little. Then
place foot on sole and measure for length of strip.
Tack the end to the other side of the sole.
old belts will do

in place

RECREATION

bottom of an ice cream carton. Fill
box with sand. Cut a small hole in the lid of
the box and place on top, with the stick passing
through hole. Cover the box and lid with colored
of the inside

Craft Ideas

the

paper. Use a second lid for the top of the stand.
Nail it to the top of the stick, pad with paper, and

by a scrap scavenger hunt.
Here are some of the many arts and
crafts items which can be inexpensively
made. Used in the handcraft program
on the Akron, Ohio, playgrounds, they
are found in a manual prepared by Miss
Helen Fisher of the Akron Recreation
interesting

cover.

Paper Sack Doll
five)

Draw

Department.

with a string.

Pin Cushion

Paint the bottom of a round
powder box, and decorate with flowers or designs
cut from magazines. Fill the box three-quarters

with cotton. Then, to make the cushion, cut a
circle of cloth slightly larger than the box and
full

Fill

it

Use glue

box.

tightly with cotton

into the

to hold the cushion in place.

Fancy Pins
with

and put

i.

Cover head

warm wax and

Make arms

like the legs. Bend them
them at the neck. Make
a dress and bonnet from two more paper sacks.

circles of felt

of a small hatpin

Bath Mitt

press beads into

and sew small beads

Use two washcloths, shaping a

mitt

fit your hand.
Sew together and
turn to right side. Fold down a small hem at the
top and buttonhole stitch with yarn. Add a small
it

tie

Decorate with an all-over pattern or borders.

Indian Rattle
bottom of a large

Punch a hole

and
and
run
baking powder can,
a small stick through it. Put a few marbles or
pebbles in the can before replacing lid. Cover
in the top

size

Toy Animals Use an oatmeal or round salt
box for the bodies. Cut back and front shapes
from cardboard and glue to the box. Paint or
cover with paper. Head and legs can be cut from

to the edge.

big enough to

loop to hang

and

with brightly designed paper, streamers or feathers
tacked to the top of the stick.

it.
2. Cover
head of pin with silver paper and add two silver
balls. 3. Cut two tiny hearts out of felt. Sew them
together, slip over head of a small hat pin, and stuff
with cotton. 4. Cover the head of a hatpin with

two

small paper sack (size

face

hair, or paste

at the shoulders

gather.

Use

Draw

on flat side of sack.
on crepe paper hair or yarn.
Stuff sack with crumpled paper to make a good
head. Make two rolls of wrapping paper long
enough for legs and body. Stick these into the
bottom of the stuffed head and tie them all together
for head.

by.

Wrist Purse

Use a piece of felt five-and-ainches
two
inches. Round off two of the
quarter
by
corners. For the wrist strap cut two pieces of felt
three inches by five-eighths of an inch. Use the

heavy cardboard, and slipped through slits in box,
tail is made from rope or cardboard.

while

To make this toy clock with hands
use
a
bouillon-cube box as base and a
move,
round cheese box as face. Cut two cardboard hands

Toy Clock

that

and fasten them
its

through

edge of the face,
calendar.
nail

to the clock with a nail

punched
numbers around the
or paste on numbers from an old

center.

To move

Draw

the

the hands of the clock, twist the

from the back.

This

is

especially useful in
time.

buttonhole stitch around long sides and one end of
each of the strips. Fold the piece of felt in three

teaching small children to

Insert the unstitched ends of the wrist strips
between the edges of the folded purse and sew in
place. Buttonhole stitch around the entire purse.
Sew a button to one end of the wrist strap and cut

Doll House You will need a shoe box, paint
and scissors. Put the lid on the box. Cut out windows and doors. Paint the box white and the
windows and doors green.

parts.

Make a simple embroidered design on the flap of the purse, and fasten
with a snap fastener.

a buttonhole in the other.

Hat Stand

Cover a small

long, with colored paper.
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stick,

twelve inches

Nail this to the center

tell

Doll Bed You'll need a cigar box, four spools,
enamel and glue. First the cover is taken off the
box and nailed or glued to one end for a headboard.
corners.

Then

the

spools are glued to the four
the
bed is painted and decorated.
Finally,
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How

to Start a Bicycle Club
in Schools

and
Colleges

Roland

CAN BE an
for schools
BICYCLING

and

ideal recreation activity

colleges.

pensive to operate, requiring

A

little

inex-

is

bicycle

or no outlay for

upkeep. Cycling is an active, not a spectator, sport
open to both men and women of all ages, and can

be enjoyed mildly or strenuously almost the yearround.

To

establish a bicycle club in a school or college,
there should be a promotion committee of at least

who was or
and a group of students who are genuinely

one faculty member,
cyclist,

is

an experienced

interested (not just thinking of getting their
and picture in the yearbook) and who will do

name
some

paper work and riding. Youth hostelers would be
among the good people to start a bicycle club.

Most American

cities

have branches or members of

1. Club name, such as Nassau Wheelmen or
Yassar Cyclers.
2. Definite aims
touring, racing, trick riding,

hosteling, polo,

5.

Membership requirements.

6.

Plans for buying or renting bicycles on a

cooperative basis.
7. Plans for outfits, colors.

Requirements for bicycle

9.

Establishment of a bicycle book shelf in the
Physical check-up for each

10.

for charter

members.

At

the

first

A

Hobby"

is

author of "Bicycling

As

and secretary of the College Cycle Club of

346

Wheelmen, Cyclists Touring Club, Amateur BicyLeague of America.
Schedule of

trips,

outings, picnics, theatre

and the like.
Touring will, no doubt, be the

the

new

chief interest of

club, as racing requires special bicycles,

a training program and so on. Bicycle polo is very
popular in England, and might be an interesting

:

Roland C. Geist

at regu-

Cooperation with the League of American

11.

12.

among

member

lar intervals.

parties, dances

meeting the following matters should be
those discussed and planned

letter

college library.

the establishment of such cycle clubs.
The committee should obtain a meeting

and advertise

award.

8.

cle

room

and so on.

3. Drafting of constitution.
4. Election of officers.

League of American Wheelmen or Cyclists
Touring Club, who would also be willing to aid in

the

C. Geist

New

York.

team

sport.

Polo equipment includes mallets, balls,
Trick riding and unicycle acts

helmets and coats.

RECREATION

might be used in the annual college show. If tandems are available the club might do a good deed
and invite local, blind veterans to enjoy some back
seat

pushing exercise.

A

girl as

a veteran in the rear really
a bicycle picnic.

is

steersman and

a nice

way

to enjoy

13.

Bad weather

avoid starting in the rain.

Summer showers
14.

Timing

pass quickly.
plan to be home before dark for

glaring motor lights are dangerous.
15. Accommodations
plan for overnight accommodations and hostels as well as meals.

Leaders or pacemakers to
ten, twelve miles an hour to

set the

All minors in the club should be required to
present a signed permission note from their par-

eight,

ents or guardians, with their signature placed underneath the words, "I assume full responsibility."

separating group into fast and
pleasure division; fast division with lightweight

This will protect both the institution and faculty

bicycles and experienced riders; beginners and
heavy bicycle division, which moves more slowly.
1 8. Formation
ride in column twos unless state

advisors.

Riders might be divided into groups according
to

or beginners, intermediates,
have ridden fifty miles a day, and experts,

ability

novices,

who
who have

ridden a hundred miles a day or more.
Tours might be planned for each group, with all

joining at a given destination at noon, each class
having taken a different route involving more or

1

6.

17.

pace at

suit.

Divisions

laws require otherwise.
stance, cyclists

In

must ride
pass more

New

Jersey, for inin order to

file

single

permit autos to
easily.
in case of a flat tire
19. Plans for emergency
or mechanical trouble, the assistant pacemakers

mileage and hill-climbing difficulty. Half-day,
one-day, week-end and vacation tours can be

might stop and take care of the difficulty, letting
the others move along.
last but not least, starting the
20. Starting

planned, also.

tours on time. Allow ten minutes for lateness be-

less

Easter week

is

ideal for a tour.

One Long

Island

high school planned an Easter tour to the Penn-

Dutch country. The American Youth
Hostels present one and two week planned tours
in New England, the Middle Atlantic States, Calisylvania

and other parts

of the country. They usucover about twenty-five to thirty miles a day,
for many of the riders are novices. In the begin-

fornia,
ally

ning, the club might join other experienced cycling
groups and find out how a club run is conducted.

cause of

traffic delays,

and then be

off

!

"gay nineties" era cyclists wore a
costume.
Today the cyclist wears any old
riding
that
his
suits
fancy. Regulation jerseys with
thing

Back

in the

emblems make a nice appearance. Shorts,
knickers and divided skirts are among the practical
bicycling outfits. Slacks are loose and sloppy, and
college

get caught in the chain and cause a serious
accident.

may

When

there

is

snow and

ice

on the roads the

In planning a bicycle tour, these points should
be considered

club might become interested in historical research
on the bicycle. Scrapbooks, photograph albums,

from twenty-five to seventy-five
miles daily, depending upon ability of riders.
2. Route
off the main routes where auto traffic

old prints, sheet music, programs and books on
cycling may be collected and classified.

is

the past hundred years.

:

1.

Distance

heavy.
3.

Roads

4.

Destination

5.

Stop-overs, comfort stations and food along

hard surfaced roads are easier to
on
than
dirt and sand.
pedal

some

scenic or historic spot.

7.

Return route via a different road.
Return via railroad, boat or bus.

8.

Auto

9.

Maps

and the weary.

conditions

hilly

and powerful
hills

changing

route

if

cycles

whenever possible. Rented bicycles often
fit well and may not be in good condition.

A three or four speed gear is good for hilly terrain.
A folding bicycle is now available;
may be

gears

an auto or taken into a subway.
packed
Bicycling is fun, especially when enjoyed as a

it

terrain

riders.

1949

an inexpensive and interesting hobby.
College Cycle Club of New York has ten huge
scrapbooks of clippings dating back to about 1870.

head

requires

special

For most riders too many
make the tour work rather than play.

OCTOBER

lithographs picturing the cyclists of the past censcrapbook of current news items relating
tury.

do not

winds are strong.
12. Hills

;

Postage stamps picturing bicycles may be collected.
Members of a bicycle club should own their bi-

one for everyone.

Host, hostess, pacemakers and rear guard

Wind

numbers 222 some of them are French,
German, Russian, Spanish, Italian, and Japanese.
Currier and Ives have published about a dozen

cycle books

The

to follow the riders with extra tires

for stragglers
11.

cycling in

collection of bi-

to cycling is

or tubes, pick up the weary.
10.

My

own

A

route.
6.

Over 250 books have been written on

in

group

activity!
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Youth Shines

The youngsters of Port Huron,
were
not
forgotten during the week-long
Michigan,
Blue Water Festival-Centennial this summer.
city recreation department, a

Sponsored by the

Youth Day was set aside. One of the day's features was a "Parade on Wheels," with over 150
children streaming through the downtown area of
the city to Pine Grove Park. Boys and girls of
varying ages competed for prizes with their deco-

and

rated bicycles, fancily trimmed doll carriages,

including a covered wagon, a surwith
the
rey
fringe on top, and a miniature coach

wheeled

on

floats

roller skates.

Following

in the

new

safety films; a reception, banquet

Golfers in the Los Angeles, California,
are enjoying the result of years of planning by the city recreation and park department the Rancho Municipal Golf Course which

Fore!

area

now

was opened

for public use in July, following the
U. S. Amateur Public Links Tour-

holding of the

nament on the new greens.

To

assure golfing enthusiasts a fair chance to
enjoy the course, the recreation commission has
rules

established certain

judges selected a Play-

this event,

grounds King and Queen, on the basis of personality, appearance and physique, a Freckles King
and a Pigtails Queen. Formal coronation ceremonies for these winners of the Youth Day honors

were held

devoted to

and Fun Fest.

Memorial Park Stadium

evening, prior to the

performance

of the

come,

first

served

is

a

to

govern play.

strict rule for all,

First

with no

The
reservations for playing time accepted.
course gates open at 4 140 a.m. and play begins at
5.15 a.m. Players are issued tickets for foursomes.

in the

Century

of Progress pageant.

*
Summer
Hours

Tales

A

series of

Seashore Story

by the Brooklyn
Public Library, was held on Thursday mornings
during July and August in Center Lawn, Seaside
Park, Brighton Beach, Brooklyn. Groups of children, including some from a nearby day camp, and
for children, sponsored

parents, too, listened enthralled to the tales of
storyteller

Mrs. Hilda Armeson. This project was

ATHLETIC EQUIPMEN

an informal supplement to the Brooklyn Library's
weekly

indoor

storytelling

hours,

held

when

schools are in session.

Safe and Sound
tional Safety

A

feature of the 3/th

Congress and Exposition, which

Nawill

be held in Chicago, October 24-28, will be the
panel discussion "Students Evaluate Driver Education and Training and How !" Fourteen boys
and girls from seven cities in various sections of
the country will take part, and Joe Kelly of "Quiz
Kids" radio fame will be the moderator.

Available
Thru Lc
Athletic

Distributors

Other sessions during the congress will include
those on safety education at the elementary level,
the secondary level and the higher level a meeting
;
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Theatrical Services and Supplies
Excerpted from the Virginia Drama News, Extension Division of the University of Virginia

the Colcompiled by the Department of Dramatic Arts of
and
for
reference
a helpful
your
you
lege of William and Mary, should be
drama group. The suggested sources have been checked to make sure of their

This source

listing,

willingness to serve small groups.

Theatrical Shopping Services

Properties

Theatre Production Service, Inc., 1430 Broadway,
18. Everything for the theatre
consultants,
equipment and supplies. Attention of Jean Rosenthal;
catalog available on request.
Movie Supply Company, 1318 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago 5. Projection equipment, movie screens,
opera chairs, stereopticons, curtains and scenery made
to order, complete theatre equipment and supplies.
Art Craft Theatre Equipment Company, 108 West
46 Street. New York 19. New and used eyes, window
drapes, lighting equipment, motor controls, scenery,
stage curtains, asbestos curtains, stage hardware,
tracks, stage rigging; sale or rental. Catalog available.

New York

Encore Studios, 410 West 47 Street, New York. Six
floors packed with props from by-gone shows. Rental
or sale.

Properties

made

to order.

General Flower and Decoration Company,
311 West 50 Street, New York.
Paper and cloth
flowers, leaves, vines, and plants; artificial decorations
of every description.
Universal Flower and Decorating Company, 319
West 48 Street, New York. Theatrical flowers and
Felipelli

decorations.

Scene Paints
A. Leiser Company, 48 Horatio Street, New York.
Complete line of scene painters' colors and supplies.
Catalog.

Gothic Color Company, 90 Ninth Avenue,

Stage Hardware and Rigging
J.

R. Clancy, Inc., 1010

11.

West Beldon Avenue,

Syra-

cuse, New York. Complete line of stage hardware and
rigging equipment. New catalog just off press.
Bruckner-Mitchell, Inc., 420 West 45 Street, New
York. Manufacturers of stage rigging, catalog available on request.
Joseph Vasconcellos, Inc., 43 Dutchkills Street, Long
Island City 1, New York. Successors to Peter Clark,
Inc., stage rigging. Cut available from "Sweets" catalog.
J.

H. Channon Corporation, 1447 West Hubbard

Chicago 22. Manufacturers of stage rigging.
Catalog available on request.

Street,

Stage Lighting Equipment
Century Lighting, Inc., 419 West Street, New York
Manufacturers of lekolites, fresnelites, and so on.
Catalog available.
Kleigl Brothers and Universal Stage Lighting Company, Inc., 321 West 50 Street, New York. Manufacturers and dealers in all types of stage lighting equip19.

ment.

New

York. ComSol Weiner, 38 West 28 Street,
plete line of scenic artists' supplies. Price list available.

Newton Stage Lighting Company,

253

West

Complete

New York
and

colors.

Catalog.

Aljo Manufacturing Company, 130

New York
dyes.

Complete

11.

line

of

West

scenic

21 Street,
colors and

Color cards available.

Sound Recordings
Gennet Records, Richmond, Indiana. Gennet sound
effect recordings.

Catalog.
Valentino, Inc., 1600 Broadway, New
York. Distributor for Major and Gennet sound effect
recordings. Catalogs.
Charles Michelson, 67 West 44 Street, New York 18.
Distributor for Speedy-Q sound effect recordings.
Lang- Worth Features Program, Inc., 113 West 57
Street, New York 19. Mood music recordings. Catalog.

Thomas

J.

Make-Up Supplies
M.

New

Stein Cosmetic Company, 430 Broome Street,
York 13. Stein make-up. Booklet of instructions

available.

Paramount Cosmetics, 797 Seventh Avenue, New
York. Mehron, Stein and Max Factor available from
one source.
Gray's Drug Store, 1690 Broadway, New York 19.
Specializing in all makes of stage and screen make-up.

14

New

York. "Lighting for the stage, particuStreet,
larly adapted for the needs of school and church
auditoriums." Free illustrated price list.
General Radio Company, Cambridge 39, MassachuManufacturers and dealers of "variacs." Bulle-

setts.

tin available

line of scenic artists' supplies

on request.

Gelatine may be obtained from almost any stage
lighting house.

Costume Rental
Eaves Costume Company, Inc., 151 West 46 Street,
York. Rentals from stock of over 100,000. Theatrical, historical and uniforms.
Brooks Costume Rental Company, 1152 Sixth Avenue, New York. Costume rental from stock of over

New

100,000.

Van Horn

Sons, 12th and Chestnut Streets, PhilaPennsylvania. Large stock, specializing in
educational dramatics.
Lester, Ltd., 14 West Lake Street, Chicago. Theatrical costumes, fabrics and accessories. Specializing
in costumes and materials for dances, revues, skits,
and so on.
delphia,

Scene Canvas
The Astrup Company, 39 Walker Street, New York.
Flameproofed and unflameproofed canvas and muslin.
Specialists to the theatre trade.
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The Folding, Portable, Porter

BASKETBALL BACKSTOP
can be folded
and rolled away to clear the
stage or the gymnasium floor
for other activities . . .
In five

minutes

In use,

it

has the

it

rigidity of

a

sta-

but it can be
tionary backstop
whisked out of sight or set up again
in a jiffy ... It is secured to the floor
by four easy-turning hand-wheels that
screw into flush floor-plates, so no ob.

structions
is

.

.

remain when the "Rollaway"

stored under the stage or in the

equipment

closet

.

.

.

Simply withdraw

four lock-pins and the "Rollaway" collapses,
ters

.

.

and
.

reasons

rolls

away on

Yes, these are

5-inch cas-

some

of the

Schooh Boards
and Coaches unanimously agree the
Porter "Rollaway" is in a class by itself
Further, the Rollaway complies
with all official requirements, has the
bank braced out 5 -feet from the verti.

cal

.

why

Architects,

.

support

.

.

.

and

is

supplied with

either fan-shaped or rectangular bank
.
.
.
Write for attractive price and if
for stage use give the distance from

stage to playing court.

When

folded for storage the Porter "Rollaway" is
only 38-inches high (not including the goal). It can
be stored under the stage.

Auditoriums can

now be

free

of visible basketball backstops,
thanks to the Porter "Rollaway".

Removable
theless
rigid as

the

in

5-minutes, none-

"Rollaway"

PORTER CAN SUPPLY YOUR EVERY BACKSTOP OR

THE

J.

E.

is

as

a stationary backstop.

GYM EQUIPMENT

NEED

PORTER

MANUFACTURERS

OF

PLAYGROUND, GYMNASIUM AND

Exclusive MAKERS OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS

CORPORATION
OTTAWA, ILLINOIS

SWIMMING POOL EQUIPMENT

JUNGLEGYM
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
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Z

A

cowboy

;

at

quadrille adds spice in Pontiac, Mich.

YOUR
Milwaukee Introduces a New Wrinkle
in Its Local Square Dance Program
INTO THE dance, with some lively music
and a good caller This has been the community cry in Milwaukee and the whole State of
Wisconsin, one of the hotbeds of the square danc-

GET

!

ing enthusiasm

now sweeping

the nation.

From

reports, they really have fun out there. Today
classes are conducted for beginners, advanced
all

square dancers and callers at eleven various social
centers, with the largest gatherings at the Wisconsin

Avenue

social center.

The windup

of the sea-

an all-city square dance jamboree for all
members.
But the latest wrinkle, also spearheaded by the
Milwaukee Department of Municipal Recreation,
is the opportunity to learn to square dance by

son

is

class

radio, thus bringing this

one's

gay

activity right into

own home.

Can't you picture the youngsters
and their friends and grandpa having a riotous

time untangling themselves from a mixed-up set?
It can happen here
!

The department, in cooperation with the Milwaukee Sentinel and radio station WISN, has

OCTOBER
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been conducting a radio series of square dance instruction every Saturday night at ten o'clock,
continuing for thirteen weeks. The Sentinel publishes a page of diagrams each Saturday morning
as a visual aid for use while listening to the radio
instruction. Through daily stories the paper is en-

couraging readers to make up a party in their
homes each Saturday night and follow the calls.

The
tion,

radio square dances are broadcast for relaxafun and neighborliness, which all adds up to

Milwaukee "gemuetlichkeit."

When
dance

the radio station broadcasts the square
calls, a set is working in the studio with

The first program featured specific inand practice in the basic steps of the
square dance. Radio listeners receive the instructions and follow the caller and if they get mixed

the caller.
structions

;

up, as they will, they are asked to fall back to the
home position and wait for the next call.

The square dancing in the program of the Milwaukee Recreation Department appeals to all ages,
from teen-agers to adults. Classes that have been

started in the various social centers are filled to

tion conducted square danc-

capacity. Dancers in the advanced groups appear
in costumes of gingham dresses for the women
and plaid shirts for the men. Enterprising stores
are capitalizing on the square dance interest by
advertising western skirts of washable denim,
trimmed with white suede fringe, pockets and belt
loops, ranchers' hats, neckerchiefs and boots for
the women. The men wear "Big Bill" hats, neckerchiefs, frontier pants, boots and both plaid and
two-toned shirts.
The square dance jamboree held in the Milwaukee Auditorium in January attracted some 5,000

ing outdoors on the lighted
tennis courts and attracted

dancers.

The

recreation

of

West

departments
Whitefish Bay, Wauwatosa and West Milwaukee, all in the Milwaukee metropolitan area,
have large groups of square dancers in their recAllis,

reation centers.

Commercial square dances are

also being conducted in country dance halls within
a fifteen-mile radius of Milwaukee. Last summer

Milwaukee Department

the

of Municipal Recrea-

iiiiiiiniiiin

I

good crowds.

The

class for callers con-

A SQUARE DANCE

ducted by the department has
a good enrollment, and not

PARTY

YOUR OWN
LIVING ROOM"
IN

only assures the square dance
fans that callers are available

whenever a group meets, but
teaches them

how

own.

a quiet, retiring

Many

SdllRE

surprised and
himself and his

delighted

New

friends.

callers are

like the rose

blooming

10:00 P. M.

WISN

now

Cll*r:

CHFT WANftUIN

With

!

WIT

EVERY SATURDAY

has

person

the

TO

to call their

,

WITCH FOR DIAGRAMS

new

radio program, every
dancer
has an opporsquare

IN

SATURDAY'S

MILWAUKEE SENTINEL

tunity to enjoy himself in his

own home,

to try his

wings with as much privacy

as he desires.

Grandmas

of 1949

Teresa V. Larson

Surely times are changing, for in dear old days of

W

T

We

that grandma'd keep the kids when we
went to the store.

knew

And

always after wash days, with
to

On

ith overalls

and

son's

gay

shirts,

bandanas and

a cap

yore

They make

the cutest, gay old blades to "swing

that gal with snap

!"

piles of clothes

They swing 'em

mend,

our grandma with her thimble we always could
depend.

hi

they swing 'em low

"hurry to keep time,"
Their eyes are bright, their steps are

they

light,

they

"balance four in line."

But now with recreation parks

in every neighbor-

hood,

The youngsters rush

to playgrounds while their
grandma's getting good

In olden days
scorn

At

Gram shook

her head in dignity and

antics of the light in heart, but

now

she seems

reborn.

At "do-si-do yer partners" and then "promenade

With

the hall,"

Ignoring aches and rheumatiz to "swing yer partners all."

and cheerful plans

circulation so stepped up,

ahead,

She seems more understanding so we don't mind
;

being led

Of course on afternoons they
be had,
But does that stop them?
the part of Dad.

352

find

No,

no men are to

siree!

Some

take

Along

life's

rocky pathways,

sharing bad

good,
For we are junior partners in both fun and
hood.

and

liveli-

RECREATION

A.

A

/THOUGH THE housing

J.

GATAWAKAS

situation has

assumed

a significance of national proportions, with

problems of labor, costs, material, and the like
remaining to be solved, these obstacles vanished in

and uninhibited approach
housing shortage by the "small fry" of the

the face of a determined
to the

Houses are made of cardboard boxes, orange crates.

City of Norfolk, Virginia.
Sponsored by the Recreation Bureau, a citywide doll house contest proved, beyond a doubt,
that the task of providing future housing

modations will be

in capable

and

accom-

qualified hands.

The imagination and ingenuity exhibited by these
embryo architects, interior decorators, carpenters,
and so on, have proved, in many instances, to be
nothing short of amazing. The architectural design,
landscaping and interior furnishings of these miniature homes provided ample confirmation of their
ability.

Cardboard boxes and orange crates were used
main structure. The size of the houses
varied from a four-room home to a seven and a

for the

half-room, three-story building. Furniture was
carved or fashioned from soap, clay (ceramics),
wooden tongue-depressors, thread spools, clothesBuilt

according to scale,
furniture looks realistic.

and match sticks. Handwoven rugs
and linoleum squares decorated the floors.
Each community center had one doll house as
its project, and all the boys and girls contributed
their bit toward its completion.
The "heavy
work" erection of the houses, rock gardens, the
walks was done by the boys, and the girls added

pins, buttons

the feminine touch to the interiors.
All of the furniture

and equipment was con-

structed according to scale. Some of the rooms
looked so realistic and comfortable that one felt

the urge to relax in the living room or play a game
ping-pong or shuffleboard in the recreation

of

room. The acquaintance of the children with modern miracles of science was illustrated by one living
room which contained a television set.

Other outstanding interior features included
pleated lamp shades, small bone rings for draperies and shower curtains, miniature magazines on
card tables, a
Seeded lawns and rock gar
dens add to landscaping
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tile

bath, a play pen in the nursery

Author, assistant director, Norfolk Recreation Bureau,
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The houses

remain

each center as an in-

at

a clock with movable hands, a
reproduction of an oil painting, and more. Among
other special features of the exhibit were a picket
fence, real glass windows, Venetian blinds, a lily

ground for

pond, a china closet, brick walls, a flagstone walk,
a fireplace, a medicine cabinet, awnings, a country

doubtedly plan for future structural additions
interior renovations.

with a baby in

it,

home style house, a mail box, a hand woven nylon
rug, window boxes, and so on.
Most of the houses had a garden and lawn. One

1.

actually had a seeded lawn and a small rock gar-

niture.

Another boasted

den.

of a backyard

playground

with a hard-surface area and playground equipment. A fish pond adorned the front lawn of one

imposing residence.

Another had a rose

trellis

and

pond, and one home could be reached via a
flagstone walk. Colored sawdust and green sweep-

lily

ing

for lawns very realistically.
awarded each center according to

compound passed

Ribbons were

the following judging sheet, and personal recognition of the children's efforts was made by the use

will

tegral part of its physical facilities. The youngsters will use them regularly as a realistic back-

their

"grown-up"

tea parties,

Judges Score Sheet

2.
3.

4.

Best constructed and durable house and furBest landscaping of exterior.

Most
Most

originality in interior decorating.

beautiful

home

(interior

5.

Most

suitable plans

and architecture

6.

Most harmonious

and furnishings

color

in

selections.
7.

Most convenient arrangement

Most home-like atmosphere.

9.

Best built furniture.

10.

Ke creation
Are you
is

Most

original idea.

THE NATIONAL SECTION
OF WOMEN'S ATHLETICS

satisfied that

getting the

dollar?

^Director:

of floor plans

and furnishings.
8.

ifjr.

for this

climate.

"Interior Decorating by
," "Landscaping by
," and listing the name or names.

"Architecture by

and exterior)

and furnishings.

,"

of table cards reading,

and unand

your community
most out of its recreation

If not,

why

not consider

Municipal Recreation Administration

of the

American Association
Physical Education,

This practical correspondence course is
especially designed for recreation administrators and leaders who are responsible for the

for Health,

and Recreation

nnounceS tkat

planning and direction of municipal recreation

programs.

Beginning August

Available through either individual or group
enrollments, this course includes a 516-page
textbook, individualized lesson instruction, and
certificate upon satisfactory completion. Entire

publisher for

cost $35.

(Approved under G.

For

I.

Bill)

details write

THE INSTITUTE FOR TRAINING
IN MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION

THE INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION

354

East 60th Street

Chicago 37

1949 the

official

the publications

and

Sport Guides of the National
Section on Women's Athletics will be the

Official

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
of the NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION instead of A. S. Barnes & Co.
All orders

should be addressed to:

National Section on

Conducted since 1934 by
1313

all

1,

1201

Sixteenth

Women's Athletics

Street,

Washington

Northwest

6, D. C.
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Karen Newton

erasers, balls, nuts, nails, screws, buttons, safety
pins,

bobby

rubpins, paper clips, rubber jar rings,

ber bands, corks, and clothespins. Have as many
different objects as there will be children in your

group.

school/

ARTIST

is

played by a group with one person,

The players
usually the teacher, acting as leader.
are divided into teams of four or five. Each team
given a pad of paper and a pencil. One person
from each team is chosen artist.
The artists go to the leader, who shows them a
paper with a word or a group of words written on
is

For example, the paper may say "mirror."
the artists go to their teams and without
saying a word draw on their pad a picture to sugmembers of a team
gest the word "mirror." The
it.

Then

try to guess the

guess

it.

word

before the other teams can

The winning team,

the one which can

guess the word first, scores one point.
is the artist of his team in turn.

The

artists

Each player

must not speak a word while making

their pictures and may not write any words or
numbers on their pictures to help their teammates

guess what they have drawn. The artist may nod
"yes" or "no" to tell his teammates whether they

have guessed what he is drawing. The leader
should be prepared with a list of suitable words,
such as mirror, snowshoe, doughnut, steeple, baby,
candle, school, tail, bow and arrow, shoes and
socks, horse,

MATCH
of small

fire, rose,

UPS.

Give a different object to each child. Have the
remaining objects in a box or piled on the table.
Have the children find the mates in the pile. Rea new
peat this several times, giving each child
the
object for each game. When it is time to put
on
them
children
the
have
arrange
objects away,
the table in pairs, beginning with the smallest ones.
them back in their box, talk about the
As

you put
and

objects

for

what they are used.

ANIMAL TEAR OUTS.

Give each child a

sheet of colored construction paper. Tell him to
tear it with his hands into an animal, making his

animal as large as possible. Allow about ten
minutes for this and then have the animals tacked
onto a cardboard to show them off. Use white
for the dark colors

and black for the

light ones.

Instead of animals you may have birds, flowers,
torn
things to eat or the "person on your right"

Sometimes it is fun to save the scraps of
paper from your first tearing to use for a second
and third tearing, though this will mean that some
out.

of the finished products will be tiny.

cheese.

Collect

two each

objects, such as keys,

of a

number

spoons, pencils,

Reprinted by permission of The Pilgrim Press.
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LOUISVILLE SLUGGER BATS
Iff

SOFTBALL
H&B

offers

22 expertly designed

softball bats to

ments of

With

all

this

meet the require-

softball players.

wide variety of models/

the Louisville Slugger Bat stands

supreme

in softball

in baseball.

... as well as

-

In the Field

-

-

Ralph Van Fleet

VAN FLEET
life in
RALPH

is

a big

man who

Florida like a native.

takes to

All of his

work

for the National Recreation Association has been

done

in that state

and

in Georgia.

"A

wonderful

and work," he says, "wonderful." His
manner, which is easy and sociable, helps considerAlably with his success in the recreation field.
ways, however, it is kept directly in line with a
place to live

strong adherence to principle and forceful purpose,

which

will

brook no interference.

Van was born in a small town in Pennsylvania,
settled by the Van Fleets and called Fleetville. His
early education was a more or less local affair, for
he went to Keystone Academy in Factoryville and

then to Mansfield State Normal School, where he

majored in physical education, and from which he
was graduated in 1918. The Army immediately
claimed his services, but after a year he was free
to start a teaching career.

accept the additional responsibilities of superintendent of local parks. He was enjoying it, and
might have stayed longer had he not surprised

himself by being lured to Clearwater and a job as
organizer and director of an ambitious church rec-

was a challenging one, to be
generously financed, aimed at serving everybody
in the community, supplied with a new and beautiful building, and was sponsored by the Peace
Memorial Presbyterian Church. Van turned the
offer down at first, but finally was won over when
they made him realize the potential scope of the
work, and the free hand which was to be given the
reation program.

It

person in charge.
He started with a community youth program
which almost immediately jammed the doors and
rapidly

grew

into a

program

for adults, too.

He

stayed with the project, always expanding it, until
a city recreation department was formed, at which

There was a job open in a rural Pennsylvania
one of those serving about forty children
and eight grades. He took it on and, along with

time he became city superintendent of recreation.
The change came after five years, when the church

instructed the children to

play and really to have fun. Van has never believed
in the old formalized gymnastics and from the be-

to the city for wider service.
political turnover in Clearwater in 1939 resulted
in his resignation and move to Panama City, where

ginning was one of the progressive group in physical education who believes that the best of physical
and other values can most effectively be achieved

he took a principalship with the county schools.
For several years he had been growing acquainted with the National Recreation Association

through the enjoyment of informal play.
At the end of three years he moved to St. Peters-

through an old-timer

burg, Florida, to take a job as teacher and principal and supervisor of physical education in the

introduced him to a National Recreation Congress
in Atlantic City in 1936. There he. met the late

public schools. There, too, he stayed for three
years, during which time he was persuaded to

Howard Braucher, George Nesbitt, John Faust
and other Association personnel. He remembers

school

teaching everything
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else,

narrowed its program
only and Van turned

to

one for church members

A

J.

B. Williams, then

district representative in the area.

NRA

Mr. Williams
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VvITH the stars of sports, modern features of construction in the equipment
they use are of the utmost importance. That's why so many of them use and
recommend Wilson.
The famous Wilson Advisory

Staff, whose members help design, test and
play Wilson equipment, is another reason why star players prefer Wilson.
Golf champions Sam Snead, Lloyd Mangrum, Gene Sarazen, Patty Berg and
Babe Didrikson tennis greats Jack Kramer, Don Budge, Bobby Riggs and
Alice Marble diamond stars Ted Williams and Bob Feller gridiron headliners Johnny Lujack, Charley Trippi and Paul Christman are only a few of
this great staff of experts. Follow these stars play Wilson know you're play-

ing the best.

WILSON SPORTING GOODS
Branch offices

in

CO.,

CHICAGO

(A subsidiary of Wilson & Co., Inc.)
New York, San Francisco and other principal

cities

RECREATION

being particularly impressed by Mr. Braucher at
the time
seeing him address meetings, hearing
him in discussions.

to keep recreation out of politics, and of getting
boards to employ qualified recreation leadership
instead of local political choices. Another area

It was natural then, that Ralph Van Fleet would
welcome the opportunity to do a wider job, under
the leadership of this man, when such an occasion
presented itself. He was in his hotel room in Panama City one night when the phone rang, and
Charlie Reed was on the line telling him that he
had been selected as the Association's district representative for Georgia and Florida. He came to
New York for an interview and in February, 1946,

that of helping communities to "keep
pace." They usually want to advance as rapidly as

gladly accepted a position with the National Recreation Association.

or to the people whom they are to serve. They'll
have five acres in an inconvenient spot and say
'Let's use those.' There is a general lack of fore-

Through the succeeding years he has found,

as

he anticipated, that the satisfactions of the job are
many. Among them he first mentions the people

He

says, "I think I
the best people in the world.

he meets.

work with some

of

When you

go into a
and seek out those who are thinking in terms

city

is

problem

other communities which they hear about; they
want their budget to advance as fast as other
budgets.

About the matter

of proper planning of recrea-

tion facilities, he says, "Many of our cities are
prone to spend a great deal of money for facilities

without giving proper attention to location, needs

sight in planning."

In program, too,

Van

is

concerned with a lack

planning, especially for playground activities. Van himself has the faculty of
stirring the imagination of children in anything to
of imagination

in

When he taught gym,
When the youngsters

of bettering the welfare of the community, you find
the best, clearest thinking people in the town. I

be done, even in work.
everything was a game.

always have a desire to

were using the traveling rings, for instance, they
were "taking a trip" to some definite place, calling
out the names of stations as they moved from ring
to ring. He believes that you have to get down to
their level and do what they want to do, like to do,
and then help them learn. They must have adven-

Van

visit

every city in

my area."

so easy to get into a rut, to
ride along doing the same old thing, taking the
line of least resistance, and emphasizes that a profeels that

it is

gram should grow, should have variety, be different each year. When a new recreation superintendent asks him for advice he says "First, as a
:

superintendent you can behave yourself, do as you
are told, not make anybody mad. stay between

and you'll probably be right there
and never be worth a darn. On the
other hand, you can go in there and really do a
job, stand up for what you know should be done
'yes'

and

'no,'

for years

and you may stay a long time or you might be out
in two years' time. Take your choice."

He

vigorously stresses the importance of doing
a good over-all community recreation job which,

working closely with, and helpother local agencies concerned with recrea-

of course, involves

ing

all

tion interests.

One

last satisfaction, but certainly not the least,
the opportunity to meet with other professional
recreation people in groups and conferences. He

is

says that you find there a

warmth

of feeling, infor-

and fellowship seldom found
and he has been to meetings and

mality, understanding
in other

groups

conventions of

many

different kinds.

"Recreation

people seem to belong to an invisible fraternity,"
he states, "and being one of them is one of the
greatest experiences a

man

can have."

Of course, as district representative you run up
against a variety of problems, as you do in any
job. One problem in his district is that of fighting
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ture,

new

things to interest them.

While working through Florida, Ralph Van
Fleet managed to continue college work and received his B.S. degree in physical education and
from Southern College at Lakeland.
Other college courses were squeezed in along the
way, and he has always contrived to take what
short courses he could from the National Recreasociology

tion Association.
It

was

in Florida, too, that

he met and married

who was then teaching in St. Petersburg.
Now, the Van Fleets, who own their own home in

his wife,

Clearwater, have two boys, both University of
Florida students. "Our home," says Van, "is a
place of relaxation and rest, where we can all do

what we

like to do."

There, he and his boys work

together in developing

and

flowers.

Van

is

new

species of plants, fruit

a plant fiend, and one of his

favorite leisure-time pursuits is just being at home,
working with his roses, experimenting with new
varieties of flowers

number one

and rare

leisure-time

plants.

hobby

is

Actually, his
to travel with

his family, enjoying the sharing of new experiences and adventures whether for one day, or a

month. They love to see new places, have picnic
lunches, go mountain climbing, see a few ball

games

together.

rubber
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Phoebe Hall

MRS. PHOEBE HALL VALENTINE
first of

August

tive service as

retired

Mentme

on the

Retires

social welfare.

For many years she has had a deep
and

after twenty-eight years of effec-

interest in recreation in children's institutions,

Executive Director of the Smith

has frequently attended the national

Memorial Playgrounds and Playhouses
delphia, Pennsylvania.

At

its

in Phila-

inception, the

Smith

Memorial, now fifty-five years old, was and still is
a most forward-looking charitable trust, administered by the Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust Company.
It was created under the wills of Richard and

Sarah A. Smith, and provided first for the erecand operation of a beautiful playhouse and
playground in East Fairmount Park, opened to

recreation

the appointments of several Pennsylvania governors, she has served on the Board
of Mothers' Assistance and on the Philadelphia

congresses.

Board

By

Other fields of active
have included the blind, the aged, the juvenile delinquent and the minority groups.
of Public Assistance.

interest

Now

that she has retired

from active duty, Mrs.

tion

Valentine will have more time for

the public just fifty years ago this past summer.
Some twenty years later, after careful study and

other personal interests, such as taking simple
nature walks or poking around in roadside antique
shops. Her countless friends wish her much hap-

consultation with other recreation and social agencies in Philadelphia, the trustees began to acquire

and develop several

piness

many

of her

and contentment.

effective play centers in the

congested areas of the city.
In 1921, while serving

as

Commissioner

of

Charities for the City of Schenectady, New York,
Mrs. Valentine was called to Smith Memorial.

Because of her broad background of knowledge
and training in the field of social work, and her intense interest in healthful and happy recreation for
the city child, she was appointed executive director of the project. Since then, she has carried the
responsibility for the general supervision of the
projected plans of the founders of the trust.

Mrs. Valentine has interpreted the purpose of
the founders as not just to keep children off the
streets, but to demonstrate the value of education
through play education not only in arts, crafts
and sportsmanship, but also in the rarer art of living, working and playing together with friendship
and good will. She believes that the intangible influence of this experience in the lives of thousands
is the real memorial to the founders.

of children

Mrs. Valentine's constant effort to keep high the
personnel standards of her project has been a rewarding contribution to its success. To bring maximum benefits to the thousands of children using
the centers, she has felt that

all

leaders should have

much

preparation and experience as possible in
the fields of recreation, education and social work.

as

With

the spirit of a pioneer in good works, Mrs.
Valentine also has contributed
helpfully through
active board

and committee work
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to other fields of
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J.

Edward Margraves

EDWARD HARGRAVES, well-known

city recrea-

J.

tion director, died in his native Chattanooga,
Tennessee, on August 5, 1949, at the age of fortysix, after

a heart illness of less than a day.

Mr. Hargraves attended Chattanooga public
schools and the University of Chattanooga, later
taking graduate studies in business and law. He
was associated with the Chattanooga public school
system for sixteen years as teacher and coach,
serving part of this time as director of recreation
for the city.

ment as

Since 1934, the year of his appointhe had done much to give Chat-

director,

tanooga a good public recreation system and to increase the city's interest

in,

and enjoyment

of,

no department of recreation can travel any faster
or obtain any height beyond the individual training and efficiency of the staff."
The interests of Mr. Hargraves were broad and
varied. An ardently active lay worker in the Methodist church, he was also active in the Optimist
Club where he had served as president and as district

governor.

Locally he served the Optimists

so effectively as chairman of the Boys' Work Committee that he recently had been appointed professional advisor on boys' work for Optimist International.

He was

active in meetings

convened by

the National Recreation Association, serving as a
discussion leader at the National Recreation Con-

organized amateur sports.
In all of his work Mr. Hargraves kept before
him, as one of the important objectives, equal rec-

gress in

Omaha

man

the Tri- State

reation opportunities for Negro and white citizens.
Only a few days before his death he had the pleas-

Prominent in athletic circles in the southern
district, Mr. Hargraves had served as district
chairman for the Amateur Athletic Union, commissioner of the Southern Basketball League,
southern director of the American Baseball Con-

ure of seeing a
the Negroes.

new

public golf course opened for

at

last

year and as a session chairRecreation Conference in

Jackson, Mississippi, in

March

of this year.

Mr. Hargraves believed heartily in adequate
training for recreation. It was his custom to arrange for leadership training institutes for his staff
each year. He wrote the National Recreation As-

gress, president of the Tennessee-Georgia Baseball League and of the Times Twilight Baseball

sociation earlier this year

will
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:

"It is

my

thought that

Ed Hargraves
always remember him as a friend of youth.

League. Friends and colleagues of
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New

Publications
Covering the
Leisure

Stories to

Read and

Tell

Something Old, Something Neu', by Dorothy Canfield. William R. Scott, New York. $2.50.
Feasts and Frolics, selected by Phyllis R. Fenner.
Alfred A. Knopf, Xe\v York. $2.50.

books have just been published.
In Something Old, Something

New, Dorothy

Canfield, one of our best storytellers, retells favorite family stories of real people with a warmth
which makes the pioneer spirit come alive. The

she relates some romantic, some heroic,
some humorous depict the lives of the people
who were and are America.
Feasts and Frolics is a delightful collection of

tales

stories

worlds.

which

Miss Webster has assembled a collection of ideas
and suggestions for unusual parties which not only
goes into pre-party planning but shows that they
may be inexpensive and easy-to-give as well as
entertaining.

engagements, but anniversary, baby, going away

and birthday celebrations, complete with unique
themes, decorations, games, menus. A chapter,
"Set the Stage for Fun," gives detailed instrucmaking favors, place cards and decora-

tions for

and light fixtures.
Miss Webster's familiarity with different parts
of the United States is evident in the regional and
seasonal flavor which she has given to her party

tions for the table, walls

Special hobby interests in such things as
books, photography, gardening and music also are
reflected throughout the book.
ideas.

will transport you to many different
In this book you'll find special stories for

special days

Easter, Thanksgiving, Independence

Day and fourteen others

which can be enjoyed on

Officers

Shower Parties for

and Directors of the

National Recreation Association

other days of the year as well.

OFFICERS

All Occasions

By Helen Emily Webster. The Woman's

New

Field

Actually, the parties covered include not only

are

moving indoors, storyin order, and leaders
ever
than
more
is
telling
be pleased to know that two new, very good

Now
will

THAT PROGRAMS

Time

Press,

ROBERT GARRETT, Chairman of the Board of Directors
REV. PAUL MOORE, JR., First Vice-President
MRS. OGDEN L. MILLS, Second Vice-President
SUSAN M. LEE, Third Vice-President and Secretary of the Board
ADRIAN M. MASSIE, Treasurer
GUSTAVUS T. KIRBY, Treasurer Emeritus

York. $3.00.

DIRECTORS
W. H. ADAMS, New

York, N. Y.

A LIBRARIAN*, Miss Webster must answer re-^*quests for all kinds of information, and she

F.
F.

has observed an increasing demand for showerparty ideas in recent years. Her book, therefore,
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As

is

an answer to

this need.

Successful parties do not just happen, but are
planned so carefully that the details are not apparent and the activities appear to happen spontaneously. "Simply a born hostess," guests are
heard to say after a delightful evening, unaware
that planning
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THE MAGAZINE OF THE RECREATION MOVEMENT

A DREAM
From

Down

come

the mountains

centuries and in

all

visions

and sermons and commandments

from the mountains came a group

lands and

many

of wise

Know
Let

some

men

wise

men from many

ages.

And I heard them as they came singing.
And what of wisdom do you bring me
From the ages since the world began?
I asked them and
they answered me in song and
as I caught

in all

countries.

of the

ye that there is one
things be first.

this is

what they answered

words.

God and He

is

a God of Life and Light.

first

live
thou and thy children forever and forever, thou and all that
are within thy gates. The world belongeth unto God and unto His children forever and forever.

First

Live each day and accept no plan for the days that leave no time nor place
nor way for living.
Howard

Braucher's edi-

torials will appear

through Volume Fortythree. A few of these

were

written

by

him

shortly before his death,

Cherish

Know

all

that buildeth

ye that our

God

is

man, forever and forever.
a

God

of music, of

drama, of the

arts, of sports,

of nature.

Know

ye that

and

all

that buildeth

men

belongs to

God and

to thee

forever

forever.

May

22, 1949, and have
never appeared in print;

Forget not the dignity and the worth of the individual as a child of
of whom thou art one.

others are reprinted by

Ever and always whatever the cost keep
form of slavery.

request.

thyself free

Remember this God's world may be kept friendly.
Remember again and yet again the world in which thou
unto God and unto thee.
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free

God

from every

livest

belongeth
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Keep thou thy world

as a place to be lived in, thou
forever and forever.

and thy children and

thy children's children

Let beauty and truth and honor be first.
Let neither gold nor silver nor brass nor stocks nor bonds nor lands nor
factories be placed first before thy God and the needs of His people.
If

A

I

)

l\

I

\

God and His people and the needs of the life of man
know ye that all other things needful shall be added unto

thou wilt place

1

t jien

first,

thee

forever and forever.

Give honor to thy father and thy mother and thy home.
Build strong thine own home as a fortress of thy God.

Men and women

be not afraid let not sex Tiave domination over thee in
a world full of beauty and comradeship and so much that belongs to
God and man.

Hate not

except the hate that

is

within thine

own

heart.

no man's

spirit, thine own, nor thy neighbor's.
Care for thy neighbor's welfare as for thine own.

Kill

Desire intelligence, wisdom, freedom from fear and want, and

life itself

for

thy neighbor as for thyself.
Desire naught for thyself that thy neighbor with equal gifts

may

not secure

for himself.

Keep not from thy neighbor aught of beauty that has value for thee.
"Do justly, love mercy, and walk humbly with thy God and thy neighbor."
Be not a slave to the science and the knowledge thou hast thyself created.
Bow not down to the tools and the machines thou hast made. Neither
shalt thou worship them.
Let science and knowledge, let tools and machines serve

Bow

not

down

God and man.

to the institutions thou has created nor worship them.

Let

thine institutions serve thee.

On

the seventh day and on many special days sing and rejoice and let thy
labor be such as buildeth thy soul and maketh thee to be glad thou art
alive.

Rejoice that thou mayest

work

which thou and thy
be equally secure forever

to build a world in

neighbor, thy children and his children
and forever.

may

Rejoice and yet again rejoice that thou art a child of
become thy brothers forever and forever.

God and

all

men may

The dream passed the words died slowly away yet the triumphant
note of the song rejoice and yet again rejoice forever and forever remained. Some of the singers seemed to me to have come from Egypt, from
China, from Babylonia and Assyria, from India, from Greece, from Rome,
from the North Lands, and from the South Lands, from many holy lands
in the dream
were
of many people. But always the people who sang
coming down from the mountains and a special light was on their faces. I
believed that some of them were thinking of Mount Olympus, some of
Mecca, some of Jerusalem, but all were turned toward the future.

April 1944
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HOWARD BRAUCHER

RECREATION

RECREATION

t
LETTERS TO AND FROM THE EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
To SUBSCRIBERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

To RECREATION:
"Regarding the cartoon cover on your April

RECREATION magazine, we had it blown up to a
huge poster size, and used it as part of a window
display about department activities in San FranThe Emporium.
cisco's largest department store
It caused much interest and amusement for shoppers and passers-by."
EDWARD A. McDEVixx, Secretary,
San Francisco Recreation Com-

ated the

May

tell

in

I

appreci-

which you

gave so much attention to the needs of those whom
you have very aptly termed 'the Older Adults.'
I

think

it is

a very fine number and the suggestions

offered in the articles are of particular interest to
us in view of the fact that we are endeavoring to

meet some of the needs of these older citizens
through the medium of our Eventide Homes for
Men and Sunset Lodges for Women."
E. T. WATERSON, Men's Social
Service Secretary, Salvation

Army,

Canada.

"Your
TION

article in the

'An Approach

September issue of RECREAto

Recreation Planning'

operational phase of recreation."

THOMAS
architect,

C. JEFFERS, landscape

Television

among

Ways

in

other materials, the fol-

which the use of

televi-

publication
an inspiration to the cause of recreation."

W. W.

?

participation

Games

Two

or three of -your favorites

those

most popular and successful at your social gatherings, or on the playground (please specify which).

Some

you must have a poetry writyour program. You no doubt have
noticed that we are publishing poetry from time

Poetry
ing group

to time.

We

Humor

of

in

could use more of

it

!

Doesn't anything humorous ever hap-

pen while conducting a recreation program ? Come
now! We want some humorous incidents, entertaining little human interest stories. There must
be hundreds of them, but only you can give them

How-to-Do

We'd

like to

have more how-to-

do material, telling others not only of some good
program activity, for instance, but explaining why
it is

successful

Crafts

and

telling readers

More good

crafts

how-to-do
material,

it.

please;

craft projects in detail.

Washington, D.C.

"The Howard Braucher memorial

is

LAIRD, Wilmington,
Delaware.

1949

ceiving from you,
lowing items:

to us.

was read with a great deal of interest. Why can't
you give us more on recreation planning, both
comprehensive and in detail, in the RECREATION
publication? I believe it would be appreciated by
both the planners and the persons engaged in the

NOVEMBER

we met you or not, we'd like
we are especially interested in re-

everyone, whether
to point out that

How

you how much

RECREATION

issue of

is just "hello" and a reminder following
the
conversations
which we had with many of
up
in
at
the
New Orleans. To all and
you
Congress

This

sion can be integrated into an active recreation
can it be used to stimulate greater
program.

mission.

"I would like to

:

Send us the kind
RECREATION

see in

of material that you'd like to
!

DOROTHY DONALDSON
Managing Editor, RECREATION
367
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HA'NKSGIVING
Over the river and through the wood,
To grandfather's house we go;
The horse knows the way
To carry the sleigh
Through the white and drifted snow.

Over the river and through the
Trot fast,

iiood,

my

dapple-gray!
Spring over the ground
Like a hunting hound!
For this is Thanksgiving Day.

Over the

Now

river and through the wood,
grandmother's cap I spy!
Hurrah for the fun!

Is the pudding done?
Hurrah for the pumpkin pie!

LYDIA MARIA CHILD
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What we All should know

THANKSGIVING

about

as we all know, began long ago
THANKSGIVING,
as a New England holiday, and for 200 years

was confined

to that part of the country

and ad-

driven by religious persejacent regions.
cution from England, the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock that bitter December, in 1620, they
did not find a country of abundance. One out of

When,

every two families perished from cold, hunger or
disease. Therefore, when fortune finally smiled

group and November, 1621, brought
a bumper crop, Governor William Bradford or-

upon the

little

dered a three-day feast of thanksgiving.
It is

from

this three-day celebration,

and a simi-

by the Pilday
to God
thanks
to
on
express
July 30, 1623,
grims
for a favorable change in the weather that saved
the crop and prevented wholesale starvation, that
of religious thanksgiving held

lar

our modern Thanksgiving
It

was not

nation

is

derived.

1789 that the president of the
Washington proclaimed it as a

until

George

national holiday. He designated Thursday, November 26, as a day of general thanksgiving on
which we would also ask God "to enable us all,

whether in public or private stations, to perform
our several and relative duties properly and punctually." What has been lost sight of, however, is
that apparently he was not pleased with this initial
celebration, for he did not again proclaim the holiday until six years later, when he moved the date

March, 1795. President John Adams, too, chose
dates at variance with the New England concep-

to

and appointed a day in
tion of the holiday
in
and
1798
April, 1799, for such festivities.

May,

Adams left office, no president did anyit until Lincoln, in the midst of a civil
about
thing
set
war, again
Thursday, November 26, "as a day
of thanksgiving and praise to our beneficent FaAfter

ther

who

dwelleth in the heavens."
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This, actually, was the beginning of our modern
Thanksgiving day, and much of Mr. Lincoln's
simple and beautiful message to the nation is as

timely today as

The year
filled

that

it

was when

is

drawing toward

it first

with the blessings of fruitful

was delivered

its

:

close has been

fields

and healthful

To

these bounties, which are so constantly enjoyed that we are prone to forget the source from
which they come, others have been added which are
skies.

of so extraordinary a nature that they cannot fail to
penetrate and soften even the heart which is habitually

insensible to the ever-watchful providence of

Almighty

God.
In the midst of a civil war of unequal magnitude and
severity, which has sometimes seemed to foreign states
to invite and to provoke aggression, peace has been
preserved with all nations, order has been maintained,
the laws have been respected and obeyed, and harmony has prevailed everywhere, except in the theater
of military conflict, while that theater has been greatly
contracted by the advancing armies and navies of the
Union.
Needful diversions of wealth and of strength from
the fields of peaceful industry to the national defense
have not arrested the plow, the shuttle, or the ship;
the ax has enlarged the borders of our settlements,
and the mines, as well of iron and coal as of the precious metals, have yielded even more abundantly than
heretofore.

Population has steadily increased notwithstanding the waste that has been made in the
camp, the siege, and the battlefield, and the country,
rejoicing in the consciousness of augmented strength
and vigor, is permitted to expect continuance of years
with large increase of freedom.
No human counsel hath devised nor hath any mortal
hand worked out these great things. They are the
gracious gifts of the Most High God, who, while dealing with us in anger for our sins, hath nevertheless

remembered mercy.
It has seemed to me

fit and proper that they should
be solemnly, reverently, and gratefully acknowledged,
as with one heart and one voice, by the whole American people. I do therefore invite my fellow-citizens in
every part of the United States, and also those who
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are at sea and those

who

are sojourning in foreign

and observe the last Thursday of
November next as a day of thanksgiving and praise
lands, to set apart

to our beneficent Father

And

recommend

who

dwelleth in the heavens.

them

that while offering up the
ascriptions justly due to Him for such singular deliverI

to

ances and blessings they do also, with humble penitence for our national perverseness and disobedience,
commend to His tender care all those who have be-

come widows, orphans, mourners,

or sufferers in the

civil strife in which we are unavoidably
engaged, and fervently implore the interposition of the
Almighty hand to heal the wounds of the nation and
to restore it, as soon as may be consistent with the
divine purposes, to the full enjoyment of peace, har-

lamentable

mony,

a joint resolution

Thanksgiving day, in 1949, is as its predecesa day for courageously facing the
problems of the present and the future for recognizing the sore spots which still confront us; for
;

resolving to

make our democracy a living reality.
we must revive the

In this Thanksgiving season
motto of the Pilgrim Fathers

we Americans

Unless

Thanksgiving, as

we know

it,

stood on

:

"Share the work."

share the

work

of active

our advantages will not endure. Our
to survive as a nation depends upon our

citizenship,
fitness

willingness to
this date

fall

sors have been

and union.

tranquility,

Thankson the fourth Thursday

officially legislating that

giving, hereafter, shall
of each November.

work

at being responsible

American

citizens.

Though we

through the years until, in 1939, President Franklin D. Roosevelt stirred the feelings of the nation

are genuinely grateful for our great
American heritage, we should not be content to

by moving the holiday to the third Thursday in
November, in order to cooperate with American

up to us to go forward by
must not only preserve the
freedoms handed down to us, we must expand and
improve them. We must not flaunt the achievements of our forefathers as our own, but should
solemnly pledge to match the achievements of the

businessmen

in lengthening the

Christmas shopping

Actually this was not such drastic action
seemed, considering that the date previously

season.

as

it

had been changed so many times. The move stimulated great consternation, however, and many
states refused to observe the new date. Consequently, in 1942, and at the request of the president, Congress, for the first time in history, passed

An

rest

on our

our

own

past by our

and

oars.

efforts.

It is

We

own accomplishments
For

in the present

words of Jefferson,
cannot be completely inherited but "must be won
anew for every issue in every generation."
future.

liberty, in the

Appeal for Understanding

AN APPEAL TO use the American theatre for a
^*- series of dramatic
performances dedicated to
world peace, human rights and international understanding has been issued to more than 2,000 professional, school

and community groups throughmade by the

wide expression of the

UNESCO

Gilder pointed out that there are

idea,"

many

Miss

channels

through which international understanding can be
increased including the borrowing of plays from
other countries. "Choose your own play with an

out the country. The appeal was
U. S. National Commission for

appropriate theme," she suggests, "or plan to produce a play which reflects the life and customs of

Miss Rosamond Gilder, chairman of its panel on
dramatic arts and representative of the American
National Theatre and Academy. \Vhile urging
constant attention to themes contributing to better

another nation.

understanding among the peoples of the world, it
was suggested that the month of March, 1950, be
selected for the presentation of such plays on a

but added that "the whole point and emphasis of
the March, 1950, week of international theatre

nation-wide basis.

idea in terms of the locality in which the performance takes place."

UNESCO through

In urging groups to participate in "this nation-

370

Encourage the writing of scripts
on this subject, or plan a festival of music and
dance dedicated to the arts of other countries."
Miss Gilder offered the assistance of

should be toward expressing the basic

ANTA

UNESCO

RECREATION

WHAT IS YOUR THANKSGIVING

I.Q.
A

Thanksgiving Quiz for Teen-agers and Adults
Prepared by the American Heritage Foundation

Which

of the following choices

is

7. The first Thanksgiving proclaimed
World was issued by

correct?

in the

New

:

1.

Thanksgiving
a.

b.

c.

d.

is

celebrated as a legal holiday:

a.

In the New England States only
In every state of the union, in all territories and
the District of Columbia
In all states excepting Louisiana and Florida
In most of the states, but not in all of them

George Washington

c.

Thomas Jefferson
Abraham Lincoln

d.

Governor Bradford and the Plymouth Colony

b.

Which

8.

is

the most practical

way

to express their gratitude for the

The custom of having Thanksgiving celebrated
on the same day throughout the country as a national festival dates from
2.

of

life
a.

b.

:

a.

b.
c.

d.

The time of the Revolutionary War
The time of the Civil War
The Mayflower Compact
World War II

c.

d.

b.

Abraham Lincoln
Mrs. Sarah J. Hale

c.

d.

the "Nine Promises of a

By

9.

The

10.

Constitution

original

True

One

Q

of the following

those of

is

Good

Citizen"

right to

False

permitted

human

Q

False

why we Americans
Day is that we have

are

freedom from compulsory labor. True

D

of the reasons

thankful on Thanksgiving

Horace Greeley

Which

By comparing our achievements with

slavery.

one of the blessings
for which Americans should be thankful
4.

feasting on Thanksgiving Day
observing that the American system of government grants many individual freedoms

True or False?

:

George Washington

:

By
By

our forefathers

3. The person most responsible for bringing about
the celebration of Thanksgiving Day as a national
festival for expressing gratitude was
a.

for Americans
American way

the

D

:

a.

b.
c.

d.

5.

c.

d.

is

in citizenship in
reflected in the fall in the

end of World

War

crime

tional elections

our American heritage is to be preserved
and handed down to future generations, each citizen must feel morally responsible for contributing
to the betterment of his community, state and nation.
True
False

right to worship

guaranteed by
a.

The postwar improvement

the United States

Condition of our mental hospitals
Percentage of eligible voters who vote in na-

The

b.

11.

The standard of living
The national crime rate

True

rate

n

since

False

the

II.

Q

12. If

God

in

our

own way

is

:

The Mayflower Compact
The Declaration of Independence
The original Constitution
The Bill of Rights

n

13.

The

Q

right to vote secretly for

anyone

I

wish

guaranteed by the United States Constitution.
True
False
is

6.
it

The Mayflower Compact
provided for

is

important because

D

Q

:

Landing at Plymouth Rock, the Pilgrims established a day of Thanksgiving because they found
True
the country a land of great abundance.
14.

a.

b.
c.

d.

Religious liberty

Equality for all
Bill of Rights
system of self-government

A
A
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Q

False

D
371

15.

The

separation of church and state
English-speaking countries.

ture

of

False

D

is

a fea-

True

d

Constitution giving the individual added
protection against operation by state or local offiStates

cials.

True

n

False

Q

We

Each

16.

of the state constitutions contains a Bill

of Rights similar to the Bill of Rights in the United

are grateful to the Pilgrims because they
17.
introduced religious freedom to the New World.
False
True

n

(For answers, see page 407)

Announcing Two Important
Personnel Standards in Recreation Leader-

A

Committee Report

and advice were received from members
an advisory committee who read the manuscript
whole or in part and offered helpful suggestions.

sistance

This newly revised
ship,
National Recreathe
publication, just published by
the
formed
tion Association,
principal part of a

of

stimulating discussion of personnel standards at
the National Recreation Congress in New Or-

Ann

leans.

Stephen H.

(See Congress Proceedings.)

Mahoney, who chaired the meeting, was also chairman of the committee which had worked on this

Many other members of the committee
were present. Everyone was concerned about ways
of getting these important standards into the hands
revision.

of

recreation workers as quickly as possible.
The report has been eagerly awaited. Previous
all

to publication typewritten copies already had been
put to use in several areas as, for instance, when

New

Publications

in

Members

of the committee

were L. B. Holloway,
:

Arbor, Michigan; Howard

Jeffrey, Brattle-

boro, Vermont; O. D. Johnson, Lake Charles,
Louisiana; William A. Moore, Louisville, Kentucky; Harold S. Morgan, Milwaukee, Wisconsin;
Miss Josephine Randall, San Francisco, California; Karl B. Raymond, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Howard

Jeffrey, superintendent of recreation in

Brattleboro, Vermont, writes of

community sports
dents and workers
useful."
S.

A

Morgan

is

it

:

"Your book on
Both

really excellent.

in the field should find

it

stu-

very

director of municipal sports, Harold
of Milwaukee, says: "It should be a

quested help from professional recreation leaders
in reclassifying recreation positions. In Philadel-

book that every recreation director and athletic
director will want as a reference book." Order
from A. S. Barnes and Company, 101 Fifth Ave-

phia the standards had been used by a local group

nue,

the Civil Service Commission of

in preparing

Jersey re-

New York City.

Price four dollars.

recommendations which were adopted

by the civil service authorities.
Every recreation worker should have a copy;
and the standards should be in the hands of our
boards, city governments, members of allied proand ourselves! Available from the Na-

Buy Christmas Seals

fessions,

tional Recreation Association at fifty cents.

Community Sports and

This book
of five hundred pages was designed to meet a
long felt need. Edited by George Butler of the
staff of the National Recreation Association, it is
Athletics

based upon long experience on the part of recreation authorities in the organization and conduct
of

community
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sports

and

athletics.

Valuable as-

Just like decorating the tree, Christmas Seals
have become part of the Yuletide ritual in millions
of American homes. They're Santa's biggest bargain giving added protection against tuberculosis.

Support

this once-a-year appeal for the

year-round

and control carried on by
the National Tuberculosis Association and affiliates
Send in your contribution today.

program

of prevention

!

RECREATION

Work That

deLesseps

is

S.

Morrison

Deeply Satisfying

Address given at 31st Recreation Congress by
deLesseps Story Morrison, Mayor of New Orleans

MONTHS

AGO, one of our local sports pages

SOME
carried a picture of a little boy in a baseball suit
swinging a

summer,

bat.

it

It

was not an unusual

scene. This

could have been repeated with more

mer bad boy, now tame and docile, taking parts in
plays and making leather wallets. Here's a little
girl so afraid of water she trembles and cries if any

A few weeks later, thanks
an understanding instructor, she is paddling like
mad across the shallow end of a pool and having
is

splashed in her face.

than three thousand boys. But this picture jolted
a particular man and woman. They were the little

to

boy's parents, who had quarreled bitterly and were
about to be divorced.

a wonderful time.

The

picture brought them to their senses. They
saw it and realized that they were both deeply
proud of their son. They didn't want to hurt him.
The upshot of it was that they patched things up.
The boy's home was saved. And the New Orleans
Recreation Department can tell you that those two

parents are the strongest rooters in our kid baseball

program.

Incidents like this are not typical, of course, but
there are so many human stories in
that

NORD

work

deeply satisfying. Here on one playwe
have
a boy two months out of reform
ground
the

is

school building a new life around his skill at high
jumping. On the other side of town there's a for-

The racket you hear at one NORD facility is
made by fifty kids hammering trays out of aluminum. The music at another place marks time for
teen-agers square dancing in a converted jail. On
a floodlighted field at night you can see workers

from the slums forgetting themselves for an hour
watching a ball game. Visit another NORD center and you see 300 old folks doing the cakewalk
and singing "Sweet Peggy O'Neill."
And so it goes. On formerly empty lots, at an
old army hospital, in jails, firehouses wherever
a facility can be begged, borrowed, and I guess
NORD is doing this human job and doing
stolen
it

well.

I say this to you not in a spirit of boastfulness,
but as a simple matter of fact. If this tremendous

program were
"Chep" Morrison has not only found time to be
mayor of a great city but, as president of the American Municipal Association, has

made

tion to the development of municipal

America.

He

government in

but recently returned from Europe,

where he studied

NOVEMBER

a real contribu-

social

1949

and governmental problems.

my

property,

I

would

hesitate to

speak of it in such glowing terms. The plain fact
is that hundreds of people have played a major
part in it. It is one of the best examples I know
of citizen participation in

government, coupled with

the professional skill of public employees.

New

But

Orleans has no monopoly on this winning
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combination.
in

What

pools, two football stadiums,
baseball field.

has hapened here can happen

any city, provided the citizens want

it

to.

But perhaps the major achievement of the

This city was founded 231 years ago. Yet the
public playground for children was built only

forty-one years ago. Despite the heroic efforts of
a few people, we managed to accumulate only

these has been completed. It is a $300,000 project
in a riverfront section of New Orleans, constructed

between 1908 and 1946,
thirty-five play
in a city that had grown to some 600,000 persons.
Many of our youngsters literally grew up in the
facilities

They swam

Stall-

ings Fund was its assistance in the financing of
three big gymnasium-youth centers. The first of

first

streets.

and a floodlighted

mainly of war surplus materials and secondhand
from demolished public buildings. Its
arena, seats 5,800 persons. There is a small audi-

bricks taken

in the Mississippi River, in

bish-filled lots, in railroad yards,

torium for plays and free movies. There are also
arts and crafts rooms and a small library. Outside

street corners.

They played in ruband hung around
a sad fact that some of the

there

playgrounds themselves were pretty tough places.
Many parents forbade their children to go near

swimming pool.
The second center is nearing completion. Formerly it was a car barn that had been abandoned.
We used the steel framework and more secondhand bricks from old public buildings to make a
gym of it. The third center is one for Negroes,
similarly being constructed from war surplus and

drainage canals

and the
It is

like.

them.

Then, during the war, physical fitness became a
popular goal. This, plus the accumulated needs of

two

centuries, led to the formation of a citizens

volunteer group called the Junior Sports Association. Its athletic program was the forerunner
of

we

took

office in 1946,

we had

recommendation from the

be-

citizens

committee on parks and playgrounds, the Bureau
of Governmental Research, and the Council of Social Agencies that recreation should be brought
into its own in New Orleans. We made it a fullfledged department, on equal footing with fire, police,

sanitation,

and so on.

We

a floodlighted playground and a i5O-foot

secondhand, city-owned materials.

NORD.

Finally, when
fore us a strong

is

consolidated over-

lapping and duplicating functions. As a lucky
break, we were able to get two top men from the
old Junior Sports group.
Lester Lautenschlaeger, a successful attorney,

At the same time, thirty-three playgrounds
have been floodlighted and a number of completely
new ones built. From thirty-five we have gone up
to ninety-four recreation facilities in about three
years.

NORD

But, while these physical additions to
are important, I believe they rank second to the
value of trained and interested recreation supervisors.

Our

supervisors have built a well-rounded

civic leader, be-

program, something to appeal to every child. In
athletics he has a range of choice from the major
sports to potato racing. In music he can hear a
free symphony or play in a jazz band. In arts and
crafts he can make a monkey on a stick or paint

director at $i per year. Johnny Brechtel,
one of the best high school coaches in the South,

a portrait. In dramatics he can do everything from
a juggling act to a heart-rending oration. And, of

former Tulane football star and

came our
became

his top assistant

and

full-time executive

director. Together, they recruited a top flight staff
through civil service and, with the help of a citi-

zens advisory commission, set out to give

Orleans what

it

had needed

New

for so long.

first, they had to do a lot with a little. One
the
first things was to arrange to have thirtyof

At

five school

the

playgrounds supervised full time during
after school hours the rest of the

summer and

Formerly, these grounds had simply been
locked up. Next, they set about converting aban-

year.

doned public buildings and unused public land.
(See August, 1949 RECREATION Ed.)
NORD then put to use a legacy of some $360,.

ooo. It

was used

to re-equip

all

.

playgrounds with

modern steel paraphernalia. Eighteen playgrounds
were fenced and provided with bleachers. Shelter
houses were built, together with seven swimming
374

course, the girls' program
than that for the boys.

is

as large,

if

not larger,

Teen-agers have their special activities, like
dances and truck rides. AduJts can play ball, swim,
square dance, act or take off excess poundage in

a weight-reducing class. And ... the old folks
have their Golden Age Qub, run by the American

Women's Voluntary

Services at

NORD

centers,

where they can meet people of their own age, forget their elderly dignity, and just have a good time.
At first I thought that chatting might be their most
strenuous recreation

a few of those

that

is,

until I

danced with

ladies.

you that running the program
and special training. Playis far removed today from the
supervision
ground
I

hardly need

tell

requires special skill

early practice that called for little more than a
"sitter." You've got to do more than maintain

RECREATION

order, take attendance,

and keep an eye on the bats

An

unsupervised playground, or a badly
supervised one, can become an incentive not a

and

balls.

to juvenile delinquency.
recreation program is accomplished not in

deterrent

A

City Hall or in committee or any place else except
at the

And

meeting place between supervisor and

it is

up

professional

to

you and

standards

to us to see to

it

child.

that the

such supervision

of

are

maintained and improved with every passing year.
However, let me say this. It is not enough for
to do a good job. This work, which is so dependent on financing, on proper personnel, on freedom of administration, needs continuing public

you

and support. Therefore, you must have
groups backing each playground.
You must enlist the services of the most prominent
and respected people in town. Your program must

A

recreation program is not set up in city hall or
in committee, but face to face with those to be served.

assistance

special parents

be the business of every citizen. For, having been
part of it, he will rise to the defense when the occasion demands.

And

I

daresay each of you has

found that "occasion demands" pretty often.
Further, in encouraging volunteer assistance,
you will find some of the hardest and best workers

you ever saw.

We

have people who work harder
do elsewhere to make

for us for nothing than they
money for themselves.

the

homes

mean

of the people.

that they are powerless

this

does not

that city govern-

ment today must be precisely what it was
grandfathers' time and nothing more.

A

our

in

and swim or
under a tree and breathe fresh air

place to play, a chance to laugh
sit

simply

these are attainable goals for every citizen
lic officials will but recognize their need.

know

of

if

pub-

For

I

no public works investment that pays

greater dividend per dollar than the recreation
facility.

The twelve hour day

NORD

However,

is

behind

us.

Gone

are the

the implications of
were only local, I
would hardly believe them worth your while. But
it should be
plain that every city has the raw ma-

sweatshops, the child labor, the unrelieved household drudgery that in former years made people
old before their time. Gone are the days when

a recreation program that runs the gamut
from swings for babies to dances for old folks.
Every city has a core of conscientious, public-spirited and energetic citizens who have the drive to

pleasure was the sole property of the wealthy. The
task now is not simply to build big cities, but liv-

If

terial for

put over a

And,

NORD type program.

in that connection,

may

bread
I

take this oppor-

tunity to note that city officials over the nation are

indebted to the National Recreation Association
for leadership, information

and inspiration

in plan-

ning and carrying out the high standards which are
essential for a sound recreation program.

The demand for better recreation facilities for
young and old is not a war-born fancy or a temporary whim. It is part of that larger movement
by which the average man is demanding a fuller
share of the good things in
by the rich.

life,

once enjoyed only

In meeting this overwhelming demand for a betlife, cities are rather limited in what they can
do. They don't have the economic
strength to roll

back a depression or put a pay check in every
pocket. Even with government aid, they can only
make a start toward decent housing. They certainly are not equipped to wipe out most of the

NOVEMBER
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can use their

new found

leisure time to

best advantage.

This, then, is a challenge to you. For you represent the recreation leadership of this nation. Fun
is

when

serious business

it

can reduce juvenile

delinquency by twenty-four percent in a single
year, as it has done in New Orleans. Fun is seri-

ous business when

it

can alleviate some of the

ter tensions of our time

bit-

and bring a moment of

happiness and independence to the aged.

Organized, supervised, well-thought-out recreais a permanent function of local government.
must not be made to stand at the end of the line
begging for a handout. It must not be a catch-all

tion
It

ter

things that cause, unhappiness

which men, women and children
whose every hour is no longer occupied in earning
able ones in

and discontent

in

for people unable to handle other city jobs.

It

must not be forgotten and abused. Rather, it must
achieve new dignity and stature and be recognized
as a necessity of modern living. Whether or not
it achieves such stature
depends on you, for in the
mind
there
is
no
doubt that you and your
public
associations are recreation.
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By Tony

Patch, Supervisor of Recreation in Housing Developments, San Francisco

"There Are No Strangers Here"

Those who read the account of recreation in San
Francisco's housing projects in the March, 1946 issue
of RECREATION will be particularly interested in this

report of progress

number

A

made during 1947-48.

growing

of communities with housing developments
many of these problems.

are confronted with

ing here after the war, have returned to their forna; second, veterans who were either

mer homes
tives or

who liked San Francisco so well that they
make it their permanent home, occu-

decided to

We

also found that a
pied the vacated dwellings.
percentage of the immigrants liked San Francisco

so well that they decided to remain.

THE CLOSE

and one

One

reason

San Francisco Recreation De-

for the present stability of tenants is that a comparatively large number are biding their time in

partment's agreement to assume the responsibilities

the low rental units in order to save until they have

San

an opportunity to purchase new homes.
Shortly following the inception of housing developments in San Francisco, a large number of

of 1947, three

A^ following the

of administering the recreation

half years

program

in

Francisco public housing developments, a report,
"There Are No Strangers Here Recreation and

Housing Join Hands," was compiled and submitted to Miss Josephine D. Randall, superintendent
of recreation in San Francisco, to point out progress

made during

that period.

community

rather than

strangers. The accepted policy, that recreation
centers located in housing developments should
serve the entire neighborhood as well as housing
residents,

house men and
city

Although the general total population in public
housing developments remained approximately the
same, we, in recreation, were confronted with the
task of redeveloping and reorganizing our leisuretime activities program to meet changing customs
and attitudes. Customs changed from former patterns of rural background to those of an urban nature. Attitudes changed when the people felt themselves to be a part of the

dormitories was constructed adjacent to the large
San Francisco Naval Repair Yard, in order to

remained about the same.

from

all

women who were

brought into the

sections of the country to

Navy Yard and

other

war

industry.

work

in the

Postwar plan-

ning eliminates these dormitories in order to redevelop them into family units. Because of this
reconversion, it was necessary for us to redevelop
and reorganize our entire recreation activities program in this area, to meet the needs of small children and entire families.

During these changes, the

interracial situation

remained approximately the same. No serious
problems were confronted because, as soon as the
various groups were oriented, they were immediately integrated into the program.

Our

directors

were extremely understanding and always on the
alert to maintain an active interest in the current

Currently, the population in housing developis considered permanent. This is acknowl-

program. As soon as lack of interest was detected,

two reasons first, the immigrant tenants
edged
who moved to San Francisco because of war industry and who did not have any intention of remain-

were changed.
Postwar conditions also eliminated the need for
around-the-clock working shifts at the Navy Yard.

ments

for

376
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activities
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As a

result, the

time needed to service the leisure-

time interests of our people shortened. However,
our recreation units still remain open twelve hours

some

sible

was done

to assist

ough piece

of

our personnel in expanding
to perform a more thor-

and ability
work.

their vocations

With

instances,

the development of the community center
a
need
was felt for attention to individuals,
idea,

1942-45 to be a temporary
situation in public housing, later developed to be
a semi-permanent one. The Public Housing Au-

for skill in personal counselling. This need was
met in the group conferences and individual as-

thority had constructed temporary units by the
thousands, but postwar planning included the tear-

Several directors sought out skilled volunteers
in the various dwellings to assist them in their

ing down of these buildings. However, because
veterans and others desired to make San Francisco

consistency of these
volunteers reached beyond expectations. In some
instances, an in-service training course has been

a day, six days a week, and, in

seven days.

What appeared from

permanent home, the housing shortage remained critical. Therefore, the temporary units
were made to do double duty, and plans for the
construction of permanent units were delayed. In
their

sistance to the directors

program.

by the supervisors.

The response and

offered prospective volunteer leaders by our direc-

Results have been extremely encouraging
and volunteer leadership has become much more
tors.

housing, and low income families were admitted

more stable population.
In order to appraise our staff, we distribute
questionnaires periodically. Personal interviews

to

are also conducted regularly to detect weaknesses,

order to ease the situation after original eligibles
vacated, only veterans were eligible for temporary

permanent dwellings.

The sudden change and
gram placed a stress upon
ment

the redeveloped prothe recreation depart-

and trained personnel.
Original postwar personnel requirements were quite
rigid and eliminated all prospects except those who
for better qualified

possible with a

and we attempt every phase

of personal instruc-

tion for the betterment of everyone concerned.
Following several months of surveys, group

meetings, conferences, and staff meetings, with
adults in attendance, our directors were able to de-

possessed a college degree with a major in one of
four fields social service, child psychology, physical education, or recreation. These standards pre-

velop a wide variety of activity programs which
highlighted family and adult participation. The

sented numerous difficulties because people who
had the required qualifications could obtain positions in other fields at higher salaries. As a result,

tion has given us valuable assistance in adminis-

:

further examinations were held with less rigid requirements until finally we were able to obtain a
sufficient

number

of qualified leaders.

As a

trating well-organized adult activities.

Under our sponsorship and organization, the
Adult Education Division assigns well-qualified
and experienced specialists to conduct the classes,

when people are able to attend. Classes
include sewing, tailoring, ceramics, painting, model
building, dollmaking, fashion shows, all kinds of

at times

of our directors assigned to housing on
a temporary basis were able to qualify for these

Many

examinations.

Adult Education Division of the Board of Educa-

result of their education

and

and crafts including paper, fabric, wood,
and metal work, and other activities requested by the people and attended by at least
arts

experience in the field, they were high enough on
this list to be certified on a permanent basis. This

leather

eased our position greatly as these workers, and
the job they had done, blended well with the new
work being undertaken with the new people. Their

fifteen adults.

experience for this

new venture was

invaluable.

Our

in-service training pattern was enlarged to
develop specialists into workers capable of conducting community center programs for all age

groups and

to include all types of activities.

ods used were:
struction

staff conferences,

Meth-

individual in-

supervisors, classes

by
by qualified instructors. In staff conferences, specialists helped to
educate their fellow-workers in different fields of
activity for all-around ability.

included

The

special classes

types of athletics, small children's activities, dancing, arts and crafts, puppetry,
first aid, all

dramatics, and stage productions. Everything pos-
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A

popular activity which brings out large numis square and folk dancing. This is

bers of adults

so popular that our directors conduct regular family night sessions for entire family groups.
One of the most outstanding contributions to all-

around participation by the youth in housing developments was the organization of the Athletic
Committee, whose responsibility it is to organize
a year-round, inter-center sports and activities
calendar in which all units participate. Each activity is

planned to take place immediately prior to

the city-wide sports calendar, in which all units in
San Francisco, including housing, take part.

We

have discovered that when our youth comhousing tournament which is, in itself,

plete their

377

an in-service training program, they are much
more qualified and possess a great deal more confidence to compete against others who have had
years more practical experience in the

field.

Music

Group singing toy symphony.
;

Singing games; co-recreational folk

Dancing
dancing

It is

;

little folks'

Handcrafts

rhythmics.

Numerous phases

of handcrafts.

youth in housing, because of
inexperience and cultural back-

Swimming Arranged as special activity trips
to Crystal Plunge or Mission Pool.

do not have the knowledge or confidence necessary,
and they become quickly discouraged in actual

playground trips or picnics quarterly boxing tournaments; semi-monthly invitation tournaments
which include housing champions competing

an accepted

fact that

their

previous
ground, have not had the opportunity to enjoy
participation in these activities. As a result, they

However, thanks

competition.

number

tournaments, the

group

city

to these housing

of final individual

and

champions has established an envious

record for the housing units.

Another outstanding program feature

summer

is

our

vacation set-up, with directors participat-

and organization. The purpose
to conduct activity away from
program
the regular routine center activity, on a specified
day of the week. All children who wish to participate meet at their centers at a designated time
ing in the planning

of this

is

with proper accessories, including carfare, lunches
and spending money. Special chartered motor

owned and operated pick up
the children, transport them to the place of intercenter activity, and return them to their individual
units at the end of the day. A great many of them
have seldom had opportunities to see much of San
buses

municipally

Francisco, so excursions are planned to enable
to visit various places of interest.

them

Directors are appointed as chairmen and committee members and a different group works on

each of the ten weekly excursions. The program
develops a keen competitive spirit as each com-

Special Activities

Hikes or away-from-the;

and other agency champions;
motion picture shows regularly scheduled; social
activities such as teen-age dances, adult dances,
against boys' clubs

card parties, community singing ; club dinners and
luncheons, weddings, showers, birthday parties,
mothers' teas and the like.

Our activities' guide is very much in use. Many
new items have been included and are proving invaluable to our

corrected.

There were some weaknesses
numerous meetings these were

staff.

at first, but after

At present

the guide

is

used almost

daily.

Directors are offered every possible assistance
may do a better job wherever required

so that they
to

meet changing conditions and

situations.

The

director has

Each

three most im-

many objectives.
portant, as discovered from experience, are: to
break down community barriers which tend to rise
between public housing individuals and private
home owners; to develop interesting activity pro-

grams for regular family participation to. develop
a more personal approach to accomplish the task
of integrating all peoples of the project and sur;

mittee group attempts to outdo the others. As a
result, the children reap the benefits and their re-

rounding community into the center's program.
With a mutual purpose in mind to prepare ourselves to do a better job, and with the knowledge

actions indicate that they appreciate the untiring
efforts of their leaders.

that

In addition, many other outstanding activities
and events are held regularly for children and
adults. For example, the following presents the

and

normal

activities

program conducted

ing recreation unit

in each hous-

we can

all benefit in

experience, each director

one way or another by
is

requested to send in

regular reports, evaluating program, experience
This procedure has proved excontacts.

tremely beneficial.

A harmonious working relationship between the
housing and recreation groups -has resulted from

:

Low

boys
organization games
for
girls, with special emphasis on activities
children from six to twelve years of age lead-up

frequent conferences and meetings. The recreation agency has been consulted and invited to participate in most meetings during which recreation

games which afford preliminary training in all
major sports boys' and girls' athletic clubs boys'
and girls' athletic teams in all sports; boys' and

have been involved and we have also invited housing groups to participate whenever their
problems are discussed. Few hard and fast rules

co-recreational athletic

have been applied by either agency. Whenever it
is necessary to invoke rules, regulations, policies

Athletics

for

and

;

;

;

girls'

gymnasium

activities

;

policies

activities; intra-playground and inter-playground
competitive activities and play days.

or procedures, directives are sent out and neces-

Storytelling; drama groups; pupconstruction and presentation of pup-

sary changes result in mutual understanding.
When the housing authority first requested the

Dramatics
pet groups

pet plays.
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recreation department to

assume the

responsibil-

RECREATION

ities

of administering the recreation

there

were

program in
no written

developments,
agreements. It was merely a general agreement,
with the housing agency furnishing the physical
During the
facilities, maintenance and upkeep.

housing

war, the Federal Government furnished recreation
materials and supplies for temporary units, but the
recreation department has always furnished recreation materials and supplies for the permanent
projects.

After

the

Government no

Federal

war, the

longer allocated money for the purchase of recreation supplies and, as a result, the recreation de-

partment was forced to assume

this responsibility,

program in
all housing units. Because of the terrific wear and
tear given our units, many repairs had to be made
to the hurriedly constructed buildings. They were
made as quickly as possible but, in some cases, we
were forced to wait some time before vital mate-

too, in order to continue the activities

rials

could be obtained.

Drama

During the postwar transition period, many
changes occurred in the Public Housing Adminis-

and the difficulties in having two agencies
combined in one operation became more acute.
One point upon which agreement was difficult was

tration,

is a popular recreation activity in San FranAbove, children delight in Christmas pageant.

same

in the

light.

Directors and managers alike

inform each other of any and all changes that
affect the program in any manner.

may

re-

During the past two years, the San Francisco

quired by our department to carry on a healthful
recreation program. The service that was being
rendered by the housing authority was not suffi-

Recreation Department and the Public Housing
Authority have taken long strides in the integration of tenant activities conducted in housing de-

was mu-

velopments with those conducted in the adjoining

the necessary

cient to

amount

cisco.

of

meet our needs.

janitorial

Therefore,

services

it

tually agreed that the recreation department should
have full control of, and responsibility for, the
janitorial services.

We

janitorial positions

in

have requested the new

our 1949-50 budget, and

await the approval of proper authorities.
Possibly among the most outstanding achievements of the housing authority, relative to the administration work, are the regular monthly manager-director meetings attended by the manager,

supervisor of community services for
and
the supervisor of recreation. When
housing,
these meetings were first held, they resembled
director,

Directors complained about
"gripe sessions."
maintenance and janitorial services, while managers complained about physical damage, vandalism

and inadequate supervision.

As

a result of regular meetings, however, and

the definite knowledge that recreation and housing
need each other to satisfy the needs of the people,

a closer, more harmonious atmosphere has replaced the original sessions. Meetings are now

conducted informally and few,

if

any, derogatory
Criticism is

issues or requests are encountered.

expressed in a constructive manner and

NOVEMBER
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is

accepted

neighborhood and the community.

Opportunities

for tenants to participate in, and benefit from, the
recreation services provided in the immediate locality

have been secured.

During 1947 and 1948 we have administered
leisure-time activities to over one million people of
In the immediate future, a proall age groups.

elimination of temporary
dwellings and an increase of permanent dwellings
One feature
is planned by the housing authority.

gram

for the gradual

permanent buildings will, no doubt, be the
down and rebuilding of slum areas.
A highly desirable aim of the San Francisco
Recreation Department and the Board of Education is to build schools and community centers
of the

tearing

where the entire community, including residents of
public housing, can take part and be integrated
into a sole project of education and leisure-time
participation. This plan would
effect on a closer relationship

the housing

have a tremendous
between people

in

developments and the community.

Any and

all future planning by public agencies
should include entire community participation, re-

gardless of physical make-up.
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1

THE ROLE

OF THE

IK

A DETAILED REPORT

has been drawn up by the

-^*-

Federal Inter- Agency Committee on Recreation for the purpose of presenting a summary of
the historical development of the recreation services and facilities of the Federal Government and
to describe the present public recreation programs
of the Federal Government, by agencies, including
legal authorizations, nature and scope of present

activities,

and

Plum

many among

us

who

1

im'i!i;.mii\

behind the recreation program of the FedGovernment and, at the same time, to conserve the best of what has been built up and established by each agency over a long period of years.
This coordination of experience and effort has
augered well for recreation in the nation, and has
effort

eral

made

possible greater services in this field.
Believing that recreation is a basic human need

modern

in

federal-state relationships.

Unfortunately, there are

CmtllllT

FEIIEII.IL

that

it

is

along with health and education,
important to the physical and mental
life,

through federal agencies
our
long established,
government has been doing

health of the individual and, therefore, a social and
civic necessity, the committee sees federal recrea-

much

for recreation in this country through the
years. An over-all picture of the extent of these
services seldom has been presented to our citizens,

tion functions as dividing themselves into two different types of activities: i) those related to the
operation of federally-owned properties, such as

with the result that Joe Doaks, the average layman, has but a fragmentary concept of the work

parks, forests, wildlife preserves, hospitals, military establishments, reservoir areas, housing projects, and the like ; and 2) those with advisory serv-

still

do not

realize that,

being carried on under federal auspices.

Nor does

he realize that these agencies

Department of the
Department of the InArm)*, Corps
Park
and Fish and WildNational
Service
terior,
life Service; Department of Agriculture, Extension Service and Forest Service Federal Security
Agency, Office of Education and Children's Bureau Housing and Home Finance Agency, Public
of Engineers

;

;

;

Housing Administration cooperate through the
Federal Inter- Agency Committee on Recreation.
This committee, under the sponsorship of the
Honorable J. A. Krug, Secretary of the Interior,
was organized in 1946 in order to put a united

380

ices in

connection with the promotion, planning

and operation of state and
and recreation programs.

local

community park

In the June, 1949, report the committee states
study of the current operations of the federal
:

"A

in connection with type two (above)
shows that the functions cover
"A. Planning for recreation in cooperation with
other Federal Government and quasi-governmental agencies and with national or-

agencies

ganizations.

"B. Consultative

services

to

the

states,

and

RECREATION

subdivisions through the states,

their

and
"C.

collection

and dissemination

of

data

and information necessary for carrying out
the above functions.
"It

apparent that these functions denote a

is

respect for the authority
states.

The Public Health

Service furnishes information on sanitary problems relating to construction and operation of park
recreation developments, such as

services.

The

Federal Security Agency

on

the problems of planning, development, and
operation of park and recreation programs

and prerogatives

The methods used

in

of the

performing these

functions reflect a constant effort to stimulate full
application of the resources of the state governments and to strengthen the services of the state

agencies in relation to park and recreation devel-

opment."
Recreation

is one of the fundamental individual
and community needs of our people, and government at all levels is providing facilities and serv-

ices at a rapidly
increasing rate. The Congress of
the United States has supported the recreation activities of federal

agencies through enabling legislation and appropriations. Public opinion not only

supports existing federal activities in the recreation
but is urging even greater service.

field,

camps and beaches.
Federal Works Agency

swimming

The

pools,

Public Roads

Administration cooperates with the National Park
Service and the Forest Service in constructing
roads in areas under the jurisdiction of these servAs a considerable part of the national use of

ices.

public roads is estimated to be for recreation
purposes,' the total program of this agency has an
all

important bearing on the recreation of the people.

The Bureau

Community Facilities adminisand aids made in connection
and war program for recreation

of

ters federal grants

with the defense
facilities

and services

to local communities.

Department of Agriculture

The

It also

and Fed-

disposes of recreation properties to local
eral Governmental Agencies.

Soil

Con-

servation Service has set aside and developed recreation areas in connection with its land utilization
projects.

Tennessee Valley Authority

Corps
and Wildlife Service, Forest Service, Extension

assists state and
governments within its area of operation to
plan and organize their recreation services. It has

In addition to the recreation activities of the
of Engineers, National

Park Service, Fish

local

number

of demonstration parks,
state or

Service, Office of Education, Children's Bureau,

also developed a

and Public Housing Administration, the programs

most of which have been transferred to

number of other agencies contribute to the
recreation resources of the country. Among them
are the following

local agencies for administration.

of a

:

Department of the Interior

The Bureau

The

report goes on to say

:

"The Federal Inter-Agency Committee on Rec-

of

reation serves as a clearing house for the exchange

Reclamation, through the National Park Service

of information on policies, plans, methods, experiences and procedures among the agencies considers all current agency problems and projects presented to it and recommends basic principles which

acting as

agent, plans for the protection and
utilization of the recreation resources of reclamaits

tion projects,

recreation

and proposes

to develop appropriate

facilities.

The Bureau

of Indian Affairs provides limited
recreation opportunities for the public on Indian
lands, as well as facilities

Indians themselves.

and programs for the
of Land Manage-

The Bureau

ment makes

available the use of the public lands
for essentially all forms of recreation. The Bureau
also has authority to sell, lease or exchange to
the states and their political subdivisions unre-

served non-mineral lands which have been classified as chiefly valuable for recreation
purposes.

The National
Commission was

Capital

Park and Planning

created to plan and acquire an

adequate system of parks, parkways and playgrounds, to preserve the forest and natural scenery in and about the National Capital, and to prepare a coordinated city and regional plan for the
District of

Columbia and environs.
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;

might well be followed in these and similar projects and problems and endeavors to facilitate the
provision of information about the recreation activities of federal agencies. The committee seeks
;

to clarify the

proper responsibilities of the Federal

Government

in

the recreation

field,

to

discover

and, insofar as possible, to fill existing gaps in
federal recreation programs and services, with spe-

and consideration of the needs of
and rural areas, minority
groups, young people, older adults, and women
and girls.
cial

attention

small

communities

"The member agencies

of the

committee coop-

erate in stimulating and assisting state agencies in
the development of needed recreation facilities and
services, in accordance with cooperative plans developed by the committee, so far as resources make
this possible."
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a non-profit basis, keeping the affair strictly cooperative; present as large a production as possible

with the

least

expense

;

make

the basic theme

and plans follow the Yuletide

spirit of giving;
secure the backing of 4ocal merchants from whom
materials would be purchased; broadcast as much

THE

of the pageant as possible. Sub-committees were
then appointed to achieve these ends, leading to
the goal of presenting a pageant to all, free of

any admission charge.
Service clubs were called upon for assistance
and the Lions Club led off with an initial donation
of $300.

The Junior Chamber

of

Commerce

fol-

lowed with $100, and so on, until approximately
$800 was subscribed.
The use of the Civic Auditorium for rehearsals
and the performance was donated by the city, as
was the use of trucks and labor for transportation
of scenery and the like. Permission to use the
Administration

Building

County Fair
was granted by
Sets and sketches

the

at

Grounds

to construct this scenery

the Fair

Board

of Directors.

took form according to original plans of students
of the High School Art Club, under the temporary
supervision of a former advertising and commercial artist.

Gene Rotsch and

The

John

C. Lilly

Their work and time were invaluable

to the success of the pageant.

services of all workers, including the stage-

hands and professional union members of the
Stockton Community Band, were donated. Amateur members of the band also played for free
and the "Troubadors," a high school chorus, and
students of various private dancing schools appeared on the program.

A
STOCKTON, California, Recreation Depart-

ment takes

seriously the adage, "It's better to
than
receive."
to
give
Having a limited amount of
funds and a strong desire to stage a Christmas

finance committee

was

set up,

with the ac-

count in the hands of the city auditor. As bills
were approved by the committee, warrants were

pageant last year, it accomplished this objective
with an outlay of less than $900, thanks to splen-

drawn and merchants paid by city checks. Thus,
every cent was accounted for and the total resume
of costs was later published in the local newspaper.
Local merchants also went "all out" for the proj-

did community cooperation.

ect

The

step was to form a central committee
of
comprised
key members of several service, civic,
and fraternal organizations. This committee then
first

proceeded with

its

plans to

meet with

all

service

and explain the basic idea of the pageant;
seek sanction of the idea from the Ministerial
Association secure services of all participants on

by extending early credit to the pageant or-

ganization. In

many

cases, they even sold products

at wholesale prices.

As

to publicity,

two

local radio stations, as well

as the college

FM

Mr. Rotsch

musical director and Mr. Lilly

station, carried all releases sent

clubs

;
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the

superintendent of recreation in Stockton, California.
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A

Christmas pageant that was a community project

to

them. Pre-event interviews of

many

persons

participating were aired as well as "spot" announcements and a full one-hour broadcast of the

pageant production. The Stockton Record, an

eve-

Claus helper in elf's attire was busily dusting off
The
eight-foot animal props and toy soldiers.

band broke into Victor Herbert's "March of the
Toys." With that, the elf, who had started to wind

ning newspaper, cooperated in printing periodic

up the toy

and pictures of pageant preparations.
Theaters loaned flats and other stage settings.
Fireproofing of trees and sets was accomplished
at cost. Camp Fire Girls in uniform served as
usherettes and program distributors. The admission fee to the pageant was canned food, to be

jorettes),

news

stories

soldiers

suddenly

the

mastill

the toy soldiers came to
awakened the sleeping child who

asleep in her crib.
life,

(recreation department
noticed the youngster

elf

As

jumped from her

crib, joining in a baton twirling
routine with the soldiers. Two dances, one by a

dancing

and the other by an animated

doll,

ball-

for distribution to the

room dancing team representing the parents in her
dream, were woven into the script. The scene was
finished when the child went back to sleep in her

hundred cases

crib

delivered by the Junior Chamber of Commerce to
the Salvation Army and the Catholic Aid Society,
of

needy families. In all, one
canned food were contributed by

the enthusiastic theatre-goers.

The pageant itself was divided into four scenes,
a running dialogue or commentary being delivered
over a public address system and the radio. The
only scene that included speaking from the stage
was the Christmas Tree scene.

The

following

scenes

were featured

in

the

and the toys returned !to their original shelves.
Appropriate background music was played by
the fifty-piece community band. The backdrop for
this part of the pageant was one of the most
difficult to construct.

huge, cherry-topped

It

ice

was very effective, with
cream mountains and a

toy train rounding one. The traditional candy
canes, building blocks and the like were also

Christmas pageant
Scene i. "Winter Wonderland" A ballet of
the great outdoors in midwinter,
depicting a peas-

included.

ant group in their preparations for Christmas. The
gathering of holly, the Yule log, children at play,

standing one because of its religious significance.
chorus and the band were used alternately to

:

"Old

Man

Winter," the Christmas worship before
outdoor shrine, were depicted in dance.

an

Choreography was

set to

Tschaikowsky's "Petite

The

lighting was pale cold blue to enhance
the setting of gnarled tree trunks and
falling snow

Suite."

flakes.

Scene

"The Christmas Tree"

2.

participation scene in

audience

which Santa Claus spon-

taneously interviewed children of
stage were

An

many

races.

On

two huge windows, forming the back-

A

drop, and a twenty-foot Christmas tree.
gift
package, four feet square, was located near the

out of which popped "Jack-in-the-Box" to do
Six children interviewed were presented with merchandise orders donated by various
tree,

a toe dance.

The unrehearsed

merchants.
scene gave

Scene

3.

it

informality of the

charm and added to its success.
"Toyland" A dream sequence idea
girl being led across the stage and

with a tiny
tucked in for the night by her mother. From a
black house, while dream music was played, the
curtain slowly arose on the toyland

NOVEMBER
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set.

A

Santa

Scene
scene.

4.

An

"The Nativity" The final and serious
attempt was made to make this the out-

A

depict the "Christmas Story."

The

Mary and Christ Child
The chorus was
stage.

scene of the Mother

was depicted on right
placed behind a gauze curtain on left stage representing a choir of angels. The solemn grandeur
of the scene was strengthened by an indirect lighting effect flooding the chorus from below as their
voices came through. The actual scenery was quite

simple and was placed before a black backdrop
with the North Star gleaming over the entire proceedings.

The

story of the birth of Christ

was

quoted from the Bible by a hidden narrator.

At the end of the pageant, free bags of candy
were presented to all the children as they left the
auditorium. The 200 members who comprised the
cast, band, and chorus were elated to have been a
part of the presentation and were given refreshments after the program was over. The 4,000
people who attended the performance left the
auditorium in a happy mood with a feeling of the
true significance of Christmas.
a real success

Our pageant was

!
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Two

of the elves in Santa's workshop fascinated the
children by making tors, operating mechanical ones.

XTA CLAUS
two weeks

is

at

coming to Torrington to spend
the Alvord Playground, which

has been transformed into a Santa

Qaus Christmas

Village."

This announcement, broadcast via Torrington,
Connecticut's press and radio early in December,
last year, precipitated a flood of enthusiastic re-

and expectant children. They reluctantly allowed him to proceed to his home in the Village,
to put his workshop in order; and no children
were permitted inside until the day after Santa's
Recreation department employees had
arrival.
done a magnificent job of transforming the rustic
ful

sponse from the

playground designed especially for subteen-agers into a replica of Santa's North Pole

tion,

abode.

ever conducted in this

Nick received guests while seated on an
elaborate throne, which was covered with a large

city's juvenile and adult populaand set the stage for what has been termed
the most successful community recreation project
city.

ages anxiously awaited St. Nick's
arrival and, two weeks before Christmas, he landed
in a helicopter at Torrington's largest park. Thou-

People of

all

sands turned out to give him a rousing welcome,
and the mayor was on hand officially to greet Santa
and two of his toymakers, "Tippy" and "Skippy,"
who also made the trip from the North Pole to
assist him at the temporary toy shop that had

been set up in the Village.
Santa and his elves rode on a

fire

truck from

the park to Christmas Village, escorted by the
city's police and fire chiefs and hundreds of hope-

384

shelter in a

St.

deerskin rug.

The

fireplace in the center of the

room was

A

large Christmas
blazing at all times.
tree, beautifully decorated and nearly hidden by
an enormous pile of toys, stood in one corner. The

Nativity scene occupied another corner

displayed

on a low platform so that smaller children could
view it without difficulty. Walls and ceilings were
covered with toys, stuffed animals and birds of all
kinds, also arranged so that the kiddies could see
each one ; so that Santa, if a tot expressed a desire
for a certain article, could cheerfully instruct him
to "pick

it

off the wall."

RECREATION

all

Practically

of the gifts

were contributed by

orders for Christmas

gifts.

Torrington people and businesses during "Toy
Shower Day," staged the day before Santa's ar-

every child in Torrington visited
Santa at Christmas Village, and scores of young-

with the Torrington Broad-

from surrounding communities were among
Each received a gift, a warm handclasp and a hearty greeting from him and, when
time allowed, many carried on happy conversations
while seated on his knee.

rival in cooperation

(WTOR)

and the Torrington
Register. This gave parents and others an opportunity to help in the program, and the response
was almost unbelievable. Over 7,000 toys were
casting

Company

deposited at three collection depots established at
a firehouse, WTOR, and the recreation depart-

ment's headquarters.

Scores of citizens also contributed money, with

which more toys were purchased

at local stores.

Practically

sters

his guests.

Santa

the Village the afternoon before
again riding on a fire truck from the
Village to the park, escorted by a long parade of
youngsters. He departed for the northland in
left

Christmas

same helicopter

that brought him to the city.
he promised the children of Torrington that he would return next year, and that his

the

Many storekeepers shipped large quantities of toys
to the Village, especially during the final days of

Before he

program when they were clearing
rooms of stock.

elves

left,

and

would return with him.
left many happy memories behind him.
His visit was pleasant for old and young alike, and

talked with Santa in his parlor; overjoyed when
they walked into his workshop where the elves

the success of the project firmly established it as
a "must" on the recreation department's program

the

Children were thrilled

dressed to

the part

fit

when they

presided.

It

their store-

Santa

visited

was

difficult

of Christmas events in future years.

keep the youngsters from spending long, long
hours there. The toymakers kept them happy by

The project was officially sponsored by the city
recreation department and
but the mush-

descriptions and keeping the
electric trains, trucks and other toys in operation

rooming enthusiasm turned

to

making toys

of

many

at all times.

The
local

was better than that in any
and many parents had to
store,
department
display of toys

make hurried

trips to the

shopping

district after

visiting the workshop and hearing their children
plead "Mommie, that's the kind I want." Many
:

of the toys, especially the larger ones, were loaned
to the recreation department for use at the workshop for the duration of the Village program by

merchants who had sold them with Christmas Eve

The

Village was open each afternoon and evening for two weeks before Christmas, and long
lines of children and their parents formed there

WTOR

during every open period.
presented a
broadcast from the Village each afternoon, featuring the reading of letters to Santa Claus. Prizes

were awarded

to the writers of the best letters.

The

post office department cooperated by installing a special mail box at the Village, in which the
lollipop brigade could deposit their letters to Santa.

Nick received innumerable

invitations

to

various public and private Christmas parties, but
his duties at the Village forced him to decline all
outside engagements. That is, all but one. He did
pay a visit to the Torrington Hospital, where he
distributed gifts and good cheer in the children's

ward.

dren

Also, one morning was set aside for chil-

who were

at the Village,

NOVEMBER

practically every adult
of Torrington into a sponsor. They all pitched in
to do their part, and the success of their efforts

was attested by the wonderful commendations that
came from everyone who visited the Village. The
general attitude was well-expressed in the following editorial from the Torrington Register:

"Seldom does any public project, no matter how
worthy and how desirable, succeed in meeting with
the approval of everybody.

However, Torrington's

Christmas Village seems to have been an exception to the rule. It has delighted visitors of all
ages, brought joy to the hearts of thousands of

delivery dates.

St.

WTOR,

ill

at

home

to telephone to Santa

exchange greetings, and leave their
1949

children and intensified the Christmas spirit of
charitableness and of giving, as no other single

undertaking could have done.

.

.

."

THE 1949 CONGRESS

This year's Congress message: that planned, well-directed, wellthought-out recreation is a permanent function of local government.

Orleans and,
as the South-

country and bound in voluminous Congress Scrapbooks. At the Bureau, appointments were made
for conferences with the various consultants on

ern weather which greeted delegates to the 3ist
National Recreation Congress. Although Septem-

recreation problems, orders for materials. The
Congress offices and press room were also located

ber is a warm month in Louisiana, the sun came
out with unusual splendor in honor of the occasion,
causing a quick doffing of coats and suits in favor

in this area.

''southern hospitality*' proved to be

no myth this September
EGEXDARY

in

in reality, turned out to be as

New

warm

of the lightest possible clothing. Northern delegates, unaccustomed to tropical temperatures, good

naturedly took the adjustment in their stride and
shortly had completely forgotten any discomfort
in

their

attention

to

more

interesting

and im-

portant matters.

As

usual,

opening day was a gala occasion,

meeting rooms, consultation bureau, assembly hall.
The Congress was held in the large Municipal

Auditorium this year. Exhibitors' attractive displays were set up immediately inside the entrance
used by all, and flanked the line of march to
meeting rooms.
At the National Recreation Association Consultation Bureau, a wide selection of
printed

NRA

was displayed for the convenience of
delegates, and orders taken; also included was a
display of recreation materials collected from communities and other agencies throughout the
386

community

facility

Planned arena

indeed

is

worthy

style, the great hall

is

note.

of

divided mid-

and scenery \vhich, when the backform two auditoriums with the
drop
With removable stage and
back
to
back.
stages
seats cleared away, the hall once again becomes an

way by

stage

is in place,

resounding to the greeting of old friends, the hubbub of registration, location of exhibitors' booths,

materials

In the evening, the front doors on the other side
were thrown wide to admit visitors directly into
the large and comfortable concert hall, where the
specially planned evening sessions were held. This

imposing arena. The stage is adjustable, becoming
a mere platform, a stage with a sunken orchestra
pit,

or a ballroom floor as occasion demands.

All

three adjustments were used during the Congress,
and delegates soon learned that there was no ex-

which the
partment and local
tent to

New

Orleans Recreation De-

citizens

would not go

to

make

the Congress as enjoyable as possible.
From the opening session to the final resolution
of thanks,

drawn up by a representative committee
and presented by Mrs. Frank Stock-

of delegates

ton, secretary of the

Commission, a

Lawrence, Kansas, Recreation

spirit of

cooperation and of hospi-

RECREATION

pervaded

tality

all

activities.

Congress

The

local

junior league and the A.W.V.S. enthusiastically
supported it by serving as receptionists and ushers
at general sessions.

The

fine

fellowship,

good

spirit

and smooth

operation of the many-sided Congress, according
to Thomas E. Rivers, Secretary of the National

Recreation Congress Committee, was the result of
the very generous and active cooperation of the
large

number

of

committees and volunteers

who

helped in planning and carrying through the big
meeting.

From

the testimony of leaders from many Southern communities, the indications are that the rec-

movement

reation

advanced in the
Orleans meeting.

will be greatly

South because of the

New

Several evening general sessions this year were
chaired by Otto T. Mallery, member of the Board
of Directors of the National Recreation Associa-

loved and recently retired president
of the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Recreation Astion, greatly

and one by charming Mrs. Stuart L.
Anderson, president of the Recreation Commission, Long Beach, California. Singing was led in
sociation,

by Larry Eisenberg, recreation staff
Youth Department, General Board
of Education of the Methodist Church, Nashville,
Tennessee. Music was supplied by members of the
lively fashion

NORD

of the

band.

Speakers at the sessions represented an interesting variety of backgrounds and, therefore,
various points of view, in their thought-provoking
addresses. The first evening was highlighted by

a

warm welcome and

ward-looking mayor

of

talk

by the young and

New

Orleans

able deLesseps S. Morrison
tion as a Community Must."

the

for-

Honor-

on "Good Recrea-

He

also officially

demand

for better recrea-

young and old is part of a larger
movement by which the average man is demanding
a fuller share of the good things in life, once enjoyed only by the rich.
"I know of no public works investment that pays
greater dividends per dollar than the recreation
facility," he said. (See page 373 for Mayor Morrison's complete address.

Ed.)

Thomas

E. Rivers told the delegates that the
South, with its "unparallelled industrial and eco-

nomic expansion," now had a golden opportunity
to see that its cities set aside recreation space and
facilities

in the early stages of their expansion.

"The time for building recreation facilities is
when the community is growing, not afterward,"
he

Addresses at Evening Sessions

member

stated that the present
tion facilities for

said.

costly

Once

"This lesson has been learned the hard,

way

in

many

industrial cities in the East.

and houses have been constructed,
it is difficult and
costly to obtain large land areas
for play facilities." Failure to do these
things, he
warned the South, might result in juvenile delinquency, worker restlessness and social tension.
factories

Another high point of that first evening was
the never-to-be-forgotten performance of Hugh
Comer, president of the Avondale Mills of Sylacauga, Alabama. Avondale Mills, by the way, has
been awarded the Certificate of Merit of the Ala-

bama Department of Industrial Relations. Mr.
Comer interspersed his excellent address with a
surprise attack of wit and humor that sent his
appreciative audience into gales of laughter.

In

covering his topic, "Recreation and Community
Development," he stressed the fact that industries,
as well as

community governments, have a

definite

responsibility in helping to develop better citizens
strong bodies and healthy minds for the better-

ment

of society.

welcomed the traveling theatre of Denver, Colorado, which was driven all the way from Denver
and set up on the lawn of the auditorium for the

is an essential part of life," he
"and therefore must be a matter of public
concern. Nobody is taking a greater lead in the

purpose of giving performances nightly. (Amateur

field

performers, ranging in ages from four to eightysix, recently appeared on the show wagon before

an audience

of 25,000 in Denver, according to Earl
Schlupp, Denver's recreation director.) The show
wagon of Denver is similar to that used by NORD,

which also became very familiar to delegates.

Mayor Morrison, a highly decorated veteran,
many advantages of recreation dur-

learned of the

ing his service in the European theatre of war,
to his community an active concern for recreation which is responsible for the

and brought back

present rapid advance of the constructive program
of the New Orleans Recreation Department. He
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"Recreation

said,

than industry." He explained the industrial
relationships of Avondale Mills which resulted in
the winning of the award. These could well be

used as a pattern by other industries the country
over.

During following general session meetings other
significant contributions included warm and deby Dorothy Enderis, recently
Emeritus of the Department of
Municipal Recreation and Adult Education, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, about her years of recreation
work in Milwaukee, under the title, "Human
Problems Faced in Recreation Centers." She
lightful reminiscing

retired Director

voiced a plea to light the nation's schoolhouses
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AT THE
31st NATIONAL

"Maskers dances," part of the Mardi Gras
preceded general dancing.

bail tradition,

Center: Walter Scott, Mrs. Stuart Anderson,

Right: Scene from "Bits from Hits,** special
production staged by 1VORD opera group.

ION CONGRESS
LA.

Congress guests are watching square dancing after having breakfast under the oaks.

Mrs. Scott, Alan Burritt at dinner.

A gay and amusing revue is presented
by young folks via NORD's own show wagon.
Left:

at night and "make them full-time centers of adult
as well as children's activity." She pointed out
that, in

Milwaukee,

forty-five social centers,

most

them

in school buildings, are bringing neighbors
together and keeping children off the streets. In

of

comparison, she quoted a 1912 local survey listing
842 pool tables in disreputable saloons and hangouts and showing that, on any given Saturday
night, fourteen percent of the teen-age population

was present

at a

shabby commercial dance

hall.

no longer promoted on a basis
of sentiment alone," she said. "It is a sound community investment on a par with schools, fire
protection and other standard services. We evalu"Recreation

is

ate recreation not simply as a deterrent of juvenile
delinquency, but as a contribution to life enrich-

ment, physical fitness and mental health."
Dr. John D. Williams, Chancellor of the Univerthat because
sity of Mississippi, told delegates
recreation

is

constitutes

it

"essentially democratic" in function
one of the most effective means

whereby people can come to a friendly understanding of each other and discover the meaning of
freedom through cooperation. His chosen topic
was "Recreation and Abundant Living."
"Recreation fosters group loyalty and group
consciousness," he said. "Such a force, which
.

makes

for

in the

world today.

community

solidarity

is

.

.

greatly needed

not an escape mechanism but a
means of realizing the whole man. The use people

"Recreation

make
.

.

.

is

of their leisure

and

is

a matter of social concern

will determine the character of

our so-

ciety."

Allen T. Burns, former president of the National Conference of Social

of the National

Work, former

director

Information Bureau and

Com-

munity Chest and Councils, and an old friend of
Howard Braucher's, presented a touching and
deeply sincere tribute to Mr. Braucher under the
title, "Howard Braucher and His Contribution to
the Enrichment of Human Life." Otto T. Mallery
followed with appreciative recognition of Ernest
T. Attwell's long years of outstanding service to
the recreation movement.

All in the Day's

of

Work

Despite the recreation attractions of the City
New Orleans, Congress delegates had come to

community primarily for work, and this fact
was evident throughout the daytime discussion
that

terials of the

other

National Recreation Association and

organizations.

Local educational exhibits

were a center of interest. Every minute was made
to count and, on the last day, the consensus of
opinion was that much had been accomplished.

The series of thirty-four panel discussions
scheduled through the week covered such topics
as How to Serve the Needs of Rural Areas and
:

Small Communities, College Recreation Programs,

Camping Programs

Man

Staff

Everything Else,
Operation,

in Public Recreation,

The One-

How to be a Recreation Executive and
What

Fundamentals of Playground
Information

Do We Need

A

Round Table on
Community

Research, In-Service Training,
Services for the New, Young Service-

men, Church Recreation, Public Relations, Recreation Personnel Standards, Basic Principles of Park
Administration and Programming, New Trends in
Programs for Women and Girls, Pet Ideas, Bring
Your Problem to the Experts A Problem Clinic,
and so on. ( In order to be sure of obtaining a full
account of these meetings and their results, order

your Congress Proceedings now. Ed.)
A meeting on Living Begins at Sixty Recreation Programs for Older People, included a demonstration by members of the Golden Age Club of

New

All took part enthusiastically, as
older people usually do, and the occasion was

Orleans.

enjoyed hugely by all attending. One Golden
Ager astounded all by playing expertly on his
musical instrument a broom, of all things. Don't
ask us how he does it!
This year, summarizers of all meetings were
asked to hurry directly to the press room with
their

reports,

so

that

news

hot-off-the-griddle

nightfall. Nawas unusually good.
Activity sessions were well-attended, and featured Arts and Crafts, Music, and Social Rec-

might go out over the wires before

tional press coverage

reation.

The

special conference

on Administrative Prob-

lems for Chief Executives of Local Recreation and

Park Agencies was held for the second time this
year, and again was judged extremely helpful.
Also among the conferences for special groups was
one on Hospital Recreation, held under the auspices of the National Recreation Association and
the American Recreation Society. About one hundred hospital recreation workers gave two days
to facing special

problems of concern to

panels, the business conferences with recreation
consultants and with each other, and the serious

this group.
their anheld
Society
nual business meeting as usual (see page 409)
and the Industrial Recreation Conference meetings

new equipment displayed by
commercial manufacturers and of published ma-

were scheduled during the
page 392).

examination of the
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The American Recreation

;

first

two days (see

RECREATION

An

official

sight-seeing tour of

New

Orleans, ar-

ranged for the Congress by NORD, in cooperation
with the Jean Lafitte tours, and including not
only a visit to its most interesting sections but also
to the recreation facilities

costume and apparently up for these many
hours, already were gaily dancing on the green,
the music echoing beneath the trees.
in

Delegates at Play

of the department, took

were
place on Tuesday afternoon. All exhibits
closed and no general meetings scheduled at that

From

the oldest

and

white tables, set for the

largest gnarled oak, long
feast,

sprayed out like the

Everyone lined up at the serving
where plates were piled high with delicious

points of a star.
table

chorus from interested citizens and next year pre-

hominy grits, breakfast rolls
and plenty of butter. These were taken in charge
by attractive and gracious volunteers from the recreation department who seated each guest, kept
him supplied with orange juice, coffee, rolls, butter
and generally provided excellent service. Kegs of
additional fresh orange juice and ice water were
strategically placed so that guests could help themselves. Pralines were passed by volunteers dressed
as the dearly beloved Southern Negro Mammy.
Upon completion of breakfast, delegates were welcomed by the mayor and by Lester J. Lautenschlaeger, volunteer director of NORD, from the

sent an entire light opera season. The whole performance made up of scenes from Broadway mu-

stage of the department's traveling theatre. Then
department members put on a gay and amusing

time although a few special meetings were held.
Thus the majority of delegates were free to take
advantage of this opportunity to become better acquainted with this historical old city.
After the general session that evening, the new,
Reclight opera division of the busy New Orleans
reation

Department presented an

especially pre-

pared production, "Bits from Hits," for the entertainment of assembled delegates. This is the first
of a series of such musical programs planned by
the division. The boys and girls hope to recruit a

Show

The Desert
Song, Porgy and Bess and Oklahoma was beautisical

favorites such as

Boat,

done and greatly enjoyed by everyone.
The next morning NORD further displayed

fully

true Southern hospitality by playing host to the
beauCongress guests at a breakfast under the
tiful

and ancient old oaks

in City Park.

Busses

were lined up before the Roosevelt Hotel bright
and early seven a.m. to be exact and imme-

veal steak a la Creole,

review and, after

this, visitors

dancing and roamed about

watched the square

at will until time for

departure for the eleven o'clock meetings.

Other entertainment offered by the indefatigarecreation department included a delightful

ble

down the Mississippi, a hayluncheons and social parties for special groups.

afternoon boat ride
ride,

As

diately

a big closing event, on the last evening, delegates were treated to a masque tableau of the story
of Jean Lafitte, the buccaneer, followed by the

terested

lavish color

began filling with sleepy-eyed but inCongress folk. The cavalcade started
promptly at seven-thirty, advancing through the
streets in state, preceded by an impressive motorcycle escort.

At

the park, busses disgorged the

hungry passengers on green, dew-drenched lawns
where a lavish Southern breakfast awaited them.
Square dance groups

of the department, dressed

and pageantry

of a

Mardi Gras

ball.

The opportunity
tory ceremony

of seeing the gracious introducof the latter, patterned after the real

Mardi Gras balls in New Orleans and using the
same exquisite costumes, was a great treat for
Northern folks. When the dancing actually began, lady delegates were invited to participate in
the "maskers dances," after which dancing was enjoyed by all. Visitors were interested to learn that
such balls take place in New Orleans from the first
March, the time of the city-wide
Mardi Gras clubs, all over
the city, plan and hold their own preliminary balls.
It was intriguing, too, to note how the "maskers
dances" were handled at the ball, and many a dele-

of the year to

Mardi Gras

festival.

gate came away with a new idea for the mixing
of dancers in a social recreation program. In the

only the gentlemen were
guests were seated in special sections, around three sides of the ballroom floor.
When the music started, couriers came to these

ceremony
masked.

of the ball,

Lady

name of the lady asked to
then led her to her masked partner,

sections, calling out the

Listening to guide on boat ride

NOVEMBER
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down

the Mississippi.

dance.

He
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whom

she joined in a grand march until all ladies
floor, at which time the actual dance

were on the

began. In this way each lady, in each section, took
her turn and received from her partner as a part
of the Mardi Gras ceremony
a souvenir of the

Each masker carried a satin bag of souvenirs
hanging from his wrist. After all the ladies had
danced, masks were removed and general dancing
ball.

w as
r

the order of the day.

seaboard, attended the industrial recreation meetconnection with the
ings held September 12-13

m

New

Orcame
from "mill-town" communities, and the main theme
of the discussions centered around the employee
recreation activity programs and their relation to
the community and the families of employees. All
the speeches came directly to the point and were
followed by good participation from the floor.

The majority

of the representatives

George Blakeley, personnel director for the Shell
Oil

Company of Norco, Louisiana, in discussing
"Company Responsibility for a Livable Community," stated that

employee recreation programs
are now a must in industry. "It is just good public
relations for a company to have recreation activities in which the employees, their families and the

community can participate," he said. "A company
is responsible for a livable
community, but the people themselves should
recreation they want,

have a voice in the type of

and they should be allowed
to administer the program themselves."
William T. Prichard of the General Motors Corporation presided over the meeting on "Problems
in Competitive Athletics in Industry."
B. H.
Burge, recreation director of the Ethyl CorporaBaton Rouge, Louisiana, emphasized the

tion in

importance of having department leagues in all
sports rather than a representative team in one
or two sports. Employees are becoming older, and
less active sports must be encouraged in the em-

ployee recreation program. During this session,
Charles W. Lahey of the New Orleans Commercial Athletic

Association explained the organiza-

tion of the industrial athletic association in

New

Orleans, while that of Denver was described by its
president, Mr. McCarthy. In both cities the associations operate in conjunction with the local rec-

reation departments.

Dr.

J. J.

Ray, training director of the General

Shoe Corporation of Nashville, Tennessee, presided at the session on "Balancing the Recreation
392

interested.

The program must

clude, in addition to athletics

and

in-

sports, music,

drama, folk and square dancing, other

interests.

most interesting sessions was on
for
Women
and Girls," at which Mrs.
"Programs
Catherine Simpson, formerly an industrial recre-

Representatives from industries from Denver on
the west, Detroit on the north, and the Atlantic

3 1st National Recreation Congress in

in

for

community are

One

Industrial Conference

leans.

which G. M. Matlack, recreation
Burlington Mills in Cramerton,
North Carolina, gave an excellent talk. He stated
that a balanced program must contain those activities in which the employees, their families and the
Program,"

counselor

of the

now

ation director but
for the
sided.

tor

director of special activities

Denver Department of Recreation, preMiss La Vonna Urquhart, activities direc-

of the

Farm

State

Insurance

Company

Bloomington, Illinois, told of the
office

girls

at the

of

for the

program
company,
2,000 employees. "Younger

home

office

which has a total of
women and girls will participate
athletic activities as the

of her

in almost as

many

men

although they are
not as competitive-minded," she said. "Coed activities have a great attraction for them and should
be encouraged in all plants. In our company we

have many who are approaching middle age and
our responsibility to them is great. Creative activities

have a wide appeal, not only for those wo-

men whose

physical energy is not equal to active
participation in sports, but for those who like to

develop taste and

skills."

The Problem Clinic, with C. W. Johnson of
United Airlines presiding, brought up the usual
questions on organization and administration.
William C. Ziegenfus, director of recreation for

Sun Oil Company of Marcus Hook, Pennsylvania told of the program and organization in that
company, involving programs for both racial
the

On the question of interesting the community and families, Robert A. Turner outlined
the program of the West Point Manufacturing
Company of Lanett, Alabama, which conducts rec-

groups.

reation activities in five different communities.

Ray Kooi, recreation supervisor of the Ford
Motor Company, illustrated the administration and
program of a large corporation by telling about
program operation in his company. The question
of how to organize and finance a community industrial athletic association was answered by J. Earl
Schlupp, recreation director of Denver, Colorado,

who

stated that a

company membership

fee

was

ten dollars, with each company paying its pro-rata
share of the cost of operating each league in which
it has a team.
budget for each sport activity

A

was prepared in advance, with each team paying
an equal amount at the start of the season, to cover
the entire cost of the league.

RECREATION

WAGON
COMES THE show wagon

!

HERE
be heard around the

This cry could

Municipal Auditorium in
New Orleans when the Denver, Colorado, Show
Wagon pulled into town with its exciting mobile
variety show.

Sponsored by the Rocky Mountain

News and

the city and school recreation departments of Denver, the road-worthy wagon and performers made
the long trip to the Crescent City in Louisiana, to
be a feature at the 3ist National Recreation Con-

One

widely publicized entertainment at the Paramount Theatre in Denver, with

gress.

last big,

paid admission, helped finance the unique safari
that was to call the attention of other communities

New

Orleans meeting in a gay and amusing
way. Along the route at Colorado Springs, Amathe wagon stopped
rillo, Fort Worth and Houston
to the

to give special entertainments

and to publicize the

Congress. In Fort Worth, for instance, the wagon
played to about 2,000 persons at Centennial Park.

When

because they'd

lost

numbers, all types of dancing, music, comedy skits
and the like, was planned.
All ages, ranging from four to sixty-seven years,
were included in each show. Care was necessary

show wagon's becoming a "kiddies
amateur show." Untrained as well as trained talto avoid the

ent

was

selected for the performances,

groups and groups of friends

in

and family
were en-

skits

couraged. An average of thirty-two acts, running
about an hour and a half, was used in the shows.

The show

staff

included a tactful master of cere-

a stage manager and assistant whose responsibility it was to handle participants back

monies

;

program; a pianist
numbers, thus giving all participants an equal chance; a sound man who, in
stage, as well as carry out the

who accompanied

all

addition to handling the public address system dur-

hours when the truck-theatre

furnished props for acts and set up and removed

The show wagon was
an

a well-balanced program, including solo and group

ing performances, provided recordings for an hour
preceding programs three maintenance men who

still

bogged down in an Amarillo park, following a
heavy rain storm. Other time had been lost, too,
because the Colorado drivers stopped to pick cotton. It was the first cotton they had ever seen. In
New Orleans, the theatre was set up on the lawn
of the Municipal Auditorium, where a free show
was given every evening.
years ago, in

In each district the big show was
in the auditions, and

town on time, however,
had the jitters. This was

they rolled into

the staff in charge

lems resulted.

formed from material found

started in

;

equipment two regular playground leaders who
helped maintain high standards of conduct throughall

;

Denver two

effort to bring free public enter-

tainment to hundreds of folks

who

visit city

parks

the evening, and to give local youngsters a
chance to show what they can do.
in

Performers were secured by means of audiIn order to hold auditions over a six-week

tions.

Denver was divided into five districts.
Each week two auditions and one show were held
in one district, and the finals were held during the
sixth week at one of the city's largest parks. Registration for auditions was held at all of the fortyperiod,

summer playgrounds, with prospects urged to sign up in their own neighborhoods.
Participants received numbers and were audiseven supervised

tioned in order, with no attempt

made

out the audience, particularly around the ropes
protecting the show wagon. Police details were
assigned as needed, and recreation department supervisory personnel furnished their services.
Judges were ten to fifteen anonymous spectators,

tractive

programs. However, each audition attracted hundreds of spectators who enjoyed the in-

plus four to six regularly attached personnel. The
judges at auditions chose the candidates good
enough to appear in the district shows, and at each

formality and variety of the acts. No screening
was done prior to auditions, but no serious prob-

of these performances chose the candidates outstanding enough to appear in the finals.
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RAY WILKINSON
Springfield College, '49

Square dance clubs, as well as

classes, are

STUDENT

A

open

to all

LOOKS

ITko STUDENTS ASK for recreation on the campus ?
*-* The answer to that
question may be found in
one word YES. They ask for one thing the
opportunity to take part in various types of activities. They ask the college authorities for permission to engage in these activities on the campus,
and they ask for college assistance, either financial

or physical.

What

types of activities do students request?
In talking with a number of them, and in looking
the question from past experience, students
ask for activities covering the total scope of the
at

field of recreation,

the arts
tion

;

;

the dance

and crafts
and
conservacamps, camping,

namely music
:

;

nature and exploration

drama;

athletics

and

sports.

;

;

arts

social

This

;

activities

may seem

;

to be

a very large area to be covered by a college recreation program. To those administrators who are

who

are interested.

THE

AT

QIESTIII!

system today. The greater maturity of the exserviceman and his intense interest in the subject
matter of a course, above and beyond that presented in lectures, demand a closer association of
teacher and pupil.
Having attended two other colleges before coming to Springfield College, I can look back on these
experiences, and compare them with the present
one. During a year and a half at one institution,

and a year

at another, I

now

realize that, other

than the traditional activities generally found in all
educational institutions such as glee club, band,
dramatics club and intramural activities really

very

little

was done

in the

field

of recreation.

Surely the time has come for college authorities to
realize that recreation on the campus should go

beyond the traditional stage? Opportunity
should be provided for students to express themselves, and an attempt made to discover their needs

far

not anxious to accept the responsibility for assisting in recreation on the campus, the area is a

and

large one. However, as will be made clear later,
the job of the administrator may not be as difficult

In either of the colleges previously attended,
no such attitude was evidenced on the part of the

as he thinks.

college authorities or faculty.

students seek the opportunity to get to
their instructors as individuals outside of the

Many
know

classroom rather than merely as people who give
formal lectures and dream up tricky exams. This
last point

394

has come to a focus in the educational

interests.

faculty

For instance, the
and the administration did not seem to wel-

come any personal visits by students. When such
were made, it was generally for some special
reason, often unfavorable to the student.

What

is

being done at Springfield College?

To

RECREATION

The Place

of Recreation in the Total College Curriculum

begin with, there is not one of the nine areas mentioned above which is not included in the program

and various degrees of each
In music, for instance, in addition to glee club and band activities, courses in
song-directing, appreciation, and' vocal quartet
one way or the other
area are covered.

assistance are available.

The

arts

and

crafts studio

open during specified hours, with instruction
anyone interested in furthering his
hobby, and for those who want to learn new crafts.
Art is represented in various courses in painting
is

available to

and sketching. The dance

is

offered through danc-

ing classes, a square dance club, and a club for
those interested in learning how to call square
dances. Camping and conservation are presented

through the use of the camp
college, as well as

owned by

facilities

the

Nature and

through courses.

Part

III

who, up until the time they attend such an instihave never had an opportunity such as is
being discussed here. Therefore, it would seem
tution,

that colleges should provide every opportunity for
the student to prepare himself, through recreation,

and more meaningful

for a richer

In the

life.

final

analysis, creative recreation experiences may well
prove to be of greater value in life than mere

"book

larnin'."

However,

should

I

like

to

caution

colleges

against imposing such activities

They should wait

upon the students.
they request them and then

until

should help the students to get these activities
started. Thus, the students are free to take full

advantage of the situation and problems facing
them, and to gain added experience in the democratic administration of these activities.

exploration are offered through the facilities of the
camp, as well as through the Outing Club. Social

bridge tournaments, informal dances
are covered through the facilities of the Student
Union. Drama activities are covered through the
activities

Dramatics Club, the Radio TheaClub and through drama classes. Last but not
least, athletics and sports are featured in at least
activities of the

tre

twenty-three different activities.
Why has it been possible for recreation to be-

come

much a

part of the

Because,

through

so

lege?

campus
the

life at this col-

administration

at

Springfield, the principles of recreation fit in with
the general philosophy of the purpose of the insti-

YOUR COPY OF CONGRESS PROCEEDINGS

will

give

details of all meetings
National Recreation Con-

you

at the recent 31st

addresses, summaries
gress in New Orleans
of panel discussions and a report of the industrial sessions. Meetings this year dealt with

Here, students are being taught to work
with others, to assist others in an attempt to de-

new

velop a totally integrated personality. How better
to teach students than to put the theory of the

collection of the results of nation-wide think-

classroom into practice on the campus
It has been commonly said by
faculty members

The number of copies to be printed is determined by the number of prompt orders received, so if you wait too long you may be one

tution.

!

at Springfield that

if

they wish to get any work
their office because there

done they have to leave

many students coming in for chats. The
may deal with anything from Russia's inten-

are so
chats

tions in the present crisis to the

status of the

Brooklyn Dodgers. There is no reason why such
an "open door" policy cannot exist elsewhere.

Why

should colleges accept the responsibility
on the campus both curricula and

for recreation

extra-curricula

NOVEMBER

?

trends

in

work

areas of

recreation, emphasized new
can you afford to miss this

ing and experience?

of those

who miss

stress this

enough:

out altogether.

We

can't

ORDER NOW!

This material should be in

final

form early in January, if not before
$2.25. Send a card immediately to:

printed
price,

THE NATIONAL RECREATION ASSOCIATION
315 Fourth Avenue,

New York

10,

New York

Because there are many students
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'Wreck-reation" becomes Recreation through Church Leadership

Adventure

Tennessee

in

PAUL

D.

OLMSTEAD

A REX'T THE ADVENTURES of youth often the subject of conversation when old
"You remember when we put crabby Uncle Bill's buggy
on top of his barn? It was two days before he could find it! And the time we
came so close to getting caught by the law and lay under the porch half the night ?"
There are few who can't remember such adventures as talk progresses.

-^*- friends
get together ?

They are a youthful necessity the world over, but in Overton County, Tennessee,
the stories and pranksters never grow old. Wherever men gather, these old and new
stories are told. Everywhere youngsters hear men bragging about the stunts they
have pulled, and the tougher the prank, the more fame they receive.

The Local Picture
So

it is

that there

is

a tradition in this county

which calls for a record of exciting experiences if
you want to be anybody. In each community there
is one youth who is most
gifted in figuring out
exciting things to do, and every community has
the perfect scapegoat who reacts most violently to

the gang's exploits. Usually the most fun is derived from the worst stunt performed without
getting caught. Gangs
straight face whenever

teach youth to
it

is

lie

with a

to their advantage.

Overton County has but one city, and that with
less than 3,000 citizens. There is one movie
specializing in westerns and crime stories. There
are two pool rooms, a small roller skating rink and
the high school
basketball.

This

which everyone

gym, which
is

is

used solely for

the only competitive sport in

interested. Scattered throughout
the rest of the county are small rural villages with
is

a church, sometimes a grade school, and at least

one general

store.

who is the organizer and advisor
of the Alpine Recreation Association, is a representative of the Presbyterian Board of National Missions.
Paul D. Olmstead.
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Most of the churches have Sunday School every
Sunday and one or two preaching services each
month. Some of them have a Sunday evening
young people's meeting which is educational, social
and recreational. Where there are schools there
are basketball teams for both boys and girls. During

the

schools,

school

year they compete with
finals are held.

and every March

members constantly
sport,

other

Team

strive for perfection in this
to trees and barns

and baskets are nailed

for practice.

Hunting and

fishing are enjoyed

by the male

population from the time they reach their teens.
Probably the best loved of these are the sports that
require a good dog. Fox, coon, squirrel, possum
and rabbit dogs are another source of stories. Ilthe
legal hunting and fishing becomes a game
trick is to get the catch

home without

being seen

by the warden. If they do get caught the joke is on
them, and they gladly pay the fine.
It is against the law to make, sell or carry liquor
in the county; thus the selling price is high and
many men secretly produce it and sell it to anyone
having the price. All kinds of stories result from
this

and add vicarious excitement

to those listen-

RECREATION

boys get pleasure from knowing where
can
get the stuff, while others aren't content
they
ing.

Many

just to

know.

of these youths work as small farmsawmill hands and coal miners. The hours

The parents
ers,

are long, the pay small and the families large. Parents have neither the time nor the energy to be
interested

When

in

the

recreation

their

of

offspring.

boys and girls start going together there are

rooms for them to use, for most homes
About the only chance they have for
is
while walking to and from a religious
courting
or social function. One of the mores of this county
is that no affection or emotion be displayed in pub-

no

living

are small.

lic except in mourning the dead.
because of this that round dancing

It is
is

probably
not practiced,

nor are games played at parties that require physical contact between boys and girls.
Thus, throughout the county,

we

a step in the right direction with its Sunday night
social gatherings, but there are six other days in
the week during which our young people are' de-

manding excitement.

Alpine Recreation Association

As

a result of these conditions, the Alpine Rec-

reation Association,

organized.

now

in its

second year, was

wasn't necessary to live in Alpine

It

gang was operating
busily, and that the Alpine Rural Life Center was
its target. It started because the community youth
long to realize that a boys'

resented
School,

the discontinuation of Alpine High
whose basketball teams were well-known

throughout the

state.

When

the chance to be part

winning teams was taken from them, many
took out their disappointment on what was left of
the school. The gang got such satisfying reactions
from bedevilling the center residents that it got to
of these

when they needed some "fun."
The Alpine High School had closed in 1945, but

be a habit

gym, school auditorium and manual training
and repair shop continued to be maintained for

the

community
only

;

use.

some reason,

the

;

;

for a

The gym was used for basketball
community events such as

the auditorium for

pie suppers, musical programs, singing games and
parties; the shop was used for wood, metal and

at night.

hangout

They

damaged the

also

high school building.
When a number of social events took place in
the high school auditorium in the fall of 1946, the
really took

gang leader

advantage of

all possibili-

All padlocks were stuffed with matches low
wires were stretched across paths and roads logs,
foot bridges, brush and trash were used to block
ties.

;

;

and there was a continual barrage

the only road,
of

homemade

the

firecrackers.

Similar tricks disrupted

Sunday evening young

people's meetings.

Experimental Steps

see folkways,

mores and traditions which produce "wreck-reation" for our young people instead of "re-creation,"
which they need so badly. The church has taken

man and

a youth committee. For
program eventually stopped and
the gym closed until September, 1947. During this
period the gang broke into the gym and destroyed
lights, windows, locks and fixtures turned on the
water and left it running used basement rooms

with the other

As

a

member

resident

came

of

the

Presbyterian

Alpine to train workers in
the woodworking shop. In majoring in rural community organization in college, the importance of

church

staff, I

to

becoming established in a community before becoming involved in organization work was stressed.
Although I was not a part of any youth or adult
organization for fifteen months, I could not ignore
the tremendous youth problem.

active

me

take

It didn't

of the

long to find out

who

the leader

gang was, and what boys were its most
members. Early in 1947, the men in the

built a regulation ping-pong
the
rest of the equipment and
bought
started teaching the game. The gang became in-

wood-working shop
table.

I

and

terested,

poor

I

offered to help the leader, who was
By the end of the spring, he could

at playing.

beat me.

coming

this

During

to

me

coaching period he began

for advice and, as our friendship

matured, the activities of the gang decreased.
Several basketball teams were organized that
fall and, on occasions, the center director opened
the gym for practice. When this duty was turned
suggested an organizational plan to
young people, who liked the idea. After clearing such action with the center, we formed a committee consisting of a representative from each
over to me,

I

the

team, three adult
self,

to

manage

To

men
the

of the

gym

community, and my-

during the basketball

of the

money necessary to pay for the
and
lighting
heating, it was decided that each
team pay fifty cents for a practice night and two
dollars for the gym while using it; and each was
assigned a set practice night. The local merchant
on the committee handled the key, money, and

ter's

kept the weekly schedule of games.

auto repair. Maintenance expense was taken care
of by the Rural Life Center.

For a while two men, one from the center and
one representing the community, directed the use

gym and the athletic field. When the cenman had to leave, the responsibility was left
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season.
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Singing games for the young people, held in the
auditorium, had been discontinued because of the
group's bad behavior. One night the village mechanic,

someone very interested

in youth, requested

that they be allowed to continue these games under
his direction. However, there was now a ban on

the use of the auditorium for any social event since
the building housed three small industries, so it

was necessary to use the gym for all community
gatherings. With the help of the mechanic and
other adults, the gym was opened for singing
games on Friday nights.

As

treasurer for the

management committee,

it

we didn't have sufficient income
less pay the light bill. The
much
gym,
was then made to have free practice nights

was obvious

that

to heat the

decision

and

collect fifty percent of the gate receipts

games. This change improved our income but

on
it

wasn't enough.

still

on March 31, 1948, a general meeting
I reviewed the activities of the past
six months, pointed out the problems ahead, and
Finally,

was

called.

suggested that the group organize as the Alpine
Recreation Association, elect its officers and put
committees to work. After considerable discussion,

young people and six adults voted to estabsuch an association.

forty
lish

youth problems. Trouble was caused by different
groups of boys and girls, some groups resenting
their officers. But such problems are now being resolved as they arise.

Repairs to the building have been achieved
through working bees. The young people have
built a store room, a record cabinet, replaced lights

and hinges, cleaned basements, repaired leaks, installed outdoor lights and created a parking area of
crushed rock.

This
entire

gym was

built to service the

Cumberland

Mountain

youth of the

Presbytery

and,

under the Alpine Recreation Association, this is
once more being achieved. Expenses of the pro-

gram now are met by charging each

local group,
a night for
the
cents
school,
fifty
except
grade
while
each
outside
sessions,
group pays a
practice

dollar an hour for the use of the building. The
association collects fifty percent of the gate receipts
from all games. The Alpine young people are re-

sponsible for the building and maintenance work,
assisted by grade school members who keep the

gym

floor clean.

For the

first

time, the

ARA

is

on firm finan-

ground with a bank balance. It hopes to have
sufficient funds soon to sand and refinish the gym

cial

floor, to build individual

team lockers

in the

gym,

have a new Scoreboard made, and to buy some
outdoor recreation equipment.
to

Organization and Activities
Officers were elected and an agreement was
drawn up by members of the Alpine Rural Life

governing the association's use of the
and
building
grounds. Necessary committees, coververbal
definite
responsibilities, were set up.
ing
Center

staff

A

agreement, effectively guiding the activities of the
Alpine Recreation Association, covered maintenance, cooperation with ministers, types of recreation activities, formation of clubs, and so forth.

ARA

under the jurisdiction of the Board of
National Missions of the Presbyterian Church,
which had been responsible for the construction of
the gymnasium in cooperation with the Public

The

Works

is

Administration.

Tn spite of months of promoting such an organization before the step was taken, the community

youth failed to grasp the idea that they were the
organization and could make or break it. Direction

from others was too deeply ingrained to let them
assume the responsibilities of the association, and
this was the biggest problem facing the officers.

Many
tion.

problems arose within the new organiza-

When

Alpine, no
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who was

elected secretary lett
one took her place. The president re-

and his place was taken by the vice-presiwho was the mechanic vitally interested in

signed,
dent,

the girl

Since the recreation association started, there

has been

little

vandalism in Alpine. Nothing in the

community was disturbed last Halloween, and there
has been only one broken window light in the gym.
has been a long time since there has been any
sign of gang "wreck-reation." But the Alpine RecIt

accomplish and
new group acand
will have to organize exciting
to
the
if
it
to
hold
on
tivities
is
very valuable
it
has
made.
gains
reation Association

still

has a

lot to

50c
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Would

Both the campers and the dogs seem to enjoy this
sledding can be one of the favorite activities

Dog

Winter Wonderland

Camp Convinced that
America
needs
young
thorough orientation in winter

recreation in order to obtain the

maximum

benefits in future years, President Daniel L. Marsh
of Boston University and Dean George K. Ma-

kechnie of the Boston University College of Physical

Education for

Women

have undertaken an

in-

teresting venture
Sargent Winter Camp.
In December of this year, the 5OO-acre estab-

lishment in the

New

Monadnock

Hampshire,

will be

area of Peterborough,

opened for

its

fered the rich experience of learning and playing
together out-of-doors. Program emphasis will be on

well-planned education-recreation in the how's and

dog

activities as skiing, skating,

sledding, ice fishing

dition,

well-chosen,

and folk dancing. In ad-

skilled leaders will help the

campers get the most out of cook-outs and sleepouts, instructional movies, songs and games, and
other fun.

For more

detailed information

on the Boston

University-sponsored project, write to Dean George
K. Makechnie, 6 Everett Street, Cambridge 38,
Massachusetts.

City-Owned Country Club
igan, has

Dearborn, Michbranched out with a new project. It

owns a pleasant domain of 346 acres where its
more than 80,000 residents can fish, swim, row,
play and relax with a feeling of proprietorship.
The all-year-round resort, which cost the taxpay-
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smr

at a winter

cam

two years ago, is open to young
but non-Dearbornites are barred.

ers $92,000 about

and old

alike,

The cit)r-owned country club lies along the Huron River, one mile west of Milford, thirty-five
miles from Dearborn, and features a thirty-acre
lake, seventy metal boats, 500 picnic tables, as
well as camp stoves and sites, spring-fed drinking
fountains; swings, slides and special fishing docks
for the children ; and two sets of farm buildings for
winter use.

third sea-

son of three-month camping sessions. Once again,
pre-college and college boys and girls will be of-

why's of such popular

frolic in the

Modern Lilliputians There's something about
a festival that no one can resist, and this again
proved true when the Jefferson County Playground
and Recreation Board of Louisville, Kentucky,
staged its annual folk festival one recent summer
evening.

More than

1,000 people

came to the

lighted Softball field at Medora
the performances of approximately

School to

from

flood-

watch

150 children

fifteen Jefferson

County playgrounds.
The festival was built around the theme of
"Gulliver's Travels," and the children danced the

folk dances of ten nations that Gulliver
visited.

Dressed

in colorful

costumes

might have
made by

mothers and youngsters working together

in play-

ground craft classes five to thirteen-year-old boys
and girls danced and sang the English "Looby
Loo," the Danish "Schottische," the American
"Red River Valley" to the tinkle of a piano on the
side of the ball field.

Flags of various nations

strung around the

and a

mache

field

fifteen-foot papier-

figure of the story's hero also
colorful event.

added

to the
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m, mm:
Games

Christmas

is

the season of laughter, of

warm

fellowship and kindliness. Let your

parties, therebe
as
as
as
fore,
bright
jolly as old
holly berries,
St. Xick and, in friendliness, as warm as a burn-

ing Yule log.

The program,

of course, should

depend upon the

you are giving. As the old saying
is the time for giving," and
"Christmas
goes,
center
around that theme. Someparties usually
7
type of part}

complete with the gift-giving
and the singing of Christmas carols. Often a
Christmas party is happiest when carols are sung
times entertainment

is

and a story is told, or a Christmas play presented.
There are other times, however, when the playing
of games makes it truly a "blithe, jolly, and gay"
occasion. For such times as these, the following
are suggested:

FROLIC*

for a Truly Jolly Occasion

Toys in the Manner of Adverbs A guessing
game with little action but much merriment is
played with one person as "it." He stands in the
center, the others sit in a circle. "It" thinks of an
'adverb which the other players try to guess through
actions he performs at their directions. Since it is

Christmas and everyone is toy-minded, the players
toys which "it" must imitate in the manner

name
of

an adverb. Suppose he has chosen the adverb

''sadly".

One

around the

him
and puffs "sadly"

of the players in the circle asks

to imitate a train, so "it" chugs
circle.

It's

a

little difficult

train sad, so the adverb isn't guessed

toys are mentioned.

Most

likely the

"mama" very sadly
The person who calls out the

calls

out

comes

"it"

to

make a

and other

baby

doll

who

will give the clue.

correct adverb be-

and chooses another word.

Know Your Number

This

another amus-

Gift Exchange Here's a novel way of presenting gifts and getting the party off to a gay
start at the same time. The gifts are inexpensive

ing game for the quick witted, especially at Christmas time when people are thinking of books as

but each one pokes a friendly joke at the receiver's
pet hobby or peculiar whims. The western story

old

is

Christmas presents for grown-ups and children, and
rhymes and titles come easily to mind. As in the

fan receives a toy holster and gun ; the swing addict, a miniature piano the girl who loves to dance,
a pair of doll's shoes. The gifts are wrapped and

previous game, one person is chosen to be "it". He
points to one of the players in the circle and men-

a tag with the receiver's name

count to ten, the person indicated must repeat a
well-known phrase, a rhyme, a song, or a book

;

side.

other

Then the gifts
name tied to

wrapped
gifts are

put on the outare wrapped again, and anis

the outside. Each gift is
way seven or eight times. The
distributed, but when Mary Morrissey

in this

opens hers and finds that it is really for Peggy
Lynch, she must hunt for Peg and hand her the
package. The packages keep on changing hands
and, after

one

much

hilarious passing to and fro, each
person for whom it's in-

finally reaches the

Shouts of laughter greet the opening of
the gift as each guest finds the surprise.

tended.

tions

400

to seventeen.

Before "it" can

which the number appears. If "it" says
answer might be "Three Little Pigs,"
"Three Men in a Tub." The reply, when he mentions the number sixteen, might be, "Sweet Sixteen and Never Been Kissed." There's no telling
what answers you will get with your number questions. Some of them are sure to be unexpected and
all of them funny.
Anyone who cannot give an
answer before the time is up becomes questioner.

title

in

three, the

On the
a

'Reprinted from a bulletin of Martinsville, Virginia, Recreation
Department.

any number up

list

Christmas Tree

Each person receives
which will be on the
After everyone has had time to

of clues to articles

Christmas

tree.

RECREATION

write

down

Father to John Barleycorn.
container plus a word that

sounds

like

A

The name

6.

Sometimes

of a

famous inventor.

9.

10.

Rib-bon

Tore open the shutters and (16) up the sash
When what to my wondering (17) should

Bell

bed and a measure of weight.
This has its points.

Another word for telegram.
A metal plus a word meaning

appear
a miniature

With a
I knew

Star

papers the numbers from i to 22 in sequence. Now
ask them to write next to each space in the following order: i, part of a day; 2, type of building;
;

4,

name

of

mal; 5,
wearing apparel;
house 7, prominent person 8, piece of furniture
another piece of
9, piece of wearing apparel; 10,
;

;

;

wearing apparel; n, some part of the body; 12,
one of the seasons; 13, past tense of a verb; 14,
piece of furniture; 15, part of a house; 16, past
tense of a verb; 17, part of the body; 18, toy; 19,

number;

20,

name

of

an animal; 21, adjective; 22,

period of time.

When
give the

the players have filled in the last space,
player a copy of "The Night Before

first

Christmas" with certain words omitted. The first
player reads the story, filling in the spaces with the

words he has written down. After he finishes his
jumbled version, the other players do the same in
of the versions will probably make
surprising good sense in a ridiculous sort of way.

turn.

Some

Here is the story showing the blank spaces
where words are to be substituted by the players
"Twas the (i) before Christmas, and all
:

through the
Not a creature

(2)

was (3)
not even a
(4)
The (5) were hung by the (6) with care,
In hopes that
soon would be there.
(7)
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,

and

tiny

little

in

a

driver so lively and quick
must be Saint Nick."

(21)

(22)

it

toss pennies into

it.

Ring the Bell Suspend a holly wreath from
the ceiling and in the center of the wreath dangle
a tinkling bell. Players take turns tossing cotton
snowballs at the bell. Each one is allowed to try

who rings the bell
often receives a string of silver bells for his

three times and the one

Christmas

an ani-

6, part of the

piece of

(19)

In the Sock Wire open the top of a man's
sock and hang the sock in the doorway or from
the ceiling. Players stand five feet from the sock

to

each player a pencil and a piece of paper. Have
the players write down the left hand side of their

present participle of a verb

and

(18)

Wire

Christmas Story The beloved old story, "The
Night Before Christmas," is a source of great merriment when made into a guessing game. Don't refer to the story until the end. Just announce that
you are going to play another guessing game. Give

3,

flew like a flash,

(20)-

Tin-sel

vend.

I

(15)

But
Stocking
Cot-ton

A

to the

Away

called "the first na-

tional bank."

8.

matter.

Mistletoe

bone plus a French word

5.

out on the lawn there rose such a clatter,
from the (14) to see what was the
(13)

I

Can-die

meaning good.

7.

nap

a letter and a part of the

foot.
4.

snug in their

When

a synonym for un-

interesting

A title,

3.

all

,

Popcorn

A

2.

children were nestled

(8)And mama in her (9)
and I in my (10)
Had just settled our (n) for a long (12)

Answers

Clues
1.

The

his answers, read the correct ones.

own

tree.

Fixing-Up Old Nick
players

most

who made

Have

the five or six

the lowest score in the last con-

perform in this game. Outline the figure of
Santa Claus on a large piece of cardboard and tack

test

it

Leave

to the wall.

off his

in the face, but cut out of

arms and don't draw

cardboard the features

you omit. Give one to each of the players. Blindfold them in turn, lead them up to the drawing and
let them pin on the missing features. When your
blind helpers get through with him your Santa
Claus will probably hold his nose in his hand, have
one ear on his foot, and look through an eye placed
over the tassel of his cap.

Reindeer Race

The

reindeer are fleet-footed

animals cut out of cardboard. Each person makes
his own, then races it against the others by fan-

ning the reindeer with a piece of stiff cardboard.
Give each person a card, eight by ten inches in
size.

Provide a double pattern, with hornless rein-

deer placed back to back, to

make drawing and

cutting speedier for your guests. Cut out the body
first and fold along back. Draw and cut out the

horns and

them into a slit made on the reinPut paper clips on the hind legs to

slip

deer's back.

401

Now

weigh them down.
fly with the wind.

your reindeer

is

ready to

The reindeer may slide sideways, but that does
not spoil the fun. If the reindeer turns over, however, it must be righted before the race tan be conHave

tinued.

two

the players race their reindeer

at a time across a long table, or have any number
race them at the same time on the floor. Have

marked or imaginary

The

lanes.

players can conwhen they are

trol the direction of the reindeer

fanning them but if you don't have this rule some
of the players ma}-, in their excitement, block off
the other reindeer

by blowing

their

own

across the

track with a few strong gusts.

Song Charades This is one of the jolliest
games we know. If your group has never played it
before, you could find no better game than this to
bring your party to a close. The players are sure
to think of Christmas songs
game in the holiday spirit.

which

will

keep the

Titles of carols or Christmas songs may be used.
Divide the group into four teams or more depending on size. Each team acts out in pantomime a
to a Christmas

verse or

title

Claus

Coming

is

Boughs
in

a

to

of Holly,"
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WOLLMAN
MEMORIAL
j|

//

PLAYGROUND

Wollman
A

Memorial

GROUND-BREAKING CEREMONY which, according to Commissioner
Moses of New York City, was the realization of a fifteen-

of Parks Robert

Center

year-old dream, took place last October 7 in Central Park. In the picturesque amphitheatre-like area at the lower end of the park, ground
was broken to start the development of the Wollman Memorial Recreation Center.
It was a very moving ceremony in which Mayor William O'Dwyer,
Robert Moses and Borough President Hugo Rogers told of the need for
playgrounds and recreation facilities in New York City, and of the
dreams that they have had for meeting these needs. They also expressed

their personal

and

official

happiness in seeing this great project under-

way.
All were deeply impressed with the address of Miss Kate Wollman,
who told of her joy in being able to provide this important

the donor,

and of how honored she felt at the city's acceptance.
She expressed regret that other members of the family could not be pres-

recreation facility

ent to share in this satisfaction.

The National Recreation Association was happy to be represented
ceremonies because of the long interest of the Wollman family in
its work
to which Henry Wollman began contributing in 1915. After
his death and the establishment of the Wollman Foundation, the late John
at the

H.

Finley, president of the National Recreation Association,

was ap-

pointed a trustee. Miss Kate Wollman has generously continued
terest in the Association's

work and

in the

whole

field of

ation, as indicated in her magnificent provision for

The Wollman Memorial Recreation
$600,000

gift

from Miss Wollman,

in

Center,

memory

of

this in-

parks and recre-

New York
made

City.

by a
her parents and depossible

ceased brothers, will be located immediately north of the fifty-ninth street
pond in the southeast corner of Central Park. Its outstanding feature
will be a large, artificial ice-skating rink, which will provide outdoor ice
skating from the end of October to late spring. Throughout the other
months, the rink will be used for roller skating, dancing and concerts.
Miss Kate Wollman, donor.

in the memorial is a semi-circular building at the northerly
end of the rink to house the refrigerating equipment, dressing rooms, a
food concession, skate shop, and other such facilities. A completely
equipped playground with swings, seesaws, sand pit and shower basin
will be constructed on the roof of the building, and will extend back

Also included

into the park.

A

memorial tablet, giving the names of the members of the Wollman
family in whose honor the gift is made, will be placed in the interior of
the building near the main entrance.
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THE NATIONAL SECTION
OF WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
of the

American Association
Physical Education,

DIAMOND
SUPER RINGER SETS
PITCHING HORSESHOES
finest

pitching

Drop forged from

horseshoes

ever

made.

special carbon steel heat-

treated to prevent chipping or breaking with-

out destroying dead falling qualities.
Write

for

your

and Recreation

nnounceS tkat

OFFICIAL

The

for Health,

Beginning August

1949 the

official

and

Sport Guides of the National
Section on Women's Athletics will be the

Official

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
of the NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION instead of A. S. Barnes & Co.
All orders

catalog Diamond
and Accessories

1,

publisher for all the publications

should be addressed to:

Pitching Horseshoes

DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE

1201

COMPANY
4614 GRAND AVENUE

National Section on

DULUTH, MINN.

Sixteenth

Women's

Street,

Washington

Athletics

Northwest

6, D. C.

Recognized by lead-

it Ir. Kecreatlon ^Director:
Are you
is

the country as
satisfied that

getting the

dollar?

ing Sport and Recreational Directors over

your community

most out of

If not,

why

recreation

its

awards
from SI. 25
to $12.50. Priced low
enough to fit every

not consider

Municipal Recreation Administration
This

practical

correspondence

course

a
completely new innovation for individual

budget.
alized
is

especially designed for recreation administrators and leaders who are responsible for the

planning and direction of municipal recreation
programs.
Available through either individual or group
enrollments, this course includes a 516-page

The persongold

inscribed

nameplates are a considerable saving over

the

conventional

method of engraving.
Orders

days

shipped in 5
with
inscribed

plates.

textbook, individualized lesson instruction, and
certificate upon satisfactory completion. Entire
cost $35.

(Approved under G.

For

I.

Bill)

details write

THE INSTITUTE FOR TRAINING
IN MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION

Send for
Catalog

SAMPLES
SENT FOR
INSPECTION

Conducted since 1934 by
THE INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION
1313 East 60th Street
Chicago 37
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Santa Claus School

be coming to town
Wilmington, Delaware, he'll be as close

CLAUS SOON

SANTA
and in

will

as possible to the fat, cheerful, "jolly old elf" that
all folks picture him. In order to develop natural

and realistic Santa Clauses, the Recreation and
Promotion Service of Wilmington is holding a
Santa Claus School

in

early

December.

Here,

without charge, anyone interested in being a Santa
Claus will be able to learn the proper techniques

and background information about Santa's character and the history of Christmas, and people who
have been a Santa will have the opportunity to exchange ideas on how to be a good one.
Volunteer
Kringle

experienced in the Kris
conduct the two sessions of the

leaders,

role, will

Pupils will be taught the importance of a
kindly and friendly personality, with a voice full
of sincerity and enthusiasm. There will be demonschool.

strations of

good use

of

make-up and on achieving

to pick

group

A

party.

check

to take directly to another
of articles contained in the box

up

it

list

with the suit has facilitated the service, avoiding

and everyone takes good care of the
which are cleaned whenever possible.
losses,

outfits,

It is interesting to note here that a school for
store or commercial Santas was established in

New

A

York

State in 1937.
flourishing institution now,
it puts out school brochures
containing tips on
what Mr. and Mrs. Santa should wear, and decribing the subjects covered in the course. Any
recreation people wishing to pick up on Wilming-

good idea for improving local Santas might
some good suggestions in these promotion
leaflets. They are available from the Santa Claus

ton's

find

School, Albion,

IN 5

DAYS

-

New

York.

YOUR GROUP CAN LEARN

the proper physique with a pillow, if necessary.
Discussions will be held on the costume standard

WESTERN

red coat and pants with fur trimming, white beard
and wig, black belt, leather boot tops and heavy
shoes and possible properties, such as a pack,
sleigh bells, snow shoes, a large book for children's

RANCHAHDDANCES
SQUARE DANCES

names.
Since

many

of these Santas will

pay their visits

a home, church, or club, they'll be taught about entrances and exits, which should be lively and quick.

A little noise outside, with instructions to the reinand opening the door with a "Merry Christand some chatter will result in a hearty
and friendly atmosphere. St. Nick should be careful not to be raucous or boisterous. His visits are
brief and cheerful, and he should make only true
statements to children, with no promises of what
deer,

mas

to all"

they will find in their Christmas stockings.
In addition, Recreation Promotion and Service
has conducted a successful Santa Claus suit rental
service for three years, charging $3.00 to churches,
and youth groups, and $5.00 to individuals,
industrial and private groups. Last year their six

PTA

suits were rented eighty-one times, made
possible
by the cooperation of all users. It was not unusual
for one group to finish with a suit and for a second

NOVEMBER

1949

with expert instruction

in

from a leading professional!
Start your group off right in the
nation's latest dance sensation, Western Ranch Dances and
Square Dances with top-notch instruction in your city by
Herb Greggerson, leader of the famous Blue Bonnet team

NY

that appeared at
World's Fair and Madison Square
Garden. Write for information on dates available and cost.

VISIT

OUR RUIDOSO AND

EL

PASO SCHOOLS

Plan your next vacation to include one of these annual
Greggerson Ranch Dance schools: Ruidoso, New Mexico
first week in June, last week in August.
El Paso last
week in December, during the gala Sun Carnival.

Send now for

HERB'S BLUE
BONNET CALLS
Over 50 favorite calls, together with complete instructions and photo illustrations.
More than 25,000 copies soldi
SI 5O
*
Postpaid

H. F. GREGGERSON, JR.
Box A -3 061, Station A, El Paso, Texas
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Porter Basketball Backstops are

PORTER NO. 212-WS window span type of backstop is an
ingenious adaptation used where building truss construction
will not permit installation of a suspended-and-braced type
of backstop.

To be completely satisfactory and safe, basketball backstops must be planned and designed
by people with specialized engineering know-

how. Building conditions vary widely, and every
backstop installation varies accordingly.
Porter engineers are equal to any backstop
problem, no matter how specialized. They can
draw upon a vast storehouse of knowledge

gained through several generations of serving
the nation's leading schools, universities, clubs

and stadiums.

Why don't you let Porter engineers advise and
help you, without cost or obligation, of course?
CATALOG GLADLY SENT. Now is the time to replace worn, out-dated rectangular banks with the new

FREE

official Porter fan-shaped bank. Formed from
a single sheet of steel to a flawlessly smooth face with
a deep-rolled periphery, and scientifically braced for

all-steel

permanent, rigid

service.

Usually, stock models from Porter's complete line
can meet your exact requirements, and save you
money. If your building is in the drawing board
stage, it is wise to talk about backstops now, and
avoid problems and disappointments later.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT OF FAN-SHAPED BANKS

PORTER CAN SUPPLY YOUR EVERY BACKSTOP AND GYM EQUIPMENT NEED

THE

J.

E.

PORTER

MANUFACTURERS

OF

PLAYGROUND, GYMNASIUM AND

Exclusive MAKERS OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS

CORPORATION

SWIMMING POOL EQUIPMENT

JUNGLEGYM
Reg. U.
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OTTAWA, ILLINOIS

S. Pat.

Off.

RECREATION

WHAT

YOUR THANKSGIVING

IS

I.

Q.?

Answers
1.

b) Tn every state of the union, in

and the
2.

b)

all territories

The time

of the Civil

War. Since Abraham

Lincoln's Thanksgiving Proclamation in 1863, all
presidents have issued yearly proclamations and,

with the exception of Franklin D. Roosevelt, have

always designated the last Thursday in November.
As editor of Godey's
3. c) Mrs. Sara J. Hale.
Lady's Book, Mrs. Hale, over a period of more
than thirty years, wrote many articles urging the
celebration of Thanksgiving Day on the last Thurs-

day

in

November. She

presidents in

and

to

also wrote

many

letters to

the governors of the states,
of Congress, urging the fixing of

office, to

members

a definite date for Thanksgiving.
4.

a)

The standard

of

living.

The American

standard of living is the highest in the history of
the world. With less than eight percent of the
world's population,

True) Slavery was not abolished throughout
amendment was

9.

the United States until the I3th

District of Columbia.

we produce forty-two percent
The American standard of

ratified.

True) Compulsory labor or involuntary

10.

servi-

tude, except as a punishment for committing a
crime of which a person has been convicted, was

abolished by the I3th amendment.

n. False) The crime rate for 1947 rose 13.6 percent above that of 1946. Here is the reason for
living up to promise three of the "Nine Promises

Good

of a

laws.

I

Citizen"

"I will respect and obey the

will assist public officials

in preventing
crime and the courts in giving evidence."
12. True) If our American heritage is to be preserved and handed down to future generations,

each citizen must

feel morally responsible for contributing to the betterment of his community, state
and nation.

13.

False)

The

Constitution did not provide a
was introduced by various states

of the world's wealth.

secret ballot but

living is at least ten times greater than that of the

after the Civil

Soviet Union.

14. False) It took hard work and constant application for the Pilgrims to raise crops and to get
fish from the sea to feed their families.

5.

d)

The

Bill of Rights.

Freedom

of religion

is

guaranteed by the Bill of Rights in amendment one
which reads in part as follows: "Congress shall

make no law

respecting an establishment of

reli-

."
gion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.
6. d)
of
In
the
system
self-government.
Mayflower Compact the Pilgrims agreed to "combine
.

A

together in one body and to submit to such government and governors as we should by common consent agree to

make and

War.

15. False) Although the first amendment of the
United States Constitution provides separation of
church and state, there is no such separation in
England. The official state church is the Church
of England and it is supported by government

funds.
1

a

choose."

it

6.

True) Each

of the state constitutions contains

7.

d) Governor Bradford of the Plymouth Colony.
Governor Bradford issued the first Thanksgiving

Rights similar to the Bill of Rights in the
United States Constitution, giving the individual

added protection against operation by

Proclamation in 1621 in return for the bountiful

officials.

harvest which followed several months of cold,

17. False) The Pilgrims were persecuted in England because of their religious beliefs and that is

hunger and

disease.

Bill of

state or local

8.

d) By the "Nine Promises of a Good Citizen."
These nine promises provide a definite formula for

why

encouraging a more active, personal citizenship.
best way to express our gratitude is not by

grims wanted the opportunity to practice their own
religion, they did not grant toleration or religious
freedom to Jews, Catholics or other Protestants.

The

words, but by our actions as good

NOVEMBER
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citizens.

they fled to the Netherlands and from the
Netherlands to the New World. Although the Pil-
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Magazines and Pamphlets
Recently Received Containing Articles of
Current Interest to the Recreation Worker

McGRAW-HILL

Parks and Recreation, August 1949
The Out-of-Doors for Summer, Ernest V. Blohm.
Park and Recreation Week Observed in Many
Places.

Lighted Baseball Field at Battle Creek, Michigan,
C. O. Brown.

Youth Leaders'

Digest,

Summer

Principles of Health Education

Applied
By CLIFFORD LEE BROWNELL, Columbia

1949

Trip Insurance, John A. Ledlie.
College Recreation Association, Garrett Eppley.
Report of National Conference on Community Responsibility to Our Peacetime Servicemen and
1949.
President's Committee on
Religion and Welfare in the Armed Forces, Temporary Building "R," Washington 25, D. C.
Beach and Pool, August 1949
The Pressure Leaf Filter.
Integration of a Community Swim Program.
Vital Part of Community
The Swimming Pool,

Women, May

A

University.

McGraw-Hill Series in Health Education, Physical
Education and Recreation. 354 pages, $3.75
Here

is a text which aims to present clearly and
concisely
the basic concepts underlying the development of health

education in schools, colleges, and communities. The
author approaches the subject with the consideration of
the economic, political, and social forces which explain

developments in health education, and the probable alignment of these forces in predicting future developments.

Life.

Personal Report, Forbes H. Xorris, Jr.
Public Welfare, August-September 1949
The Use of Slide Films in Public Relations, Mildred
P. Beard.
1949-1950 Teaching Aids Catalogue, School Service
Department, Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
306 Fourth Avenue, Box 1017, Pittsburgh 30,
Pennsylvania. Free.
Nation's Schools, September 1949

What Makes

a Good Noon-Hour Program, William
B. Axtell and Darrol E. Robinson.

School Planning Three Elementary Schools Linking Home and Community.
Sing Together 1949 Girl Scout Songbook. Girl Scouts
of the U.S.A., 155 East 44 Street, New York 17,
New York. $.50.
Architectural Record, September 1949
Recreation Center for San Francisco's Chinese Population, William Gladstone Merchant
Safety Education, September 1949
Wheeling Safety, Thomas B. F. Spangler and Dalibor W. Kralovec.
Playground Precautions, Berra M. Peterson.
Parks and Recreation, September 1949
Handball in the Parks and Playgrounds of New

York

City.
Recreation in the National Forests,

The Tyler Plan

A

School

Camp

Ray E. Bassett.
Venture, William

Community Recreation
By GEORGE D. BUTLER, National Recreation Asso-

Introduction to
ciation.

A

Second

edition.

558 pages, $4.50

book dealing with methods and
problems of organizing and administering a community
recreation program. It will give the reader a comprehensive picture of community recreation in the United States.
The book includes sections covering the nature, extent,
significance, and history of community recreation, with
extensive material on the personnel to administer prorevision of a popular

grams.

Modern Football
By H. O. CRISLER,

University of Michigan,

286

pages, $3.75

In this new book one of the master football strategists of
our time analyzes and explains the fundamental and fine
points of the game. The first chapters are devoted to the
basic arts of football while the later chapters explain the
operation of most formations used today and analyze
the best defense for each.

P. Hall.

Forest Recreation, Southwide, Winton H. Reinsmith.
The Maintenance Mart.

Championship Technique in Track and Field
By DEAN B. CROMWELL, University of Southern

With the collaboration of AL WESSON.
Olympic Games edition. 333 pages, $4.00
Explains in great detail and with concrete examples the
successful techniques in track and field and how they are
best developed. The book starts with introductory chapters on training and similar matters and then devotes
thirteen chapters to the principal categories of track and
California.

REMINDER

field events.

The

last

chapter covers the 1948 Olympic

Games.
is

built

by

Send

*

for copies

on approval

McGRAW-HILL
for catalog, address:
Dept. R, W. J. VOIT RUBBER

16OO

CORP.

25th St.
Los Angeles 11, Calif.
E.

*Reg. U.
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BOOK COMPANY,
330 WEST 42nd STREET

Inc.

NEW YORK

18, N. Y.

S. Pat. Off.

RECREATION

T^ecreation
partments and Junior Leagues to supervise children in "making plays," thus helping them to better social and emotional adjustment.

Recreation Society Elections

New officers of the American Recreation Society for

1949-50, announced at

annual meeting in

its

The

leans just prior to the 3ist

National Recreation Congress, are as follows

President,
Brightbill

Charles k. Brightbill

dent,

K.

Charles

Harry H. Stoops;

second vice-president, Gerald B. Fitzgerald secretary, Miss Madolin Cannon; treasurer, Charles M.
;

Graves.

Members-at-large of the Administrative CounG. Ott Romney, O. C. Rose, C. R. Wood,
cil are
Jay VerLee, Charles F. Weckwerth.
The following newly-elected Fellows of the So:

ciety

R.

were honored

Batchelor,

Faust,

Miss

at appropriate

Charles

K.

Corinne

Fonde,

ceremonies

:

J.

John W.
Harold Meyer,

Brightbill,

Chosen by
tific

UNESCO

was planned

to provide facilities

and

children while attending a university.

This recreation center for the families of "University Village" is housed in a two-story building,
which was moved to the village and remodeled to

meet the needs

of the

floor includes a large

housing project. The first
lounge and library, a coffee

game room and a

shop, a

small

office.

Modern

folding curtains were installed to divide the lounge
and coffee shop to make operation easier, and the

combined area seats 250.

On

the second floor there

room with two electric machines,
conference room for committee meetings.

time, a sewing

and a
has accepted the

New

Drama

Project of Seattle, Washington,
will send
for use throughout the world.

UNESCO

Titles

Adopted

own

countries and use

by the
conformDepartment,
ing to national standards as recommended by the
national Leadership Standards Committee, was recently achieved by the Public Recreation Associa-

in teaching their children to

understand other

tion of

Europe to the University of Washington and Northwestern University to study creative dramatics. They will then take what they

teachers from

have learned back to their
it

It

service for the families of students, with special attention given to the problems met in raising small

United Nations Economic Scien-

and Cultural Organization

Creative

ulation.

is a large study-lounge, a play center equipped to
care for twenty-five pre-school age children at one

Wayne Sommers.

UNESCO

the

recently opened college union building of
University of Minnesota its third is de-

signed to serve the school's married student pop-

:

first vice-presi-

;

Remembered

Families

New Or-

peoples by "being" them in plays of their own.
Agnes Haaga, who left the Memphis, Tennessee, recreation

department to teach creative dra-

matics at the University of Washington, says
"We don't teach children to 'act the part' of this

Adoption

New

We

that particularly appealed to

Creative dramatics

UNESCO.

Jersey Civil Service

New

Jersey.

The Association used

the

"Recreation Leadership Standards" report of the
1948 National Recreation Congress as the basis of
its

recommendations.
Titles

:

teach them to 'be' that peror that person.
son." It is this feature of the program, she feels,

of 'standardized recreation titles

in other

in recreation, but

were revised, not only
municipal and county

fields, to

improve

governing bodies. The step was
necessitated by the increase of civil service juris-

their services to

dictions, resulting in

growth from 900

As many

titles in

1908

as seventeen different

playmaking by the children themselves, using no stage, props or costumes
except those created by the youngsters as they go

to 3,000 in 1948.

along.

Miss Haaga believes in it as an integration
and education, and already
she has trained scores of leaders who have gone

tors,

of play-acting, playing

fusion and prevented proper comparison of jobs.
considerably smaller number of more accurate

out to churches, schools, libraries, recreation de-

and appropriate

NOVEMBER
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is

recreation titles applied to a specific job.

communities supervisors were

and

vice versa.

In some

classified as direc-

Such conditions created con-

A

titles

are listed now.
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Keene Party Book, The, Frances W. Keene. Seahorse
Press and Farrarr, Straus and Company, New

Rooks Received

York. $2.50.

Golden Books When You Were a Baby, Rita
Eng; How Big, Corrine Malvern; Bobby and His
Airplanes, Helen Palmer; Little Galoshes, Kathryn
and Byron Jackson; The Night Before Christmas,
illustrated by Corinne Malvern. Simon and Schus-

Little

After the Whistle Blows, Jack Petrill. WilliamFrederick Press, New York. $10.00.
Amazon Adventure, Willard Price. John Day Company, New York. $2.50.
America Square Dances, Dot Burgin. American
Squares, Woodbury, New Jersey.
American School and University, 1949-50 edition.
American School Publishing Corporation, New
York. $4.00.
Big Bag of Tricks for Boys and Girls. Hart Publishing Company, New York. $1.00.
Birds A Golden Nature Guide. Simon and Schuster,
New York. Sl.OO.
Complete Book of Doll Making and Collecting, The,
Catherine Christopher. Greystone Press, New

York.

New

York. $.25 each.
and Ride It, C. J. Maginley. Harcourt Brace
and Company, New York. $2.00.
101 Ways to Improve Your Knitting, Barbara Abbey.
Studio Publications, New York. $1.65.
Piano Instruction in Schools, edited by William R.
Sur. Music Educators National Conference, 64
East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago 4, Illinois. $1.00.
Play with Plants, Millicent E. Selsam. William Morrow and Company, New York. $2.00.
Playtime Package, Ronny Lewis and Marion Jollison.
Hart Publishing Company, New York. $1.00.
Power Skiing, Tyler Micoleau. A. S. Barnes and Company, New York. $2.95.
Source Book of Play Party Games, The, M. Katherine
Price. Burgess Publishing Company, Minneapolis
ter,

Make

$2.98.

Controlling Factors in Economic Development, Harold
G. Moulton. Brookings Institution, Washington,

D. C. $4.00.
Educators Guide to Free Films Ninth Annual Edition, edited by Mary Foley Horkheimer and John
W. Diffor. Educators Progress Service, Randolph,
Wisconsin. $5.00.
Flying Tackle, Wilfred McCormick. G. P. Putnam's
Sons, New York. $2.00.
Giant Playbook, Jeff E. Thompson and Annie Elaine.
Hart Publishing Company, New York. $1.00.
Health and Fun, Charters, Smiley and Strang. The
Macmillan Company, New York. $.64.

It

15, Minnesota. $3.50.
Story of Franklin D. Roosevelt, The, Marcus Rosenblum. Simon and Schuster, New York. $1.50.

Supervision of Group Work and Recreation, Hedley
S. Dimock and Harleigh B. Trecker. Association
Press, New York. $4.50.
Trees the 1949 Yearbook of Agriculture, the United
States Department of Agriculture. Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D. C. $2.00.
Very Little Dog, The, Grace Skaar. William Scott

Human

Relations in Public Administration, Alfred
DeGrazia. Public Administration Service, Chicago,

Publisher, New York.
Razzle, John R. Tunis.

Illinois. $1.50.

Johnny King, Quarterback, Jackson Scholz. William
Morrow and Company, New York. $2.50.

Young

New

Company,

York.

William Morrow and

$2.50.

eaver
intark
are famous
over
Americas

Famous because

of their economy, and their rugged, long-lasting construction,
backed by 30 years' manufacturing experience. That is why more and more
schools are turning to Weaver Wintark for trouble-free athletic equipment For
years of economical service, specify all-weather, rubber-covered, fabric-lined, cord-

wound
.

.

.

basketballs

.

.

.

footballs

.

.

.

volleyballs

.

.

.

soccer balls

.

.

.

softballs

water polo and play balls by Weaver Wintark!

WEAVER WINTARK SALES CO.
South
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Fifth Street

P.

O. Box 71

Shamokin, Pa.
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Children's

Book Week

NOVEMBER

13

TO

19

A

dramatization of book characters is one way in
which communities celebrate Children's Book Week

A

Treasury of Hero Stories

By Joanna Strong and Tom
Company, New

Publishing

YTERE
'-

B. Leonard.
York. $2.00.

Hart

The pictures fill most of the page and are accompanied by the sort of sing-song couplets which
appeal to children and which, in this case, tell the
adventures of two little trains going West.

BOYS AND GIRLS, from the ages of eight to
have the thrilling experience of

thirteen, can

meeting for the first time such characters as Robin
Hood, Pocahontas, David Livingstone, Joan of
Arc, Daniel Boone, Booker T. Washington, Florence Nightingale and many others. The stories are
well-written in clear and simple language, and will

remain long
the

in the

memory

good fortune to read

of

any child who has

this book.

New Walt

Disney's

Bambi, Mother Goose, Adventures of Mr. Toad.
Simon and Schuster, New York. $1.00 each.

HE NEW EDITION of the story of Bambi, beloved
by youngsters and grown-ups alike, is in full
color. Twelve of the illustrations offer children
the delight of feeling Bambi's soft fur. (Fuzzy
Golden Book.) In Mother Goose, favorite Disney

The Team
By Frank O'Rourke. A.

New

S.

Barnes and Company,

York. $2.50.

O'ROURKE, experienced writer

of base-

trained with a big league team
(the Philadelphia Phillies) to get the material for
this one. Therefore he is well-qualified to take
ball

stories,

young readers behind the scenes in the operation
of a major league team. The story starts with laying of plans for the coming season, and takes us
to Florida with the team for the opening of training and from that moment we live through their
games, and problems on and off the field. It will
give boys and girls much exciting inside information about the workings of one of the most popular
;

big time sports.

some of the best loved rhymes.
The Adventures of Mr.
(Big Golden Book.)
Toad was adapted from Kenneth Graham's "The
Wind in the Willows" and presents some of Mr.
Toad's most rollicking adventures. (Big Golden

characters illustrate

Book.)

has just put out three volumes of sheer fun for

Two

Little

New

different age youngsters, which retail for $1.00 each.
Playtime Package offers countless hours of play for

Trains

By Margaret Wise Brown. William R.
lisher,

HART PUBLISHING Company, New York,

Scott Pub-

York. $1.50.

A DELIGHTFUL LITTLE book

for the very young,
with amusing illustrations by Jean Chariot.

NOVEMBER
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tiny folks

same

four to eight Giant Playbook does the
from seven to eleven Big Bag of

for those

;

;

Tricks offers no trick beyond a child's level, but
contains astonishing stunts for all but the youngest
ones.
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For Those

Who Work

century. Of particular interest is his interpretation
of the problems and techniques of the assimilation

Youth and Recreation
E. O. Harbin. Abingdon-Cokesbury Press,
810 Broadway, Nashville, Tennessee. $.25.

By

HARBIX HAS prepared a

brief but

with Children

compre-

MR.hensive guide for church leaders interested in

American way

into the

of

life

of the

many

im-

Jewish groups, com-

migrant groups, particularly
ing to the United States during the early years of
his active work.

'including effective youth recreation in their programs. This book is one of a series covering the
of emphasis in the Methodist Youth
Fellowship program. However, it is of equal value
to all interested in the development of sound, crea-

Recreation for Million*

major areas

tive recreation

gram

programs for youth. Specific pro-

suggestions are

made

in social recreation,

sports, arts and crafts, and the like, and suggestions are given about the establishment and opera-

tion of youth centers, leadership, and recreation
for rural youth. One chapter is devoted to the support of community recreation programs.

R. K. McXickle. Editorial Research Reports,
1205 Nineteenth Street, N. W., Washington,
D. C. $1.00.

By

A

SUM MARY OF

the reasons for recreation, public
and services available at

'recreation facilities

of government, and an estimate of private
and public expenditures for recreation, are presented in this report in a way that is, on the whole,
effective and inclusive. Special attention is given

all levels

at the close to the

problem of segregation in the use

of public recreation facilities.

Play Schools Association, 119 West 57 Street,

Xew York

19. $.40.

Officers

BRIEF BUT inclusive guide is a very useful
tool, not only for those interested in play schools,
but for all recreation workers who handle younger

THIS

children. Its philosophy

and program suggestions
was written by

are sound and helpful. The book
members of the Play School staff.
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Half a Century in Community Service

By
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Press,

York. 82.50.

BERXHEIMER WAS one

of the pioneers in

Jewish social service and community activities.

His reminiscences of his fifty years of fruitful
stewardship, and his references to social trends and
developments, serve to remind us of the tremendous
change and progress made since the turn of the
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A

and decoration ideas from

of program, party, crafts
the National Recreation Association. Full
list

partial

The Christmas Book

A

available upon request.

Christmas

$.50

about
Christmas customs and legends around the
world, parties, carols, decorations, gifts and
other Christmas ideas and suggestions.
booklet

beautiful

list

of information

full

Christmas Carnival

Fun

Is

Serious
(MP
$.10

295)
v
Christmas Carol Leaflets (per 100)

Christmas

Christmas

Is

Carols and Pantomimes

in

World

(MP

80

Legends Around the
Told in pantomime form.

Customs

and

255)

Will serve as basic pattern for similar programs.

Christmas Handicraft Recipes

(MB

Four

1900}

simple craft projects for attractive gifts

A (MB

Christmas Party,

$.05

Games and

1420)

gift

05

distribution

Games and mixers
Christmas Party Fun (MP409)
Christmas Suggestions for Children (MB 798)
Games,

puzzles, favors

and

.10

05

gifts

An

Dickens' Christmas Spirit (MB 1268)
ioned, Victorian Christmas party

old fash-

05

Games, Games, Games to Make Your Christmas
Merry (MB 1827) Seven games to liven up

Mixers

Games

Christmas

for

for Christmas

Dances

and

(MB

.05

1435)

Polar Christmas Party,

A A

-

George

Play,

A

The (MP 56)

to

1587)

Is

How

Greens (MB
making wreaths

Gifts and Gadgets Made of Paper
Ideas for gifts and decorations

Joyous Noel

(MB

inexpensive clay,

1825)
tin

cans,

make

297)

made from

etc

.05

Colorful (MB 1828)
Chemicals to use for adding color to the fireplace.

Make Your Christmas

.

Suggestions for Novel Christmas Cards

(

MP

Trimming the Tree for Santa (MB 1955)
Suggestions for making cornucopias, angels, etc
You Can Make Your Christmas Cards (MB 607)
Fourteen ways suggested.

10

age

A

Play for Christmas,
(MP 405)
secular and religious plays for
adults
groups including

New

.05

.05

new

list

various

of

age
10

Games (MB

$.05

1595)

A
Merrily (MP 265)
unique Twelfth Night Party to bring the season

Crown Your Twelve Months
to

a

close

10

"Turn Over a New Leaf Party,
Decorations and program

Watch Night
.05

A

Year and Twelfth Night Parties

Beginning of the Year
.05

290)

Illustrated

An up-toChristmas Plays for Juniors (MP 404)
date annotated list for children from primary
to high school

Going

.15

Decorations

of RECREATION magazine by consulting your
or the local library. Many of these are now out

05

.05

(MP

files

Recent Bibliographies

$.10

1264)

programs and decorations

November and December back

Christmas Masques, Festivals and Pageants with
Music (MP 406)
$.10
A listing of the best
Christmas Music (MP 216)
collections
05

(MB

like

Christmas

after greens,

to

can be obtained from

05

Colorful

Christmas Novelties for Everyone
ornaments, decorations and the

10

of print.

1422)

Distribute Small Christmas Gifts
For club parties, large celebrations

Christmas

Cutting

10

(MB

.05

issues

rollicking farce

over 300 years old
Some Christmas Quiz Suggestions
Four quizzes

Ways

.10

-

.05

from RECREATION

Suggestions for Christmas

party with an Arctic

theme
St.

Articles

05

1425)

10

.05

.

A Christmas pantoSeven Gifts, The (MP 369)
mime by Stuart Walker. Simple directions for a
fantasy about the Christmas star

(MB

Parties

10

Narrator, pantomime, carols for

a community program
Brief carol
Here We Go A-Caroling (MB 1897)
program suggestions for reader and choir
Hints for Christmas in Church or School (MB
1899)
Stage settings, lights, processionals, program suggestions
Joy to the World (MB 1585) A pageant for
church based on the story according to St.

Luke.

05

your party
Ice-Breakers and

Festival of Light

Party

(MP

346)

A" (MP

171)

05

Games,

stunts, re-

05

lays
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This is

how

Chic Young, the cartoonist,

makes a

first

rough sketch for the famous

TetO VOJ A U/
^-rtMsr- <u(7w as os
<\A-

strip.

jew Tte
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Then when each panel

in

a

strip

meets his approval, he makes a careful pencil rendering as above.
VE TOLD YOU A MILLION
nMEs...wnx u.s. SAVINSS

After this, the pencil rendering

is

carefully inked

in,

JC\ -- = PAYROLL SAV1N6S
PLAN AMD WEU- 6ET42
FOR EVE5ty*3.2P IN JUST

as you see here.

STEP BY STEP...
that's the

way

AS YOU CAN SEE, Chic Young, who
Xi. draws the popular "Blondie" comic
strip, goes through many steps to arrive
at a finished cartoon.
And, cartoonist Chic Young, together
with millions of other smart Americans,
will tell you that the step-by-step
method is the easiest, surest way of
doing anything worth while.

it's

done

successfully!

any worth while amount of
buy United States Savings
Bonds the step-by-step method
So set aside a regular amount week
after week, month after month, year

set aside

money is

to

Then in 10 short years you
have a mighty nice nest egg tucked
away.
after year.

will

Particularly, saving

Get started now. Get your Bonds
through Payroll Savings or at your bank

One

or post

of the easiest

money.
and surest ways to

AUTOMATIC SAVING

IS

SURE SAVING

office.

U. S.

SAVINGS BONDS

Contributed by this magazine in co-operation with the

Magazine Publishers of America as a public

service.
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Lord God

of

all,

for this Christmas day
for this day of joy,
for this
for this

hearts are

We

think

For
For

all

warm
first

within us.

of those

who are near
we see we

all

thee,

day of giving,
day of living,
day when we think of the children.

for this

Our

we thank

who

are dear to us,

to us.

wish a happy Christmas day.
whom we do not see

throughout the world

we

desire

such joy as belongs to happy children,
such joy as belongs to men who are brothers,
such happiness as comes to those who are" ready
to share what is dearest to them.

Lord God of
if

we

all,

could,

we would

will

that all days be as Christmas days

without hate; without fear;

days of deep good will for

Howard

Braucher's

last

Christmas card,

reprinted by request.

all;

days of courage;
days of desire for justice;
days of a peace that passeth all understanding;
days of a peace that is outgoing, vital, dynamic;
days of peace that

mean

Tightness

upon

the earth.

AMEN.
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Courtesy of
National Gallery of Art
Washington, D. C.
(Kress Collection)
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Ye

shepherd plains of Bethlehem,
That rest in silence long,
Break forth your Christmas echoes,

Men

till

hear the angels' song.

Ye shadowed homes in
By centuries of wrong,

lands oppressed

Let heavenly gladness enter in
For, hark, the angels' song.

All ye

who hear from

The Christmas
Learn

far

and near,

joy prolong;

your hearts

in the fullness of

To

sing the angels' song.

Ye
Ye

wider plains of neighbor lands,
hills and mountains strong,

Take up the sound and everywhere
Repeat the

angels' song.

Ye busy towns and

cities vast,

With all your hurried throng,
Calm now your noise and tumult, while

Ye

learn the angels' song.

Carol by

WILLIAM MERRIAM CRANE

DECEMBER

1949
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EVERYWHERE
UTSIDE, THE
the evergreens

SNOW

lies

deep and white under

inside, the brightly-lighted Christ-

mas tree and a blazing fire add an atmosphere
warmth to the gaiety of the gift-giving
.

.

of

.

states where they are still popular. Yule logs were
surrounded with superstition by the Druids, who
believed that if the log fire burned all night, the
family would have good luck during the coming

In tropic lands, a soft, warm breeze comes
through a window, playing on the dancing couples

year. The use of mistletoe, known as a pledge
of peace and friendship, also descended from the

and merry-makers, dressed

Druids,

clothes
It's

.

.

in

light,

summery

.

everywhere. In America and
be a white holiday, while in South

Christmas

Europe
America

it

may

it's

a green one, coming in the midst of

who

considered this plant sacred.

(The

custom of kissing under the mistletoe derives from
a Scandinavian myth, however.) Only the turkey
seems to be a truly American addition to our
Christmas celebration

!

summer weather. But all over the world there's a
common bond of joy and understanding which

One of the most popular symbols of Christmas
in many countries is the tree
evergreen or fir or

bridges different climates and customs during this
universal celebration of the birth of Christ.

any other variety laden with gaily -colored balls,
tinsel and icicles, or adorned with popcorn and
cranberry chains and candles. The tree is not a
universal symbol of the season, however. In Mex-

In this country Christmas
for

so

holiday,
celebration have

many

is

an international
parts of our

traditional

come from other

lands.

We

are

indebted to England for greeting cards, plum
pudding, mince pie and the famous Dickens'

ico, for instance, the pinatas are the symbol of
the celebration, which begins nine days before
Christmas Day. Every night a religious proces-

followed by a party, with dancing and refreshments, climaxed by the breaking of the pinata.

Scrooge and Tiny Tim. Germany has conand Santa Claus, while
carols have come down through the ages from the
Holy Land. Evergreens are of pagan origin, and

sion

most of our Christmas greens such as holly, ivy
and laurel were first brought to this country by
the women on the Mayflower. In our concern,

hung from the

tale of

tributed the Christmas tree

today, for international understanding as a basis
of building toward an enduring peace, it might
be well for us to take some cognizance of these
facts in

our Christmas parties and programs.

The Christmas
in Italy in 1223

crib,

or creche, was originated

St.

Francis of Assissi. Stock-

by

ings "hung by the chimney with care" are a custom handed down from the Norsemen, who be-

Goddess Hertha appeared in the
their great halls, bringing them hap-

lieved that the
fireplaces of

piness and good fortune. Influenced by the story
of Joseph and Mary, the Irish started putting

is

This earthenware jug, covered with papier-mache
figures, is filled with toys, nuts and sweets, and
ceiling.

Amidst much

hilarity, it

by one of the guests who is
there is a scramble for the
and
then
blindfolded,

is

broken with a

stick

falling prizes.

A

Litany, an arrangement of the manger scene,
the midnight "Mass of the Cock" and the banquet
following, all are important parts of the Mexican

holiday
is

not.

the

known

but gift-giving
sixth, the day of

as the posadas

However, on January

children put their shoes on the

Wise Men,

balconies for the

Wise Men

to

fill

with toys.

In Brazil, two of the most deep-rooted traditions are the creche and the midnight Mass. Early
in December, households begin setting up their

lights in their

windows, symbolizing a hospitable
welcome to wanderers.

which may be simple or very elaborate
sometimes even taking up a whole room. Families
spend the day of Christmas Eve together, then go

Christmas fireworks, first introduced in Louisiana by French settlers, spread to other southern

to the midnight
tuous supper of

416

creches,

Mass and

many

return

home

to a

sump-

delicacies, including turkey,

RECREATION

roast pig, fried shrimp and an assortment of exciting-looking fancy desserts.

Christmas Eve in Columbia

is

trees, fruit, toys
is St.

In Poland and Spain

unusual custom, giving it a Mardi Gras air.
about nine o'clock in the evening, laughing groups
of people, in masquerade costumes and masks, apa
pear on the streets. Everyone tries to recognize

Wise Men who

pay homage to the Christ Child, they pass
through Spain and leave gifts of candy and playthings for the children. In Syria, Santa Claus is
the youngest camel of the Wise Men. Legend has
it that this camel fell exhausted at the end of the
long journey to Bethlehem, and the Christ Child
blessed

it

with immortality.

Japan's Santa known as Hoteiosho is a kind
old man with a huge pack on his back. Children
believe he has eyes in the back of his head, so they

The giver of gifts, "Santa Claus" to us, is
known by many names in different lands, and in
Russia is a grandmother "Good Star" dressed
Father Star,

the

to

and the one who does so first wins a gift
from the one recognized. Masqueraders leave the
streets as midnight nears, making way for the
celebration of midnight Mass, followed by feasting and fun among the adults until early morning.
Fireworks also are a part of the holiday tradition
in Central and South America.

veil.

is

it

bring the presents. According to a Spanish folk
tale, as the Wise Men go to Bethlehem each year

friend,

and

gift-giver

erosity to the poor.

marked by an

At

in a white robe

and cookies. Sweden's

Lucia, a medieval saint famous for her gen-

try to be

who accom-

good when

he's

around! Lan Khoong-

Santa

China's

Khoong
The Chinese
is

meaning nice old

panies her, scolds the bad children and praises
the good. In Italy, too, gifts are given by a woman Befana, who is old and witch-like, dressed in

father.

black robes and carrying a broom. Italian children also receive their gifts on January sixth,

evergreens adorn Chinese churches and homes
during their Holy Birth Festival.

the Epiphany, commemorating the visit
Magi to the manger.

An English Christmas is very similar to ours,
with the exchange of presents and the caroling as

which

is

the Tree of Light, and
is decorated with paper flowers, colored paper
chains and cotton snowflakes. Paper chains and

of the three

According to ancient tradition in Holland, St.
Nicholas makes his rounds upon Wodan's horse,
Sleipner, whose hoofs Dutch children are supposed to hear on Christmas Eve. Boys and girls
leave their

wooden shoes on the hearth

outstanding

Nicholas

is

The Danes put a bowl

grod in the attic
dwarf with a gray
suit and a nightcap, who brings their gifts. In
Germany, Santa Claus has given way to the
of their
little

Christkind, or Kriss Kringle,

who

is

generally

represented by a child dressed in white robes with
a golden crown and golden wings. Pere Noel

Father Christmas
gifts in

French children

leaves

their

wooden shoes on Christmas Day, but the

general exchange of presents is on New Year's
Day, which is a great family day and the equivalent of
St.

our Christmas celebration.
Nicholas makes his

in Switzerland.

In

many

visits

December

sixth

parts of this country he
the Christ Child, who

has been succeeded by
travels over the land every Christmas Eve in a
sleigh

drawn by

DECEMBER

six reindeer, heavily laden with

1949

December

sent the St.

such places as Stratford-on-Avon, Gloucestershire

relating

for Jules-nissen, the queer

Day,

distributed

dressed in bishop's robes, followed by
tries to keep him from presenting the

rope.

Boxing

money. Christmas Mummers still preGeorge drama, and other plays that
have been given for several hundred years, in

for St.

bad things about the people.
gifts by
Czechs and Slovaks receive their bounty from St.
Mikulas, who descends from heaven on a golden

features.

is

twenty-sixth, is observed on almost as big a scale
as Christmas Day. Originally, this was the time
when the village priest opened the poor box and

Nick to fill, sometimes putting hay or carrots in
them for the white horse. The Hungarian's St.
a devil who

tree

'

and Hampshire. A popular rural custom is the
ceremony of the farmer and his friends drinking
a toast of cider to their favorite apple tree, and
the burning of the Yule log is still carried on in
some country homes.
In a Finnish home the fir tree is set up on
Christmas eve, decorated with apples and other
fruits, candies, paper flags, cotton, tinsel and candles. Festivities are started with a visit to the
Finnish steambath, followed by the Christmas dinSanta Claus distributes presents at this time.

ner.

Church services start very early on Christmas
Day, which is spent quietly visiting among the
family.

Through the ages these

traditional observances

of Christmas have been handed down from one
generation to another. Let us hope that the spirit

on earth, joy, brotherlion to future generations so

of Christmas, of peace

ness, will be passed

that the significance of Christ's birth will never
be lost to man, and peace may once more be

restored to this troubled world.
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of recreation,

J

it

might have access to

financial re-

sources to carry on a program.
There are two things to which I attribute our

sound start in recreation. It is very, very important, whenever one begins a movement, to begin
with a sound basis, a sound philosophy. It was
the work of Mr. Haynes to get us started right;
and he kept coming to our city several times a
year to see what we were doing and how we were
doing it. Then the second one is that the law, to
which I just referred, Tiad been passed. That law
was really epoch-making, and the people who
were doing recreation work throughout the country sat up and took notice.
It said: let the people vote on whether or not
their community wants to have recreation let the

Dorothy Enderis chats about recreation
experiences in Milwaukee at an evening session of the New Orleans Congress.

;

HUMAN PROBLEMS
HAS A German background. There
when sixty-five percent of Milwaukee people were of German extraction, and a

was a time
MILWAUKEE

We

very fine type of citizen they were and are.
are slow, but we are thorough. It takes us a long
time to get somewhere, but when we are there we

people vote on whether or not they want to tax
themselves. If they vote yes, then the school board
can ask the common council to levy a special tax,
that

money

to be turned over to the

Board

of

School Directors to be used exclusively for rec-

we

young and old.
That was the basic thought, that recreation was
education and should have the same quality of

clusion that

In 1911 Milwaukee began to come to the conit should concern itself about the lei-

guidance as the academic life of a community. It
gave our Board of School Directors a dual respon-

sure time of its communities and, showing usual
thoroughness, said, "Well, let's go at this in a
systematic way, so that we will know what we

they were the board of education, and
sibility
they also became the board of recreation.
In the thirty-seven long years that Milwaukee

know where we

are,

why we

are there, and

stick.

are after, and

why we

sensible thing that
it

appealed to

ciation for help in the

The

NRA

are after

It

it."

did the

any community would do today
the National Recreation Asso-

way

of a survey.

reation activities for

tolerated me
from 1920 on, at least, when I
headed the department I was an assistant superintendent of schools, but I had nothing whatever
to

do with the day school. Our department was

Rowland Haynes, and Mr.
Haynes and his wife spent three months making
a study of what Milwaukee was doing with its

responsible for the after-school hours and the
after-school years of the community. According
to the law, if any other board or commission had

leisure time; but

facilities,

made a study

sent

they didn't stop there.

They

what Milwaukee could do with
its leisure time and, when that survey was published, we were anything but proud of ourselves.
While this was going on, the superintendent of
schools and social workers were writing a law
and putting it through our state legislature so
that, should Milwaukee awaken to the importance
of

Miss Dorothy Enderis, recently

retired,

is

Director

Emeritus of the Department of Municipal Recreation
and Adult Education in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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the school board might cooperate the
school board providing the supervision and the
said board giving the facilities.

Now

law quickly, and through its own
wording, dispelled two rather fallacious ideas
which were prevalent in those days and which, in
this

many communities,

still

are so

namely, that rec-

We

something that concerns only youth.
took the stand right from the beginning that recrereation

is

is something that concerns an individual
from birth through old age. The law said very
definitely "activities for young and old."

ation

RECREATION

Also, in those days, and even today, some peoconsists only of
ple have a notion that recreation
outdoor exercise. However, the

games,
law enumerated such things as music, drama,
sports,

lit-

erature, and so on, immediately laying down
policy that a well-rounded recreation department
should concern itself with a great variety of ac-

the

tivities.

Then
out of

the school board took $25,000, I think,
continuation fund and four of us out of

its

had not only ignorance, apathy and indifference,
but a narrow viewpoint to fight. Thank goodness
that didn't last very long.

we had been in operation for about two
the
board received petitions from two of
years,
the finest residential districts in Milwaukee asking
After

for social centers in their schoolhouses

and say-

ing, "Our girls and boys have leisure time; we
want them to have the opportunity to spend it,
and we adults want some of these advantages."

They were beginning

to realize that the things

our teaching positions in the system and said,
"We are going to put this to a vote, a vote of the

we were doing

people." Very few people knew what recreation
was, at that time, and we four who were selected
to start it knew less than anybody else. So we

crime prevention they were matters of life enrichment; and anything that is a matter of life
enrichment for the individual citizen leads to the

began to try to educate the public on the matter

cultural

and

in the social centers

civic

growth

of the

were not just

community.

FACED IN RECREATION CENTERS
of municipal recreation.

standing

At

Oh, what a lack

we found
we had a

Government in
me what she had

the

work

He

said, "I appreciate very,

streetcar.

cial

Socialist

Milwaukee, and a friend told
overheard two men talking about in the

One had

said to the other, "Say, are you going to
vote for the 'Socialist' centers?" And the other
replied, "I should say not.

That

is

just

one of

those blankety-blank notions of those Socialists in
the City Hall."

In Milwaukee

we had

to educate people.

It

of desire to support

over.

it.

men who

organized the department was Mr. Kottnauer, whom many of you oldtimers remember. The neighbors couldn't understand Mr. Kottnauer's being there all day long
playing with the children. They would gather at
night on the sidewalk to watch. Finally, one of

them asked him, "Do you get paid for this job?"
Mr. Kottnauer said, "Paid? Paid? No, I pay
them for letting me play here." That was the end
of that sidewalk supervision.

Some

you

We

but don't for a minute think that sledding was
easy. I am ashamed to say that some of the biggest obstacles we had in the early days came from
the school folks themselves, teachers and princi-

pals ; and I needn't tell you that the janitors owned
the school buildings. But that is all changed. Our

principals
schools.

The

now beg

work

us for recreation

in their

holy-of-holies of the school system, at least

Milwaukee, was the high school. We recreation
workers almost took our hats off when we passed
in

people were so worked up about the taxes

Nothing was more gratifying

one.

from a sentimental viewpoint, "Oh, yes, playgrounds are fine for the children. Boys must have
them, especially the bad boys." And of our spcial

tions

centers, "Oh, yes, they are very good for the foreign element, fine for the underprivileged."

Why, when

We

1949

How

I hope that the fights of all
to get into the schoolhouses will soon be
got in because we were all one family,

Schoolhouses."

that they just couldn't see the movement at all.
Some of those who did see it saw it more or less

DECEMBER

department of his board.

and your children, but I appreciate far more
deeply what the social centers and playgrounds
have taught you to do for yourselves."
Being part of an educational system made it
possible for us to get into the schoolhouses, and we
soon began to be known as "The City of Lighted
of

of the four

of the recreation

very deeply what socenters and playgrounds have done for you

wasn't only a lack of education, but a lack of sympathy with the movement and, therefore, a lack

One

made by our late suMr. Goodrich, was about

of the last speeches

perintendent of schools,

!

that time

One

of under-

about three years ago, to have on

to

my

for

than,

from four high school principals asking

recreation activities in their schools.

come

me

desk peti-

to see the value of

me

to

I

it.

And

for

They have

the janitors!

into a social center,

it is difficult
go
the
from
know,
enthusiasm, who is the
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We

didn't fall into a social center with every-

we wanted

right at the beginning. It was
years, for instance, before we had the nerve to

thing

put boxing on our program! It was years before
we had the nerve to play cards in the schoolhouses, and
finally

how we worked

came from the

than from our

own

Do you know

so that the agitation

citizens themselves, rather

office!

that story in the Bible of old

Simeon of the temple? They brought the Christ
Child into the temple and, an old servant, seeing
the Christ Child, realized that He was the Saviour.

He

"Now may Thy

said,

servant depart in peace,

mine eyes have seen the glory of the Lord."
Very often, when I would walk home from a
board meeting at which they had decided to buy

for

The Knights of
drama program

the
in

and who

director

Round Table

star in a successful

one of Milwaukee's public schools.

is

something or to inaugurate a certain policy, somewe had planned for, hoped for, wished

thing that

the janitor.

it had finally become a realization, I
would think with gratitude, "Now may thy ser-

pet story is about our janitor in the Fifth
Street Social Center. When table tennis began to

for until

be popular we started working to put tennis tables
in our budget. Our staff got together and went
through every building to see where we could

vant depart in peace."

store our tables in the daytime and accordingly
got every
equip the center for table tennis.

movement

My

We

center equipped but one, and we couldn't possibly
see where we could store the tables so we just

A

few weeks after, when table
tennis was going like a house afire, the janitor of
that school came to me quite incensed. He said,
"How come the Fifth Street Center doesn't have
didn't order any.

table tennis ?"
I said,

"You know,

nearly broke our hearts
in, but where in the

it

not to be able to put

it

world would you keep your tables?"

He

replied, "I got

it all

fixed up.

If

you

will

latticed wall or

compartment, I will
show you where to store them."
"But that means you will have to carry those
build a

little

three tables up a flight of steps."

And

You

leave

a good program!

It is

he answered, "What about
Give us table tennis."

it?

that to me.

Nothing

sells itself like

One

the

of

never de-

I

developments of the
has filled

recreation

my

in general, that

professional heart with great joy and thanksgiving, is
the way in which colleges and universities are now

putting recreation into their curricula and offering
a degree in it as a profession. You who have been
in recreation longer

know

the dearth of recrea-

tion workers.

When we first knew that we were going to have
some playgrounds in Milwaukee, we didn't know
where to turn for workers. People didn't know
what games to play the physical education in our
public schools was "one-two stuff" and nothing
else. So we organized a Saturday morning play
;

course with the idea of getting about nineteen
it in preparation for the summer.

teachers to take

Instead of nineteen, fifty-seven registered.
People began to know that there were jobs open
in the social centers and they came to apply.

Naturally

difficult to get into school buildings anymore.
People are beginning to see that thirty-five and a
half hours use, forty weeks a year, is poor busi-

But, notice,

parted.

we would

made them

ask them what

interested in the work.

One young chap came

not

to

me and

said, "I

am

docjust getting over a serious operation, and
tor says I ought to get out in the air and in the

my

but to stay

sunshine, so I would like a playground job this

you don't use good judgment. This development of the popularity and
tolerance of recreation and of the use of the schoolhouses wasn't hit or miss. It meant good judgment in the type of activity we put on, constant
education and speaking to clubs, constant public
relations. But, I say again, the best thing was a

summer."
Such incidents were repeated over and over

ness.
in.

Now,

You

the trick

can't stay in

not to get

is
if

sound, sensible program.
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in,

again.

My

wanted

to be a social center director.

choice story

see us about an opening
in business in this
I

know

all

is

about a butcher

and

who

He came

said, "I

to

have been

neighborhood seventeen years.
all know me, and
steady customers. That shows

the people and they

they have been

my

RECREATION

and you bet
I understand people. Then, you know, I am getting kind of tired of this butcher business, and this
going in and out of iceboxes it's giving me rheumatism. So I said to my woman,
going to
that I have been treating

them

right,

;

Tm

know
try to get that social center director's job.
"
I can do it.'
Well, that is the type of worker who
came to us. Now we can employ professional
I

workers. However, that still isn't going to solve
our problem one hundred percent.
You all have had people come into your office
to apply for a job, pulling the whole alphabet

behind them in the form of degrees; but, when it
came to the thing that we need most personality,

We

must realize that
they just didn't have it.
while a degree and training are important, there
is

something

far, far

I

am

director of a social center, a

community

house, swell building, three stories, and

708 people registered on our

list.

we have
a swell

It's

yards of cloth and the membership in the dressmaking class are doing to that mother.

There

German word

a

is

that

I

have never been

able to put into English. It is the word leutselig.
Leut is the German word for people, and selig is

holy and, to me, the finest attribute with which
you could credit a recreation worker is to say that

he

is

that people are holy to

meaning

leutselig,

him.
I

think

was Whitman who was walking down

it

when

the street with a friend
to another

man on

the friend pointed

the street and said to

Whitman,

"Don't you hate that man?" And Whitman replied, "Hate him? How can I hate him? I know

And

so, getting to

know

people, getting to un-

derstand them, to respect them and appreciate
them is where we, in our recreation activities,

have a greater responsibility than any profession
I know of
and I place it second to none to spin

is

good, but wouldn't

it

be better

if

that

fiber from which that great world, about
which we are all dreaming and talking, is woven.

basically true, because nations are

man, instead of thinking of his job in terms of
a three-story building with such and such an enrollment and attendance, would think and say, "I

made

am

tolerate, but to respect

responsible for the growth and happiness of
708 people" ? That is the attitude we must take
if we are going to have successful playgrounds and

I

It is true that

concern ourselves with

cloth she brings to the sewing class, because

something.

them

skills,

We must

we want them

we

to learn

be far more concerned, how-

it

is

of people, that helping people to

greatest

know one

privileges

one another

that

we have

is

as

not to

one of the
recreation

workers.

Yes,

we must

what the boy does with the basketball, what the
man who comes to join the orchestra does with the
fiddle, what the woman does with the piece of
to give

claim

another and to understand one another

successful social centers.

want

man and what

that

place."

That

does to the boy and what
that four

ball

the fiddle does to the

him!"

more important.

Sometimes we ask a recreation worker, "What
are you doing ?" He will say, "Oh, I have a swell
job.

what the

ever, with

worked

We

we have a
at

it

have
job and a big one.
so well that it has grown to be a

We

recognized profession. But that isn't enough.
that profession with consecration and

must ply

devotion and, if we do that, we have more than a
job, more than a profession. Then we have a
mission, and may God help us to consecrate ourselves to it!

Magna Cum Laude
magazine has been awarded honor-

RECREATION
able mention
"Magazines

for

in

the

Book

of

School Libraries."

Appraisals,
of the

One

ninety-seven publications meriting this honor
out of some 5,917 competitors the magazine of
the recreation movement was selected because it is

a

"thoroughly

alive

and stimulating guide

to

wholesome democratic play." Under the classification, "RECREATION
(Social Problems, including Minority Groups)," Laura K. Martin, author
of the book, also makes the following observations
:

DECEMBER

1949

"Characterized by a uniform distinction in appear.Community fun is depicted in the square
dance for the oldsters and plans for Halloween

ance

.

.

and Thanksgiving, community

style.

Such

arti-

cles as 'Recreation for the Blind' are appealingly

illustrated.

The

reader

is

activities of other lands.

taken abroad to see the

Students reported their

generous use of this magazine in the author's study
of

homemaking

materials,

and

it

is

also useful in

showing students the vocational possibilities in an
important

new

field."
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Madeleine Hamilton

There's More

MANY AMERICANS
because
Too

shy away from skiing

of embarrassment,

consciousness of

age or the fear of breaking a bone. Seeing only
wild downhill skiing and jumping, as they mostly
do, they are right. Skiing in this country has be-

come almost synonomous with break-neck speed
and acrobatics. It is as if we confined the sport
and ruled that everyone who took up riding must become a jockey.
Actually, skiing is one of the most pliable and

of horseback riding to racing

versatile of sports, adapting itself to

any age, any

In Scandinavia some of the brisk old

States, I miss the type of skiing I used to know
the family expeditions, the cross-country tours,
the non-commercial mountain lodges. Skiing in

Scandinavia is an integral part of the cultural
background of the people, filled with the vitality
of a sacred heritage. Each generation adds to its
strength. As the Scandinavian youngster learns
to ski, he also builds his character.
It starts

when you

when you

are about three years old,
pair of skis. They are

first

get your
the big adventure. You

hug them

first

with your

wizards you meet skiing in the mountains are over

eyes, then with your arms. Slowly and gently you
slide your small hands over their surface. Your

eighty years old.

first

terrain.

Here

in

America, where skiing and

ski resorts

are becoming commercialized, where skiers wait
in line for hours at ski tows for the thrill of one

of

no bindings; just a strap
pair is not fancy
leather for the toes. No poles either; they

would be crutches

yours.

Madeleine Hamilton, born and raised on a farm in

to

ten

articles

on skiing for American

magazines.

at this stage.

In the beginning you get a hand from your
father. But the slow task of gaining control is

swoop downhill, much of the real joy of skiing
I was born in Scandinavia, was almost
is lost.
brought up on skis. Now that I live in the United

southern Sweden, has skied extensively in this country, Canada, France, Germany, Scandinavia; has writ-

t

You have to struggle with snow, skis and
own
wobbly legs. When your father thinks
your
you are ready, the big day comes you are allowed
accompany your parents on their Sunday ski
trip. It is a proud day; you are to see the world
which lies beyond the world of deep forests, of
pine trees drooping with snow, of mountains

Young

filled

folks learning the art in Brattleboro,

^*rii

Vermont

KIIIGFew

countries have as magnificent a variety of mountains as ours.

with unexplored mystery; a world of enchantment.
In Scandinavia, skiing and the family are closely
linked. The family outings I remember had a

which stimulated the imagina-

ritualistic quality

We

ing in the kitchen to dry.

stuffed our boots

with newspaper and set them far enough from the
fire so that they wouldn't curl up.
Next, every-

body had a hot bath sprinkled with pine

oil,

which

Sunday was Father's day with the family
and he made the most of it.

spread
fragrance through the house. Then we
all went to bed, and slept for an hour before din-

In the early morning we gathered around the
big breakfast table. Here was steaming hot oat-

ner.

tion.

meal, milk, ham and eggs, home-fried potatoes,
stacks of crisp brown Swedish bread, fat golden

its

know the importance
hour of complete relaxation after a day's

All Scandinavian skiers

of this
skiing.

At

school ski training

is

continued.

At Easter-

Norwegian
and chocolate.

time thousands and thousands of school children

wiches,

to the mountains.

goat's cheese, applesauce, jam, coffee

Then we made our lunch sandwrapped them in wax paper and put

them

in our rucksacks. Father carried candy bars,
thermos bottles of hot coffee and chocolate, a firstaid kit, a compass and maps. Each Sunday a dif-

ferent trip

was planned, and plans were kept most

Father and Uncle took turns in breaking trail,
followed by Mother and our aunt then came the
caravan of youngsters, the smallest ones bringing up the rear. The sun was bright and the snow
;

smooth.

It

gliding along the trail, and
Father stopped to identify the

was iun

was fun when

different animal tracks, the birds

teased

and

trees.

He

Mother when she

encouraged the

littlest

fell on some easy slope,
ones and showed us new

techniques. At lunch time we learned to make a
chair of our skis and poles and to balance on it
while eating our sandwiches and drinking the

hot chocolate.

Cousin Gunnar and

way home. Big lumps
tom

We

I

often

of

had trouble on the

snow stuck

to the bot-

had been too lazy to do our
waxing that morning, deciding it was not important! No word of sympathy from Father; this
was our problem and we had to cope with it.
At home we brushed the snow off our skis and
put them in their place. We hung our wet clothof our skis.
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all

the

over Scandinavia go with their teachers
They stay for a week and live

on trains or

either

aim

skiing

is

in

As

farmhouses.

touring

is

Scandinavian skiers, cross-country
the foundation upon which we build. No

of all

who has not masand
technique. Then,
only then, you may
dream of speed and records. It is only recently
that a few tow-ropes have been installed in Scanone

is

tered

secret.

it

from

considered a good skier

its

dinavia.

Climbing

the muscles and

is

still

a must.

makes you

feel

It

that

warms up
you have

earned the fun of each downhill run.

Having

finished school

you are ready for

real

touring. Both the Norwegian and Swedish Societies for the Furthering of Skiing, as well as the
tourist clubs,

have constructed a network of small

huts across the mountains, making possible an
almost endless variety of tours. The huts are neat

and clean and stocked with blankets, wood and
cooking utensils. The bunks are hard but roomy,
the stove is good, and if there is no well you melt
snow for water. You bring your own food, and
it is an unwritten law that
you leave the hut with
the same supplies and in the same neat condition
as you found it. These huts are the joy of the
Scandinavian people and the greatest safeguard
for her wilderness, as they

out disturbing

make

it

accessible with-

it.
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The

ski season in Scandinavia lasts

cember

from De-

the beginning of June; the big holidays, however, are Christmas and Easter, when
practically everyone who can stand on two legs
till

puts on a pair of skis and goes to the mountains.
\Ye in America can benefit from what the

Scandinavians have learned and developed through
more than a thousand years of skiing. No one
needs the peace and healing power of the silent
mountains more than we. To counteract the disastrous effects of our mechanical existence

is

es-

There must be places where we can go
and be quiet, free from all chaotic contraptions
and psychological pressures. Nothing can comsential.

pare with cross-country skiing across the flowing contours of the soft winter landscape to restore
balance and repose. There are no sharp angles;
ever)' line, even- shape and form reveal the eternal, interlacing pattern of ever-recurring life.

we laugh and

fall,

our faces buried in the

As
soft

snow, the hardness within us begins to melt. We
meet each other simply and naturally again.
Here in the stillness, close to the sky and the
stars, there are no obstructions between us and
the Cosmos.
poles

and

As

the skier rests quietly on his

listens, the

meaning

As he becomes

apparent.

of his life

becomes

part of this incredible

space around him, the very silence is no more.
The air, the sky, the very peaks vibrate with the
music of the spheres. Pilots whom I know have

heard
it

on

it

on lonely

flights.

Skiers, too, can hear

Few

countries have such a magnificent variety
of mountains as America. To a skier they are

We

Each generation

is

only the custodian

which has been given to it. It is our attitude today that will decide what kind of mountains
we are going to have tomorrow.
The cheapening process is already under way.
Jukeboxes, slot machines, bars and such parapherof that

nalia are

to the mountains.

moving

Where we

should go to find peace and refreshing solitude,
we are now met with, the same screaming, elbowing existence we left behind. On almost every
slope a network of drab eating and sleeping places
has sprung up, lacking in charm, freshness and

human touch, depressing in standardization.
People lounge about the eating counters and ski

the

wearing the same expressions you see in the
waiting rooms at Grand Central. Youngsters ride
up the lift and come down the trail as if it were a
lifts

If we don't watch out, our mounw ill become miniature Coney Islands.

roller coaster.

tains

r

Skiing can be a tremendous creative force if
let it.
Families and communities could come

we

together to clear

trails,

build and maintain a ski

lodge, ski together in the evenings and on weekends. As parents begin to ski with their children,
a common bond is established the thrill of ski-

ing and the joyous sharing of the wonders of the
countryside. Amid the silence and majesty of endless vistas of snow and sky they find, together,
the deeper layers of their beings; they really be-

gin to

live.

As we

solitary peaks.

pure paradise.

nor their natural beauty be

deteriorate,

sport

cheapened.

must not

let

the ideals of the

realize this, we shall begin to understand what the Scandinavians have learned the

simple truth that

man and man, and man and

nature, belong together.

The Game of Curling
HPHE

500- YEAR-OLD

game of curling is played on
oddly enough, players wear rubbers or
rubber-soled shoes instead of ice skates. Their
ice but,

bat or hockey stick is a broom their baseball, footor puck, a stone weighing forty-four pounds.
;

ball

Competitors consist of two "skips" who flip a
first or second play. Each skip is assisted

coin for

by three helpers
the second, his

his first assistant, the vice-skip

number two man; and the

;

third,

from the foot

The

those set up by the Mid-West Curling AssociaThe rules of the game have generally estab-

tion.

lished standard rinks

424

which are forty-two yards

that

is,

immetwo

its

who

Each player uses his broom
direct the "curl" of the stone and to increase
speed, and scores one shot for every stone

"casts his

which

the United States, and

players (or rinks) rotate

diately after the first player has "cast his
stones," he is followed by his competitor
to

in

tees, thirty-eight

All stones must cross a "hog" line or

drawn.

All curling clubs follow the standard rules of
the game set up by the Ontario Curling Associa-

Canada and

The

cannot be counted.

his lead.

tion in

line to the tee.

yards apart, are the centers for circles seven-feet
in radius, inside of which smaller circles are also

is

two

stones."

nearer the tee than any other stone of the

opposing rink. Disputed shots are determined by
vice-skips but, if they disagree, they are determined by an umpire or by a neutral curler. (See
Plaid and Tasseled Tarns, next page.)

RECREATION

Plaid and Tasseled Tains
Theodore R. Deppe

Ben Hogan means
means
baseball Frankie
EVERY
golf Joe DiMaggio
means basMikin
Parker means tennis; George
the
ketball. No matter in what part of
country
those names and names like them are mentioned,
children and adults alike are able to link the hero
to the sport and to explain the intricacies of each
SPORT HAS

its

hero.

;

;

of the

games they represent.
Only a handful of people scattered through the
nation can link Bob Magie, Babe Maturi, Frank
Kleffman or Harold Lauber to their sport. Yet,
northern reaches of the nation along the
shores of the Great Lakes, these names are bright
spots in conversation which may become heated

there are only sixteen "rinks" left to sweep their
way to the prizes. Just before the big day, when
the year's champions are crowned, the curlers sit

down

to a

huge dinner served them

spacious rooms.
When the early

March thaws

in the club's

start to soften the

pebbled ice in the big enclosed arena, boasted to
be one of the largest such structures in the world,
the champions and the losers alike can be found
swishing their "stanes" through the "slow" ice in
preparation for the next year's all important curl-

in the

ing season.

with enthusiasm

organization made up of the curling enthusiasts in
the city. The club sets up its own regulations and

when they are mentioned.
are linked with a fast growing amateur

The Superior Curling Club

is

an autonomous

schedules for curling.

midwest, these strange utterances mean only one

However, the city's
and park departments are entrusted
with the maintenance and upkeep of the huge curling club building. Under the one roof are seven
regular "curling sheets" and a large skating rink.
The rink is opened to the general public and pro-

thing

visions are

They

winter sport in which the word "rink" means
four men, a "sheet" means a stretch of pebbled
ice,

and the word "rock"

is

uttered with hushed

In the northern section of the nation's

respect.

curling.

This ice-coated sport

is

several

hundred years

American popularity is in its infancy.
of the biggest factors in the spread of this
Scottish-born sport is the bonspiels, held through-

old, yet its

One

The largest and oldest
the Northwest Bonspiel, held for the
sixteen years at the Superior, Wisconsin,

the

recreation

made

for civic organizations to use
through arrangements with the recreation department.
During the three-day bonspiel, of
it

course, the skating rink is closed and nine more
"sheets" are laid by the expert park department

out the country each year.

personnel.

of these

Each year the Superior Figure Skating Club, in
cooperation with the park and recreation departments, produces a huge ice show and, through the

last

is

Curling Club.

when the cold of the Wisconsin winmade the ice just right, sixteen "sheets"
are laid down in the municipally owned skating
arena and curling club. Then "rinks" from CanEach

year,

years, has developed stars
in this profession.

who have

gained re-

ter has

nown

ada, Minnesota, upper Michigan

During the big bonspiel and the annual ice show,
the recreation department serves as a coordinating
agency and, more times than not, as a clearing

don

their

brightly-colored

plaid and tasseled

and Wisconsin

jackets,

tarns to their heads,

hoist

their

house for the troubles that crop up during the

and

travel

productions. In attempting to keep close harmony
among the groups that use the municipal skating
arena and curling club, the recreation department

to Superior.

For three days the bonspiel continues,

until

has promoted an integrated interest in these popu-

Mr. Deppe
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director
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of

recreation

in

Superior.

lar icy sports.
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AND FUN

should be the keynote of a
Year's Eve party, tying in with the
idea of "starting the New Year right." Decora-

New
GAIETY

tions should be as colorful

and

festive as possible.

Balloons and gay paper streamers can be used, or
Christmas decorations can be adapted to the occasion

by the addition, to the Christmas greenery, of

gaily colored bells. Pictures of Father Time, with
his long beard and scythe, and of the New Year
as a newborn baby, or a cherub, can be centered
effectively. The dates of the old and new year
might be featured, perhaps arranged with flowers

or greens.

Consider giving out paper hats at the door. If
is time to make humorous ones at home, or
in a group beforehand, so much the better. Giving

there

girls'

hats to the boys or men would be a touch
In the awarding of prizes for the games

of fun.

merriment can result
from occasionally presenting the winner with a
suggestion for a stunt which he must perform or
a task for him to do, or perhaps with a prediction

to be played, a great deal of

of his fortune in the

humorous

jingle

New

Year, preferably in a

to be read aloud.

New Hobbies

Give
Pre-party Icebreaker
each player two cards, a pencil and a pin. Tell
him to think of a new hobby for the New Year,
then to draw a picture giving a clue as to what he
has chosen, and to sign his name below it (if the
players are unacquainted). When finished, this
picture is pinned to the player's chest where all
see.
When all players are placarded, each
takes his second card, goes around the room look-

can

PARTY

ing at the drawings of others, guesses what hoband writes down the

bies their pictures represent

name

of each person

whose drawing he has

in-

spected, along with his guess. After a period of
ten minutes or more, time is called, and players

count the number of people's names they have collected,

award

and the number

of

hobby guesses.

An

given to the player with the largest list
of names, and a slightly better award to the one
is

who guessed
rectly.

If

the greatest number of hobbies corplayers in the group are acquainted,

have them omit collecting names and merely guess
the hobbies.

Past Year's Advertising Pre-party IcebreakCut up old magazines for
er, for small group
one, while doing your pre-party planning.
Paste advertising slogans, often used throughout
the past year, or ads with the name of the comthis

pany removed, on as many cards as there

will

be

When

players.
guests arrive, pin one of these
cards on each player and give him a blank card
and pencil. Ask him to go around to each person
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and guess what the slogan advertises, or the name

charade

company advertising, as the case may be,
jotting down his guess opposite the name of the
player whose card he is examining. At the end of
a stated period, give an award to person guessing the largest number of ads correctly.

sides.

of the

"I Resolve

.

.

Announce

."

that since the

New

Year cannot be started correctly without good
resolutions, and that since it is usually hard to
make up one's mind as to what to resolve, you
let your guests help each other. Apone
point
guest (a lively one if possible) to act
as chairman of the Resolutions Committee. All

are going to

is guessed, after which the teams
change
Score should be kept by allowing each team
one point for each correct guess. If played at a

large party, each group takes a turn at acting, all
the others doing the guessing. The answers score
for the individual, in this case, rather than for the

Awards

team.

are given for the highest score.

Magazine Contest A quiet game may be desirable after an active session of charades, but if
more action seems indicated, skip this one.
Pass out paper and pencils and have guests
write their name and list numbers up to twenty

down

the side of the sheet.

Then read

the follow-

other guests are to be members of the committee.
Each person is to write down a resolution for

ing statements, asking players to write down a
guess as to the magazine described. After every-

room, and to bear in mind
no matter how ridiculous

one has finished, papers should be passed to the
person on the left. Read the answers aloud, guests
scoring the papers, with one point given for every

one other person

in the

that these resolutions,

sound, are to go into effect immediately

they

may

and

to be "lived

In

up to" throughout the evening.
be the job of the committee to see

fact, it will

and to report any
broken resolutions to the chairman immediately.
If, for instance, someone resolves to improve his

to

it

correct answer. Highest scores

manners, or stand up for his rights, or always see
that his partner is seated, or whatever, he had
better stick to

or suffer the consequences.
Have guests fold the resolutions and drop them
into a bowl. Mix them thoroughly and let each

he finds written there. Guests read aloud.
The chairman collects the reports throughout
the party.

2.

A prisoner's dream.
A great sum of money.

3.

The

1.

Provide him with a

list

of stunts to be

performed by resolution breakers at the end of

Liberty

Fortune

character of the popula-

New

York City.
lation of
cat or dog or husband.

4.

5.

it

guest draw a slip warning him that Fate has a
hand in this and that he'd better live up to what

Answers

Guessing Contest

that they are carried out,

6.

Woman's Home

The aim

Good Housekeeping

Companion
Coronet

of every housewife.
or had.

8.

9.

Busy people have too
idlers too much
type of gentleman

10.

A

11.

A color;

They

make a

amples

noise like a rooster at

dawn

;

imitate a girl seeing a mouse; recite one verse of
a poem or jingle; imitate a "blues" singer; imper-

little;

Time
(some-

times questionable).
printed pages

Esquire

Red Book

between two covers.

13.

A nationality.
A body of water;

14.

The

15.

Bath night and the

16.

Look

17.

Before you leap.
Coal carriers.

18.

A famous hotel.

New Yorker

19.

The corner garagemen.

Popular Mechanics
Holiday

12.

thirty days.

girl friend.

mail.

Charades

This game is good at any time, and
at a New Year's party where
ready for active fun. The players

so

particularly

everyone is
should be divided into two teams, or into several
small groups

team

if

selects a

bles, or

word

the party

word and

groups of

in a

syllables,

single, final act

A

group or
by syllaand then as an entire
which expresses the

is

acts

large.

it

out, first

of the charade as a whole. Talking, as
a part of the act, may be used or not, as you wish,
but care should be taken that the actual syllable

meaning

is

not said during the performance.
the charade is not guessed within a certain

If

time

limit,

group

perhaps

acts another.
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five

or ten minutes, the same
is continued until one

This

American
Atlantic Monthly
Youth's Companion
Saturday Evening
Post

20.

A vacation;

Human

sonate Father Time, and so on.

Parents
Life

the evening

just before, or during, refreshments.
should be brief and funny as possible. Ex-

Cosmopolitan

A
A Duke's crown.

What every child has
Where there is hope.

7.

win a small award.

line,

Colliers

Fourth of July.

Checkers

Arrange seven chairs

in a

with a vacant chair in the center. Three

men

and three women try to move to opposite sides by
moving one at a time, jumping one at a time, and
never moving backward. Finish in fifteen moves.
Persons

may jump own

sex as well as opposite

sex.

The solution is that a man slides, lady jumps,
lady slides, three men move, three ladies move,
three men move, two ladies move, and one man
moves.
glasses,

(Pennies and nickels, small and large
like may also be used to play the

and the

above game.)

In a large group, several sets of

human checkers can be formed.
Double or Nothing
Mock "Quiz" Radio
in
advance, categories of quesProgram Prepare,
427

from which contestants may choose those
they prefer to answer. Such categories might be
music, history, movies, art, literature, and so on.
For each one, prepare a long list of questions and
answers to be used by the leader, thereby providtions

ing for the contingency of more than one person
choosing the same category. (If your party is a

group project, a committee can work out a mock
show, with funny commercial announcements and

becomes m.

c.

as forfeit,

and the previous m.

c.

joins the circle of contestants.
Allow each contestant five questions,

and give
them one minute to answer each question. At the
end of the contest (do not draw it out too long),
spring the jackpot question. Be careful not to
make this too easy, nor so difficult that no one
will

be able to answer.

Award

the winner with a

Have the players draw up chairs facing a leader, who now becomes master of ceremonies with

prize, and give simple awards to the holders of
the most money.
Watch the Clock- Be careful to keep one eye
on the clock and stop all games a few minutes be-

some

fore twelve.

so on.)

sort of a

dummy

microphone rigged up in
possible, it might be well to
choose one of the liveliest members of the group
as m. c. Suggest a comedy commercial sponsor to
him and supply him with plenty of stage money
front of him.

If

(handmade, on green paper).

The

leader then selects players

from the audi-

ence to come up to the "mike" and try their luck.
He offers five dollars for the first correct answer,
and allows his guest to decide, on each succeeding
question, whether he would like to take the money
stop, or take the chance of doubling it on the

and

The second

next question.
will

pay ten

dollars,

the contestant

if

therefore,

game and

Start

singing

"Auld Lang Syne" with any
refrain will be picked up by

group handy. The
(.

t-eryone.

If

all

are in the

mood

to

might be followed by other appropriate

sing,

this

selections.

In a large party, at the stroke of twelve, lights

might be dimmed, a spotlight turned on a bedecked poster of the Xew Year or of the new
date. Refreshments should be served immediately

A

his seat to wait for the "jackpot question."
way of playing the game can be

who

ment.

If not,

variation on this
that the person

merrymaking by beating one or
on tin pans and calling Happy
Xew Year. You might tune in the radio or set
your television dial for the celebration in Times
Square, New York, to add to the general excitesignal for general
two sharp blasts

returns to

correctly answered.

out of the

is

question,

Plan something special to mark this
momentous hour. Distribute horns or noise makers; have one or two cooperative guests give a

cannot answer the question

following the general din.

Housing Developments Stress Recreation
KY OF THE

Xew York

large housing developments in
now offering tenants of

City are

ages a wide variety of community facilities,
planned as substitutes for the once-familiar yards,
cellars and attics which families have used for play
all

and homework.

The New York Times reports that the New
York Life Insurance Company has under construction everything from tot lots to bowling alleys
and a movie theatre seating 2,000 for its Fresh
Meadows development in Queens, soon to be an

integrated city of about 12,000 people. Numerous
clubs have also been organized in meeting rooms
in the development,

and a carpentry shop

is

being

readied in a non-residential building.
The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company has

a recreation director and assistants to supervise
the play areas in

428

its

developments. Outdoor play

areas, including softball fields,

and wading pools account
nity facilities

amount

in

for

badminton courts

most of the commu-

these projects,

with a limited

of play space indoors for inclement weath-

Horseshoe pitching and shuffleboard courts
are other attractions for adults, with tournaments,
er.

pageants, singing
the children.

Community

games and

facilities

similar activities for

are also

evident in the

low-rent housing projects under the

New York

City Housing Authority, where eighteen nurseries
are now in operation and two more underway.

endowed or run by a private or
In addition,
whenever
public agency
possible.
or comrooms
every project provides community
interracial
and
non-sectarian
centers
where
plete
These are

either

groups can meet.

RECREATION

RECREATION'S PUBLIC RELATIONS
James W. Gilman

URGENCY

A?

exists for better public relations

in the field of recreation.

Neither the con-

cept of recreation nor the need for trained professional leadership is understood widely enough.

educators,

judges,
enlightened parents, clergymen raise their voices
to tell us that recreation is as important in modPsychiatrists,

sociologists,

ern society as sanitation, police protection, public
health measures. Yet we, as practitioners in recre-

do an effective job of eduand selling for the benefit of our communities and of ourselves.
Achieving status for recreation and for recreation workers depends upon sound public relations,
based on a well-thought-out and effective program,
nationally and locally. It calls for an understanding of public relations and the most modern methods of application in an organized and efficient
fashion. Certain outworn ideas about public relations have to be uprooted; new ideas have to be
wisely accepted and put into practice.
David M. Cox, lecturer at Northwestern University and public relations consultant, says, "Public relations is composed of public opinion and
ation, are reluctant to

cation

human

It is, he adds, the "dealing
an organization with groups (pub-

relations."

(relations) of
lics)

lations is

definitions

make

more than mere

one of the means used in

A

demonstration

it

plain that public re-

Publicity is
public relations

publicity.

many

is

have a relationship to a community recreation organization, but all differ in needs and interests.
a public relations program is to succeed, each
of the important publics related to the organization must be taken into consideration and its
If

needs and desires considered individually.
Don't forget that public relations exists at

all

times. Your public relations program is only an
enlightened application of methods aimed at mak-

ing your various publics willing or eager
your services or your mere existence.
If

a public relations program

is

to accept

to be effective,

an objective analysis of your publics is the first
job. Business firms, that can afford to, retain outside consultants to do this job, in order to assure
objectivity. Most recreation organizations have to

do the best they can within themselves. Don't be
surprised if an organization of taxpayers judges

what you consider

objectivity

as

charged with

emotional self-interest.

Assuming

that your organization

is

a tax-sup-

ported agency, what are the most important pub-

Some are: i) public
or
equivalent administrative
mayor
officer, members of the city council or board, civil
lics

public relationships."

These

and to each other. No lengthy
needed to make it clear that the
taxpaying public, a participating public of elementary school age, and local playground leaders all
to the organization

in

your relationships?
the

officials

service administrators, chief of police; 2)

own governing

mem-

most
programs.
public
program
effective at the point of sale
at that point where
the consumer or the one acted upon comes most

bers of your

closely in contact with the organization trying to
act upon him. In other words, neither advertising

6) representatives of publicity media.

nor publicity does as much toward selling a product or an idea as what takes place at the point of
contact over the counter.

somewhat. Once you accept the
publics
idea that there is no such thing as a general public
that a special kind of job has to be done for

Rather than a general public, there are a number of publics, each with a different relationship

each of your separate, though not always distinct,

relations

Mr. Gilman, as
sion, has

director,

worked hard

Chicago Recreation Commisat establishing

relations through the recreation
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is

sound public

program

in that city.

board; 3) taxpayers

of taxpayers associations
4) emin
various
programs
your
participants

and members
ployees

;

5)

In every organization the

;

;

number

of important

differs

publics
you will begin to see them plainly and to
sense the kind of relationship you want and methods of achieving it. Better start with the premise

you can't be all things to all publics. The
interests of taxpayers looking for reduced taxes

that

429

and the participating group looking for more recreation opportunities are opposed to each other.
The employee public desiring better pay has still
a different point of view.

Your

it

man who knows

prepare press releases won't help
he captures miles of space in the

board members relax by having them understand

Skillful operation is called for

and

can come from no other source than the execu-

An

tive himself.

only

how

to

ex-newspaper

much even if
press. The planning

of public relations is a job
for the top brass unless outside consultants can
be hired. It should never be delegated to the secretarial help,

although they play important parts

in the operation.

Let's outline briefly what is involved in the public relations program as it concerns each of your

Different methods will doubtless suggest
themselves once your objective is clear, but a few
ideas may help you achieve the needed clarity.

publics.

mind

that the point of contact is the important one with each. You can't control what
they are going to read or what they will listen to

Keep

in

over the radio, although you can take steps to

supplement

it.

Public Officials

What

about the city

When

officials?

are you

them? When does your organization
reach them most intimately? There probably are
a number of places: when constituents use your
closest to

facilities

and

identity with the rest of the world when they sit
down to be board members. What happens to

them no one has ever been able to determine
exactly. Any one of them as an individual, away
from the board room table, would be a fair facsimile of a human being. Sit him down as a member of a board and he immediately becomes a

public relations program becomes entangled with the public relations program of other
organizations.

that calls for particular public relations attention.
Members of boards have a way of losing their

find

them

satisfactory;

when your

programs reach some of the young people living
them; when the per capita cost of your
program is commented upon favorably; when the
close to

stuffed shirt.

Public

officials

want

to

know w hat
r

is

going on

More than

that, since they are refor
funds
for your operations,
sponsible
providing

you have the responsibility of keeping them inBut make the informing pleasant. Small
doses at frequent intervals will be worth much
more than voluminous and sleep-inducing reports
formed.

once or twice a year. They should be regularly invited to participate in your affairs ; you should ask
and welcome their advice. It won't hurt your
organization a bit if you try to discover some of
the hobbies of your city officials and cater to these

hobbies just a
ing

them your

little.

There's only one

friends

and that

is

way

by being

of

mak-

friendly.

Board Members
If

your organization is governed by a board of
any other board, you have a group

trustees or

430

here, perhaps,

is

to

make

human value of the program by making each
member feel that he has a responsibility as a hu-

the

man

being as well as a policy-maker.
interest before board members.

Keep human

This can be done by showing movies or photographs of various activities, by repeating comments and seeing to it that news stories covering
activities are put under their eyes
presence of other board members and that

your various
in the

graphic descriptions of interesting programs are
made a part of meetings.
Further, you should make every effort to get
to take part in the program. One might be
invited to play Santa Claus at a Christmas party;
another, with the proper background, might be

them

asked to design a printed piece; another might
serve as a contact between you and a printer an;

other might be asked for advice on writing publicity copy or placing it effectively; another may

have connections with a

statistical group which
would be useful in preparing the statistical section
of an annual report. There are many ways to get
participation, if you have the imagination to dream
them up and make the need plain.

delinquency rate declines; when voters approve
your bond issues without undue alarm.

about them.

The job

Taxpaying Public
Reaching the public of taxpayers primarily requires ability to conduct your organization efficiently and to be able to demonstrate this fact.

You

should be ready at

all

times to say

how much

money is being spent, and for what. You should
know how much a summer day camp program
costs and what items are involved, as well as how

many

children benefit from

it

and the approximate

cost for each participant.
Plans for future development of the program,
for new activities, for further acquisitions of property, and the like, should be publicized fully and
completely. Stories in newspapers, maps, posters,
radio interviews, talks before community and

neighborhood councils
proach.

Here education

all
is

are part of the apthe key after all, the

taxpaying public has a right to

money

is

know how

its

being spent.

RECREATION

Interpretation of ultimate results

most importance.

Dancing

per se

is

may

of the ut-

not seem

important but a comparison of where teen-agers
spent their time before dances were held regularly,

and afterward, may point up a striking contrast.
In one village, the first year a community Halloween program was inaugurated, vandalism was
reduced from several thousands of dollars to less
than ten dollars, complaints to the police department from more than one hundred to two.

Such facts bearing on tax costs are startling
evidence of the economic values of a recreation

program and should be used

to the fullest advan-

Make

sure that the .taxpayer realizes what
tage.
as
a
he,
property owner, as a parent, and as an
individual, stands to gain from a recreation pro-

gram, as well as what it will cost him. Parents
seldom fully value their stake in a recreation sys-

tem

until

it

is

You'll have

Do

participants enjoy your programs? Here two
Chicago children demonstrate good public relations.

pointed out to them dramatically.

many examples

of

your own to

draw upon. You can demonstrate, among other
things, that property values increase where good

philosophy and behavior are important, and
should be included in efficiency ratings of each

parks and playgrounds exist.

employee.

good
ness.

Repetition of even

examples, however, lessens their effectiveRemember that taxes that achieve ends im-

mediately discernable are not resented nearly as
much as those which the taxpayer suspects are
wasted.
It

was a

brilliant,

even though uncalled

for,

They have bearing on

his public rela-

tions value.

Try

to instill in the

maintenance worker the

public relations value of cleanliness, orderliness,

good sanitary conditions, of physical attractiveness. Program people need to know how much
public relations value their leadership has and to

piece of public relations by a taxpayers' organization to attack the cost of a proposed nursery
school program as a tax to provide "baby sitters."

be provided with opportunities to improve their

The only way

calls for

to offset such a diabolical notion

is

to report fully on the facts how many children of
families, in which both the father and mother
:

work, are present in the community; what happens to children of these families if they are left
on their own; how much nursery schools do for
the development of the child in preparing him for
his regular school experience the cost of a delin;

leadership

skills.

Obtaining

the

finest

public

relations

results

maintaining the best employment prac-

Discipline, democracy, opportunity for promotion, elimination of petty rivalries and jealousies, and a continuing and thorough emphasis

tices.

on the importance of recreation to the individual,
should mark all relationships to the employees, so
that they in turn may reflect to outsiders the true
value of your organization.

quent as compared to the cost of nursery schools.

Participants

Employees

What

When you

participants think of your

most important part

employs them; 2) their relationship as represen-

Your most

tatives of the organization to the participants in

are

the program. Then you have to consider the kind
of work done by the employee. Is his work chiefly
maintenance or program, administrative or pro-

attractive

:

he a boss, a leader, a teacher or a
janitor? Whatever his role, he should be trained
to see its relationship to the organization as a
tective?

Is

whole and

to the publics that relate to
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it.

Skill,

program

is

the

your public relations. How
potential participants can be made to think favorably enough of it to join it is next most important.

think of employees as one of your
publics you have to think of them in a dual role
i) their relationship to the organization which

:

now

my

Is

my

of

significant public relations questions
organization successfully serving those

program? Is my organization offering
and increasing services to the people in
community in increasing numbers?
in its

Here is a list of searching questions you might
answer in evaluating your recreative services.
Check your objectivity by passing out similar sets
to your best workers, representative residents of
431

your community and members of your board.
Even if you don't care about their opinions, it will
be good public relations to ask for them.
Do boys and girls both enjoy your programs ? Do

grow physically, mentally, socially through
the opportunities offered? Do they feel that they
they

belong to your program and your organization?

Do

they

feel that, at least in part,

your organiza-

them? Do they pride themselves
on what they accomplish? Do they come back to
visit? Do they join new programs for older age
groups as they outgrow those in which they
tion belongs to

Do

they volunteer as assistants when
they have achieved skill? Do they identify themselves with your organization or agency ? Do girls
started?

have as great an opportunity as boys to participate? Do retired and elderly people feel at home
in club rooms of their own or in other parts of

program ? Do you

the

suffer

Do

from vandalism ?

parents respect your judgment in leadership?
Do youngsters attend merely because they have

no other places
ple

?

Do

to

go?

Is this true of elderly peo-

they come because they want

to,

because

they enjoy coming? Do they bring friends ? Is the
shy girl or boy encouraged to join in with others ?
Is there variety great

enough to give every youngchance to do something he likes? Do you
see to it that special attention is given to the needs
ster a

of specific age

groups ?

Do you

ticipants are treated as

just part of the

see to it that parindividuals or are they

"army"? Do you cooperate with

tion.

publicity,

effort to discover

your
an

groups that you are not serving ?

you may

that yesterday's

find other activities of

your community can be
public service.

Service

winked

is

ballyhoo

more

at

easily obtained
is

is

a good

generally appreciated

;

forgotten. You should
before local service clubs,

and

keep your activities
church clubs, PTA's, school assemblies, fraternal
Here's
organizations and community councils.

where your board members may fit in as speakers for your organization. You yourself must be
ready to preach the gospel at every opportunity,

and personal contact

arid

acquaintances

carry

much weight.
One of your important

publics is the group
you have to work to obtain publicity. Study the newspaper men and women, the
radio program directors and announcers, as you
would any of your publics. They are important

whom

through

since, despite everything, your organization will
be judged by some, probably publicity-seeking
board members, largely on the number of inches

of

newspaper publicity you can capture and the
of minutes or hours you have had of radio

number

tions

to

remember

healthy to

Providing an information center
where the facts about all recreation activities in

time.

who come

is

consistent value.

by groups, and so on? Are your facilities available and widely used by allied organizations which
have no facilities of their own? Do you try to

Do you make

It

newspaper wraps today's garbage and that the
words said over the air are even less lasting in
their effect. Public opinion polls have proved this
time and time again.
When you get beyond newspaper and radio

clubs, veterans groups, service organizations, hob-

give equal opportunities to all
organization for recreation?

poor means of educa-

of spreading information, a

The substance

of a broad,

sound public

rela-

program is just common sense. Emphasis is
placed where it belongs, on a basis of human relationships. What its various publics do and think
about the organization is what counts. The practitioners

of

recreation

have a responsibility to

themselves, as well as to the men and women,
boys and girls they serve, to achieve recognition

Publicity
Plenty of good textbooks have been written on
the mechanics of publicity. The main point to
remember is that publicity is only a part of the

whole public relations picture; that it is a
of gaining attention that it is a temporary
;

means
means

and to teach the need for recreation opportunities.
Recreation in the minds of the multitude must
grow out of its delinquency prevention stage and
be recognized broadly as essential to the proper

growth

of people socially, mentally

and physically.

(*
\ on
EISEXBERG,

L.RRY
tion
trail,

Congress

:

but the lion

telling a story at the

Recrea-

"The hunters were fast on his
shook them off. He sneaked

his cave, and
sitting down comfortably
he picked up RECREATION magazine and started
to read. By the way, have you all renewed your

into

subscriptions?
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He

did."

RECREATION

HOBBIES

Knives from Scrap
Irene Scott

WALTER STEWART

retired after a life-

WHEN
and

time of farming and ranching, his family
friends said to themselves, "It won't be long

now," meaning that a man who is pushing seventy
can't just quit work and live. As Cramps (only
the income tax collector calls him Mr. Stewart)
says: "Life is sure puzzling. On the farm, after
a hard day's work, I'd have to chore a couple of
hours and then maybe empty ashes or bring in
coal.

do

is

Here, in town, where time's awasting,
walk around and push buttons."

The change was
he became a
doctors'

little

offices

One

knives.

Living at the foot of the Rockies, where trees
must constantly be cut from highways and irriga-

most people burn a few

logs,

if

only

Consequently, cross saws which
knife blades
abound. Then, too,

in the fireplace.

make good

there are always old

hand saws

yards and second-hand stores.

at auctions,

junk

So, super blade

material can be had for a song.

The next

essential

item

is

handles.

Here

Cramps really has fun and adventure. Stumbling
over an old wagon wheel, he found spokes of seasoned hardwood, and made some "dillies" from
discarded hickory axe handle caught his
and
ended
on a blade; and red spruce makes
eye

them.

A

a smooth handle, too.

The most

novel handles,

however, are made from deer horns. In this big
game country, many people have antlers hanging
in their garage or basement, relegated there when
the sportsman of the family bagged a better speci-

men

den or living room. The younger
swap horns like marbles, and few

for the

generation
families are without them.

When Cramps

expressed an interest in these
horns, he was immediately deluged with more

DECEMBER
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in

enclosures they are

OK,

al-

though twenty years old. There's a lot of waste
because many of the prongs are too crooked to use.
I've got to have straight sides to work with."

Bone has no

grain, so will saw straight without
few applications of wax complete at-

A

tractive gray, cream, white or variegated handles.

and
with
around
griped
hanging

away, and started dusting off his tools. Suddenly
he remembered that all his life he'd had a yen to

tion ditches,

have been kept

splitting.

morning he 'phoned the nurse that he wouldn't be
in that day, threw the medicine bottles and pills

make

within two years after killing. Unseasoned horns
are too full of marrow. However, when horns

all I

pretty tough the first year,

and prescription counters.

He explains, "A deer horn
shouldn't be too old or weathered. Best time is

than he could use.

Cramps works

the

wooden handles down with an

eighteen-inch wood rasp, and then finishes up with
a smaller file. These handles are allowed to sim-

mer

in a

can of raw linseed

oil

for several hours

;

then they are painted, varnished or waxed.

In his headquarters in the furnace room, he

marks out the prospective blade pattern with a
chisel, puts

in a vise and, holding

it

ers or pliers, bends the metal back

it

with pinch-

and forth

the "blade" cracks along the chiseled lines.
he works it into acceptable form with his

wheel.

Not

all

until

Then
emery

the blades extend to the end of the

handle, but they must extend at least two and a
between the handle halves to allow for

half inches

riveting. He tempers the handle end of the blade
over an open flame, after wrapping the cutting

part in a wet cloth, to keep
he punches holes in it.

The

cost of this

for each knife

hobby

it

from breaking when

is nil

maybe

ten cents

because most of the stuff

is

just

picked up or given to Cramps. He gets about five
heavy butcher knives and five average knives out
of a cross-cut saw, while an ordinary hand saw
will yield

about sixteen paring knives. It takes
make a twelve-inch knife.

about seven hours to

A

disabled vet

who

operates in the locality asks

store prices for Cramps' wares, although he has
no need of money. What he wants and gets is

companionship
interested in

the neighboring women are very
in his knives. Just ask his

him and

wife about his hobby

!
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AMERICAN CITIES

IN

RECREATIC

California

CALIFORNIA, with a population of
OAKLAND,
approximately 430,000 people, is situated on
San Francisco Bay overlooking the Golden Gate.
That it more than doubled its population between

A

repu1900 and 1910 is readily understandable.
table history of the city reveals that the week after

San Francisco earthquake, about 150,000 people crossed the Bay. Having once lived in this
environment of natural beauty, 65,000 became permanent residents. This great influx of new residents undoubtedly was one of the factors which
influenced Oakland to become the second city in
the

tors.

A

new

and under

known

charter

its

was put

into effect in 1911

terms the playground commission,

Board of Playground Directors,
was organized and given the right of control and
management of all playgrounds owned and operas the

ated by the city. All of these, at that time, were
located in city parks and school yards.

A

committee study on the recreation efforts of
the Oakland Board of Education and the Board
of

Playground Directors resulted

in a

joint recreation

program.

Under

the agreement,

school areas became playgrounds, the school
buildings became community centers, and the

the west to install a playground system. This
grew into the Oakland Recreation Department,

all

which has progressed and flourished throughout

work

the past forty-two years.
Agitation for a public

tion of that of the school teachers.

recreation commission

developed as early as 1907, the year after the
Playground and Recreation Association of Amer-

was formed. During the summer months of
1907 and 1908 a play instructor was employed by
a progressive organization of women, the Oakland
Club, to supervise and teach games on two school
ica

grounds in the

city.

Because of the good results
commission of five

of these efforts, a playground

working

agreement, drawn up in 1914, providing for a

was a continua-

of the playground directors

This agree-

remains essentially the same as when
originally created, and it stands as a living tribute

ment

still

to the fine

working relationships
that have existed between these

and cooperation
two civic bodies

for almost half a century.

Dr. Jay B. Nash,
education at

who

New York

now

a professor of
University, succeeded Mr.
is

Dickie as superintendent of the department in
1919, continuing in this capacity until July, 1926,
resigned to join the University staff.

members was appointed by the mayor in December, 1908. In addition, $600 was donated to the

when he

commission from the City Emergency Fund for
the purpose of conducting a vacation playground
during the summer months of 1909.

under Dr. Nash, then took over the position. Following his retirement in August, 1946, he was
succeeded by Robert W. Crawford. It is significant to note that a department with nearly a half
century of service has had only four superintendents. Any national reputation and recognition of
Oakland's recreation department can be largely
attributed to the foresight, vision and courage of

George E. Dickie, now coordinator for the Federal Inter-Agency Recreation Committee, was
r

Oakland's

first

superintendent of recreation.

He

was appointed to direct the vacation playgrounds
in May, 1909, with a staff of four women direc434

Raymond W.

Robertson, assistant superintendent

RECREATION

ART V

Lake

Merritt,

in

city,

scene of many enjoyable recreation ventures.
is

these

men who made

a lasting contribution to the

expansion of the program

now

in operation.

Progress
In 1919 the Industrial Athletic Association of

Oakland was formed, with the cooperation of the
recreation
Today, approximately
department.
sixty of the outstanding firms in the city are members of this association and conduct a well-rounded

recreation

program for their employees.
Another big step forward took place in 1921
and 1924 when the city's two mountain family
camps were opened. One is in Tuolumne County
150 miles from Oakland and the other is in
Plumas County 225 miles away. Here entire
families can have restful, relaxing vacations at
moderate rates, with activities available to suit
each member.
When land for a public golf course was purchased in 1921, there was great opposition on the
part of some citizens to the construction of a
course "where the rich could idle away their
time." However, there was sufficient public interest in the idea that golf should become a game for
persons of moderate income to make the project
possible, and the Lake Chabot Golf Course was
opened for play in 1923.
During the years 1926 to 1946, Oakland, like
every other city in the nation, went through a
major depression and then five years of war.

Through the

aid

of

the

Federal

Government,
were acquired in the
depression years of 1934 to 1939. It was during
those years that Davie Tennis Stadium, with a
battery of five night-lighted courts, and a carethough, many new
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facilities

taker's house,

was constructed

in

an abandoned

This stadium

in the heart of the city.

is
quarry
in
the
counthe
tennis
one of
plants
outstanding

and some of the great tennis players of the
nation have been developed here. Frequent players on the courts include well-known professionals
such as Don Budge and Frank Kovacs.
Also constructed during this time was a large
recreation area
Arroyo Vie jo Recreation Center
containing picnic grounds, softball and hardtry

diamonds, tennis courts, a clubhouse, a garden theater, games' courts and a children's area.
One of the largest playgrounds in the city, it is
situated in the section of Oakland that has since
become densely populated. Other depression projball

ects were Montclair Playground, a well-equipped
and beautifully landscaped municipal playground;

Exposition Field, with

its

three night-lighted soft-

diamonds; Park Boulevard Clubhouse, the
sailboat house, and the golf course clubhouse.
Many other improvements were made at this
time, but during the war no facilities were conball

structed. As the population in the last eight years
has increased by 125,000, it has been necessary to
plan a wide program of expansion in both facilities
and leadership. This accelerated development has

been in progress since the end of

now

hostilities.

in operation, in-

Recently-built facilities,
clude two clubhouses, one gymnasium, four tot
lots for pre-school children (making nine of these

an outdoor amphitheater, additional
camp facilities, a model airplane field, more lighted
in the city),

and lighted softball
and
diamonds,
swimming pools. Also, five playhave
been
grounds
floodlighted.
tennis courts, turfed hardball
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\\hen, in 1945, the people of Oakland passed a
bond issue for playgrounds and other recreation
facilities, funds were voted for the construction of

center events, and the like.
Full-time playground directors are assigned to
the recreation centers and to the larger and more

swimming pools in different parts of the city.
Four of these pools were completed by July, 1949,
and are now being used. Operated by the recreation department, the pools are fifty by a hundred
feet in size. One of them is located on land given
the city by residents of the North Oakland area.

important municipal playgrounds. Several fulltime directors also serve as resident directors at

five

is a large building which once
served as a dormitory for a children's home, and
which was included in the gift. It is now being

Adjoining the pool

remodeled to serve as a recreation center for

this

section.

These directors are paid by the hour
under emergency civil service appointments. All
full-time employees are in civil service, and have
taken examinations in order to qualify for their
a week.

positions.

Much

of this

growth was made

towns for recreation improvements. Other projects now under construction include more playfields and a new playground with clubhouses and
facilities for all ages. Other planned facilities are
on the drawing board and it's anticipated that they
develop into

realities in the

of five lay

r

to

cil

whom

the balance

the board submits a budget and
of earnings of the vari-

was made up

ous pay-as-you-play

and

facilities

Revenue-raising

city.

facilities

activities in the

include the munic-

ipal golf course, boating

Organized as an autonomous unit of city government, the Oakland Recreation Department is
under the jurisdiction of the Board of Playground

composed

operating budget of $802,000 quite different
from the original $600 appropriation! Of this
amount, $662,000 w as granted by the City Coun-

and canoeing on Lake
Merritt (a large salt water lake in the heart of
the city, covering about 160 acres), camps, the

near future.

Organization and Staff

Directors

Last year the recreation department had an

when

possible
the state legislature passed a bill permitting school
districts to grant long term leases to cities and

will

community centers. The greatest number of playground directors employed by the department
some four hundred are part-time workers who
do not serve more than an average of thirty hours

for softball

and gymnasiums.

men and women

Facilities

who

serve without compensation and who are appointed for six-year terms by the City Council.

swimming pools, and permit fees
diamonds, tennis courts, clubhouses

tennis stadium,

Oakland's recreation

and Program
facilities

are established to

At

meet the needs of

Merriam) Fisher, formerly a

clude thirteen municipal playgrounds, forty-eight
elementary and seventeen secondary school play-

present, Lew F. Galbraith, civic leader, is president of the board and Mrs. Ralph T. (Margaret

National

Recreation

staff

Association,

member
is

of the

vice-chair-

man. Other members are Miss Eva Ott, elementary school principal, Joshua R. Rose, executive
secretary of a local YMCA, and Fred Maggiora,
business man.
The City Council appropriates

citizens of all ages.

They

in-

grounds, four community centers, three housing
project playgrounds. The municipal playgrounds
are open 365 days a year.

board, whose policy has been to use these reserves

Eight camps are operated during the summer
months two family vacation camps, two children's mountain camps one for boys and one for
an in-town, overnight children's camp, two
girls
children's day camps, and a day camp for handicapped children. The last is a new project and

for capital improvements.
Heading the department

being conducted in cooperation with community
groups who are interested in these children.

money

for the board's use

and any funds remain-

ing unused at the end of the fiscal year are placed
in a reserve fund under the sole control of the

recreation,

who

is

is

is

directly

a superintendent of
responsible

to

the

Board of Playground Directors. On his administrative staff are an administrative assistant and
four general supervisors of recreation. Each of
the general supervisors has a specific assignment

one

charge of city-wide program, another is
responsible for construction of new facilities, anis in

other handles industrial athletics and adult recrea-

and one

in

charge of special activities,
such as camping, crafts, dramatics and teen-age

tion,
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is

The

recreation

program

based on the desires

is

of the people it serves. Activities are too numerous to mention, but range from services to tiny
tots to the gigantic production of the Christmas

pageant. Basically, the criteria for evaluation of
the program is what happens to the people as a
result

of

of the

program

tiveness,
ities

their

it is

participation.
is

measured

in

Since the success

terms of

its effec-

imperative that the areas and

facil-

be under competent, trained, understanding

RECREATION

A

storytelling session at recre-

ation department day camp for
boys and girls in Diniond Park.

A

glimpse of Hawaii and authentic native dances is
Community Center spring festival.

part of Alexander

Community
offer

classes

centers, Industrial Athletic Association
in crafts, dramatics, other activities.

Swimming pool at Tuolunine Camp in Nevada Sierras,
where whole families have chance to play together.

Cay Maypole dances are popular

in spring festivals.
Children play together regardless of race or creed.

and sympathetic leaders.
For the school-age child there are
music, crafts, drama, camping

all

athletics,

offering op-

portunities for them to play, share, and even live
with each other.
very interesting part of this
and
an
unusual
one for a recreation
program,

A

department,

is

from 1,500 to 2,000 gaily-costumed dancers
going through intricate maneuvers.
A very popular service is provided by the costume department, which aids playgrounds, public
schools, children's agencies and the like in their
non-profit and educational dramatic programs.
There are more than 10,000 costumes in the costume shop almost all made by recreation department employees. The small fee charged for the
rental of costumes covers laundry charges.
to see

the inclusion of crew activities for

children from the various playgrounds. Playground
directors are given a rigid course of instruction

and are certified for this activity before they are
allowed to enter a boat with children. At the end

One

of the season a regatta is held, a very colorful
event looked forward to by all the rowers and

events

Crew also extends beyond children's
parents.
and
we find that adults, as well as members
groups

tators

of the

Industrial Athletic Association, have in-

in the

eant
bolic

of the department's outstanding
is

program

the annual Christmas pageant, presented

Municipal Auditorium with 12,000 spec-

600 children taking part. The pagaccepted by the people of Oakland as symof the opening of the holiday season, and

and

i,

is

A

cluded this activity as a regular part of their

tickets are at a

program.

two-hour production called "The Light of the
World," the pageant traces the spiritual development of man from the age of darkness to the birth

A

program of clubs for teen-age boys
has
been set up by the recreation departgirls
ment, organized on a neighborhood basis whereby
special

and

they can take part in social gatherings such as
dancing, picnics,
program, and so on.
The Teen-Age Council, made up of representatives from teen-age clubs in the city, serves as a
clearing house where the young people may discuss city-wide, as well as local, club problems and
events. Annual teen conferences add strength to

an

athletic

phase of the program.
Adult classes include crafts, dramatics, sewing,
cooking, folk dancing and many other activities,
this

offered through the community centers and the
Industrial Athletic Association. This association
offers men and women a wide variety of
leisure-time sports. Enjoyment of the department's
folk dancing and hiking programs encourages the

also

premium

for

its

performance.

of Christ.

A

fairly

new

feature of the department

is

the

program for senior citizens, designed to serve the
recreation needs of those over sixty years of age.

The desire of older people to get together with
those of similar age and interests is great, and
every recreation department in the country should
investigate the possibilities of providing a program suitable for this group.

Last year, the recreation department

served

more than two and a half million patrons on the
playgrounds and in the community centers. Another 74,250 adults were served by the Industrial
Athletic Association, and these did not include the
thousands

who made

use of the tennis courts, ball

promotion of these activities, either through active
leadership or in an advisory capacity. Folk dance
groups are conducted for beginners, intermediates

diamonds and picnic areas.
Oakland has grown, and is growing rapidly.
Judging from the interest and support of the people, the Oakland Recreation Department will con-

and advanced dancers, and occasionally all join
in large demonstrations where it is not uncommon

tinue to keep pace with the growing city, providing for the leisure of all.

OF "The Story of American Cities in
Part III," which appeared in
RECREATION last December, were incorporated as
a part of the annual report of the Recreation Com-

REPRINTS
Recreation

Clever Use of Reprints

mission of

Mount Vernon, New York,

as background information for the

and attendance

figures."

The

list

"to serve

of activities

article,

reviewing

the history and giving an overall picture of recreation in that community, was originally prepared

by R. Walter Cammack, Superintendent of Recreation of Mount Yernon.
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RECREATION

RECREATION

HARRY
AM

I

TODAY
nify

D.

EDGREN
and the sense

using the term "recreation" to sigactivities youth choose in their

those

where the joy

leisure,

Meaning for Youth

Its

is

"in the doing,"

of a

new

skill.

of achievement in the

These,

it

gredients that add up to

where the

satisfaction of the activity is

ascribe to youth cerinterpretations of rec-

reation

but

if

is

a

bit

The Midcentury White House Conference on Children and Youth, which will

dangerous,

they were responding

be held

in

cember

3,

the question, "Why do
you like certain activities?"

ues,
nity

"What do you

get out of
quite certain

club

friends there!"
is

of

"Our

purpose

shall

get

to

appointed

in

sixteen

also

should

are

being

happiness

states,

al-

or

where such

formed.

They

be alert to community dein them.

velopments and participate

ship of old friends; 3) the complete escape

when

interesting and all-consuming; 4)
the recognition that is given by others when your
contribution is applauded and praised and 5 ) the
sense of personal worth that accompanies growth
is

;

is

professor of recrea-

George Williams College in Chicago,
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done well
tunities

those

in offering

Illinois.

and

oppor-

recreation

for

to

who excel. The varsity

vate agencies, the champion
tennis player in community
recreation,

all

opportunities

to

have many
have fun.

This, however, is less than
ten percent of the youth of

most

our communities.

of

Then

there

are another
twenty percent who respond
the

invitation

members

If certain factors were not
present, the result
would not have been fun. Some of these are: i)
being accepted and wanted by others of the same
age; 2) making new friends, and the real fellow-

author, Harry D. Edgren,

experienced by many
youth in our present organized recreation.
We have

to

skills in classes, to

youth has been unable to analyze.

tion at

not

to

were able to give themselves with complete freedom. The result for them is expressed in the word
"fun". To me the reaction of "it was fun" is a
result of other things which happened and which

result,

too frequently

high schools, the glee clubs
and orchestras of our pri-

participating with friends in
activities
to
which they

The

all

in-

teams of our elementary and

touch with state committees,

in

committees

exhilarating experience, unbounded joy and the fun of

activity

these

the

children

in

individual

with proper state authorities

give

these answers have had an

an

and

be to con-

As recreation plays so large a part in
the lives of our young people, state and
local recreation leaders are urged to
ready

who

concern for

and to responsible citizenship."

them would

people

its

essential

ities

say, "It's fun !"

Young

its

the mental, emotional and spiritual qual-

girls are all going,"

and most

"bases

how we can develop

sider

going on this hike,"

"The

or

1950,

democratic practice, and the digand worth of every individual. Ac-

cordingly

them?" I am
their answers would include
some of the following: "I

make

Washington the week of De-

children on the primacy of spiritual val-

to

or

recreation "fun".

gredients
"fun," are

ticipation.

To

make

Unfortunately,

the only compulsion for par-

tain

development
seems to me, are the in-

learn

become

of recreation clubs

to participate in the intramural

program

of

our schools or the invitational tournaments in our
communities.

But what about the remaining seventy percent?
They have the same wants, desires, and aspirations as the others, but they do not respond to
the opportunities offered them, and organized recreation leaders have acted as though they don't
want to have fun. Yet they do but, because of the
conflict between their wants and their fears, they
remain away. (Incidentally, realization of this
fact is terrifically

important to leaders of recrea-

tion.) These fears might arise from lack of skill
which the young people feel will be embarrassing,
or from inability to make friends, or just from lack
of an adventurous spirit.
Let me be more specific in describing a few
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experiences which identify the reasons for some
of the fears preventing

enjoying recreation
1.

Two

many young

worker
church

social

to attend a stag dance at an institutional
in their neighborhood. Attending the dance, sit-

ting alone throughout most of the evening, they
left with a decision never to return to that place.
2. Alice,

a not too agile

wardness she

is

told to

reports to her first
Because of her awk-

girl,

class in school.

gymnasium

and watch while

sit

all

the other girls have a good time. She is an example of the daughter for whom thousands of

mothers now secure doctor's certificates excusing
them from gymnasium for some alleged physical
disability.

typical of many youngsters who refor a school or community team
out
peatedly try
find
that
to
they are just below the height
only
3.

Tony

is

the coach has set as a

minimum

or

some other

arbitrary reason not connected with skill or
4. Joe loves baseball, but each time

around, when

ability.

he

is

two captains (always the best
choose
sides, he is chosen last and perplayers)
mitted to stand and wait while the captains decide

who

the

He

will take him.

is finally

told to report to

and he may or may not get
someone more able shows up.

right field
to bat

if

his turn

mean to some of
mean the opportunity

then, could recreation

What,

our youth?

First,

it

could

a great variety of experiences, all
which have their unique contribution. These
would include outdoor nature activities, arts and
crafts, the dance, athletics, music, dramatics, and
These
the hobbies of collecting and creating.
to participate in

of

activities

would be offered

at

beginner, average
This variety also can
and advanced
give individuals new experiences so much needed
levels of skill.

in

our mechanical world.
Secondly,

recreation can

and should provide

opportunity is to help youth make and
keep friends. Some of us feel that the experience
of being in a group and being accepted, and the
tion's great

of belonging,

tant than the activity
people tell us that it

routine phases of

is

more impor-

Our mental

health

life.

give individuals recognition and
the personal sense of worth that comes from accomplishment. This happens when individuals or

may

groups express a desire to be officers, or members
of a committee, and when they increase their own
skill and ability and know that they are advancing
and progressing. Belief in one's self is important
to full living, to becoming independent and to developing into an emotionally mature adult.

Yes, recreation, when adequately conducted, can
these essential needs. If recreation programs
do not provide such opportunities, many of our
young people will not experience them. Our
schools do not adequately fill them. Dr. Brink,
of Northwestern University, informs us that 553
fill

out of every 1,000 high school youth leave school
each year because they do not find high school in-

We

teresting.

also

know

that

many

vocations and

jobs, because of their routine nature, do not permit youth to be much more than a number receiv-

ing a salary with which to provide food, shelter
and clothing. They must go elsewhere to find
the real satisfaction of rich living. These facts
give support to the concept that recreation is

an accompanying
an
as
well
as an opporresponsibility,
obligation
use
to
our
tunity
organized agency recreation, as
well as family recreation, in ways which will be
most productive and satisfying to the youth of
essential and, with this fact goes

our country.
Youth needs and wants adults

like

you

to join

with them in a cooperative effort to secure the
kind of facilities, leadership and recreation pro-

grams

in

homes, churches, schools, and public and

private agencies, that will provide the caliber of
program which will meet this need and aid in ful-

and

aspirations. All
that I have said identifies the role of leadership in
filling

for youth the opportunity for group experience
with others who have the same interests. Recrea-

accompanying sense

abandon, and provide a real escape from other
Recreation

activities.

were advised by a

girls

people from

their hopes,

desires

In short,

recreation.

it

be more concerned with

and what happens
activities.

This

is

suggests that leadership
the individuals are

whom

to them through recreation
very effectively shown in the

movie "Leaders for Leisure," which is available
from the Athletic Institute, 209 South State

people have a sense of belonging and of being part
of groups, if life is to be very meaningful.

Chicago 4, Illinois.
have done our part, then we can feel
with the Chinese poet, Wang Wei, who, when
asked the definition of supreme happiness here

Recreation should also provide young people
with a sense of release from the tensions and con-

far,

itself.
is

very important that

all

Street,

When we

below, said, "I am old, I have not traveled very
but this one thing I know. You ask me what

cerns of

modern

is

usually

is

ing a little boy go whistling
lie has asked me the way."

life. Opportunity for such release
provided in those activities where, in
complete absorption, they may cut loose with
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the supreme happiness here below ? It is watchdown the road after

RECREATION

Music and Drama in Program
NICOLETTA URIUOLI

New York

Presented at the

HAS OFTEN been

said that, in order to have a

State Recreation Conference

minds away from worries. They open magic
all, starting with the child on the play-

tired

ITwell-rounded

doors for

drama

ground who can enter the land of "make-believe"
by acting out stories, a natural outgrowth of the
story hour. Plays created by the children themselves
simple skits, pantomimes, and one-act
plays
may be performed very successfully on the
playground, and will give children an opportunity
for using imagination and expressing originality.
Even inexperienced recreation leaders have little

recreation program, music and
should be included for those individuals not

interested in physical activities. This is very true,
but we can go a step further, for there are many

who, no matter what other interests they may
have, are anxious to acquaint themselves with
varied and cultural activities, such as music, dancdirector must be aware
ing, drama, or crafts.

A

of this

need and of

A

program.

its

recreation

importance in his entire
program should be com-

difficulty

producing plays of

this

munity-wide, year-round and have broad appeal,
with the interests and needs of all age groups
recognized. It may not be possible to embark im-

of available production books.

mediately upon a program that is all-inclusive, but
there should be continuous advancement in this

ducing short plays, or

and

more ambitious plays may be atsome preliminary training in pro-

adults,

tempted

kind with the aid

For older children

after

if

trained leadership in this

field is available.

To

direction.

the

of informal

program

and formal plays

Of primary importance in setting up a music
and drama program is competent leadership.

can be added local talent programs with dramatic

should be attractively and
properly planned and easily accessible, with adequate budget provided for maintenance and oper-

number

Next,

ideally, facilities

ating costs. However, we often find that we must
make the best of available buildings and facilities.
The thing to remember in this case is that even

with good buildings and adequate supplies, poor
leadership can be the downfall of a program, while

programs with poor

other

leadership

manage

facilities

and good

to survive.

Special activities in the field of either music or

drama

skits,

stunts,

and the acting out

a stage on wheels which goes from playground

playground, carrying properties and actors.
Traveling puppet shows are very popular and appealing. The puppet theatre can be very simple

to

in construction,

made

either

from wooden or card-

board boxes.

Construction of the puppets themselves comprises a fascinating handcraft activity.

No body is required for the hand puppet and the
costume is made large enough to admit the operaFor the

hand.

tor's

made

string marionette, the bodies
after

wood, then dressed, and

two categories community activities, using some professionals, and capable of becoming self-supporting, and program carried on
within the playground or recreation center and

are

financed by the recreation budget.

drama programs, aiding with

fall

into

:

Drama
There
all

is

a

little bit

of the actor in us

of us are certainly audience-minded.

all,

and

Plays are

inspirational and educational
plays are recreational, giving idle hands something to do, taking
;

Mrs.

Uriuoli

is

for the Syracuse,

DECEMBER

of dancing and music
York, Recreation Department.

supervisor

New

1949

A

of ballads.

of cities also include a traveling theatre

some

of soft

practice manipulating the strings, plays are

attempted.
Crafts programs

are

correlated

with

these

scenery, costumes,

and properties. Festivals and pageants also take
a place of importance in the recreation dramatics
program. These might include May Day festivals,

Spring

festivals,

drama

festivals,

Christmas

pageants used as closing
events of the playground season. These, too, are
correlated with the activities and phases of the
pageants, ice carnivals, or

overall recreation
ing,

program

crafts,

music, danc-

and games.
441

Music

A

musical group, aside from being a unique
portion of the recreation program, can also supplement its various other phases. Music gives delight, and enriches any experience with which it is

makes for a feeling
and opens doors for self-expression.
It embraces all ages and all
degrees of skill, from
a rhythm band to a symphony concert group, from
associated, strengthens morale,

of sociability,

trained choruses.

community singing groups

to

Also, music

many

ment

for

is

the source of

many

types of enjoyas deep a satisfaction in
in creating. Discussion of the

there

listening as there

is

is

music program can be divided into vocal and

in-

strumental.

The

Vocal
musical

Drama

is

enty-five

greatly enjoyed as part of program in sevfieldhouses of the Chicago Park District.

simplest and most spontaneous of
requiring little or no leadership,

activities,

the informal singing group. Next comes community singing, where a "responsive chord" is
struck in nearly everyone. A good leader is essential and a piano or some musical accompaniment helps. With trained leadership, choruses can

tions

ages and both sex groups
for example, a men's or w omen's or mixed
chorus. For these, quartets and other special

listener interprets the

is

be organized

among

all

r

groups can be developed. Recently there has been
a great surge to revive the barber shop quartets.
An organization known as the Society for the
Preservation and Encouragement of Barber Shop
Quartet Singing has organized groups across the
industrial

Also,

country.

have shown a

definite

recreation

programs

trend toward musical as

well as dramatic activities.

of the program, music appreciation and
interpretation can be a part of the overall music

Music interpretation provides a satisfying experience for the young, especially since
picture.

it

combines music with physical activity. The
music in bodily action, re-

sponding to rhythm and mood skipping, running,
or swaying. Folk dancing also provides a rich
musical and physical activity experience. Here
dancing, singing, and instrumental music are
combined.

Music appreciation clubs can be organized.
to appreciate and
understand the best in music. Stories of com-

Under guidance, members come
posers, operas,
native country,

pictures illustrating the writer's
provide a background that will

all

Instrumental Let's start with the rhythm band.
Those instruments most commonly used are the
drum, triangle, tamborine, cymbals, rhythm sticks,
jungle sticks, wood blocks and bells. (A note to

enrich listening enjoyment. The recreation department should also take advantage of funds avail-

the crafts-minded

certs sponsored

tions

are

possible additions or substituor railroad spikes, for
cereal boxes for drums; sand

horseshoes,

round
and combs with tissue paper to carry
melody hummed on them.) More modern equipment will include a portable phonograph and a
supply of good music with marked rhythm. Xext
can be developed tonette groups, harmonica bands,
a drum and bugle corps. Concert groups can be
organized from a nucleus of those interested. Of
triangles;

blocks;

course, as for the choral groups, trained leadership is essential. It is an activity that will bring

together a cross-section of people who probably
would have no other mutual interests. An outof the

music program

will

be music

festi-

growth
vals, band concerts, symphony concerts, operettas,
and radio programs.
In addition to the vocal and instrumental por442

able through the American Federation of Musicians for professional musicians to present con-

by the department

at little expense.

question, "For whom is the music
and drama program planned?" we add another,
"Why is a music and drama program planned?"
Our answer is a synopsis, for much could be said
on these points.
For whom we ask, and find the answer evident
for all, from young to old, from the unskilled to
the highly skilled. And why? Does it not seem

To

our

logical

first

that the

expression and

for originality, for selfinterpretation, for activity and
outlet

cooperation with others is well-worth planning?
Has it not been seen that the lessons learned in
these activities help us to appreciate a little more
the "next fellow's" efforts? When we realize that
is yes, then our
toward a more complete, all-encompassing

the answer to these questions
efforts

program increase a thousandfold.

RECREATION

at Play
Santa Wears a Dress!

At

seems
where
York,
the name of Miss Doris

to be the case in Port Chester,

Santa Claus answers to
Russell,

least that

New

Superintendent of Recreation there.

It

when Miss Russell initiated a toy makand
ing
repairing project a few years ago. Each
Christmas, since then, she and many enthusiastic
volunteers have been collecting donated toys, repairing and repainting them, and distributing them

all

prominent position on the Wisconcampus through the work of its program, mem-

to continue its
sin

bership, publicity, professional relations, curriculum and campus relations committees.

started

Last year, she helped

to Port Chester youngsters.

brighten the holiday season for some 500 boys and
girls. Little wonder then that whenever the post
office receives any local mail addressed to the

bearded gent from the North Pole
sends it on to Lady Claus.

it

immediately

4
The University of WisconMadison, boasts a campus organization

Leadership Club
sin, in

known

as the Recreation Leadership Club
open
major or minor in com-

to all students carrying a

in recreation,

munity leadership
dents

and

to other stu-

who

indicate a specific interest in professional aspects of recreation. The dues are one

and meetings are held the second
and fourth Tuesdays of each month. The purpose
of the club is to promote good social relationships
dollar a year

among members

;

to maintain professional contacts

with professional recreation leaders who are active
in the field; to work for continuous improvement
of the recreation curriculum
of progress

;

and opportunities

of recreation leadership

and

Professionals Pitch In America's sandlotters
be better trained next year than any time in
That statement comes from the National
history
Baseball Congress which bases its prediction on
will

!

the fact that professional baseball will be spon-

soring coaching clinics in over 200 cities in thirty

from January 23 to February 4, to train
amateur coaches including those from town, industrial and school teams.
states,

of
Cooperating with the National Association
Professional Leagues in this undertaking in
which more than 10,000 coaches are slated to

are the sixteen major league clubs, National Federation of High School Athletic Associations, American Legion Junior Baseball Pro-

attend

gram, National Baseball Congress of America,
American Baseball Congress and National Amateur Baseball Federation.

Instructors will include

coaches
past and present professional managers,
and players. For additional information, write to
Robert L. Finch, director, National Association of
Professional Leagues, 693 E. Broad Street, Co-

lumbus, Ohio.

to keep abreast

in the

broad

fields

throughout the world.

To date, it lists among its accomplishments
maintenance of active programs and meetings for
members during the past two years sponsorship
of a party last March for students from all over
;

How many

of

your friends

ing subscriptions to

a wonderful

this

Christmas

and

to receive for each

?

It's

will be receiv-

RECREATION magazine
gift to

give

the United States attending the Student Government Symposium; as well as cooperation with the

month, throughout
the year, RECREATION offers a complete
variety of program suggestions, how-to-do

Governor's Conference on Children and Youth by
offering exhibits and entertainment to the 1,30x3

and play materials, news items, helpful hints
for individual as well as group recreation.

delegates

who

attended the May, 1949 event.

In

addition, the club has also co-sponsored, with the
and
a successful
University

YMCA

YWCA,

Camp Counselor's Training Institute on campus.
Its plans for the future are also very ambitious.

The

price

is

only three dolsubscription and no tax!

just right, too

lars for a year's

your order now and, while you're at
you can Christmas-gift yourself by renewing your own subscription.

Send

in

it,

Primarily, the Recreation Leadership Club hopes
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LOCAL BOARDS
In Park and Recreation Programs

PROBLEMS OLD AND NEW OF LOCAL BOARD MEMBERS
Summary

is

THEREour

of

New Orleans Congress Meeting by Mrs.

AX OLD proverb

that says,

problems drown us or

let

"We

we can

can
take

Stuart

LeRoy Anderson

will deserve the confidence

which the people have

Certainly a board

placed in him.

member should

them out and give them swimming lessons." I am
sure that all members of local boards are aware
that their problems are many. But, certainly, on

not promote just one phase of recreation to the
exclusion of others. This would work for com-

the part of those attending this National Recreais a determination that those

harmonious, well-balanced and coordinated program. Also, all pressure, if possible, should be

tion Congress, there
will

problems

constructive

not overcome them

efforts

will

be

rather,

made toward

that
their

In our discussion group five problem questions
all local

boards, whether representative

were presented
and were followed by general comments from
of large or small population areas,

different

members

of

interests

and would not promote a

eliminated in the selection of board members.

member should
mass

effective solution.

relevant to

petition

A

feel his responsibility to the great

of taxpayers

and not

to

any one particular

group.

The second question dealt with the principles
that should guide the board in its relations with
the administrative executive. The general feeling
was that, as a board, it is our obligation to secure

of the group.
question covered the qualities that distinguished the good board members from the poor
ones. Should a citizen be appointed to the board

the very best trained, well-qualified person for the
executive position; then respect his judgment and

because he shows

sive

The

first

skill

or interest in one particular

phase of recreation? Are members appointed
under political pressure apt to prove themselves
outstanding ?
It was felt that a good board member would
have these major qualifications: a real dedication

and principles of sound recreation, a
understanding of individuals and
participating, and a determination, as

to the cause

sympathetic

groups

nearly as possible, to bring all phases of recreation
to the citizens of his community.
good board

A

member

have won the honor and respect of
his leadership and by his
own way of life before he is appointed, and during
his term of office will continue to act so that he

his

will

community through

Mrs. Anderson
Recreation

444

is

the president of the

Commission,

Long

Beach,

vision

give

;

him an opportunity

program

into action; back

to put an aggreshim to the limit.

In considering the third problem, "What inexmeans can be used advantageously to

pensive

broaden the recreation viewpoint of board members
leaders spoke of the great value of a survey
of the local situation being made by an outside
?"*'

expert. For a nominal fee a consultant can analyze the community, making a comparison with
other localities, and present a constructive long-

range plan with certain goals toward which the
board may work in years to come.
Greater cooperation between education and rec-

local

reation boards and staffs was the subject of the
fourth period of discussion. Certainly the trend
is in the direction of a more coordinated program
between school and municipality. Members of

Long Beach

school

California.

drawn

and superintendents are being
members of recreation boards. There

boards
in as

RECREATION

a cooperative use of the same facilities and personnel by school and city. This is good manageis

ment and

from the tax

will insure greater benefits

dollars to the citizens of our communities.

members can do

In regard to what board

consider himself as an ambassador to carry the
good news of the program, and to promote good
will for

among

it

the citizens.

A

board member

should accept opportunities to go to groups and
present the recreation program. The press and
interested individuals should be invited, even
urged, to

sit

in

on the board meetings. Hearings

WHAT

of municipal gov-

we

are constantly being confronted
with the question concerning the relationship of

and park departments

management

as a whole.

and

pic-

One

of

our leaders was very enthusiastic and
what he was saying. Just as he was

serious about

concluding his remarks, he broke forth with,
"There's one very important thing, I must say.
I believe there should be more women on our

The Lord

boards.
I like
it

women

bless the

folks

!"

you can depend on
folks will not let these problems

that for, sure enough,

that the

women

drown them they will just take them out and
give them some good old swimming lessons.

New Orleans Congress Meeting by Harry

of

OUR ever-changing system

recreation

for articles

THE PLACE OF CITIZEN BOARDS?

IS

Summary

INernments,

Newspaper space

tures should be sought, keeping in mind that an
informed public is an interested public.

to

good public relations for the department,
was agreed that every board member should

foster
it

should be allowed individuals and representatives
of groups.

On

to

community

the one hand,

it

has been contended that a single executive, unrestricted by any administrative or advisory board

tions to those possessing administrative authority,
it

has been unquestionably demonstrated that a

better job in recreation can be

larger

the persuasive proposition that only through active
participation by lay citizens on administrative or

versial issues arise.

gram under a democratic system.

It

was

interest-

ing to note that, at the meeting here, not a single
delegate could support the first suggestion even

Wender

powers as against agencies with only advisory
functions. It was the overwhelming consensus of
the group that, although advisory groups can perform valuable work through their recommenda-

or commission will provide the maximum in efficiency of operation and control of recreation programs and facilities. On the other hand, we find

advisory groups can we expect to establish, maintain and extend a comprehensive recreation pro-

S.

decision can

be

made by

recommendations.

This

is

done where the

final

who make

the

those

especially true in the

The advisory method un-

communities.

doubtedly proves satisfactory where no contro-

When

however, and when advice

controversies do arise,
is not accepted, then

Friction develops and board members are prone to resign in indignation out of a
sense of frustration and helplessness.
trouble starts.

citizen par-

Polls taken at various times during our session
of the kinds of agencies represented at the Congress. Of twenty-two board or

particularly true in
the field of recreation because of its essentially

commission members attending, seventeen were of
the administrative type and five were advisory.

on the basis of strict efficiency, for
unanimous opinion of all present that
ticipation

is

a "must".

This

it

was the

is

close relationship to the needs

and desires

of the

people themselves.

The
value

having

were indicative

The

latter represented cities

lation of 90,000 in

question was then raised as to the relative
of administrative boards or commissions

policy-making

and

budget-determining

varying from a popu-

to 550,000
balance was composed of
thirty superintendents of local departments, ten
recreation staff leaders, three private agency repin

Kansas

City.

Roanoke, Virginia,

The

and two professional educators.
In stressing the importance of cooperation between recreation boards and local boards of
resentatives

Mr.

Wender

is

the

chairman

Columbia Recreation Board

DECEMBER

1949

in

of

the

District

of

Washington, D. C.
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education, to insure mutual use of public facilities,
it was
brought out that thirty-one communities

management as it may desire through its expression at or away from the ballot box. Those who

represented had local administrative or advisory
boards. Of these, twenty had direct representation
from the board of education while eleven did not.

avoid participating in politics because of a lack of
interest must be held personally responsible for

All maintained close relationship between the two

democratic institutions by violating their sacred
trust as servants of the public.

agencies.
The vast majority of recreation boards are appointed and work without compensation. Most of

these are administrative.

It

was concluded

that a

what happens, as much as those who pervert our

The

serving on adand advisory agencies dealing with

qualifications for citizens

ministrative

park and recreation matters reveal

that,

although

strong, appointed, non-compensated, small administrative board is the most valuable aid to the

respects these agencies may be likened
to boards of directors of commercial organizations,

promotion and development of adequate recrea-

there are several significant qualities which must
be possessed by lay citizens who wish to serve

tion systems. This citation, quoted by our chairman from the work of Charles Merriam of the

in

many

their

community

man

to advantage.

woman

It

is

not enough

University of Chicago, epitomized our thinking
on the value of citizen boards versus centralized

that a

individual of high integrity.

These requirements

administration under a single executive
"We must seek a balance between expert service

are basic.

is

:

control. In case of doubt, we should
decide in favor of popular control."
comparison between boards of education and

and popular

A

recreation
duties

and

indicates

a

remarkable

responsibilities,

similarity

of

undoubtedly account-

ing for the great preponderance of recreation and
park boards having full administrative authority,
in

instances following the exact pattern of
independent educational boards.

many

Wherever the recreation board and the administrative staff work as a team, the board members
serve as front runners, meeting opposition and
paving the way for successful and efficient accomplishment. The technical staff is relieved of
the final responsibility for making policy, but is
held accountable, without interference from the
citizen board, for carrying out that policy.

The question was

raised about those

or

be an intelligent, resourceful

Equally important

the desire to per-

form unselfish public service and to give sincere
devotion to a philosophy which dignifies this
special aspect of human relationships and places it
on a par with other fundamental responsibilities
of

good government, such as

and

health, safety

education.

No

one can properly serve as a

citizen

member

of a recreation agency without having previously
evidenced some tangible interest in the civic de-

velopment of the community, nor can he or she
adequately judge the temper and desires of the
citizenry without a compassionate interest in its
welfare and well-being. Therefore, it is obvious
that board

members must possess

of leadership

respect

and must

and support

all

at all times

of the

the qualities
the

command

community

in

their

work.
Purely administrative functions of boards

communi-

where political machines dominate local government and recreation suffers from negligent and

ties

improper administration. This brings about the
appointment or election of corrupt or incompetent
board members and officers lacking adequate in-

and

some

clude, in

instances, the selection of

all

in-

per-

although in most cases, only the chief
is selected
the determina-

sonnel

administrative officer
tion

of

salaries

there

is

policies,

fixing

of

fees,

regulation

of

and disbursement of funds. However,
a much more important responsibility

knowledge
It was our unanimous opinion that
our host city, New Orleans, represented an excellent answer to this very real problem in promoting

which seldom appears

adequate recreation in a number of cities, large
and small. What has been done in New Orleans

recreation facilities and programs administered by
the board. This public relations function helps

within the last two years under its present enlightened administration is indicative of what any

maximum

terest in or

of recreation problems

their solution.

American city can do when the public is aroused
and made aware of its government's deficiencies.

The opportunity

to improve public recreation
remains solely with the electorate, which may have
just as good or just as bad an influence on city

446

in the legislative authority
or executive order spelling out board functions.
Every board member is charged with the responsibility of

expanding community knowledge

use of what

we have

of the

to offer without

extravagant waste of public funds and, at the same
time, shows up the inadequacies which warrant
public support for improvement.
It was gratifying to learn that the administra-

and advisory boards represented by every
delegate present invite the public and the press to
tive

RECREATION

and

their meetings, thereby stimulating interest in
of their problems and programs.

The
work

knowledge

necessity for promoting public interest in the
and accomplishments of the board, as well as in the
department's deficiencies, was stressed. And since
appropriations are needed to remedy these deficiencies, the importance of acquainting civic and
business organizations with proposed budgets was
pointed out as an indispensable means of securing community-wide understanding and support.
These were characterized not as "pressure"

In the final analysis, recreation sells itself by
of a successfully demonstrated program
which the people want and accept as a rightful

means

heritage for themselves and their children. The
keystone in any board structure is its public relations, its contact with the people it represents. If
that keystone is defective, eventual collapse of the
entire structure is inevitable.

(Summaries
presented

in

of other stimulating meetings are

the

1949

Congress

Order now, and catch up with
in other areas of recreation

groups, but rather as "interest" groups.

The "Big Jump" in
Recreation Appeal

Proceedings.

collective thinking

work.

Price $2.25.)
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Learn About

TRAMPOLINING
Intense Participant-Spectator Interest

Founded by NISSEN, Creator and
neer

of
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is
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If not,
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Municipal Recreation Administration
This practical correspondence course is
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programs.
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-

for
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A NEW REPORT and How

to Use It
Stephen H. Mahoney

THE PERIOD of the past year and a half, it
has been the privilege of the writer to work
with ten other recreation executives from several

New Orleans, host to the recent NaRecreation Congress, was so enthusiastic
about Personnel Standards in Recreation Leader-

sections of the country in formulating a set of
standards for leadership positions in the recreation

ship that he sent a personal letter in commendation
of it to the mayors of cities throughout the country.
The report can also be of much value in the

OVER

In

field.

its

relatively brief period of existence,

recreation leadership has reached a professional
status which necessitates the use of personnel

standards for the maintenance of
tion

among

to ambitious

its

proper posi-

the careers of sen-ice which are open
men and women throughout the land.

In recognition of the need for standards, the
National Recreation Association, through a committee of recreation executives, published a stand-

ards report in 1929; and in 1935, 1938, and 1944
other committees adjusted the standards to meet
the conditions which existed in those respective
periods. The rapid growth and development of
recreation since the close of the last war have
stressed the need for standards

which

befit the

current trend in the profession.
Personnel Standards in Recreation Leadership
is the result of the deliberation and suggestions of
a representative group of recreation leaders, and
presents not only the ideas of committee members,

but of those with

whom

they have consulted as to

the duties, qualifications and proper compensation
for positions at different levels in the recreation
field.

There was evident, throughout the period of

Morrison of

tional

sphere of public relations. -Every recreation ex-

knows

ecutive

an

that

interested

and alerted

citizenry is one of his greatest allies and, in the
standards report, he has a potent instrument to

help in securing competent leadership for his de-

partment.

The committee is strongly of the opinion that
the publication should be widely circulated among
not only local authorities, but those at higher
levels as well. Its use

and other

by

civil service

commissions

who

are responsible for the
classification and selection of recreation personnel
officials

can result not only in improved methods of selection, but also in placing personnel on a level comparable to that on which other municipal employees are placed. It is interesting to note that

American Recreaunanimously approved Personnel
Recreation Leadership and urges its

the executive committee of the
tion Society has

Standards

wide

in

use.

The

report should be of assistance to the faculand other training institutions in
the development of curricula to aid students in

ties of colleges

the committee's work, an attitude on the part of
each member to work unitedly toward ideals

preparation

which would benefit the whole recreation move-

senting to prospective recreation leaders the opportunities available, the qualifications required,

ment. This same attitude, we hope, will be manifested by all recreation workers in the utilization
After

of the report.

all,

such a report and

its

recommendations will amount to very little unless
the standards which have been set up are used
for the purpose of advancing the profession.
For the most part, this use will be at the local
of recreation organization. The executive
should bring it to the attention of the members of
level

his

that

board or commission.
it

is

members
manager.
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in the

He

should

make

sure

hands of the personnel officer,
and the mayor or city

of the city council
It

is

gratifying to learn that

Mayor

Above

all,

for
it

service

in

the

recreation

field.

should prove most helpful in pre-

the duties involved

and the compensation

to be

expected.

Members of the Recreation Leadership Standards Committee include the following superintendents or directors of
recreation

or

parks

and

recreation:

Chairman, Stephen H.

Mahoney. Cambridge, Massachusetts; H.
timore, Maryland;

York;

Russell

E.

Foval,

S.

Callowhill,

D. Caullcins, Westchester County,

Decatur,

Illinois;

Chase

Bal-

New

Hammond,

Muskegon, Michigan; George Hjelte, Los Angeles, California; Mrs. Helena G. Hoyt, Syracuse, New York; Miss Dorothea Lensch, Portland, Oregon; F. S. Mathewson, Union

New Jersey; Beverly Sheffield,
VerLee, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

County,

Austin,

Texas;

Jay

RECREATION

Lebert H. Weir
1878-1949

WEIR
In his
ESERT

ments have
crusader

PASSED away November

death, the park

13, 1949.

and recreation move-

a strong protagonist, a realistic
has set an example of achievements

lost

who

which will serve as an inspiration to recreation
leaders throughout the country.
When Howard Braucher invited Lebert Weir,
1910, to become the first field secretary employed by the Playground Association of Amerin

Mr. Weir welcomed the challenge and opportunity for national service which it opened to him.
His five years of experience as head of the Juvenile Court in Cincinnati had convinced him of

ica,

the need for adequate public recreation facilities
and activities as one of the necessary preventatives
of juvenile delinquency. As he once stated, "Since
the public had assumed responsibility for the care
of delinquents, I felt it should likewise be the duty
of the public to

assume responsibility for doing

those things that would prevent delinquency."
Lebert Weir's enthusiasm for recreation and his

exceptional power of interpretation made inevitable a career of distinguished service which has

an indelible imprint on the national recreation
movement. His love of nature and appreciation of
the place which nature activities play in the life
of man lent power and strength to his special service in the field of park recreation. Parks had no
greater friend than Lebert Weir.
His first service with the Association was in

left

the Pacific Coast States of California,

Washing-

ton and Oregon, helping communities to study
their needs

and

to initiate

and operate

effective

year-round programs. Since then, he has helped
scores of communities in every state in the union
with their park and recreation problems, and he

Chillicothe,

Ohio,

he

successfully

ers, the forerunner of the Chicago training institutes of the National Recreation Association.

Mr. Weir's work included

executive of New Hampshire, he made a statewide recreation study of that state. He also made
vocational and rural recreation studies in his home
state

of

Indiana.

In recent years he had been

interested in helping to promote and serve state
consultant services in Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois,

Wisconsin and Minnesota, and

in the establish-

ment

of recreation leadership courses in the institutions of higher learning in these states.

He

has served as consultant to the recreation

advisor to the National Resources Board of the

Federal Government.

At

the

invitation

of

the

Governor of the Virgin Islands, he made studies
and plans for parks and recreation in that territory; he also made studies of recreation developments in Europe. Mr. Weir's two extensive nation-wide studies of parks and camping are wellto park and recreation workers.

known

Lebert Weir was a

member

of the

American

Recreation Society and was made a Fellow at its
annual meeting in Omaha in September, 1948.

He was

also a Senior Fellow of the

Institute of

Park Executives

for

many

American
years.

In

Annual Recreation
1949,
called
the
Governor
of Indiana, he
Meeting
by
received an "award of recognition of distinguished
service in the field of recreation." He was again

January,

at the

third

year when

communities to organize their recreation services
for men in the armed forces when on leave. In

nition plaque, in absentia.

1949

service on a state-

wide, national and international scope. At the request of Governor John G. Winant, then chief

has played an important role in planning for the
human use of outstanding park areas.
During World War I he helped a number of

DECEMBER

strengthened

and enlarged the program, raised a half-million
dollars and set up a model community for recreation.
This center became the national training
center for War Camp Community Service work-

honored by his native

state in

the Indiana Municipal

reation Association presented

October of

this

Park and Rec-

him with a recog-
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ber. The Conference was sponsored by the St.
Paul Planning and Research Council and other
local agencies to consider the findings of a test

Recreation News

study on community welfare services conducted
by Community Research Associates.

Change of Address
rriHE WEST COAST office of the National
*

reation Association has been

The purpose
Rec-

moved from Pasa-

Room 424, 607 South Hill
Los
Street,
Angeles 14. So get out your little
black book and jot down the address.
Here you'll find sample copies of RECREATION
magazine and NRA books and booklets. Lynn
dena, California, to

Rodney, the Association's district representative
(see page 453), is in and out, and Miss Lulu
Lydell, the office secretary, can put you in touch
with him whenever you need him. She also will
be ready to help you in any other way possible
to answer inquiries, take orders for materials, and
so on.

Write, phone (Vandike 8382) or

visit.

Form

the habit of dropping in for a chat when you are
in that part of the country. You'll be welcome.

The

your service!

office is at

A

nfiHE CITY OF Lockport, New York,

planning

-- to

honor Howard Braucher, a native son, for
contribution to the recreation movement and

his

his years as president of the National Recreation
Association. At a recent meeting, the Lockport

Park and Shade Tree Commission discussed the
having some memorial to him in

possibility of

nities

provide for the well-being of their citizens."

The National Recreation Association was represented among the 125 delegates who came from
a broad variety of professions. Attention was focused upon recreation as one of the four chief segments of family need. The findings of the St. Paul

Study and the Conference discussions revealed the
need for a fundamental appraisal of recreation

and services, and a consideration of ways
which recreation agencies can cooperate to

facilities

in

serve

more adequately
St.

families in greatest need.

Paul study also revealed a great maldistricts of

by recreation agencies and several of the substandard neighborhoods received relatively little

A

recreation service.
large percentage of individuals participating in the recreation program were
between the ages of five and sixteen, and sports

predominated
cent of the

playgrounds after him, or will set up a memorial
plaque to him in one of their parks. Born in the

the recreation

town. of Royalton, Mr. Braucher was a graduate

grams.

in

agency programs. Only 17.4 per-

money

spent *or recreation in 1946

came from city-county funds,

lars

Lockport High School.

by

the city, by ages and by program activities. Very
few of the ''multiple-problem" families were served

one of their city playgrounds. It is expected that
Lockport will honor him by naming one of their

of

to discuss

direction to social planning and a more effective
alignment of the service which American commu-

distribution of recreation services
is

was

the project. Sponsors expressed the belief that
the Conference would "pave the way for a new

The

Tribute

of the Conference

methods by which the data had been gathered, to
appraise the findings, and to provide suggestions
and recommendations for the concluding year of

A

yet 31.9 percent of

were

in public prolarge percentage of the recreation dol-

came from

participants

private sources and were spent

by private agencies.

New

Volley Ball Guide

V7"ouR COPY OF the 1950 Official Volley Ball Rule
-*
Book and Annual Guide is now available.
Edited and published by the United States Volley
Ball Association, it presents detailed information

Community Sports
and Athletics

on tournament

results, playing suggestions, rules
for all types of participants, and team pictures.
The price is the same fifty cents. This year,

order from the U.S.V.B.A. Printer, P. O.

Box

450

in St. Paul,

authorities

throughout the country,
S. Barnes and Company.

500 pages

National Conference on Family Needs
T>ECREATION WAS A major topic of discussion at
-^-*- the National Conference on
Appraising FamNeeds held

tion

published by A.

109, Berne, Indiana.

ily

Prepared by the National Recreation Association, based upon experience of recrea-

$4.00

NATIONAL RECREATION ASSOCIATION
315 Fourth Avenue
New York 10, N.

Y.

Minnesota, in Septem-

RECREATION

Care of Floors
At the Planning Recreation Areas and

Facili-

UGGEST ION

meeting of the industrial section of the 3ist
National Recreation Congress, the following sug-

ties

gestions were offered regarding floors
A. For those who wax a maple floor for dancing
and then have to remove the wax for basketball
:

playing:

the floor

if

be used to take

off

is

borax crystals can

sealed,

wax;

also,

a weak solution of

turpentine can be used.
B. Corn meal is still being used by
stitute for

many

as a sub-

wax.

C. "Sock hops" are held in one company as a
means of preventing damage to basketball floor.
D. Using the same floor for basketball, roller
skating and dancing will soon ruin the average
floor. For such multiple use, asphalt tile flooring
is
recommended. (See Congress Proceedings.)

W.

John

He obtained a Popular Mechanics
magazine and wrote letters to a large number of
manufacturers of all kinds of tools. The purpose
of his letter was to secure prices on rejects. His
chase any.

Rubber Quoits
Faust, district representative of the
Recreation Association, writes from

National

"Several months ago, Wink decided that they
should have a crafts program for the children.
He had no tools and no money with which to pur-

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
rubber quoits
"Interesting
:

twelve ounces,
are a rage here. They were holding a wildly exciting inter-playground tournament. One team of

two

little girls, eight and ten years of age, had a
cheering section of eight boys who raised the roof
for them. The city makes the stakeboards.

We

story was so convincing
of the center and the like

telling of the operation

that

many

of the

manu-

have sent him complimentary sets of
their products. To date he has a number of power
facturers

tool sets, sanding machines, rules, dies, carpentry

quote from a letter he received from the
vice-president of one manufacturing company
tools.

I

:

shall

urge

this

elsewhere as

and eliminates the fuss
of metal quoits.

It's

as

good

for adults

of clay pits, the

hazard

a faster game."

Fishing with

One

it is

with

No Water

all

different

and no invoice

will

be rendered.'

shop has been equipped (and

of the ideas

playground,

are very glad, indeed, to donate this material
to the very worthy cause which you have mentioned,

coming from the Pet Ideas
meeting in New Orleans was offered by a recreation worker from the west whose identity escapes
us. It seems that there is a lack of water in his
community that is, water where it is safe for
youngsters to play and where fishing is good.
Therefore, he constructed artificial fish ponds on
each

'We

species

of

wooden and paper fish that the children and
could hook through the tail. For each
adults, too
fish caught a prize was given. Both youngsters
and adults became so interested in fishing that the
city fathers decided to do something, if at all
possible, about the purification of the streams, and
thus furnish an opportunity for everyone in the
community to enjoy real fishing and water sports.

when

it

is),

it

will be a

When

the

good one

he plans to have pictures taken of the

using the tools sending them to the
various companies who have helped."
children

Do You Know
That the Methodist Publishing House, 810
Broadway, Nashville, Tennessee, puts out "World
of Fun" records of the folk games of other
countries ? These sell for two dollars and can go a
long way toward helping a group to appreciate
what other people have contributed to the fun of
the world.

An

accompanying booklet

structions, listings, general suggestions.

offers in-

The

rec-

ords can be obtained from any Methodist Publishing House, and also from other distributors.

Bathhouses
you're building a bathhouse for an outdoor
swimming pool, why not use removable partitions
If

Tools for Crafts
of

Waldo Hainsworth,

also district representative

National

Association,

the

from

Bristol,

DECEMBER

Recreation

New
1949

Hampshire:

writes

so that the building can serve as a recreation
center during winter? This was done in Yuma,

Arizona and was verv successful.
451

basketball

backstops
to

YOUR need

fit

Whatever your individual basketball
backstop installation problem, Porter
has the answer. You see, Porter has been
official purveyor of basketball backstop

equipment to the nation's schools, uniand clubs for years. That's why

versities

so

many

ents

coaches, school superintend-

and others who buy and specify

backstops will readily say, "Yes, Porter
is

headquarters for basketball backstops."

And Porter's engineering service is
yours for the asking ... to recommend,
without charge or obligation, the efficient, economical way to install basketball backstops in your gymnasium or

stadium

But don't wait until the last
you are ready to use the
court! Plan ahead allow sufficient time
for shipping and installation. Write
now describing your problem.

moment

.

.

.

until

FAN-SHAPED BANKS

Porter can ship

immediately famous Porter
shaped basketball banks.

all-steel

fan-

1

Udel212-2walM>racei
type of simple design

Midel 1216 taleiiy If
eiteuiio

stall! ti 01 with

Model 218-BX

Midil 2211
kracei

is

saseeidea

aidkracdtikalcM)

ti

swims

bilcur

Is

ir wall

A

neat, rigid Porter installation, meeting a condition
that calls for extended wall bracing. Porter back-

stops not only perform well, but look well.

THE

J.

E.

hricd

to staff

PORTER

MANUFACTURERS

OF

PLAYGROUND, GYMNASIUM AND

Exclusive MAKERS OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS

CORPORATION

SWIMMING POOL EQUIPMENT

JUNGLEGYM
Rea. U.
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OTTAWA, ILLINOIS

S. Pot. Off.

RECREATION

S.

ENNso

it

RODNEY
was

like

loves the West, the open spaces,
coming home when he was as-

signed the National Recreation Association's Pa-

Southwest

cific

after

of

district

two years

California,

New Mexico

Utah, Arizona, and

of field

work

Nevada,

in July,

1948,

in Michigan, Ohio,

THE

and West Virginia.

and grand :
was born in

father

"After

all," says Lynn, "my
were born in California; I
Nevada and raised in Idaho and Washington
This should give me some claim on the
State.
West." This background and his feeling for the
recreation development of the area will do much

father

to help future progress in Lynn's

new

FIELD.

district.

He moved to Coer d'Alene, Idaho, at an early
age and, finally, to Spokane, Washington, which
calls his home town. In his high school years,
he developed a keen interest in athletics and other
school affairs and, in addition to participating in
dramatics and club work, was outstanding as a
swimmer, setting a national "Y", city, Inland

he

LYNN

S.

RODNEY

Empire, and college records. It was in 1932 that
he qualified in a Pacific coast swim meet to represent his area in the final

U.

S.

Olympic

tryouts.

Lynn attended Washington
earning in four years both his

After high school
State

College,

bachelor and master of arts degrees in political
science and education. He then accepted a position as social science instructor in a small high

school in a rural area along the Columbia River
in Washington State which introduced him to the

Following progressive educa-

fun in teaching.
tional

procedures,

Lynn

tied

his

work

to

the

assigned to the Division of Recreation and Community Activities of the Board of Education in

New York
sociation

City, his training directed

by the As-

and Mark McCloskey, division

New York

After the

director.

Lynn

joined
the staff of the Smith Memorial Playground and
experience,

Playhouses in Philadelphia. He was made supervisor of one of the oldest playhouses in the country, located in

East Fairmount Park and provided
and Sarah A. Smith

and
principle that you can learn at the same time,

for under the wills of Richard

enjoy it.
In reminiscing he says, "Living and teaching
in a small rural community is an experience I
shall never forget. The fun of teaching, as well as

a close relationship between the playhouse program, the Temple University School of Social

the fun of salmon fishing with the boys who might
not know their school work but certainly knew

over

fifty

Work, and

War

memories not soon forgotten."
his
However,
teaching career was cut short for,
after his first year, he was selected as one of the

in the

outstanding graduate students in the counand
try
given a scholarship at the Maxwell School

him

of

at

Citizenship

school's purpose

is

Syracuse

University.

The

to give the highest degree of

training to prospective city managers and a
of science degree in public administration.

master

Lynn's

work

directly with people, children as
well as adults, prompted him to seek a place in

desire to

the recreation

field.

After completing his work

at Syracuse, therefore,

he was awarded one of the

National Recreation Association's

Henry Strong
He was

Dennison Fund apprentice fellowships.

DECEMBER

1949

the School of Education.

clouds on the horizon and the Pearl Har-

bor attack prompted

their fishing, are

fifteen

In this position there existed

years ago.

Lynn

to volunteer for service

Naval Reserve. There he received a
commission as a deck officer, but an eye defect led

U.

S.

to inactive status.

It

was only

to turn to municipal

natural, then, for

work.

Galveston, Texas, in the throes of wartime expansion, was looking for a recreation and park

one who could take the lead in developa
ing
program for this war community. Thousands of servicemen in the city and outlying
camps, as well as the thousands of new families

director,

attracted to the war industries and shipyards,
created a serious recreation problem. This was
one with a
the job for which Lynn was looking
challenge.

He

took

it

on when asked, knowing

full

well
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DIAMOND
OFFICIAL

SUPER RINGER SETS
PITCHING HORSESHOES
The

finest

pitching

horseshoes

made.

ever

Drop-forged from special carbon

heat-

steel

treated to prevent chipping or breaking with-

out destroying dead falling qualities.

Write

for

catalog Diamond
and Accessories

your

Pitching Horseshoes

DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE
COMPANY
4614 GRAND AVENUE

DULUTH, MINN.

WORLD'S BEST SOURCE
of authoritative, up-to-date information on the best in camping

CAMPING MAGAZINE,

official

publication

of

American

Camping Association, is the one periodical devoted entirely to
the "know-how" of organized camp operation. Its articles cover
the interests of all types of camps: Day camps, resident camps,
church camps, Scout camps, social agency camps, and many others.
Whether your interest is in starting a new camp, serving most
effectively on a camp board, being a staff member of a camp

CAMPING

the operation of your own camp,
the world's best source for authoritative, up-todate, practical information.
or improving

MAGAZINE

is

Published monthly, November through June. Subscriptions $3.00 per year in U. S., $3.25 in Canada. Start
Let CAMPING MAGAZINE
your subscription
help you all through busy 1950. Use the handy coupon

NOW!

at right.

//

payment accompanies

order,

saving

us

and bookkeeping,

FREE

send you

time
-we'll

a copy

The Camp Director's
Handbook and Buying

CAMPING MAGAZINE
181

CHESTNUT AVENUE, METUCHEN, N.

Please enter

Offer

December

454

expires

31, 1949.

to

J.

CAMPING MAGAZINE

at $3.00 per year.

Name

of

Guide.

my subscription

Street

and

No

City
Payment herewith
Send free Handbook

_
,

Zone

State

Payment will be sent
on receipt of invoice

RECREATION

what

problems

lay

He made

ahead.

friends

was soon working

and
quickly, received support,

on plans for a permanent program. A recreation
and park board was developed; all community
facilities and resources were called upon to work
a servicetogether in solving a vexing problem;
a
was
men's club program
youth counorganized ;
cil

in

resulted in teen canteens

Park and

wartime.

and a voice

city

for youth

beautification

plans

and the development of community center and
and commuplayground programs soon followed,
with
were
dealt
through the organnity problems
ization of a community council, in which all local
and to
agencies had the opportunity to cooperate
Houston, Texas, a neighborto the north, had a vacancy for a superthis time,

ing city
intendent of recreation.
this position,

When

Lynn became

approached about

interested in the chal-

a city faced
lenge of a program for a metropolis,
with tremendous growth. Also, Houston was
known for the quality of its recreation program

and

its

vision.

This seemed to offer a chance to

to develop, through the years, the
an already fine department. He was
had passed, the
appointed but, before two years
adminishis
of
municipal
learning
city manager,
tration training at Syracuse, urged him to take
the examination for the position as city budget
a position entailing the preparation and
director

stay put

the offer at

and

expansion of

administration of a large budget for a metropolitan

He was won

first.

over,

how-

the full scope of the position was presented to him. "Surely, working with an $11,-

when

000,000 budget was something to lead to growth."
Finance work soon led to a teaching assign-

ment

Houston

at the University of

in public

fi-

nance and finance management, as well as in eco-

However, finance work was away from

nomics.

contact with people. So, when Lynn was asked
to join the staff of the National Recreation Association,

he gladly accepted and took over the dis-

Michigan, Ohio and West Virginia. Upon
the retirement of George Braden, it was felt that
he was just the man to take over duties in the
trict of

western

be heard.

About

down
ever,

district.

He now makes

his headquarters in the

NRA. The

office of the

new Los

office secretary,

Angeles
Miss Lulu Lydell, writes: "Mr. Rodney's genuine sympathy and understanding make it possible
for recreation leaders to talk freely with him about
their problems.

He

'Lynn' to everyone."

is

In his work as a district
the Association,

field representative for

finds highly useful his exadministrator of local, municipal

Lynn

perience as an
recreation departments.

Many

of

the

trouble-

finance problems, which cities and communities bring to him in connection with the plan-

some

ning and developing of their recreation and park
service, he finds easier to solve because of his

work

as a city budget director.

Like most recreation people, he loves the out-

city.

"No

I

one was more surprised than I to learn that
was one of the top three in the exam, but when

asked to take the position, I was floored!" It
was a challenge, a new field, but Lynn turned

of-doors, hiking, camping, swimming, plant lore.
Reading also is one of his favorite leisure-time
pursuits.

now make

SOFTBALL RULES
INTERNATIONAL

THE
Softball,

Joint Rules Committee on
in

Little

at its September meeting
Rock, Arkansas, made several changes in the

cial Softball rules for

offi-

1950.

The committee changed

the men's pitching dis-

from forty-three to forty-six feet. The
women's pitching distance of thirty-five feet
remains the same. The main argument for the
lengthening of the pitching distance was the many
low-hit, no-score games in softball. It was felt

tance

rule

their

Mrs. Rodney and two children

home

in

Los Angeles.

for 1950

also tightened so that, in 1950, a baserunner will
be required to keep contact with his base while

the pitcher has the ball in pitching position and
both feet in contact with the rubber. In other

words, during this interval, the

ball will

be dead.

Rule 24, Section 10 has been deleted, and Secii has been added to Rule 23, making the

tion
ball

dead when a baserunner

is

called out for leav-

ing his base too soon.

of hits

These are but a few of the new changes. The

on stealing (Rule 30, Section 15) was

complete 1950 rules will soon be available in the
Official Softball Rules Book.

that the change would increase the
and runs scored.

The

He and
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RECREATIONAL LEADERS
Make a Note

New

of These!

Publications
of the

National Section
on Women's Athletics
(A section of the American Association for
and Recreation)

Health, Physical Education,

The

Official Recreational

The

Official Aquatics,

The

Official Basketball

Each guide contains

Volley Ball Guide

Winter Sports and Outing

1949-51

Guide

Activities

1949-51

1949-50

Guide
playing rules for

official

organization, bibliographies,
spective books.

Games

and

girls

and women,

on techniques,

articles

teaching,

certain special features related to the sports covered in the re-

50 cents each.

One

of the most valuable books in our field!

RESEARCH METHODS APPLIED TO HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION
a project of the Research Section of the American Association for Health, Physical Education,

and Recreation
Editorial

Committee

Some chapter

titles

CAROLYN and KARL BOOKWALTER, T. K. CURETON, and M. GLADYS SCOTT.
Library Research Methods; Historical Research Methods; Photographical and

Cinematographical Research Methods; Test Construction and Analysis;
Causal Analysis; Writing the Research Report

480 pages. 40 pages

of tabular material.

22

illustrations.

Statistical Prediction

...

Price

and

$5.00

Published by

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND RECREATION
1

456

201 Sixteenth

Street,

NW

Washington

6, D. C.

RECREATION

Crispin Oglebay

I

HE WHOLE RECREATION movement has suffered a loss
Oglebay, who died in his home

Ti

in the death of Crispin

Gates Mills, Ohio, on October twenty-third. He was
an outstanding industrialist and philanthropist who, in
at

addition to extensive business interests, followed a vision
for enriching the lives of people through recreation. This

was evident

in

many ways,

in his devotion to the

but

its

expression was clearest

development of Oglebay Park and

movement. His primary
was in people, rather than in places.
Mr. Oglebay was the nephew of Colonel Earl

his services to the recreation

in-

terest

who

W.

Wheeling, West Virginia, for a park. One of the principal
interests of Crispin Oglebay's life was to make this property a great medium of recreational and cultural service to the people of the entire region. In this he was eminently
successful. He not only gave generously to it each year
his gifts being estimated at over
Oglebay,

left his

estate to

one-half million dollars during the last twenty years
but, more important, he also gave
his own personal attention and leadership. He conferred with leaders, read
reports, fol-

lowed up suggestions, and visited other communities having similar facilities. He welcomed visits from experts, had studies made, and enlisted the interest of community
leaders.

Mr. Oglebay was an honorary member of the National Recreation Association and,
number of years up to the time of his death, served as the Association's sponsor
in Cleveland, Ohio. He closely followed the work of the NRA and regularly visited the
headquarters office to discuss Association problems and to keep in touch with developments throughout the country.
for a

Crispin Oglebay not only contributed to the National Recreation Association, but gladly
asked friends and industrial companies to do the same. He was enthusiastic in his tribute
to the Association for its influence and help in the development of Oglebay Park.

No

note about Crispin Oglebay is complete without mentioning his special feeling for
beauty. He worked constantly to increase facilities that would give people opportunities
to enjoy nature and sense beauty not only in gardens and woodlands, but also in music,

drama, crafts and other creative

arts.

We

gladly record here recognition of his great contribution to local and national recreation, and the joy that he himself experienced in working for more recreation for more

people throughout the land.
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Books Received

Magazines and Pamphlets
Charting Group Progress, Saul Bernstein. Association Press, 291 Broadway, New York. $.75.

Beach and Pool, September 1949
New Aquatic Sport Born in Y.M.C.A., Leo P.
Majcher.

Design and Construction Features of a Modern
Pool Project, Dunlap and Company.
Questions and Answers for Swimming Pool Operators.

Scholastic Coach, September 1949
Your Gymnasium Plant, Don Cash Seaton.
Complete Intra-Mural Program, Ray Smalling.

Journal of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, September 1949
Faces the Issue, Alice Shriver.
Competition:
Park Maintenance, September 1949
Underfoot Areas, the Problems of their Neglect,
William Beaudry.
Annual Buyers' Guide.
Child Study, Fall 1949
Looking at the Comics 1949.

NSWA

American Planning and Civic Annual, edited by Harlean James. American Planning and Civic Association, 901 Union Trust Building, Washington,
D. C.

$3.00.

Big Elephant, The, Kathryn and Bryon Jackson. Simon and Schuster, New York. $1.00.
Boating Is Fun, Ruth Brindze. Dodd, Mead and Company, New York. $2.50.
Boy's Book of Body Building, Stanley Pashko. Greenberg Publisher, New York. $2.50.
Campaigning for Members, Herman A. Sarachan.
Association Press, New York. $3.00.
Craft of Ceramics, The, Geza de Vegh and Alber
Mandi. D. Van Nostrand and Company, New
York. $475.
Second Edition, Stack,
Education for Safe Living
Seibrecht and Elkow. Prentice-Hall Publishers,
New York. $5.00.
Football for the Beginner, George R. Staten. Educational Publishers. St. Louis, Missouri.

$2.00.

Golden Books of Words, The, Jane Werner. Simon
and Schuster, New York. $1.00.
Handbooks of European National Dances Dances of
Czechoslovakia, Mila Lubinova: Dances of Sweden, Erik Salven; Dances of the Netherlands,
Elise van der Ven-ten Bensel; Dances of SwitzLouise Witzig. Chanticleer Press, New
York. $1.25 each.
Horseman's Companion, The, Margaret Cabell Self.
A. S. Barnes and Company, New York. $3.00.
How to Make Braided Rugs, Dorothy Altpeter.
Harper and Brothers, New York. $1.50.
North American Fresh Water Sport Fish, Lou S.
Caine. A. S. Barnes, New York. $5.00.
erland,

'MUST" FILMS
on Community Recreation
PLAYTOWN,

U.S.A., 2

reels, in color.

'/2

How

and other voluntary agencies
wisely in a complete community

social service

can invest

Rental $2.00

recreation program.

LEADERS FOR LEISURE, 2
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YOUR
CHAMPIONSHIP

HANDBALLS

is true and fast
has more life
and staying power than any other ball made! Used
in all major tournaments, including the National
AA.U. Used in millions of match games. Preferred
everywhere by champions the most critical judges
of quality and value! (For the faster practice hand-

ball, specify

SEAMLESS

556.)

FINEST QUALITY SINCE
ATHLETIC

THE

5

NEW HAVEN
458

3,

CONN.,

CARTOONS
Only the Best

CAMPING

SPORTS

COMEDIES
in

NATURE STUDY

ARTS and CRAFTS
Widest Selection of FREE FILMS
VOCATIONS
SCIENCE

TRAVEL

Many
SELECTED

1877

EAMLE55 RUCBER COMPANY

color.

Carefully Selected

FEATURES

Write today for the

GOODS DIVISION

in

Demonstrates the importance of adequate
leadership in community recreation programs.
Rental $2.50

BALL
The SEAMLESS 555

reels,

in

new

Color
I

949

1

950 Catalog

of

MOTION PICTURES

ASSOCIATION FILMS?
MW TOW
3S West

CHKAGO

19

4Stti St.

206

J

So. Michigon

'

A

UN

HUNCBCO

351 Turk

St.

7

MUAS
3011 Maple A

U. S. A.

RECREATION

New

Publications
Covering the

Time

Leisure

Power Skiing

Work

Illustrated

Practice,

New

A. S. Barnes and Company,

Micoleau.

York. $2.95.

TO THE author, preparation of this
motivated by a belief that skiing
fundamentally is very simple, and that people can

A:CORDING
book was

learn quickly given the proper set of objectives.
Says he, "When you drive an automobile and you

come

to a corner,

you turn the wheel.

It

is

as

Supervisory and Administrative

Its references to recreation

Processes.

By Tyler

Field

emphasize

value in personal and social adjustment. The
section on Analysis of Program Media should be
its

of particular interest to all recreation workers as
it effectively reviews the theories of play and in-

cludes stimulating analyses of the values of different types of activities in games, rhythmics,

dance, music, dramatics, arts, crafts, the out-of-

doors and

trips.

simple as that."
Beginning with equipment and the reasons for
each element of its design, and continuing with
principles of walking, climbing and turning,
he explains each step in the light of its relation
and use to the art as a whole, proceeding through
intermediate steps to the final analysis of motions

Handbook

first

and advanced skiing.
a commercial artist,
back on his brush and presents

that combine into powerful
Having had experience as

Mr. Micoleau

falls

each point graphically, with a
explanation.

Such

visual

minimum

of written

aid and simplicity of

presentation not only add to the attractiveness of
the book, but are bound to be extremely helpful

understanding his analysis of techniques. It
should make an excellent gift for the novice, ex-

in

pert, leader or instructor.

Social

Group Work Practice

By Gertrude Wilson and Gladys Ryland. Houghton

Mifflin

Company, Boston, Massachusetts.

$5.00.

fTlHis BOOK

*

is designed mainly for the use of students in social group work, and is arranged

Group Work Method, AnalProgram Media, Records of Social Group

in four parts

ysis of

DECEMBER

Social

1949

of Homecraft

Prepared by Standards Committee, Girls Clubs of
America, Inc., 115 State Street, Springfield,
Massachusetts. Price not

listed.

RECREATION LEADER who works With

EVERY
knows

how

difficult

it

is

girls

to find specific pro-

particularly the "feminine" type
natural
home interests, but making them
stressing
fun instead of chores. The Standards Committee

gram

material,

has done a good job in sifting actual, tested pro-

grams and developing an interesting recreation
program that is fun, yet teaches definite skills in
cooking, sewing, housekeeping, and the arts of
etiquette and hospitality.
This book is very carefully outlined, with specific details for procedure, equipment and objectives, and arranged for both younger and older
girls.

It's

divided into seven sections

the

first,

a general one on objectives and leadership and the
second, on the general subject of homemaking
through play. Other sections deal specifically with

kitchen and dining

room

activities

ing, buying, table etiquette, being a

such as cook-

good

hostess,

housekeeping, and activities for mother's aide, in-

459

home nursing.
The Standards Committee also did a

which should be familiar to

eluding child care and

fine job

program material. We
had been equally careful in preparing the
extensive bibliographies given at the end of each
section. We note that some of the references are
now out of print, publishers' addresses have sometimes changed, some prices have changed and no
zone numbers are given. We know from long
of preparing interesting

wish

it

all

workers with older

presents a background of old age
problems and adjustments that is extremely useful in meeting the recreation and leisure-time
adults.

It

needs of the aged, as well as the more commonly
accepted needs for economic security and physical
health.

experience that the preparation of bibliographies

A

is an onerous job.
very careful checking, however, is well-worth the effort because the resulting

accuracy gives greater value to the manual.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT,
CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF
CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED BY
THE ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933, AND JULY 2, 1946, of
New

RECREATION, published monthly at
ber

York, N. Y., for Octo-

1949.

1,

NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
STATE OF

ss.

Child's

By Hassoldt

Book of Magic

Davis.

New

Greenberg Publisher,

York. $1.00.

niXus

is

A simply

written, perfectly fascinating

book of magic for children. One out of
few
every
pages carries an intriguing cellophane
little

envelope containing the materials necessary for a
particular piece of hokus-pokus.
little piece of fun for

a delightful

It

will provide

any

child,

group

of youngsters, or children's party. They will love
trying these things themselves. Ideal for Christ-

mas

stockings!

Play Ideas
THE RANGE

of a modest pocketbook
books by Caroline Horowitz, which have just been published by the Hart
Publishing Company, New York, selling for fifty
cents each. These are overflowing with play ideas
which are an answer to the old, familiar cry,

are four gay

"Mama, what
many a

tain

young

little

shall I

do now?" Also, they con-

helpful suggestion for leaders of
children. Titles are: Eighty Play Ideas

for boys and girls from four to seven
Play Alone
Fun, six to nine; Forty Rainy-Day Games, nine
to fourteen Sixty Swell Playmates Games, seven
;

;

to thirteen.

Personal Adjustment in Old Age

By Ruth Shonle Cavan, Ernest W.

Burgess, Rob-

Havighurst and Herbert Goldhamer.
Science Research Associates, Chicago, Illinois.

ert

J.
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;

;

so state.)
None (non-profit organization.)
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of the
owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not
only the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear
upon the books of the company but also, in cases where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of the company
as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the naire of the
person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is given;
also that the said two paragraphs contain statements embracing
affiant's fu'l knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and
conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do
not appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock
and securities in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner;
and this affiant has no reason to believe that anv other person,
association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in
the said stock, bonds, or other securities than as so stated by her.
5. That the average number of copies of each issue of this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or otherwise, to
paid subscribers during the twelve months preceding the date
shown above is (This information is required from daily, weekly,
semiweekly, and triweekly newspapers only.)

Sworn

ALTHOUGH THIS BOOK

is addressed primarily to
research workers to stimulate studies in the

field of

;

;

ROSE

$2.95.

"

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the State and county
personally appeared ROSE J. SCHWARTZ, who having
been duly sworn according to law, deposes and says that she is
the Business Manager of the RECREATION, and that the following
is, to the best of her knowledge and belief, a true statement of the
ownership, management (and if a daily, weekly, semiweekly or
triweekly newspaper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption, required by the
act of August 24, 1912, as amended by the acts of March 3, 1933,
and July 2, 1946 (section 537, Postal Laws and Regu ations),
printed on the reverse of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are:
Publisher: National Recreation Association, 315 Fourth Avenue,
New York 10, N. Y.
Editor: None.
Managing Editor: Dorothy Donaldson, 315 Fourth Avenue,
New York 10, N. Y.
Business Marager: Rose J. Schwartz, 315 Fourth Avenue,
New York 10, N. Y.
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a corporation, its name and
address must be stated and also immediately thereunder the names
and addresses of stockholders owning or holding one per cent or
more of total amount of stock. If not owned by a corporator, the
names and addresses of the individual owners mast be given. If
owned by a firm, company, or other unincorporated concern, its
name and address, as well as those of each individual member,
must be given J
National Recreation Association, Inc., 315 Fourth Avenue, New
York 10, N. Y.
F. W. H. Adams, New York, N. Y.: F. Gregg Bemis, Boston
Mass.; Edward C. Bench, Englewood, N. J.; Mrs. Robert Woods
Mrs. Arthur G. Cummer, Jacksonvil'e,
Bliss, Washington, D. C.
Fla.; Wi Ham H. Davis, New York, N. Y.; Harry P. Davison,
New York, N. Y. Robert Garrett, Baltimore, Md.; Robert Grant,
3rd, Oyster Bay, L. I., N. Y.: Austin E. Griffiths, Seattle, Wash.;
Mrs. Norman Harrower, Fitchburg, Mass.; Mrs. Charles V.
Hickox, Michigan City, Ind. Mrs. John D. Jameson, Bellport,
N. Y.; Susan M. Lee, New York, N. Y.; Otto T. Mal'ery,
Mrs. Ogden
Philadelphia, Pa. ; Carl E. Milliken, Augusta, Me.
L. Mills, Woodbury, N. Y.; Paul Moore, Jr., Jersey Citv, N. J.;
Mrs. Sigmurd Stern, San Francisco, Calif.; Grant Titsworth,
Noroton, Conn.; J. C. Walsh, Yonkers, N. Y.; Frederick M.
Warburg, New York, N. Y.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security
holders owning or holding one per cent or more of total amount
of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: (If there are none,
aforesaid,

old age adjustment,

it

includes material

to

and subscribed before

me

this 8th

J.

SCHWARTZ,

day of September,

1949.

MIRIAM

S. C. DOCHTERMANJJ,
Notary Public. Nassau County.

Nassau County Clerk's No.
County.
expires

Clerk's No. 230.
30, 1950.

March

99.

Certificate Filed in

Register's No. 27-D

0.

My

New York
Commission

RECREATION

Recreation Training Institutes
December, January and February

HELEN DAUNCEY
Social Recreation

Hayneville, Alabama
January 2-6

Miss Hulda Coleman, Superintendent
Lowndes County.

Selma, Alabama
January 9-13

Miss Dorothy Hixon,
Dallas County.

Mobile,

K. Clark,
County.

Alabama

J.

January 16-20

Fort Payne, Alabama
January 23-27

Huntsville,

Alabama

January 30-February

3

.

,

LIVINGSTON
..

Social Recreation

Superintendent

Harold Hayes, Superintendent

Schools,

Mobile

of Schools,

DeKalb

of

County.

Dr. Harvey D. Nelson, Superintendent
Schools, Huntsville County.

Schedule being developed.

Blacksburg, Virginia

Miss Hallie L. Hughes, State Girls'
Agent, Agricultural Extension Service.

December

5-9

Tallahassee, Florida

December

12

and

13

Arts and Crafts

of

4-H

City

Club

Miss Mary E. Keown, State Home Demonstration
Agent, Agricultural Extension Service.

Winston-Salem, North Carolina Loyd B. Hathaway, Superintendent
January 30-February 3

FRANK STAPLES

Schools,

Demonstration Agent,

Southwest
February 13-March 24

Pacific

ANNE

Home

of

of Recreation.

Pacific

Northwest
February 27-May 22

Schedule being developed.

Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania
January 23-February 3

Miss Ruth E. Swezey, Executive Director, Playground and Recreation Association of Wyoming
Valley.

Raleigh, North Carolina

February 20-March 3

Ralph J. Andrews, Director, Parks and Recreation
Department.
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Recreation
JANUARY

for acting in plays, for uniting with various general
there is
larger groups to do what is most desired

This Is Your World

not time or space to

list all

that the

must provide under modern
if

Howard Braucher's

1950

community

itself

civilization conditions

children are fully to be children, men and women,
human beings. We do not want nor can

full-sized

editorials

we

continue through Volume
Forty-three. This one never
before has appeared in print.
will

afford half-children, half-men.

Yet we need to think carefully what each one of
us must do for himself in his own play life, in his

home
others

what can and must be done for us by
and more particularly by the community rec-

life,

reation center.

Great as

CHURCH, SCHOOL, neighborhood recreation
OTHERS

what you

can only help you in making
joy and strength in your world

center

will of

that part of the great big

world that

is

immediately

about you.

What
for

me

is

as

you and others can wisely do

an individual

in helping

me

build joy

the direct contribution of the park,

showing us how
vidual

to

do for ourselves in our own

indi-

home, in the church, in the school,
our work life. The recreation center and

life,

even in
there that

is

the playground, the recreation center, even greater
indirect contribution in inspiring us, in
is the

in the

the recreation leaders help to keep eternally before

us the ideal of fully

and permanently satisfying

liv-

and strength in my individual recreation life; what
can you and others do to help me and my family in

ing here and now; that we are not for most of the
days of our lives to live one-quarter or one-half; that

my home recreation
my church life, then

my recreation growth from
childhood throughout life in the school; and what
can the recreation center do in addition to helping

lives

with the home, the church, the school, in addition
to creating an atmosphere of good fun, a spirit of

groups as self-starters, as creative leaders so that

life;

in the recreation side of

in

play that pervades all life but particularly the
the school, the church?

What,

home,

in addition, are the

community recreation center?
the child to permit him really to

special tasks of the

Play space for
be a child; play materials that the
well

home cannot

so

opportunities for baseball, for ice
skating, for roller skating, for basketball, for swimming; opportunities, times and places for singing.

provide;
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it

is

day

pretty largely our

and

in the

own

fault if in

community we do not

our individual
fully live

from

to day.

The

truly great thing

is

building individuals and

whatever happens around them they have inner
strength for joyous worthwhile living.

The contribution of our parks, our playgrounds,
our recreation systems, our park superintendents,
our recreation superintendents, our recreation workers in keeping

abundant

constantly before us
world.

all

living,
is

comradeship ideals

a major service to the

HOWARD BRAUCHER.
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A

good New Year! Oh,

let

us

all

begin

it

with cheerful faces turning to the light!
E. MATHESON

OPPORTUNITY
I

took a piece of living clay,

And gently formed it day by day;
And molded it with power and art,

A

young

child's soft

and yielding

heart.

came again when years were gone,
It was a man I looked upon;
I

He still the early impress
And I could change him

wore,
never more.

ANONYMOUS
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C.

TO AN AUNT IN EUROPE

ALBERT ALTWEGG

there were lights
with gardens out in back
and
in a lot of the living rooms,
you could see
or
draperies were
right in, because no shades
and at a couple of houses you could see
drawn
.

"Deot
You know how you always want
you

things
that's

why

to share the

.

love with the people you love? Well,
I've wished for a long time that I could

You

can't

know

.

another coun-

without visiting

it,

it.

why

I

...

was wishing

visiting in

important about America, the America that we
love. I could have showed you the America that

you used to see in Switzerland, at the
the war, were dreaming of when they got

the G.I.'s
close of

homesick.
I

was

about

reading a magazine thinking
ought to be doing some work when

sitting here

how

I

shouting and noise from the direction of Johns Hill Park, which is a block north
of us. I knew what it was
they were having a
I

heard a

ball

lot of

game.

Well, there's something about cheering and yell-

hard to stay away and
concentrate on the things you ought to be doing.
So I told myself I'd have plenty of time to wander
over and see some of the game and still come back
ing like that that

and do

makes

it

work; I wouldn't stay
what was going on.

my

long, just long

to see

enough
It was a swell evening

had been
evening it had
today,
There was a nice breeze blowing, and

downtown

hot

cooled

off.

to be out.

but

It

this

felt just kind of soft to the touch.
have some times when the climate here in
can't be beat, and tonight was one of them.

the air

I

We

do

Illinois

.

.

.

big trees towering black in the night overhead

.

.

.

past pleasant homes, not big houses but homes,
most of them owned by the people who live in
them, set in yards that are well kept, most of them
Reprinted from the Decatur,
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Illinois,

.

come home until the ball game was over.
They were right in the middle of it. ... Two
and it was soon
teams were playing softball
obvious that one was behind in the game. There
was quite a crowd there
men, women and kids
.

.

.

.

.

of all ages.

Well, as I say, the Dairy Kings were behind,
and so the crowd was cheering most for them.
That seems to be an American habit at games;
Americans just naturally seem to cheer for the
underdog, especially if he puts up a fight and keeps
trying, and the Dairy Kings were trying.
So every time the Dairy Kings would do something good, there would be a big cheer from the

crowd.

And

the poor Laborers took a terrific

razzing from the crowd people yelled at them to
try to upset them and get them rattled. It was all
in good fun, with lots of joking and yelling remarks that the yellers thought were funny and
;

sometimes they were, too.
But the Laborers still played a good game, and
the Dairy Kings never could catch them. When
the

game

finally

ended,

about nine-thirty,

the

was eighteen to ten, and the Laborers had
won. But the crowd wasn't unhappy; they'd still
had a lot of fun and seen a good ball game.
After the game I walked back home, and I just
score

couldn't resist sitting down and writing you a letter to tell you how I wished you had been here.

Because

this is

about America

what we think

of

when we

talk

not of the Marshall Plan and in-

ternational conferences with the Russians, but of

wish you could have walked over to the park
me
down the street with the beautiful

with

.

did

this evening that you
our house. Because I'd have
liked to take you with me to the ball game over
in the park. I could have showed you a lot that's

That's

were here,

.

.

.

try, the real heart of

.

people sitting out on their front porches.
Well, anyway, I walked over to the park, and never

America.
bring you over here to show you
I know you don't know America, the America
I'm talking about.

.

game played by two teams of amateurs
work around town in the daytime and play
at night for fun, and of a crowd of people who
live nearby and come to cheer for the losing team,

a softball
that

whoever's playing.
That's what I wish

I

could show you.

Herald.
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Excerpted from an ad-

L
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R E

dress by Monsieur Jean

-

[/<

Joussellin of France at

the International Youth

Conference, London.

Ax

EDUCATIONALIST once coined the phrase that

flicting

uses,

more

their

especially

exploitation

the twentieth century would be the children's century. It would perhaps be just as true

under Fascist regimes, has discredited the word

seems destined to be the Age of
Leisure. So we should include in the same expression a whole range of ideas, of experiments and

culture,"

to say that

it

organizations,

us

all,

To

some

favorable, others harmful tc

but where youth has a predominant position.
demonstrate this I shall begin by consider-

ing the institutions which have been set up in
many countries during the last thirty years. To
take my own country, it was in 1936 that, as the
result of a great

reform movement in the

political

and social spheres in which the great mass of
Frenchmen had put much hope, a Ministry of
Leisure was created. The institutions which it
established

still

to encourage the manifold activities that a man
can have outside his occupation, are other proofs

growing

interest of the authorities in the

This comparatively new governmental deparis only
following the inspiration and guidance

ture

of the various voluntary associations
the youth organizations and
of

and

especially

youth movements,
which were originally "spare time" or-

They strove to keep the young person occupied outside his job; sometimes to correct the narrowness imposed
by his economic and

ganizations.

social functions;

The

sometimes only to divert him.
and their con-

diversity of leisure forms

Condensed from Work and Leisure, report of the
Youth Conference in London, issued in 1949.
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of us,

International

who

prefer the phrase "people's

which demonstrates both its high human
value and the awe and carefulness with which we
should speak of it and use it.
But, before defining the true people's culture or
keeping with the dignity of the individ-

leisure, in
ual,

we must

first

function of the

analyze the form and present

many

types of leisure that

we

know. This study will disclose, at the same time,
man's most intimate desires and his most imminent perils, as well as some of the influences which
make and mar him. We shall see that very similar,

free

perhaps identical, tools in different hands can
and ennoble him or crush and brutalize him.

Leisure
\Yhat strikes us at

first

Forms
glance

is

the variety of

human perbut
is
reflected
in
several
forms
of leisure.
sonality
For some, the enjoyment of leisure lies in the wellleisure forms.

There

is

no

facet of the

being of the body at ease, of abandonment to
dreams or even to drowsiness for others, it lies
;

in the glory of

leisure of the individual.

many

some

remain, and other agencies are

charged with developing them, for the hope that
it had raised for
my compatriots could not be
crushed. The Soviet Parks of Culture, the Nazi
"Kraft durch Freude," and all the many efforts

of the

for

combating exhaustion or

in achieve-

ments requiring hardihood. Some will enjoy the
comfort of an armchair, and others the hardships
of the sea or the

mountain ranges.

For some, leisure may be an opportunity for
complex research which will enrich the mind and
soul. They will read, ferret in libraries, attend
lectures, theatres and concerts, learn new skills to
increase their prospects and their capabilities;
while their colleagues may seem to have but one
concern to escape in their leisure from anything
which makes demands or requires answers. Some
use the wireless, the cinema or reading as a stimu-

RECREATION

others as a soporific.

lant,

Some

strive

by

their

refuses to try.

For

handcrafts, their insatiable curiosity, ever to in-

midway between

others,

these

two groups,

while others seek only to

leisure appears as a kind of compensation to work.
The sedentary worker and town dweller, surfeited

Equally contradictory statements can be made
social aspects of leisure. This man is pri-

with the monotony and settledness of their life,
stride across country, undertake violent physical

crease their perceptivity

deaden

;

it.

on the

marily anxious to secure solitude, while that one
leisure

sees in

an opportunity for collective ac-

either as opportunity for service and fullhearted intercourse or as the best means of losing

tivity

crowd. The great variety, and
the contradictions of these leisure forms, lead us to
his identity in the

exercises, read travellers' tales or

A

the screen.

watch them on

worker, disappointed at being only

a manual laborer, will throw himself upon any
printed text and embrace every opportunity for
discussion, while an intellectual will prefer to un-

ask

dertake tasks requiring great dexterity.
Starting from the Marxist analysis, we should

laxing or restful activity in contra-distinction to

find that leisure activities are the necessary and
spontaneous reaction of the man who will allow no

how we can define them. Contrary to popular
belief, we cannot do it by stating that leisure is re-

work.

diminution of his stature and who, by this com-

sometimes brings rest, it also entails
great strain and even frantic exertion. For how
many is the only real weariness of the week met
with on the Sunday outing, putting the garden in

pensatory activity, liberates in himself potentialities which were either forgotten or near atrophy.

If leisure

order or during a sleepless night devoted to some

study?

Similarly,

how many forms

of leisure oc-

cupation are no more than work from which some
other person would be glad to be freed? Louis

XVI

France went in for lock making and his
Marie Antoinette, played at being a shep-

of

wife,

herdess, while

many

of their subjects

would have

Function of Leisure
from
leisure forms to an
Passing
tions.

we

analysis of
find equally startling contradic-

The mathematician

chess finds in

it

finding in

life

he

what

his daily

work denies him.

too badly hurt, or if his inner enerOnly
are
exhausted
or destroyed, will he abandon
gies
this search for harmonious life.
if

is

This description includes

the varied defini-

all

tions of leisure, all its forms,

from those which

manifest themselves merely as rest after strain to
those which call upon the creative powers. In

liked to escape these jobs.

their function,

No one will agree to being stunted or reduced to
a mere thinking or producing machine; whenever
he has the opportunity, he restores his balance by

or strategist who plays
a kind of continuation of his

normal work and an opportunity for practice cer-

it is a
question of defending the integof
the
human being. Only when it is injured
rity
in its innermost self does the mechanism, as
though

every case,

out of order, resort to activities which increase the

an opportu-

disintegration of personality.
Here we wish to stress two problems closely
connected with those of leisure: its relation to

nity to bring their reasoning powers into play. But,
on the other hand, how many there are who seek

the necessity for every authority to
work, and
have a real leisure policy.

an escape .from their normal state.
Leisure is anything which takes them away
from their office or their work room. Leisure is

work is concerned, we must agree that
proportion as man is dissatisfied with
his occupation that he cannot live without leisure.

like so

many breaches in the wall formed by the
economic necessities of daily life. Through them,
some prolong their customary activity in other

Man's work, whether intellectual or manual, is expressed in every language by two words the first
originally meant a strenuous effort undertaken un-

forms, if not in the same while others try to fight
the effects of their daily work. For these last, lei-

der duress; the second, work that one liked because it offered fulfillment labor and work.

;

tain philosophers or theologians of
ance find in reading detective stories

my

acquaint-

;

an act of revolt, an unconscious condemnation of their normal state. For some, this
sure

.

.

As
is

it

.

.

.

.

far as
in

.

.

.

We

rejection is expressed in a choice of hobbies which
helps a man to find himself anew. But for others,

can therefore clearly perceive that man is
both laborer and worker, but that leisure becomes
more indispensable in proportion as labor exceeds
work.

doubtless unacknowledged
no longer
permits any choice leisure then is only pursuit of

the

forgetfulness and debasement. Some leisure forms
indeed are truly nihilistic; not only does a man

for man's good.

is

really

despair

;

lack the will or the ability to choose
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worse, he

.

.

.

Every authority must indeed insure its citizens
means of harmonious development. We must
examine each case to see what has been intended
.

.

.

taking

mind, body and soul and

man

as a

whole

social being as well.

.

.

.
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IlTliHTIlI
Rehearsal for "Bartered Bride'* in theatre which has capacity audiences.

IN Trail Creek Valley, near Michigan
tocATED
City, Indiana, on the southern tip of Lake
Michigan, are the world- renowned International
Friendship Gardens. Covering one hundred and
fifty acres, parts of the gardens are wooded, with
other areas open to the summer suns, stretching
along on either side of the Creek.

a small way, when the Stauffers were
invited to participate. Six weeks before the exposition opened, they rushed material
soil, trees,

this idea in

to a barren,

rocks and plants

sandy waste on
erected, water

Northerly Island. A mill
wheel placed, sluiceway adjusted and, with the
touch of a button, water came splashing over the

house was

In these gardens live two brothers, Joe and VirStauffer, who have been responsible for the

turning wheel, in view of three million visiting

development of a unique idea and whose own
daily toil have made it take form. Having left the

with trailing vines, hugged a landscaped area as though they had been there for
many years. Flowers bloomed in great profusion
there were pools of crystal-clear water, and streams

gil

commercial world because they were denied contact with nature and growing things, they evolved
a fantastic plan which since has been realized and
has provided them with an abiding satisfaction.

people. Swans, water

lilies

and

varieties of aquatic

plants, along

;

among

the rocks.

Fame

of this quiet spot quickly

and pub-

among exposition visitors.
The 1934 fair found the garden lovelier than
ever. It had a new significance, for the brothers

As they
looked about them, there grew in their minds, and
in that of their younger brother Qarence, a mag-

had invited three hundred of the world's eminent
and distinguished people to become a part of what
was later to become the International Friendship

nificent

dream. They hoped to build an array of
gardens that would unite the whole world in a

Gardens. The favorite flowers of kings, presidents,
queens, scientists, artists and others from a w ide

common

variety of countries

The

many
lic,

m

brothers had traveled widely and visited

places of floral beauty, both private
America, Europe and the Orient.

understanding. They dreamed of finding
an area rich in natural beauty, and of turning it
into a series of

ers

from

many

gardens,

filled

with rare flow-

far distant parts of the world.

It

would

be a place where people from near and far might
find enjoyment and beauty and forget the curse of
war in a world tranquil in itself.

So powerful was

their determination to earn-

out this idea that plans were made to devote all of
their time to the effort of creating something permanent something that would stand for centuries.

Search for a perfect

site

was launched.

In 1933, the Century of Progress Exposition in
Chicago presented an ideal opportunity to try out
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spread

r

were represented.

interesting to note the spirit which
prevailed among these people of many nationalities, as they responded to the call for friendship.
It

was most

the long list of those w ho cooperated were
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, King Gustav V, Lloyd

Among

r

George, Lady Astor, Neville Chamberlain, Jan I.
Paderewski, John Barton Payne, Queen Marie.

Henry Ford, Queen Wilhelmina, Archbishop of
Canterbury, Jane Addams, the heads of all South
American governments except Argentina, and
scores of others. His Excellency, M. A. Foranghi,
prime minister of Persia, stated, "It seems to me
worship of beauty and art, all nations

that, in the

RECREATION

The

successful realization of a unique idea

such gardens, proper ceremonies are held with

Many were the perwhich restatements
and
official
sonal greetings
main a part of the gardens' early history.
At the close of the exposition, the garden was
uprooted and stored for its future home. While
the long search for a site had taken the brothers
far and wide, and some years, the ideal site at last
was found within only fifty miles of their home.
Here meadows were completely surrounded with
wooded hillsides. The land abounded in native
trees, teamed with vines that gave it a tropical ap-

of

pearance. Age-old oaks, elms, beach, pine, maples
tall sentinel tulip trees added a solemn maj-

ing-roses cover the cathedral niche for statuary.
Australia, Holland, Canada and Poland are rep-

Ravines, through which trickled streams,
sun-warmed depressions, bogs filled with native
wild flowers all became part of the present gar-

built

of the

world are unanimous."

and

esty.

dens.

In 1936, leases were obtained for the property,
started. The Federal Government,

and work was

in its initial participation, contributed the

the only building

Alaskan

owned

it

at

building
actually
the Chicago Exposition. This became the administration building, as well as the residence of the

two older brothers,
details of the

as they supervised the

The wooded

ravines and hillsides were allowed

to stand untouched, with

no attempt

to

formal and natural gardens
of landscapes uniting them.

with broad expanses

One

of the

officiating.

In this amphitheatre of national gardens there
Here are Norway, Turkey, Ger-

exists a serenity.

with the atmosphere of
with its charthe true English garden, Scotland
with an allacteristic Cradle Fence, and Greece

many, Sweden, England

evergreen garden symbolic of Grecian mythology.
France, too, with its maze of formal blooms, is on
this broad, green path and, fittingly, French climb-

resented as the path leads to the council chamber,
out-of-doors, where the nations may take

council together. The chamber is like a great cathedral, with a mirror-pool placed in the entrance

guarded on either side with well-kept spruce
hedges. Cedars are a lacy backdrop for a grassy
hall,

stage, constructed to

Known
Garden

two land-

scapes has become the huge amphitheatre of the
Gardens of the Nations. These garden sites are

accommodate a

full orchestra.

to the visiting public as the Symphony
Theatre, it is entirely of landscape art,

with no hard walls or masonry. Convention groups
use it for meetings, as do garden clubs or they

may
Elm

choose a more informal meeting place, the
Terrace.

Occasionally, during the second world war, a

improve

The

sheltered depressions and
were gradually transformed into both

nature's handiwork.

meadows

many

development.

representative dignitaries of the various countries

visitor

would object

but became satisfied

to having a German garden,
when once he understood that

these gardens do not represent the warring people,
but rather the friendly people of all nations. The
Italian
is

now

garden was the

first to

twelve years old.

be completed, and

With

its

mirror-pool,

available for the purpose of building gardens representative of foreign nations, without cost, for a

columns of the Roman Forum, statuary,
and phlox and roses planted in formal design, it

period of ninety-nine years.

reflects native art.
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Upon

the completion

replicas of

The Chinese garden

is

filled

with a characteristic moon-bridge, pools, water-

and plantings proudly reflecting the good
wishes of an ancient people. Lin Sen, the late president, and General Chiang Kai-shek, with others,
were responsible for their part in this "one world."
falls

The major
garden with

rose planting

its

is

in the Persian rose

blooms numbering from

to forty thousand,

thirty-five

permeating the air with a fra-

grance that attracts the

many

visitors at eventide,

when the gardens are the most enjoyable. Then
in
even-thing is fresh, for flowers, too, are glad
are
There
time.
air of summer
the cool
evening

roses in every garden, for they are the chosen
has shown
flower of all.
poll among all countries
that
percent the largest group love

A

thirty-five

the rose.
of velvet

Garden lovers enjoy the long paths

green strewn with falling petals. They encounter
rustic bridges spanning streams deep below. The

The formal

the way.
peal of historic bells are heard along
With belfries and sexton's rope hung low, ringing

and

becomes every child's
mandy bell tower is a

hung
land.

in

delight.

in a

Hanging

Nor-

have once

bell that is said to

Barbara Fritchie's town, Frederick, Mary-

Reminiscent of Civil

War

days,

now

it

has

been dedicated to peace and friendship.
It is the

boast of those

who

gardens

angift from Holland a few years ago, and
other gift of 25,000 from the Associated Bulb
are a pageant of incomGrowers of Holland

were a

On May

of

seventh, the date for the

annual opening, the gates admit thousands

who

to enjoy the beauty of the "Tulips on Parade" a tradition of the gardens. The tulips are
not only exceptional in color and variety, but are

come

presented in a scientific display, which contributes
to public information and offers opportunity for
the observation essential to proper tulip culture.
The Garden of Gardens, once offered as the site

many

international performances.

pines, interspersed with flowering

No

dogwood,

capacity audiences.
in
provision has been made for the audience

has seen

many

case of unexpected darkening of the skies, and the

more than

Even though umcustomary adjunct of attendants,

gentle falling of rain.

brellas are the

only twice out of

visit the

that they are one of the loveliest floral enterprises
in the world. Starting with early spring, dazzling
some left of the 200,000 which
displays of tulips

parable color.

site

fifty

major performances was

it

necessary to postpone the performance until the folevening. In one case it was the very elabo-

lowing

"The Bartered Bride," when NoMarlow and others from the MetOpera were appearing. The postpone-

rate production of

votna, Bartlett,
ropolitan

ment almost doubled the

cost of the performance,
a thing the committee in charge tries to prevent.
The other was the International Music Festival to

which contestants come five and six hundred
strong. Last minute arrangements to accommo-

number of people
The major purpose of the

date that

ship

Gardens Music

non-profit

worthy

indeed, a problem.
International Friend-

is,

Festivals,

corporation,

is

to

Incorporated, a

assist

young and

talent to successful positions.

ever-changing
profusion of floral displays and designs. Flowering bulbs and perennials are rapidly supplemented

Plans for the future include a Pageant of Light,
with myriads of color effects which will be accented
with lighting of a great variety of densities and
color, and supplemented with musical effects which

with thousands of annuals to keep the

will

for the

United Nations,

is

now an

floral

ex-

hibition in all its splendor.

Music plays an important part in the gardens in
"Music Under the Stars" concerts, featuring stars
of the concert and operatic fields. In the Theatre
of Nations, with the sky as

thousand spectators

its

proscenium,

five

make

this

a fairyland at night.

This enterprise has required lavish contributions
by its creators from the beginning. Now well
established, it will be perpetuated as a foundation

under the guidance of a board of governors, trusand directors. Even though progress is con-

tees

opera, pageantry,
symphonies, the International Music Festival and
events of international and religious nature. The

tinual in this endeavor, to the visitors of today,

amphitheatre, studded with great,

of all people.
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may enjoy

tall

oaks, elms

the International Friendship Gardens already provide a paradise of flowers created in the interest

RECREATION

N. V.

ESWAR

of Madras, India

<bo
DANCE

considered a divine art in India.

is

THE

It is, therefore, symbolic and
the spiritual, rather than of grace and beauty. It
is believed that Bharat, who was the first ruler of

expressive of

the Indian subcontinent,
inally outlined its

is

the author

who

orig-

dancing technique. For the most
few centuries, this art remained

part of the last
confined to a particular sect of temple worshippers, where, in course of time, it became so routine

and mechanical that the technique

was

practically lost.

Memory

of the art

of the vast heritage could not,

in caves,

be regarded as one of an Indian

how-

on stone

walls,

and

pillars of the

girl's essential ac-

complishments.
Shantiniketan in Bengal, Kerala Kalamandalam
run by the poet Vallathol in Malabar, Kalakshetra

run by Rukmini Devi at Adyar, keep the dance art

Such faMenaka, Ramgopal and Natraj Vashi have been thrown into the firmament.
And more are on their way.
The majority of dance themes is drawn from
legends and lores familiar to everyone in India.
in India not only alive, but flourishing.

mous Indian

ever, be so easily obliterated for the reason that
the various techniques employed were left carved

on rocks

them what a vast heritage had remained submerged
in India through preceding centuries, and enthusiasm was fired. Numerous dancing schools sprang
up all over the country. Dancing has now come to

stars as

The technique

Accelerated by the
that spread over the entire

consists of conveying the latent idea
through signs of the fingers, movements of the

Indian landscape with the advent of Ghandi, everything native that lay submerged was unearthed.

and muscles, and by facial expressions.
Shankar demonstrated that, apart from being mere
entertainment, the dance has an everyday significance in life. He devised his own ballets in which
problems confronting national life were interpreted.
His ballets on labor and machinery and the communal question, which agitated political India all

temples, notably in the south.

renaissance

movement

And

in this unearthing, the art of the dance, al-

most

lost to India,

was rediscovered.

There was a simultaneous and spontaneous revival of dancing all over India. The dance form
today
nels

coursing along five different chanKathak, Manipuri, Marwari, Bharata Natis literally

yam and

Kathakali.

As

in

every other facet of the

Indian renaissance, the great poet Rabindranath
Tagore and his Shantiniketan Institution also had

a share in reviving dancing as an
for it its rightful niche in Indian

and finding
life.
Almost simultaneously, the famous dancer Uday Shankar
was searching every nook and corner of India for
art,

help in perfecting Indian dancing.

The North Indian techniques appeared more physand sensual the Indian spiritual touch was missing in them. Shankar found something spiritual in
Bharata Natyam, but only when he came to Mala-

ical

bar did he see the perfect Indian touch in Kathathe dance-drama which was then lingering

between
it,

akali

these years, were without parallel.

The

has been picked up by others in line.
Indian
dancers have almost discarded the
Today
trail

legendary moorings. Dancing has now come to be
used to reflect and interpret life as it could and
should be.

The departure

well received and
It

is

proving a tremendous success.

proves that the dancer

interpreting the beauties

through

life.

in presentation is very

a cultural ambassador
and purpose that flow

is

It is this realization that

prompted

;

kali

in

limbs, eyes

and death. Retaining everything vital
off all the local trappings from Kathand presented it to India and the world in the
life

he took

most desirable modern garb.

Uday Shankar's

success

made

and visualize dancing as part
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of

Indians

life.

sit

up

He showed

sending Ramgopal and his troupe overseas under
the auspices of the
sadors of India.

In Bombay,

UNESCO,

Hima Kesarkodi and

dancers are interpreting the
to life

as cultural ambas-

on August

15,

1947.

New
The

her troupe of
India that came
interest in this

form of dance is so great that it looks as though
a dancehall would become a permanent feature
at least in

dance

Bombay, Calcutta and Madras

recitals are

where

almost seasonal.
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CHARLES

J.

CHAPMAN

The

Sanitation Department lines up for inspection
and assignment before and after recreation activities.

BOYS BROTHERHOOD REPUBLIC is the

small-

THE

est republic in the world. It is the only republic

he had been a product of a similar experiment with
boys, and saw that the only difference between the

and mortar canyons of the vast AmerIt is a democracy within a dean
mocracy,
experiment within an experiment. It
will continue always to be an experiment, for no

two was one of size. The boys were the same
tough, poor and ready to fight at the word ''go".
But, in their hearts burned tiny flames of friendship and generosity, waiting for someone to fan
them into blazing fires.
One day Slonaker took a walk down East Third
Street. It was a pleasant spring day, and he walked
slowly, casually towards the East River. \Yhen he
reached the corner of Avenue D, he came upon a

dynamic democracy can consider
gon of perfection.

as the para-

group of eight boys shooting dice in the street.
They were part of the same group he had seen be-

Like the union of the "thirteen colonies," the Boys
Brotherhood Republic had its beginning in an inspiration. Unlike the birth of other nations, however, it was born without the power to tax. It was

ing chased by a policeman the preceding day. Slonaker realized that such activities often constitute

born in the midst of the poverty stricken and the
destitute. But it was born where the yearning for
freedom was strong in the hearts of men and wo-

Knowing, too, that their energies could be directed into other recreation channels, he approached

where the Mayor sweeps
cilmen dust their

own

his

own

desks,

office,

the coun-

and the publisher

peddles his own papers.
It is a republic of boys, ages eight through eighteen, on the lower East Side of New York City, in
the brick

ican democracy.

itself

men, where the Christian principles of neighborly
love and compassion for the underprivileged were
embraced as necessities of life, like air and food.

The Boys Brotherhood Republic
Slonaker for

slums of
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its

credits

existence. In 1932 he

New York from

came

Harry
to the

the Chicago slums, where

the first step on the rungs of a twisted ladder leading to crime.

the boys, gained their confidence and talked with
them about the idea of getting a vacant store in

the neighborhood for a club, a recreation-athletic
club.

Just mention the word athletics to a lower East
Side boy, and he's ready to put on a pair of box'-.g

gloves or snatch a basketball and go wild with

RECREATION

The dramatic

story of

how

a recreation

program

joy. The idea took hold almost immediately. The
boys gathered around Harry, shook hands eagerly
and called him "club leader". But he wanted to be

more than a club leader, and he wanted them to
do more than just play games in a gymnasium or
on a playground. He wanted them to gain the
same kind of love for democracy which he had
gained in his Chicago boys club, and he knew that
recreation would interest youth in democracy.
After the vacant store had been rented and the
club started, Slonaker suggested the idea of selfgovernment. He explained the meaning of democ-

racy and

them

that even boys could govern
themselves, could learn to cherish and protect their
told

own democracy

in the

United States if they wanted

do so badly enough. They did. And they adopted the name of the Boys Brotherhood Republic be-

interested boys in

democracy

There also were other boys clubs in that neighborhood providing recreation and athletic facilities.

They did, and are still doing, commendable jobs in
holding down the incidence of juvenile delinquency,
but they often lacked one essential element that of
making the boys aware

of their

obligations for

maintaining democracy.

The young

citizens

of

the

Boys Brotherhood

Republic wasted no time in getting their govern-

ment started. People in the neighborhood scoffed
them and ridiculed their efforts. It made the

at

path pursued by Harry Slonaker stormy and diffiHowever, the boys, now fortified by a registered citizenship of over fifty, called for an immediate election of permanent officers to establish

cult.

government and

to

a

cause they were a government of boys

the elections were over, the boys who were elected
organized a government patterned on the mechan-

lieved that boys

who

everywhere are brothers.

be-

They

to write a constitution.

After

administration of an average American municipality and based on the constitutional tenets of the

ical

United States.

The boy who
votes

was

received the highest number oi
mayor; ten councilmen were

elected

elected along with a business manager, treasurer,

and district attorney. Meetings
were held immediately, and all government officers
had to attend. Rules for conducting meetings followed closely the system of parliamentary pro-

city clerk, judge,

cedure. These boys were being given a taste of
government of, by and for the people. There was
no longer anything vague and mysterious about
government; it became alive and real, and they
could tame it and handle it like a cowboy roping

a steer.

When

had ended, new
Scoffing neighbors became
friends.
smiling
Campaigning for the new elections was enthusiastic, and the eagerness of happy
boys swept through the neighborhood.
The experiment had proved itself. Mothers
urged their sons to "join up with the BBR." Faelections

Board of Elections checks voters for registration,
hands ballot to citizen who casts vote behind booth.

the first term of office

were

held.

thers gave spending

money, conditional upon

sons becoming citizens of the

chose the slogan "Whenever boys are in trouble,
we too are in trouble."
Later, Slonaker

was

able to interest prominent

people in his experiment with boys. They scraped
contributions together and bought a vacant tenement over which a mortgage for $7,000 still hangs

The tenement became the "city
threateningly.
hall," and the territory of the sovereign government of the Boys Brotherhood Republic, 290 East
Third

Street,
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York, U.S.A.

new

republic.

Boys Brotherhood Republic was on

its

their

The

way.

Through the years "supervisors" for the boys,
Harry Slonaker, came and went. Each con-

like

tributed his share of knowledge, of adult leadership to the republic. The boys and their organization

came

to be

neighborhoods.

well-known among boys in other
The athletic teams of the Boys

Brotherhood Republic ran away with the field in
almost every competitive event. It had its own
bank and, whenever other boys got into trouble,
471

was always a committee of citizens from the
republic around to see what they could do to help.
there

On

several occasions juvenile courts released
delinquents into the custody of the citizens of the

Boys Brotherhood Republic. There are any number of causes for juvenile delinquency; but there
are only a few cures for it. When delinquents were
sent to

one

become citizens of the republic, not a single
become a successful, decent citizen of

failed to

BBR

community. The
gave delinquents three
things they needed most: friendship, respect and
his

responsibility.

Today, the republic, as any democracy which expands and progresses, is functioning under new
principles. These principles are based on past er-

by former boys' governments and pointed out by Arne E. Larson, executive director of the republic since 1945. Mr.
Larson, a former officer in the Navy's Welfare and
rors, elements overlooked

Recreation Division, came to the republic after
World War II. With almost thirty years of boys'
work experience behind him, he was able to point
out two basic errors in the administration of the

boys republic.
Because of one basic error, during the war, the
organization had deteriorated to a considerable extent.
group of selfish boys had corrupted the

A

republic's honest efforts. When Mr. Larson took
over, he said "Government can be good and gov:

ernment can be bad."

He told them, "You had good government for
fourteen years because you had good boys under
good adult leadership. When your leadership left
to join the

armed

took over.

We

forces, the

know

there

bad boys came in and
no such thing as a

is

But just as you couldn't consider puton
a basketball field without a coach,
ting boys
can't
you
expect boys to develop properly without
coaches to help show them how."
He told the boys and the alumni of the republic
that what they needed now was trained men, lead'bad boy.'

working with boys. And, Mr.
not
without
some opposition to his new
Larson,

ers experienced in

principle of leadership guidance for self-government, set about hiring a staff of young men, vet-

erans of the

last

war, trained in education and

boys' work.

were no younger

citizens

around

to inherit the rich

treasure of these traditions."

was important

for the republic to take in
"Let's
younger
register citizens at the
of
he
suggested. "Let them learn from
age
eight,"
the very beginning of their school year what it
It

citizens.

means

to govern themselves, to learn what you
have learned about democracy."

His criticisms were recognized as sound and
The new principles were adopted,
and the boys established two governments an
Evening Government for boys from ages fourteen
through eighteen, and an Afternoon Government
for boys from ages eight through thirteen. Officers of the Afternoon Government have the same
constructive.

titles

as those of the Evening Government, except
is prefixed.
Now, as older boys

that a "Junior"

grow up and
younger ones to

leave
fill

the republic, there will be
their places. The younger ones

are prepared for responsibility, are thoroughly familiar with meetings, procedures and "legal" ter-

An eight-year-old boy knows the meaning of quorum and "Mr. Mayor, I make a motion."
Recreation activities of the republic are carried
minology.

on just as extensively as
Rules are established by

citizen

take charge of particular

facilities,

such as game

under an adult

"staff advisor".

rooms and

The

libraries,

advisor

in

any other boys

club.

committees

who

looked to for suggestions, experienced advice and coaching. Violations of the
republic's laws are handled by a police department,

and

staff

is

violators are brought to trial before a jury of
Even a penal code exists so

their fellow citizens.

that "too lenient" or "too harsh" judges are constrained from circumscribing the obligations of
their office.

"The foundation of self-government." Mr. Larson adds emphatically, "is built upon a well-balanced program of recreation activities at the Boys
Brotherhood Republic, from basketball to track,
from group games to picnics, from a gymnasium
and library to a game room, newspaper office, and
a wide range of arts and crafts. Emphasis is placed
participation in one or more
of
our
phases
republic's activities."
One of Mr. Larson's secret dreams is to start

upon boy-citizen

a "toddle town/' a republic of pre-school age boys

He

complete the cycle of self-government from
cradle to the Afternoon Government from the Af-

also pointed out that the second serious error
of the past had existed in one of the constitutional

to

clauses since 1932, when boys under fourteen years
of age were excluded from citizenship in the re-

ternoon Government to the Evening Government

public.

"As a result," Mr. Larson declared, "when older
boys who were trained in the traditions of the republic's
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democracy had grown up and

left,

there

;

;

from the Evening Government into the Government of the United States.
The Boys Brotherhood Republic has proved,
with

its

"continuing experiment," that there

place for democracy

is

a

in recreation.
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High School Youth
Wisconsin is the second state to hold a conference preliminary to the 1950 White House Midcentury Conference
on Youth. (See Recreation, Decemher, 1949.) Minnesota
was the first.

OST HIGH SCHOOL youth in most Wisconsin comis a forgotten age group, it was found by

munities

the panel dealing with recreation and group work
services at the Governor's Conference on Children

and Youth in Madison, Wisconsin, last spring.
Of the approximately i ,500 leaders, lay and professional, who came to the conference from all
corners of the state, 175 participated in this panel.
A selected group of resource persons had worked

under the chairmanship of Professor Marvin Rife,

years of age.

five

Youth needs

to become a real part of the adult
community. Emphasis should not be so much upon
c)

their adolescence as

Recreation activities

mittee study.

and

for the

two-day panel. Declaring that the post
school
high
period is too important from the point
of view of personal, social and vocational
adjust-

ment

to be neglected, the findings of the
pointed out that a large majority of youth

group
do not
go to college and must find satisfying and challenging leisure-time experiences in the adult community of which they are to become a part.

Here are

the complete findings on the situation
All
communities
need to be more concerned
a)
:

fitted to the

developmental

and interests of youth by age range formed
the framework for pre-conference panel subcom-

versity of Wisconsin, for several weeks in advance
of the conference, sorting out recreation problems

and setting up an agenda

their striving for adult

level

coordinator of recreation curriculum of the Uni-

of greatest importance

upon

Barriers to this development should be
broken down, and instruments such as post high
school youth councils should be encouraged.
maturity.

Upon

the premise that the stresses

modern living, in both urban and
make the wise use of leisure time an

strains of

rural areas,

important factor in personal and social adjustment,
these subcommittees divided their problem of the
betterment of children's and youth's recreation
services as follows
child

:

pre-school child

six to twelve years

;

;

early school

teen-age youth

;

post

high school youth.

Pre-school Child
Recreation for the pre-school child should be
centered mainly in the home and family. However, the need for

group experience extends be-

about adequate facilities and services for this age
group. It should not be left to the tavern, movie

yond the home, calling for neighborhood play programs. Parents need help in being able to lead

house, public dance hall and other commercial en-

their children in these play experiences.

terprises to provide healthy and inexpensive recreation for youth of this age.

in the

The schools need to teach activities which will
have carry-over values beyond high school. In
addition, the school may need to give attention to

b)

informal

education

and recreation services for

young men and women from
Miss Harriet Clinton

is

eighteen to twenty-

assistant secretary of the

Wis-

consin Governor's Conference on Children and Youth.
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Resources

such as the church, school,

community

li-

brary, public recreation department and voluntary
agencies should be utilized to aid parents in de-

veloping

skills in

play leadership.

Mothers, especially, should plan on a neighbor-

hood or block basis

to cooperate in sharing leader-

ship responsibilities for these tiny children. Neighborhood play lots, which are appropriate for this
age group and easily accessible, should be provided
by every community.
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Early School Child

Among the findings on the recreation needs of
the early school child was that the school has a
great responsibility in providing experiences in
its curriculum which will give children the funda-

mental

skills

upon which

long recreation habits.

to build satisfying lifeThe parent-teacher asso-

ciation can aid greatly,

through its programs, in
educating parents on the values of sharing leisuretime interests with their children.

The practice of developing midget teams and
other highly competitive types of activities, which
run counter to the broad values in recreation,
should be discouraged.
ers, as well as others,

Physical education teachshould be free to develop

fundamental play skills and broad creative and cooperative types of activities which contribute more
fundamentally to child development.
It was also found that the value of camping
including family camping at this age level, as an
extension of classroom education, needs to be ex-

plored and demonstrated in Wisconsin

commu-

nities.

Teen-age Youth

of all teen-age programs. This means youths and
adults working together on a cooperative basis.

d) Such democratic, leadership doesn't just happen. There is need for training programs for stim-

and developing skills and techvolunteer leaders, through profes-

ulating interest

niques

among

sional guidance.
e) Youth councils are essential as coordinating
bodies for youth activities in every community.
f)

The gap between urban and

to be bridged.

rural youth needs
Enabling legislation in Wisconsin
possible to have county recreation

now makes it
directors who can
The

assist in closing this gap.

recommendations of the recreation and
group work panel were:
1. That the state establish a recreation consultant
final

service within the University of Wisconsin. (This
resolution was recommended to the Governor's

Conference by the Wisconsin Recreation Council
carefully studied by a pre-conference subcom-

and

it was adopted.)
That increased emphasis be placed upon family and home-centered recreation at all age levels.
3. That the public schools of Wisconsin give more

mittee before

2.

Six young people from different parts of Wisconsin made up a panel-within-a-panel and dis-

opportunity to physical education personnel to
teach fundamental play skills and broad creative
recreation activities, rather than to continue to em-

cussed what teen-agers, themselves, think about
leisure-time services. They concluded that

4.

:

Too

often young people look upon the home as
a
merely place to eat and sleep. There is a need to

a)

programs to the home and family.
centers are valuable innovations in most

relate recreation

b) Youth

phasize highly competitive team sports for the few.
That, in Wisconsin, ''the playground of the

Middle West," we need a great deal more emphaupon the extension of camping activities in all
phases. This includes day camping, family campsis

ing, school camping, summer camps under private
and voluntary agency auspices, and municipal

communities, provided that they give ever}' youth
a sense of belonging and a real responsibility in

camping.

planning programs.

perience has

c) Democratic leadership

is

essential to the success

The following recommendations were suggested
by the State Recreation Committee of the Community Services Section of the Ohio Commission on
Children and Youth in preparation for the 1950
White House Conference.
1.

More adequate

leadership with higher salary standards and higher qualifications for recreation executives.

2.

More

reach the

minimum

and other

areas should
standard of an acre of land for
facilities

3.

More

4.

Greater financial stability and support.
More funds with which to secure more
to extend the field of operation.
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6.

More

legal

life

of the

communitv.

encouragement of municipal public rec-

reation activities.

8.

Better understanding among school and public officials
and also among the public at large as to the importance of and need of public recreation.
Better cooperation between public recreation workers

9.

and workers in allied fields.
Extension of trained recreation leadership

7.

in

rural

communities.

;

even.- 100 inhabitants.

5.

and educational

10.

land, buildings

Camping as a fundamental human exmuch to contribute to the recreational

11.

extensive use of public buildings.

Development of recreation programs in institutions
for defectives, dependents, and delinquents.
Extension of the program more freely among the
foreign-born and colored populations with full utilization of the contributions of these groups.

12.

facilities

and

More research into the facilities, program, content,
and administration of public recreation, and the relationships of agencies administering public recreation.

RECREATION

M.

BOON

Playgrounds
in

HOLLAND
in

PARENTS

to provide

Amsterdam, Holland, have united

much needed

recreation for their

children, giving up their spare time to provide for
the leisure-time education of their own and their

neighbor's youngsters.
will

In most of the city's play-

and

down by

diffi-

members

find

Protestant, Jewish
Catholic parents working together, with no

grounds, you

marring their cooperative spirit.
It was in the year 1900 that U. J. Klaren, a
common workman, founded the first playground
culties

in

Amsterdam, a

city of

800,000 inhabitants, capital of the Netherlands. He saw that the narrow,
dirty back streets, with ever-increasing traffic, and
the small, unhygienic dwellings provided no fit
space for children to play. In spite of much opposition, he succeeded in securing a fenced-in plot

from the town

council,

and

set

ground apparatus.
Although it was very primitive
dren had the opportunity to play

it

up with play-

the

town

there.

This pio-

other Dutch towns and communities.

In

Amsterdam, the one playground has grown to
thirty-four, and plans exist to increase this number with the addition of twenty-five

new

recrea-

tion areas.

All the city playgrounds have been equipped
with similar apparatus.
Chutes, jungle-gyms,

swings, roundabouts and see-saws are found everywhere and, in recent years, special stress has been

council.

Only children

of club

are allowed on the play area, but the
five cents a week
subscription rate is very low

so that every family can become a member. In this
way, we have obtained the parents' cooperation for

a

common

cause

to provide a safe

playground

they don't wish to assist
in management, they do not have to do so.
Playgrounds, kept open the whole year round,
are for boys and girls up to fourteen years of age.

near home. However,

if

In winter, the children are kept busy with handmusic, singing, musical plays, theatrical

crafts,

plays, folk dances
at first, the chil-

neer work led to the development of more recreation facilities, not only in Amsterdam, but also in

many

on providing equipment for common use.
There are large sandboxes for the infants, and ample space for free and organized games.
Each playground is managed by a union, which
is sort of a district club, under certain rules laid

laid

and physical training

in the club-

houses located on the area. For organized games,
as well as for the other activities, courses are given
for the parents.
activities are

tionally

In this

way we can be

sure that the

conducted by technically and educa-

responsible leaders.

Very

often exhibi-

such as the traditional
tions, plays and parties
Nicholas party on December sixth are held

St.

in

the clubhouses.

The town council grants a subsidy for the work
done on the playgrounds, saving a great deal of

who

playground

activities are too

are enjoying the
busy to take part in

vandalism.

Amsterdam has

set a pattern in its

money because

the children

playgrounds which is followed by many of the
sixty-one communities in the country which have

M. Boon

is

the director of playgrounds in Amsterdam.
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a total of 249 recreation areas.
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This story gives a glimpse of the musical education of
Australian school children on an ancient instrument which
is becoming more and more popular in our own country.

The

modern combine

ancient and

in giving special pleas-

ure to children.

From Ringwood,

fifteen miles

in verdant, gently-rolling hills

gnarled

topped by the

gums and bushy golden

tall,

wattle of the Aus-

and splashed with neat, cultivated patches of the apple orchards, comes a reminder of the pre-Elizabethan days of old Engtralian countryside,

land.

Here, stealing across the shallow valleys,

can be heard the pale, silvery, high-toned notes of
a recorder band.

This recorder band forms an unusual feature of
Australian
School.

school

life

at

the

Ringwood

State

Thirty-eight boys and girls, from a total

The youngthirteen. The

attendance of 350, comprise the band.
est is seven years old; the eldest,

tiny tots are just longing to

grow up

so that they

can learn to play in the band like their big brothers

and

children spend hours playing lively Elizabe-

than dances and

airs,

haunting Irish melodies, and

the classical simplicity of lullabies

Schubert, Bach and Brahms.
tice

and sonatas

of

Usually they prac-

out-of-doors in the school garden.

is

the study of the literature produced

during the period
several
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ble." It

when

the music

hundred years ago.

itself

was known from

was written

the obsolete

means "to war-

when

prehistoric days,

was probably used

for luring birds to traps

tating their song.

First evidence of the recorder

it

by imiis

French miniature of the eleventh century. The
recorder appears to have become first popular in
in a

England

in the sixteenth century.

In "Hamlet," Shakespeare not only mentions the
instrument, but brings

it,

its

it

onto the stage in

and makes

of the audience

full

view

his characters talk about

music, construction and method of playing

During the performance of his
were used to provide some of the
particularly

when

the scene

was

plays,

recorders

incidental music,
of a quiet, reli-

gious or mournful type.
diarist,

Samuel Pepys, who became clerk

of

the king's ships in 1660, mentions that he heard

some recorders

at the theatre,

and was so pleased

with their sweetness that he decided to learn to
play one himself.

"April

Linked with teaching the playing and care of the
recorders

English verb, "to record," which

The

sisters.

The

The name "recorder" comes from

from Melbourne,

8,

Hence

1668.

To

this entry in his diary:

Drumbleby's, and did

there talk a great deal about pipes,

and did

buy a recorder which I intend to learn to play
on, the sound of it being of all sounds in the
world, most pleasing to me."

RECREATION

BETTY GILL

George Frederick Handel, born in 1685, was one
of the many famous composers who wrote music
for the recorder.

His sonatas

for the treble re-

corder are often performed nowadays, but the
recorder

is

intended

it

no longer used

in his oratorios, as

he

to be.

The period

of popularity of the recorders dates

roughly from 1500 to 1700.
died, in 1759, interest in

By

Handel

the time

them was

declining,

and

a hundred years later they were almost forgotten.

The

chief reason for their disappearance lies in the

growth of the orchestra. The playing together of
different types of instruments
in

Henry VIIFs

and larger tones

was almost unknown

was found

time.

It

of the

modern

flute

that the fuller

combined

bet-

ter with other instruments than the quieter tones

of the recorder.

For more than a century recorders were unknown, and people forgot the art of making them.

Now

they have been rediscovered.

The recorders

that the children use are a

version of the old-type

made from
tic

wooden

ones.

modern

They

range of two octaves. Each child owns the

strument he plays.
Reprinted by permission of the California Parent-Teacher.
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YOUR CITY has a tot lot located every eight or
nine blocks, and if the number of polio cases
during the summer is never sufficient to cause you

IF

concern, don't bother to read further. However,
if play areas for tots are a problem in your city as
if your city experiences a
as
did
polio epidemic
Springfield, Illinois, last suma
and
mer,
backyard
neighborhood contest may

in Peoria, Illinois, or

prove to be a boon.
Such a contest was announced in Peoria last
spring because we have so little space that can be
restricted to the use of small children.

During the

we were making preparations for our contest,
Francis Shuster, superintendent of recreation in
Springfield, telephoned us to ask whether we had

time

any plans to put into effect in case of a polio epidemic during the summer. We suggested the usual
radio programs, and added that we were planning
a backyard and neighborhood playground contest
which would afford play opportunities for children
near home, where contact with a large number of
children could be avoided.

The

followT ing outline of the various steps in
conducting our contest in Peoria may be of assist-

ance to you if you decide that your city should have
a backyard and neighborhood playground contest
:

The Greater Peoria

1.

it

happened, when the director of public

health in Springfield quarantined all children up to
sixteen years of age, the backyard and neighbor-

hood playground contest in this city of 90,000,
which started as a result of that telephone conversation, filled the void. Four hundred and six entries poured into the recreation office and kept a
field team, under Robert Wagner, a live-wire ele-

yard and neighborhood playground contest booklets. In your city the sponsoring group might be
the Association of

We

cover.

for play space at home,

overcome.

Once

and their apathy must be
most parents become

started,

wholeheartedly interested. One father in Peoria
decided to clean up a long unused pigeon coop for
the children to use as a play house, and ended up
by lining the building with knotty pine and furnish-

ing

with some deluxe children's furniture.
Newspaper and radio publicity alone, no mathow much of it you are able to obtain, will only
it

2.

ter

move a few

parents to build playgrounds in their

attractive

contained information divided into the

It

Why

a.

build

a backyard or neighborhood pla3~-

b.

How

to build a backyard or neighborhood play-

ground (general suggestions).
c. Suggested
play equipment
d.

the

for

pre-school

Suggested play equipment for younger elemen-

tary school children.
e.

f.

:

need

prepared a booklet of eight pages, size

ground?

adults.

to understand the

Cham-

following sections:

In planning this type of contest a number of
problems should be recognized at the outset

made

or the Junior

eight and one-half by eleven, with an

mentary school principal, busy distributing information and advice right up until the close of the
contest on August twenty-sixth.

Parents must be

Commerce

ber of Commerce.

child.

1.

Civic Association agreed

to sponsor the contest, to furnish $200 in prize
money and to pay the cost of printing 4,000 back-

2.

As

ai

Backyard

g.

how

Suggested play equipment for teen-agers and
Suggestions for beautifications.
Contest rules, with notifications

in

dark print on

to enter the contest.

h. Three pages of plans for building various equipment and courts, with specifications of materials

needed.

we w ere

again preparing a booklet, we would
include exactly the same information, improving
upon the plans shown and including about five or
If

r

six pages of plans instead of three.

(The Peona

Playground and Recreation Board, 303 Commercial Bank Building, Peoria, Illinois, has about one
hundred copies of the booklet left and would be

backyards.

glad to send copies to recreation departments re-

Most parents have but a few ideas regarding
equipment and apparatus to place in their yards,
but need additional ideas and plans showing exact

questing them.)

3.

With a plan in front of
becomes much more difficult for Dad to
building that sandbox for Junior.

specifications of materials.

him,

it

put off

3.

A public relations committee was formed

was given a

bulletin written

and
by the superintendent

of recreation, covering all information in regard to
the contest. Several training session meetings were

held during which various questions were answered.
team of six members arranged to give a

A

Mr. Buerke
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is

superintendent of recreation in Peoria.

fifteen-minute talk before each

PTA

and mother's
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club in the city. Another team from the committee
arranged to have a member speak before each serv-

Copies of the booklet men-

ice club in the city.

tioned before were distributed after each talk.

An-

other team, composed of three ministers, arranged,
through the ministerial association, for all priests

and ministers to comment favorably, from the pulpit, on the advisability of building backyard and
neighborhood playgrounds.

4.

Ernie Csolkovits, our crafts supervisor, spent

odd hours during several winter months building
equipment and apparatus of the type that can be
constructed at home with few tools. This equipment formed the basis of a backyard and neighborhood playground exhibit in the courthouse yard
and included a playhouse, a grocery store playhouse, a sandbox, a set of six pieces of orangecrate furniture, a pre-school table and set of chairs,
set, a balance beam, a box hockey set,
an apparatus containing a swing, trapeze and climbing rope, high jump standards, and stilts. Also,

All five local radio stations used spot announcements throughout the day, for a period of two
weeks, urging parents to see the backyard and

a small swing

neighborhood playground equipment exhibited in
the courthouse yard during the opening week of
the contest. Two copies of a movie trailer were

we laid out courts for badminton, paddle tennis,
horseshoes and washers.

ordered, and operators of local movie houses cooperated by running them free of charge. Each
week the trailers were moved to two new theaters,

The apparatus and equipment were painted
bright shades of orange, red and green. Posters
were used to illustrate objectives of the various
equipment.

thus keeping the contest before the movie-going
public during the entire summer. During the month

beam

preceding the start of the contest, a series of meetings were given good newspaper and radio pub-

and a

stated

For
:

balance, just as
lot safer."

"Playhouse

instance, a poster

on the balance

"Balance beam

much

teaches posture and
fun as walking a picket fence

A poster near the playhouse read

:

offers unlimited scope for imitative

worth a thous-

play for the three-to-six-year-olds." To create additional interest in the exhibit, the park board

The superintendent of parochial schools arranged
to have mimeographed letters, signed by him, sent
home with each student throughout the city. A

placed cages on tables in the exhibit containing a
three-month old lion cub and three monkeys who

and loan association published a fullpage editorial in its monthly pamphlet, going to

After reading publicity about the forthcoming
exhibit, a local fence manufacturer offered to fence

licity.

(Remember, one picture

is

and words.)

local savings

30,000

home owners, urging

parents to build back-

were new additions to the zoo.

We accepted
with the provision that no advertising be
used other than a small sign stating that he had
in the exhibit for us, free of charge.

yard and neighborhood playgrounds. A local farm
machinery manufacturer printed a full-page news

his offer

story about the contest in a house organ going to

furnished the fence.

Merchants were asked to use
and neighborhood playgrounds" in their advertising. One merchant used
several half-page newspaper advertisements on
backyard and neighborhood playground equip-

Later his generosity was re-

23,000 employees.

the

term

"backyard

ment; another used advertisements on backyard
and neighborhood playground clothing. The contest was set to start a week after "Clean-up Week,"
sponsored by the Association of Commerce. In
publicity, the Association

up, paint

up and

yard playground.
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fix

up

its

urged residents to clean
and then to build a back-

Three-walled, plywood playhouse displayed in contest.

warded by several orders for fence from
dents who saw the exhibit.

Our playhouse

local resi-

contained a child's-size wooden

canvas to the bottom.

A

father

who

a welder

is

constructed an excellent climbing apparatus similar
to a jungle gym by welding short sections of scrap

an ironing board, a gas stove, a refrigerator, a dresser, a table and chairs.
toy telephone
and iron, and a shelf filled with imitation canned
goods made from sections of cardboard cylinders
with baby food labels, completed the household

pipe together. One of the neighborhood playgrounds made use of an old archery target by painting the face of a clown on the cover and using a

The windows were equipped with
canvas awnings. The playhouse was
named "Goldie Locks Cottage" and given the address "100 Lollipop Boulevard."

wide steps close together,
the pre-school child.

replica of

A

equipment.
small-size

A

named "The Wiggly-Biggly
was
made
from
a packing case painted
Grocery"
to give the appearance of a brick building. It was
store playhouse

equipped with imitation canned goods and a telephone with which the clerk could take orders.

was

stained and equipped
with brightly-colored cushions.
clerk was on duty at all times during the ex-

Orange

crate furniture

A

hibit to pass out the
5.

As

fast

playground booklets.
as entries came in, they were screened

and pictures obtained of the better playgrounds.
The newspapers carried a picture a week. This
kept the contest in the public eye during the entire
summer. By the time the contest ended, we had
selected the fifteen best entries.

These were sub-

who spent one
day visiting these selected playgrounds. Winners were announced in the Sunday papers three
mitted to the judging committee,

full

days after the close of the contest with pictures
of first place playgrounds in both divisions.
Results of the contest in both Peoria and Spring-

were gratifying. A number of fine neighborhood playgrounds were developed and each approached their problems in a different way. In one
instance, a group of eight families living a few
miles beyond the city limits formed a playground
association. The husbands got together each evening after dinner and built the equipment, and the
wives arranged a schedule wherein each took her
field

regular turn supervising the playground. In another instance, a committee was formed and neigh-

bors were solicited for donations which were used
to purchase equipment, after a local farm machinery manufacturer had leveled an area consisting of

several privately owned lots in a heavily populated
In a third instance, neighborhood merdistrict.

chants purchased equipment for the neighborhood

playground.

Amazing ingenuity was shown by many parents

large hole for the mouth as a target for baseballs.
Many of the fine sliding boards built at home had

making them

safe for

In both Peoria and Springfield no distinction was

made between playgrounds outfitted with homemade apparatus and apparatus purchased from
manufacturers. Winners were judged on the following points only:
1)

Safety, choice of apparatus, strength, placing of

equipment to avoid accidents.
2)

Ingenuity in utilization of available space and
and placing of equipment.

in selection

3) Suitability

which

for use by age group or

designed.
4) Construction as
ance.
5)

it

groups

for

is

to

workmanship and appear-

Beautification of yard.

In both contests a backyard playground was

termed "any playground away from the street, designed and built by a single family." A neighborhood playground was termed "any playground
away from the street, designed and built by two or

more families or any church, school, or community
group organized together for this purpose." Prizes
in both divisions were fifty dollars for first prize,
thirty dollars for second prize,

third prize, with a

mention

prizes.

number

twenty dollars for
honorable

ot five dollar

In Springfield, Mr. Shuster pre-

sented an attractive "Merit

By Word
Mrs. Samuel F. Pryor,

Award"

of
Jr.,

to all entries.

Mouth
sponsor of the XaGreenwich, Con-

tional Recreation Association for

was seated beside a distinguished guest at
a public dinner. She discovered that he was the
Mayor of the City of New Orleans, deLesseps S.
Morrison, who shared her interest in the recreation
necticut,

movement and

in the

NRA. He

related a conver-

had had with President Truman, during
which the President mentioned reading a New
York Times article about the New Orleans recreation program and the 1949 National Recreation
sation he

Congress.
This is an example of

backyard playgrounds. In one
a
tire
from
one of the mammoth earthcase,
huge
machines
in Peoria was
manufactured
moving

how friends of the Assohave done much to spread word about the
movement through spontaneous conversation with

made

others.

in constructing their
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into a

wading pool by adhering waterproof

ciation

RECREATION

WHAT? Never been winter fishing? Brother,
you hate yourself! Sure, skiing, snowshoeing, tobogganing, sleigh riding, cutter riding, iceboating,
picture taking, fox and 'cat hunting and lots of
other things are fine winter sports, but give me ice
fishing

Who

!

wants to go south where they don't
hills and ice-covered waters?

have snow-laden

Not me
Too rugged? Not a
!

just dress for

bit

it.

A

warm

or mild day ashore can become uncomfortable when one is exposed to even a soft breeze that

has been ice-cooled as
face of a lake.

and keep out

The

it

crosses the exposed suris to stay dry

secret of comfort

of the wind.

The light clothing generally worn every day,
when covered with windproof outer garments such
denim

wool coat with high
weather, an inner vest or
jacket of leather, and a warm windproof woollined or fur cap to cover ears and neck, is usu-

as

overalls or duck, a

collar and,

ally

in severe

ample. Loose-fitting, four-buckle arctics and
over felt shoes, or even ordinary shoes

felt insoles

and

socks, allow foot moisture to escape,

are kept dry and

and

feet

warm. Hands should be pro-

tected with loose-fitting leather mitts with wool
liners, that can be slipped on and off quickly as

the need arises.

When so dressed, one can laugh at the roughest
weather, and the exposure only adds to the thrill
of the day. Of course, those fishing in heated dark
houses or other shelters do not need as
clothing for protection, only
and from the fishing area.

enough

much

outer

for getting to

Mr. DeBoer, veteran Fish and fisheries Division
worker of the Michigan Department of Conservation,

now

administrative assistant in the Lansing
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some close April first while others remain open
throughout the year.

Where would you go ? That depends upon what
you want. Some fishermen confine their winter
fishing to spears which can legally be used through
the ice during January and February. Spearing is
largely done from a heated dark house. Many fishermen have their own although, on some waters,
houses and spears can be rented. Principal species
taken with spears are northern pike, muskies, and
noxious fish such as dogfish and gars. Sturgeon
can legally be taken

also, but they are found only in
a few lakes of the Cheboygan River drainage. Lake
trout are also taken with spears in the Straits of

Mackinac and certain bays

office.

of

Lake Superior.

The

principal winter fishing varies with the different sections of the state of Michigan. In southern lakes and streams, bluegills and specs (speckled

bass or crappie) are the major species taken with

hook and line, although yellow perch, northern
pike, and walleyed pike are also fished for. Tip-ups,
rather than a pole and line, are generally used for
pike fishing.

As soon

as ice

is

heavy enough,

"Smeltania," the colony of houses, appears on the
lakes for hook and line fishing for smelt. Yellow
perch, lake trout and an occasional whitefish are
also taken

What

on those waters.
needed ? The

baits are

thing goes, but for pan

and

What do you fish for in Michigan? Well, just
about everything except trout and black bass. Bluegills and sunfish can be taken until February

is

twenty-eighth, and all others can be taken as long
as the ice lasts. All waters except designated trout
lakes and trout streams are open to fishing, but

fish,

sunfish, insect larvae

is

list is

long and any-

particularly bluegills
the most common.

"Wigglers" or mayfly larvae and cadis worms are
common aquatic form used. Also popular
and effective are goldenrod gall worms, meal

the most

worms, corn borers, wood borers or sawdust
worms. Yellow perch and specs are also taken on
these baits, although live minnows are a desirable
bait for the latter species. Perch are also taken on

481

Russian hooks, which are used extensively on Saginaw Bay.

Angleworms, red worms or manure worms are
pan fishing. Best results are obtained
when a small bait is used on a small hook as fish
also used for

are not as ravenous in their feeding habits during
the cold water season. Ice flies are becoming more

popular with

are very efmany
fective and eliminate the need for live bait and the

fishermen.

They

sometimes is, of baiting and rebaiting
a hook. Live minnows of a good size are preferred
for walleyes and northern pike, whether fished on
a tip-up or with a pole and line.
What equipment is needed? Don't forget the
chore, as

it

fishing license, and a thermos of hot coffee or soup
and sandwiches. A sled is handy for transporting
equipment and to sit on. A small wooden box
likewise furnishes a good seat and a place to deposit and carry the catch. A medium weight, but
durable, ice spud or axe for cutting small holes to
fish through, and a kitchen skimmer or strainer
for removing ice from the holes, are needed. For
pan fish, an outfit and bait can be obtained from
most sporting goods stores at a cost of a few dollars. This consists of one or two short poles, fine

preferably nylon, small hooks, split-shot
sinkers and small bobbers.
bell-shaped sinker
with a battery clamp attached makes a fine soundlines,

A

New
John
Mr. Collier
Recreation
District
in

the

is

J.

in

specialized

new

He

has

community

or-

and comes to the Association
the
from
rectly
position of Superintendent
Parks and Recreation -in Yuma, Arizona.
related services,

Mildred Scanlon
Miss Scanlon joined the staff of the
Association on the first of the new year
with the program of recreation

leadership training. Her past experience
includes teacher training work in two colleges,
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rural

are dangerous. Driving cars onto the ice outside
of established trails or, during soft weather is an-

other hazard not relished by most fishermen. It is
on shore and go afoot to the fishing

best to park

grounds. Don't go too deep in purchasing equipment you'll get ideas after you go a few times

and

will

want

demonstration work, social

to

portable shelters,
forth.

You

When

make your own, even to poles,
stoves, warming lanterns and so

will get lots of advice

from the clerk
on the ice.

without charge

at the store to the friends

you make

a good time regardless
properly dressed, or of
signs on the fishing calendar. Be sure every person in the party is properly clothed and equipped.
to

go ? Anytime

of weather conditions,

is

if

Forethought in this respect will avoid discomfort
and displeasure and will add to the enjoyment of
the outing for

all.

Reprinted by permission of Michigan Conservation, from JanuaryFebruary, 1949, issue.

Faces

for the

XRA

L.

Horney

field service

in the territory

of the late Lebert

H. Weir

Indiana,

Kentucky,
Wisconsin and Minnesota. The
Illinois,

new

ganization and administration
of community recreation and

to assist

holes not thoroughly frozen over and left unmarked
by someone who has removed a spearing shanty,

pointed to district

Ohio and

area.

of rope, while seldom needed, may prove
of help in case of an emergency, should someone
break through the ice. Spring holes or soft ice, or

Mr. Horney has been ap-

Representative

West Virginia

line.

A coil

Robert

the National

Michigan,

ber on the

Collier

Association's

Field

ing lead for determining depth of water in order
and height of the bob-

to adjust the length of line

representative has been
working in the field of comdi-

of

munity recreation for approximately twenty years.
Prior to his appointment, he was Superintendent
of Recreation in Evansville, Indiana.

recreation, the teaching of dancing.

During the war, she served with the
American Red Cross, in a recreation
capacity, in the China-Burma-India theatre. Her last position was as club director
for the United States Army Special Services in the

European

theatre.
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OKA HESTER

Television
in Greensboro,

THE

GREENSBORO Recreation Department has

lost

no time

in utilizing the live facilities of the

new television station. First it was the
Camera Club which began demonstrating on Sunday nights, and next came the Circle K Club's
presentation on Tuesday nights. The idea of using
city's

Friday night recreation center
parties materialized on the Friday before Halloween, with sets loaned through the courtesy of a
television sets at

North Carolina

model airplanes, racing
and boats and demonstrations of skills
in constructing and operating the models. It's a
shame that the members flying those 140 mile-anhour jet speed jobs will not be able to let them
tions of various types of

cars, trains

loose in the studio
at the

hopping
or

but they can be seen hedge-

new Model Air Park any Saturday

Sunday afternoon.

Camera Club

local appliance dealer.

Most

of the children

had never seen

television,

to say nothing of actually participating in a show.

On

October twenty-eighth, when Halloween parties were held for the school children, a number of
youngsters from each center appeared before the
television

camera

at the studio

their friends in other areas.

It

and were seen by
was an experience

they will remember for a long, long time! Other
parties of this nature are being planned for the
future.

The

An

Circle

K

ture

all-around children's club called the Circle

fifteen

over

show each Tuesday night

WFMY-TV. The

at eight-

youngsters

who

make magic,

play musical instruments
or imitate on the Carolina Theater stage each Saturday morning before thousands of boys and girls,
sing, dance,

are presented in a repeat performance for the video
audience. This television show has proved to be

one of the most popular to originate at the
vision station

with

tele-

the only station in the Carolinas

facilities for live

programming.

Prop-Twisters on Video

The
"Peer

slogan of the Prop-Twister's Model Club is
at the Prop-Twisters for Progress," and

progressing they are.

The

Greensboro department
started in

weekly

fourth endeavor of the

in the field of telecasting

November when

television show.

the club began a bi-

Telecasts include exhibi-

Mr. Hester, director of the Greensboro Recreation
Department, is coordinating television with program.
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vantages and disadvantages of various amounts
and placements of indoor lighting, and the effects
gained by each. A young lady who acted as a
model for a previous shooting night was televised
in the same attire and pose. The procedure was to
show this model in a certain pose, describe briefly
what results would be obtained by first using one
photoflood, then two and, lastly, three photofloods.
After each of the demonstrations, a finished pictaken under each lighting condition was

Club

K, sponsored by the recreation department, features a television

The Camera Club's first period on the air, over
WFMY-TV, was spent in demonstrating the ad-

offered for inspection by the television audience.
This type of show has been termed a "natural" by

who report that its posare practically limitless.
did this start ? In July, this year, Norman

television producers here,
sibilities

How

Dalton, supervisor of special activities for the recreation department, began broadcasting a program

"The Camera Club of the Air" over WFMY.
This was presented for the benefit of amateur photographers men, women and children of all ages.
called

All elementary phases were covered. Members of
the Camera Club, though amateurs, were young

men and

older boys with professional ability who
enthusiastically grasped the opportunity to take

part.

After broadcasting throughout the summer with
notable results, television arrived. Arrangements
were then made to exhibit the techniques of this
club through this new and fascinating medium. In
the future, demonstrations on exposure, dark-room

problems and enlarging procedures will be held,
along with pointers on the values of various types
of cameras for specified purposes.
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"There probably has never been a time in history
true brotherhood was so indispensable to the

when

welfare of our

own nation and

peace and

to the

freedom of the entire world."

President

Harry
Truman, Honorary Chairman of National Brother-

hood Week, February

19-26. 1950.

"America

Worships" What better way, asked the Council
of Church Women of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, is

list of people
about 400 of them
volunteered their patronage weeks in advance. They also
realized that the goal was worthwhile.

there to bring about a closer bond, a greater feeling
good will and cooperation among the various

Dayton, Ohio, Presents "We, the People, Speak"
Another excellent example of democratic group

Lancaster,

Pennsylvania,

Presents

of

races

and creeds

of our

community than

to

have

everyone united in a common project? Though
the Council had been working for such unity for a
number of years, it felt that far more could be accomplished by bringing together

all cultural, racial,

religious, civic and industrial groups of the city in
one huge program. Therefore, it decided upon a
pageant to be called "America Worships," and to

be presented Sunday afternoon,
high school auditorium.
First Grace Walker,

drama

May

15, in the

specialist of the

was asked
with the production. Then, more than 200

tional Recreation Association,

pants cooperated
organizations as

Na-

to help
partici-

from among such neighborhood
the Hamilton Watch Chorus,

Franklin and Marshall College, the

YWCA,

the

Interracial Council, the Jewish

the Pilot Club,

Community Center,
Temple Youth and many others.

The program itself had a strong religious flavor
showing through pantomime, narration and music
the different ways in which American religious
groups worship. The pageant began with the story
of creation, tracing the desires of man in his search
for a true and living God down through the ages.
It also depicted the contributions of primitive man,
the early Greeks, Jews and Christians the different races and creeds up to the Christian era. Each

scene was artfully lighted and appropriately cos-

tumed, adding much to

But

made

its beauty and significance.
really the spirit behind it all that
the venture such a success. All worked toit

was

gether enthusiastically, forgetting differences in
concern for a common project. Approximately
twelve different groups took part, with many more
offering their services. Seven hundred people from
the community came to witness the results. No

admission charge was necessary either, because a
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long

participation

with

was demonstrated by Dayton, Ohio,

production of "We, the People, Speak."
700 citizens attended the performance many

its

Some

;

more requested

tickets.

But the demand was

far

greater than the seating capacity of the Dayton Art
Institute where the show was held.

The production was presented by the Dayton
Bureau of Recreation through the Linden Community Center, and the sponsoring committee included a broad coverage of church and social agencies in the city.

A

cross-section of the population
and cultural rec-

especially interested in creative
reation participated. The cast of

1
50 included proand a community
chorus drawn from churches, clubs and other
singing groups added to the excellent performances. The show was directed by Grace Walker
and, in addition, all groups were trained by professional directors.
However, whenever possible,
local professional leadership was used.

fessionals as well as amateurs,

As

a result of the production,

many

citizens

with a wide variety of skills and interests were discovered and, through rehearsals and classes, basic
skills required for such recreation activities were

were developed and
a young people's dance group,

taught. Several special groups
utilized, including

a singing group, a verse-speaking group and a dramatics group. These made plans to continue as
interest groups in the future.

Then, too, the production not only helped to
further the cause of democracy in Dayton, but also
demonstrated to the people the great flexibility of

a recreation program and the vast scope of cultural resources that can be used through the me-

dium

A
1947,

of recreation.

Project for Your

Town

On

October 30,

Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Public read

in their

RECREATION

on
newspapers about a report from the Committee
AcTruman.
Civil Rights, appointed by President
fifteen discording to this committee, composed of
a great
tinguished citizens from all walks of life,

people were being deprived of their

many

civil

discrimination.
rights through racial and religious
Millions of people learned the facts but many re-

mained complacent. Fortunately, however, there
were even more who decided that something should
be done about this.

New Jersey, for example, the peoan
audit to discover just where their
conducted
ple
town stood in providing personal freedom and
equality of opportunity to all. Volunteers from
In Montclair,

A

cross section of the population of Dayton,
Ohio, participated in "We, the People, Speak."

letic activities

and dramatic groups.

Now, how does your town, your recreation department add up? One way to find out is to do
what Montclair did conduct an audit of your own
and make it available for everyone to see. But
always keep in mind that the audit

is

only the be-

community organizations formed teams and
investigated six areas of community life employment, housing, recreation, education, public health

ginning it's the follow-up that's really important.
Recreation offers great opportunity for interfaith,

and public facilities. After considerable research
and personal interviews, they submitted the Mont-

You can
dom Train

a listing of the town's shortand
accomplishments in the form of assets
comings
and liabilities. The report revealed that many in-

ca's heritage of

five

interracial activities.

use such devices as the Montclair Freeto dramatize to the

community Ameri-

habitants of Montclair were being deprived of their

freedom and equality. In connection with Freedom Week, the Montclair Development Board sent a trailer through the town carrying a display of historical documents giving an in-

Constitutional rights and protections.
On the liabilities side of recreation opportunities

sight into the section's early history and the struggle of settlers to establish their freedom.

clair

Balance Sheet

available,

ated

it

was discovered

recreation

facilities

did

that privately-operdiscriminate. The

town's only roller skating rink barred Negroes.
pattern of segregation was followed in bowling

A

alleys,

and the

YMCA

was segregated, with one

branch for whites and another for Negroes. On
the assets side, the committee listed the facts that
facilities

of

the

Public

Recreation

Department
were open to, and used by, persons of all colors,
races and creeds without discrimination. The Boy
and Girl Scouts practiced some segregation,
largely because of population and sponsorship factors, but all groups mixed together in summer
camps. In junior and senior high school, students
played and worked together well. Growing participation was evidenced by all racial, religious and
national origin groups in student government, ath-
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In addition, encourage reading programs about
other countries for adults and children through
libraries,

study groups and organizational prouse of storytelling hours and

grams. Make good

at your playgrounds and recreation
Plan your concerts and other cultural ac-

book exhibits
centers.

as occasions for displays and messages
which interpret the intercultural and international
character of music. Your little theater groups can
produce plays from foreign literature and you can
build around them festivals which embody music,
dance and folklore. (See An Appeal for Undertivities

standing,

November 1949 RECREATION

Ed.)

A

program
games and songs traditional with
American and foreign groups can be part of your
playground program. Further opportunities for adof

vancing the idea of brotherhood will occur to you.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR PLAY
In Painting

should be shellacked or covered with oilcloth for

a play medium which all chilPainting
dren enjoy and need for self-expression. Time,

easy cleaning. The easel is the right height when
the child's outstretched arm reaches the center of

space,

adequate materials and equipment
should always be provided for it in the program. Children's pictures should never be

the paper.

judged by adult standards.

Younger children find painting on paper laid on
the floor satisfactory, for the paints will not run.
Newspapers large enough to protect the floor

is

should be placed under the painting paper.
tables are used, they should be

INTRODUCING PAINTING

1xple
given.

to children, a

few sim-

guides about the use of materials can be
These include wiping excess paint off the

brush to prevent dripping, taking enough paint to
avoid scrubbing, washing the brush before using
a different color. Beyond teaching the care of materials,

no instruction should be given

The age

children.

to

younger

of interest in technique usually

begins around ten, when children may be given
adult guidance if they ask for it. Patterns or pictures to copy should never be used at any age.

Paints:

Poster or tempera paint

sirable as the colors are brilliant.

It

is

most de-

has the con-

cream and can be thinned. It
should be purchased in large quantities and placed
sistency of thick

in smaller jars,

such as baby food containers.

Powder paint should be mixed with water to a
medium texture. If the mixture is too thin, the
colors are pale

;

if

too thick,

flakes off the paper.
the
addition of a small
dim,
it

powder paints seem
amount of tempera paint will liven up the color.
To make more paint from a given quantity, one
may add a cup of soap powder mixed with one
If

quart of water to the paint mixture.

Easels

:

take

Where

room is
much floor

the

Wherever painting
done, newspapers should be spread generously.
paper, paint and water jars.

Brushes:
five;

seven

;

A

Paint jars: These containers should be heavy
enough not to tip, tall enough for a long-handled
brush, and wide enough at the mouth to make use
easy.

Water

:

The

486

and water. All surfaces

teacher can add a small

amount

of

A

water to the paints when needed.
small, longspouted watering can is useful. Each child should
have a jar of water while he is painting. A large
pail of water, into

which children drop their brushes

after completing their work, is practical and convenient. Teachers must rinse, dry and store brushes,
bristles up,

if

they are to be properly cared for.
Do not use water-color

Brushes are expensive.

brushes or camel's hair brushes for enamel paint.

ticularly

good

is a plastic, cream paint that is parfor children, because, as in the use

merse

for small jars of paint

number
num-

Paper: Large sheets of newsprint, eighteen by
twenty-four inches. This large size encourages
freedom of movement and expression.

at the bottom, serves

very well. This easel should
be firmly braced at the bottom and there should be
a strip of wood three inches wide, edged with a
strip of lath across the lower edge, to make a trough

long-handled,

few smaller brushes

ber twelve.

opportunity for

made

inch,

for fine work, a

wall easel
up too
space.
of beaverboard or celotex, which is nailed to
the wall at the top and projected about three inches

may

is

One-half inch, long-handled, number

one-quarter

Finger paint

small, standing easels

If

wide enough for

of clay, the direct handling of the material gives
maximum freedom of motion and

expression.
in

Cover the table with an

oilcloth,

im-

water a sheet of glazed shelf paper or reg-

ular finger-painting paper
four, for younger, twelve

(eighteen by twentyby eighteen for older
on the table and use a spoon

children) Smooth it
or tongue depressor to dip out the paint mixture
.

RECREATION

The

onto the paper.

child uses his

hands or fingers

A

is

to spread the paint.

Finger paints may be bought already prepared
or they may be made less expensively by cooking
a fairly thick linit starch mixture, adding to this
poster paint or vegetable coloring in any desired

shade or color.

These are

Cleaning cloths:

child's

and old
and
a
rubber
mop
essential,

towelling
good.
sponge are helpful for cleaning the floor.
Protection o] Clothes:
Smocks, homemade

aprons of unbleached muslin or

down

oilcloth, or cut-

keep clothes clean. These
should be considered part of the basic equipment.
shirts will help to

In Science

olds are surprisingly capable in carrying out their
ideas in the field of science: how to build a tele-

Children have natural curiosity and want
to know about their world. Often their interests are scientific in nature.

experiences provide the

graph

"how and why"

the door bell rings,

why

If possible, set aside

of

how

the ther.

.

.

space for a science corner.

Plan to have tables and low shelves for materials
and specimens for carrying on simple experiments

things which they accept but do not always
understand. Science is inherent in the every-

day

set,

mometer works, or why the wind blows.

First-hand

;

;

for simple science reference books.

living of children.

rials

Typical mate-

aquarium, terrarium, magnets, magnifying
glass, prism, compass, containers for planting seeds,

IMPORTANT

is

IT science

for all leaders to be

aware that

experiences are closely related to the
of children. The teacher can capi-

:

facilities for

simple cooking.

and

work and play

tures, charts

on the play spirit and make science a medium
for an enriched program.

to the children

talize

"Of course

know how important

I

for children but I

know how

am

science

is

not an expert and I do not
is the cry of the aver-

to teach it." This

age teacher who may have a willing spirit but thinks
of science in terms of textbooks, test tubes, microscopes, difficult experiments and difficult names.
The leader can be a learner with the children, who
will not be disturbed

if the teacher
says frankly,
"I don't know. It will be fun to find out together."
In a group-centered program, science for young

planned around experiences rather than
experiments. Children have an eager curiosity
about the world they live in the stars, the dew,
children

is

the

man-made wonders of planes, trains and bridges.

.

.

.

They want

garden, how to
play, why planes
cold

to

know what

to plant in their
the
light
stage for their puppet
what
makes
the clock go, how
fly,

snow, what

an earthworm, what is a magand experiences
Many
centering around home and community interests
net.

is
.

.

is

science activities

.

offer unusual opportunities for
group planning in
a play program. The nine
through twelve-yearReprinted from
Association,

New

JANUARY
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to

Make

a Play School

Work," Play Schools

Photograph taken in a play school center.

Typical specimens

:

Bulletin board for picmounted specimens of interest

seeds, plants, leaves, shells.

It is

to

is

all

desirable.

indeed science

examine,

to

when

children are free to do,

experiment,

through touching, smelling,

to

get

tasting,

information
looking and

listening.

"Patterns to copy should never be used at any age,"
says Play Schools Association handbook. Children

below went to George Washington Bridge to get ideas
for mural; in cardboard boat pretend trip on river.

GERALD

MODERN TRENDS
Camping means many

things to

many

the outdoors, recreation, education, group living,
nearness to nature and primitive living. Interestingly enough, these are the things that go to
up that which we know as the "good life."
If

we

make

our reading professional journals of this type attests to that fact, then we should stand ready to
spread our beliefs and secure a camping experience
for every child. This goal is being sought in many

we had many

ways. Before the turn of the century
camps in operation, and even a few agencysponsored camps. Now we have innumerable

private

agency and private camps spreading from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from Canada to Mexico.

No

one knows

how many agencies, camps or chilWe know one thing, however

dren are involved.

camping makes a tremendous contribution
the total development of the child. The type
that

camp or
the vital

to
of

sponsorship is relatively unimportant
thing is for us to work together through

its

;

our camping and youth groups, through our
agencies and departments, and through our

own
local

American Camping Association to provide more and better camping for all children.
Referring to the size and scope of camping in
America, it must be admitted that no one has compiled statistics which give us the complete picture.
units of the

Last year, during the course of the International
Education Conference in Geneva, Dr. John Studebaker, then United States Commissioner of Educa-

would show the gencamping in this country. After perusing documents and statistical data at hand, we
came up with a set which we felt at that time reption, requested figures that

eral picture of

resented a fairly accurate concensus of opinion as

camping movement. These

to the size of the

fig-

ures have been modified in the last year and, even

with this modification,

it

must be admitted

feel that there are

that

now between

We

that there are between twelve

We

in the

United States

and

ing Association. If membership in the American
Camping Association is a valid criterion of the distribution between the various types of sponsorship, then we may say that approximately two-

thirds of the

camps of the nation are agency sponsored and the others, privately sponsored.
As in the case of the statistical or descriptive
analysis of camping, the very definition of the term
presents certain problems. There are few, if any,

leaders in the nation who will agree on any
one single definition of camping as adequately cov-

camp

ering the subject. However, we note that there are
certain basic elements found in camping regardless
its sponsorship or geographical location. To the
camper, these fundamental elements are fun, adventure, and romance. To the parent they are:

of

vacation for the child; contribution to his growth

and development (physically, mentally, socially,
and emotionally) and a relaxing of parental supervision. And what does camp mean to us as professionals in the field? First, there must be a
group second, the activity must be conducted pri;

;

marily outdoors; third, qualified leadership, guidance or supervision must be present; fourth, the
activity must be conducted strictly for fun without
any compulsion; and fifth, the site should permit

a closeness to nature and,

if

possible, certain as-

pects of simple or primitive living. Assembling
these various prerequisites of camping in their

we are then given a rough idea as
what camping means across the country.

proper order,

itself

The

first area,

so vast

that of administration,

and variable that

the trends presently discernible

Camping
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executive director of the American

had long experience

in field.

to

In analyzing general trends in the field, it might
be well for us to break them down into four major
areas.

is

thousand

at the present time.

that approximately three thousand of
camps are represented in the American Camp-

presently existing.

Association, has

fifteen

know

these

they are not exact and should be treated only as
an estimate or as an approximation of the situation

Gerald P. Burns

three and

four million children having a camping experience
understand
of one sort or another each year.

camps
and

believe in the values of these things,

BURNS

CAMPING

IN

We

people

P.

more time than

this

to

is in

enumerate

would take

all

far

presentation permits. To
first that three three-

mention just a few, we note

RECREATION

For use of camp executives in evaluating
their season and in planning for next year.

week periods

in

agency camps would seem to be

supplanting the former four two- week periods
throughout the country. Research and study have
conclusively proved that the child gains almost
one hundred percent more, if percentage values can
be used, during the third week of a three-week

period than during the first two. This would indicate then that we would do a far better job if we
to provide a lengthening of the season to
a
somewhat
longer period. Secondly, we
permit
note that there is some slight raising of fees

were able

throughout the country. Although some prices
have leveled off, in many areas food costs are up

Whether camp be private or sponsored by
agency is relatively unimportant. Above at
Madison Square Boys Club Clear Pool Camp.

over what they were in 1948. Thus the necessity
for some raising of enrollment fees. And, third,
plain that
ious to attend

it is

more children than ever were anxcamp last summer.

even

It would seem that the greatest
increase in any specific type of sponsorship of
camps is that of church camps. Then, too, there is

vacation

twelve weeks, depending upon the summer
from school. The second trend visible in this area

a continued expansion in all types of camps private, agency and otherwise. School and municipal

program is that winter, spring and fall vacations,
and the weekends within these seasons, are being

camping are types of camp sponsorship which are
growing slowly and steadily.
So much for the general trends in the camp field

In program we note that there is a tendency to
develop a longer summer season, to extend our traditional eight

weeks season

to nine, ten or

of

in keeping with the

utilized for

camping. This

desire of

all

clear thinking professionals in the field

to secure

maximum usage of their facilities

is

through-

The third point, again in program, is
more out-of-camp activity is being scheduled
trips of all sorts, periods in outpost camps and
utilization of primitive living areas away from the

of sponsorship.

at this time.

It

may

be well for us to turn for a

moment

to certain specific or particular trends.
year the program committee of the Ameri-

out the year.

Each

that

can Camping Association submits to

base camps.

its

directors, for approval, certain priorities

board of

and em-

phases which the committee feels exemplify the
best in camping and indicate predictable trends or

The third major area under general trends might
be considered as that of personnel.
note, first,

things to come. Both the committee and the board
of directors are made up of leaders in the field of

that year-round salaries of professionals in the field
are moving up, as must be expected. In addition,

youth work, recreation and camping, from volun-

We

possible that seasonal salaries of camp staff
second
personnel will also have to be increased.
it

is

A

toward having better trained people beavailable. Combining these two trends
more
coming
we might then assume that it is entirely possible
trend

is

that fewer but better personnel will be secured for
camp staff positions this summer than ever before.

People

who have been

versities, in

camping

trained in colleges and uni-

institutes

in on-the-job training in

and

camping

special courses,

situations,

and

in

other ways should be able to do the job more efficiently and effectively than the untrained counselors

whom we

were forced to use during the war

period and immediately thereafter.
The fourth general area under trends
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field. These people pool their
knowledge and experience, make recommendations
that transcend agency boundaries and any few

tary agencies in the

camp

rivalries that continue to exist.

the priorities and emphases that were
were the following:
conservation education through increased activity

Among

accepted for the 1949 season
.

in nature lore,

camp

this

one

crafts,

woodsmanship, out-of-

conservation of natural resources

and the more primitive aspects

of

of that portion of the

promotion
which deals with

spiritual values.

camp program
camp program
The camp, of;

fering a natural cathedral in the outdoors, can do
much to interpret the natural relationship between
spiritual values

is

camp

activities,

and the wonders of nature. A third
no great stress to youth

emphasis that should need

489

leaders with a progressive outlook

democratic group living.

is

the matter of

The camp, with

its

ent form of decentralized administration of

pres-

camp-

er-counselor planning, and with flexibility of program and direction, forms a natural environment
in

which the

A

ideals of

democracy should

fourth area for emphasis

is

flourish.

that of securing a

balanced program with no single activity or inter-

dominating all others. Regardless of how valuable any one single subject may be in the camp
est

curriculum,

it

would be a gross error for the pro-

for Colleges and UniIn 1948, legislation appeared to be the
problem on the camp horizon, and leaders in the

"Camp Leadership Courses
versities."

camping

and again certain outstanding promet in a working conference.

field

gressive legislators

The

results of this

booklet

"The

In 1949, it
rectors of the

workshop are published

in the

Legislative Aspects of Camping."
was the feeling of the Board of Di-

ACA

that the interpretation of camping to the lay people of America is one of the
thorny problems about which the camping move-

to overlook the values that lay in an
equitably balanced program of activities. And a
fifth trend, this one away from the area of program,

ment should be concerned.

toward cooperation. It would seem that this
taking two directions first, infra-agency cooperation and joint planning for camping, where we can

of the leaders in the professional public relations
field in a \vorkshop to be held in
York this fall.

gather with camping colleagues in our own organization
second, inter-agency meetings, where we

is

gram planner

is

that

is

:

It was recently decided,
therefore, again to ask national leaders in education, recreation and camping to meet with certain

New

Among

gain

new

ideas in the

camping

field.

This second

type of meeting flourishes in the sections or local
units of the American Camping Association and in
other professional associations.

We

concern for

many

facets of our

youth programs

:

Recreation

;

can gather with the leaders of other organizations
to pool our knowledge and wisdom, to give and to

the

the chance to re-create, the oppor-

and enjoy life. We have long recognized its presence in camping to a greater degree
perhaps than in any other setting.
Education the gaining of knowledge, the acquisition of skills and training. During the last
decade, incontrovertible evidence has been accumutunity to play

have long heard that there is a certain
strength in unity, that we will all go further faster
if we move forward
together. Certainly these are

lated indicating that education occurs in

the basic tenets of any truly professional group or
association. The American Camping Association

departures and truly great advances in the field of
education, as former President Charles W. Elliott

was founded on the fundamental

of Harvard University put it, "The organized summer camp is the most important step in education

ation

among professional

petition.

A

brief

tain national activities

tion in the last

people

example of

two

belief that cooperis

better than

this is

shown

com-

in cer-

undertaken by the associa-

years.

In 1947, as

we were

emerging from a post-war slump in leadership, the
vital problem facing
many camp directors was to
develop certain principles of leadership and put
them into operation locally and in the colleges of
the nation.

that

America has given the world."

Camping is the wedding of education and recreation. The blending of these two great forces gives
us an area of living, or a way of life, that bids fair
prove one of the most significant and far-reaching influences in the growth and development of

to

children that has been discovered.

Acknowledging

The ACA,
leading camp

therefore, appealed to fifty of the
directors and educators throughout

the country. These leaders sat down together, put
forth the best possible ideas and doctrines representative of a large number of private, agency and
other types of camping, and came up with two publications of outstanding value in the

-"A Camp Director Trains His

camping

Own

field

Staff," designed for in-service or in-camp training; and

camping

within the most favorable learning situations. It
may truthfully be said that of all the progressive

this fact,

cause.

We

we are rightfully

secure

a most worthy
camping
should hold ever before us the full in-

in the realization that

is

tention of keeping our standards high, of working

cooperatively with our colleagues in camping; we
should talk about our work in camping, publicize

what we are doing, and educate the parents of
America to its manifold values. Let us then accept
the challenge and work together toward "more and
better

camping

for all our children."

"Camps, camp grounds, and low cost cabins for the use of schools, traveling
youth groups, recreation organizations and for families are among the most needed
recreational facilities on all types of public areas of greater value to the community."
JULIUS H. SALOMEN

in Conservation.
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Mnke a

collection of

impromptu

and games!

stunts., tricks

GET INTO THE
impromptu

stunts, tricks

and games

are being pulled out of hats these days wherSEEMINGLY
ever a few people gather for a bit of social fun, and

more

the

game of bridge often has to take
Whether one is host or guest, there-

serious

a back seat.

A

player hides in his imagiImaginary I Spy*
nation and answers questions with "yes" or "no"
only.
in this

"Are you in this room?" "Yes." "Are you
end?" "No." "Are you in the light bulb?"

The person who discovered

"Yes."

the hiding

well to be supplied with a few contributions to add to the general gaiety. Those described

place becomes "it" next.
Magic Steps (Never name

below are merely to touch off your own ideas and
to form a basis for your own collection. You

playing it, as people will immediately guess.) This
requires a leader and confederate in the group.

it is

fore,

probably can dig around in your
up with many more.

Card Trick

memory and come

All cards are their face value ex-

not available, make four sets of number cards, each
set a different color, and number them one through
Directions

Leader, beginning with

face

:

first

card,

to start building the entire

upward

deck into stacks of thirteen.
the next card placed over this

If

he turns up eight,
be nine (no mat-

will

before

an object.

returns and the leader says "Is

it

this ?"

pointing

When

he points to the chosen object,
the
confederate answers, "yes."
asking the question,
is where he can
the
confederate
Solution When
to something.

:

see the leader, the leader takes a certain
steps, slightly hesitates,

thirteen.)

it

group

selects

game

room and someone
The confederate

confederate goes out of the

in the

cept the Jack, Queen, King, which are eleven,
twelve and thirteen consecutively. (If cards are

turns

The

this

number

of

and then walks anywhere.

The

confederate has counted these steps taken before the hesitation, and knows the time to say "yes"
is

on that number.

Do This and Add Something*

The

leader, in

what its face value is), the next ten, and so on.
After one stack of thirteen, he makes another.

a circle of not over twenty players, starts some
action. The person to his right does the leader's

make complete
have
a
few cards left
may
his hands), he asks someone to

leader waves hand, next perthe circle. Samples
son nods head, third shakes foot. They are done

ter

After

cards have been dealt to

all

stacks of thirteen (he

which he keeps

in

and turn them face downward.
other cards and places them
picks up

select three stacks

Then he

all

with those in his hand.

He

then

tells

the person to

turn up the top card on two of the stacks, and says
that he will name the third top card.
Total the sum of the two cards turned
add
ten to the sum, deal off that number
upward,
of cards, and then count the number left. If five
Solution

cards are
ace

;

if

:

left, it

will

be the five;

if

one card, the

twelve cards, the queen, and so forth.

The Guessing

Bottle*

Ask

the guessing bot-

a soft drink or milk bottle, a question which
can be answered by pointing to a person then spin
the bottle in the middle of a circle of players. "Who
tle,

action,

and adds one

in sequence,

of his

own. So

it

goes around

one at a time.

Through the Looking Glass*

In

a large

room, stretch a "tight rope" down the center of the
floor.

A player takes a pair of opera or field glasses

and looks through them from the larger end, trying to walk the string or chalk line without stepping off

it.

Poetry Writing An individual or a group
by making up a line of poetry; the next
one adds another, and so on until a quatrain or
starts off

verse
other.

is

completed.

A variation

down one

;

adds to

line,

The next person starts angame players each write
it on to the next
player, who

of the

pass

:

it.

the most intelligent person here ?" "Who is going to be married next ?" "Who is the most beau-

Quizzes These are fun. Make up your own
beforehand on such topics as nature, literature,

tiful?"

music, sports, the Bible, opera, theater, astronomy,

is

Quoted from "The Pleasure Chest," Helen and Larry Eisenberg.

Parthenon Press, Nashville, Tennessee.
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$1.25.

proverbs, and so on. Have your list of answers
ready, and be sure that they are correct.
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at

For the New Year

A

new

recreation center

of Oriental appearance with

powder blue glazed
brick, painted pergolas and painted exterior and
will soon be a part of that hilly and
interior walls
densely -built section in

San Francisco,

California,

which has attracted approximately 16,000 Chinese
Construction on this project will begin
this year, and nearly $300,000 has already been
appropriated for it. The site selected is an aban-

citizens.

doned school area in a neighborhood where there
are few play spaces except for the crowded sidewalks and the streets themselves. However, the

ground and recreation board asking if it could purchase six dozen rejects or seconds. After telling
how the forks were to be used, the manufacturer
not only donated the forks, but included four steak
grills, eleven four-place hamburger grills, fourteen

and sixteen three-place wiener holders.
So now Decatur's lending service includes outdoor cooking utensils as well. Little wonder that
single grills

the citizens of the city have been adopting the slogan if you want something, just call the recreation department

!

3

center will not be restricted to the Chinese population only.

use

Any San
and

Franciscan will be welcome to

parts of the center are in
full use by spectators as well as participants, 500
to 600 people
youngsters and adults can be acits facilities,

if all

commodated. The new recreation project will be
open from early morning until ten at night, under
the supervision of two directors one man and one

woman.

Folk Dance Festival
on

Another National Folk

way for 1950. This, the sixteenth
annual affair, will be held April 12 to 15 in St.
Festival

is

its

Louis, and will be divided into three parts the
first, the festival itself, which will take place twice
a day in the Opera House of Kiel Auditorium,

showing a cross-section of the folk traditions of
the various racial and national groups in the country ; the second, the morning conferences, offering
leaders an opportunity to discuss their problems

Need Anything?

The Playground and RecreBoard of Decatur, Illinois, feels that one of
its most valuable contributions to the community
is its lending service. For years, the department
has not only loaned, but delivered and returned

ation

from specialists in allied
and the third portion, the after-performance
parties which will take place each night so that all
groups can get together and enjoy each other's

and

to obtain information

fields

;

native dances.

Last year, the Civil Affairs Division of the United
Army made a sound film of the festival for

such items as picnic tables, chairs, public address
systems, booths for selling tickets, lights for dra-

States

matics and sports events, strings of lights for sorecord players, bingo sets, movie projectors,

distribution in Japan, Korea, Germany, and other
occupied countries as a demonstration of the Amer-

platforms, costumes of all kinds, and the usual
games which include balls, bats and other equip-

ican democratic

cials,

ment.
Recently, a local school teacher asked for forty
five wiener forks. She was told that the depart-

ment did not have them but would try to obtain
them for her. A local concern was called, the play492

way

of life through the interchange

of folk songs, music, dances and other traditional
expressions regardless of race, color or creed.

For further information concerning the national
write to Miss Sarah Gertrude Knott,

festival,

Room

625, Title Guaranty Building, St. Louis,
Missouri.
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People in Recreation

Army Recreational Service

Chief of

COL.

WILLIAM AUSTIN BISHOP,

t. the Chief of Special

Chief of

Army

Department

Services,

Recreational Service, Office of
Army, has spent more than

of the

twenty-two years in the fields of professional athletics and recreation. A native of
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, he graduated from Franklin and Marshall College,
Lancaster, in 1927, where, as an undergraduate, he was active in athletics, forensics
and music. A year after his graduation, he captured the runner-up title in wrestling
in the 1928 Olympic Games. He holds a master of arts degree in recreation administration

and a Ph. D. degree

in

educational administration from

New York

University.
He served as instructor in social studies, director of athletics and coach of
and was associate
wrestling and football at Wyoming Seminary from 1927 to 1936,
football at the Uniprofessor of education, head coach of wrestling and lightweight
from 1936 to 1942. As a Reservist, he entered upon active
Army duty on March 16, 1942, serving suc-

versity of Pennsylvania

cessively as director, training instructor, and
director of training at the Quartermaster

Later, he
School, Camp Lee, Virginia.
served as director of training and operations at the

Army's School

for Personnel

Services, Lexington, Virginia; for a brief
period was commandant of the Information

and Education School, Naples,

Italy;

and

served as director, Personal Affairs Legal
Assistance, in the Mid-Pacific Theater.
separation from the
March, 1946, Colonel Bishop re-

Following

Army

in

his

turned to his alma mater, Franklin and
Marshall College, as professor of physical

He was
November
i,
Army duty

education and director of athletics.
recalled to active

1948, to take over the post he
chief of the

Army

now

holds as

Recreational Service.

He

wears the Legion of Merit.
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for the

Americ

WILLIAM

LT. COL.

BISHOP

A.

military authorities are promoting
and accelerating on-the-post recreation facilities
and programs for the use and participation of all

If you were to visit Fort Dix, New Jersey, you
would see seventy-six members of the armed forces
participating in an entertainment training project,
taking advanced courses in soldier-show production and music entertainment that will result in a
whole cycle of "show business" projects for the
participation and enjoyment of military personnel
in the areas from which the students come. At
Fort Bragg, North Carolina, you would see a new
5,ooo-capacity athletic stadium where Army sports

soldiers in their off-duty time.

contests are held, in addition to excellent service

"OFF-DUTY RECREATION PROGRAMS

for sol-

diers help build morale, increase the efficiency of troops and aid in the successful accomplishment of the Army's mission, in war and peace."
This recent statement of Major General Thomas

W.

Herren, Chief of Special Services, Department
Army, is a succinct thumbnail of reasons

of the

why American

In molding American
cratic, peaceful

ways

tary forces, the

men

accustomed to demointo effective mili-

of living

Army knows

that

its

task

is

more

than just military training. Problems of individual
and collective welfare remain, and the basic need
for leisure-time recreation persists inside the Army
as well as in civilian life. This basic need is being

met through

Army

Recreational Service as ade-

quately as possible, depending upon available funds.
You will find, to quote Secretary of the Army

Gordon Gray,

that

"no American

tory of this country

either at

Army

home

in the his-

or abroad

has been provided with better recreation facilities
and entertainment than that enjoyed by our troops
today."

You

will find special services officers,

club recreation directors,
directors,

Army

service

librarians, athletic

hobby shop, music, motion picture and

soldier-show

technicians

energetically supplying
professional direction that is resulting
in hundreds of thousands of American soldiers

leadership

continuing the recreation pursuits that they en-

joyed in civilian

life,

learning

and thereby becoming more
uable soldiers.

494

new

recreative skills,

efficient

and more

val-

hobby shops,

clubs,

alleys, tennis courts
hours.

You would

swimming
in use

all

pools,

bowling

during leisure

see soldiers enjoying television in

every company day room at Fort Monmouth, New
Jersey lighted athletic fields at Fort McPherson,
;

Georgia, and other posts an indoor rifle range and
a fourteen-table billiard hall in use at Camp Hood,
;

Texas, in addition to

all

the other varied recrea-

These examples could be multiplied
a thousandfold all a part of "this man's Army"
tion facilities.

in peacetime.

The modern concept

of military leadership takes
of
the
cognizance
dignity and importance of the
individual soldier, and stresses genuine concern
for his welfare.

reation

is

Army morale work

one phase

is

of

which

rec-

therefore calculated to

bring out, encourage and develop the best that
in the individual soldier.

of his

It

is

brings him enjoyment

work and pride in his organization. It helps
him individually as a member of a team

to develop

a team that will be capable of bringing a most
profitable return on our national defense invest-

ment, in terms of peace and security.
The Armv is convinced that a soldier must find

RECREATION

or "recreation!
VISIT THE

Service Club

Idler
Army

recreation directors hold frequent training conferences for improveto plan coordinated events with nearby communities.

ment of programs and

satisfaction in his military environment, in his role

as a soldier off-duty as well as on-duty,

if

he

is to

his potential of military strength and continue to be "the best soldier in the world." It befulfill

lieves that the soldier is

have readily

on the post those leisure-time facilities
he enjoyed in civilian life. It is con-

available

and

entitled to

activities

vinced that these things help to
spirit,

make him bold

in

daring in enterprise, intelligent, resourceful
in carrying out his military duties.

and courageous

The

Office of the Chief of Special Services, un-

der General Herren,

is

provides these benefits.

the
It

Army

agency which

supervises and directs a

far-flung Army recreation, entertainment and welfare program that brings off-duty pleasures to
American soldiers wherever they are stationed in

ways I ) planning and organizing
entertainment
and welfare programs;
recreation,
house
and otherwise enfacilities
to
2) providing

three principal

:

able these

programs to operate; 3) training personnel at the Special Services School, Fort Monmouth, to carry out the program.
Aside from the motion pictures and

and

ests

life.

Car-

American way, this program
the ingenuity and imagination

offers

tastes of individuals in civilian

ried out in the

a challenge to
of the
Special Services personnel who provide its leadership at installations in the United States and over-

In Washington, D. C., our small staff of

seas.

This agency grew out of a report of Raymond D.
Fosdick to Secretary of War Newton D. Baker

trained specialists

forts,

dick, then

technicians for the

on

Training

Camp

Activities,

recom-

mended

that the Army assume responsibility for
on-post, leisure-time programs. These had been
carried on largely by civilian agencies during that
war. An Army Morale Branch, created late in

1918, for the study and survey of morale problems
in the Army, was terminated with World War I

demobilization, but

Services

is

it

laid the basis for the present

The

Office of the Chief of Special
successor to the Morale Division, estab-

development.

lished in July, 1940, by authority of the mobilization regulations of 1939.

In the achievement of

its

mission

to provide a

healthy and interesting off-duty environment for
military personnel
Special Services functions in

JANUARY
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is

work devising
stimulating current ef-

constantly at

new all-Army programs,

after the first

mission

services

tary soldier-participation in planned leisure-time
pursuits that are as varied as the diversified inter-

the United States and overseas.

world war. In this report, Mr. Foschairman of the War Department Com-

PX

provided by the other components of Special Services, Army Recreational Service promotes volun-

procuring equipment, recruiting professional

Here are some
of this

field.

of the continuing special features

world-wide recreation-entertainment prowherever American troops are

in operation

gram

stationed

:

all Army posts form the backbone of the program and run the gamut of recreation activities
game tournaments, jam sessions,
tours, photographic clubs, arts and crafts, holiday

Service Clubs at

and

special events,

supervised by

forums and exhibits. Clubs are

women

directors with a professional

background in recreation. Here a soldier may borrow a music instrument to practice make ceramic
;

jewelry; check out classical records or a small
game play table tennis or billiards participate in
;

;

a quiz

show

;

perform

in a variety skit, or

dance

495

literary-minded soldiers.

Through

efforts of

our

Library Branch, prize-winning entries in this contest will be published in Collier's magazine and the
authors whose entries thus rate will be paid $1,000
each for their efforts. In addition, ten or more of
the best stories will be published in a collected

volume by Rhinehart and Company,

New

with

the authors.

all royalties

apportioned

among

York,

shops, dotting the globe, provide
equipment for a wide variety of in-

Army hobby
facilities

terests.

and
For the

soldier with creative talents, they

afford incentive for development of skills, whether
in photography
the number one hobby in the service

Football has followed the soldier around the globe.

Here a group

is

scrimmaging somewhere

in

Japan.

plastics, leathercraft, carving, painting,

wood-

block printing and so on.-

program is stimulated by interand all-Army photography and crafts coninitiated by our hobby shop section. The

Interest in this

service
tests,

with a young lady from a nearby community, who
has volunteered her leisure time to assist the Army
in its recreation

program.

In the castle in Bavaria, the Xissen hut in Korea,
or in the brick building which faces the Golden

Gate Bridge, the

Army

Service Club

place for the soldier's family

and

is

the meeting

his friends.

Spe-

clubs and events are planned for wives and
children of the men. The neighboring communities
cial

assist the club

and

program through

their local

USO

civilian committees.

In the past year, total attendance in the Army's
330 service clubs in the United States and overseas

was approximately 476,000.00x3. Over 1,100
full-time professional recreation directors are su-

areas

pervising activities in the club program. Special
Services also has recruited over 900 professional

club personnel for overseas employment in the past

recent 1949

Moody,
tional

set,

was flown

regardless of age. Today, thousands of American
soldiers all over the world engage in and watch

programs and exchanged with other areas.
A special feature of this program, stemming from
our Library Branch in Washington, D. C, is a
twenty-five book monthly kit of the latest fiction
and non-fiction selected, in many instances, before
publication and quickly forwarded overseas and to

naments

read the

readers.

An

all-Army short story contest, which ended

November, has stimulated great
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interest

in

among

billfold

for a special presen-

is probably the largest intramural proever
undertaken,
Army Recreational Service,
gram
its
has developed "sports
branch,
through
sports
for all" activities to fit the needs of all soldiers,

sports.

may

handsome purse and

Washington

In what

personnel. In nearly all Army commands, information bulletins are published on successful recre-

simultaneously with the civilian public.
Similarly, paper-bound books and magazines are
sent out in monthly kits to the ever-eager soldier

to

The 1949 Inter-Service Photography Contest culminated last spring in a huge
exhibit of final entries at the Smithsonian Institute,
and was viewed by thousands of interested persons.

ball,

that soldiers

Detachment, Texas NaAustin, Texas, who won

ASU 4405,

tation ceremony.

games

camps so

Instruction

the first prize with a

Periodic training institutes
are held in the United States and overseas for staff

new books

of

Guard,

pleted their contracts.

certain U.S.

Crafts Contest finals brought to

judging and exhibition attracted wide attention
and commendation. Master Sergeant Benjamin P.

two years, and is constantly employing young recreation workers to replace those who have com-

ation

Army

the Pentagon some 200 items, created by American soldiers all over the world, and the resultant

of their choice

whether

its

softball, tennis, golf, track

boxing, basketfield, horse-

and

shoe pitching, swimming, or a variety of other
In several competitive sports, leagues and tourstart at the post level and spiral up
echelons of command, culminating in
the
through
and
inter-service championships. Six of
all-Army

these tournaments

in boxing, basketball, bowling,

in 1949 brought soldier
tennis, golf and baseball
"stars" from the far corners of the earth to tournament cities in the United States. At Fort Myer,
Virginia, 6,000 persons watched the all-Army boxing finals, while hundreds of others were turned

away

disappointed.

Sports plans for 1950 are well underway and
Army boxers around the globe already are training
for the all-Army bouts in the Third

Army

next

RECREATION

the list of
February. Volleyball has been added to
up the total so that every major

events, evening

Army command in the United States will sponsor
one major world-wide Army tournament during
While these sports events offer all military
'50.
"the
personnel the opportunity of participating in
their significance goes
the
for
sake,"
game's
game
deeper than that. For competitive games develop
initiative,

responsible judgment, team spirit, the
and the ability to lead

ability to take direction,

qualities the

Army

needs and seeks to foster.

Soldiers with histrionic ability or with special
technical interests in the theatrical field have wide

the
opportunity to develop their talents through
this
of
Acceleration
soldier-show program.
program was deemed necessary with the discontinuation of

USO-Camp

Shows, through which profes-

was provided
camps and stations

sional entertainment

At most posts,
States and overseas, you

for the

Army.

in the

United

Special Services training school includes a special
ten week hobby crafts course for enlisted personnel.

soldiers fre-

as the finale to the intensive sixty-day course.
In the field of music, in addition to its immedi-

quently using their leisure in planning, rehearsing
and producing variety shows and other dramatic

ate application to the soldier-shows program, increased benefits are available for today's soldier.

will find

performances for their own enjoyment and that of
their buddies. Trained entertainment technicians

young women with technical
variety-show talent

theatrical training

and

help to stimulate these varied

activities.

The entertainment training project conducted at
Fort Dix from September to November, 1949,
under the sponsorship of Army Recreational Service and First Army, has been an interesting experiment in soldier-shows work. It stressed unification in this field as members of the Army, Air
Force and Marine Corps participated

seventy-six

Military personnel, already endowed with
talent and training, were given intensive courses in
in

all.

soldier-show

work and music with

the idea that

Monthly Hit Kits of popular songs are distributed
by Army Recreational Service as well as instruments and orchestrations. A whole new field of
music has been added with the promotion of a new
barbershop quartet program at Army installations
through cooperation on a "partnership" basis with
the Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barbershop Singing in America, Incor-

The aims

are to have at least one quartet
Service
Club; to organize a Post
Army
in
Chorus
addition
to quartets in every
Barbershop
large post to encourage qualified soldiers to seek

porated.
in each

;

membership

in chapters of the

com-

society has

fered to the

approximately 600 chapters
Alaska, Hawaii and Guam

in the United States,
and 30,000 members

music. Supervision and training were provided by
experts in the field.

program.

:

in

posts.

Army
Army its

they would go back to their home posts and create
or accelerate programs of live entertainment and

High qualifications were demanded of personnel
taking the course general classification test scores
of 100 or better, theatrical and/or music training,

SPEBSA

The

munities near

of-

to assist in developing this

The Army Song

Contest, conducted early this
year as one phase of the Army's search for an official song, stimulated the cultural aspect of the
Army recreation program. It resulted in the choice

and experience. Bandsmen nominated for
the course were required to represent a varied instrumentation including brass, reed and percussion

of five prize-winning songs now being sung and
played inside the Army and out to determine if

instruments and ability to lead a section. Length

"official" title.

talent

of remaining service

was important,

too.

Nominees

were required

to have at least one year remaining
in current enlistment or agree to extend enlistment

up to one year thus insuring that
would accrue from the training.
demonstration soldier-show

was

written, staged

JANUARY
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service benefits

An

a musical

elaborate

comedy

and produced by the students

any one "catches on"

sufficiently to

be given the

Hobbies, music, soldier-shows, movies, books and
all have their

magazines, sports, games, parties

part in the planned Army recreation program. Organized tours to places of interest, rest and recreation centers where soldiers may spend furloughs
and enjoy the exhilaration and pleasures of real

vacation spots, are other inducements offered for
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the proper use of a soldier's leisure hours. The activities are so varied, soldiers may entertain themselves or be entertained as they wish.
To some it may not be known that this vast rec-

reation

is

program

THE NATIONAL SECTION
OF WOMEN'S ATHLETICS

financed largely through funds

provided by the self-supporting post exchange and
motion picture services. Actually, eighty-five percent of this world- wide operation is thus financed,
with only fifteen percent of the money coming

of the

American Association for Health,
Physical Education,

and Recreation

from the American taxpayers. In the

final analySpecial Services receives only one
twenty-third of one percent of the moneys appropriated by the Congress for the Army, yet it has
sis,

nnounces tkat

Army

Beginning August

1,

1949 the

official

been able to endow richly the sons and daughters
of America with recreation benefits that may help

publisher for

direct the course of their lives into healthy channels.

Section on Women's Athletics will be the

The peacetime

duties of our

present

Army

won

World

in

Army

are

vital,

and

highly important. Our
is not only safeguarding the victory
War II, but is serving as a bulwark

the morale of our soldiers

is

The Army

for the cause of peace.

young men and women

influence on the
is

of the world

our

in

thus sen-ing to help secure the peace

which we

the publications and

Sport Guides of the National

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
of the

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIAS. Barnes & Co.

TION instead of A.

Recreational

Service of Special Services in providing proper
recreation and entertainment
is not only helping
to keep morale at a high point and exerting moral

Army, but

Official

all

All orders should be addressed to:

National Section on
1201

Sixteenth

Women's

Street,

Washington

Athletics

Northwest

6, D. C.

so earnestly desire.

all

PROMPT SHIPMENTS

of

LARSON
LEATHER
For

EVERYTHING

in

leather

write

Larson Leathercraft Headquarters.
Experienced leather workers will be interested
our prompt delivery and wide variety, comprising the largest complete stock of leather
and leathercraft supplies in America. We

ATHLETIC EQUIPMEN

in

First Choice

offer moderate-priced tooling leathers as well

as top quality calfskins.

For beginners we have ready-cut
free instructions for assembly.

for

projects with
tools and

No

(very Sport!

no experience necessary.
Tools, materials

and

free instructions for making:

GLOVES
LINK BELTS
PYROSTRIP

KEY CASES

MOCCASINS

WOOLSKIN MITTENS and
TOY ANIMALS

100

OTHER POPULAR ITEMS

BILLFOLDS

COIN PURSES

Available
Thru Leading
Athletic Goods

COMB CASES

Distributors
Send for FREE catalog

J. C.
Dept. AR,
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820

S.

LARSON
Tripp Ave.

CO.,

Inc.
Chicago 24,

III.

RECREATION

Suggestion

Recreation

Box

Holiday Recipe

Annual Report

Holidays and special days provide a nucleus
around which good recreation programs, featuring
plays, parties, games, storytelling and other activities can be built. Add some ingenuity and originality to your background research, and your recipe

Recreation departments are realizing, more and
more, how very important a good annual report
can be and how much use can be made of it. We

on one of the following February
sure to provide spicy results

for a celebration

days

is

!

know

all

statistics

For

2

8

Ground Hog Day
Boy Scout Day, part

1 1

Birthday of

12

Abraham

14

19-26
22

27

of Boy Scout Week
Thomas A. Edison

Lincoln's birthday
St. Valentine's Day

National Brotherhood

"Uses for Waste Materials"
issued in 1939 by

and just recently revised suggests many
that
children can make from materials which
things
to make a
otherwise
be discarded.
might
tional,

How

mold faces on kid glove
make a puppet what to do with boxes,

clothespin doll, button

;

and wrapping paper
have been included here, along with suggestions

barrels, baskets, bags, tissue

MP

"Crossing the Board"

making newspapers, catalogues and magazines
mache animals, posters
and booklets. Many odds and ends of materials
such as sawdust, ice cream spoons, toothpicks,
are used in strange and
corks, milk bottle tops
often humorous combinations.
"Uses for Waste Materials," an answer to rainyday and "what-can-we-do-now ?" problems, can be
obtained from the Association for Childhood Edu-

1950

N.W.,

is

a variation

of

the

familiar checker game. One player takes the black
and the other the red checkers. Each sets one man
of the eight spaces across the

board nearest

him, using both the black and red squares. The
object of the game is to get all your men across
the board into the eight "home" spaces of your

opponent.

You may move one

space at a time in

by your own
but you
"take"
advance
man
and
do
not
only
your opyour
ponent's man when you do so..

any

direction to a space unoccupied

or an opponent's man.

You may jump,

Publicity for Recreation

into sleeping mats, papier

JANUARY

mate-

interesting than last year's. This bulletin may be
ordered as
419, and is priced at ten cents.

for

cation International, 1200 Fifteenth Street,
Washington 5, D. C., for fifty cents.

its

guaranteed to help you if you
are writing an annual report for the first time, and
guaranteed to make your new annual report more
this subject,

on each

the Association for Childhood Education Interna-

ringers to

National Recreation Asso-

Different Checkers

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's birthday

first

on

Week

George Washington's birthday

This popular bulletin

this reason, the

ciation has just issued a compilation of
rial

February

that people just will not read figures,

and long explanations.

From

time to time, the National Recreation As-

number of fine bulletins on
its
and
publicity
importance to every recreation
and
leader.
department
Believing as it does that
is
even
more
important than ever,
good publicity
sociation has issued a

the Association has brought

all this

material to-

gether into one mimeographed bulletin.
available as "Publicity for Recreation"
at twenty-five cents. Be sure to order

It is

(MP

now
424)

your copy.
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s quare

D
J_7ancing

is

i

fun

to learn-fun to teach
THIS

NEW BOOKLET SHOWS YOU HOW!

Need some ideas for your recreational program?
This bright

new illustrated booklet will help you/

MOUR students will find loads of fan
in the age-old steps of the

newly
popular Square Dance. They'll
think it an ideal recreation. You'll
find

it's

fun for everybody because

everybody joins

how

in!

To show you

done, here's a bright new
booklet
just full of down-to-earth
it's

instruction

practical

follow pictures.

It's

and

easy-to-

written by Chris

the "Square Dance
King!" You can use it for everyday

Sanderson
recreation

or for special parties.

It is offered by the makers of
Hires because they believe that
Americans of all ages need the sort
of friendliness and sociability that

Square Dancing provides.

CHARLES

E. HIRES Co.

Dept. R, 206

S.

24th Street, Phila.

5,

Pa.

me
copies of your new booklet, "Hires Throws
a Square Dance with Chris Sanderson." I enclose 10 cents in coin
each for handling and mailing charges. Please no stamps!
Please send

School_
Cifv

500

.State

RECREATION

ESTHER

Square dances, of course, formed backbone of

FJJVERYBODY'S DOiN*
i

IT!"

dancing, of course.

Doin' what?

Square

Following the fall-winter-

the high point of the year's activity. Three adult
clubs and one teen-age group take part. The first
is

attempt to stage such a festival was in 1948, when
a variety show was presented. Members of the
dance groups arranged their own numbers for ex-

and wore either

their club

costumes or

street clothes.

The 1949

festival was a pageant of folk dancing
America. Starting with a Maypole dance (first
done in America in 1628), the groups of dancers
traced the development of American dances through
in

the Jazz

Age up

to the present

SHERROD

festival

spring season of club dances, Pontiac, Michigan's
square dance groups join forces for a festival which

hibition,

R.

day square dance

damage

to the foundation garment.

The average

cost of a costume, including wigs and hose, for
even the most elaborate number, was one dollar

and thirty-seven cents so participants were able
to make and pay for their own.
Popular numbers of the program were the Viennese Waltz the Kentucky running set, accompanied only by drum and hand clapping the Oriental Lancers, complete with bustles and tails the
Cakewalk, the Charleston, and an exhibition jitterbug! Performers slipped gleefully into unaccustomed roles. The found it was fun to assume
"first position" a la 1895 and to bow "from the
waist." They appreciated the stately, measured
;

;

;

movements

those crepe paper
of the minuet
breeches wouldn't have withstood the active move-

Attention was given to the influence of
French, German, Polish, Irish, Swedish, Latin
American and Negro rhythms, music and dance

ments of the cowboy

patterns on "American" dancing.
Costumes provided work for weeks ahead of

sketched the shifting social scene of American life.
Typical scenes in color were projected on a screen,
the slides having been made from pictures bor-

revival.

were fun, too. The group doing the
minuet found that miracles can be accomplished

time, but they

with crepe paper. The ladies' ruffled dresses and
the men's short breeches and swallowtail coats were

made
more

of it. Incidentally, crepe paper sews even
easily than cloth, and it allows many short-

Foundations are necessary, but these were
made from discarded materials and garments. Sin-

cuts.

gle-breasted coats were the base on which the
colonial gentlemen's coats were sewn, with no

quadrille,

and hoop

skirts de-

manded

A

caution in sitting, walking and bowing.
running commentary, read by a narrator,

rowed from the Detroit library. A vocalist added
and "folksiness" by singing snatches of
"Home, Sweet Home," "Oh, Susanna," "On Top
of Old Smoky," and other folk tunes at appropri-

color

ate spots in the script.
One of the purposes of the festival

in addition

to bringing to a climax the year's activity and giving the clubs an opportunity to perform for the
is to interest more people in square dancConsequently, after the show, the public was
invited to "do-si-do" and "promenade" with the

public
ing.

Mrs. Sherrod
tiac,

is

supervisor of special activities, Pon-

Michigan, Department of Parks and Recreation.
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costumed club members.
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BASKETBALL BACKSTOP
(REG. U.

In five

and

minutes

rolled

it

away

S. PAT. OFF.)

has the rigidity of a stabut it can be
tionary backstop
whisked out of sight or set up again
in a jiffy ... It is secured to the floor
by four easy-turning hand-wheels that
screw into flush floor-plates, so no obstructions remain when the "Rollaway"
is stored under the stage or in the

can be folded

In use,

to clear the

it

.

stage or the gymnasium floor
for other activities . . .

equipment

closet

.

.

.

.

.

Simply withdraw

four lock-pins and the "Rollaway" collapses, and rolls away on 5-inch casters
Yes, these are some of the
reasons why Architects, School" Boards
and Coaches unanimously agree the
.

.

.

Porter "Rollaway" is in a class by itFurther, the Rollaway complies

self

.

with

.

.

all official

bank braced out
cal

support

.

.

.

requirements, has the
5-feet from the vertiand is supplied with

either fan-shaped or rectangular bank
Write for attractive price and if
for stage use give the distance from
.

.

.

stage to playing court.

When

folded for storage the Porter "Rollaway" it
only 38-inches high (not including the goal). It can
be stored under the stage.

Auditoriums can now be free
of visible basketball backstops,
thanks to the Porter "Rollaway".

Removable
theless
rigid as

the

in

5-minutes, none-

"Rollaway"

PORTER CAN SUPPLY YOUR EVERY BACKSTOP OR

THE

J.

E.

is

as

a stationary backstop.

GYM EQUIPMENT

NEED

PORTER

MANUFACTURERS

OF

PLAYGROUND. GYMNASIUM AND

Exclusive MAKERS OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS

CORPORATION
OTTAWA, ILLINOIS

SWIMMING

POOL

JUNGLEGYM
Reg. U. S. Pa.. Off.
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EQUIPMENT

M

STRUCTURE

RECREATION

In the Field

.

.

.

WILLARD

IN THE

New York

office of

H.

the National

FOLKS

Recreation Association seldom have the op-

portunity of seeing Bill Shumard around the place,
for he is the Northwest District Representative for
the Association and, as such, sticks pretty close
to the

way

many

projects that he has helped get underThey'll tell you out there that

in that area.

good man, and mean it.
Bill is a young and energetic Midwesterner who
genuinely enjoys people, and registers that fact instantly. His hearty laugh has a way of penetrating
every nook and corner, for he loves a good joke
and does a lot of kidding.
he's a

He's been interested in recreation ever since he
can remember, and everything he has done in life
has led him inevitably toward the sort of work in
which he is now engaged. He received his B.A.
degree from Peru State Teachers College, Peru,
Nebraska, for a physical education and coaching
major, and for a strong minor in speech and drama.
This last subject always has been one of his favorites.

All through his student days he

in extra-curricular activities

swimming,

athletics

and was

was

active

debating, dramatics,
chairman of the stu-

dent recreation committee.
Directly out of college he coached athletics at
Giltner High School, Giltner, Nebraska, and his
basketball team won the league championship for

two years running.

While there he

also taught

physical education, speech, and dramatics. His next
four school years were spent teaching speech, dra-

and journalism at Bent County High School,
Las Animas, Colorado. On the outside he kept busy
officiating sports, and organized a community little
theater which took over the Presbyterian parish

matics,

house for the presentation of plays.

JANUARY
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SHUMARD

He

continued recreation work in the summers,,

and taught a great deal of swimming, at one time
managing the large natatorium of Lakeside, in
Denver.

Before the war, his

last

four

summers

were spent in getting his M.A. degree in speech
and drama at Colorado State College of Education,,
and in acting and working as stage manager in

The Little Theatre of the Rockies in Greeley, Colorado. Just before he went into military service he
was head of the speech and drama departments in
schools, Canon City, Colorado, and
instructor
of speech at St. Scholastic
also part-time
Academy there.

the

Canon City

Everything Bill has done has been accomplished
with an enthusiasm and vigor which makes its success assured from the beginning. He has a flair for
the organization of social activities, a

way of getting along with people, a sincerity of purpose,,
which helps get things done.
It was natural, then, that when he joined up he
became a Welfare and Recreation Officer in Uncle
Sam's Navy. It was while he was assigned as Welfare and Recreation Officer to the Naval Receiving
Station, Casco Bay, Portland, Maine, that the National Recreation Association heard about him and
decided to watch this promising young man. At
Casco Bay there are a group of small islands on
which were established a series of recreation installations and a recreation staff of about sixty
men. The fleet came in to these islands, instead of
to the mainland, and there was a big recreation job'
to be done. Bill helped do it
in a big way. He
was with the Navy for four years.
In the meantime, the National Recreation Association was facing the problem of dividing the
large area in the Pacific Northwest into two areas,

503-

and

of getting a second district representative to
take on the recreation work in that territory. Bill

from service four
Shumard, upon
was
asked
come
New York for an
to
to
years ago,
his discharge

comments Bill, "I was
Mr.
Braucher, Mr. Reed and
greatly impressed!
Mr. Sutherland fired questions at me for two and
a half days. Believe me, it was thorough. They
worked on me in batteries, individually and collectively, and even had me bring in Dottie, my wife,
so that they could chat with her. They wanted to
Tcnow my philosophy of life, my attitudes and views
on everything."
Apparently he came through with flying colors,
for he was offered the job before he left and, after

"What an

interview,"

;

reached the west coast, he wired his acceptance.

He

went

Tacoma,

to

three

for

Washington,

months' orientation with the public recreation department, and then traveled through the area with
<jeorge

Braden for a while.

He worked

with

his headquarters for a year,

and then

returned to Tacoma. where he and Mrs.

Shumard

Spokane as

now have

their

home.

A

attractive

has a busy time of it,
and is constantly on the move, but the work is
far reaching, and Bill is thrilled with its scope and
district representative

Among

challenge.

other things,

district representative to help

recreation

program

new

bring

it is

the job of the

information,

new methods,

recreation, fund raising,

terest

in

grams

to help in the selecting

one up to
;

suggestions

special

and guidance

pro-

of per-

sonnel.

A

district representative

whom

recreation

and personal

is

visits.

all facilities

community
form a department which will

guides communities to

new, through correspondence

He

helps set

up a recreation

and existing

for raising
offer

He

for people of all ages.

gram

money

to

a balanced prohelps find a di-

and

assists the director in getting things
properly underway. Bill Shumard, with his ability
to organize and to get along with people, fitted into
this

community

An

picture very well indeed.

Association district representative holds a
conference every year so that municipal

district

and other public recreation administrators can exchange information and experience on the practical day-to-day problems they face. He makes
available to the delegates and to the cities he visits
the total services of the Association

;

schedules spe-

on the Association's national
lead panel discussions, and so on.

cialists

staff to talk,

approached his responsibilities with humiland
an eagerness to learn. He states "A young
ity
and new district representative like myself owes
Bill

:

much

of the success he may achieve to the way in
which he is received and helped by public administrators and executives in the field. They always

One

is

all

possible assistance.

constantly grateful and never stops learn-

ing."

One

he finds most satisfying
may go into a community

of the things that

about his job

where there

that he

is
is

no

interest in recreation,

drop as

many seeds as he can, leave thinking they won't
develop for years, and yet get a call six months
later

there

communities with no

to get started, to set

to established recreation departments; to speak to
local groups, to personnel ; to help arouse local in-

;

advantage of

lean over backwards to offer

Dorothy Shumard at
Peru State Teachers College and she has been extremely helpful and sympathetic with his work.
She travels with him as his secretary, assisting him
"with his correspondence and reports.
had met

Bill

to take

resources of the

rector

interview.

Tie

them

asking him to come back. In a couple of years
may be an active department.

"Especially
Bill,

"growth

is

one

thrilled

with growth," says

of understanding of the recreation

of what can be done, needs to be done
what individuals themselves can do to make their

movement
of

own

;

;

lives richer."

was born on a farm and always has loved
the out-of-doors. He enjoys outdoor cooking and
camping, and carries camping equipment in the
car just to have it handy. For the last two years
he and Mrs. Shumard have gone to Olympic National Park on their vacations and "back-packed
Bill

council with representatives of various local organizations, and guides them in forming a smaller,

up

more streamlined group which might be a commission, board or recreation committee. He works

in evidence on the floor at the dancing sessions
during national recreation congresses. Bill's other

with

leisure-time interests are fishing, the theatre, of
course though he hasn't much time to devote to

city, officials

be aware

of,

and

so that the city government will
interested in, the need and local

desire for a recreation department. He helps in
setting up city ordinances, recreation budgets,

money raising; sits in on meetings, and
attempts to get various local authorities, schools
and other agencies, interested in the project helps

plans for

;

.504

into the hills."

They both

love to dance, too,

dramatics these days

and

and are very much

his

automobile.

He

loves to drive, to tinker with the car, and he really

knows what makes it tick.
The recreation interests

of his district, his wife

and himself seem to be in hand.

Good

luck, Bill

!

RECREATION

ifjr. Kecreation ^Director:
Are you

satisfied that

getting the

is

dollar?

your community
most out of its recreation

If not,

why

not consider

Municipal Recreation Administration
This

practical

course

correspondence

is

especially designed for recreation administrators and leaders who are responsible for the

planning and direction of municipal recreation
programs.
Available through either individual or group
enrollments, this course includes a 516-page
textbook, individualized lesson instruction, and
certificate upon satisfactory completion. Entire
cost $35.

DIAMOND

(Approved under G.

For

Carefully balanced. Drop-forged of special steel,
heat-treated to prevent chipping or breaking. Deadfalling qualities unexcelled.

how

it's

details write

Conducted since 1934 by

DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE COMPANY

Here's

Bill)

THE INSTITUTE FOR TRAINING
IN MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION

Stocked by leading distributors everywhere.
Write for catalog of Diamond Pitching
Horseshoes and complete accessories.

4616 GRAND AVENUE

I.

THE INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION
1313 East 60th Street
Chicago 37

DULUTH, MINN.

done

SUCCESSFULLY
WHEN
est

IT

COMES

to organized

camping

whether your inter-

camp owner, comrnitteeman, director, or
takes Knowledge with a capital "K" to be fully

that of a

is

member
cessful in

it

modern camp

operation.

That's

why

staff

suc-

thousands of the

most progressive, most successful camp operators join the
American Camping Association, read its official publication
best,

every month from cover to cover to keep
themselves up-to-date, on authoritative information on the best

CAMPING MAGAZINE
in camping.

You

too can keep up-to-date on camping by starting your sub-

scription to

U.

CAMPING MAGAZINE

right

NOW!

$3.00 per year in

$3.25 in Canada, for eight fine issues published monthly,
November through June. Let CAMPING MAGAZINE help you all
S.,

through busy 1950. Use the handy coupon below.
If

payment accompanies

order,

saving

us

time

and bookkeeping, we'll
send you FREE a copy
of the latest annual
"Books of Camping"
sue.

JANUARY

1950

lasts.

705 PARK AVENUE, PLAINFIELD, N.
Please enter
at

my

subscription to

J.

CAMPING MAGAZINE

$3.00 per year.

Name
Street

and

No

is-

Act now while our

supply

CAMPING MAGAZINE

City
Payment herewith,
send free Book Issue

Zone

State
will be sent
on receipt of invoice

Payment
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Books Received

Magazines and Pamphlets
Design Technics.

Design Publishing Company, Co-

Cinderella Puppet Show.

York.

lumbus, Ohio.
Parents' Magazine, November 1949
Why Play Is Important, James L. Hymes, Jr.
Television and Your Child, Henrietta Battle.
Selective Bibliography on the Welfare of Older People.

Welfare Council of

23 Street,

Growing Up
search

New York

Ellis

Socially,
4,

City, 44 East

$1.00.

Weitzman.

Incorporated,

Associates,

Avenue, Chicago

New York

10.

Science Re-

228

S.

Wabash

Illinois.

New

sity,

York.

$.60.

Pacific Crest Trailway, Clinton C. Clarke. The Pacific Crest Trail System Conference, Pasadena,
California.

$2.25.

Parks and Recreation, October 1949
New Recreation Areas Along the Charles River
Basin.

Music in the Parks, Paul V. Brown.
Maintenance Mart.

The Survey, October

1949
Neighborliness at the UN, Roger William Riis.

Journal

of

Education,

Physical

September-October

1949

Square Dancing An Ideal.
Recreation Activity, Laurence B. Cairns.

Beach and Pool, October 1949
Algae Control, F. R. McCrumb.
The Pool's Safety Program, John B. Dunne.
Junior League Magazine, October 1949
Talent Unlimited, Mary Brinkerhoff.
Indian Pageant, Jan Cheairs.
Focus on the Festival, Helen H. Thenebe.

American

City,

Planning Procedure and StandSchool of Architecture, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada. $1.00.
Educators Guide to Free Slidefilms 1949. Educators
Progress Service, Randolph, Wisconsin. $3.00.
Manual of Lifesaving and Water Safety Instruction,
Charles E. Silvia. Association Press, New York.

Community Centres
ards.

$4.50.

Miniature Course Planning, Construction and Maintenance. National Golf Foundation, Chicago 5,
Illinois.

Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Univer-

Getting Along in the Family, Jane Mayer.

October 1949

Needed: More Municipal Golf Courses, Robert
Bruce Harris.
Playgrounds at New York Housing Projects.
Is It Legal to Pay Convention Expenses of Public
Officials? James A. Tobey.
Scholastic Coach, October 1949
School Your Officials, Irwin Klein.
Standard Layout for Football Lighting.
Journal of American Association for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation, October 1949
Problems Involving Legal Liability in Schools,
Donald P. Guenther.
The Case for Co-recreation, Hollis F. Fait.

REMINDER

New

Simon and Schuster,

$1.00.

Planning

Brown.
nois.
Plant in

$1.00.

Your Home Workshop,

Sam

edited by
Popular Mechanics Press, Chicago,

Illi-

$2.50.

My Window, The, Ross Parmenter. Thomas
Y. Crowell Company, New York. $2.50.
Popular Mechanics Christmas Handbook; Popular
Mechanics Money-Making Hobbies. Popular Mechanics Press, Chicago, Illinois. $2.00 each.
Right Dog for Joe, The, Irmengarde Eberle. Dodd,
Mead and Company, New York. $2.50.
Columbia University
Social Welfare Forum, The.
Press, New York.
Sports Officiating, edited by Elmer D. Mitchell. A. S.
Barnes and Company, New York. $4.00.
Square Knot Handicraft Guide, Raoul Graumont and
Elmer Wenstrom. Cornell Maritime Press, Cambridge, Maryland, $3.50.
Teaching Beginners to Swim, compiled by Beach and
Pool. Hoffman-Harris, New York. $2.50.
Youth Key to America's Future, M. M. Chambers
and Elaine Exton. American Council on Education, Washington, D. C. $2.00.

CUSTOM

BUILT

PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT

EKDAHL TRAVEL CLIMB

CHAMPION RECREATION EQUIPMENT
George Ekdahl and Associates
P.

HIGHLAND PARK,

O. 474

ILL.

The "Big Jump" in
Recreation Appeal
Learn About

TRAMPOLINING
is

built

Intense Participant-Spectator Interest

by

.

.

.

Founded by NISSEN, Creator and Pio-

*

neer of

America's First Standard

TRAMPOLINE*
Write for FREE LITERATURE
for catalog, address:

Dept. R,

W.

J.

VOIT RUBBER CORP.

1600 E. 25th St.
Los Angeles 11, Calif.
*Rfg. U.
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S. Pat. Off.

*Reg. U.

S.

Pat. Office

NISSEN TRAMPOLIN
20O A AVENUE

NW

E

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

RECREATION

New
Covering the
Leisure

Community Sports and

Time

Field

them, basketball, football, baseball, fencing, arch-

Athletics

ery, bowling, golf, rifle shooting, bait

fly cast-

ing including skish, curling, lacrosse, ice hockey,
skiing, boxing, wrestling, tennis, and so on.

WRITING the National Recreation Association
regarding this new book which was edited for

Excellent bibliographies are included and the nice
part about it is to find all of these sports between
the covers of one book. In addition, the authors

and Company,

New

S.

York. $4.00.

TN
*

and

Barnes

A.

National Recreation Association.

the association by George D. Butler
Harry Hainsin
who is
of
recreation
director
Buffalo,
worth,

familiar in the sports and recreation field, says
"Air. Butler's book on Community Sports and
:

Athletics

is

cations of

one of the most comprehensive publikind which I have ever been privi-

conveniently organize each

petitive sports.

The

information

is

involve actual techniques.

by the newcomer

to the field, yet pre-

senting a clear picture of up-to-date thinking for
the well-initiated. Recreation directors throughout

welcome

add
to
efficient
and
greatly
competitive sports programs
should be in the library of any one who is interthe land should

this book.

Play with Plants

presented in

such a manner as to simplify the application of

It will

ested in the field of recreation."

Sports Officiating
Edited by Elmer D. Mitchell. A. S. Barnes and
Company, New York. $4.00.

nPms

Millicent E. Selsam.

pany,

aquariums and flower pots. For indo
stance,
you know what can be done with radish
seeds? Colored ink and a carrot? Canary seed?
Parsnips or a sweet potato ? Graphic drawings on
practically every page add to the explanations.
This is guaranteed to launch either children or
adults on a plant-growing project that can be exjars, dishes,

citing as well as fun.

The Keene Party Book

tion leaders
ating, or

has been gathered together from the varied experiences of five individuals, discusses the administration,

judging and refereeing of forty sports

JANUARY
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among

William Morrow and Com$2.00.

is not about gardening, but
about experiments one can make indoors with

BOOK, brought out last October, by this
on the reference shelf of recrea-

who are called upon to do sports officiwho have anything to do with the adminof athletic contests. The material, which

New York.

His LITTLE ROOK

-- time should be

istration

duties under

its

leged to read. Among the impressions gathered is
the skillful approach to the various phases of com-

principles

official's

the headings, Before the Game, During the Game,
After the Game, presenting only those rules which

Frances W. Keene. Farrar, Straus and Company,
New York. $2.50.

T> ECREATION
-**- this

book

LEADERS might well make a note of
recommend to anxious mothers

to

507

ask for advice and suggestions for putting on
a children's party. Mrs. Keene, having raised four
children and being an imaginative person, has
worked out ideas to make such parties as exciting

who

and

full of

fun as possible. These are not elaborate

or time-consuming in preparation, and are the result of her own practical experience.

Material

is

presented for large groups, as well as

explicit directions are given for making attractive, inexpensive invitations, table and
room decorations, party hats and other favors.

small ones

;

No

experience or training

is

needed. Valentine decora-

such simple
materials as red cardboard, red and white crepe
paper, paper doilies and an old hat box. The sug-

and

tions

hats, for instance, require

by

colleges,

many

206 so

excellent

far, as

a textbook.

comments about

cal Education, University of Pittsburgh

"The

edition

breadth and

is

remarkable for

summary

of

existing services. He
also points out current gaps in services and suggests ways of filling them. The chapter on recrearural, social

towns and villages as
well as the open country. Also included in the book
is a list of governmental and voluntary agencies
serving the rural field, and a selected bibliography.

tion covers briefly both small

Homeroom and Club

its

The author has

detail.

balance of

skillfully se-

most pertinent materials for obtaining
a comprehensive picture of community recreation.
The treatment is clearly stated and brings together
lected the

all

the present developments."

Professor Jay B. Nash, chairman, Department of
Physical Education, Health and Recreation, New

York University
"Introduction

Community Recreation

to

by

in the publica-

The book

is

well

tion."

Benson Y. Landis. Columbia University- Press.
Xew York. $3.00.

Guiding

the

documented and extensive in its coverage. It has
no peer today in the field of community recrea-

Rural Welfare Services

a useful

Among
:

Professor D. B. Van Dal en, Department o\ Physi-

tions dealing with recreation.

LAXDIS has prepared
needs and

are

George D. Butler stands foremost

gestions are clarified by sketches.

R.

it

Professor F. J. \Ioench, Director of Training.
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, State
Teachers College, Cortland, New York

"We consider

this

book a most valuable one and

as a text in our introductory and advanced
courses in community recreation. Inasmuch as we

use

it

train

want

undergraduate majors in recreation, and
them as well prepared for the broad

to have

community program as

possible,
pleased that such a comprehensive
book is available for our use."

we

are

very

and authentic

Activities
Officers

Ruth Fedder. McGraw-Hill Book Company.

Xew

York. $4.50

and Directors of the

National Recreation Association
OFFICERS

YV7R1TTEX FOR CLASSROOM
**

Homeroom and Club

teachers,
Activities

Guiding
describes

group work procedure and applies its principles to group leadership in extracurricular activities. It draws freely on club and

and analyzes

social

ROBERT GARRETT, Chairman of the Board of Directors
REV. PAUL MOORE, JR., First Vice-President
MRS. OGDEN L. MILLS, Second Vice-President
SUSAX M. LEE, Third Vice-President and Secretary of the Board
ADRIAX M. MASSIE, Treasurer
GUSTAVUS T. KIRBY, Treasurer Emeritus

DIRECTORS

homeroom

experiences to cover the leader's role in
the evaluation of what group work means to the

adolescent boy and girl. The book should prove
helpful to all leaders of adolescent groups.

F.
F.

W. H. ADAMS, New

HARRY

A

Text that "Has

No Peer"

The National Recreation Association announces
February, 7,200 copies of the new

that, since last

edition of Introduction to

have been
508

sold.

The book

Community Recreation

York, X. Y.

GREGG BEMIS, Boston, Mass.
C. BENCH, Englewocd, N. J.
MRS. ROBERT WOODS BLISS, Washington, D. C.
MRS. ARTHUR G. CUMMER, Jacksonville, Fla.
WILLIAM H. DAVIS, Xew York, X. Y.

EDWARD

P. DAVISON,

Xew

York. X. Y.

ROBERT GARRETT, Baltimore, Md.
ROBERT GRANT, 3rd, Jericho, L. I., N. Y.
AUSTIN E. GRIFFITHS, Seattle, Wash.
MRS. XORMAN HARROWER, Fitchburg, Mass.
MRS. CHARLES V. HICKOX, Michigan City, Ind.
MRS. JOHN D. JAMESON, Bellport, L. I., N. Y.
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GRANT TITSWORTH, Xoroton, Conn.
C. WALSH, Xew York, X. Y.
FREDERICK M. WARBURG, Xew York, X. Y.
T.

is

being widely adopted
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Recreation Training Institutes
January, February and March

HELEN DAUNCEY
Social Recreation

Hayneville,

Alabama

January 2-6

Miss Hulda Coleman, Superintendent of Schools,
Lowndes County.

Selma, Alabama

Miss Dorothy Hixson,

January 9-13

Dallas County.

Alabama

Home

Demonstration Agent,

January 16-20

K. Clark, Superintendent of Schools,
Mobile County.

Fort Payne, Alabama
January 23-27

DeKalb County.

Mobile,

Alabama

J.

Harold Hayes, Superintendent of Schools,

January 30-February 3

Dr. Harvey D. Nelson, Superintendent
Schools, Huntsville County.

Pacific Southwest

Schedule being developed.

Huntsville,

of City

February 13-March 24

ANNE LIVINGSTON
Social Recreation

Daytona Beach, Florida
January 9-20

George F. Robinson, Superintendent of Recreation.

North Carolina
January 23-27

Dr. Harold Meyer, Post Office
Chapel Hill, North Carolina.

Winston- Salem, North Carolina
January 30-February 3

Loyd

Joplin, Missouri

February 7-10

Rev. Edwin G. Michael, South Joplin Christian
Church, 19th and Pearl Streets.

Topeka, Kansas
February 13-17

Miss Louise A. Scott, Executive Director, Topeka Girl
Scout Council, 213 Stormont Building.

Portland,

Oregon

February 27-March 3
Seattle,

Washington

B.

Box

1139,

Hathaway, Superintendent of Recreation.

Miss Dorothea Lensch, Director of Recreation,

Room
David

115, City Hall.

J.

Dubois, Superintendent of Parks and Recre-

March 6-17

ation,

Yakima, Washington

Ed. Putnam, Metropolitan Park District.

608-A County City Building.

March 20-24

FRANK STAPLES
Arts and Crafts

Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania
January 23-February 3

Miss Ruth E. Swezey, Executive Director, Playground
and Recreation Association of Wyoming Valley.

Newport News, Virginia
February 6-17

C. C. Nixon, Director of Recreation, Department of
Public Welfare.

North Carolina
February 20- March 3

Ralph J. Andrews, Director, Parks and Recreation
Department.

Raleigh,

Your wife's eyes: What will you
read in hers when she asks whether
you can afford that modest cottage
that's for sale?

Your boy's eyes: What will you
see in his eyes the day he asks
whether you can afford to send
him to college?

Your

own

it's

eyes:

What

will

tell

easier?

There's no better time than right now
to sit back and think what you will see
in your family's eyes a few years from now.

Whether they glow with happiness or
turn aside with disappointment depends,
to a very large extent, upon what you
do now.
So plan now for that home you plan to
set aside money now
buy eventually

Savings Bonds, so that you will have the
money for the important things you and
your family want.

Insure your future by signing up on
the Payroll Savings Plan where you work,
or the Bond-A-Month Plan where you
have a checking account.

now

Chances are you won't miss the money
now, but you certainly will a few short
years from now if you haven't got it!!

Decide now to put part of your salary
week after week, year after year in U. S.

P. S. Remember, too, that every $3 you
invest now in U. S. Savings Bonds returns
$4 to you in just ten short years.

.

.

.

for his college education
for the day you can retire.

Stowv

.

.

.

ok

plan

SUM ttowA

the

you about them when
time to retire, and take things

mirror

(J.$f(\liilG

E0fJp$

Contributed by this magazine in co-operation with the Magazine
Publishers of America as a public service.
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tke

Stillness

thereof

ufTlHE

EARTH

IS

the Lord's and the fullness thereof."

Strong, joyous, lighthearted daily living belongs to those who believe in a living God. Abundant living belongs to all men, but there is something the matter with men and
women who follow the living God and who do not have good fun every day
_I_

even

there be clouds

if

and rain and thunder on the right and thunder on the

left.

These days of heavy international clouds are days of
who believe in a living God.

of special testing for those
It is true that America
well as those
see

God

who

undefeated,

defeated, even

if

is

the

do, but there

who

see

is

home

of

many who do

testing.

not believe in God, as

a special charge on those

man

undefeated even

if

They are days

who do

believe,

thousands of

men

who
are

whole centuries are defeated.

Those who do believe

in a living universe,

God
man who in the
a living

long run is undefeated
an eternal quality in the best of life itself know that honor must be kept
that a spirit of good cheer and good fun must be kept
that just going on breathing is not at all essential.
It is hard to see how those who do believe in a living God, those

who do

have faith that the world can progressively be made God's world, can keep

from giving

their full strength to

making

daily

life

for

all

abundant and per-

manently satisfying.
songs, the dancing, the music, the sports, the good cheer belong to a
living God and to all his children.
Those who see no living God also have reason to support richness of living

The

here and now, in the daily present, for they, too, whether they know it or not,
are so built that they can know fullness of joy only in a joyous world.

Howard Braucher's
editorials

will

be

used through VolForty-three.
This one has never

ume

before appeared

in

True, this

a serious world with serious problems, but real joy and really

and for making the world about them joyous have the capacity for most of
depth and seriousness? It is not our Abraham Lincolns and our Will Rogers'

who

print.

is

in no way lessen seriousness and depth.
satisfying activity with one's fellows
In fact, is it not true that those who have the greatest capacity for joyous living

live

shallow

lives.

HOWARD BRAUCHER.
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Certain Basic Assumptions

5.

Morality involves,

freedom of

WORK

UNDERLYING THE

other things, purpose,

Thus

leisure.

leisure affords tremen-

dous character opportunity. The good

powers.

Increased

controls,

and leads

6. Participation,
is

life is

char-

and growing interests and satisby
Freedom, too, is associated with growing
rich

acterized
factions.

OF THE

among

These are characteristic of the

choice, planning.

skill

new powers, new

brings

to greater freedom.

rather than vicarious experience,

important in the realization of these values.

Participation in group activities trains in citizenship. The development of enjoyed play and
7.

NATIONAL RECREATION

recreational opportunities

and

tribute to the development of
8.

can con-

activities

community

loyalty.

Appreciations are closely associated with particiThose who are skilled in activities are more

pation.

ASSOCIATION

appreciate real values,

to

likely

standards,

skills

and beauty.
Leadership is of primary importance. The leader
must understand people, their desires, needs, and
He must himself possess skills or
possibilities.

9.

know how
1.

Life grows

by

action.

It is

through expression,

through wholehearted investment of their energies
and talents that people become and continue to be
buoyantly alive. The law of
be saved by expenditure.
2.

life

is

that

it

shall

Since workers are less and less finding an outlet

in industry for the adventurous

and creative

spirit,

they must increasingly learn to find that outlet in
leisure time.
3. Particularly in

our complex and changing age.

to secure the services of leaders repre-

senting a great variety of skills for teaching, guiding, directing. He also must be an individual of

well-rounded personality and upright character,
with power to influence character and personality
in both children and adults.
10.

A

community program

cial,

mand

different individuals.

energy.

musical, dramatic, nature, and so forth

11. Local

that activity which is interesting and
satisfying in itself. It is under the motivation of
play impulses that the highest creative skills are

4.

Play

is

These

government, the collective agency of the

aspects of life home
dustrial activities.

^yperience to

510

life

life,

civic enterprise

and

in-

of

is

be developed democratic opportunity for

play

in-

responsible for fostering and administering such a rich program of leisure-time opportunity.
With the expenses borne by the taxpayer, there can

people,

skills not only have a value in the
but they carry over into what we customarily consider the more serious and difficult

born.

must

use of leisure, and a wide variety of opportunities
to serve the multitudinous interests
physical, so-

mental health and integration of personality departicipation and a pouring out of creative

for recreation

clude the discovery of potential interests, talents
and skills, training and education in the creative

ticipate

in

activities.

loyalty

all to

par-

a variety of desirable and rewarding
Such democratic provision of enriching
all

of

its

citizens will help to develop

toward the democratic community.
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JOSEPH

NEW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

WE GO

AS

the

to press,

we

are happy to announce

appointment of Joseph Prendergast,

York lawyer and

official of

the State Charities

New
Aid

New

York, as executive director of
the National Recreation Association. Mr. Prender-

Association of

gast will shortly take over his new post, a leading
position in the national recreation movement. He

assumes the executive responsibilities formerly held
by the late Howard Braucher.

A

former assistant to the United States Attorney

General and, before

that, associated

York law firm

Sullivan

of

Prendergast entered social
his discharge

with the

New

and Cromwell, Mr.
work in 1946, following

from the Army as Major. He studied

Columbia University's New York School of Social
Work where he majored in community organization,
receiving a Master of Science degree in 1947. Mr.
Prendergast has been with the State Charities Aid

at

since then

first

as assistant

and

later as executive

Welfare Legislation Information
Bureau. During the same period he has been a
member of the faculty of Columbia University where
secretary

of

its

he gave a course in social legislation.
As executive director of the National Recreation
Association, Mr. Prendergast will head an organization which, for more than forty years, has played a
leading role in the development of community and

municipal recreation. The Association, through its
headquarters and field staffs, each year serves several

thousand communities throughout the country,

government

units as well as

many

individuals, indus-

Inner Temple qualified for admission as barristerat-law.

Associated
later

first

with the legal firm of Osborn, Fleming and

Whittlesey, also of New York, Mr. Prendergast was
with the United States Department of Justice during

the years between 1934 and 1942. He filled a variety of posts in the department, as assistant to United
States Attorney in the Southern District of New
York, as special assistant to the Attorney General,
as assistant to Mr. Justice Stanley Reed, chairman
at the time of the President's Committee on Civil

Service Improvement, and as assistant chief of the
special War Policies Unit of the War Division,

churches and other groups interested in
recreation. The Association is supported by volun-

Department of

tary contributions.

with the 12th

trial firms,

Mr. Prendergast, a native of Chicago, attended
the Evanston, Illinois, public high school, Phillips

Exeter

Academy and graduated from Princeton Uni-

versity, class of 1927.

star halfback

While

at

Princeton he was

and the only student

in

its

have been elected president of his class
his four

He studied law at
and as a member of the

undergraduate years.

Balliol College, Oxford,
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history to
each of

in

with Sullivan and Cromwell, and

He

Justice.

enlisted in the

Army

Armored

in 1942, serving overseas

Division,

was wounded, cap-

tured and escaped in Germany in 1945.
a Major in the Armored Reserve Corps.

He

is

now

is a man of vision and great
of
purpose. He brings to the National
sincerity
Recreation Association those qualities of mind and
so essential in furthering
spirit, and of leadership,
the growth and development of its vital work in the

Joseph Prendergast

field of

human

service.
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THERE
fr

is

A new off-Broadway

activity

the historical spectacle breaking out like
a rash on the face of the U. S. Although it has

not yet reached epidemic proportions, there are
signs that after another year of incubation it may

sweep the country. To speak more plainly, we
seem to be on the verge of a renaissance of that
the very
oldest form of theatrical entertainment
exciting pageant.
Since, at the moment, there

The Oldest

is

no central

clear-

impossible to estimate the number
of pageants being presented this year, but I have
personal evidence of the fact that at least 2,000,ing house,

it

is

ooo Americans are

sitting

outdoors on

warm sum-

mer

evenings, watching hundreds of their fellow
citizens re-enact scenes from local and national
history.

Form of

Let us take a look around.

have recently

I

staged an historic spectacle at Winston- Salem.
North Carolina, a feature of the Piedmont Festi-

We

it the Forsythorama, and it is the
100 years of Forsyth County history.
Seven hundred people enacted the scenes in the

val.

called

story of

Drama

big

football

Many of them brought
and oxen, old vehicles and old auto-

stadium.

horses, mules

own expense, to ride or drive in
In addition to the actual participants,

mobiles, at their

the show.

Renewed

business houses, organizations, and churches donated services as different as the installation of a

complete sound system and the erection of the
great 2OO-by-6o-foot stage.
Before the performance began, the big parking
lot behind the stadium resembled a picture by
Renoir, for the pageant participants in their cos-

many of which they had made themselves
tethered their animals in the surrounding pine
woods, spread their tablecloths on the grass, and
tumes

ADELE GUTMAN NATHAN

gave themselves and their families a hundred gay
communal, old-fashioned picnics. When the time

came

for the performance itself, 11,000 paid spec-

tators gathered in the stadium

more than had

ever been there before, except for two occasions
one a gala football game and the other for the

appearance of Bob

Two

weeks

Hope

later,

in person.

a different kind of historic

spectacle opened for its second year in Chicago.
Here the 2oo-odd actors were all professionals,
but the audience was much the same. In its first

"Wheels A-Rolling," for which I was asked
"dramatize" the script, played to 1,800,000 people and, according to early reports, it seems that

year,
to

this total

months

Down
Green's

512

may now

of its next

be surpassed in the

run

first

three

!

the line at Williamsburg, Virginia, Paul
Glory," in its third season,

"Common

RECREATION

up an attendance of 75,000 between May
and September. Professor Green calls his productions "music dramas" but, essentially, they are
pageants. The one at Roanoke Island, "The Lost

to understandable terms in these troubled times.

Colony," is a smaller operation. The delightful outdoor theater seats fewer people but there, too, the
yearly attendance runs well into the thousands.

tacle is

totaled

To mention only a few more historic spectacles,
some have recently taken place in spots as divergent as Maiden, Massachusetts; Salt Lake City,
Utah; Cherokee, Tennessee; Fort Houston,
Texas; and Columbia, California. Add to even

More than

there

this,

America

in patriotism.

looking toward

its

a resurgent interest

is
is

future,

reliving

and the

its

past and

historic spec-

an

ploits of

ideal vehicle for
dramatizing the exdemocracy. Then, too, in the American

we are just entering a period of centennials
centennials of cities, states; centennials of industries
all excuses for
pageantry.
scene,

Strangely enough, there was a revival of pageantry immediately following World War I, but
it

killed itself off

through

its

these few the regular yearly festivals all up and
down the Pacific Coast in Santa Barbara, Palo

very vitality. Every
every crossroads community "pageantized" something. Because the pag-

and

eant went abstract, became difficult to follow and

Alto, Pasadena, the centennial in Wisconsin

the yearly festival in Interlaken, and it is easy to
see that America is fast becoming pageant-conscious.

There are many reasons for this. First and
foremost, the audience need not be theater-wise.
The stories are simple and, in most cases, familiar.
The entertainment is appropriate for children and
adults alike, and families may attend en masse.
The price range is right, too in most cases about
that of a motion picture show.
Secondly, on the practical side, pageants are
popular with chambers of commerce, business and
industry because they stimulate the tourist trade
and serve as a means of promotion for those com-

munities in which they are held. In recent years,
when the playgrounds of Europe were inaccessible, the tourist

now

trade

boomed

every community

in this country

America wants

in

serve that happy situation.

Also,

it

has long been

realized that nothing catches the public as

Actually, the pageant

as a living show.
est

form

of dramatics in

medieval church used
today,

it sells

it

America

Western

is

much

the old-

culture.

to sell the idea of

to

and

to pre-

The

heaven

;

an enthusiastic audience.

On the less material side, pageants are popular
because they solidify the community. They inwoman who can sew a seam,
volve everybody.

A

man who

hammer a

a group that can
do a square dance, or an industry that has a picturesque background all these can contribute

a

can

nail,

equally to the success of the undertaking.
pageant involves the arts music, drama,

and

The

that

we

are endeavoring so desperately to reduce

present, Mrs. Nathan is teaching industrial dramatics and pageant-directing at the American Thea-

Wing

it

finally

Professional
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School,

New

York

languished and died. But today a
the historic spectacle or

of pageant

music drama or whatever you wish to call it
is adhering strictly to realism.
Those of us emit realize that the American audience
has been educated by the motion picture to expect
certain standards of production, certain neatness

broiled in

of presentation, certain real theatrical values.

Men

like Kurt Weill, Charles Vardell, Tom
Ferde Grofe and Sigmund Spaeth search
through our folk music to create the accompanying scores. Actors like Claude Rains, Charles
Coburn, Henry Hull, and actresses like Florence
Reed, Katherine Grayson and Branche Yurka are
willing to appear. Except for Professor Green
and Arnold Songaard, very few really fine writers
have worked in this field, but this apparently is

Scott,

because a pageant is a thing to see rather than to
Among the designers who have lent their
talents are Henry Dreyfuss, Raymond Sovey, Alhear.

bert Johnson

and Alfred Stern.

next year, in the full flood of pagDuring
eantry which is approaching, we will be able to
evaluate its impact on the American scene. So
important has this activity become that the American Heritage Foundation which, because of its
this

experience with the tour of the Freedom Train
should certainly know what the American people
are thinking, has just sent out a kit for the celebration of holidays, an important part of which

a pamphlet on

how

crafts. It utilizes the radio.

At

ter

unreal,

new kind

is

to produce pageants.

the

In a word,
the pageant emphasizes the folk element inherent
that great, elusive form
in the American culture

dance

group

school, every

at

City.

H. R. 2026
At a meeting

of the full Committee on Educaand Labor of the United States House of Representatives on January 23, it was voted to "table

tion

indefinitely" H. R. 2026, the proposal to establish
federal recreation services in the Federal Security

Agency.
513

Put on by a department
of

A

community recreation

pageant showed industrial growth of valle>
first white man to present day prosperity.

time of

THIS

is

A

tale of

how

six southern textile

communities recently pooled their resources
and effort in a community-civic project during

Week.
King Cotton still reigns in the Chattahoochee
as it is familiarly called
Valley. "The Valley"
consists of six small towns, five of them
Lanett,
Shawmut, Langdale, Fairfax and Riverview in
central eastern Alabama and the other. \Yest
National Cotton

Point, across the line in Georgia.
These six towns, because of their close proximity and common interests, function as one com-

munity and have
The whiskers champion. Below:
community folks did their own
float building and decorating.

their individual recreation de-

partments coordinated under one director, Robert A. Turner of West Point. The cotton mills
are the chief livelihood of the valley. Under these
conditions, National Cotton Week offered an ideal

opportunity for the staging of a community-wide
festival.

The program, headed by Mr. Turner, involved
a five-day festival in which

all the phases of his
well-organized recreation department would work
hand in hand with the mill company, the civic

clubs, the
of

a

merchants and the schools.

The

idea

evolved from a succession of employee

festival

musicals, minstrels and variety
which formerly had been staged to celebrate National Cotton Week. There had been one
major draw back to these celebrations the neces-

performances

shows

r

sity of limited participation.

This year, the entire festival was based on the
is indispensable to
jobs of planning, finance, publicity

assumption that participation
interest.
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and pageantry were delegated to a steering committee headed by a group of prominent, representative men from the six towns. Subcommittees
utilized the talents of an additional sixty prominent

men and women.

in

in the
in

wholeheartedly when asked.
The parade was a tremendous

skeleton

Jennings Field, the valley's baseball park.

It

success and, as

handsome

the Atlanta Journal stated, "the

framework of the festival was an
historical pageant entitled "Echoes of the Valley,"
depicting the history and development of the valley towns and their textile industry. A local newspaperman and historian gathered the data for the
pageant, which was presented on a 3<x>-foot stage

The

window displays, and taking active part
program. Civic clubs and the schools joined

preparing

floats

in this

amazing spectacle repeated parts of the
Automobiles
valley story told in the pageant
and spectators
thousands of each
lined the
streets and highways
More than 1,000 people
from clubs, churches, civic groups, stores and factories had worked to build and decorate the floats
many of which were decorated not with crepe
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

was a magnificent and dramatic spectacle, with a
cast of 600 performing in period costumes.
Histories are, as a rule, notoriously dull and

The parade
paper but with valley products
ended when the floats came back to Shawmut,
Alabama, where a family picnic for the whole

dry, but everybody loves a show. I daresay the
people of the valley learned more about the his-

community was held on the Shawmut

tory of their

community

in that

they would in their entire

The program

lasted

one evening than

lives.

most

of the

week

from

Tuesday to Sunday. All the valley cotton mills
were open to home folks and visitors, and local
school children devoted a whole day to the study
of cotton and the textile industry. The pageant
was given for four nights, with a grand parade
which turned out to be miles long on Saturday.
Valley merchants featured window displays of

.

.

.

Circle,

a

tree-covered park in the center of town. Floats
lined up end to end about the circle like colorful

vans at a carnival. Inside the ring,
took turns giving a concert."

The problem

all

three bands

of paying the costs of professional
was taken care of through

advisors and the like

the sale of pageant tickets. The prices were set at
a reasonable rate so as not to be prohibitive
seventy-five cents for adults
for children.

and twenty-five cents

cot-

Advanced sale tickets were utilized as the method of electing the Valley Cotton Queen, whose

ton were given before the presentation of the pageant; band concerts, a community-family picnic,

was to reign majestically over the pageants,
parades and the Queen's Ball. Each ticket pur-

cotton or of historical interest

valley-wide vesper

service,

;

style

flower

show,

baby show, tournaments,
square dances were held.

shows of

show, talent
contests

and

Participating organizations cooperated wonderwhich were
fully by building floats for the parade

required to be

homemade,

setting

up concessions,

role

it

chased allowed one vote for a candidate.

Candi-

dates were sponsored and nominated by civic clubs,
schools and other organizations.

The
was so

festival

evoked so much enthusiasm, and

well received, that the people of the valley
have decided that National Cotton Week will con-

tinue to be celebrated with

Edwin Timmons
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journalism student at Auburn.

Festival.

the Valley Cotton
Yes, in the deep South, cotton is king!
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Address presented

at

annual

district recreation

conference, Battle Creek, Michigan

CHASE HAMMOMD

j^

CAN THINK

of

no one who

in a position to

is

get a kick out of and enjoy a job as much as those

who are in recreation promotion. There are
but few occupations where a person can dream up
big ideas, put them to work, and watch from the
of us

background while hundreds of youths and adults
have the time of their lives. Of course, there is a
hard work between the original idea and the
happy expressions and joyful laughter. It seems
lot of

me, however, that when our programs get to
the point where the same things happen year after
year and we too often are satisfied with the

to

"status

quo"

programs, but

we not only
we lose the

lose support for our
thrill

of seeing

new

"pan out."
Such a thrill as I have tried

activities really

reach

camp

to explain can
highest peak in building a good day
program. True, it does take some nerve and
its

a lot of good planning, but

it is

well worth

it

in

terms of happy youngsters and enthusiastic parents. Our day camp idea began to formulate in

Muskegon, Michigan, three years ago this spring.
It was obvious that finding a site would not be
difficult,

and

an abundance of lakes, woods,
our area. The main drawback was

for there

hills

in

is

the lack of finances for such a venture.

A

unique
sponsorship developed after discussing the project
with several folks. Some good promoters became
interested

and

finally

approached the right group
I. O. labor unions com-

the A. F. of L. and C.

bined forces to take on the day camp project.
They appointed a committee composed of equal
representation from each union, began a

money-

raising campaign, and got themselves all excited
about the possibilities of such a program. All

agreed that here was a project for all the community, something that they had been seeking. Here
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was a project

to provide a

camping experience

for

own children as well as for the children of
others who were interested. They agreed that,
their

except for age limitations, there would be no restrictions and no cost to the child.

Now we
for

had what we wanted

we had been

only more of

it

thinking in terms of fifty boys

girls, and this program was being proposed
take
to
care of 100 to 150 every week!
had
thought in terms of $2,000 for the program, and

and

We

$10,000 was raised for

it. All that remained to be
done was to plan the program, employ and train
the staff, make arrangements for transportation,
insurance, food, get the camp site and a few other
details. All of which made us wonder if we hadn't

taken a pretty big bite of something.
These needs got us involved in reading about
other camps from magazines and booklets on day

camping.

It

soon was evident that the term "day
to be applied to a variety of out-

camp" had come

door experiences, and in many cases there was
little that had any connection with camping. What
a day

camp

is

supposed to be

Reynold Carlson, whom we
ity in nature and camping.

all

is

boiled

know

down by

as an author-

He says "Day campan
outdoor
ing
organized
experience in group
conducted
on
a
living
daytime basis. It is genin
carried
on
a
close-to-home
situation so
erally
:

is

camper may sleep and eat his morning
and evening meals at home and, yet, during the
day, participate in a program related to living in
and enjoying the out-of-doors. An emphasis upon
nature must be the core of the day camp program."
With help such as this, and material prepared
that the

Mr.

Hammond, Muskegon's

aay camp

recreation director, led

discussions during the

1949

NRA

Congress.

RECREATION

by other

we began

specialists,

to

work out

details.

Let's begin with the site, for much of the program depends on the kind of site available. It is
interesting to n^te that

ments have been able

many

recreation depart-

conduct a good day camp
a remote section of a city park or on a private

in

to

Others have chosen a

estate.

of the city in a

school yard.
the camp.

site

similar to ours.

more

site,

has ideal

dack-type shelter buildings,

pumps, and adequate toilet
building has been brought

fire

squares,

facilities.

A

water

barracks

and installed for
headquarters, first-aid station, and food storage.
A half-mile hike brings campers to the Lake
Michigan beach for swimming and beach play.
Nature and hiking trails are numerous and interesting sights include a hidden lake and an historic
blockhouse. It is one of those dreamed about
places where one walks on a thick carpet of pine
needles.
The facilities are excellent and State
Park officials cooperate in fine fashion.

The second item

in

of concern to us

was the mat-

As we read about various
we
noticed that all means of
day camp programs,

ter of transportation.

transportation are used. In some cases the site is
close enough so that the group walks, while others
use streetcars, public buses and trucks. I would

question any means of transportation which does
not give the leaders adequate control over the
have been fortunate in having
youngsters.

We

the use of school buses.

dren and at
bus.

least

From

thirty to fifty chil-

two adult leaders

ride in each

are driven by the men leaders and
for the day. This method of transpor-

The buses

left at

camp

me

most desirable, not
only from the safety standpoint, but from the sheer
fun of riding together, singing and playing games
to and from the camp. The total cost of the use
tation appears to

to be the

of the three buses for eight

weeks

is

$

.44
.31

Cost of maintenance and operation

.23

Total cost per child per day
$ .98
question of fees to be charged depends

every kind of camping and

life, is only eight miles from downtown
Muskegon. Located on the area are four Adiron-

follow-

:

to

outdoor

The

Cost of leadership
Cost of food

have been extremely fortunate in
since the Muskegon State Park, which
facilities for

that our

;

1,188 registered for the 1948 season.
ing are costs per child per day

We

our

first

operates eight weeks, five days a week.
Children sign up for one-week periods. During
the 1947 season, 710 campers were accommodated

on the outskirts

travel forty miles or

should mention

camp

county or state park or in a country

Some

I

The

upon the
charged

local

where from none
been

my

In

situation.

at various

going over

fees

find a charge anyto three dollars per week. It has
I

camps,

feeling that all

campers should pay at
in our case, however,

least a small registration fee

;

the union group had plenty of money for the project, and did not want to make any charges.

Food

for the

noon meal

is

taken out in the

morning. The rural milk and bakery trucks leave
fresh milk and bread each day. Every child is
given a pint of milk, meat to be cooked over the

noon, fresh vegetables, potato chips, cookies,
oranges, and the like. There is plenty to eat for
all, and the biggest thrill of the camp comes in
the cooking experience.
large refrigerator was
fire at

A

donated to the camp by a local industry, and this
is used to
keep leftovers. There is no place to
spend any money and no provision is made to buy

candy or pop.
The need for capable and adequate leadership
is

of

primary importance. Recreation directors
fundamental fact and apply it as best

realize this

they can with the finances available. It is especially true in a camping situation, where only the
best leaders should be in charge of the away-from-

home

youngsters.

Some

authorities

one leader for every six campers.

It

recommend
varies

from

about $300,

method, there is no danger
By
of losing any campers en route, and the danger
from accidents is reduced to a minimum. Buses
leave from a different school every week, and one
plus insurance.

this

bus leaves from the central bus station every day.
children are picked up at nine-fifteen a.m. and
returned to the same spot at four forty-five p.m.

The

Important items in any camping program are
costs of various items and the fees to be
charged. After two years of operation we have a
the

very good picture of probable cost for a situation
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one leader for every twenty-five or
thirty campers. In our case, we try to have one
adult and one junior leader for ever}' twenty-five
campers, which makes a ratio of one leader to
this figure to

twelve and one-half children.
included in these figures.
situation, that

The

director

\Ye have

we have adequate

felt,

is

not

for our

leadership cover-

This summer, with an expanded camp in

age.

prospect, we anticipate keeping the same proportion for the campers, whom, we expect, will num-

ber from

1,

600 to 2,000.

Programs should be built basically on nature
and out-of-door living themes. It is generally

plenty of chances to function as they like.
In this particular camp, the sponsorship

The

unique.

appointed a

A. F. of L. and the C.

I.

is

O. have

Day Camp Committee, which

raises

money and sees that even-thing that is needed
obtained. The recreation department employs

the
is

the leadership, plans the programs, and takes care
of details of operation. This year, each union
member is being assessed fifty cents, which will

provide a budget of $9,000 to $10,000. Everyone
is so completely sold on the project that it looks
like

a permanent thing.

In addition, one of the most important results
the fine relationship that has been created be-

agreed that the day camp should provide experience in outdoor living, which cannot be done so

tween the recreation department and the labor

well on the playground or in the back yard. Consequently, we have tried to make the program as

groups. Until the camp was established, not many
union members knew much about the department

informal as possible, but at the same time, present-

now

ing opportunities for the youngsters to learn how
cook and make fires, to use an axe, to take care

ing them to do a job that is being recognized by
the whole community as a real contribution to

of themselves in the woods, to prepare a camp
site, to dispose of refuse; to enjoy nature crafts

community life.
Most recreation departments that have conducted day camps are enthusiastic about the re-

to

and games, hiking, informal games, swimming,
and just playing on the beach.

We
or

divide our

into units of twenty-five

camp

Divisions

less

campers.
through ten years of age,

include

boys eight

girls eight through ten,
thirteen.
eleven
These units are
boys
through
the
site
so
over
that
no two units
out
camp
spread

can see or hear the other.

own

These groups plan

come together for
the opening ceremony, for swim periods, and before leaving for home. This gives the small units
their

activities,

but

all

units

is

;

they

sults.

It

know

that

it

has been the means of help-

should stimulate others to start such a

program. To those considering it, I would say:
look around for a good site, look for some organization that is willing to put a little time and money
into a good thing; start planning, get it rolling,
and you will be in for one of those thrills that
comes to a recreation director in seeing a new
activity really go. The shouts and laughter of
youngsters on the trail will be the reward for the
extra time and trouble it will take.

Edison Anniversary
WV7"HEX THE

twentieth century dawned, incandescent light had just begun to blaze the way
to ready, low-cost power ; the phonograph was but
*

a parlor novelty. There was some talk of a wonder
called "motion pictures."

As we enter the second half of this century, we
take these things for granted; they have become
such integral parts of our daily
other
ies,

Thomas A. Edison

lives.

These and

inventions and discover-

such as the electronic tube, are the foundation

of our scientific

and

industrial might.

leisure time,

and

February nth

to recreation.
is

his iO3rd birthday anniversary

and should be observed by all recreation departments. One of the few times he ever allowed a
public celebration of his birthday was on a playground. On the day that he was eighty-two, he
was guest of the children of Fort Myers, Florida.
Mr. Edison was especially interested in the recreation movement in this country through the work
of his wife,

member

who

of the

for thirty-three years served as a
of Directors of the National

Board

A record total of 1,097 patents was granted Edison by the United States Patent Office. From these
seeds grew enterprises which are conservatively

Recreation Association. For a period, Mrs. Edison
paid the salary and entire expenses for an outstand-

estimated to have a value of several billions of dol-

of volunteer rural recreation leaders.

inventions, too, Mr. Edison
contributed greatly to the present-day increase of

ists in

lars.
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Through these

ing rural recreation worker to conduct the training
Much that ex-

help of

recreation today has been achieved

Mr. and Mrs. Edison and

w ith
r

the

their family.

-.RECREATION

CHARLES W. DAVIS
NO longer unusual

noma County

vacation

was purchased by the city. The
camps Tuolumne was started
in the summer of 1922. Interest was so great that
the following summer a second camp was developed at Echo Lake. By 1927 it became necessary
to secure a third camp site. This was the Cazadero Redwood Camp, which the city purchased.

camps. Between twenty-five and thirty years ago,
several West Coast cities developed the idea of

Last year over 2,400 different people visited the
camps, and the average daily attendance at the

family vacation camps for their citizens. The plan
was to provide for the average family an opportunity to secure a vacation at a cost that would be
within reach of their pocketbooks. Berkeley is

three

is

to find cities throughout
United States operating public vacation
camps for their citizens. It is not unusual to find
large cities operating more than one camp. It

IT the

is

of

perhaps, however, a bit unusual to find a city
approximately 110,000 population, such as

Berkeley,

California,

operating

three

aside from a small capital
investment to get the camps underway, their costs
have been met by receipts paid by the campers.
One of the chief reasons why the city developed
also unique in that,

camps can be attributed to the policy origiby the recreation commission to
attendance
at 125 to 150 people. It was
keep camp
felt that when a camp
got beyond this number it
three

nally established

borliness,

of its finer values of friendliness, neighand recognition of the individuals as

members

of

lost

many

the group.

Consequently,

when

it

became evident that there were more people in the
city interested in vacation camping services than
one camp would hold, the commission and the
city
fathers promptly looked around for another site.
Two of these camps are on federal land made
available

the

by

Federal

Forest

Department,

through permit and at no cost to the city. The
third camp
a beautiful Redwood grove in SoMr. Davis

is
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Berkeley's superintendent of recreation.
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first of

these three

camps was 397.

The

rates for Berkeley resident adults are $3.00
per day; for children ten to sixteen, $2.50 per
day ; children six to nine, $2.00 per day ; and

youngsters one to
fee

the

wood

city

five,

provides

$1.75 per day. For this
floored tents, many with

sidewalls, cots, mattresses,

and washbasins

as standard equipment. Campers also get three
meals, which are served family style.
All three camps have laundry facilities, includ-

ing washing machines, irons and clotheslines. Hot
and cold showers are available at all camps; all

have flush

toilets.

Gas

plates for use of mothers

with small children are available; high chairs for
small children are found in the dining rooms. Al-

though buses service all three camps, most people
reach them by their own automobiles.
The tremendous increase in the popularity of
winter sports activity on the West Coast has
aroused
tion

sufficient interest in the

Berkeley Recrea-

to investigate the possibilities of
Sierra Echo Lake Camp for winter

Commission

using its High
fun on a family basis similar to the summer camp
idea. This would provide an additional recreation
service to meet a popular need at the present time.
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unamints

AL
tion.

and

is

OVER the south, rural communities are reviving one of their oldest forms of recreaThis is properly known as the tournament,
a direct descendant of the days when knightin flower and riders jousted for their

is

among

On

the winners.

the jousting field will be found a

marked

course or "tunamint track," worn through the
sod by unnumbered thundering hooves. Beside

change through

and some twenty feet apart, are three
which are suspended metal rings
from
gibbets
a wire. These rings are usually
on
loosely hung
bull, hog, or pig nose rings around which the

intervening years. Competitors are still called
knights; horses are still the main item of equipment; and milady's favor is, as then, the reward.

have crocheted a tight red cover. In size,
they begin at two inches, reducing to one and onehalf inches, one inch, or one-half-inch rings as the

Where once

competition becomes keener. The knight gallops
down the track and eijdeavors to spear one ring
after another on the point of his long, homemade

hood was

ladies' favor.

The tournament came
aliers

to Virginia with the

and has undergone but

little

the knights rode

many weary

to participate in the day's activities, trucks

Cav-

miles

now

carry their mounts to the jousting field. The name,
now it is "tunamint."
too, has undergone change

Tournaments

are, apparently, distinctly southern in tradition and are held in many parts of the

In Virginia they are found at Amherst or

south.

at

Clifford

and Natural Chimneys

Farmville,
usually several times during the year. At these
meets, and at many others, the form may vary but
the details remain generally common to them all.
The modern knights of the tournament compete
for rings rather than for superiority in physical

combat.

Each knight appears

astride

his

own

mount, whether it be plow horse or thoroughbred.
He wears boots and breeches or blue jeans, and
emblazoned across his shoulder is a sash of his

The knight registers his entry under
chosen
farm
or
a
plantation name or, barring that, under
title
of his own selection. At Clifford will
some
color.

be found the Knight of Robin Crest of Altholane,
or the Knight of Thunder dressed all in black and
riding a sleek black Percheron. Even Lady Ken-

more may enter the competition, for the fair sex
has invaded this sport too and not infrequently
520

this track,

ladies

steel-tipped lance. Etiquette requires that the captured rings be surrendered to the judge from the
point of the lance, just as the knights of ancient

times brought their trophies to their liege lord.
Should a knight find his aim too poor, or his horse
unruly, he may lower the point of his lance before
reaching a ring to signify his request for a new
trial.

Before beginning the recorded competition, the
knights, out of courtesy to visitors who may be
unfamiliar with the

home

track, are given

two or

three trial runs at the two-inch rings to sharpen
their skill and familiarize their horses with the

The "tunamint" itself must always begin
with a "Charge to the Knights" delivered in the
course.

by some selected dignihumorous in vein
and cautions the knights to keep before them the
best oratorical tradition
tary.

This address

is

usually

traditions of chivalry as practiced at King Arthur's
Court, and to defend and protect the fair name of

southern womanhood.
literary masterpieces,

Many
and

it

of these charges are
is

no mean compli-

RECREATION
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ment

to be invited to deliver one.

The competition

requires that each knight make
three runs at the rings. Total scores are figured

from the nine rings it is possible to spear. Knights
make each run in order of their entry so that
winners don't begin to appear until the third run.
Ties are settled on the smaller rings in the same
manner. Expert riders compete through the oner
half-inch rings where only the very skilled are
successful. Riding off the list usually requires all
day, and both excitement and tension mount as

the competition grows sharper. Spectators line
the course, encouraging their favorites to victory,

and are not above placing a few side bets on them.
Much often depends on the skill of a single knight.
After the tournament is finished, the victorious
knight is declared King of the Tournament and
the next seven highest honors follow in order of
skill. These eight make up the
Royal Set and, as
their reward, are entitled to select the lady of

crowned later in the evening.
and
their
ladies are entertained by a
Knights
at
some
"dining"
neighboring farm, and a "Tuna-

their choice to be

mint Ball" climaxes the evening.
This ball begins with a grand march and the
coronation address by a prominent citizen, following the pattern of the charge.
Tournament crowns his lady as

The King of the
Queen of the Ball,

and the other winners crown

their chosen ones

with tiaras of appropriate flowers in keeping with
the degree of honors attained on the field. According to tradition, the first dance of the evening is
always led off by the Royal Set performing the

Virginia Reel. The second set is composed of all
the knights and their ladies, and the balance of

given over to gay and rollicking

the evening

is

FEBRUARY
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square dances, with waltzes between sets.
For variety, a tournament may include a form
of tilting commonly called Quintain or Fan. This
is noted in Chaucer and, in Ivanhoe, it is described

a training device for fledgling knights. In
Quintain, the rider charges a pivoted plank which
has on its opposing end a wet sack of rags that
the knight must dodge as he passes. This sport

as

potentially fatal to those riders less agile, and
so has lost favor in recent years.
is

The Appalachian Mountains have

substituted

"Turkey Shoots" for the tournament as the yeomen in medieval days used the cross bow as their
form

favorite

of competition.

This was carried

over into the colonial shooting matches where

marksmanship often meant

life

or death.

These

events feature a fat gobbler as the main prize. In
its more native form, this gobbler's head was the
target, but

as the

it

rifle

has been supplanted by a fixed target
has supplanted the bow. Shooting

meets are most often held just before Thanksgiving or Christmas but, for color and tradition, they
cannot match the "tunamint".

The

revival of the tournament

is

providing rural

areas with an incomparable form

of

community

recreation, as well as serving to keep alive those
native traditions that so enrich our culture. It

enhances farm living by tying farm work and play
closer together, and the many hours of practice

on the home track

preparing for the great event

pleasures over a long period. These
activities in rural areas are certainly to be encour-

spread

aged, for

its

it's

Mr. Verner

is

"tunamint time again."
associate in

community

services in the

Extension Division of the University of Virginia.
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A community

takes specific action to cooperate with
the principles and program of UNESCO

THE

iORHU PROGRAM
FLORENCE

to the principles

UNESCO
SUBSCRIBING

and program

of

a relatively easy thing, particularly for those who, either by temperament or
training, have a humanitarian point of view. But
is

to bring those principles out of the stratosphere,
where they are inclined to hover, and anchor

them firmly

in the solid earth, is quite another

Mrs. Jeannette
research work.
locale.

Primm

E.

GAYTNER

did the necessary

Program and Activities The Norwegian program was developed over a period of two and a
half months. It came to a grand climax on January 12, 1949, in a Mid-\Yinter Festival in which
about forty children took part before an audience

That the children en-

It seems to be generally agreed that peace
and the encouragement of international understanding are good things. However, without con-

joyed the entire program was quite clear to anyone who watched them during the preparations for

crete action to construct the defenses of peace in
the minds of men, the
program is

the final performance.
Even- week the children

remain only a collection of high sounding phrases buttressed by mountains of paper
work. The great problem is to escape the trap of

dancing and one day in which they learned Norwegian folk songs. These activities were under

task.

UNESCO

likely to

words into the world

specific action with a
limited, clearly defined, attainable end.
After the Pacific Regional Conference of May

of

1948, Miss Josephine Randall, superintendent of
the San Francisco Recreation Department, approached Dr. Eugene Staley of the World Affairs

Council with a plan of action.

She hoped to be

able to bring to the children of San Francisco
some understanding of other nations through

knowledge of

their customs,

games,

crafts, dances,

songs, folklore and even their cooking.
Many of the playgrounds of San Francisco have
clubhouses in which programs are carried on

throughout the year. The

facilities, therefore, al-

ready existed for the development of her plan.
Miss Randall discussed all this with the super-

and directors of the playgrounds. They
agreed that it was both promising and possible.
Norway was chosen as the first country, to be
dramatized and the Cabrillo Playground as the
visors
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of

150 interested people.

had one day

of folk

the supervision of the folk dance director of the
recreation department. One afternoon each week

a

member

Golden Gate Storytellers League
Norse myths, or a little
of the history and life in Norway. Children seem

came

of the

to tell folk tales,

to enjoy

having stories told them more than hav-

ing the same stories read to them.
In wood-burning craft the children

made and
and
painted Norwegian flags
Viking ships. Destencils
of
and
boys
lightful
girls in peasant costume were made and painted by the smaller children. \Yhen these were finished, they were put
on the walls of the clubhouse as decorations. Pictures of Norway, the people, their work, amusements and costumes were mounted attractively
and hung on the walls. A large Norwegian flag
was painted and added color to the scene.
Such a variety of activities was offered that
children of all ages and interests took part. For
instance, a youngster

who might

be totally uninmaking a

terested in folk dancing might enjoy

RECREATION

What

your departtnent doing?

is

Viking ship and painting it. The children ranged
in age from six to fourteen, while those who did
the puppet show were slightly older.

Mid-Winter Festival The final program began with an introduction by one of the older girls
explaining that January twelfth was the day of the
Mid-Winter Festival in Norway a day sacred to

God

Thor, the
to

of

Thunder, who used

wage endless war against

his

hammer

the Frost Giants so

that his people might live. She explained that
Thor's sacred tree was the oak and his color red

;

from him comes the custom of burning the
yule log and the use of the color red in Christmas
decorations. Similar programs might be held on
that

other days important to the Norwegians for instance, May seventeenth, their great national holiday, or

Midsummer Eve.

Next, two excellent color movies of the Scandinavian countries were shown. These were conthe

tributed

American

by
However, the Department

Overseas

of Visual

Airlines.

Education of

the Extension Division of the University of California has two 1 6mm. sound films on Norway.

The

Land

of the

first, "Norway
Midnight Sun,"
runs for ten minutes and shows the coast line,

Singing and dancing in costume were part of final
program ending project after two and a half months.

two dances, the "Norwegian Ma-

folk dancers did

zurka" and "Norwegian Mountain March." Both
of these can be found in Folk Dances Near and

Volume II, published by the Folk Dance
Federation of California. (The Ed Kremer Folk

Far,

Shop, at 262 O'Farrell Street, San Francisco, is
great source of information on folk dances,

a

games, music and songs.) Then a member of the
Golden Gate Storytellers League told a Norse

reindeer-based

Next a singing game, "Cut the Oats," was
played. This is from Children's Games from Many
Lands, by Nina Milieu,
The grand finale was a puppet show, given with

economy. This rents for $1.50 and is available
both in the San Francisco and Los Angeles areas.

puppets provided and costumed by the Drama
Center, which operates under the recreation com-

The

mission.

mountains, farming, fjords and so
of this film is concerned with the
tive

life

and customs, and

second,

"The Viking

on.

A large part

Lapps, their primi-

their

Trail," runs for twelve

minutes and rents for $1.00.

saga.

In this film there are

folk tale,

sequences of a rural wedding, with the guests
dancing on the green the port of Bergen with its

jornsen.
interested

;

Hanseatic houses and famous

The children dramatized a Norwegian
"The Squire's Bride," by R. C. AsbSeveral youngsters, who have long been
in

puppets,

put on a delightful per-

fish market
and young Norwegians learning seamanship aboard a square-rigger. Neither of these

formance.

is in

Playground baked excellent Norwegian cookies
which were a great success. They were served

old

harvest time

;

;

color.

Norway House, at 2501 Vallejo Street, San
one of a
Francisco, has two movies available
national ski meet, the other, "Let

Norway,"

in technicolor, of

Us Look

at

mountain scenes.

After the showing of the films, children in cos-

tume sang two Norwegian folk songs, "Paul on
the Hillside," and "Song of Dawn." Then twenty
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As

contribution to greater international
understanding, the Mothers' Club of the Cabrillo
their

with punch as a

For any group

fitting

conclusion to the festival.

interested in the food angle,

recipes can be found in Scandinavian

good
Cookery for

Americans, by F. R. Bobeck. Also, Recipes of All
Nations, by Morphy, has a few pages on Norwegian food.
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In

Possibilities
reation

programs

all

communities there are rec-

for children.

Most provide

fa-

for crafts, singing, dancing or dramatics.
center the recreation programs on a specific

cilities

To

country helps to unify the activities, to give them
point. In addition, of course, it widens the horizons of the children

who

take part, increases their
for
lands
other than their own.
friendly feeling
becomes
not
a
mere
word, but an actual
Norway

which they are genuinely interested,
and about which they have ideas and associations.
country in
It

program

Francisco
ing

difficult to put on such a
other cities or towns. San

should not be too

unified

its

is,

Drama

in

of course, particularly lucky in havCenter, which provided not only the

costumed puppets, but peasant dress for the folk
dancers as well. Also, to have the storytellers
available to bring the myths, folk tales and vivid
incidents of the national history of Norway to the

such a stimulating way is of the
greatest help in such an undertaking. But there
are many books on Xorse myths, the Viking,
children

in

life

and customs. The

Norwegian
the lives and adventures

tales of

of the great

Asgard,

Norse gods,

their battles with the Frost Giants, are intensely
dramatic. It shouldn't be hard for any interested

adult to

tell

a group of children these stories.

The

brave voyages of the Norsemen in their tiny ships
are also naturally interesting material, particularly

you can tie in the early discovery of America
Leif
the Lucky.
by
Sources In the process of getting material for
since

the program, Mrs. Primm wrote to the Norwegian
Library of Information. In Norway, by Gudrun
Thorne-Thomsen, (New York, 1948), gives excellent

information on national celebrations.

a book written for children of the

toms

clearly

lightful

and

vividly.

life,

is

and cus-

It is illustrated

with de-

and accurate black and white drawings.

Naturally, the National Geographic has produced many different articles with pictures from
Norway, in both black and white and color, over

Here

San Francisco, Mrs. Raymond
Attridge painted pictures of Norwegian wedding
and peasant costumes to be hung on the walls of
the clubhouse. The details of the costumes were
copied from pictures in the Geographic. For decothe years.

in

travel bureaus can be asked for travel
which
are usually quite dramatic and help
posters
to engrave on the memory some famous scene or
rations,

building.

additional general references
Asbjornsen, P. C., East of the Sun and

Among
the

:

Moon.

New

West

of

York, 1917.

New

Asbjornsen, P. C., Norwegian Fairy Tales.

York, 1924.
Baker, E. K., Stories from Northern Myths.

York, 1914.
Colum, Padraic, The Children of Odin.
1920.

New

New
York,

.

Hough, C.

S., Leif, the

Lucky. Boston, 1930.
Keary, A.,
of Asgard. New York, 1909.
Mabie, H. W., Folk Tales Every Child Should

The Horses

Know. New York,
Children used puppets for delightful dramatization of
tale, "The Squire's Bride," bv Asbjornsen.

grammar

age and covers Norwegian history,

It

school

1910.

Norse Mythology, Legends
and Heroes. London, 1936.

Munch,

P. A.,

Smith, C. M., Northmen of Adventure,

of

Gods

New York,

1932.

The Norwegian program has now moved

to the

playground at Candlestick Cove, while a program
on Italy has been started at the Cabrillo Playground. The word has spread in the area, and the
attendance at the beginning of the Italian project
has been much greater than it was at the opening
of the

Norwegian program. In other words, the
it
which is, of course, the final
its
worth. No program, however worthproof of
while theoretically, is of any use unless it can catch
and hold the interest of the group at which it is
aimed, whether its members are sixteen or sixty.
children liked

obvious success will encourage leaders
communities to attempt similar efforts at
building defenses of peace even on playgrounds.

Perhaps

its

in other

Reprinted from UNESCO on the Playgrounds of San Francisco,
Affairs Council of Northern California. Available from Council's
Pamphlet and Document Shop, 623 Suiter Street, San Francisco
lOc.

World
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RECREATION

Liability Insurance in Public Recreation
SIDNEY

THE

problem of properly protecting municipaliand other agencies providing public rec-

reation

services against

ties

liability

actions,

arising

from injuries incurred in connection with the recreation program, is one which has been a matter of
concern to many operating agencies which have
this responsibility.

The unprecedented growth

in

number of municipal recreation programs has
opened a new area of insurance problems. This is
a field which is as new to insurance underwriters
the

as

it is

to the various

committees and boards which

are charged with the provision of recreation services in the various communities.

In the past, there has been comparatively

little

G.

LUTZIN

of other states, has been considered

as a proprietary function.
ties

and

their agents

in the conduct of recreation facilities

For

this reason,

it is

ment against a municipality because

an accident

communities in the surrounding area.
2. "Does our present insurance policy give an
adequate coverage?"
Many municipalities have limited the activities

activities

community and on the part

of

irreparable harm to the development of the
recreation program, as well as to the programs in

the basis for establishing premium rates on these
Insuring recreation facilities and programs has often been a matter of trial and error
local

services.

may do

of their recreation

on the part of the

and

essentially important that all

phases of the recreation program be adequately
covered by liability insurance. A substantial judg-

uniformity in the type of liability policy offered.
Nor has there been a great deal of uniformity in

policies.

may

by the courts

Therefore, municipalibe liable for negligence

programs

to premises listed

on

their insurance policies because they believe that

conducted aw^y from these premises
would not be covered by the liability policy. For

that reason, inter-playground activities requiring
youngsters to go from one playground to another

of the insurance agencies as well.
The development in the number of public recreation programs in many states
such as in

are not permitted for fear of an injury to a youngster while enroute. Desirable activities such as

York, where approximately 700 municipalities are
sponsoring recreation projects under the New

the like are also omitted from the

New

York
made

State

Youth Commission program

has

possible the determination of fundamental
factors which, to a certain extent, may be used as

guides in
for

working out liability insurance programs

community

The

recreation.

problems in most communities,

and are answered on the
ments, both in the

and
where
an
writing,

cipal function,

basis of current develop-

field of recreation as

"Should a

liability

under-

made to service
this new area

being

successfully the requirements of
i.

a muni-

in the field of insurance
effort is

:

insurance policy be taken

out for the recreation project?"
Recreation in New York State, as in a

1950

The standard

used today to cover
"Owners', Landlords'
and Tenants' Liability Policy." This policy specifically provides insurance coverage for the "ownerliability policy

ship,

maintenance or use for the purposes stated

number

in

the declaration of the premises, and all operations
during the policy period which are necessary or
incidental to such purposes." Accordingly, if the
policy

is

written in connection with a certain play-

ground or recreation

center, this policy will also

cover operations away from the premises and

Author Sidney G. Lutzin is the assistant recreation supervisor of the New York State Youth Commission.
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recreation center.

recreation activities is the

following questions appear to be representa-

tive of the types of

day camps, campfire programs, tours, and
program for fear
in
the
event
of
accident
and
that,
injury to a parthe
be insured for
would
not
ticipant,
municipality
activities conducted away from the playground or
hikes,

inci-

dental to the principal purposes for which the
facility is used. Therefore, the standard liability
policy, while specifying a recreation area or facility,

will also

provide coverage for any of the

525

4.

"We

use school

facilities

which are insured

by the school board; should the municipality also
be insured?"

A

large portion of the recreation program is
facilities which are under the juris-

conducted on

diction of school boards.

In most instances, activi-

conducted on these facilities are covered by
insurance which protects the school board in the

ties

However, the recreation proin
the relationship of a tenant
considered
gram
on school board property and cannot be included
event of accident.
is

by the board's insurance.
and its employees should
then be prepared to assume liability for accidents
where negligence is involved and no contributory
negligence exists. For this reason, it is important

in the coverage afforded

The

recreation agency

that a recreation agency utilizing school facilities
for its activities protect itself with adequate liability insurance regardless of the insurance coverBy
"An'

trhat irould

Bill

Mauldin

age carried by the school board.
In many programs, swimming activities are con-

\OL tuffttt we do KI'I/I our tpare limr. lady ?'

ducted at
activities

operated by the recreation agency which

controls such premises.
Another source of concern

the question of the
insurance coverage to the individual members of
the boards. In this respect) the standard policy
is

provides for coverage of the elective or appointive
officers or members of boards or commissions of
private

and municipal corporations or agencies on

facilities

several miles

ing youngsters to these facilities. While these
buses may be covered by insurance protecting the
school board, the question of adequate protection
for the recreation
fore, the

agency again develops. There-

of coverage of school buses

problem

insurance program for

ning of a municipal

broadest possible coverage, to have the policy written in the name of the municipality and the specific

carrying for adequate protection ?"

agency

to

which operation of the program has been

delegated.
3. "Is an

employee of a recreation agency

covered by the agency's

Ordinarily, an employee cannot be included in
the liability policy of a municipality, or the recrea-

board or committee. Yet, it is very possible
that he could be held liable for negligence in connection with the execution of his duties as a mem-

tion

ber of a recreation

staff.

It

is,

therefore,

sug-

gested that recreation personnel consider the advisability of protecting themselves against liability

by securing adequate insurance coverage.
coverage is inexpensive.
Public school personnel in

Such

State are

protected against negligence action in connection
with their duties as school employees by the Garrity Law. However, this protection does not cover
them when they are employed by a municipality or
its

agency

526

5.

"What

to provide recreation services.

are the

The problem

minimum

limits

of establishing

we

should be

minimum

limits of

insurance, which would give adequate protection
at minimum cost, is one which varies with the area
in

which the municipality

is

may

located.

A

$10.000

give sufficient pro-

one area, but might not provide sufficient
protection in another. An examination of judgments rendered against school boards, against individuals in connection with automobile accidents,
tection in

and

in other cases, discloses that there is consider-

able variance.

$10,000

A

verdict in

serious injury may present a
one area, but judgments as high

as $50,000 for a comparable injury are not unheard of in other sections. The problem of insur-

one which should be carefully determined on the basis of local conditions; and

ance limits

New York

liability

recreation.

limit for a single injury

liability policy ?"

when

used by a recreation agency for its own purposes
should be carefully considered in the over-all plan-

covering such corporations or agencies.
Nevertheless, in the case of a municipal recreation
program it is advisable, in order to give the

all policies

from the com-

munity, and school buses are utilized for transport-

is

municipal attorneys, as well as other local individuals familiar with this type of problem, should, in
every case, be consulted for advice. No general
rule can be applied in order to cover each individ-

ual municipality.

RECREATION

6.

"Should we carry a medical payment type

of

insurance ?"

Some

insurance companies have been selling a

medical payment type of insurance which helps to
defray some of the medical expenses of the individual participant in the event of injury. This type of
insurance has been used for the protection of mem-

bers of high school and college athletic teams and

and professional athletes. Questions
are now being raised as to whether or not this type
of insurance is advisable in connection with municfor semi-pro

ipal recreation
It is

programs.

generally assumed

that an individual par-

ticipating in a recreation activity of

an

athletic

own

personal enjoyment and
assumes the risk of any possible injury,
aside from that attributed to the negligence of the

nature does so for his
that he

recreation agency sponsoring the program. Where
there is no negligence on the part of the recreation

agency, no

need be assumed.

Therefore,
liability
the municipality is not liable ordinarily if, for instance, the batter in a baseball game is hit by a
pitched ball, and no negligence is involved.
To carry the type of insurance which would take
care of medical expenses for such an injury places
an additional burden on the recreation budget
which it need not necessarily assume. Where adult

leagues are involved, and such coverage is desired,
a group insurance policy could be written, with
each of the individual participants responsible for
his

own payments. This would

take the burden off

the recreation budget and give the individual the
protection he desires at nominal cost.

When

a participant in a recreation program is
and
injured
emergency medical treatment is required, such medical treatment will be paid for
ordinarily by the insurance company with which

the liability insurance for the program is carried,
regardless of any consideration of the liability inIn other words, any municipal recreation
program which is covered by liability insurance
volved.

excluded from the benefits of the immediate
emergency medical treatment available under the
standard

liability policy. It is

one interested

suggested that any-

in insurance plans for participants

in organized sports familiarize himself with the
state-wide plan administered by the Wisconsin
State Recreation Commission.

7 "What type of insurance coverage is recommended ?"
The type of recreation liability insurance that is
recommended is one which gives comprehensive

coverage to the total recreation program regardless of where the individual activities are conducted. Under such a policy, the total recreation

program is insured and activities can be planned
away from the playground or recreation building
without fear of not being covered in event of
accident. This is a comparatively new type of

approach to recreation liability coverage which
provides broad protection and yet, in many instances,

can

be

written

at

low

comparatively

rates.

premium
However,

this type of liability insurance

so easily secured since
are reluctant to write

mium volume

is

not

some insurance companies
it

because of lack of pre-

Other companies
have not been anxious for this type of business
because of their previous experience with special
risks, such as portable and wooden bleachers on
at the present time.

areas and in recreation buildings.
However, there are a number of national under-

playground

who are willing to write the comprehensive type of recreation liability insurance which

writers

desired broad coverage. In securing
insurance for a municipality's recreation
program, every effort should be made to get this

gives

the

liability

type of insurance.

"Are our

8.

high?"
Because, in

liability

many

insurance premiums too

instances, the insurance of

recreation activities has been a

new

venture for

can provide immediate emergency medical care
under its standard policy for any person injured in
connection with a recreation activity under the

insurance companies, there has been considerable
variance in the premiums charged for comparable

jurisdiction of the agency carrying the insurance.

been established on the basis of experience in
other risk fields. Often inadequate explanation of

There has been some misunderstanding about
feature of standard

liability

coverage

since

this

the

risks.

the

Under some

conditions,

program and other

premium

rates

have

factors involved has re-

ordinary school liability policy does not include
this provision for individuals participating in or-

sulted in establishing higher premiums. Unnecessary additional coverage, such as for "an exist-

sports or athletic programs conducted
under the jurisdiction of the school unless an addi-

ence hazard" in the case of playground apparatus
left standing throughout the year, has been writ-

tional

ten into policies

ganized

premium

is

paid.

However, individuals injured during participation in sports and athletic activities under the
jurisdiction ,of
t
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recreation

agency

are

not

tial

and

where such coverage

results in higher

miding of

is

not essen-

rates.

The pyranumber of

premium
"minimum premiums" for

individual hazards causes higher

a

premiums than
527

those which would have been levied had the in-

This

formation submitted to the underwriter been com-

all

and adequate
However, with the increase

plete

in the

number

of

municipal
liability insurance policies,
have
aware of the need for a
become
companies
standard rating scale for this type of insurance
recreation

coverage.
tablished

As
by

a result, a guide scale has been esNational Bureau of Liability

the

Insurance Underwriters, which services all stock
Under this guide
liability insurance companies.
the
bureau
is
now
recreation
scale,
liability
rating

information

should

a

include

listing

of

during the period to be
covered by the insurance policy, together with the
names of playgrounds and indoor facilities to be
activities anticipated

utilized for the

purposes of the program.

essential to provide

It is also

an estimate of the number

of

participants involved in the program. In giving
this estimate, do not submit attendance figures.

The number of participants for this purpose is the
largest number who will participate in any single
activity session.

cedure.

Xew York State is regulated by
State Insurance Department and,
for that reason, rating procedures permitted to the

the activities planned for the recreation program
and the approximate number of participants, re-

National Bureau for Liability Insurance Underwriters are ordinarily followed by the Mutual Rating Bureau which services many Mutual Insurance

gardless of 'where the activities zinll be conducted
or the number of areas or facilities involved. The

Companies. Therefore, any insurance company
which will undertake to provide the required lia-

risks in accordance with a

more or

less fixed pro-

This provides for over-all flat premium
based
on a number of factors, including
charges

rates established on this basis have been
found to be most advantageous to the local community. It would, therefore, appear to be desirable
to check on the basis used for the premium rating

premium

to determine

premiums

whether or not the lowest possible

are being paid.

In purchasing protection against

liability

for

community recreation programs, the following

fac-

tors should be given consideration
1. All of the
legal implications should be dis:

cussed thoroughly with the legal representatives of
the municipality.
2.

Complete underwriting information should,

every instance, be provided for the insurance
agent in order that the bureau will have the full
story when the policy is submitted to it for rating.
in

Insurance in

3.

the

Xew York

bility

insurance for recreation can write

JL refrain of

is

the

a popular song of several seasons

for

policy is submitted by the underwriter to either
the National Bureau or to the Mutual Rating Bureau, to be individually rated for the purpose of
establishing premium. The experience that these

agencies

will

have

~.vith

the

number

of

claims

against member companies
determine the fixed annual rates which will be
in the

near future will

undoubtedly established. Therefore, it is extremely important that recreation executives ex-

amine their safety precautions carefully and keep
claims at a minimum, if they desire to keep their
insurance costs low.

OK
"rriHF.v'RE EITHER too young or too old"

it

premiums based on the same premium scale.
4. Liability insurance policies for recreation programs are now "A" rated. In other words, each

Ottt

rides,

beach parties, barbecues and similar

ties

is

activi-

the most recent addition to the recreation

way they sing it around the Burbank.
California, Recreation Department, it's ''They're
too young or too old."

department's program. While the "Fun-AfterForty Club," which meets once a week at Glenoaks
Park for pot-luck suppers, dancing, cards and

Pre-school and rhythm exercises offer social acfor tiny tots, almost from the time they
can toddle. Next step is the Six-to-Twelve- Year-

games,

ago, but the

NEVER

tivities

Old Club, which engages

in

handcrafts and

treated to special movies once a week.
In the teen-age department, there

is

is

a Junior

Teen-Age Club, engaging in sports and social activities, as well as a teen-age square dance group
known as the "Sagebrush Swingers."

A
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Young Adults Club

favoring dances, hay-

fills

a definite need for this frequently for-

gotten age group.
For oldsters, there

is the Auld Lang Syne Club,
which gathers at the Olive Recreation Center. Despite a generous sprinkling of octogenarians among
its membership, this group recently staged an allday outing at Catalina Island. They have also participated in the "Breakfast in Hollywood" and
"Bride and Groom" radio broadcasts, and their
luncheons and parties are events well-remembered.

RECREATION

A

description of insurance coverage which should
be suggestive for other recreation departments

POLICY

CII.filllIftI.Tl

A

FOLLOWING LETTER from Don Norak,

vice-

THE

president of the Hartford Accident and In-

demnity Company, to the recreation director of
Hudson Falls, New York, is a description of his
department's
policy

comprehensive

liability

insurance

cludes a skating pond, basketball

and

facilities, ski

tow,

open for general public use at
all times, has been
given a rate of $100.00 bodily
injury and $25.00 property damage, basic limits.
Without the ski tow, the cost should be about
picnic tables,

is

$60.00, basic limits.

:

August

5,

1949

The commission's

activities

on the school

dis-

property are almost continuous and, to provide the proper coverage, the school's liability policy has been extended to cover its interest so
trict's

The Comprehensive

Liability Policy, issued to

Recreational Commission of the Village of
Hudson Falls, ,New York, covers all liability of

far

the commission with the exception of the automobile non-ownership and hired automobile lia-

results in considerable saving to the commission,
for the additional charge is twenty-five percent of

the

bility

covered under a sepanecessary because the Village

which, in their case,

rate policy. This
of Hudson Falls

named

is

and the

is

Town

of

Kingsbury are
Compre-

as additional insured under the

hensive Liability Policy, and it is not the intent
of the policy to provide them with non-ownership
automobile liability. The best type of policy would
all this

embody
coverage
possible.
The commission has a blanket policy which covif

ers such activities as:

hay

rides, picnics,

outdoor

which are unusual.
parties,
Since the policy is audited at the end of its term,
all such activities must be recorded and the company will make whatever charge it finds necessary

and

all

.other activities

for the exposure.

The

locations are

numerous and are rated sepa-

rately, the rates being determined by the National
Bureau of Casualty Underwriters upon submis-

sion of

all

the available information as to their use.

The skating pond and the teen-canteen have been
rated at $25.00 bodily injury and $5.00 and $10.00
consecutive property damage, basic limits, while
the summer and winter playground, which in-
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the

as.

the locations

premium charged

here

are

uses are concerned.

it

for the location used.

four locations

with swings and slides

This

In use

two playground areas
and a baseball diamond,

a large playground and the high school building.

The

entire cost is about $45.00 whereas,

sured under their
cost

would be

As

to

coverage,

the

we

own Comprehensive

if

in-

Policy, the

close to $200.00, basic limits.

automobile non-ownership
believe

it

liability

very necessary that this

coverage be carried, although some might overlook it as an unnecessary expense. If a few chil-

dren are injured in an accident while being transported by a private passenger vehicle which has
been either donated or hired, the commission will
be protected against any action brought against

them by the
least

parents. Bodily injury limits of at
$20,000 each person and $200,000 each acci-

dent are recommended.

This policy is issued by the Hartford Accident
and Idemnity Company of Hartford, Connecticut,
and, if you wish further information, it may be obtained from its Agent's Service Department, attention of Frank Hills.
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Tiniken

Company

Roller
Bearing
of Canton, Ohio,

has gained recognition as
a leader in this field.

Over 3,000 children of employees used summer dav camps

in 1949.

RECREATION
THAT THE hundreds who

participate

in its recreation
BELIEVING

program each year are hapas
a
and
healthier
result, top management at
pier
the Timken Roller Bearing Company has given
the "go ahead" signal to

its

recreation committee

and better all-around athletic
employees and their families. In
each of its Ohio plants Canton, Columbus. Mount
Vernon, Zanesville, \Yooster and Bucyrus the
company has a recreation advisory and planning
committee which helps select, plan and conduct

IN

INDUSTRY

In addition, a model automobile race track
complete with electrical timing device permits
The
the racing of small scale model autos.
track record

now

Locker rooms,

stands at 127 miles per hour.
rooms and showers are also

rest

Large parking areas for automobiles

in building bigger

available.

facilities for its

are adjacent to the park. Picnic tables and outdoor ovens are provided.
The three baseball diamonds consist of one regulation diamond for adults and representative

recreation activities.

In Canton, where the bulk of the company's
10,000 employees work, a fitty-acre recreation
continuously being developed and imLocated
adjacent to the company's Gamproved.
brinus plant six miles from the heart of Canton
is

park

the employees' park now has
five Softball diamonds, three baseball diamonds,

on U.

two

S.

Route 62

volleyball

courts,

black-topped
twelve
courts,

eight

badminton
courts,

courts,

two outdoor
tennis

basketball

courts,

official

four

horseshoe

four women's and children's horseshoe

play

for casting
The
area.

and

ice skating

and a complete underground sprinkling system
has been installed.

The company's Columbus
ileges of

picnic areas,

and

rest

offers ball fields,

kiddies'

playground, shelter house

A

Wooster
and four horseshoe courts.

rooms.

plant has one ball

To

plant enjoys the priv-

a ten-acre park which

five-acre park at the

field

assist the recreation

committees in planning

and a children's

survey was made in 1949. The survey listed
thirty-nine sports, hobbies and interests which

play area consists of swings,

wading pool, parand horizontal bars and a sandbox. Each

activity is separately fenced to avoid injury.
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field with eighty-four-foot bases
for youngsters thirteen to fifteen. The baseball
areas have been landscaped and tiled for draining,

a completed program for employees, a postal card

sliding boards, a junglegym,
allel

one Junior League

la-

courts, four shuffleboard courts, a one-acre

goon

teams, one field with sixty-foot bases for the company's Little Leaguers, ages nine to twelve, and

each employee and his family were asked to check.
In addition to those listed, thirty-one others were

submitted by workers and their families. In time,

RECREATION

the wish of the

it is

activities

of

to include all of the

company

suggested by employees

in the

its

ball

company

Summer Day Camps and

Day Camps

During the 1949 seasons, the company had representative teams and athletes in baseball, Softball,
basketball, bowling, rifle and pistol meets, horseshoe pitching, skeet and trap shooting, table tennis, and Golden Gloves competition. In addition
its

representative

teams

teams,

More than 3,000 sons and daughters of Timken
employees, between the ages of nine and fourteen,
attended summer day camps in Canton and Columbus during 1949. These young people were
transported to the recreation park area in com-

interdepartmental

pany buses. Their play was supervised by competrained recreation leaders. They were in-

above activities are sponsored
the
An
annual interplant golf tourduring
year.
nament was launched last year. Pre-tournament

tent,

competition was carried on

nic lunch

in all of the

in each of the plant

determine the champions. They were
then invited to Jhe tournament in Canton.
In Ohio plants alone, 192 bowling teams were
cities

to

Over 1,000 men and

rolling in nineteen leagues.

women employees

participated

most popular sport

in the

company

in

bowling,

the

Timken program. The

also sponsors a five-man bowling

team

own blinded employees.
The first company-sponsored hobby show was

of its

held in Canton's recreation park under a 25o-foot
tent.
One hundred twenty-seven employees entered approximately 150 exhibits, collections and
handcrafts in the show. Camera clubs are also or-

Little Base-

League.

program.

to

its

structed in the use of park

facilities,

served a pic-

and presented with a Timken

T-shirt.

They were then given an opportunity to visit their
parent at the plant and become acquainted with
his supervisor and friends.

With

the cooperation of various departmental
personnel, hospitalization and company insurance

were carefully studied and names and ages
were assembled. A list
of the names was sent to foremen in the various
lists

of all employees' children

The departmental foreman then
departments.
with
the
spoke
parent of each child and notified
him what day his boy or
summer day camp.

When

girl

would be invited

to

the child visited the plant, the foreman
met him at the department entrance,

took him to view his parent at work
and conducted him on a tour of the
Each day,
particular department.
for ten weeks
four days a week
groups of eighty children were taken
to the plant following a

company-

sponsored picnic lunch. If a child
was unable to attend the day camp

on

his designated day, every
possi-

adjustment was made
him on a future date.
ble

A visit by Emma

to include

Miller, National

Marble Champion, also
sparked last year's day camp. EmGirls'

ma,

an

Amish

lass

from nearby

Hartville, Ohio, gave a demonstration of her marble-shooting skill at

Joe Cordon, Cleveland Indians,
visits

junior

baseball

clinic.

What camping experience
plete without a chance for

the
is
fi

coni-

shing ?

Timken Park

sand people.
ring

was

before four thou-

A

special clay marble
built for her visit to the

camp.
ganized in each plant and, in Canton, the stamp
club and choral groups are
popular activities.
Outdoor square dances are held on the
company's
tennis courts.

Most

of these activities are

more or

less stand-

ard in any good industrial program, but the Timken Roller Bearing Company is
particularly proud
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Other

Activities

Timken

also sponsors a Little Baseball
League
comprised of four teams of boys, ages nine to
all sons of Timken
employees. These boys
a
play
sixteen-game schedule on a specially constructed field, the exact miniature of a
big league

twelve,

531

layout grass infield and all. Games are scheduled
every night in the week, and a baseball school is
conducted every Saturday morning. These boys
are equipped with complete uniforms and each

minor leagues. It was compulsory that each team
be comprised of six tw elve-year-olds, four elevenyear-olds, four ten-year-olds, and two nine-yearolds. This arrangement of ages enables team mem-

managed and coached by Timken em-

bers to build up experience through years of play.
Each spring and fall, the company holds cham-

team

is

who have had

ployees

previous baseball experi-

ence.

Last year, the company sponsored the

Ohio

Little

first

League Baseball Tournament. Approximately ten thousand Canton residents came
the

to

recreation

field

watch

to

this

three-day

tourney.

Timken

Little

League baseball players are

se-

A

lected in a spring try-out camp.
record is made
of each boy's ability to throw from deep short in
the outfield, his judgment of ground and fly balls,

and

his ability to hit.

r

pion night dinners for the victorious players and
teams. Some outstanding athletic personalities
along with Timken top management attend the
functions and participate in the presentation of
trophies and awards.
Five of the leading baseball players of the American league
Tommy Henrich, Joe Gordon George
,

Stirnweiss, Phil Rizzuto and

Bob Lemon

visited

the "Little Leaguers" in the spring of 1949. They
gave them a demonstration of proper baseball

Last year, one hundred eighty-five boys tried
for four sixteen-man teams. At the conclusion of

technique and attended the champions' dinner together with Mel Allen, nationally-known sports-

the spring try-out camp, each manager was given
a bank account of 10,000 make-believe dollars.

caster.

The

the

sixty-four most promising players were then
auctioned and each boy was given a contract.
Players could be traded and sold from one team
to the other, as in the professional major and

Bo McMillan, coach

professional football team,
fall

of the Detroit Lions

was guest speaker

at

banquet.

It is the

additional

hope of the company that hundreds of
Timken employees will take advantage

of the recreation facilities during 1950.

MY MOTHER READ TO ME
Long

ago, on winter evenings,

Can

it

be that one small lady

There beside our old base-burner,
my prayers were said.

Could, just by her magic voice,
Change a room so, in a twinkling
To the scenes from books so choice?

Here she gave me

Poor we were, as some might count

I recall,

my Mother

read

;

Just before

Friends to

Meg and
For

little

fill

my

friends aplenty,
for years ;

No

fine house,

Amy,

But

my Mother

my

From

life

Jo and Sister
Beth I shed

tears.

us,

our clothes threadbare
read

me

riches

the books she chose with care.

Scrooge and Tim and Mrs. Wiggs,
Robin Hood and Heidi too,
Young Jim Hawkins and his treasure

Now in times of fear and struggle
When woe and want about me crowd,

Saved from

From

Silver's pirate crew.

I

can use reserves of courage
the books she read aloud.

ELISABETH H. FRIERMOOD
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Easter falls

on April

1950.

9,

Plan-

ning for special celebrations should,
by now.; be well underway.

EASTER BUNNY made

THE

last year,

when he

front page headlines in Butler, Pennsylvania,

arrived one day early

during a rain and snow

storm. He established his headquarters on a hillside in J. V. Ritts Park,
near the amphitheatre where sunrise services are held. No doubt he planned
this so that

He

ing.

he would be on hand to greet local folks early on Easter morn-

brought with him a giant-sized Easter basket, too

;

in fact,

it

was

enough to hold three of the largest Easter eggs ever seen in those parts.
They were ten feet by eight feet in circumference, but apparently were
big

easily
It

handled by the bunny,

who knows how

to take care of Butler's needs.

seems that he had a busy time that evening hiding sixty dozen eggs, with

twenty of them carrying prize-winning numbers.

Imagine the surprise and attention that he attracted when discovered
first

by

who came
hunt

and then by the hundreds of children
scramble through the woods on an Easter egg

citizens attending the service

to see

him and

in the afternoon.

10,000 people came to

to

In

call

fact,

so popular

on him and

was

he,

it

was estimated

that

to inspect his basket during the three

visit. The entire board and department of recreation
were greatly concerned over his welfare, and even rigged up a lighting system so that he could be seen by night as well as by day.

days and nights of his

Board members worked hard on
plies

and

facilities.

The huge

eggs,

this project, contributing ideas, sup-

by the way, were made

of plaster of

Paris, constructed around a frame, and each weighed 125 pounds.

Bob Kresge, Director

of Recreation in Butler, writes that ninety-eight

percent of the credit for this novel stunt belongs to a
tion board

Mr. C. C.

Miller.

He
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of the recrea-

also says that assisting the board

bers were a group of volunteer citizens

estimated at one hundred

member

whose donated

mem-

services could be

fifty dollars.
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TALENT
UNLIMITED
MARY BRINKERHOFF

NIGHT,

OXE

last spring, in

Baylor University's

multiple-stage theater, a cast of local chil-

dren gave a performance as original and amusing
as anything ever seen there. The freshness of

was enough

their acting

to single the play out for

What made

League members had been added as teaching assistants. They held individual "ground-work" sessions with the principal characters

they called for

;

pantomime exercises, private rehearsals anything
to help round out the main characterizations until

it even more special
was the fact that Tom Sawyer and his friends
were members of the nation's only all-colored chil-

they fitted smoothly into the fabric of the play.
There was a reason for this new complexity.
The 1949 play was considerably more of an under-

dren's theater.

taking than the previous program.
Sawyer," a three-act drama, full of

special attention.

project which you will likely hear of
ever visit Waco, Texas, and ask a

It is this
first

if

you
Junior League member what her organization
does. The League has sponsored the work for
two years. During the past year, it has also supplied volunteers to help train the children.

The

colored children's theater opened in the fall
w ith the League furnishing the financial
r

of 1947,

backing and transportation for the actors between
the theater

and

their schools.

permitted the use of
stage

areas,

lighting

members

its

Baylor University
theater building with six

revolving chairs and an

overhead

platform. The two young instructors,
of the Baylor faculty, were outstanding

both for their all-around dramatic talent and for
their special interest in children.

The

wise humor.

The young

was "Tom
T\vain's

actors were prepared in

ways which had little outward connection with acting. They did finger painting they listened to recorded music and wrote do\vn what it meant to
them. Later, of course, they moved on to the play
itself, learning lines and movement, building sets
and props. Meanwhile, the director with sharp
;

understanding of her pupils
suit them.

adapted the script to

After a great deal of work the show went on.

Five stages were used, and sometimes the action
took place on a continuous "apron," or before-thecurtain area, stretching three-fourths of the way
around the audience. Tom, Huck and the rest
filled their roles

cast of twenty-five or so youngsters, all be-

It

Mark

so convincingly that they seemed
But the happiest people

to convince themselves.

tween the ages of seven and fourteen, had been
picked by their school principals. Two yardsticks
were used to select them talent and willingness

there were the parents of the castson.

Teachers also gave the
children the push needed to launch them into what
must have been, for some at least, a strange under-

a general education in brief, something to build
personality and cooperation, to let them know

of parents to cooperate.

taking.

Near

the end of the school year, a

com-

"The work,"

with good rea-

said director Jeanne

McRae, "was

what they have to contribute. These children have
rhythm of body, vivid imaginations and

beautiful

paratively polished group gave two performances
of a program comprising three one-act plays.

great creative ability."
"And they weren't learning by imitation," added

Last fall the work began again on a pattern almost, but not quite, the same because three Junior

Mrs.

Reprinted from Junior League Magazine, October 1949.
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Billie

Lawrence, chairman.

"They were

learning creative expression, designed to touch off
any spark of talent that they might possess."

RECREATION

A PIONEERING PROJECT

Creative Leisure Time Through

DRAMA
JUN1US EDDY

"I'M NOT nearly so interested in what people do
drama as I am in what drama does to peo-

Broadway," this
a dead-end

latter

practice ultimately leads

to the

down

on adult education remarked several years ago. Without implying that

with nearly eighty-five percent of the members

increasingly higher standards of play production

cumbent upon the drama departments of our nation's educational institutions to do more. Broader
and more profound purposes are needed.
Such purposes have been gradually emerging at

ple," a national authority

should be sacrificed to strictly sociological aims,
statement reflects the spirit behind a broad,

this

new project in theater upon which the Baylor
University Theater in Waco, Texas, has recently

To
lor

its

has

already prodigious drama program, Baya special research project in the

now added

and leisure-time needs. Financed
by Baylor and the General Education

field of recreation

jointly

Board of the Rockefeller Foundation, the project
was formally initiated last fall. It has been set up
as a two-year study to inquire into the leisuretime needs of communities in the Southwest. In

conjunction with the necessary basic research into
regional needs, the project plans to assist communities in setting up worthwhile recreation pro-

grams and to train the university's drama majors
to become more effective leaders in the field of
community drama and recreation.
This new project did not just come into being
overnight. It is the logical outgrowth of a philosophy of service to the region which Baylor's De-

partment of

Drama

ber of years.

has been developing for a

Inspired and directed by chairman
has been attempting to do more

Paul Baker,
than prepare

it

its

students for

sional theater field.
fulfill

ing

its

its

Nor has

work
it

in the profes-

been content to

educational obligations merely by train-

As
"Advance From

students to become teachers themselves.

Norris Houghton suggests in
Junius Eddy, Associate Professor of
is

num-

supervising
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Drama

at Baylor,

two-year Rockefeller study.

Under

of Actor's Equity currently

present conditions,

unemployed,

it is

in-

Beginning in the early thirties, when
took over the fledgling drama department,

the Baylor.

he

embarked.

street.

first

Mr. Baker has attempted to make this theater a
and recreation force throughout the
entire region. He has felt that the drama department
vital creative

should be developed to emphasize the values of
community living by teaching its students how to

apply their knowledge of the theater arts to the
leisure-time problems of the schools, churches and
communities of the region.

The

program now is being felt
Touring schedules
are organized for many productions. A number
of small communities and hamlets in the central
Texas area had their first acquaintance with the

'in

influence of this

countless

numbers

theater

of ways.

when Baylor road-shows

set up
and performed their plays in village
squares, town halls or high school auditoriums.
An emphasis on the value of drama in the

living

their stages

church led to courses in religious drama. Students
were taught how to organize church dramatic
programs, and gained practical experience by extending the touring program to include religious
plays.
Today, churches of all denominations

through central Texas look forward to producand some churches
ask assistance from Baylor students and faculty in
tions of these plays each year,

developing programs of their own.
As early as 1940, special courses in the organization of summer theaters were instituted, in con-
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1

summer company. Since

junction with an active
then,

Southwest

Baylor's

Summer Theater

has

presented at least five productions during each

summer (with

the exception of the

war

years),

and has made the theater a year-round activity for
drama students and Waco audiences alike.
At the same time, two additional phases of theater experience were made a fundamental part of
the program. Training in children's theater and
civic theater work was integrated with existing

An

opportunity for providing students
with practical experience in this work was developed with the reorganization of the Waco Civic
activities.

Theater following the end of the war. The Baylor
Children's Playhouse, sponsored by the university
in conjunction with the Junior League, was organized

and now conducts a

full-time

white and colored children

program

who

for both

live in the

City

Waco.

of

In the television

field,

as well as in the sound

drama department

film field, the

tempting to offer
training available.

is presently atstudents the best possible
Some half-dozen original one-

its

community

recreation.

Wherever

actual experience in the field. Using their knowledge of the theater arts as a springboard, and

moving

steadily into related aspects of recreation

activity, these students will

be assigned to specific

community projects under the supervision of
theater faculty members. In this way. two equally
important objectives will be served simultaneously

more

effective leadership training,

become involved in the project ultimately. Students engaged in religious drama work
will assist community churches with a drama proprobably

children's theater students will help communities to organize their own dramatic groups
on the child's level; students studying community

gram;

theater problems will attempt to organize civic
drama groups throughout the area ; touring schedules will be set

up

to bring the living theater to
Documentary films

countless small communities.

presented over a Fort Worth station. Two sound
films have been made already, and several more

in connection

Staff

members

activities

in charge of each of the above
have been added to the drama faculty

each year, as the need for more adequate supervision has developed. All aspects of the program
are housed in Baylor's unique

new

theater build-

ing, designed by Mr. Baker and built during the
early years of the war. Seating some 1/5 persons
in swivel chairs, the

new

theater has six practical

playing areas and a light booth suspended frorri
the center of the auditorium making it one of
the most flexible plants in the country.
In the current two-year study, sponsored by
the General Education Board to investigate ways

and means

many

for integrating more thoroughly the
phases of this program with the actual needs

of the communities in the area, typical communities of varying population levels will be studied
at close range.

mine the extent

Surveys will be conducted to deterto which leisure-time activities are

available to different interest groups; the manner
in which these groups make use of their leisure

time; the

both existing and potential,
utilized to increase the creative use

facilities,

which can be
of leisure.

anticipated that the results of this study
be used as the basis for courses designed to

It is

will

train students to
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become more

effective leaders in

and the de-

velopment of an assistance program to meet community needs.
All phases of the Baylor Theater program will

act plays, written in the department's playwriting
course, were adapted for television last year and

are currently in the shooting stage.

possible, the stu-

dents themselves will assist with the study, and it
is expected that advanced students may obtain

on typical

problems are also being planned
with film courses. Ultimately, other

leisure

departments in the fine arts curriculum, together
with the sociology and physical education departments,

may

be drawn into the picture.

Although most of this work is still in the blueprint and planning stage, a major experimental
project has been set up in the rural area of Tin
Top, Texas, forty miles southwest of Fort Worth.
Cecil Massey. a graduate student in drama, has
been living in Tin Top since October, assisting
the people there in developing a recreation program. At the same time, he has been gathering
material for his master's thesis on "An Analysis

and Study of the Leisure-time Problem

in Tin
Texas."
Top,
Tin Top is an isolated, typically rural section
which spreads over some twenty-five square miles
of tableland. Its 105 residents are
primarily en-

gaged in farming and ranching. There are no
phones in the area, roads are in need of repair,
and until recently
very little that could be
termed "community life" existed there. Countless

and imaginary, had been built
up over the years, tending to keep the people
apart from one another.
barriers, both real

About two years ago, prompted by one of the
more community-conscious families, Tin Top entered a rural neighborhood improvement contest
and a local farmers'
sponsored by Texas

A&M

magazine.

The people began

to

come together

RECREATION

occasionally to accomplish the many tasks concerned with improving their roads, homes and
farmlands. By the end of the contest in March,

By November, almost all of the Baylor Theatei
program had become partially involved in the work
at Tin Top. Children's Theater workers had or-

Top won a prize of $100 for sixth place
With this incentive, they determined
main project

ganized community children in an activity group
religious drama students had presented a play in
the Tin Top tabernacle and a documentary film

1949, Tin

in the finals.

to build a

community center

as the

;

;

a place to gather, to

on the sociological aspects of the new-found community spirit had been started.

each other, and to have leisurethe community decided it needed help

too early to make any positive statements
regarding the ultimate success of the work at Tin

program. Thus the spefrom Baylor were called upon. Mr. Massey's particular assignment was to make Tin Top
his temporary home, get to know the people and
their needs, and to develop their interest in creative leisure activities. His objective is to aid the
people of Tin Top to develop their own recreation

Top. Whether the project will provide any lasting
contributions toward better living in this isolated

moment, the

leaders so that the

about the

in this year's contest.

With

the center in view

know

play, to get to

time fun

in planning a recreation

cialists

grow

community

after assistance

is

center

program

will

withdrawn.

It is

rural area

is

still

anybody's guess.

effect

of

Baylor's

new

But, for the
leisure-time

leadership program on the population of Tin Top
At the same time,
is, without doubt, tremendous.
Baylor's

drama students are learning

their skills

firsthand

many problems involved in bringing
to bear on a specific community situation.

Leadership in Philadelphia
CLARENCE
"fTiHE GREATEST YEAR

of expansion of public recreation in the city's history" was the term
applied to 1948 by the Philadelphia Bureau of Rec-

reation in

its

The

annual report.

city

had em-

barked two years before on a recreation program
in which about $12,000,000 was earmarked for rehabilitating

existing

recreation centers,

building

on city-owned land and acquiring new
However, the Philadelphia Recreation As-

facilities
sites.

sociation felt that something else
needed better qualified workers.

The

was very much

and a National Com-

reation workers.

contrast between these requirements, which
effective in 1949, and those of 1947, is

Both naturally emphasize such qualities
moral
character, good health, pleasing pergood
sonality and reliability, but when it comes to the

striking.

as

training and experience that must be offered before the applicant can even take the examination,
1949 stepped out far ahead.
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alent of high school graduation, completion of two
years in a university, and at least a year of success-

experience in recreation activities

six

months

versity counting as a year of experience.
There is also a noticeable difference in the de-

its

mittee on Recreation Personnel Standards, City
Hall promptly adopted new specifications for rec-

The

If the equivalent of high school
not
be offered, two years in high
could
graduation
school and a year of experience would suffice.
But, in 1949, the candidate had to have the equiv-

Commis-

tional Recreation Association

became

playground work.

point of view
obtained information from the Na-

of the Civil Service

sion entirely sympathetic with
it

In 1947, a candidate for "Recreation Leader,

which must have been as a leader. In lieu of
two years of university work, three years of experience would be accepted, with one year of uni-

Bureau
and representatives
and, after

SHENTON

Grade 4" had to have the equivalent of graduation
from a high school and some special training or
experience in recreation, physical education and

ful

association found the chief of the city's
of Recreation, the director of public welfare

G.

1950

of

scription of duties of the position.

The 1947

speci-

fications

emphasized physical education, athletics,
and gymnastics. Those of 1949 included all this,
plus such things as teaching arts and crafts, folk
dancing, group discussion, music, dramatics, pet
shows and the training of junior leaders.
( New leadership standards can be found in Personnel Standards in Recreation Leadership, recently published by the National Recreation Asso-

ciation

;

fifty

cents

Ed.)

Reprinted from the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin.
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OUR AGING POPULATION
LOUIS

I.

DUBLIN, Ph.D.

Metropolitan Life Insurance

do

WHAT
aged?

\ve

mean .when we speak

of the

shall follow what has been sanc-

I

was

to diminish the relative importance of those

sixty-five years of age

and over.

in 1900, in a total population of seventy-

tioned by usage, namely, to identify the aged with
those who have attained their sixty-fifth birthday.

six millions, only 4.1 percent

This

five

is,

of course, an arbitrary division, but it is a
Yet it is necessary at the very-

Company

Thus,

and over age bracket

were

less

;

in the sixty-

than in the more

outset to point out that this does not carry with it
any connotation of physical infirmity or of econom-

Europe. The old among us
were then relatively few in number, and they were
readily absorbed into the normal family life of our

dependency. The so-called aged that is, those
who are sixty-five and over are a diverse group.

people. Xo wonder they attracted relatively little
attention. Certainly there was little awareness of a

Some

serious economic or social problem arising from
our old people. No special facilities were thought

convenient one.

ic

at sixty-five,

and even

at

younger ages, are

clearly old by any standard; others at eighty are
still fresh and spry and are
doing a creative job.

In other words, we must distinguish between
chronologic and physiologic old age. They may be
very different. \Ye all know of many extraordinarily able

men

in

our own business and in other

pursuits who. at seventy-five and eighty, continue
to carry large responsibility

and do

it

well.

They

are anything but old men. either physically or mentally. It will help us in our later considerations to

keep

in

mind

this

important distinction between

stabilized countries of

necessary for them outside of the poorhouse for
those who could not provide for themselves, or had
no children or other relatives who could take care
of them.

But conditions have changed materially in the
Immigration was virtually cut off

last fifty years.

in the early twenties.

Our

birth rates have de-

clined rapidly and, despite the wartime resurgence,
the outlook is for further decreases. Then, to

round out the

picture, the advances of medicine

chronologic age and physiologic age.
There is another basic fact that I must develop
somewhat fully in order to lay the foundation for

and of public health work have saved more and
more young lives. You know how infant mortality
has been sharply reduced.

The

what

the rapidly
increasing proportion of those in the later age
brackets. Until fairly recent decades, our country

which

were devastating, have

was characterized by the youth of its people. We
had grown rapidly through the heavy immigration
of relatively young men and women, and this, to-

Even

gether with high birth rates, swelled the proportions at the younger ages. The effect, of course.

saving at the earlier ages has, of course, been to
bring more and more of the population into the

I

shall say further on.

and that

is

in the earlier years

children's diseases,

been virtually eliminated as factors in mortality.
Typhoid fever has been practically wiped out.
tuberculosis

and pneumonia and influenza

have been reduced over eighty percent since the
beginning of the century. The

effect of all this life-

older age brackets.

The accompany ing 'chart
Mr. Dublin, second vice-president and

statistician of

the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, gave address excerpted here at Annual Forum of New York

Chapter of Chartered Life Underwriters, April 1949.
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illustrates in a

drama-

fashion the changes in survivorship during the
last fifty years, as a result of the improvements

tic

which I have enumerated. These are survivorship
curves which show what happens to two popula-

RECREATION

dons, each of 100,000 traced from birth to the end
of life, one under conditions of mortality prevailing
at the beginning of the century and the other under

Now

be considerably higher.

will

current mortality conditions. I have also projected the survivorship curve for another 100,000 on
the basis of mortality conditions which will prob-

ably prevail about 1975.

whether old people

Observe how marked the shift has been in the
age at which survivors are reduced by one quar-

different the situation is today,

ter. At the beginning of the century, one-fourth of
those born failed to live beyond twenty-four years
but, currently, the same proportion survives to

for a living

them are concentrated

sixty years,

At

the halfway sur-

This,

What

another way. Mortality
conditions in 1900 were such that a young man
eighteen years of age starting out on his produc-

Let us look

tive career

at this in

still

had one chance

sixty-fifth birthday.

Today,

in

two

of

the

is

then,

are

its social

confronts us.

picture that

and economic implications, not

only for the aged themselves, but also for the
nation ? Why all this discussion and concern about

our aging population ?

of reaching his

*

*

his chances of survival

are two in three.

The well-being of
much more than the

together, the three factors I have mencessation of immigration, reduction in the

Taken
tioned

many

century ago.

will be about seventy-six years in 1975.

it

so

and dependent

parents of today have fewer children to share the
burden of their support than was the case half a

vivorship mark, the figure advances from fiftyeight years at the beginning of the century to
seventy-two years currently, and the indications

are that

when

in the cities

be absorbed by children raising their own family.
Nor is it to be overlooked that the dependent aged

and according to the forecast for 1975,

will be sixty-seven years.

lot

live

on a job in industry or trade! And
with the housing problem acute as it is, the small
flat is certainly no place where the aged parent can

;

it

makes a

it

on farms or
in cities. In the good old days, when we were
predominantly a rural and agricultural people, the
old were still useful in the home and on the farm.
They then found a ready acceptance in the large
houses of their children and grandchildren. How

of difference

difficulties.

.

.

.

*

*

the aged among us involves
correction of their economic

Those who minister

to

them have

have radically

observed the boredom and sense of frustration from

changed the pattern of our age distribution in the
past fifty years. The census of 1950 will, accord-

The great desidwhich so many of them suffer.
eratum is a community organization of publicwith meetspirited citizens which will be concerned

birth rate,

and improved survival

.

ing to latest estimates, show more than eleven
million people over sixty-five years of age, or 7.7
percent of our total population. In other words,

.

.

the
ing the needs of the aged. It will inquire into
facilities for recfacilities
the
local
of
adequacy

the proportion of older persons has about doubled
in the last half-century, and the absolute numbers

reation, for the

have almost quadrupled.

Not only are more people entering the thresh-

organization will see that old people are visited by
kindly neighbors that they are made much of on

old of old age, but the outlook for living beyond
that age has also improved. For the average per-

All
public occasions and given places of honor.
of this will help to encourage the feeling among

son

now

;

oldsters that they are

at sixty-five, the expectation of life is

and two-third years, about two years
than
in 1900. I hope you can now see
greater
more clearly how we have arrived at our
present situation, in which people beyond
sixty-five loom large, both in numbers and in
the importance of the challenge which they
present to us for their welfare. Old age is a
significant period of life and will be increas-

development of hobbies or for the
Such an

utilization of the talents of older people.

still

useful

and wanted.

thirteen

ingly so in the future.
There are other considerations which bear

on our problem. Since the turn of the century, our population has become increasingly
urbanized and industrialized. In 1900, our
cities and towns included only forty percent
of our people; in 1940 the figure was fiftyseven percent, and by 1950 it undoubtedly
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SURVIVORS FROM BIRTH TO SUCCESSIVE AGES
According to Life Tables for United States,
>

1901,

1946 and Forecast

Tor

1975

OF SURVIVORS

7S

till

so

Age

at

\

which survivors

are reduced by
'A.

Q'A:

'A

2g

\
'

50

60

70

80

90

100

AGE
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RECREATION OPPORTUNITIES
OtcUteta
MEN and women in a late period of life,
the problem of "what to do" with one's self is
of acute importance. Frequently the daily routine
of work at one's job or profession has been ter-

FOR

minated by

this time.

A

man may now

find that

retirement sans responsibility has lost its desirability and a grandmother who suddenly finds her;

with no family to care for, no house to keep
will
be at loose ends for something to keep her
up,
self

busy.
In large cities the problem of recreation for oldsters is even more serious than in small towns and
rural areas.
of

cil

Recognizing

New York

this,

the Welfare Coun-

City and several other local

groups with religious
tarian membership.

has a non-sec-

affiliations,

Two

typical older adult centers are the Elliott
Xeighbors' Club of Hudson Guild, located at 441

West 28th

Street, and the Happy Meeting Club,
East
iO4th Street, Manhattan. Both are
237
nonnon-racial,
sectarian, and charge no fees. The
former is for men and women, sixty and over,
at

mainly from the Chelsea district. It has two rooms
and a kitchen in the Hudson Guild Annex, with a
radio, a piano, magazines, and craft equipment.
One paid staff member is in attendance, as well as

a part-time Department of Welfare worker and
volunteers.

The

club

is

open Mondays through

organizations have set up special plans of interest
for older people.

Fridays during the day, and has an average attendance of thirty-five, although the capacity is a

The Xew York Adult Education Council at 254
Fourth Avenue, for example, offers person-toperson consultation with any man or woman who
would like information on local recreation and edu-

hundred persons.
The Happy Meeting Club has a very similar
framework. The types of recreation offered by

The Xew York Public
opportunities.
Library, with its several branches, has readers'

meetings and discussion groups, pottery and painting, community singing, a rhythm band, motion

cation

advisors

who

and other

are glad to suggest books on hobbies

interests.

Some

libraries

have music-

listening groups for opera broadcasts and for recorded music. The Ottendorfer Branch at 135
Second Avenue is one of these. Discussion groups

and reading clubs are held in a number of branches
and the City College of Xew York offers courses
in art, languages, and so forth, in several neighborhood libraries. Only a moderate fee is charged,
and there are no academic requirements.
In

many

different

city

neighborhoods

Man-

hattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx, Queens, Richmond
recreation centers for folks of fifty, sixty and over

have been established. Some, such as the William
Hudson Community Center at Tremont and Third

Avenues

in the Bronx, are sponsored by the city
Department of Welfare. Some are sponsored by

organizations such as the Salvation Army; the
Senior People's Community Club at 224 West
1

24th Street being such a group. The Council Club

for Older People at 2828 Broadway, sponsored by
the Xational Council of Jewish Women, like many

540

these clubs include dramatics, concerts, cultural

pictures, sight-seeing trips

and so

on.

They

also

hold open house, social teas and lunches there.
Officers usually are elected within the club membership to take an active part in

Some groups

offer

its

management.

mental and dental attention

members. Others provide opportunities to do
typing and mending for financial remuneration.
These recreation centers offer ne\v friends, new

for

new interests in life to men and
women who seem to be "out of things" because of

things to do,
their years.

There is room for improvement in New York
and in many other cities. But "old folks" need not
be "forgotten folks," and these recreation centers
show what can be done for them to help them
"do" for themselves. Life can be full and fun, at
sixty and beyond.
For further information, send for "Recreation
Facilities for Older People," prepared by the Welfare Council of

Xew

York, 44 East 23rd Street.

Single copies ten cents, fifteen copies one dollar,
nfty copies three dollars.
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HOBBIES

New Kind
of

Pottery
Mrs. Zoboli showing pottery

made

with

new

ZOBOLI

of
Norwood, Massachusetts,
her recreation time pay by teaching
people to make Town Line Pottery, an unfired
ceramic ware which dries to a permanent gloss-

makes
ROSE

finish within

varnish has

twenty-four hours. After a special
been applied and smoothed, some

including everything from
small ash trays and lovely flower bowls to complicated lamp bases and boxes with covers.
Mrs. Zoboli learned the craft from its inventor,
Maxwell H. Fellows of Boston, and now gives
lessons to a few Norwood women, two nights a
week. Pupils are told to bring an old pan and
mixing spoon, and to wear their old clothes. An
old kitchen knife and a towel added to the

beautiful pieces result

picture-

and everything

is

ready. Beginners turn out

trays in the first evening,

Town

Line Pottery

is

and do they

made

of the usual pottery process.

feel

two ash
proud

!

exactly in reverse
Generally a plate

would be formed from soft clay, the glaze sprayed
on, and the whole thing fired under very high
temperature. Town Line begins with the glaze
which is the most beautiful part of the process.

These glazes are made in thin sheets, held together with fiber, and crackled before applying so
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KATHERINE SAUNDERS

process.

that the finished pieces sparkle like diamonds.
cement mold is placed on the table, greased

A

with something that resembles petroleum

and the magic glaze
water
thin

is

clay

slipping.

applied,

jelly,

crackled and dipped in cold
pressed down firmly, and a

mixture brushed on to hold
After that, the clay

it

from

having the consis-

is spread on
tency of ordinary riiodeling clay
with a knife and cut off around the edges. The

top is made as smooth as possible and, in twentyfour hours, the complete product is dry.

The

finished

work

of art has the appearance of

antique crackle ware and the unusual colors of the
glaze
bright as the sunset, gay as flowers, warm
make the pieces striking and magas a painting

Enthusiasm for Town Line has spread
from Boston to New York and along the coast to
the south. It is also taught in the midwestern

nificent.

and has been accepted by the Association
Groups of Massachusetts.
Mrs. Zoboli has made many good friends through
her hobby and, although she does not have as much
time as she would like to devote to it, she and her
states,

of Handicraft

class

members

from creating

are deriving a great deal of pleasure
this

new kind

of pottery.
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OPEN HOUSE

The

publicity

was

effectively handled.

Fifteen

thousand circulars were mailed to city teachers,
county teachers, 4-H leaders, scout leaders, Home
Bureau chairmen, doctors, dentists, ministers,
those on the extensive mailing list of a local,

Tray painted with asphaltum.

church-sponsored summer camp, and to 200 people who had been at the center previously for

community center

OURnois

in

population 40,000

Bloomington,
tried a

Illi-

week-long

open house for arts and crafts recently. During
afternoon and evening classes, and a morning freetime workshop period, all the major handcrafts
were taught. These included hobby interests such
as

carving, clay modeling, leather work
crafts such as textile painting, plasceramics; and simple projects suitable for

wood

:

money-making
tics,

children

glass

etching,

linoleum block cutting,

and working with papier-mache.
Groups were in charge of competent, but not
always professional instructors. The registration
fee was nominal
$1.75 for the complete course or
fifty

cost

cents per two-hour session. This covered the
of materials used, as everyone attending

worked on a simple project
It

at

each lesson.

can readily be seen that this was a non-profit

venture.

Its

purpose was to encourage organiza-

tion leaders, local
learn,

and

groups.

and out-of-town,

to spread their

Many

knowledge

to

come and

in their

own

school teachers were in attendance,

sent by their principals, as well as church workers,
scout leaders, camp leaders, therapists and just
interested individuals.

Out-of-town people were induced to attend by

some type of craftswork. One hundred posters
were made up and distributed by art students
window displays were featured in local stores and
;

in the public library.

Announcement of the event was made on the
week previous to the open house, and local

radio a

firms paid for newspaper advertising listing the
following day's schedule. The staff consisted of
sixteen instructors gathered from college and high
school art departments, expert hobbyists, and
fourteen helpers all volunteers.

On Monday

afternoon, about

fifty

people reg-

and paid the fee, or indicated that they
had paid in advance through the mail. In the
latter case, their name was on file and they were
istered

admitted.

To

facilitate

matters for evening classes,

which were twice as well attended, two desk clerks
and two desks were kept busy. All in all, 204 persons registered.
Classes were held in the large gymnasium in the
(The
Bloomington Community Center.

"V

building or church basement might be used.) Local and out-of-town dealers in art supplies sent
displays,

which were

set

portions of the gym, and

up around the unused

we

sat at

banquet

tables.

the distribution of circulars quoting rates in private homes and hotels. Inexpensive lunches were

In metal etching, for instance, after a fifteen-minute summary of the process by the instructor, each member began to find

served at the center bv church women.

out for himself
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Everyone kept busy.

how

simple and attractive the

work

RECREATION

ELEANOR

A Community

be.

Mimeographed

sheets

were

Center Experiment

handed

around to aid in following instructions. On a table
at one side of the room were laid out the materials
to be
cils,

used that afternoon
tracing paper,

aluminum

circles,

carbon paper, pads of

pensteel

wool, paint brushes, black asphaltum, turpentine,
a handy jig for fluting edges, and even paper
towels for cleaning up.
Each person always

cleaned up his own place, and
clear when the class left.

Shiny black on gleaming

silver

all

tables

being

why

those six-

subjected

to

muriatic

That was why the morning workshop was
so necessary. Peeking into the kitchen at any
time that morning you could find several people
stirring a liquid with a feather and anxiously
peering through fumes into their mixture. They
needn't have worried, for every finished piece was
practically an object of art.
The Monday 'evening class almost became a

acid.

The clay modeling instructor
had demonstrated how to make pottery through
various methods turning, coil, rolling pin and
so on. She repeatedly stated that the beginner
must get the "feel" of the clay in order to understand its handling. Each person had been given
a generous lump of clay to "throw" (to remove
air bubbles) on masonite boards laid on the tables.

candlelight party.

After giving the clay a good trouncing, the class

down

to creative work, using their hands
That was when the electricity short-circuited. It was pitch black, but undismayed by the
unusual experience, students kept right on squeezing and pushing and shaping their clay. Someone
settled

as tools.
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much

better

this

way,"

Enthusiastic amateurs purchased leather for tooling,
made hcautiful articles. Below: Tracing the design.

!

before

remarked, "Mine looks

and the .general laughter which followed showed
that everyone had entered the spirit of the occasion. By the time candles were located, electric
service was resumed. Then the pitchers, mugs
and ash trays were lovingly patted into finished
products and left to dry for future firing.
The Tuesday afternoon metal modelers were

were

inch trays looked beautiful even before they were
finished
Asphaltum has to be allowed to dry

completely

JOSEPHSON

HANDCRAFTS

for

could

S.

amazed

merely by pressing a thin
orangewood stick, a three-

to discover that,

sheet of metal with an

took turns working with electric tools.

The

intricacies of swirls

and whirligigs

fasci-

dimensional picture could be developed in a jiffy.
Of course, beginners traced the pictures to be

nated enthusiastic amateurs during the afternoon
finger-painting session. When the demonstration

modeled, but for raising the pattern, they were

was over, they took sheets

strictly

on

their

own.

Folded newspapers were

used as a pliable work surface
aluminum or peacock alloy metal
rolls were bought for home use

for the copper,
sheeting.

Many

a testimony to

see

if

could really be done.

it

made

color and,

large evening class in textile painting was
divided into two groups. Basic instructions were

ceeded to combine colors.

presented to the entire enrollment.

Then

those

experimental work went onto the
where tables had been set to accommodate them, and where textile paints, brushes
and stencils were within reach. Those who hadn't
interested

in

large stage

brought their

An

own

instructor

material brought white hankies.
to cut a stencil and

snowed how

answered questions.
Simultaneously, down on the gym floor on the
other side of a drawn curtain, an instructor was

demonstrating the art of necktie painting with
He traced a painting of a horse's head, cut

oils.

and completed the project in an hour.
His audience watched, hopeful that they might
go home and do likewise.
Another session covered linoleum block printing. Class members worked on four-by-five-inch
his stencil,

one

won

a prize at the
Amateur
Art
Exhibit
when used as
Bloomington
a pattern on a boy's shirt. Some made designs for

pieces of linoleum

later

greeting cards.

Wood

craft

and intricate, and
were demonstrated

another* lecture period. Plaster craft prpved
so absorbing that the class wouldn't leave until
eleven p.m., record for the evening sessions during
in

The

following morning many were
with
the rubber molds, pouring in
back, working
wet plaster and letting it harden into figurines.
the week.

Each

bolder by quick success, pro-

Designs for waste baskets, gift wrapping paper,
place mats and the like were laid out to dry while
the artists enjoyed a sound color film. The subject of the movie was textile painting, water-

and show card color work for
(Sound movies on various phases of
arts and crafts instruction may be borrowed free
of charge, except for mailing expense, from the
American Crayon Company, Sandusky, Ohio.)
The Friday evening class, the last of the series,
was devoted to the teaching of inexpensive crafts.
With tinsnips and old cans, a deft instructor practically conjured up reindeer and sleigh, a horse
and other articles for table decorations. She also
covered the more prosaic forms of tin craft and
showed how to make cooking utensils for campThere was no group participation at this
fires.
color

stenciling

children.

A

dramatic presentation by a Girl Scout
This was an effective introduction
followed.
troop
to papier-mache work. The scouts wore clever
session.

masks made

at troop meetings,

and brought small

One thing learned from this experiment is that
audience participation is a necessity for successful

rubber.

That afternoon, working in plastics was discussed by the professional advisor who was present at the open" house the entire week. What
promised to be a fascinating demonstration on
carving plastics with an electric drill, however,

was a casualty when the electricity failed again.
At the evening class on leather work, a general
talk was followed by a division into two groups.
On the stage, scrap leather was converted into
neatly laced change purses and key holders. On
the gym floor, the more experienced purchased
leather for tooling or carving fine articles, and

Wood carving and plastics did not
and were not as well received as other
Future wood carving classes can sup-

classes.

offer this

sessions.

ply bits of soft wood for penknife whittling. Plastics, though, are too expensive for, the amateur,

and such a

or learning to make rubber molds with liquid
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could!

It

articles for display.

carving, both simple

glass etching and plaster

from the

person hastened back for more paper, another

the effectiveness of the course.

The

of shelf paper

speaker's table, spooned blobs of color on them,
and returned to their places to experiment and

class is not likely to 'be repeated.

Leaders of the workshop hope to

interest

mem-

forming various guilds for the coming year,
the plan being to give those interested in more
intensive study of any one subject an opportunity
bers in

to

spend an entire week on such work. This group

could then form a guild to produce high quality

merchandise for

sale at a

mart

set

up

at the center,

or through other outlets. Thus, people with ability could obtain some remuneration for their efforts, and people with fine taste and gift problems
could purchase these objects.
Meanwhile, we have found the mass education

technique to be an effective basis for further developing crafts interest and

skill.
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Unique Snowball Contest
A

local industrial plant brings

YEAR, the City Recreation Department of

for the semi-finals

magic in midsummer

which were held the next day.
was that by the end of the

E5TManitowoc, Wisconsin, conducted a snowball

The reason

midsummer. This was made possible
excellent cooperation of the Sorge Ice
the
through

morning, with 500 youngsters competing, we
found we were going to have a number of ties.
This was handled very nicely by a full write-up

contest in

Cream and Dairy Company, which generously
snow and prizes for the youngsters,

furnished the
plus a
sters

visit

their plant

through

and parents

for both

where plant snow

is

youngmanufac-

The program

started

when

the Sorge Company
approached the recreation

had an oversupply and
department, asking what

was a great day

who

sters

division

of the contest in the local paper, the

winners included in the

to

article.

names

of the

In addition,

we

were given good radio publicity and the recreation office also called the

tured daily.

It

for this

to notify

them

that they

homes

of the youngsters

were among the

finalists.

do with the surplus.
young-

for over a thousand

The arts
department made

gathered for the big event.
of

the

recreation

by nine feet, of heavy cardwere
which
on
board,
painted full-size snowmen
In the winter,
snowflakes.
and
women
and
large
large targets, six feet

snowmen could be used.
The youngsters were separated according

real

to

age groups so as to give each child an even break
Six to seven year olds twenty feet away from
:

the target.

Eight to nine year olds thirty feet away.
Ten, eleven and twelve year olds forty feet.
The targets were set up in lanes, one judge
taking charge of each lane. The youngsters registered at a long table, each group keeping in its
own lane. With the help of a public address sys-

tem,

we were

control.

able to keep

them

fairly well

under

each group then
their snowballs and go to

Three youngsters

of

were permitted to make
the line to throw three snowballs each.

The

man
flakes

scoring

was

snowsnowwhich was

as follows: hitting the
any one of the

five points; hitting

fifteen points; hitting the bell

hung on the hat of the snowman

Snow in August is exciting. Overl,000 youngsters came.

twenty-five

of the
points. Each judge took down the name
she
he
or
of
the
number
and
points
youngster
scored. Boys and girls threw the same distance
but their scores were kept separately because the
awards were duplicated, one set for each.
The scores were all kept on official score sheets

In the final event, five snowballs were thrown
by each contestant in an attempt to make future
ties almost impossible. This method proved very
satisfactory.

This could have finished the contest,

but a grand prize was to be offered to the city
champion, boy and girl, so our contest continued

another evening at the county fairgrounds. The
three youngsters with the highest scores in each

age group threw in the grand
held in front
or

of

more

finals,

the grandstand,

Here

which were

packed with
the

spectators.
eighteen
3,000
youngsters threw at a single target, the distance
being different for each age group, with scoring

same as in the finals. The grand champions
were a little girl seven years old, and a boy twelve.

the

Author is director, Manitowoc Recreation Department.
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Camp

buildings were dedicated and used immediately.

Notables before the mike; on the

"Home
OCCASION for these photographs was the

dedication
THE
ings at
section

home
House
other

Camp
of

of

this

summer

of several

new

build-

Holley Ridge in the Leete's Island
Connecticut the vacation

Guilford,

children

facilities

in

the

Dixwell

Community

New

Haven. The buildings and
are the results of contributions, and

section of

the construction of the

camp

the result of the

thinking in a common
vein that "young children deserve and should have
vacation spots other than city streets." Behind it

handiwork of others

all is

all

the aim to provide youngsters with the

means

of spiritual growth so necessary for a full life, and
to help them acquire an appreciation of nature.

Let

W. Norman

lights

of

Ridge

tell

Watts, one of the guiding
Dixwell Community and Holley
you a little of the history of the camp.

the

"Early in our camping experience at Dixwell
Community, we used the New Haven Park Department and Inter-Service Club location, Cedarcre^t, but by 1943 the demand for camping space
was so heavy, we concluded that we could no
longer overtax Cedarcrest for long-term stays. It
was about this time that we heard of a man in

our community who might help us. He was Dr.
William A. Holley, and we went to see him at
his country place in Leete's Island.

We

walked

through the lovely wooded acreage, overlooking
Long Island Sound, and suddenly Dr. Holley
asked:

'How do you

like

it

here?'

'

'Splendid,' I exclaimed, 'and it is so wonderful, I'd like to start a camp here for the children
of our community.'
'It's

'It's

yours,' Dr. Holley said.

yours for the children.'

Reprinted from the Connecticut Shoreliner, magazine of the
shore area, midsummer, 1949-
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for the

"And

that did

in July of 1943.

it.

Camp

left,

Senator Foley.

Month
Holley Ridge was born
easy, but so

The work was not

willing hands turned to the job that we
were ready for the first girls' group in August.
Today, six years later, and with the help of so
many volunteer workers, contributors and service

many

Camp Holley Ridge's physical plant includes three cabins, the Kiwanian Hall (dining

clubs,

room and

kitchen), Rotary Club (housing show-

ers, laundry, and library when fully equipped
an administration cabin, several tents, and a large
)

,

cleared play area."

Mr. Watts added that the physical

plant, while

absolutely necessary, was secondary to the intangible moral plant
the great good accomplished in
that half dozen years in providing so many youngsters with a slice of country and shore life. It is,
to be sure, only "a

which

home

will dwell within

for a

them

for

month," but one
longer than

much

that.

Camp Holley Ridge, by the way, is interracial,
and inter-community, too, inasmuch as it is a New
Haven-Guilford project. It is international also.
During the seasons of 1946 and 1947, through the
courtesy of the American Friends Service Committee of Philadelphia, there were work camps at
Holley Ridge. The campers were high school
youths from throughout the United States, EngThese
land, France, Switzerland and Finland.
in
road
were
of
considerable
aid
young people
building, clearing the play area, construction work,

and

in

conducting camp

activities.

But, in addition to being interracial, inter-community and international, there is something else
to be

said of

Camp

Holley Ridge.

It

is

truly

river-

inspirational.
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The Latest Word
THE GAME

of bridge is taking a back seat
while the latest word in fashion is Canasta that

new Rummy variant from Argentina.
game by far, and just the ticket
who prefer gaiety in their social gather-

fascinating

This

is

a

for those

livelier

Teen-age groups, young adults, the elderly
are taking it up, and if you are a recreation
leader you'd better know how to play.

ings.

all

The only equipment you need

is

two standard

decks of playing cards, including the four jokers.
In Canasta, unlike other forms of Rummy, se-

quences are not allowed

you're always trying for

Two

people can play, each
of
thirteen
cards. With four
a
hand
receiving

that seven-of-a-kind.

playing, there are two partnerships, and eleven
cards are dealt each player. The rest of the deck
is placed face down to make the stock pile. The
card on top is turned face up and becomes the

sists

Canasta (meaning basket in Spanish) confor less value
of seven cards of a kind; or

more

winning person must
complicated,
teresting at

it

all

A

nice

that although it is not
offers enough variation to be inis

times.

;

them!)
of play goes on as in other Rummy
each
games,
player drawing a card in turn and
each
play with a discard on the up pile.
ending

Of

course, there are other features to the

game

you must know about; so if you really want
to try it, or to introduce it to some of your groups,
why not write the Association of American Playthat

All deuces and jokers

words, when you play them
them
you may give
any value you choose.
It's fun to work out ways of running up your
are wild

total 5,000 points.

and

The

Extra points can be picked up along the way, if
you are lucky, such as the extra hundred points
awarded for every red three drawn. (Four red
threes will count 800 in your favor but try to get

of a kind plus one to three wild

Suits don't matter.

cards.

offers plenty of latitude

part about the game, too,

a mixed Canasta consists of a basic collection
of four or

game

The order

"up-card."

A

score, for the

can really become cutthroat upon occasion.

in other

ing Card Manufacturers, 420 Lexington Avenue,
New York 17, for a free copy of the rules?

THE

SUPERVISOR OF MUSIC for the Milwaukee Department of Municipal Recreation started his rehearsa children's chorus at one of the social centers where most of the boys and girls were Negroes. He
asked them what spirituals they would like to sing. One child raised his hand and said, "Silent Night,"
and another, "Little Star of Bethlehem." The supervisor said that these were not spirituals. Finally one
als for

little

boy said he knew

my favorite

is 'All I

FEBRUARY
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of one.

Want

The

"Have you a song?" The boy shouted
Front Teeth'!"

supervisor asked,

for Christmas Is

My Two

out, "Yes,
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Does This Include You, Too?
\Yhat makes a "tired business

man"

Benjamin Franklin
Pennsylvania Hospital, because he

haps, says the

tired

Per-

?

Clinic of the

:

Stuffs his business troubles in his briefcase

1.

and carries them home

Goes out

2.

to lunch

at night.

and does more business

talking than eating.

Cannot take a

3.

that he

is

real vacation because

he thinks

too indispensable.

Does not have a hobby but goes out once a
week for a strenuous physical workout to

4.

cure

all ills.

Does not know

5.

either

work or

or practice

moderation

in

play.

That's the short sketch painted by the clinic
from its treatment of some 2,000 "tired business

men"

since

February 1948. One Philadelphia

in-

dustrialist sent all sixty-three of his executives for

With the Stars

.

.

.

With the stars of sports, modern features of construction in the
equipment they use are of the utmost importance. That's why so many of
them use and recommend Wilson.

a checkup. Of this number, only twenty percent
did not need either a doctor or a psychiatrist, the
clinic reported. The psychiatrist was needed, in
most cases, to convince the executives that they
must slow down and stop worrying.

The "Big Jump" in
Recreation Appeal

The famous Wilson Advisory Staff,
whose members help design, test
and use Wilson equipment is another
reason

why

sports

stars

so

Learn About

many

prefer

outstanding
Wilson. Golf

champions Sam Snead, Gary Middlecoff, Lloyd Mangrum, Gene Sarazen, Patty Berg and Babe Didrikson
tennis champions Jack Kramer,
Don Budge, Bobby Riggs and Alice
Marble diamond stars Ted Williams and Bob Feller gridiron headliners Johnny Lujack, Charlie
Trippi

TRAMPOLINING
Intense Participant-Spectator Interest

Founded by NISSEN, Creator and
neer

of

.

.

.

Pio-

America's First Standard

TRAMPOLINE*
Write for FREE LITERArURE
*Reg. U.

S.

Pot. Office

NISSEN TRAMPOLINE
2OO A AVENUE

NW

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

and Paul Christman are
among the
stars who make up this
great staff of
experts. Play the equipment of champions Wilson and you can be sure

you're playing equipment that cannot be surpassed.

CUSTOM

BUILT

PLAYGROUND
EQUIPMENT

WILSON SPORTING GOODS
Brooch offices

in

New

CO., INC.
York. Son Francisco

and other principal cifie s
CA subsidiary of Wilson & Co.. Inc.)

CHAMPION RECREATION EQUIPMENT
George Ekdahl and Associates
P.

O. 474

HIGHLAND PARK,

ILL.

TODAY IN SPORTS EQUIPMENT
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RECREATION

A

letter

from the principal of a Vermont school

SQUARE lini
in

IU

the Village School
FRANCES

YEARS AGO

TJHREE
ple square

I started teaching a few simdances to the children in the sixth,

seventh, and eighth grades of the Fairlee School.
The enrollment was under twenty, so I was able

have a planned recreation program with consid-

to

follow-up analysis. From the
the children "took to" square dancing. Here

erable
first,

individual

was plenty

an outlet for their
and such fun! The action gradually
developed into physical coordination which, under
careful instruction and close supervision, resulted
in pleasure and satisfaction realized as new changes
were conquered and ability to follow directions
rapidly and accurately improved.
We used records with combined music and calls
of action to furnish

exuberance

;

records furnishing only the music, the calls being

deciphered from an accompanying handbook; and
records, from which the children

heard the explanation of the dance, timed so
that they might walk out the changes
with sufficient time to think

them out and then swing into
same instructor calling the

the dance with the

changes.

Following exposure to the three types of recmy English classes loose on record-

ords, I turned

and preparation of comment cards. We
had done much work along this line on books, so
this opened a new phase of analysis. I was interested in some of the comments, and forwarded
those concerning the Durlacher records to Eddie
Durlacher, who very generously wrote to the
analysis

members

of the upper grades, expressing his inter-

and encouraging further correspondence. This
gave me a tool to motivate a real live project in
letter writing. We have enjoyed a constructive,
pleasant correspondence with Mr. Durlacher,
which has more than superficial value since he
personally conducted an afternoon square dance
party for these same children in our own small
est

town.

As

The letter writing is still fresh!
the children evaluated their own accomplish-

FEBRUARY
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KIELY

ments, they became aware of new needs, and new
phases of pride were evidenced. Here, I observed
a boy, slow to work his way into school society,
already in

;

and

more general

there, a self-conscious girl

confidence.

showed

Through square dancing

we were

able to share experience outside the exrealm.
The children put on a program at
pected
an out-of-town veterans' hospital, and last sum-

mer we served as "ice-breakers"
program at Lake Fairlee Club.

for a recreation

For two winters, we have participated in
the Old-Fashioned Community Dancing School,
where the children have had a related outsideschool experience. As a result, age barriers have
been removed, and interested parents and friends
have become more interested.

Oh, no, our course

instructional
first

D.

lected!

The

of study has not been neg-

quotient of

accomplishment has been

and we have learned much of value concerning etiquette. These boys do not leave their
girls in the middle of the floor at the end of the
dance! We have no gangling adolescents. We
hear very little silly chatter having to do with
raised

"boy loves

we have

girl." Through very pleasant channels
learned to listen well and follow instruc-

tions accurately.
all

This certainly carries over into

courses.

Am

I the only one conscious of the values?
the
children help me evaluate returns, and I
No,
rather have a hunch that the parents and friends

are in on

it,

too!

Square dancing lends itself easily to the promotion of a better understanding of social and democratic skills and, at the same time, provides the
right kind of occasion for their exercise through
pleasure. It offers teachers an effective means of

developing in our boys and girls during their
formative years the personal qualities that will
enable them to stand on sound footing with their
fellow beings throughout

life.
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Porter Basketball Backstops are

PORTER NO. 212-WS window span type of backstop is an
truss construction
ingenious adaptation used where building
will not permit installation
of backstop.

of

a suspended-and-braced type

To be completely satisfactory and safe, basketball backstops must be planned and designed
by people with specialized engineering knowhow. Building conditions vary widely, and every
backstop installation varies accordingly.
Porter engineers are equal to any backstop
problem, no matter how specialized. They can
draw upon a vast storehouse of knowledge
gained through several generations of serving
the nation's leading schools, universities, clubs

and stadiums.
Why don't you

let Porter engineers advise and
help you, without cost or obligation, of course?

CATALOG GLADLY SENT. Now is the time to replace worn, out-dated rectangular banks with the new

FREE

official Porter fan-shaped bank. Formed from
a single sheet of steel to a flawlessly smooth face with
a deep-rolled periphery, and scientifically braced for
all-steel

permanent, rigid

service.

Usually, stock models from Porter's complete line
can meet your exact requirements, and save you
money. If your building is in the drawing board
stage, it is wise to talk about backstops now, and
avoid problems and disappointments later.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT OF FAN-SHAPED BANKS

PORTER CAN SUPPLY YOUR EVERY BACKSTOP AND

THE

J.

E.

GYM EQUIPMENT NEED

PORTER

MANUFACTURERS

OF

PLAYGROUND, GYMNASIUM AND

Exclusive MAKERS OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS

CORPORATION
OTTAWA, ILLINOIS

SWIMMING POOL EQUIPMENT

JUNGLEGYM
Reg. U. S. Pot. Off.
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CLIMBING
STRUCTURE

RECREATION

STATE NEWS NOTES

from the FORTY-EIGHT
A

Kansas:
recreation specialist has been appointed by the Agricultural Extension Service
within the Home Demonstration Division. Em-

lar studies

phasis of this new service will be on training recreation leaders for various extension activities

local recreation

.

A

recreation

minor has been established

.

.

at the

were being made
.

.

lished

ganized in Texas and

from thirty-seven

of

states registered at

Kansas

state

The

Mississippi:

Mississippi

Inter- Agency

Committee on Recreation has completed plans for
three one-day recreation conferences in early February for mayors, civic leaders, city officials and
school board members in Hattiesburg, Jackson
and Oxford.
Georgia: The Department of Commerce has
inaugurated a campaign for Wayside Parks, and
has met with excellent cooperation from a great
number of civic groups in many communities who
want to sponsor parks. Posts of Veterans of Foreign

Wars

are sponsoring fifteen.

New York: Governor Dewey has decided to
recommend to the legislature continuance of the
State Youth Commission beyond June 30,
1950.
W.

Michigan: The

K. Kellogg Foundation has

.

A

on Community School Camping was held
igan in the

in

Mich-

state

.

making
grams.

studies

A

.

1950

Exclusive of Agriculture Extension

.

California,

New
Georgia, Michigan,
York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
Vermont and Washington thirty-one had at least
one part-time worker ... In the rural field, fortytwo states gave recreation service through the
Colorado,

Missouri,

;

Agriculture Extension Service
sas,

;

fourteen states had

one full-time recreation worker

at least

Colorado, Georgia,

Illinois,

Indiana,

Kansas, Louisiana, Massachusetts,

ArkanIowa,

New Hamp-

Oregon, South Dakota, Texas and West
Virginia; thirty-nine had at least one part-time
worker.
shire,

RYAN'S PLAYGROUND
DRY LINE MARKERS
BASEBALL

.

.

.

SOFTBALL

TRACK-PLAYGROUND ACTIVITIES
ACCLAIMED AT THE C. R S.
AT SANTA BARBARA'
if Force

k

Feed

Instant Shu toff

Easy to operate and fill
Holds one 50j
Sack No muss
No Brushes or Screens
1

$54.75

Delivered
Slightly Less in

the West

Three other models
Send to Dept.

G

for booklet

state

agency recreation prostudy was completed in Minnesota. Simi-

FEBRUARY

.

.

one full-time recreation worker

at least

H & R

.

of

.

.

type of state inter-

agency cooperation was in effect in twenty-one
states in 1949
Florida, Louisiana, Michigan,
Ohio and Tennessee inter-agency groups were

.

Service, thirty-seven states provided services on
community recreation problems ; eleven states had

-k

Some

.

The Idaho
Wyoming
Land Department succeeded the Department
Public Works as state park authority in that

fall.

1949 Summary:

.

State

made

a special grant to provide a full-time secretary for the State Inter-Agency Council on Recreation for two years ...
national conference

.

;

has established a Teen-Agers
Visitors
Fishing Hole at Kanapolis Reservoir

parks during the last year. Latest addition to the
park system, a 3,ooo-acre lake, has been leased.

.

Natural Resources, with a new Division of
State Parks
State Youth Councils were or-

Game Commission

.

New

.

The Florida Board
programs
and Historical Monuments was estabduring the year also the Ohio Department

of

.

.

of Parks

University of Kansas ... In cooperation with the
Army Corps of Engineers, the Forestry, Fish and

.

in Colorado,

California, North
Jersey and Pennsylvania
Carolina and Pennsylvania conducted studies of

H.

&

R.

MFG. CO., LOS ANGELES 34, CALIFORNIA
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PROMPT SHIPMENTS

of

Pitching Horseshoes

LARSON
LEATHER
For

EVERYTHING

OFFICIAL
write

leather

in

Larson Leather-craft Headquarters.

by

Experienced leather workers will be interested
in our prompt delivery and wide variety, comprising the largest complete stock of leather
and leathercraft supplies in America. We

DIAMOND

offer moderate-priced tooling leathers as well

as top quality calfskins.

For beginners we have ready-cut
free instructions for assembly.

Complete horseshoe pitching outfits
and accessories, official and junior sizes

projects with
tools and

No

in 6 different styles. Shoes are drop
forged, beautifully balanced, with unexcelled dead-falling qualities. Offi-

no experience necessary.
Tools, materials

and

free instructions for making:

GLOVES
LINK BELTS
PYROSTRIP

KEY CASES

MOCCASINS

WOOLSKIN MITTENS and
TOY ANIMALS

100

cially recognized

OTHER POPULAR ITEMS

BILLFOLDS

COIN PURSES

Write for information on our complete

820

S.

LARSON
Tripp Ave.

CO.,

Inc.
Chicago 24,

accessories.

DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE
COMPANY

Send for FREE catalog

J. C.

and

line of pitching shoes

COMB CASES

Dept. AR,

throughout America.

4614 GRAND AVENUE

III.

= 3O
i

Super

DULUTH, MINN.

YEARS'

;^--=- MANUFACTURING
*.'..*.* * EXPERIENCE
'.-

.

/

.

:*..

:

.

the

*

t

v
i our

assurance
that you are getting
.

..*-

best

when you

*peci/y...WINTARK

You

can't begin to appreciate the superior performance and
greater
economy of rubber-covered athletic balls until you have compared the

rugged, long-lasting qualities of Weaver Wintark balls with other brands.
Specify the best. Specify all-weather, rubber-covered, fabric-lined, cordwound basketballs
footballs
soccer balls .
softvolleyball*
balU
water polo and play balls by Weaver Wintark.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Write today for catalog

WEAVER WINTARK SALES CO.

.

.

.

.

P.O. BOX
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SOUTH

FIFTH

and prices

ST..

SHAMOKiN.

PA.

RECREATION

OLYMPICS
BOARD

THE
Jersey,

November

on

of

Recreation of Summit, New
its first Football Olympics

conducted
19,

1949.

The Olympics were

planned on an experimental basis, with the desire
to help the boys have a good time, partially to fulfill

the need for boys'

fall activities,

and to stimu-

late interest in skills related to football.

A

of ten

and under, eleven to twelve, thirteen to
fourteen, fifteen to sixteen, and seventeen to
:

ten

eighteen.

The events decided upon were Forward Passing for Distance, Forward Passing for Accuracy,
:

or

for

tional awards.

Through the cooperation of the schools, entry
blanks and instructions were distributed to all
the

boys from the fourth through the twelfth

grades. The local parent-teacher associations, the
service clubs, and many other interested individuals lent their support.

men, representing the various
group
areas of Summit and all fathers except one, were
presented with the idea of an Olympics. Everyone
was very interested, and thus the Football Olympics' Committee was established. The committee
then planned and set up the program.
It was decided that any boy whose home was in
Summit, and who was under nineteen years of
age, and not on the high school varsity, would
be eligible to enter. There were five age groupings

Sfyte

Place

Distance, Drop Kicking
Punting
Kicking over the goal posts except the ten and
under group which kicked for distance, High Step-

Time (tires placed in two lines;
boys were to run over course, stepping in center
of each tire).

The

was done by these men.
snow
on
Friday and a Saturday mornDespite
which
was
cool
and muddy, approximately
ing
100 boys turned out to do their best. Not many
of the older boys came out, but this was not wholly
point recording

unexpected

A

in each event.

These were then

four boys in each age group

totaled,

who

and the

received the

most points on an all-events basis received addi-

A New Book for Group Fun!

* mm C

...

This 154-page collection

is

the

committee

could

not

be

Football

Committee were more than pleased

Olympics'
with the results. Last year the date for the Olympics already was set w hen we discovered that
r

National Kids'

Day

falls

year the board hopes to

and

on the same

make

date.

This

the Olympics bigger

better, in special celebration of that day.

LEADERSHIP
In an evaluation of recreation leadership, is a
check made as to whether the recreation worker
subscribes to his professional magazine?

If not,

does he propose to keep in touch with new
trends, new methods of work, advances in recreation procedures ? Where does he get new program

how

ideas
field

?

;

how

does he

know what

Such information

is

is

found

being done in the

in

RECREATION.

REMINDER

PlEASVRt

by Helen and Larry Eisenberg

since

certain of the appeal to the older boys.
The Board of Recreation and the

ping Against

Awards for first, second, and third places were
record of
given in each group in each event.
the first ten places was kept for each classification

The Summit Herald was

cooperative with newspaper coverage.
Each event was conducted by two men, and
each age group had at least two adult supervisors.

a

treasure of pleasure for teens
and elders ... in club groups,
picnics, hikes, parties. Full of

and quiet games,
equipment games.
active

skits,

*

FUN BOOKS
2403 Branch

St.,

raw*s?

ma as mat msrt&t
stunt *. slews

T!tti3H natn

Nashville, Tenn.

for catalog, address:

Dept. R,

SI .25 in boards.
Quantity discounts.

HAVE YOU USED "THE END OF YOUR STUNT HUNT"

"AND PROMENADE ALL"
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at

50

cents each?

1600

or

W.

J.

VOIT RUBBER CORP.

25th St.
Los Angeles 11, Calif.
E.

*Rtg. U.

S. Pat. Off.
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Magazines and Pamphlets
Jewish Center Program Aids, November 1949
Film Strips How to Make Them, Samuel D. Free-

THE NATIONAL SECTION
OF WOMEN'S ATHLETICS

man.

of the

Day Camping
Improvisation

in the County Setting.
in Creating Dramatics, Harry

Minkoff.

Junior League Magazine, November 1949
Of the Children, by the Children, for the Children.

Education Association Journal, November

National
1949

American Association for Health,
Physical Education,

Year-Round Public School Camping, Lotene Willard.

Camping Magazine, November 1949
Program Planning Fundamentals, John A.
and Ralph D. Roehm.
Rock Collecting, Vinson Brown.

A New

City,

Beginning August

November 1949

Boat-House for Kansas City, J. V. Lewis.
Laguna's Art Colony Helps Make Municipal Bowl
a Success, James Stewart.
Parks and Recreation, November 1949
An Outsider Looks at Parks and Recreation, Monsignor Carroll F. Deady.
Build It Permanently, Jarvin E. Badgley.
Swimming Pool Design and Operation, Chauncey
A. Hyatt
The Maintenance Mart.
National Park Director Tells of Future Planning

Program.
Beach and Pool, November 1949
Control of Corrosion, H. L. Rice.
The Swimming Pool: A Water "Gymnasium," Part
I, Jackson M. Anderson.
Park Maintenance, November 1949
Court Says No, So North Carolina Has a Problem,

Oka T. Hester.
Birthplace of Nation Rescued from Decay,
Shigon.

nnounceA tkat

Ledlie

Basket Making, Osma G. Gallinger and Oscar H.
Benson.
A Bibliography of Recent Books on Camping and
Related Subjects.

American

and Recreation

1,

1949 the

official

publisher for all the publications and
Official Sport Guides of the National

Section on Women's Athletics will be the
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
of the NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION instead of A. S. Barnes & Co.
All orders

should be addressed to:

National Section on
1201

Sixteenth

Women's Athletics

Street,

Washington

Northwest

6, D. C.

Norman

Journal of Physical Education, November-December
1949
"Command Performance," The New London Y.M.
C. A. Circus, Kenneth R. Dykes.

Community Service News, November-December 1949
The Community Council and the Community.
Parents' Magazine, December 1949
Raising Good Sports, Edith G. Neisser and Maria

W.

Piers.

Nation's Schools, December 1949
How to Build Your Own Striplights for Lighting
the School Stage, Leland H. Watson.
Safety Education,

December 1949

School Parties.

ATHLETIC EQUIPMEN
First Choice
for

Girl Scout Leader, December 1949
Camping in Snow Time, Julian H. Saloman.

Cvery Sport!

Beach and Pool, December 1949
Planning and Constructing an All-Steel Pool,

Andrew Jensen, Jr.
The Swimming Pool: A Water "Gymnasium." conclusion, Jackson M. Anderson.
National Aquatic Conference, Lynn R. Russell.
Journal of the American Association for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation, December 1949
Winter Sports in the Elementary School, Robert C.

Available
Thru Leading
Athletic Goods

Distributors

Hawkes.

The National Conference on Graduate Study

in

Health, Education, Physical Education and Recreation,

So This

Ruth Abernathy.
Is

Education

(editorial).

William

P.

Wiler, Jr.
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Recreation News

Methods and Materials

For Achievement in Sports

in

Elementary
Physical Education

"O OBERT

GAftRETT, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the National Recreation Association,

-* *-

has received an award for achievement in Ameri-

can sports from radio station WBAL. In its presentation, announced on December 5, 1949, men-

was made of Mr. Garrett's interest in recreaand physical education in Baltimore, and of

tion
tion

his long association with the Public Athletic

and the Department

of Recreation

League
and Parks.

Complete, workable, and effective program of physical education for the elementary grades by experts
who devised and have used successfully the well-

known Cleveland Course

of Study. Considers physimental, and social growth as well as personality
development. Based on the abilities, interests, and

cal,

broad educational needs of
it

City of New
report to the mayor, summarizes
the progress made during the sixteen years which
have elapsed since the park service of the city was
its

reorganized into one city-wide park department.

The report records the tremendous increase in the
number of playgrounds the increase in total park
;

the

leadership

;

in

professional recreation
the broadening of the activities pro-

growth

gram and

the increased participation in

struction

and development

of

new

Useful suggestions for the development of

basic muscular coordination and

Progress Report
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS of the

acreage;

it

;

^j.

Explicit directions

stunts,

O.

Sidney A. Teller of Chicago spoke on
"Preparing Youth for Citizenship," offering material and suggestions from the National Recreation Association. His speech was presented over
official Radio Mexico in an effort to
help Mexico

-

City,

facilities

and nec-

YONKERS-ON-HUDSON

allied fields affecting the

youth of

her country.
also acted as observer for the

Recreation Association at the

Na-

UNESCO

Conference, which was held in 1947 in Mexico
City, and is special representative to Latin America for

World Fellowship,

FEBRUARY

1950

5,

NEW

YORK.

2126 PRAIRIE AVENUE, CHICAGO 16

Kecreation ^Director:

ll/lr.

Are you

satisfied that

getting the

your community
most out of its recreation

If not,

why

not consider

This practical correspondence course is
especially designed for recreation administrators and leaders who are responsible for the
planning and direction of municipal recreation
programs.
Available through either individual or group
enrollments, this course includes a 516-page
textbook, individualized lesson instruction, and
certificate

essary leadership.
Senorita Elena Ramirez, Mayor of Xochimilco,
translated the talk and then acknowledged the material and the assistance
given by Mr. Teller to

Mr. Teller

to organize

Municipal Recreation Administration

A RECENT nationwide broadcast from Mexico

tional

how

World Book Company

dollar?

Recreation Broadcast in Mexico

and

of

activities.

the con-

tions of the city.

recreation

and clear diagrams of

tumbling, and rhythmic

Complete explanation

is

development of recreation

skills.

beaches, swim-

added emphasis on the provision of additional facilties in neglected neighborhoods and in the new
neighborhoods being developed in the outer sec-

in its

game

and plan the program, and the equipment needed.

ming pools, golf courses, tennis courts and facilities.
Park Commissioner Robert Moses is placing

TN

to eleven year olds,

five

gives:
-L

York, in

AND STEVENS

JONES, MORGAN,

upon

satisfactory completion. Entire

cost $35.

(Approved under G.

For

I.

Bill)

details write

THE INSTITUTE FOR TRAINING
IN MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION
Conducted since 1934 by
THE INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION
1313 East 60th Street
Chicago 37

Incorporated.
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New
Covering the
Leisure

The Art of Board Membership
Roy Sorenson. Association Press, New York.
$2.00.

"Oov SOREXSOX

has written a compact, interest-

^-*-

ing and valuable manual for board members,
committeemen, and directors. It is designed pri-

marily for non-governmental agencies, but can be
effectively used by public agencies with official or
advisory boards or commissions.
It

describes the differences in types of boards,

and meetings. Some chapters are devoted to the chairman and the executive, board members outside of meetings, committees, policies of boards and the spirit of boards.

their functions, duties

Public recreation
relative

officials

may

well question the

freedom of action of private and public

Time Field

clubroom or
Each game is described just as
would read it to the group,
learns to play it together. The

on a playground!

that matter, in a

ple dramatic

a teacher or leader
so that everybody
book includes sim-

games arithmetic and number games
word and spelling games drawing,
;

;

magic, relay,

;

singing and action games. They are
ganized by type, kind and grade.

The book

is

well-or-

a convenient size; the material

well-chosen and well- written.

your program

all

A

is

good addition for

shelf.

Officers

and Directors of the

National Recreation Association

boards as defined by Mr. Sorenson, but this should
in

no way detract from the many valuable suggesbook contains for them.

tions the

Play Party

Games

Price. Burgess Publishing Company, Minneapolis. $3.50.
1 His COLLECTIOX
of musical play party games,
|
although presenting few games that actually are

M. Katherine
r

new, does gather a good selection of those calling
for

mass participation

including

many

old favor-

between the covers of one book. Loosely
bound, with spiral binding, it is easy to keep open
on the piano. The music for each game is preites

sented on the page opposite directions. Contents
are divided into circle games, longways games and
miscellaneous games.

The School Game Book
Margaret E. Mulac and Marion S. Holmes. Harper Brothers, Xew York. $2.50.

TTERE
"556

is

AX

games

excellent collection of

many

types of

that can be used in a classroom

or, for

OFFICERS
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Recreation Training Institutes
February, March, April
HELEN DAUNCEY
Social Recreation

Burbank, California
February 20-24

William F. Keller, Superintendent of Recreation,

Santa Monica, California
February 27- March 3

Leonard Bright, Director of Recreation,
1119 Santa Monica Boulevard

Long Beach,
March 6-10

California

Ogden, Utah

March

RUTH EHLERS
Social Recreation

ANNE

LIVINGSTON

Social Recreation

13-17

West Olive Avenue

1111

Walter Scott, Director of
ation, 715 Locust Avenue

School and Municipal Recre-

Robert D. Tucker, Secretary, Weber County Recreation
Board, 709 City-County Building

Salt Lake City, Utah
March 20-24

L.

Jefferson County, Kentucky
April 3-7

Charlie Vettiner, Director, Jefferson County Playground
and Recreation Board, Armory Building, Louisville

West Central States
April 10-May 12

Schedule being developed

Memphis, Tennessee

Marion Hale, Assistant Superintendent of Recreation,
Memphis Park Commission, Fair Grounds

March

27-31

C.

Romney, Commissioner of

Parks,

City-County

Building

Edwin

Missouri
February 7-10

Reverend

Topeka, Kansas
February 14-15

Miss Louise A. Scott, Executive Director, Topeka Girl
Scout Council, 213 Stormont Building

Joplin,

Portland,

Oregon

C.

Michael,

South Joplin

Christian

Church, 19th and Pearl Streets

Aliss

Dorothea Lensch, Director of Recreation,

February 27-March 3

115 City Hall

King County, Washington
March 6-17

David J. Dubois, Superintendent of King County Parks
and Recreation, 608-A County City Building, Seattle

Yakima, Washington

Ed. Putnam, Metropolitan Park District

March 20-24

MILDRED SCANLON
Social Recreation

FRANK STAPLES
Arts and Crafts

Pennsylvania

March

13-17

Bartow, Florida

W.

March 20-23

cation,

Kingsport, Tennessee
April 3-7

W.

Pawtucket, Rhode Island
April 17-21

Miss Marie R. Smith, Chairman, Recreation Institute
Committee, Council of Social Agencies, 139 Barton Street

Newport News, Virginia
February 6-17

C.

Raleigh, North Carolina
February 20-March 3

Roanoke, Virginia

March 6-17

Creative Recreation

F. Patterson, Supervisor, Health and Physical
Board of Public Instruction, P. O. Box 391

C.

McHorris, Director of Recreation

C. Nixon, Director of Recreation,
Public Welfare, Division of Recreation

Ralph

Edu-

J.

Department of

Andrews, Director, Parks and Recreation De-

partment

Robert P. Hunter, Director of Parks and Recreation,
Municipal Building, Room 4

March 20-31

Oka T. Hester, Director, Office of Parks and Recreation,
316 City Hall

Augusta, 'Georgia

W.

March

sociation, 121

Greensboro, North Carolina

GRACE WALKER

Dr. J. M. Fry, Director, Agricultural Extension Service,
Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pennsylvania

8-11

T. Johnson, President, Georgia State Recreation As-

Ninth Street

Better start

doing this to part of
your money
You KNOW how money is
Today
next day

A

it's

in

!

your hand, and the

it isn't !

however, have
found an excellent way to make certain they will have money when they
need it most.
lot of people,

sa/f away part of their pay each
week in U. S. Savings Bonds through
the Payroll Savings Plan where they

They

work.

They know that saving

this

way

assures them of the money fora down

payment on a new home ... a new
car ... or retirement when the time
comes.

Furthermore, in ten years they get
back $4 for every $3 invested in
U. S. Savings Bonds.

Why

don't

YOU

start

saving

money

and automatically where
you work, or at your bank through
the Bond-A-Month Plan?
regularly

Automatic saving

is

sure saving
U.S. Savings

Bonds

Contributed by this magazine in co-operation with the Magazine Publishers of America as a public service.
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Witkin

Kecreation

is first of all the right and the
duty of the individual.
a very individual matter.
No one has a right to force a man who wants to be happy to seek happiness
in one certain way not of his own choosing.

ECREATION

TV It

is

One man
It is

finds

punishment

in

what another

not for the community to force

Some men

are

happy

to

men

to

man

enjoys.

enjoy themselves.

be unhappy.

a man, knowing that the rose bush has thorns, prefers not to put on gloves
and wants to tear up his hands such is his privilege. Certain men of their own
If

free will choose to walk on hot coals. Only they ought
where they will not make others uncomfortable.

The

spirit of recreation within

Monotony

is

more

to be willing to

do

it

a person counts more than anything else.
as thousands of
it is outside

inside the individual than

persons have demonstrated in making routine life glorious.
Boredom we hear much about. Boredom depends more on what
than on what is without.
#

*

*

is

within

#

Recreation lands, buildings, athletic equipment, recreation laws, ordinances,
leadership, machinery of administration there must be, and more than hereto-

But no externals

will suffice except as there is the inner spirit of fun, of
the
playing
game.
If there is not the inner spirit of recreation in the hearts of men then no
ordinances, no legislation, no governmental machinery will put it there or will

fore.

save

it.

The best recreation workers, through all that they do and through all their
material resources, try to build in the hearts of boys and girls, men and women
and in the community a deep and abiding spirit of recreation, of abundant living.
This

unpublished ediMr. Braucher's

torial of

ends the series appearing in Volume FortyThree of RECREATION.

The inner habit of finding happiness
important.

It

helps

if

even a

little

in little things wherever
of the inner joy shows outside.

Grace Moore, who recently died, carried with her
this joy of living.
"It's

wonderful to

ality

makes

to a

we can

is

remarkable degree

was her comment the night before her death:
sing." Such a lyric spirit, such a vibrant person-

Characteristic
live

and to
and elevation

easier beauty

in all

who

are near.

HOWARD BRAUCHER
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LETTERS TO AND FROM THE EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
To RECREATION
"I am looking

"A few

:

of us, in a small

community adjacent

to

forward to the renewed inspiration of your publication after about a year's dis-

Jacksonville, seeing the great need for social recreation and playground activities, but equipped

others in recreation, can-

with only the will to serve and having no idea of
how to organize or promote a recreation program,

continuance.

I,

as

many

not be without this valuable source material."
B. FELLOWS, Religious Education Administration, The Central

JACK

Baptist Theological Seminary, Kansas City, Kansas

grasped the opportunity of attending an institute
offered by the University of Florida and directed
by Mrs. Ruth Garber Ehlers of the N.R.A.

"We

"RECREATION

is

well edited

and

offers

helpful suggestions to aid social clubs.

We

many
have

many club facilities and social activities already
established, but we are always interested in hearing about other clubs and welcome new ideas
which add to our club services and programs."

HELEN BOGUE,

USO-JWB
"I cannot start this

than by stating that
REATION one of the

my

believe

like to

selves of the opportunity offered

we would

know

that

we

by the

institutes.

indeed be a recreation-minded nation."

MRS. E.

Secretary.

Club, Honolulu

in any better way
and I consider RECand most helpful publi-

you would

we have gained

inspiration, knowledge and selfconfidence that will save our community at least
two years of trial and error, the actual value of
which could not be estimated.
"If more small communities would avail them-

feel

S.

TROVER,

T

A JH//I

School

District Civic League, Jacksonville

letter
staff

finest

cations that can be put into a

group worker's
hands. We owe RECREATION thanks for ideas and
inspirations which have guided quite a number
of our most successful programs."
MRS. ANTOINETTE FRIED.
Head-worker, Fuld Neighborhood
House, Neu'ark, Xm.' Jcrscv
"I have subscribed to RECREATION since 1936
I frankly believe that the magazine has im-

To SUBSCRIBERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

We
letters,

:

should like to point out that the above
a few among many received, show that
r

RECREATION proves ever more

helpful to workers

a widening variety of organizations and agencies
faced with recreation problems and the planning of
in

recreation programs.
tributors,

it

To

you, subscribers and con-

must be heartening

to

know

that

some

small part of the nationwide recreation job, which
we all are interested in promoting, is being made
possible through your own
and contributions.

excellent

programs,

and

interest

proved tremendously in the past year and a half.
I was particularly interested in the series, 'American Cities in Recreation,' and also feel that the
cover pictures have lightened the magazine."

Citizens, such as those in Mrs. Trover's group,
could further be helped with information and suggestions carried by RECREATION. Will you call the

TEMPLE

R. JARRELL, Executive
Secretary, Recreation and Group

Work

Section, United

Community

Services, Washington, D. C.

558

magazine

any person, or group
able to put it to work in

to the attention of

of persons,

who may be

carrying out some such project

?

DOROTHY DONALDSON,
Managing Editor, RECREATION

RECREATION

DON DORNBROOK

TAKE A RABBIT

Youngsters talk over the Easter situation v>
one of their favorite visitors to the schoolrot

could not have been more than

THEY
graders.

Their

faces

little

were

full of

first-

com-

passion and anxiety as they faced the veterinarian.

The boy was

trying hard to keep a firm, yet
on the baby robin feebly fluttering in
his cupped hands. The girl's fat little fingers had
an even firmer hold on a couple of pennies.
"Are you the bird doctor ?" asked the boy.

gentle, hold

"Gee, thanks," said the boy. His face broke
warm as the sun after an April
shower.

into a smile as

After they had gone, the vet turned to

"Ever

are

What

why

I

even

if

I

"We're

do for you?"

right; it's this robin," replied the
out
his hands.
found him in
boy, holding
all

"We

Margie's back yard.

He

hurt his wing.

He

can't

and

fly

"And

you can

if

rupted the

girl.

fix

"I got

know

I'll

"He

ain't

done nothing

have to put 'em to

sleep, like

that robin."

The Wisconsin Humane

Society

live-animal

down and examined

the

Its little heart

pounded furiously against
his palm. One wing was broken.
"Well
.?" Jimmy demanded.
"I can fix him all right," said the doctor. "Tell
you what you leave him here and when he's well
enough to fly again, I'll turn him loose."
.

its

kind

Milwau-

283 public, private or parochial
grade schools wants her pupils to learn about
animals at first hand, she just calls up the pet

and orders some hamsters, guinea pigs,
white rats, hooded rats, turtles,

library

white
veterinarian bent

That's

to be.

fix their little patients

kee County's

!"

!"

.

I

can

two cents

Margie," he admonished.

The

always say

I

library in Milwaukee is the only one of
in the nation. When a teacher in any of

that withering look men
reserve for the female of the species. "Not yet,

robin.

more humane than they used

him, we'll pay you," inter-

Jimmy gave Margie

yet

since the

and animals. A few years ago those kids would
have pulled that robin's wing off. At least children

"I guess you might call me that," said the veterinarian. "I've often been called a horse doctor.

can

me and

Humane

Society started a
a
of
pet library
couple
years ago, every vet in town
has been pestered by kids bringing in injured birds
said:

mice,

canaries, goldfish, tropical fish, or rabbits. There's
no charge. It's as easy as drawing out a reference

book.

The Humane

Society provides the cage and
feed
to
last two weeks. At the end of
enough dry
that time, the teacher may have the loan renewed.

With her

pet she receives a history of the animal,

"Will this be enough?" said the girl, trying to
thrust her pennies into the veterinarian's hand.

together with instructions for its care, the care of
its cage, and a feeding schedule.

"Oh, we don't charge anything to
he explained.

drawal

MARCH
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fix robins,"

From

100 to 125 animals are available for with-

at all times,

and teachers are

free to

make
559

their

own

Canaries cannot be taken

selections.

Gustave Utke believes that

his biggest job

out in winter

they catch pneumonia too easily
and the parrot never, because he talks too much

convince Milwaukee that the Wisconsin

and

tion."

a bad classroom example.

sets

The

pet library

is

the brain-child of Gustave P.

Utke, who became executive vice-president in January, 1945. Came spring and a teacher asked to

borrow a rabbit for Easter.

Then he got

to

Mr. Utke
that

thinking

obliged.

other

perhaps

teachers might like to borrow pets for study projects.
not a pet library from which all teachers
in the city could withdraw live animals just as they

Why

take out library books?

The program was begun on a

trial basis in all

city public schools in the fall of 1945.

such an immediate

hit that it

It

proved

was expanded

to

all

and parochial schools of the county
the following fall. Since then, Utke estimates,
some 15,000 to 20,000 school children have learned

shelter

features

adult

the idea that although not every child in a large
city can have a cat or dog, there are many other
possible pets. They emphasize the fact that a goldfish or a canary can be just as much of a pet as a

and that all must be treated well.
Mr. Utke's first move was characteristic and

prophetic. He tore
in the lecture hall

them

is

In 1945
there were 200 complaints of cruelty to animals by
children. The next year the total had dropped to

was a mere four.
adds Mr. Utke, "that
children who are kind to animals will be more

fifty-two.

Last year

it

"It's safe to conclude,"

men when

considerate towards their fellow

become
is

the}*

adults."

Children, of course, love the pet library. There
so much competition among them for the privi-

leges of caring for the classroom pets that teachers
award this honor each day to the pupil who has

been best behaved the day before.

Each month the society provides the schools
with 74,000 copies of Animal Life, a little newsthe

paper published by
Ohio. Because

bus,

Humane

Society of

Milwaukee

is

the

Columlargest

group subscriber it goes to every child in the
first through sixth grades
there is a special Wisconsin edition, in which at least one column is
devoted to local news. This

may

contain the latest

animal antics of Oswald, the big black rabbit;
Rocky and Roily Raccoon; Mickey and Minnie,
the waltzing mice; or Pete, the Parrot all denizens of the pet library.
Pupils take the newspaper
in

home and

find

it

a

Fathers and

bringing up parents.
mothers, upon reading the "Did You Know?"
column, are surprised to learn that a dog perspires
on its tongue, nose and on the pads of its paws;
big help

that the porcupine has been known to remain in
same position for forty-eight hours; and that

the

the octopus does not swim, but moves about on
the bottom of the sea by using its arms.
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All the society's programs in the schools, bestress
fore civic groups and at the animal shelter

how

How

programs three nights

week and is always available to interested groups
who want to study animals.
These programs plus showings of films in
schools reach more than 100,000 men, women,
and children in Milwaukee County every year.

cat or dog,

reflected in the society's annual reports.

to

Society is "not just another cat-and-dog organizaThat's why the lecture hall at the society's

public, private,

to handle animals in his pet project.
well they have learned to handle

is

Humane

down

all the gruesome pictures
pictures purporting to show

what horrible things happen when people abuse
animals maintaining that this is no way to teach
kindness to

dumb

creatures.

Says he: "Tell a

what not to do, and he'll do it, out of curihim
osity. But teach him what animals can do for
and what he can do for them, and he'll do it."
His interest in animals dates back to his boyhood in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. His father, a
blacksmith, had a reputation for being so careful
child

in shoeing animals that his competitors brought
him their own colts for the first shoeing.
"I'll

never forget the time a farmer came to

beautiful team of black horses pulling
a big load of hay," he recalls. "As they drew up in
front of my father's shop, the farmer dropped his

town with a

pitchfork into one of the horses.

Dad was

furious.

He

ran outside, climbed up on the wagon, and
landed a haymaker on the farmer's chin."
Gustave Utke has been preaching kindness to
animals ever since.

toward

And

the attitude of the schools

eloquently expressed by
program
Superintendent of Schools Lowell P. Goodrich.
In the foreword to the society's sixty-seventh
his

is

anniversary yearbook, he said:
"Their work is a practical application of the
attitudes and ideals which education seeks to develop in the minds and hearts of youth."
Reprinted from Nature Magazine, Washington, D. C.

Many years ago, when nature study was being
introduced into some of the California elementary
schools, a visitor asked one of the teachers

"And

what are you growing in your garden?" Her
answer was "Boys and girls grow in our garden."
Lucy Gage in Childhood Education
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TURNING OVER A NEW LEAF
Richmond Observes National Park and Recreation Week

a new leaf" in Richmond last
was
the arduous chore usually
not
JL spring

6fT!uRNiNG over

thousands

story on the city's parks

and National Park and

Recreation Week.

The

week, by the National
Recreation Association, was greeted with delight
by the Department of Recreation and Parks. Ex-

scene for the "official" activities was Byrd
and
Park,
here, on Saturday afternoon, an elaborate adaptation of "The Twelve Dancing Princesses" was presented by children's dramatic
groups under the direction of the Department of
Recreation and Parks.

pecting many visitors and tourists for the Professional Golfers Association tournament the week of

swarmed

attached to this adage
of

of

at least not for

Richmonders who thronged to the celebration
National Park and Recreation Week. The an-

nouncement

of plans for the

23rd, the department seized upon this occasion as a means of entertaining visitors, as well

May

Prominent and hard-working citizens, specialdrama, music, dance, nature study, teen-age
recreation and public relations, acted as chairmen
and ideas were as rampant
of various committees
ists in

as the foliage on Richmond's beautiful trees.
Trees in Richmond are a source of great pride
and the keynote for the special programs stemmed

"Turn over a new

leaf" was advised by
were distributed
which
leaf-shaped
Folks
restaurants.
and
hotels
schools,
throughout
both young and old were urged to "Make more use
of your parks and playgrounds" and a schedule of

brochures

coming attractions was included. In order not to
conflict

with the

PGA

tournament, the majority
scheduled for the evening hours.

was
Richmond newspapers published

of activities

editorials

and

almost daily accounts of the various programs.
Local radio stations cooperated by broadcasting
spot announcements, news items and interviews
with civic personalities. Civic club speakers were

generous with their comments; a full-page program announcement in the PGA tournament
booklet reached a wide general audience;

news

were given to house organs, and posters
and displays appeared in store windows. Mer-

to a

"Gypsy Jamboree"

of stunts, games,

a treasure hunt, and other events.

The

World War

I memorial
on Sunday afternoon,
of the Thomas Jefferson High School Symphonic
Band concert, and the Shakespearean Drama
Group of the Department of Recreation and Parks
presented "The Comedy of Errors" on Friday.
The "Square Set Hoe Down" on the spacious
Byrd Park tennis courts lured both young and
The deold, participants and spectators alike.
had
been
partment
sponsoring weekly square
dances for teen-agers, and Thalhimers had conducted a similar series on its roof.
Monday night was to end the festivities of the
week the finale being an advance offering of the

in

as local citizens.

therefrom.

Simultaneously, in the picnic area, teen-agers

Carillon, Virginia's

Byrd Park, was the

scene,

annual pop concerts, normally not to begin for
another month. But, so enthusiastic had been the
reception of the recreation program during the
week, it was deemed advisable to extend it for

another night.

music

lovers

Consequently, on Tuesday night,
attended the concert given by

Monroe

Collegiate Chorale, thirty-five mixed
voices blended in a program of spirituals, anthems

the

and popular music. This was the first city-wide
appearance of this Negro group.
The highlighted events of National Park and

Week

did not detract from scheduled

stories

Recreation

chants placed advertisements in the newspapers.

parks and playgrounds, and
the emphasis on recreation facilities apparently
attracted the interest and participation of hereto-

A
the

contest in photography attracted

Richmond Camera

Club,

who

members

of

turned out en

masse to record spring's arrival in Richmond
parks. Winning photographs were displayed by
one of the largest department stores, Thalhimers,
and also formed the basis for a Sunday feature
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athletic events at the

fore "strangers".

This response has imbued the
of Recreation and Parks

Richmond Department

with the determination to offer bigger and better
yearly celebrations in cooperation with civic and

commercial groups.

RECREATION
AND

ELIZABETH CLARKE

the years of growth

THROUGH
America many

groups and

and expansion

societies

in

have de-

veloped that have furthered an interest in gardenHorticulture has become a hobby and a
ing.
science that

becomes more fascinating as experi-

ence and information are accumulated.

and arboretums have increased in number and offer courses to help the
amateur and any person interested in knowing the
fundamentals of horticulture and botany. These
Botanical

gardens

offering advice and scheduling lectures.
Their excellent libraries contain books to which

gram by

anyone may

refer.

For

rural areas, quite another type of organization has been provided by the United States Gov-

ernment. Bulletins on all phases of farm life have
been made available; agricultural county agents
and home demonstration agents do remarkable

work

in assisting the

home. Much,

farmer on his land or in his

too, has

been accomplished by uni-

w hich

serve rural areas.

centers are, however, often situated at places not
easily accessible to the average adult away from

versity extension services

a central metropolis such as St. Louis, New York
or Chicago. For the millions of people living in

sired information in

such

as recreation are not in a position to take advantage of the numerous opportunities that are offered

cities,

grounds

is

the very beauty of the botanical garden
an inspiration. Pilgrimages to these

serve to increase each person's knowledge of the
plant world.

The meetings of garden clubs throughout the
land present well-planned programs which combine excellent talks on some phase of gardening
These clubs
civic
service
muchsome
perform
by sponsoring
needed improvement or town beautification. They
with a social afternoon or evening.

are not necessarily local in character, however, but
have joined to form a federation whereby they can

Farmers may go

r

them for help or receive dethe form of bulletins.

to

However, many persons who enjoy gardening

and those with small door-

in the larger cities,

yard gardens often struggle along with a trial and
error method which frequently makes gardening
an unhappy adventure. With a little instruction on

and proper w ays

of gardening, this failure
could be turned into pleasant recreation. But, it
seems that this group of interested people has been

easier

r

sadly overlooked.

Someone has

said that gardening

is

an individ-

ual activity and not adapted to group participation
yet adults enjoy sharing interests, being a part of
;

increase the scope of their work.
societies play a

Horticultural

very important part in this pro-

a group where everyone is intent on completing a
few adult education centers ingiven project.

A

supervisor of gardens and
nature activities, Bureau of Recreation, Baltimore.

Miss Elizabeth Clarke
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*L. H. Bailey in "Garden Cyclopedia of Horticulture,"
Macmillan Company, 1935.

p.

1313,
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In recent years, there has been a growing interest in gardening, as a contribution to public cleanliness and beauty, and
as a means of stimulating civic pride. "In America, this application of the gardening spirit to civic improvement has been
as evidenced in the taking away of fences bevery marked
tween adjoining properties and the development of a street as
a unit. This

elude courses in horticulture, botany or nature

is

a gain to public spirit and to social feeling."*

means

of self-expression might, in turn, create a

study.
eighty agencies (botanical
gardens, horticulture societies, recreation departments and adult education councils) asked to

new

furnish information on the subject, fifty-one replies showed that only eighteen offer courses or

the small farm, for instance, there could be a series

lectures in natural history or gardening. Of the
fifty-two recreation departments in large cities that

farm, fruits for the farm, crops,

However,

were

of

solicited for information, only four

attempted

such a program on the adult level. Yet, it is assumed that, in order to fill local recreation needs,
recreation programs are planned to be as well-

rounded as possible, offering activities for all the
people. Nature study and gardening, therefore,
should be included.

Some

recreation centers pro-

vide organized nature walks, while a few have
adult gardening activities. There are many possi-

program, thus helping
to promote a friendly spirit of cooperation and
bilities for

expanding

this

competition.

interest that hitherto has not been expressed.

Variations for these basic workshops are inIf the interest of the group turns to

numerable.

of discussions

and

lectures

on the layout

of the

machinery, ani-

mals, bees, ornamental plantings.

A

winter series of group meetings might be
worked up on an examination and discussion of
various types of books garden books, technical
and popular, books old and new, as well as those

on natural science and nature study. Meetings of
kind might lead to some creative writing or to
a philanthropic attitude for providing the library
or club with books the group has enjoyed or has
this

found lacking in the local library. For those who
have thought about the distribution of plants, a
study of plant geography might prove all-engrossing.

A

variety of interests may be covered, such as
planting, selecting bulbs suitable for the garden

Another winter venture

is

a workshop giving

or for indoors as well as annuals and perennials,
soil improvement and the care of lawns. This last

the fundamentals of house plant care. This would
be particularly appealing to city folk who try to>
bring some of the beauties of the country into their

can be expanded to include pruning trees and

city

making compost and controlling insects
and diseases. Illustrated talks and a discussion of
individual problems make this type of adult recreaon a practical aspect that maintains the

tion take

interest of the group.

Horticulture for the small

urban garden should include fundamental practices
in gardening and advice for the best planting of
small grounds.

Vegetable gardens, with the seed
and
for by enthusiastic students
cared
planted
under supervision, could also stimulate interest

and give encouragement to the group.
For the advanced student, common-sense landscape design might prove challenging. It could
discussions of design problems of home

offer

grounds, either real or hypothetical, and also serve
to present new plant information and experimentation.

A

summer

winter or

might include

activity for another

lectures, demonstrations

and

ipation in flower arrangement workshops.
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group
partic-

This

home

or apartment.

An activity combining

shrubs,

is

art with the chosen

hobby

the enormous field of painting and drawing.

Flowers, insects, animals and landscapes offer a
variety of subjects from which to choose.
Walking or hiking clubs offer a more vigorous
type of recreation. The American Walkers Association schedules a varied

program of morning, affor each week-end of the

ternoon and all-day trips
year. Sometimes, walks of a few hours

may

be

all

informal

that it is possible to schedule, but these
as they are permit keen appreciation of nature
at first hand when the leader is enthusiastic to dis-

cover

new

things along the way.

Among

other

Mountain Club of Maryland includes
overnight hikes and camping trips.
Many parks, such as the National Capitol Parks
under the direction of the United States Department of the Interior, have excellently planned pro-

things, the

grams

of nature walks, historical tours, campfire

programs, camera

strolls,

canal barge trips, hikes

56S

and caravans,

all under the able guidance of park
Shorter walks, but of interest to many

naturalists.

families,, business and professional people, are those
such as the Sunday afternoon nature walks offered
by the Baltimore Bureau of Recreation. These are
not strenuous, and rambling along at a pace slow
:

to suit the group, all sorts of interesting

enough

things are discovered by members.
discussion period, "Garden

A

Information

Please," continues to attract people from
tions of Baltimore. It is a beginning of

all

sec-

what is
hoped will be a regular workshop having two
meetings a month. Most of the participants, who
are housewives, feel that morning hours are most

Among the many suggestions for continued meetings are those for lectures, discussions,
round robin letters, plant exchanges, illustrated
talks and trips to garden centers and flower shows.
satisfactory.

To

say that there
is

is

a passing interest in similar
In late November, an

hardly correct.

Indoor Gardening Workshop (once a week for
consecutive weeks) was announced. This
brought interest sufficient to create a waiting list

five

and resulted

workshops with enrollment
It was
held at the city's greenhouse and conservatory,
with excellent cooperation from the park bureau.
Space was allotted and altered to make a work
bench where plants could be potted. The group
made cuttings, planted bulbs and discovered the
A, B, C's of growing plants in the home. A variety of labeled plants was displayed, and practical
demonstrations made the venture an enjoyable and
rewarding experience. The atmosphere was one of
fun and pleasure with new found friends both
plants and people. In fact, interest was so keen
in four

limited to fifteen at each two-hour session.

members

of the group were reluctant to part
end of the five-week period. At their request, an adult gardening workshop was started,
to meet once a week from April until fall.

that

at the

-

1

-

i

Arbor Day

.

CELEBRATION of Arbor Day has broadened

Three Kinds of Planting

THE scope during

recent years with increasing
interest in the wise use of all natural resources.
in

Therefore, an Arbor. Day Festival may usher in a
whole week of programs devoted to conservation
of forests, soils, wildlife, birds and fish, parks and
recreation areas, forest fire-prevention. The Arbor
Day laws of the states afford an excellent back-

ground

for a survey of the

tivities.

day in its manifold acGreat poetry, prose and historic incidents

can be associated with this day, thus tying it up
with literary ideals and economic interests. Noted

and

conservationists

naturalists can be honored,

among them Audubon, Burroughs, Muir, Theodore Roosevelt, Johnny Appleseed.

The Florida Board of Forestry and Parks puts
out a bulletin explaining the importance of the day
and including program suggestions.
part
.

says, in

;

.Arbor

Day

is

more than

outing or a picnic for
.to

It

plant trees

.

.

.

it

just

but, after the

not forget those trees.

an excuse for an

gives us the opportunity
is past, we must
we must make a

day

Instead,

special effort to see that they get the chance to
grow properly, that they get enough water, that

weeds and other plants do not crowd them, and
most important of all, we must see that fires do not
destroy them.
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Plant Trees ^

By

all

means plant

trees.

That's

number one but
;

Plant Also the Love of Trees. For this kind of
planting, the best soil is the heart of childhood

and

of youth.

And

while you are about

it

Plant Likewise Knowledge Concerning Trees.
necessarily the forester's technical knowledge,

Not
just

a

comfortable

leading species and

and what kind, to

how to

set out

the
"working knowledge"
to distinguish them how,

how

;

select for planting

a tree

;

how

to care for

or to reject

and protect

;

it.

In program planning, get a music group to write
your tree-planting song, a nature or other
group to work out a tree quiz or a skit. There are
many songs which can be used in connection with
either an Arbor Day or a conservation program,
and there are many ways in which the songs can
be used. They can be presented by an individual
as a solo, by a chorus or glee club, or can be used
as
if

community singing if the tunes are familiar and
copies of the words are distributed to those pres-

Recordings can also be used, especially
amplifying system is available.
ent.

Work

out your

include the

own program, and

PLANTING

of trees

if

an

be sure to

!

RECREATION

Are there servicemen stationed near your town? Are they welcome in your
community centers and programs? Lessons can he learned from the I/SO.
This article was prepared for RECREATION by USO headquarters.

Recreation for

TEEN-AGE SERVICEMEN
25, 1950 came the announcement
United Service Organizations, organized as an emergency measure in 1941 to provide a "home away from home" for millions of

ON

JANUARY

that the

men and women
continue

lack of funds.

armed

in the

its activities

would dismonth because of

Although support

is

being urged

which

it is

composed*,

special significance for
at

partments which,

navy

this

announcement has

community

recreation de-

present, have an army or

installation nearby.

Program and services for today's servicemen
continue to be of utmost importance and, although
was deactivated in 1947, it was called
the

USO

back into service by President Truman in July,
1948. There are now over one million and a half

men

in uniform,

based in camps which are scat-

tered throughout the country. The planning of
recreation department programs to serve community recreation needs therefore should take into
account the presence of servicemen and women

and, wherever needed, provide recreation services
for these groups.

"USO" and

the

hand

word

"recreation" have gone
much to be learned, there-

in hand. There is
from USO experience in serving these men.
Today, two major factors in addition to the decrease in numbers of men in uniform had been

fore,

USO

program planning. One, that the
constant movement that dominated the wartime

governing

military scene has been replaced

by the semi-per-

manence of garrison duty and training. Because
he generally remains at one post for a more or less
predictable period of time,
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it is

possible to sched-

woman which

demand more extended planning and

take a longer
period of time than could be permitted during the
halycon days of wartime.

Age

forces,

during the

for the continued services of the separate agencies
of

ule activities for the serviceman or

is

the other factor which influenced plannow make up the largest single

Teen-agers

ning.

group

in the

armed

forces.

America's service personnel

The

More than
is

half of

under voting age.

traditional description of the serviceman, as

away from home for the first time, was never
more apt than it is today.
One hundred thirty-four USO operations in the
United States and overseas served 495,000 persons a week in 1949. Over a hundred of these
were clubs, lounges and Travelers Aid services.
The remainder were a part of a growing program
a boy

of

decentralized

operations

clubs

without club

which aimed to be a working partnership
between USO and the community. These evolved
to meet the need of providing services for scattered
houses

units.

It

was

felt,

too, that the decentralized oper-

ation carries the advantage of bringing servicemen
into the doings of normal community life. It in-

sures that during his hitch with the military, he
touch with the churches, fraternal and

will not lose

youth groups and home life
with
regular civilian planning.
go
these
of
operations may continue under
Many

civic organizations,

that

USO

the auspices of the separate
agencies, but
even so, many communities that need such services

have not had them. Surely, wide-awake community recreation departments should examine their
USO

operations are operated individually or jointly, as the case
Catholic

may be, by USO's member agencies the YMCA, National
Community Service, National Jewish Welfare Board, the
Salvation Army and the National Travelers Aid Association.

YWCA,

565

and points of tourist interest offer
resources comparable to those with which

athletic fields,

USO

personnel were working.

Community workers planning "drop-in operations" for servicemen on all-week or
regular weekend basis, will be wise to provide a variety of

individual special interest activities, in addition to
scheduling big dances and other mass entertain-

Where

ment.

invitations

who

During

off-post hours, servicemen enjoy playing

on

sports fields. Here USO worker joins the
recreation leaders can make them feel welcome.

community

game

;

Aid about

all programs since servicemen frecheck
with them to find out what there
quently
is to do in town. Some
proved and popular pro-

follow.

For Large Groups

USO

USO

club programs had been planned by pro-

fessional staff in cooperation with councils of junior hostesses and servicemen. Bringing servicemen

which began during the war,
was made possible to a greater extent by peacetime service. GI's are stationary long enough to
schedule planned activities and to take part in
into the planning,

mapping out the schedule. And who knows better
GI what GI's want to do?
Whether club-centered or decentralized, USO
programs attempted to meet the need for both individual and mass recreation which characterizes
the entertainment requirements of our armed
forces. Like any million and a half persons united
than a

by common occupation, today's young servicemen
pose the paradox of hetero-homogeneity. The solution to the paradox lies in offering something for
every

taste.

For the

were dances,

large groups, there

picnics, sports nights,

parties,

beach outings, carnivals, rol-

movies, "amateur hours," and other
entertainment to watch. For individual and diver-

ler skating,

sified tastes, there

parties,

were discussion

clubs, classes,

and hunting
planned tours, home hospitality, ping-pong,

concerts,

hobby programs,

fishing

and other small games, bowling, cutBoth
categories contain a gamut of activities which

pool, puzzles

price tickets for commercial entertainment.

service-conscious communities

may undertake

with

reasonable assurance of success. Local parks, playgrrounds,

bowling
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beaches,

auditoriums,

alleys, skating rinks,

schools,

community

clubs,

centers,

consists of

military installations, it is virtually mandatory to
plan entirely in terms of large group activities.
It is a good idea to notify the local Travelers

be ever more alert to the

recreation needs of military personnel.
exin
this
of
recreation
should
be
perience
phase
helpful to us.

community program

occasional events for servicemen,
are brought in busloads from near or distant

grams

own communities and

the

to

On

the strictly recreational side, nothing suc-

ceeds like a party and food.

A

dress-up party

was a Rodeo
proved unusually
Dance at Westover Air Base, Holyoke, Massachusetts.
Guests were greeted by a pretty cowgirl
that

successful

and handsome cowboy. Guns were given out at
the door and "blood" flowed freely throughout

The cowboy lassoed the girl he
wished for a dance partner, or "shot" the partner she was with. Feature of the evening was a
broncho-bustin' contest, with the broncho a barthe evening.

rel

strung up on ropes and manned

stalwarts

seconds.

throwing

A

all

by four
comers inside of four

cigarette-rolling contest

with rollers

using one hand, and the proof of prowess a puff
of real

smoke

resulted in prizes of store cigaPrior notice in the camp

rettes for the winners.

newspaper produced

picturesque

costumes.

A

riotous version of the Virginia Reel set the rodeo

mood.
In Montgomery, Alabama, a more sedate
"French Cafe" dance provided the theme for an
outdoor party. A floor show, overhead lights, a
dance platform surrounded by tables with checkered tablecloths and bottle candleholders provided
entertainment and atmosphere. The highlight of
the evening was the selection of the "Mademoiselle
of the Evening" by six judges who were chosen

by drawing numbers.
To add a note of

hilarity

and informality

to

any evening, one USO program director used to
call for a "dance with no arms." This is just what
it is named
couples dance with their arms at
their sides, the girl following her partner strictly
by

instinct

and quick

eyes.

RECREATION

Audience Participation

Many USO's

found that the most popular proare those calling for audience participation.

grams

USO

The Seattle, Washington,
made a practice
of adapting radio audience participation programs,
one of its most successful attempts being the
"Stop the Music Mystery Melody" contest.
A weekly event at the club, the contest was
given a buildup by having the mystery melody
played at every program event during the week.

A

melody that is familiar but tricky to guess makes
the best selection; if it is too difficult, interest
lags. On the evening of the contest, every serviceman and hostess was given a number. Twelve
were selected by drawing to participate in the contest.

Preliminary identification of a simple tune

There was always a piano at the USO and, generally,
a player. Community centers can offer much for
these boys, opening their doors for drop-in services.

was required

for eligibility to guess the mystery
with
small
melody,
prizes given for correct identification.
Clues to the mystery melody were

multiplied each week until it was guessed. Each
that it remained unidentified, an additional

week

box lunch? add fun; horseshoe pitching, softball
and dancing provide additional variety.
A mock field day proved a huge success at a

was added to the pot for the winner.
Amateur hours provide another form of audience participation. In Fayetteville, North Carolina, where they were broadcast from the USO

Fourth of July picnic last year. Players were
given scissors and a long, long strip of paper,
which they cut down the center in a "hundred-

over a local radio station, they also served as a

yard dash."

prize

means
men's

of interesting the

program.

soldiers,

Eight

competed for

community

in the service-

contestants,
first,

second,

principally
and third

prizes on the half-hour "Talent Time" program,
for which the club director served as m.c. To

warm up

the audience for the radio show, as well

as to provide a full hour's entertainment, "Talent
Time" was preceded by a half-hour quiz show

A

shotput event consisted of throwa string for distance; the discus
on
balloons
ing
involved
heaving a paper plate. In the
throwing
cross-country race, strings threaded with small
paper cups were stretched across the field. Players blew the cups from one end of the string to the

and back. In the 44O-yard relay, the first
player walked backwards twenty feet carrying a
piece of thread. The second player, holding a

other,

and proceeded to thread
then walked backwards to the third

which was not broadcast. All talent applicants
were screened during the hour preceding the show
and the eight best were selected to appear. The

needle, received the thread

pianist serving as accompanist checked the proper
key for each at this time. Three judges who sat

ing backwards, carried a needle, thread and button to a fourth player. He sewed the button on a

program winners on
the basis of audience applause and their own preferences. Different judges were used each week,
their identity kept secret until the end of the program. APPLAUSE and QUIET signs were used to
keep the audience in hand and the program within

and delivered the finished product
walking backwards to the finish line. Judging at
the "field day" was conducted in all seriousness,
with measurements of time and distance carefully

the allotted radio time.

barbecues, clambakes, or other specialties of the

in the audience selected the

player,

who
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The

third player, walk-

recorded.

Hayrides, weiner roasts, watermelon cuttings,

add group singing, a
region
box or record player for dancing
activities

assume major importance. Beach parties are
sure-fire. Experienced club directors caution that
the program must offer activities in addition to
swimming and sunning. Competitive events tug
of war, greased watermelon contest, free style
swimming races, which hostess brought the best

will

held a button.

piece of cloth

.

Outdoor Programs
With summer coming up, outdoor

He

the needle.

.

.

soft ball,
.

.

.

a juke

mix with a

day in the sun or an evening under the moon
and summer is a wonderful season for serviceand, as a matter of fact, perother groups, too

men's recreation
fect for

many

!

Sports Nights
Sports

nights

work

into

program the year
567

never previously been far from their hometowns.
In scheduling trips which involve expense on the
part of the GFs, it is best to hold them close to
the first of the month, when the men are
paid.
All arrangements should be made ahead of time
so that they may be presented as a complete

"pack-

age," with
clothing
schedule
"

costs carefully itemized,
necessary
equipment listed and a detailed time

all

and

made

most helpful

Chambers

of Commerce are
out
such
working
arrangements.

out.

in

Special Interest Activities

Some sight-seeing trips have mass appeal ; others are for smaller groups interested in mountainclimbing, literary shrines, skiing, hunting, fishing,
festivals, scenic photography, local flora and

music

fauna or other esoteric pursuits.

Now

it is

The

possible to schedule projects

requiring longer participation periods.

New York City, the club asked the
Youth Organization or Police Athletic

In

around.
Catholic

League

to supply four or five top

amateur boxing

bouts. Local promoters provided a wrestling bout

Between bouts, local sports personalities
addressed the men, demonstrated their special
sport techniques, and answered questions from the
or two.

audience.

The

Biloxi, Mississippi,

USO

USO

Oregon, combined sighthospitality in a weekly program
of "Hikes to Houses of Mystery." Each
Monday
night a staff member or volunteer took the first
seeing with

held ath-

smokers at the start of the various sports
seasons, as have many other clubs. A typical baseball smoker included guest appearances by big
letic

minor league or old-time baseball players,
movies of the last World Series or pictures on
''How to Play Baseball". The local sports editor
and radio sports commentators served as m.c. or
league,

in Astoria,

home

men

ten

to sign up for the event on a "hike," with
of
interest duly noted. Forty-five minutes
spots
of walking brought the group to the

evening's

mystery house, which was a secret until that time.
The host and hostess of the house generally a

and his wife or other couples asked
a
church entertained the group for the
through
remainder of the evening. For safety first, the
minister

leader carried paper

some song
in

and

games and

pencils, small

sheets, but the evening generally passed

swapping

marshmallows and
Simple refreshments were served.

stories, toasting

playing games.

Photography invariably attracts a sturdy group
and is especially fitted for spring and
summer. Darkroom facilities, lectures by local
amateur or professional photographic experts,
of adherents

took part in panel discussions, prognostications,
and the like. Local sandlot, high school and college coaches and teams were other guest possi-

photographic

bilities.

tests

field trips,

photo-of-the-month con-

having

Biloxi elaborated on these basic ingredients by
Boy Scouts, dressed as vendors, pass

and seasonal photography exhibits all help
to spark a photography program.
USO had nine years to discover what makes

through the audience calling "Peanuts, popcorn,
chewing gum, candy, cigarettes, scorecard you
can't tell the players without it
." Refreshments
provided by a local organization were given

are concerned. Variety, good equipment, imagination and coordinated planning play important parts
in making a successful program. But, in the final

.

.

were small souvenir bats.
Americans are tourists at heart and teen-agers

free, as

USO

are naturally teen-age tourists.
sight-seeing
programs ranged from elaborate overnight and
week-end tours in border areas to one-day trips

and nearby points of interest. Tours are
most popular in areas of historic interest, outstanding natural phenomena, and in neighboring
countries, but almost every section of the United
States has something to interest boys who have
to local
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a program tick, so far as servicemen and

analysis,

most.

it is

the spirit of the

program

women

that counts

A cordial, congenial atmosphere, an absence

of strain and compulsion, unobtrusive
leadership,
a feeling of being at home these are all-important. Combine them with technical know-how and

the result?
visitors in

men

Well,
1949.

in service

USO

had 21,967,541 service

Compared with

the

a million and a half

number

of

that im-

pressive total only can mean that a lot of satisfied
GI's returned again and again.

RECREATION

This chapter, reprinted from Mr. Sorenson's
The Art of Board Membership*
will be continued in RECREATION next month.

new book

FUNCTIONS HI) DUTIES OF BOARDS
Parti

A variety of ways by which the funcpowers, and duties of boards can be

is

tions,
THERE

defined.

ROY SORENSON

bility of the

executive and his

are established,

staff.

Once

policies

the task of the professional
to see that they are carried out. Volunteers, init

is

cluding board members, may participate but the
executive is ultimately responsible to the board
for results, no matter who joins in the work.
;

In

A

Terms

of Policy Determination

policy, in the sense

used here,

is

a definite

course of action adopted by a board of directors.
It defines what shall be done, what
purposes shall
be pursued, what principles shall govern, what

In

Terms

Another way

of Procedures!

to define the job of boards

is

to

be followed, what financial proce-

suggest the procedures that they follow, such as

dures shall operate, what the personnel practices
shall be, and what courses of action shall be taken.

reviewing, confirming, counseling, deciding, and

program

shall

Policies are guides to everyone in the organization, volunteers and employees, in all applicable
situations. Only the board can change policy or
vote exceptions.
The differences between policy and day-to-day
operating decisions are frequently misunderstood.

As many

decisions

made from day

to

day by

staff

and volunteers actually represent policy, the administrative and program task is simplified by the
adoption of guiding policies on these matters.
Lack of policy burdens staff and operation with
many repetitive decisions. Because operating policies contribute to the efficiency of

everyone, the
executive should be alert to spot those problems
which have come up before. Then the board or

negotiating

:

revie^ving operating and financial statements, reports and minutes of meetings, the board
keeps informed of executive acts and committee
1.

By

actions, thus tacitly passing

on these actions.

The board

confirms, modifies, or rejects executive or committee proposals. After asking dis2.

cerning questions, the board generally confirms
and thus validates the executive or committee
decision.

Although the refusal

to confirm

may

be

infrequent, this fact does not reduce the board to
a rubber stamp. When executives know that the

board will question their proposals, they support
their recommendations with careful analysis and
planning.
3.

Advice

is

provided by the board when plans

committee can determine what policy or action

or administrative decisions are in

should be taken in the future.

The board meeting

initial

stages.

that policy

provides group judgment on
matters where the executive seeks such counsel.

formulation and planning are the responsibility of
both board and committee members and of pro-

Likewise, informal conferences outside the meeting enable individual board members to give the

fessional staff.

executive encouragement, guidance, or caution.
4. To consider, debate, and decide an issue is a

An

oversimplified generalization

of long

is

Planning includes the

clarification

and short-range

objectives.
Actually, policy determination is the responsi-

Mr. Sorenson, formerly on
is

executive secretary of
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YMCA National Council,
YMCA in San Francisco.

board's primary function. The board takes jurisdiction over those areas for which it is legally

New

'Published in February by Association Press,
York. $2.00.
^Directors and Their Functions, J. C. Baker. Andover Press, 1945,
pp. 16 and 17.
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responsible. It weighs the result of investigation,
chooses the executive, decides personnel policy,
restates objectives, changes by-laws, determines

Large agencies require comprehensive statements of policies, principles, and procedures. Some
have developed a looseleaf guide to bring together

maintenance

policies and procedures as are
time
from
to time. Only important items
adopted
are included, leaving operating details and rules

reserve
It

changes program.

property, or
determines courses of action,
for

policy

or adjudicates conflicts, and makes deci-

settles

The board

as a whole, or by appointed representation, negotiates in behalf of the agency with

such bodies as the community chest, public groups,
petitioners, or labor unions.

Terms of More

In

Specific Functions

Y.M.C.A. has
include

The more
duties

may

catalogue of functions and

useful

be in terms of the content of the busi-

ness for which a board

is

and

Specific functions

To

2.

General Policies.

To

3.

5.

To
To

/.

employ and,

if

necessary, dismiss

control the operating budget, the financial

be responsible for program.
assure sound personnel policies and

select

needed occasionally by smaller

agencies and fairly regularly by large agencies.
Many boards enlist the services of public-spirited

who sometimes

serve on the board.

To Adopt By-Laws, Regulations and
Operating Procedures

To govern

own work,

every board should
but specific, set of byshould provide clear duties of the offiits

have a simple and
laws.

They

cers of the board

brief,

and the procedures by which
its business. Long, detailed

the board will transact
rules
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unduly

restrict

a board.

Division of Respon-

Journal
vouchers.

g.

Metropol-

Cash and

h.

come

Suggested Specifi-

Mem-

2.

in-

accounting.

Other Procedure:
Checks accept-

a.

Management.
Branch By-laws.

ing, cashing,

collecting.

Legal papers,

b.

contracts, leases,

Industrial Welfare

summonses, notices

3.

Commission Order.
Arrangements with
Unions.

What

c.

Payroll Procedure.
E. Procedure:

Accounting Pro-

concerning

the Association.

4.

d.

cedure:

to

do

in

emergencies,
such as injuries.
Rules covering
residence halls.

the board's duty to

map general operating
procedures, in cooperation with the executive, and
It is

to revise

To

them

periodically.

Employ and, If Necessary,
Dismiss the Executive

Select,

The most important function of a board is to
The executive, more than any

also require board resolution.

attorneys,

counts.

2.

1.

is

Chart of ac-

f.

D. Personnel:
1. Personnel Policy.

Legal Responsibility

Most agencies are incorporated and boards are
legally bound to carry out purposes set forth in
the articles of incorporation. Board action is required for contracts and bank signatures. Duties
prescribed by the articles of incorporation and bylaws, and other corporate action of the agency,
Legal counsel

Organization

cations for

6.

detailed description of each of these follows.
Its

Federal excise
tax.

bers of Boards of

maintain good public relations.
9.
appoint, commission, supervise, and receive reports from committees.

To Perform

petty cash.
Federal admis-

e.

itan Staff.

To
To

A

d.

sions tax.

By-laws of the

sibility of

staff.

8.

Revolving fund

Charts.

operating

and the insurance program.
To care for and maintain property.

6.

c.

Association.

5.

4.

items for resale.

Policy.

:

the executive.

plan,

invoice procedure.
b. Inventories of

Program

4.

select,

Purchasing and

a.

Philoso-

C. Organization:
1. Charter of the

procedures.
3.

to

:

1.

2.

one

in

and procedures

Association.

responsible.
duties of a board are

To perform its legal responsibility.
To set up by-laws, regulations, and

1.

The management

codified policy

A. Purpose:
1. Religious
phy.
B. Policy:

and Duties

2.

general

to the administration.

sions.
5.

such

select its executive.

other one factor, determines the agency performance, the effectiveness of staff, the efficiency of
operation, and the quality of board membership.
poor executive wreaks immeasurable harm on

A

the agency, the staff, and the community. Hence,
the board should seek the best executive available.

A

staff favorite,

a local candidate, or someone

urged by any individual or group should be appraised on the same objective basis as others.

Too much

is at

stake to let seniority,

low

salary,

or personal loyalties interfere with the securing of
the best qualified person.

It is

easier to hire an

RECREATION

adequate executive than it is to dismiss an inadequate one. National agency representatives and
persons well acquainted with the field can provide
invaluable counsel on executives.

should be sought.
To choose a qualified executive

BOARDS TODAY
"The

today

and decide upon procedure method of contacting, judging, and selecting candidate; and use of
outside professional help in securing names and in

in

modern

business,

.

.

.

"This

democratic.

is

It

signifies

that

social

conscience and willingness to accept community
responsibility are alive and expressive. Citizen

selection.

boards keep democracy green at its roots. They
are an important index of our national vitality."

candidates as possible.
Check references carefully and seek addi-

3.

boards

"Hundreds of thousands of American men
and women in every town and city serve as
directors, committee members or volunteers in
some voluntary social-service agency.

Determine qualifications
age, experience,
training, special abilities, and personal attainments

Consider as

of

:

1.

2.

place

government, and voluntary societies has reached
a new high in social Importance and complexity

Their advice

many

Roy Sorenson

tional reports concerning each candidate's record

to determine the relation of the candidate's quali-

and experience to the very specific needs
under consideration. Eliminate those
who do not meet usual agency standards.
4. Have someone visit the community in which
the leading candidate last worked, and talk to
employers, board members, and community leadfications

of the job

ers.

a

If

visit is

not possible, information should

be sought by mail.
5. Interview candidates and ask questions about
local

agency problems. The answers indicate judg-

ment and

personality.

the best-qualified person, even if it
is necessary to raise the salary scale. Unless an
agency competes in salary with similar agencies
6.

Employ

elsewhere,

it

risks getting a poorly qualified execuone to an organi-

tive or losing a well-qualified

zation which pays more.

After a

new

executive

is

employed, the board

from board members,

it

own way, without

help

be a long time,

ever,

will

if

before he attains his rightful position in the community. His appointment should be followed up

with press announcements, receptions, and early
speaking opportunities. He should be taken as a
guest to clubs

and

civic functions,

and favorably

introduced to those he will meet in his work. Helping a new executive get started adds to his effec-

and lends prestige to the agency.
Dismissing an executive requires conscientious

tiveness

courage. Frequently, boards are so sentimental or
uncritical that they

by

letting

him

do an executive an

stay on.

injustice

This injures his

self-

respect and confidence, and cuts down the prestige
and effectiveness of the agency. If the board is
alert,

the

members should become aware

of

an

executive's limitations before they are generally
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in the

community.
Voluntary agency boards are notoriously reluctant to replace executives, even after it has long
been apparent to others that a change is needed.
This is one negative result of large boards. It is
also true that

an executive's success or

failure

is

not as apparent in an agency as in business where,
for example, sales volume and profit are clearly
related to administration.

The

size of caseload or

agency does not always inmembership
dicate good management. In fact, a caseload or
in a social

membership too large
unteer workers

may

in relation to staff

and

vol-

be a sign of a poor agency.

Here are several typical blocks in board thinking when it appears that a change of executive is
needed
1.

often neglects an important responsibility. Proper
initiation of the appointee can launch him quickly
and favorably as a part of the community. If the

executive must forge his

known

cal

:

Belief that the inadequate incumbent is typiof his profession and that a change would

probably not be for the better. "We could do
worse." Outside consultation with persons who

know
2.

the field can affirm or discount this belief.

Unwillingness to force the issue until the
If he is not suc-

executive gets another position.
ceeding,

unlikely that an equal offer will ever

it is

come. Usually, people do not accept a less responsible and perhaps less remunerative position until
they must.

Yet, after a painful period of read-

justment, most find re-employment. Those totally
unemployable, even in a more modest job, certainly are unqualified for an executive's post.
3.

Fear of

splitting the board.

This

is

a real

One
danger if the matter is
an
executive.
board took two years to change
During this period, unconvinced board members
not skillfully handled.

were asked

to observe for themselves his limita-

tions.
4.

Understandable reluctance to undertake unis especially true where board

pleasantness. This
opinion is divided.

Some

fever inevitably accom-

571

panics an operation; but, after the fever subsides,
the patient feels better than before the surgery.
Satisfactions which follow outweigh the transient

But blundering,

unpleasantness.

tactlessness,

and

impatience in the replacement of executive or
staff can cause serious morale problems in an
agency.

Of course, when a chairman or a group of board
members are convinced that a change should be
made, they should proceed in a kindly, orderly,
and professional manner. The chairman, alone or
with one or more board members, should discuss
the matter freely and frankly with the executive,
inviting his cooperation. Thus approached, most

executives will either resign or convince the board
that they can correct the unfavorable conditions.

A

resignation

may

be made effective at a future

time, mutually acceptable, with the smallest

The

amount

executive should always be given

of feeling.
the privilege of resigning for his own reasons,
with enough time to become emotionally adjusted
to the change.

and

much

to the advantage of both executive
board to be saved the necessity of building up

It is

bill of particulars in a board meeting, a discussion of the issue, and a formal resolution to dis-

a

miss.

the executive refuses to cooperate, howis left with no other alternative.

If

ever, the board

(To be continued)

NATIONAL PARK AND RECREATION
OBSERVANCES
Park and
SUCCESSFUL

Recreation

of the first National

Week

many commuothers who now are
in

may suggest ideas for
planning this year's May 21-30 celebration
Alton, niinois made this a city project, called

nities

:

upon groups

of businessmen to

material for special

push

it;

set

up

news

features for newspapers
for each evening; wrote spot announcements for
the radio, to be used each day as many times as
possible;

and grouped

their biggest selling factor

a set of teen-age youngsters and a group of
to

elderly people

do square dancing on the stages

of local theaters three nights during the week.
This did much to build up square dancing in this

community.

Miami Beach, Florida

used the occasion for

dedication, with suitable trimmings, of a

teen-acre park.

was

enlisted.

A

new

fif-

The

aid of several organizations
senior high school band of forty-

eight pieces furnished music; the playgrounds, a
flag-raising ceremony; an elementary school proact. The toastmaster, president of
the local business men's association, moved the

vided a short

forty-minute program along with dispatch. It was
climaxed with the serving of ice cream and soft
drinks, and inspection of the new, improved area
which has a new recreation building, two concrete
basketball courts,

two open

two concrete

field areas,

volleyball courts,

a fully enclosed small chil-

Hawaii

WEEK

launched a wide publicity campaign.

Among displays were a twelve-by-twenty-four-foot
cartoon

map

of

Oahu's beach

facilities,

erected in

the city hall lobby; four tables of crafts from the
Children's Museum workshop and the playgrounds,

displayed in the library; pictures, athletic equipment and marionettes in a bookstore, tying in

books with the exhibit; a photographic display
appeared in one much-inspected window, a display
featuring "Have Fun," "Beach Parks and Playgrounds," in another.

Activities included special

teen-age dances, open house and exhibits at every
center and playground; a large play day held at

Ala Moana Park commemorating Joseph Lee Day.
dedicated the new
Butler, Pennsylvania
Ritts Park amphitheater. In a newspaper spread
on National Park and Recreation Week, under
good activities pictures, effective quotes were used,
such as: "Life has taught me that adults, like
children, want to be doing something."
Henry
Ford. "Psychologists tell us that everyone has

High on this list is
The child will find it!
Good or bad, it is as necessary to him as food."
Howard Braucher. "The function of play is to

certain fundamental needs.

the need for adventure.

balance

life in

relation to work, to keep alive the
and that sense of proportion

spirit of adventure

which prevents taking one's self and one's job too
Dr. Austin Riggs. "Citizenship canseriously."
not be taught as a cold, abstract thing. It can be

dren's playground, and appropriate landscaping.
Prior to the event, posters and the Ford Motor
Company's national parks pamphlet were distrib-

taught best through doing things together that

uted throughout the

ing.
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city.

through playing together."
(Also see article on page 561.)

yield joy

;

Tarn Deer-

RECREATION

CAMPING FOR

JAMES

success to the enthusiastic cooperation of a number of agencies and individuals. The immediate
planning was done by a special camp committee

and the

was Camp Cleveland

site

city-owned
property located in Warrensville Heights, sixteen
miles from downtown Cleveland.

The City Council granted a ten-day extension

WOODS

Recruiting Campers

FIRST experiment in camping for
older people, consisting of two five-day sesCLEVELAND'S
sions, August 29th to September 9th, owed its

H.

The members

the

of

Cleveland Golden

Age

Clubs were the principal source of recruits because
it was felt that they would be able to make the
best physical and social adjustments. Residents of
public, philanthropic and commercial homes for
the aged were excluded unless they were members
of Golden Age Clubs as well. It was felt that they

had

sufficient

experience in group living, as well

as in alternative activities,

and that

others, per-

in order to permit

haps living alone, would benefit more from the

use by the older people. Food was provided
by the city, and prisoners from the nearby workhouse were used for some of the kitchen work,

camping experience. Later, the local office of the
Division of Aid for the Aged was invited to submit the names of those of their clients who expressed an interest in attending camp.
The requirements specified that applicants must

to the regular

camping period

its

cutting

wood

the

for

fireplace,

policing

the

grounds, and so on. Funds to pay the salaries of
a cook, assistant cook, and a crafts instructor were
obtained from other sources.

Money

given as a

be sixty years of age or over, ambulatory residents of Cleveland and not requiring special diets.

made

All were asked to take physical examinations two
weeks before the opening of camp. The city health

a choral leader and an art-craft instructor.

department provided doctors for this free examination but campers, if they preferred, could fur-

memorial to the

Margaret E. Barkley was

late

available for this purpose. The city recreation department provided the part-time services of

Camp

Cleveland

The

ideally located for such a

is

and provides no diffor
older
It
is
accessible to good
ficulty
people.
and
is
not far from the
public transportation,
where
nurses
and doctors are
City Infirmary,

venture.

terrain

is level

available in case of a medical emergency. It is
far enough away from the city to provide pure air

own private physician.
director of the Recreation Project for Older People interpreted the camp to each club, men-

nish a certificate from their

The

tioning the fact that it would serve both white and
colored campers and that harmonious relationships

were

essential.

Staff

and a country environment.

and Program

Co-directors of the

Mr. Woods

of Recreation Project for
Older People, Group Work Council, Welfare Federation of Cleveland. Above is official report on
is

director

Margaret E. Barkley
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Summer Camp

for Older People.

camp were W. E.

Sinclair,

loaned for the occasion by the Home Inspection
Section, Division of Aid for the Aged, and James
H. Woods, director of the Recreation Project for

Older People, Welfare Federation of Cleveland.
573

painting, leather work, designs on copper, weaving
of table mats and hot pads, and ceramics. Campers suffering from arthritis in the hands were particularly invited to try ceramics, and they were

given clay to take home. There was some discussion as to whether campers should be charged for

and the directors

crafts materials

finally

decided

it.

against
On the

in each session

an
which
held,
campers
were made acquainted 'with the daily schedule and

was

helped to adjust to

camp

benefit in physical well-being.

Welfare Federation planned the

meals and lived at camp during the period, and a
nurse from the Division of Aid for the Aged slept

of various kinds (those involving the pass-

elimination games and others
which served as ice breakers and encouraged fun
and participation. Group singing also proved es-

ing

dietitian of the

life.

the purchase of small articles. Directed games
included musical chairs, a scavenger hunt, relay

games

A

in

Cards, checkers, shuffleboard, bingo and other
games were made available to the campers. Newspapers were ordered for those desiring them and
the nearby Infirmary Canteen was open daily for

Older people enjoy camping, flourish under

camp regime and

day of camp

first

orientation period

of articles),

pecially popular.

nights at the camp to take care of any emergencies
that might arise and thus relieve any anxieties on

Once each period a home talent night was held
and campers were given an opportunity to share

the part of the campers. These, together with
other volunteers, provided a staff of seven full-

their entertainment abilities.

time persons and five part-time persons during

the final night of each session.

the

and

first

camping period, and six

full-time persons

during the second period.
daily camping schedule included a rising
hour of seven a.m. followed by flag raising and
five part-time

The

salute to the flag by all campers. Two campers
selected to take charge of the flag exercises
each period. After breakfast at eight, camp chores

were
were

in order.

making

his

Each camper was responsible

own bed and keeping

for

the group cabin

skit

An

original dramatic

was rehearsed and given by the campers on

One

issue of a

camp newspaper was produced by the campers
each week containing, among other items of news,
the names and addresses of all the campers. A
square dance was held, and any birthday occurring
during the period was properly celebrated with a
cake and candles.
The final night of each week was a gala occasion.

Members made
leaves,

hats out of any material available

newspapers, flowers,

tin

cans,

boxing

Activity periods included singing classes,
art-craft classes, nature study.
rest period was

gloves, kitchen equipment, a badminton racquet,
and so forth. After a grand march, prizes were

observed from twelve forty-five to two o'clock,
and free time allowed for unplanned activities

awarded according

from four to five. Supper was early, and was followed by a social and game period from seven to
eight-fifteen. Each evening was concluded with a

the campers.

neat.

A

campfire circle

a period of inspiration around the

fireplace.

Nature study covered the geological structures
Cuyahoga County area, local vegetation,
birds, snakes and fur animals, and one evening was

of the

spent studying the stars. After the camp started,
it was discovered that the
campers were interested in taking short, conducted nature walks,
this was added to the program.

The
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by two different inmorning and afternoon, included finger

crafts classes, directed

structors

and

The campfire
and

lights

A

to popular applause.

had an especial appeal for
was lighted in the fireplace

circle
fire

were extinguished

in the recreation hall.

The leader for the evening read inspirational poems or portions of the Psalms, and sometimes
gave a short talk. Some of the old and familiar
songs were sung on this occasion and greatly enall. On the final night many of the campgave testimony as to what camp had meant
to them.

joyed by
ers

Outside talent invited to perform upon occasion
included singers and musicians.
were shown once each session.

Motion pictures

An attempt was made to have the camp conducted as democratically as possible. To this end
RECREATION

a cabin council was instituted which included one

1.

Older people are good campers

camper representative from each of the ten cabins.
The council elected its own chairman to preside
at each meeting and met with the co-directors
each morning at nine a. m. for the purpose of dis-

but good.

cussing any criticisms or making any suggestions.
Council representatives conducted a cabin inspection each afternoon to insure neatness among the

In

and emotional

Many valuable suggestions were made,
and the council played an important part in developing a true camp spirit within a few days time.
Among subjects discussed were such things as ad-

cases, are

campers.

a nightly curfew

prevention the
more
food than they
of
taking
campers
problem
could eat, and so on.

visability of

;

fire

;

Statistics

One thousand nine hundred seventy-eight meals
were served during the two sessions of camp.
Kitchen help included six persons two paid and
four sent from the workhouse to assist.
Attendance at the first session included four
white men, four colored men, thirty-seven white
women, and twenty-one colored women, totaling

The second

sixty-six campers.

session included

two white men, four colored men, thirty-four white
women and fifteen colored women, making the
over-all total of attendance for both sessions one

hundred twenty-one. Of this number, two campers went home during the first session and one
during the second period. Because there were vacancies

during the second period, twenty-seven

campers from the first period were permitted to
remain over for the second week. Fifteen Golden
Age Clubs were represented, and sixty of the
campers were seventy years of age or over. As
far as possible, members from the same club were

not just

fair,

cold weather, rain, a change

They took

and a camp regime and flourished
under it.
2. Older people benefit from a
camping experience.

of surroundings

many

cases, the benefits in physical well-being

satisfaction

exceed that of more

youthful campers. Good food and a balanced diet
are a welcome change to individuals who, in many

accustomed to solitary meals.

Sitting

at a table with others, sharing a cabin with a small

group, can mean a great deal to someone who has
been bereft of family associations for many years.
3.

White and colored

adults can spend a

camp

ses-

sion together in harmony and friendliness if there
has been proper preparation for the experience.
4. Public and private agencies can work together
to
5.

make such a camping experience successful.
A camp for older people can follow materially

same camping program as that for younger
persons, with some allowances for physical limitathe

tions

and the elimination

of strenuous sports.

Per-

haps inspirational gatherings, such as the fireside
hours, have greater meaning for older people.
attempt new experiences in a
group setting that would not attract them as individuals; and program participation can be excep-

Older persons

will

tionally high.
6.

A

7.

Camps

chance to participate in camp management
means
of a council is important to older adults
by
and promotes better camp feeling.
for older people should be included in

the social planning of the community because the
need is there, the older people want it, and the

program can be run

successfully.

placed in the same cabin.

The
in the

following organizations participated either
planning of the camp or in contributing in

some way

The

to the

camp program:
City
Cleveland through the City Council, the Department of Health and Welfare, and the Recreation
of

Departments; the Division of Aid for the Aged
through its Department of Home Inspection and

National Music Week
May 7-14 marks the twenty-seventh annual observance of National and Inter-American Music
Week,

directed from the office of the National

Recreation Association.

The seven-day

the

Cuyahoga County Subdivision office; Phillis
Wheatley Association; Cleveland Welfare Federation Museum of Natural History Music School
Settlement Commercial Home Operators Camp
Cleveland Committee Margaret E. Barkley Summer Camp Committee and a large number of pri;

;

;

;

;

vate individuals.

Conclusions
Several facts stand out as the result of this

camping experience
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:

is

period,

when

the attention of the

focused to a larger extent than usual on

country
the value of music and music education, is an ideal
time to launch such projects as community sings

and choruses, hymn sings, instrumental groups
and benefit concerts. These last could be large
combined concerts, sponsored by many groups or
small ones sponsored by separate organizations
with a proportion of the net proceeds going to the
National Music Week Committee and a proportion to

some worthy

local musical objective.
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Spectators were encouraged to putter in

all

media.

Demonstrations of art work drew the largest crowds.

Petronella Tacionis

PLAIXFIELDERS

have

making preparations

for the third

started

annual Festival of the Arts, sponsored in the spring by the Plainfield
Recreation Commission.
val,

which

is

a day devoted to the

The

arts, is

festi-

one of

the largest and most important art activities conducted in that area. It is a cultural and educational

project introducing innumerable fine arts and creative crafts to the general public. For many of its
participants and spectators,

it is

an avenue to ex-

features of the program.

Method of Organization:

home and community

life.

artists, craftsmen, amaand professionals, children and adults, demonstrated and exhibited at the second annual Fes-

Last year, over 1,800

teurs

In addition to individual entries,

tival

of Arts.

civic

organizations and agencies participated as
Crowds estimated at well over 7,500 filled

units.

After attaining
selected by the

group approval, a chairgroup and an advisory
board is set up to determine policy and action on
any controversial subjects. The following comproject.

man

is

mittees are necessary for the efficient conduct of
the occasion
:

tended leisure-time interests and an appreciation of
the arts in

Public

Relations

Entry Committee

to

of its

most important events

twelve

art

scholarships,

valued at $/oo, to boys and girls who ranked as
winners in the poster contest. Because these might
serve as the beginning of an art career or a lifetime hobby, they were considered one of the finest

Miss Tacicmis

is

supervisor

of

women and

Board of Recreation Commissioners,
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Plainfield,

girls.

N.

J.

to prepare entry blanks

have on hand information

large and

of

newspaper and

and

a set of rules governing participation in the festival, these being subject to group approval; and

demonstrations, a trio of strolling accordionists
and special demonstrations added much festivity

One

prepare

ments.

planning committee.

to the project.

to

radio releases, arrange necessary interviews and
keep the public informed of interesting develop-

Library Park, where continuous demonstrations
were planned for all areas and spectators were encouraged to putter in all media. Audience participation, a band concert, modern and folk dance

was the awarding

Artists, civic lead-

educators, and representatives of local organizations are invited to attend a preliminary
meeting to discuss the merits of such an arts
ers,

Area Planning Committee

vital

to plan areas

The work

assign locations to participants.

committee

is

very important as

small, attractive

and

Schedule
artists

for

crowds and
Committee

it

area

and

of this

must balance

less attractive

ex-

be a fairly even dis-

hibit areas so that there will

tribution of

to the

interest.

meet with featured
special demonstrations and schedule
to

featured events.

Program Committee

to compile all

informa-

tion to be contained in the printed program, design
its cover and prepare dummy for the
printer.

Poster Contest Committee

governing the contest,

solicit

to determine rules

awards, select judges,

RECREATION

entertained with accordion playing.

Young people

meet with winners, distribute posters.
Separate committees meet with civic agencies,
community clubs, schools, art associations and independent exhibitors. Patrons and advertising
committees solicit ads and contributions to help
finance the project.

A

music committee

selects suitable recordings

played as background music. Correspondence, clerical assistance and various details are
covered by the recreation commission personnel.
to be

Over a thousand man hours
committee work are spent by

for planning

and

charged a

volunteers.

The

6.

excellence of such fine volunteer leadership, which
displays a real faith in the project, is the one very

important factor
the festival.

which determines the success of

Rules: The following
to be indispensable

set of rules

have proved

:

New

Jersey residents living within a fifteen
mile radius of Plainfield are eligible to participate.
1.

All art associations throughout the state are also
eligible.
2.

There

will

be an adult and junior division.

junior division w ill include
een years of age and under.

The
3.

No

r

all

entries eight-

The

fee.

Festival of Arts

;

All entries are the responindividuals
of
the
entering them.
sibility
will
not be permitted.
exhibits
Commercial
7.
article or painting.

8.

has been selected as the fesSaturday, May
In case of inclement weather it will be

tival date.

held the following Saturday. Exhibition time will
be from one o'clock until six o'clock the morning
shall be reserved for setting up exhibits. All ex;

be the responsibility of the exhibitors
up by twelve noon. Dismantling of ex-

hibits will

and

set

be between six and six-thirty.
inquiries and correspondence should be

hibits will

application will be accepted later than noon,

9.

All

made

erly filled out and submitted.
4. Space will be allocated after applications have
been received and approved. Participants will be

early entries.
Attached to the rules

.

notified in writing as to their allocated areas.

Neither

MARCH
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or

spectators

will not be

an

No entries postmarked after that date
April
will be accepted. Permission to participate will
not be granted until an application has been prop-

5.

Committee

held responsible for the following: transportation
of exhibits, display properties theft or damage to

will

be

tion
10.

to the Festival of Arts Co.mmittee, Recrea-

Commission, City Hall. PI. 6-6171.
Preference and consideration will be given to

an entry blank to be
filled out by the participant. This contains spaces
for name, address, telephone number, classification, description of

is

proposed entry giving in

detail

577

the size, type and subject matter, an opportunity
to indicate interest in exhibiting, demonstrating or
both, an agreement to abide

by

all

rules.

After

these entries are submitted, they are given to the
entry and area planning committees for action.

The

Festival

a portrait head in water clay, the sculpturing
of a figure in oil clay ; a complete serigraphy demonstration (the process of making a whole silk
of

screen print)
of cartooning

;

a very entertaining demonstration
in ceramic

and also a demonstration

sculpture.

Program

During the afternoon, crowds gather

to see a

In accordance with the rules, the participants

modern dance demonstration presented by a group

are notified of their allocated areas and report in
the morning to set up their display and demon-

of high school girls, square dancing by elementary school children and national dances in authentic costumes presented by the Polish Falcons.

Two thousand feet of snow
have
served
as
a background for the disfencing
in
areas.
plays
fifty
Among the various arts and
stration properties.

crafts exhibited and demonstrated in these general
areas are: sculpture, ceramics, historic doll cos-

tumes, photography, serigraphy, internal carving
in

plastics,

commercial art

techniques,

leather

work, angora spinning and knitting, copper repousse, arts in the

little

theatre, architectural dis-

plays, paintings in all media, jewelry craft, china
painting, arts and crafts in schools, displays of

work done by

individuals

and club members. Space

does not permit a complete listing of the variety of
and crafts that are entered.

arts

In addition to the school, group and individual
featured demonstrations attract large
entries,

crowds.

These events include techniques

in

rine painting, starting with a blank canvas

In conjunction with the art festival publicity
program, a poster contest for elementary and high
school children is held. After the final judging
of entries, all posters are distributed for display
in stores and other public places throughout the

town.

In an effort to obtain excellent slides and photographs for a permanent record, a photography
contest

held on the day of the festival, and local

is

donate

merchants

photography

equipment

as

The

large collection of photographs and
prizes.
slides becomes the property of the recreation com-

mission and

An

is

used for advance publicity.

art festival is

one of the most stimulating

a recreation department can

initiate.

It

ma-

activities

and

draws widely upon local resources and cooperation, and enriches not only individual lives, but
the life of the whole community.

ending with a sailboat racing scene; portraits in
oils and pastels using live models, the modeling

More About Insurance
WISCONSIN, recreation executives cooperate

Ixin a state-wide Wisconsin
tion

Athletic

drawn up with

Recreation Associa-

Sports Accident
the Illinois

Insurance

Plan,

Mutual Casualty Com-

from the attending physician and mailed with
proof of accident claim. This plan is working successfully throughout the state.

pany. Individual policies cover injuries of partici-

In Manitowoc, Wisconsin, for instance, an ordinance was adopted by the Common Council in

pants regularly registered in recreation activities,
sustained while practicing or engaging in activity
or while in transportation to or from activity away

ance

from home only. Approved activities are
each with its own premium, and coverage

listed,
is

re-

only the specifically
sanctioned activity for which the individual has
paid the premium. Only those who wish to do so
stricted to participation

in

need take out the insurance. Application blanks
are obtained from the office of the recreation department and premiums are paid to the director
of recreation when the application blank is filed.

an injury must be filed by the
on
special forms obtained from the direcinjured
itemized bill or statement is secured
an
and
tor,
Official claim for

578

November, 1949

Fund

the

for a local Liability

to be maintained

and Insur-

and administered

for

of all claims for injury to persons for

payment
which the city or any governmental department
is legally liable and not otherwise covered by

Workmen's Compensation

insurance.

ous departments of the city pay into

The insurance covers only

liability in

The

vari-

this fund.

case of acci-

dents in which the city can be proved negligent,
however, and covers participants in recreation pro-

grams only

to that extent.

Therefore,

all

such

participants are urged to carry the foregoing insurance offered by the Wisconsin Recreation Association.

RECREATION

A

THE FEBRUARY

INazine

strong plea for

fifteenth issue of

more community

Look mag-

there appears a startling article,

"How

Four Teen-agers Met Death," which is a true
story written by George Mills, a staff writer of the
Des Moines Register. When the story originally
appeared in that newspaper, hundreds of thousands of adults in the midwest were shocked out
of their complacency. It is a story that will be reprinted again and again in the hope that it will
avert the similar tragedies which are becoming all

too

common

throughout this country.

that indeed should

It is

a story

make every community

stop

and think long and seriously about a recreation

recreation services for teen-agers.

an even bigger highway menace than "Sleepy,"
but neither of them or any of the other boys
indulged in liquor. Their idea of a good time was
"swerve" with cars going sixty or seventy
miles an hour, or to speed down the highway at
to play

night without lights.

On

this

Tuesday

night, therefore, the
;

was "Sleepy's" car, with four passengers. At least
one car had the lights off. The highway patrol
says one car was eighteen inches over the middle

center for teen-agers.

of the road, the other fourteen.

Four young boys, about
this.
Briefly, it
eighteen years old, met at Skelley's Lunch Room
in Hampton, Iowa, one recent evening. This is
where the teen-agers hang out. Francis Elwood
had plowed all day; big George Kibsgaard had

the

is

helped his father move an electric meter in their
home. Russell Jensen, young-looking for his age,

had done chores around the

little

house where he

with his father; while likable, redheaded
Lloyd Casey came over from the Hampton Chronicle where he worked as a printer's apprentice. Allived

though they did not know it when they gathered
to have some fun, they had a date with death in
three hours time.

In two other homes, boys ate at the family
tables, got ready to go out for a while.

As

the minutes ticked away, the cast slowly
gathered for the tragedy. The question came up
:

Shall there be any girls in on this
Little

?

Jane Maneely, sixteen, had been along at

when Lawrence "Sleepy" Muhlen-

two cars

dashed along Highway 3 the throttle of the Olds,
going west, was wide open at seventy-three.
George had two passengers; while speeding east

marks

tell

That's the story

on the concrete. Unless somebody

swerved, a collision was inevitable.

Whether the

drivers didn't see each other or were testing each
other is uncertain. Nobody swerved.

Francis Elwood and George died immediately;
Lloyd Casey and Jensen died in the hospital. The
others were badly hurt, "Sleepy" among them.

The

accident toll of four dead and four injured
shook the Franklin County seat to its foundations.
At an interview later, Jane gave an insight into
how the Hampton teen-agers tear around in cars.
"Rat racing," as described by the high school

bobby soxer, "is one car racing to pass another."
Another game called "chicken" is that of trying to

who

has more nerve when two cars are speedtoward
each other. The driver who turns out
ing
to avoid a head-on crash is "chicken." Jane's desee

scription of local teen-ager driving was verified
signed statements from two of the boys.

Hampton

teen-agers

believe

that

adults

by
are

hand

blame for what happened. Said one:
"We ain't got nothing to do in this town. All
there is to do is run around in cars and chase
each other. We can't even play a game of pool

"Sleepy" had a 1936 Ford parked outside; Kibsgaard's old Olds was there. George was perhaps

without getting kicked out.
"Why don't they start a recreation center for
us?"

other times

bruck and George Kibsgaard had laughingly darted
out of the grasp of death. She was not to be on
this time, however, for she had a job of takcare
of children for the evening.
ing
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A 1 2o-foot-square miniature city
with marked streets, sidewalks
crosswalks, stop signs and an in
tersection with a full-size traffi
light which flashes red, yellov
and green, is teaching pre-schod

children of Mansfield, Ohio,
thj
^lessons of safety. -)
f- The toy
land village is part of a progran

Fred C
Safety Town.
Mansfield
traffic
commis
Boals,

called

sioner,

Leaning on tor town's
service

station,

in-

structor gives advice.

1937.

started Safety Town ii
Since then his project hai

\- Mr. Boals based his progran
on the premise that accident prevention should be taught childrei
at the earliest possible age
as soon as the child is old enough t<
go to the neighborhood grocery or the house across the street
According to him, memorization and "don't" orders have littli
effect in teaching children safety. His program stresses practice!

gained nationwide recognition,

in safety

through

-j

real-life situations, -f-

+A

child learns

some
1

thing he likes four or five times easier than something he doesn
like. Mansfield children who attend Safety Town each summer

)

before entering school for the

first time, learn safety rules and
practices and have fun doing it. They act out dangerous traffic
situations on tricycles on the streets of the toyland village. The]

sing safety songs, listen to safety stories, play safety games, and
learn safety education through art projects. At the conclusion

two-week course, during which they learn a safety rule I
day, they receive an engraved certificate, -f- 4- Safety Town 1
supported financially by the Mansfield Police Recreation Clul
of the

and the city recreation department. These funds provide a schoJ
bus and driver for transporting children to and from the sessions
in addition to paying for two instructors. -f~ -f- The town wa
by Roy Gale, a sign painter who has donated his sen-ices evet
since the project began.
local police officer attends the schoi
once a week to talk to the children and prove to them that tht

built

A

An

illustrated safety
storytelling class merits
attention.
rapt

ninth safety rule

man
is

(Ask the policl

for help; he

good

advice.

is

-)

your friend)

j-

Tracing tfl

success of the Safety Town
gram since its inception, one
that

up

to the present time nc
who has attenc

of the children

the course has ever been invoh
in

any kind of an automobile
Is it any wonder that

dent.

parent

reading a

notice

immediately

Safety

T

enrolls

child in the

program?

-f-

-}-

The

that the children's enthusi-

fact

asm

usually continues late into

the

second week of the school

attests to the

program's

ability to

keep the students' interest. During its twelve years it has proved
the answer to minimizing child
accidents.

from

Reprinted

Co-

lumbus Dispatch Sunday maga-

+ + + + + + + +

zine.

letter, Stanley W. Kamen,
Director of Recreation in Mans-

In a

sends us the following interesting facts regarding the above
project: Mr. Boals has issued a book of instructions (copyrighted
field,

Youngsters learn to
cope with traffic in
their miniature city.

1940) which describes the layout and equipment, daily schedule,
two play
and so forth. -\
\- The recreation department employs
the
leaders
conduct
leaders to supervise Safety Town. The play

program using Mr. Boals' book

of instructions as a guide, -f- -)recreation department also introduced the idea of presenting a
certificate to the boys and girls upon completion of the course.

The

+

In 1948, miniature automobiles were used but this proved
-fto be unsatisfactory in that the boys and girls were too big for the
automobiles. Also, maintenance of the automobiles was a constant

This year,

annoyance.

we

decided to use tricycles (purchased by

the Police Recreation Club), and the change proved to be quite
for Safety Town is the responsibility
|- Publicity
satisfactory. -|
of the recreation department.

Parents of boys and girls registered
informed of Safety

to attend school for the first time in the fall are

Town

In 1948, 510 boys and girls were
(attended
Safety Town. In 1949, 496
310
for
and
were
school; 300 attended Safety
boys
registered
girls

through our

office.

-\

registered for school;

Town. -{two weeks

+

The program was broken down

in duration per session.

Two

into five sessions,

school districts were as-

signed to each scheduled session. The season's schedule was publicized by the local paper and the local radio station. -|
f- Safety
Town was not in operation during the

was
by

The

The program

war

years.
resumed in 1948, supervised
the recreation department.

recreation

department was

organized in 1947, result of the
cent

seventy-one per
vote in 1946. -j-

Town program
in Mansfield.

It

+

majority

The

Safety

is

very popular
would be to the

other communities
advantage
a
to try
similar project.
of

This

ride

acquaints

pre-schoolers

with

Town

area.

Safety

"What

are

college

students

The University of Minnesota
The

out.

do with

first

is

step

is

really

like?

trying to find

finding out what they

their out-of-class time.

the dean of students' office

is

A

staff

in

hard at work

adding up answers that 4,200 students
careful

cross-section^-gave

to

tionnaires about themselves. There are
hints

now

chief

among them that
much like other

students are pretty
particularly

when

spending an

idle

it

comes

hour."

day Tribune, October

to the

a

STUDENT

ques-

long

some

college

people,

method of

Minneapolis Sun-

1949.

through testing and proving, testing and discarding can we ever hope to reach that type of pro-

gram which

will provide the greatest

good

for the

greatest number.

seems

It

that, in the past three or four years,

matter of evaluating programs has become increasingly important. We're all in the slow procthis

s

THE SOCIAL DIRECTOR

in a student union, I

work continuously in, with and for
activities program and, though we are
_

a.

student

in a con-

stant process of evaluating separate social events
and activity projects, when I started to put

my

thoughts about evaluation on paper, I realized how
little of an academic nature I really know about

Many

it.

people and

many

studies are concerned

with evaluating counseling services, but evidently
little has been done on the specific problem of

judging the effectiveness of a school

activities pro-

gram.
In discussing student union programs, it might
be well to jot down the various areas to be considered
1.
2.
3.

:

Total program and the administration
Total program and the student body
Total program and the student union officers and
workers

5.

Individual project and the student body
Individual project and the student union

6.

Individual project as a part of the whole

4.

logical question here would be,
necessary to evaluate?" The answer can be
found in the basic philosophy of a student union
the union is a laboratory of living it must be
:

constantly progressing in the provision of adequate tools for the business of living; it is only
through examining the tools and testing the rethat

the

laboratory

can progress.

problem of presenting a program of appeal to an
age group of anywhere from seventeen to twentyseven to married couples and to confirmed bachelors and spinsters to students from every type of
social background, financial rating, and extracurricular interest. It is essential that we provide a
;

;

suitable calendar of activities for as large a

num-

ber as possible. To do this, we must constantly
evaluate the total program and each part of the

program which makes up the whole.
Following through on the philosophy of the
union each individual worker in the union should
carry with him when he leaves some additional bit
of

knowledge in the art of living our evaluation
of prime importance in determining that our

objectives are proper; that the individual is being
given an opportunity to grow as much as he de-

it

sults

and, in fact, every extrayears. Every union
finds itself faced with the
curricular activity

is

Perhaps a very

"Is

ess of returning to so-called normal "pre-war"
campuses, after the accelerated life of the war

Only

sires.

Students themselves recognize the importance

and Lloyd-Jones reports that, in a study conducted by interviewing
100 students from two schools to determine the
most important elements in the development of
of extracurricular activities

character, extracurricular activities are listed second only to home in frequency as the most influential elements.

Dorothy Ann Olson is social director of Memorial
Union at Purdue University in Lafayette, Indiana.
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Specifically,
fall

into

objectives for activities

two main categories

:

programs

developing a better

RECREATION

To

ascertain the value of college union social activities.*

PROGRAM EVALUATION
DOROTHY ANN OLSON

person in terms of democratic living and developing a person with good mental health. These general objectives mean that there shall be equal opportunity for all students to participate; that the
general welfare of the student body and of the
school shall be promoted; that there shall be sufficient variety of activities to

permit everyone to

exercise his talents and to satisfy his interests.

we

are agreed that it is necessary and wise
to evaluate our programs, the next logical quesIf

tion

"how?".

is

And

the very logical answer

is

"by written report". But here it is
necessary to define terms again; an evaluation of
a program or a job must never be confused with
returned

a job description or a job analysis. True, we want
a description of the event and an analysis of the
duties involved, but also we want to know how
well those duties were performed; what contribu-

made to the student body was
which the union can be proud ?

tion the event

program

of

;

it

social standards?
Is there effective integration of the
developing

4.

individual

?

Are

past experiences evaluated by participants,
administrators, and supervisors?
5.

For evaluating an
of time, there

is

entire program over a period
the questionnaire for distribution

to specified groups.
street" broadcast or

afternoon

favorite

You might

try a

the

newspaper interview in your
coffee shop for on-the-spot

For a reasonably true

opinions.

"man on

picture of union

events, talk with the casual union-goers, the people who have nothing to do with the planning of
find out how and why they like a parprogram did they come just because there
wasn't anything else to do or were they really interested? Would they come again for a similar
event? Why don't they come around more often?
activities

ticular

a
as

;

Interviewing a selected group of students, such
the leaders of all extracurricular activities,

be valid, the student activities program must
be conceived in the service of and intimately

brings interesting results.
Questionnaires sent to the office of student af-

geared to the needs, interests, and purposes of the
uniquely constituted student body in question. Of

heads

To

course,

programs for evaluating any student aca given situation must include, in addiobjectives, a means of analyzing the needs

tivity in

tion to

and interests of the student to be served, and a
means of determining how well the program already in operation meets these needs and interests.
few general criteria which might be of help in

fairs,

1.

up evaluation procedure are

Is the

ganized, administered, and supervised program?
2. Does the program embrace the interests of the

3.

Are

body ?

activities

programs
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units,

of

men, the

will

in the light of the total

campus extra-

curricular program.
Seeking the advice of an expert, or one who is
already working with a successful activities pro-

gram,

is

Which

also a recognized technique.
of these techniques is best must be de-

tially

to

by the

result

you are seeking.

know immediately whether

of

the

If

you want

a specific activity

is worthwhile, probably careful interviewing of
students concerned with that activity will yield the

best results in the shortest time.

encouraged according to accepted

Excerpted from paper delivered at annual convention
Association of College Unions in Colorado Springs, 1949.

residence

of

termined partially by the local situation and par-

:

program, so far as possible, a student or-

entire student

women, the dean

tend to give a
broader, over-all picture of the value of particular

A

setting

the dean of

If

you

feel that

the whole

and

program of activities needs evaluating
perhaps overhauling, the questionnaire to stu583

dent groups and other campus personnel people
might give you valuable information.

There seems to be no preference for one over
Everywhere we are cautioned that evalin
order to be valid must be objective, i.e.,
uations,
we as appraisers must not be looking for specific
the other.

We

things or seeking to prove success or failure.
must be sure that our methods do not present us

with an unreliable result. This
tremely

When

is,

we

the event

is

over and the written evalu-

to be submitted, it should be
of both the previous report and the

ation

is

done

in light

present func-

with the result that the combination of preevaluation and postevaluation should provide a
tion,

rather successful, eventful future.

And now we come

of course, ex-

because in most evaluations

difficult

evaluation of the previous event, and tried to
plan
little better, to
profit by previous mistakes.

a

Of

this evaluation?

to the

Who

"who ?".

course, there

is

is

to

do

the general

must rely on the opinions of people who usually

chairman who,

evaluate subjectively.

a written report covering the work done
by each
of his subcommittees and himself.
reverse form

\Ye have been thinking, up to now, of evaluating a

of activity chiefly as a one-time
as a research project in which we are

program

process

vitally interested.

But we should

also think about

evaluations as part of the ongoing process of the

When

your group has completed a
major program, do you and the executive committee of the group examine the affair closely and
critically to see what its successes were and wherein it might be improved if a similar program were
program.

to be presented again

?

that students learn as

In our work

it is

axiomatic

much sometimes from maklearn by success, but do we

ing mistakes as they
use the technique of correcting mistakes often

enough ?
Also, as part of your program of continuous

when your group is considering some
which
has become "traditional," do you
project
them
consider
its values from the standto
get
evaluation,

point

of

their

current

situation

and to decide

whether actually the "traditional" thing
ing present needs ?

These then are the "ways and means"

is

meet-

at the close of

an event,

will

make

A

your report sheet, suited to your own situation,
might well serve here. Then, the governing body
of your union will further evaluate the event in the
of

and long-range picture.
role of the social director is not to be over-

light of the total

The

looked in the area of program evaluation. Those
of you who have such a person on your staff know
that she

is

a vital cog in the wheel those of you
operations, or are still in the plan;

who have new

ning stage, should think very seriously about including such a person in your plans. She should
be an individual who, by either experience in student work or by training, realizes that a lab instructor in this so-called "laboratory of living"
is an educational influence of
greater

the union

(For those of you who contem-

or less degree.

plate finding this person, be sure to investigate the
available young women in any one of several

which

schools

specialize

student

in

personnel

training.)

of pro-

be either written or

evaluation; they may
spontaneous or the product of considerable
thought. They may be direct reports from the

gram
oral,

participating students and the staff of the building, or they may be indirect reports from the par-

takers in the event and from deans, head residents,
and other personnel people on campus.

Carefully consider the meaning of evaluation
not only what the dictionary says it is, but also
what it means to your total program. Consider it

does

Use of Results

what it is, how it's done, and who
and then remember these few words by

in the light of
it

Yachel Lindsay

:

Pre-evaluation and postevaluation are both very
important to the whole process. It is all very well

There's machinery in the butterfly
There's a mainspring in the bee

go to great lengths and much effort to plan a
good program and to make a complete evaluation
of it, but that evaluation is of no use if it isn't

There's hydraulics to a daisy
And contraptions to a tree.

to

used.

Better not to

a full report and
to be used. If it

make any

file it

is

report than to write
away; reports are written

true that

we

learn

by experi-

ence (of others as well as our own), then every
dance, every tournament, every reception will show
the results of our learning because we used the
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If

we

could see the birdie

That makes the chirping sound

With psychoanalytic eyes
\Vith X-ray scientific eyes
could see the wheels go round.

We

And

I

will

hope

all

men who

think like this

soon be underground

!

RECREATION

FRANK

A.

STAPLES

Plastic Canasta

Tray

TRAYS in plastic are attractive and
used when playing gin
CANASTA
practical, and can be
rummy and similar card games as well as for the
game of canasta. Making them is easy and can be
a

Cut Plastic

From %"

good

medium

Make Wooden

n"

wide by

or sandpaper.

file

Jigs

long.

A

base jig block

Then four

y2 "

W

x

is

%"

thick by 8"

pieces are nailed in
of these pieces are 6" long

place as shown in sketch. Two
and the other two 8M" long.
Two additional jig blocks are needed to form the bases of

two compartments which hold the cards. These two
3%" long and 2" thick. All jig pieces
should be made from soft wood and sanded smooth.

the

blocks are 2^6" wide,

Form Tray Remove

masking from plastic. With sandsmooth
paper,
any rough edges. Heat plastic in oven 275 to
F.,
300
being careful to use soft gloves while handling the
hot material. When it is sufficiently heated, it will bend like
soft rubber.

Wave

in air for a second or

two

to cool outside surfaces

slightly then place in base jig block as shown in sketch. Hold
the other two jig blocks in position until plastic is cool. If
;

first attempt to bend the shape evenly is not successful,
reheat the plastic and try again. You can keep reheating it as
many times as needed, without harming it.

your

After the plastic

ready for use.
water.

To

and

thick clear or colored plexiglas or

lucite, cut with a hacksaw a rectangular piece of plastic 9"
wide and 13" long. Mark off the spaces as shown in the
o o o
lines with a hacksaw and
diagram. Cut
saw
remove
marks, using
with coping saw. Sand all edges to

either a

arts

is cool,

clean,

and it is
lukewarm
very soapy
February RECREATION.)

remove
wash it

(Read about canasta

in

it

from the

jigs

in

Frank Staples has been director of arts and crafts
for the National Recreation Association since 1935.

A

crafts project.

They forget

on a

that they are

television

show

.

.

.

"Fun for the Young
MARY AGNES THOMPSON

THE

RED

LIGHT

on

the

camera

glows, the director smiles reassuringly, and Xenia Nail, of the Com-

munity Workshop of Oklahoma City, whispers:
"Now, children, we're going to have fun!"
"It's

Fun

for the

Young!"

calls

TV announcer,

out the

WKY-

and the show is on The children,
with the help of Mrs. Nail, carry on from there.
Not only do they have fun, but they teach thousands of other boys and girls how to construct the
crafts they themselves are demonstrating on the
fine television

!

show popular

in the

Oklahoma City

area.

Step by step the craft is completed and, at the
end of the show, the finished product is proudly
displayed by each boy and girl. There is reason
for pride, for the article
ful

itself,

or entertaining, has been

besides being useof materials

made

that cost very

twine, spools,
little, if anything
which
or
other
materials
every mother
paper sacks,
has in her home and would gladly collect for the

ment

features for adults as well.

WKY-TV
when

it

automatically thought of Xenia Nail

began

its

plans for this television show.

Mrs. Nail has been director of the Oklahoma City
Community Workshop for two years and, during
that time, has taught hundreds of adult volunteers
who, in turn, teach others crafts and a variety of
activities.
It's interesting

and inspiring

to

preparation for the "Fun for the
sion program and the show itself.

watch both the

Young"
Before

televiit

goes

Mrs. Nail gives her young charges very little
coaching regarding their conduct on the show,
since she \vants them to be as natural as possible.
on,

Instead, she impresses upon each of them the importance of completing the craftwork as well as

Then she gathers the group usually six
or eight children, each group in an age category
ranging from four to nine before the cameras

possible.

and gives each boy and girl the necessary materials. These often consist of objects that can be

purpose of entertaining her own child.
Before the viewer is aware of it, the half hour
is over; each boy and girl has performed capably

gathered out-of-doors, sometimes real flowers or

before the cameras and microphones, most of them
in their first video role.

They chat enthusiastically until the children become so interested that they forget that they are

"Fun

for the

Young" has firmly established itOklahoma City television fans,

self in the hearts of

both young and old; and though

it

was designed

twigs, as well as of materials found around the

house.

going to be on a television show. By the time the
"You're On" signal is given, the group, centered
by Mrs. Nail, is at ease and having a good time.

Each

when

primarily for the purpose of educating the very
young in the art of handcrafts, it has entertain-

begins; and then a

Autbor Mary Agnes Thompson is the continuity editor
in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
for Radio Station

played along with the materials that are going to
be used by each child in preparing another.
Step by step the duplicate article is made, with

WKY

586

child introduces himself

the program

finished crafts article

is

dis-

RECREATION

Mrs. Nail and four participants prepare for television.
The children become very engrossed in their projects.

assured that

it
really looked more like a drummajor's shako, he was ready to wear it proudly.
At Christmas, the children were taught to make

Santas out of an apple and an eggshell, as well as
other decorations and gifts for mother and dad.
There are many things to which the success of

WKY-TV's
tributed.

"It's

Fun

Economy

for the

of props

Young" can be atone item. News-

is

clothespins, felt hats and
for
an interested mother to
spools
easy
her
own
child
with
the necessary items.
supply

papers,

beads,

yarn,

make

it

Another reason for

its

appeal is the unconscious
on a good act, especially

ability of children to put

the cameras being focused

upon

it

in close-ups

for the vital steps,
enabling the television audience
to follow the verbal and visual instructions.

"The camera men and the engineers are all
young themselves, most of them in their twenties,
and

their interest and enthusiasm give a boost to
the program," Mrs. Nail observes.
"They're ever
alert to catch the winning and
bright expressions

on the children's faces."
Sometimes it is the expression on the face of a
small Cub Scout, wielding a brace and bit, oblivious of the fact that his contorted face is a closeup on the television screen. Perhaps it is a tiny
five-year-old, biting her

tongue as she

clips

away

her papers with a pair of scissors, amusing a
grown-up audience and entirely unconscious of it.
at

Youth seems to predominate in every phase of the
show, and that youthful eagerness can be credited
for

much

On

of

its

success.

each program, at least two activities are in-

when they are not aware that they are doing so.
The boys and girls on the program are relaxed
and natural, and become even more so as their interest progresses. The third reason, and an im-

WKY-TV

is concerned, is
portant one as far as
the capability of the show's guiding light, Xenia
Nail, who learned early in her own work that chil-

dren can be entertained easily and economically;
and that those children whose minds and hands
are busy are essentially happy and well-behaved.
Television

television station

fit

medium

for

many

recre-

anywhere.

HK

special activities for various holiday seasons, such

as Halloween or Christmas.

a natural

and the above program demonstrates the possibilities of this new program device.
The prime requisite, of course, is finding an eager
and capable leader with a vital interest in the
young. The talent and the materials are easily supplied, and the audience interest in this type of
television show is assured since it appeals to both
old and young. It is educational and recreational,
and this kind of fun can be duplicated by any

the particular age group parsometimes
one of these is a stunt or
ticipating;
that
can
be
game
played at home. There are also

corporated that

is

ation activities

Canadian Friends!

For example, during

cast occupied the period with the creation of In-

We are very happy to announce that arrangements have just been completed with the G. R.
Welch Company Limited, of 1149 King Street
West, Toronto, for the exclusive handling in

dian headdresses, apple turkeys and yellow squash
ducks. During the New Year's program, party

Canada of RECREATION magazine subscriptions
and orders for all other publications of the Na-

Halloween program, hand-out bags,
and such decorations were
noise-makers
masks,
made. At Thanksgiving time, the program's young
last

year's

hats were

made from newspaper. One young

man

he-

refused to don his paper hat, saying: "It
looks like a woman's hat !" However, upon being
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tional

Recreation Association.

who wish
Company

to

Canadian friends

do so may write directly

for a special publication

to the

Welch

list.
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THE NATIONAL SECTION
OF WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
of the

American Association for Health,
Physical Education,

and Recreation

ATHl

TIC

EQUIPMEN

tnat
Beginning August

1,

1949 the

First Choice

official

the publications and
Official Sport Guides of the National
Section on Women's Athletics will be the

publisher for

all

for

(very Sport/

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
of the NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION instead of A. S. Barnes & Co.
All order

Available
Thru Leading
Athletic Goods

thould be addretted to:

Distributors
National Section on
1201

Women's

Athletics

Sixteenth Street, Northwest

Washington

6, D. C.

Newest Development

in

Room Equipment

Checking

Plastic Screen
1.

Indefinite long

life.

Wire Bag

Tests three times stronger than canvas.

hardwood hanger built in. No
replacements can ever be necessary.

2.

Durable

hangers to

buy.

No

3.

Contents

4.

Sanitary.

5.

Economical.

6.

Clothes can be stored as neatly as in your own closet at home.
Clothes are not rolled as in baskets.

7.

Checking room space

bag are always visible.
To recondition this bag simply shake out the dust, dip
in your chlorinated pool water and hang in the sun for a
few minutes.
in

No laundry costs.
years old show no wear.

is

Low

original

cost.

Bags three

conserved as well as labor to administer.

Upon request we will mail free of charge
specification of racks, pins, etc., for the
entire system, together with the names
r>f
the many cities that have adopted
this

checking method.

PRICES: FOB LOS ANGELES
$1.60 each without pants hanger.
5c. extra with pants hanger.
1

N.

B.

Most pools order

10%

of

bags

with the pants hanger.

SUN AIRED BAG
Patent Pending

HENRY
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R.

LEFEBVRE, Manager

8669 FENWICK STREET
SUNLAND, CALIFORNIA

RECREATION

At Headquarters

.

Rose Jay Schwartz

STEPS IN the

offices

of

the

National

QUICK

Recreation Association usually herald the ap-

proach of energetic Rose Jay Schwartz who believes that one should never walk if one can run.
Smiling, but invariably hurrying, she is a woman
who knows how to be in nine different places at
once. She's never too busy for a good laugh, however,

and the sound

of her infectious giggle often

a means of locating her, should a fellow worker
decide to track her down.
is

When representatives from business firms and
other organizations, who have had dealings with
Mrs. Schwartz only over the telephone, meet her
face-to-face,

it is

amusing

to see their first reaction.

Apparently, they have been expecting a larger

woman, perhaps someone who more nearly

fits

their idea of a female business executive.

Imagine
their amazement, therefore, when they find themselves confronted by someone small, feminine and
with a twinkle in her eyes. They soon find, however, that her size

is

no

criteria of

her ability to

be firm in business matters.

Her

story

is

an interesting one.

reation

In the year

came to the National RecAssociation. She had unusual ability, was

1913 a very young

girl

who worked

early and late
were
met.
emergencies
For a period after that Mrs. Schwartz was busy
with her own family and with the bringing up of

devoted energy of a few

to

make sure

that

all

her children, though she did find time for
way of volunteer service.

much

in

the

Later,

when she was

free to

do

so,

she returned

to the National Recreation Association, where she
has carried a very heavy responsibility as business

manager. Mrs. Schwartz has had a special interest
in the recreation publications.

Much

of the at-

tractiveness of the special publications has been
attributed to her own work to improve their ap-

pearance as well as contents. Through the years,
also, she has had an important part in making

RECREATION magazine more

attractive in appear-

ance and more serviceable in content.

At Recreation Congresses she has done a great
deal to give service to local recreation systems
through the commercial exhibits and through the
Material brought together

educational exhibits.

from
what

different localities has helped delegates to see

is being done in other cities and to obtain
suggestions for their own programs.
Mrs. Schwartz helps greatly with the interpre-

work

of the recreation

beyond her years,
and soon became a very important part of the work

tation of the

of the Association.

involved in 'drafting budgets, in keeping expenditures in line with the budgets, in handling the details with reference to these.

able to carry responsibility far

At

World War, she was one
group of individuals carrying the central

responsibility for the
ice

local.

Few

movement,

people realize

War Camp Community

Serv-

assumed by the National Recreation Associa-

to each other.

important and trying days of the First World War
could not have been done except for the able and

eral responsibility in dealing with special

1950

that

During the period from October 1947 to March
1950, Mrs. Schwartz has carried a heavy executive
responsibility as Acting Executive Secretary in

War Department, the Navy Department, and the war industries. Much that was done
by the National Recreation Association during the
tion for the

MARCH

all

is

the time of the First

of a small

both national and

relating the parts of the

Through

work

of the Association

the years she has carried heavy gen-

emergen589

ties in all parts of the

that has

work. There

is

very

little

happened during the last thirty years in

which Mrs. Schwartz has not had a part. Suggestions have come from her with reference to nearly
every part of the work. Her mind is constantly
active in thinking of ways and means whereby the
recreation movement in specific localities and
throughout the nation can be built up, and always
she is interested personally in the people who have
a part in the movement in any way. She has been
particularly successful in carrying a load of responsibility and yet not letting herself be weighed down

by the details, and in being able to keep smiling

even when there are

difficulties to be overcome.
In any great movement, a very large part of
what make it effective does not appear in the public eye because the work is so quietly and unostentatiously carried. Mrs. Schwartz is one of those
who has had a part in helping to build nearly every

No task has
hours have been too

part of the recreation movement.

been too big or too

little.

No

All of her experiences in various fields and
undertakings have been, used to throw light on the
problems of the Association and to further the
long.

progress that comes through the recreation leisuretime movement.

German Leadership Project
NATIONAL WELFARE ASSEMBLY of New
City, through its Youth Division and

York
THE

education-recreation agencies, has accepted the responsibility of planning visits for more than 125

German

who

leaders

are interested in American

few days to a number of

local recreation executives

asking their cooperation. Some of the cities have
been suggested for short visits, others for longer
periods. It is hoped that, while in a community,
the German leaders may not only have an oppor-

education,

tunity to observe carefully methods used in municipal and county recreation programs, but also to

camping, sports and physical education. They will
begin arriving in the United States about the first

participate in local leadership training opportunities and to observe the work of the private recrea-

community council planning, youth work, adult
education,

of

citizen

March and

participation,

will be here for six

civic

months.

One

of

these groups is comprised of fourteen leaders who
are interested primarily in studying recreation programs of public and private agencies.
repre-

A

sentative of the National Recreation Association

has been present at a committee meeting designed
to make plans for the most effective use of these
leaders' time while in this country.

Following an orientation period of about two
weeks, to be spent in Washington and New York
City, they will be assigned, generally in groups of
two, to localities for periods anywhere from two
weeks to two or three months for observation,
training
ers.

and participation as volunteer

Each

of the

Germans

staff

work-

will receive a daily al-

lowance so that there will be no expense to the
locality cooperating in the

project last year, asking if they will participate
again in 1950. Many of these letters have been

addressed to councils of social agencies

who

presumably are interested in the recreation group as
well as in two or three of the other groups of youth

590

sibility for

gram

have also been sent within the

last

the leaders and for directing their pro-

while in the

city.

Last year, forty-three youth leaders from Germany visited the United States to observe youth

work.* The leaders were selected by American staff
in Germany in cooperation with German commit-

and came from a variety of organizations as
well as from the military government.
tees,

During
life

their visit, certain aspects of

American

made a deep impression on them and were noted

again and again in reports and evaluation sessions.

For example, the Germans were very interested in
The Americans themselves; the friendly informal relationships among people.
:

program.

The Youth Division already has sent letters to
a number of localities which cooperated with the

leaders. Letters

tion agencies. In a number of cities, the superintendent of recreation will be asked to accept respon-

The

active participation of large numbers of men
in community affairs, especially of

and women
those

who

carry heavy responsibility as volunteers.

The way

people of different organizations and

and ethnic groups work together.
The way Americans encourage discussion of
''even the most ticklish and disagreeable problems."

religious, political

*

fRead

"A New World,"

October 1949 issue of

RECREATION

Ed.)

RECREATION

People in Recreation

by Paul Olsen

Helen Malone and one of her recreation workers select outstanding paintings for Sketch Club exhibit.

A Leader in Hospital Program
1947, when Mrs. Helen G. Malone took over
duties as supervisor of recreation at Chicago State Hospital, she found the program completely unorganized, with only scattered parties

INher

and recreation classes for regressed patients. In
two years, she has built it to a round-the-clock
schedule of daily events with something of interest
recreation

background began

with

Girl

YWCA

work in Oskaand
Iowa,
progressed through teaching in
Chicago nursery schools and four years as an
American Red Cross hospital recreation worker
during and following the last war.
That Mrs. Malone cherishes her work and the
people with whom she works is strongly in eviScout, public library and

loosa,

dence in their schedule of current events. In addi-

and baseball
program includes two weekly
new movies with 1,200 attending each

tion to bingo parties, dance nights

games, the evening

showings

of

showing.

Her daytime program

consists of library
discussion groups, folk

and journalism classes,
dancing, costume design and sewing, holiday decorations and shadow boxes.
Patients' amateur
shows are presented quarterly in cooperation with
the Chicago chapter of the Stage Friends Club, a

group of retired stage folk who appear in half of
the production that they assist in devising and
staging.

Shadow

signed frames of chicken-wire that are painted and
covered with glitter. Throughout the yuletide
season they add their cheer to the entire grounds.

The
of a

for everyone.

Her

figures whose costumes, background and lighting
are changed seasonally. Holiday decorations are
not the usual paper cut-outs, but painstakingly de-

boxes, outstanding decorative features

of the large recreation hall, contain

hand-molded

library project also includes <the coloring

hundred weekly

activity

programs

which are

each building and the
posted
and
art
work
for
four
hundred copies of
copy
the
Light,
twenty-five page monthly magazine of
in various parts of

news and

articles of interest to patients

and hos-

pital staff.

When pinned down to naming the favorite of all
her recreation projects, each of which has its enthusiastic following among the patients, Mrs. Malone will usually select art as her "special baby".

She probably chooses
was the first and most

many

it

because the Sketch Club

difficult to

inaugurate of her

innovations.

In her

work among

psychiatric patients in army
hospitals, Mrs. Malone found that creative art possessed therapeutic values equal to that

and navy
of music.

Her

arrival at Chicago State Hospital

marked the beginning of a full-scale test of her
theory. She selected a basement storage room for
use as her Sketch Club's headquarters, and set to
work cleaning it out. It was painted in bright,
cheerful colors, and work tables and comfortable
benches and chairs were collected from other cellars and attics on the grounds. Sturdy easels were

made
Radio Institute of Chicago.
commendation of Dr. E. Dombrow-

in the hospital's carpenter shop according to
her specifications.
After this preliminary hard work, it was dis-

Superintendent of the Chicago State Hospital.

heartening to be met with almost total indifference

Mr. Olsen instructs

His story has
ski,
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New, idea-packed

FREE!

bulletin

on Recreational Lighting

a

new, up-to-date bulletin that shows you

how

playgrounds

can easily be made more useful, more hours, jor more people, with the
HERE'S
help of
Tennis Court

efficient

Monotube

steel floodlighting poles.

Economically, too!

The

bulletin pictures typical, highly effective lighting in many different playground and recreational areas. Diagrams show how floodlights
in varying number are easily attached to standard mounting arms. Other
useful information is also included.

Monotube tapered steel floodlighting poles come in standard
heights 20 to 40 feet to correctly meet any recreational lighting
need. Strong, durable, attractive, they're built to last for years!
If you're planning to modernize or construct recreational areas, this new bulletin will give
ideas on modern lighting.

you helpful

Horseshoe Court
THE UNION METAL

MANUFACTURING

CO.

Canton, Ohio
Please send

UNION METAL
Monotube Floodlighting Poles

me

your

new

bulletin

No. FI-1C2 on recrea-

tional lighting.

Name.
Address.
City

.Zone

State.

4 Leader in Hospital Program

UNIVERSITY of COLORADO

(Continued)

Summer Quarter
JULY 24 AUGUST 25

when

the opening of the Sketch Club

was an-

Mrs. Malone
finger-painting instruction.
stayed with her idea, however, maintaining a so-

for

atmosphere during class meetings.

Word-of-mouth

publicity

among

the

patients

soon began to swell the roster. There are now
over one hundred members meeting at two weekly
classes

RECREATION LEADERSHIP

ble,

HAROLD

2 1/2- to Five-Week Courses

life

Social Recreation, Arts and Crafts, Recreational

Games.

Some, who never realized they had
a new medium; others use the
have
found
talent,
an
outlet
for frustration and worry.
as
activity
Their work has been exhibited at Chicago's
Roosevelt College and before prominent clubs and
study groups, with Dr. George Fenyes of Vienna,
now a staff psychiatrist at Chicago State Hospital,
lecturing on the paintings. He analyzes and evaluates them as an "unconscious art" that reveals

the fears

The

and disturbances

Five-Week Courses in:
Color and Design, Applied Design, Sculpture,
Speech, School Dramatics, Stage Craft, Adolescent
Psychology, Mental Hygiene.

or sketching

each other.

in:

Community Recreation, Administration of Recreation, Western Square Dances, Round Dances,

under the supervision of four recreation
work is entirely creative, with no

the patients painting from

WORKSHOP

under the direction of
MEYER, University of North Carolina

Assisted by members of staff of National Recreation
Association and resident staff of University of Colorado

workers. Their

teaching or criticism offered unless requested.
Outdoor classes are scheduled whenever possi-

AUGUST 8
AUGUST 24

Or two 2i/2-week sessions: JULY 24
AUG. 9

Scarcely a dozen patients showed up

nounced.

cial

BOULDER

Lectures,

Motor

Mountain Recreation, Steak Fries,
Square Dances, Pack Trips, are a regular

Concerts,

Trips,

feature of the

Summer

School.

For Information

and

Bulletins write to:

DIRECTOR OF SUMMER QUARTER,
Dept. R M, University of Colorado,
BOULDER, COLORADO
Please send

me

:

(check) fj

ate School
tion

Announcement;
Workshop Brochure.

Name

Summer Quarter

Q

Bulletin;

Creative Arts Brochure;

Q GraduQ Recrea-

..

Address

of the artist.

paintings also are displayed in the wards,
filling out questionnaires on the

with attendants

patients' reactions.

Some

contributions are torn

down, while others have definite affection shown
toward them. All of them have been helpful in

Pitching Horseshoes

distorted path to mental alienation
subsequent rerouting to sound rationality.
Chicago State Hospital's third annual art show

tracing the

and

its

was scheduled
tended to
pital

staff.

all

November, with

for

patients, their families

Honored guests were

OFFICIAL

invitations ex-

and the hos-

by

representatives

Art Department of the Chicago Board of
Education, Chicago Red Cross Chapter workers
and interested Service Club members. There were
no awards since competition is not stressed in
the Sketch Club. The affair was strictly social,
of the

with the exhibiting artists assisting in serving tea.
It's a toss-up as to whether patients or guests
derived most enjoyment from the

affair,

but we're

willing to bet that Helen Malone received her
share of silent satisfaction from a job well done.

DIAMOND
Complete horseshoe pitching outfits
and accessories, official and junior sizes
in 6 different styles. Shoes are dropforged, beautifully balanced, with unexcelled dead-falling qualities. Officially recognized

throughout America.

Write for information on our complete

FREE Table Tennis Information
Recreation Directors, Coaches, Scout Leaders, Y Directors,
Nothing to buy. No entry Fee. Simply hold a Table
Tennis Tourney. We furnish awards, instructions, rules, etc.
FREE. Simply send a
cent postcard for information.
others.

1

ALL-AMERICAN TABLE TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
20 E. Jackson
RM-50
Chicago 4, III.
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line of pitching shoes

and

accessories.

DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE
COMPANY
4614 GRAND AVENUE

DULUTH, MINN.
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for play capacity

Reg. U.

and SAFETY

.

.

.

choose

S. Pol. Off.

Climbing structure
No

other playground device provides so
capacity per square foot of ground

much play

area and per dollar of cost as

JUNGLEGYM!

That plus JUNGLEGYM'S safety record
of more than one hundred million child-playhours without one single serious accident
are two reasons why you should give
the children of your playground the advantage

of

JUNGLEGYM.

Write for Illustrated Bulletin on PORTER'S Streamlined Line that will Save You Money

.

.

.

Time

You eon re/y on PORTER for fhe basic units you need
for your playground . .

No. 38 Combination Set
economical unit that's ideal
for limited ground areas. Six varieties

No. 136 Stratosphere See- Saw
Sensationally new. Gives "ups-a-daisy"
ride 33V3% higher than conventional
see-saw, but with greater safety.

Compact,

of funful, healthful activity.

No. 58-F Playground Basketball Backstop
All-steel fan-shaped bank rigidly mounted on steel mast and braced for per-

No. 105 Six-Swing Set
Sturdy 12-ft. frame held rigidly together with exclusive Porter fittings make
this a permanent, safe unit.

manent

No. 240 Merry-Go-Round
accommodate 30 children at
noNoiseless, no-wobble,

service.

Will safely
one time.

sway

operation.
gineering marvel.

PORTER
MANUFACTURERS

OF

PLAYGROUND, GYMNASIUM AND

ive MAKERS OF THE

WORLD-FAMOUS

CORPORATION
OTTAWA, ILLINOIS

SWIMMING POOL EQUIPMENT

JUNGLEGYM
Reg- U.
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An

S. Pot. Off.

CLIMBING
STRUCTURE

RECREATION

Recreation News
Ten

Issues for

PROMPT SHIPMENTS

LARSON

RECREATION

This year, RECREATION magazine will be published monthly in ten issues, beginning with April
1950, Volume Forty-four, Number One and eliminating the July and August issues. The price will be
the same three dollars for a year's subscription.

However, the Year Book edition, usually appearing in June, will no longer be included as an issue
of the magazine, but will be published as a separate unit in the future.

Lebert Weir Memorial

vember, his alma mater Indiana University and
his native state
Indiana took steps to establish
a Lebert H. Weir Memorial Student Scholarship

and Loan Fund. The Indiana Municipal Park and
Recreation Association and the Indiana University
Recreation Society are donating funds to this project, as is a variety of communities and individ-

and other

to perpetuate

them among the

rec-

reation students the Indiana University Recreation
Society will give recognition each year to the grad-

uate student

who most nearly

exemplifies the ideals

Mr. Weir.

In addition, funds from the loan and scholarship
fund will be used for emergency loans to recreation majors, a scholarship for the most outstanding
junior majoring in recreation, and fellowships for

worthy graduate recreation students.

It

Won't Be Long

Now

.

.

.

before the playground season starts. Did you
lose out last year by not subscribing for the
Summer Playground Notebook or by subscrib-

ing too late?

The 1950 price will be the same $1.50 for
the series of twelve looseleaf bulletins, issued
weekly, beginning the latter part of April.
recreation departments send us a submember of the playground

Many

scription for each
staff.

Many

subscribe for each local playground.
like one or twenty subscrip-

Whether you'd
tions, act

SOON

!

They go

like the proverbial

hot cakes!
P. S. If you missed out last year, and would
1949 set, complete, a few sets are avail-

like the

able for $1.50.
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Order

Experienced leather workers will be interested
in our prompt delivery and wide variety, comprising the largest complete stock' of leather
and leathercraft supplies in America.
offer moderate-priced tooling leathers as well
as top quality calfskins.

For beginners we have ready-cut
free instructions for assembly.

no experience

NOW!

projects with
tools and

No

necessary.

Tools, materials

and

GLOVES
LINK BELTS
PYROSTRIP

free instructions for making:

KEY CASES
.

100

OTHER POPULAR ITEMS

BILLFOLDS

MOCCASINS
COIN PURSES

WOOLSKIN MITTENS and
TOY ANIMALS

COMB CASES
Send

Recognizing the ideals for which Mr. Weir was
he was a great scholar and humanitarian

of

EVERYTHING in leather write
Larson Leathercraft Headquarters.
For

states.

known

and wishing

LEATHER
We

Immediately after the death of Lebert H. Weir,
of the National Recreation Association, last No-

uals in Indiana

of

J. C.
Dept. AR,

820

S.

for FREE catalog

LARSON
Tripp Ave.

CO.,

Inc.
Chicago 24,

III.

Magazines and Pamphlets

Books Received

Camping Magazine, December 1949
Day Camping Can Be Year-Round, Herbert Sweet.

Art of Board Membership, The, Roy Sorenson. Association Press, New York. $2.00.

Fifteen Public Relations Pointers, Howard P. Galloway.
Parks and Recreation, December 1949
Realism in Park Planning, H. Oakman.
National Park Service Museum Planning, Walter
G. Rivers.
County Fishathon.

Bibliography of Research Studies in Music Education,
1932-1948, William S. Larson. Music Educators
National Conference, Chicago, Illinois. $2.00.

Fun With

Santa Claus Lane.
American City, December 1949
Toledo's New Community Building and

Swimming

Pool, Ralph Girkins.
Perryopolis Receives an Inheritance.
Teaneck Recreation Department Brightens Life for
Older Folk, Too.
Taunton "The Christmas City," John F. Parker.
Architectural Record, January 1950
Space and People, Garrett Eckbo.
For Joyous Living and Five Children.
Designed for Vacations.
Journal of the American Association for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation, January 1950
The Place of Camping in Education.
Committee
Report.
Community Recreation Government Style, Lois B.

A

Baughman.
City Director of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation (cities of 25,000 or more).
American City, January 1950

What Next

Our American Cities?
Four New Swimming Pools for Oakland, Dorothy

Fabrics, Joseph Leeming. J. P. Lippincott
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. $2.50.

Company,

Maintenance Must

How To

Be a Better Speaker, Bess Sondel.
Research Association, Chicago, Illinois.

Science
$.60.

International Folk Plays, edited by Samuel Selden.
The University of North Carolina Press, Chapel
Hill, North Carolina, $5.00.

In

Woods and

Fields, Margaret Waring Buck. Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, New York. Cloth, $3.00;

paper, $1.75.

Music Rooms and Equipment, Clarence J. Best. Music
Educators National Conference, Chicago, Illinois.
$1.50.

Ornamental Tin Craft, Chris H. Groneman. The
Bruce Publishing Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

$3.00.

for

School

Game Book,

Marian

L. Lanyon.

America's Largest City Park

Has

CUSTOM

Mulac and
Harper and Brothers, New

The, Margaret E.

Holmes.

S.

York. $2.50.

14,000 Acres.

The "Big Jump" in
Recreation Appeal

BUILT

PLAYGROUND

Learn About

EQUIPMENT

TRAMPOLINING
Intense Participant-Spectator Interest

Founded by NISSEN, Creator and
neer of

.

.

.

Pio-

America's First Standard

TRAMPOLINE*
Write for FREE LITERATURE

CHAMPION RECREATION EQUIPMENT
George Ekdahl and Associates
P.

HIGHLAND PARK,

O. 474

REMINDER

ILL.

*Reg. U.

S.

Pat. Office

NISSEN TRAMPOLINE
NW

200 A AVENUE

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

RYAN'S PLAYGROUND

DRY LINE MARKERS
BASEBALL

.

.

.

SOFTBALL

TRACK-PLAYGROUND ACTIVITIES
ACCLAIMED AT THE C. R S.
AT SANTA BARBARA'
*

Force Feed

*

Easy to operate and fill
Sack
Holds one 50
No Brushes or Screens

if

H & R Al

Instant Shutoff

No muss

$54.75

Delivered
Slightly Less in

the West

for catalog, address:

W. J. VOIT RUBBER CORP.
1600 E. 25th St.
Los Angeles 11, Calif.
Dept. R,

*Reg. V.
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S. Pat. Off.

Three other models
Send to Dept.

G

for booklet

H.

&

R.

MFG. CO., LOS ANGELES 34, CALIFORNIA

RECREATION

New
Covering the
Leisure

Time Field

Safe

Fun With
Joseph Leaning.
adelphia.

J. P.

kinds of boats and takes the reader out on the

Fabrics

Lippincott Company, Phil-

$2.50.

TT'OR CRAFTS LEADERS looking for simple,
* tive and useful

attrac-

many short-term, the
excellent. The "Fun With"

projects,

Leeming books are

all

water to enjoy the fun and adventure of being
afloat

and

of learning the correct

doing things. This
able help to
ers as well.

camp

magic, wood, leather, string,
paper, plastics, boxes, and so forth, are all bound
and priced alike, and are uniformly clear, inter-

is

and

safe

way

of

a book which can be a valu-

counsellors and recreation lead-

series, including clay,

and

esting

"Fun With Fabrics"

useful.

is

exception.
It is written for boys as well as for girls, with
suggestions for making a teepee, pup tent, knapsack, hammock, signal flags and moccasins only a

few of the projects of special appeal to boys.
Directions and drawings are simple, and the
suggestions include

and the

like, all

requiring very

The

sections

many toys, dolls, lapel gadgets
made from cloth or felt, and most

little, if

on

felt

OFFICERS

ROBERT GARRETT, Chairman
REV. PAUL MOORE, JR., First
MRS.

OGDEN

for textile painting, spatter painting, stick printing, batik, knot, tie and twist dyeing and linoleum

block printing.

Is

Fun

Dodd, Mead & Company, New

York. $2.50.

OUTH

BRINDZE has always had fun with boats
lives in her own, which she sails a
large part of the year. Here, in a unique book for
boys and girls, she describes how to handle all

** and now
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MILLS, Second Vice-President

SUSAN M. LEE, Third Vice-President and Secretary
ADRIAN M. MASSIE, Treasurer
GUSTAVUS T. KlRBY, Treasurer Emeritus
JOSEPH PRENDERGAST, Executive Director

of the Board

H. ADAMS, New York, N. Y.
F. GREGG BEMIS, Boston, Mass.
EDWARD C. BENCH, Englewood, N. J.
MRS. ROBERT WOODS BLISS, Washington, D. C.
MRS. ARTHUR G. CUMMER, Jacksonville, Fla.
WILLIAM H. DAVIS, New York, N. Y.
F.

W.

HARRY P. DAVISON, New York, N. Y.
ROBERT GARRETT, Baltimore, Md.
ROBERT GRANT, 3rd, Jericho, L. L. N. Y.
AUSTIN E. GRIFFITHS, Seattle, Wash.
MRS. NORMAN HARROWER, Firchburg, Mass.
MRS. CHARLES V. HICKOX, Michigan City, Ind.
MRS.

Ruth Brindze.

L.

of the Board of Directors
Vice-President

DIRECTORS
tricks

is the last chapter on
which directions are given

Boating

and Directors of the

National Recreation Association

any, sewing.

and on handkerchief

are particularly good, as
fabric decoration, in

Officers

no

JOHN D. JAMESON, Bellport, L.
SUSAN M. LEE, New York, N. Y.
OTTO T. MALLERY, Philadelphia, Pa.
CARL E. MILLIKEN, Augusta, Me.

I.,

N. Y.

MRS. OGDEN L. MILLS, Woodbury, N. Y.
REV. PAUL MOORE, JR., Jersey City, N. J.
SlGMUND STERN, San Francisco, Calif.

GRANT TITSWORTH, Noroton, Conn.
C. WALSH, New York, N. Y.
FREDERICK M. WARBURG, New York, N.

J.

Y.
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Index to Volume XLIII
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AprU 1949

Cities in Recreation Series

Month

Clubs

March 1950

Continued

Year

Page

September 1949
December 1949

294
434

James Edward Rogers

May

Phoebe

October

1949
1949

81
361

July

1949

200

August

1949

244

Human

February

August

1950
1949

541
245

February

1950

542

March

1950

576

March

1950
1949
1950

Paradise Center, Rut h E. Su-esey.. May
1949
Recreation Centers for Rural
Youth, A Gift or a Goal?
Carol Larson
September 1949
Television and Community Center
Programs, Monte Melamed
1949
August
Youth Center that Flourishes, A,
A. J. Schara
October
1949

344
486

Part IV. .Dallas, Texas.
Lillian Schweftz
Part V... Oakland, California
.

Appreciations
Retires
Hall Valentine Retires

Day Camping.
Chalk on Wet Paper,
Rasmusscn
Sigrid
New Kind of Pottery, A,
Katherine Sounders
Newsprint in Action, Ruth Hopkins
Open House

in

.

Plastic Canasta Tray,

Frank A. Staples

Some Good

Craft Ideas
October
Suggestions for Play In Painting. January
Why Arts and Crafts in Recreation?
Barbara M. Douglass
October

585

1949

342

(See page 603)

Seif

Roland C. Geist
for the

Modern Trends

in

More Camps for the Handicapped,
Houvrd A. Rusk, M.D

Clubs
Adventures with Books
Casting Class for the Small Fry,

Tod and Neal Swalm

Cooperation Is the Watchword,
Albert West
Doll House Contest,
A. J. Gatazfakas
Hostels in England and Wales,

February'

1950

528

Amos
October
1949
Problems Faced in Recreation Centers, Dorothy Enderis.
December 1949

340

Community Centers and

Activities

for All, Earl B.

.

Community

Tennessee Answers
Questions on Community
Recreation, B. R. Allison
Meet the Smith Family

April

Community Recreation

288
237
335

June

August

in 1948

236

Summary

July

1949

175

August

1949

253

June

1949

100

Tables of Playground Community
Recreation Statistics for 1948.'.. June

1949

115

November 1949

373

D. Cocking
in

1950

519

1949

182

1949

179

February

1949
1950

79
546

January

1950

488

July

1949
1949

198
240

November

1949

3%

August

1949

230

July

1949

193

July

1949

196

July

419
62

Recreation

1949

1948,

of Community Recreation

A

Work That

deLesseps

Is

Deeply Satisfying,
Story Morrison

Conservation

"No Swimming", Lewis

G. Scoggin July

Parks and People,
Victor H. Cahalanc
Problems of Parks

1949

182

1949

353

July

1949

210

to Start a Bicycle Club in
Schools and Colleges,
Roland C. Geist

October

1949

346

Dancing
American Folk Dance Festival,
Esther R. Sherrod
Dance in the New India,
N. V. Eswar
Make Up a Party at Your House.
Square Dancing in the Village
School, Frances D. Kiely
in

187

1949
1949
September 1949
1949
July

72
75
292
214

January

1950

501

January
October

1950
1949

469
351

February

1950

549

February

1949
1950

200
516

August

1949

November 1949

254
370

April

1949

24

February

1950

535

May

Vandalism

Arts and Crafts

1949

May-

Traveling Exhibit

October

598

249

August

Bernard Trayner

How

1949

573

Church Recreation

Ellis S. McAllister

August

Too

1950

Tracking Games, Ellsworth Jaeger August

Adventure in Tennessee,
Paul D. Olmstead
"Everybody Active".

328

A

Camping,

Gerald P. Burns

1949

A

May

Month"

October

March

City with Three Vacation Camps, A,
Charles W. Davis
February
Cooperation Is the Watchword.
Albert West
July
Counselor's Quest, A,
Alice Gibson Heap
July
Hiking As a Sport,

"Home

321

Public Recreation
Community
Must, James E. Rogers
The
Center
of ComSchool,
munity Living, Walter

Camping and Hiking

Maud

1949

"Dear Sir"

Book Reviews

Camping for Oldsters,
James H. Woods
Camping on the Campus,

October

.

Plainfield Festival of the Arts,

Petfonella Tacionis

Page

Fun

for Handcrafts,

Eleanor S. Josephson

Year

Old

Arts and Crafts
Arts and Crafts

Month

Junior Sportsmen's Club,
Joe Wilson and John Lilly
Operetta in the Making, An,
Dora E. Dodge
Poor Man's Country Club,
Richard F. Williamson
They're Never Too Young or

.

Day Camping
Day Camping.. July

"Day Camp", Chase Hammond

Drama
America's Oberammergau,
Dr. Philip L. Seman
Appeal for Understanding,

An

Children's Trailer Theatre. A,

^Martha Spule
Creative Leisure Time Through
Drama, Junius Eddy

RECREATION

Drama Continued
Give

Me Your Hand

Music and Drama

in

Holidays and Special Celebrations
Month

Year

Page

January

1950

484

Program,

Nicoletta Uriuoli
Oldest Form of Drama Renewed,

December 1949

441

The, Adele Gutman Nathan
Operetta in the Making, An,

February

1950

512

Dora E. Dodge
Talent Unlimited, Mary Brinkerhoff
Theatrical Services and Supplies...
Travels of a Show Wagon

October
February
October

1949
1950
1949
1949

November

328
534
349
393

Howard Braucher

Howard Braucher
Wealth of the Nations in Recreation
Living, Howard Braucher
Year Book of Happiness, A,
Howard Braucher
You Remember, Howard Braucher

1949

49

1949

221

April

1949

1

July

1949

173

March

1950

557

January

1950

461

October

1949

317

1949
June
September 1949

97
269

It's

.

Recreation

October

May

November 1949

Christmas Spirit, The,
Gene Rotsch and John C. Lilly.. November
Norway Program, The,
Florence E. Gantner
February
Oldest Form of Drama Renewed,
The, Adele Gutman Nathan
February
One World on Your Playground,

49
351
85

380

Dick Kraus

Week

301
416
575

Halloween Parties
Thanksgiving, Lydia Maria Child
Turning Over a New Leaf
(Richmond Observes National
Park and Recreation Week)
Valley Cotton Festival,

What

.

.

We ALL

Should Know
About Thanksgiving
What Is Your Thanksgiving I. Q.?
Witching Hour, The
Ye Shepherd Plains of Bethlehem,
William Merriam Crane
Yuletide Frolic

.

1949

84

March

1950

572

1949

78

1949
1949
1949
1949

77
76
405
384

1949

426

September 1949

November 1949

299
368

March

1950

561

February

1950

514

November 1949
November 1949
1949

369
371
336

December 1949
November 1949

415
400

October

428
376
28

Indoor Sports

Game

of Curling, The
Plaid and Tasseled Tarns,
Theodore R. Deppe

-

December 1949

424

December 1949

425

Golf Goes Industrial, John Budd.. August
1949
Music with Their Meals,
Lili Foldes
September 1949
Recreation in Industry
February 1950

260

Industrial

February

277
530

International

Historical

1949
1949

66
98

Hobbies

Ancient "Recorder" Band in
Australian Setting, Betty Gill... January
Canadian Oldsters Like to Play, Too
Teen-Agers Start Something,
Sid Kir'k and Trudy Nicholls. May
Seniors' Club, The,
Alice Robertson
May

1950

476

1949

64

1949

65

March

1950
1950

469
590

July

1949

210

January
January

1950
1950

466
464

.

Paper,

Sigrid Rasmussen
to Win Birds and Be Influenced People, Mildred Stevenson
Knives from Scrap, Irene Scott...
New Kind of Pottery, A,
Katherine Sounders

May

'.

March

National Recreation Association
Adds Another Year, The
May
Sports and Pastimes of Long Ago. June

1950

300

May 21-30, 1949
May
Patterns for Programs in Honor
of Joseph Lee,
Baltimore, Edyth G. Onion
May
San Francisco, Gertrude S. Freese May
Santa Claus School
November
Santa Claus Village, A
November
Starting the New Year Right
December
Party, A
Suggestions for Promoting

April

PeWonella Tacionis
Valley Cotton Festival,
Edwin O'Neal Timmons

August

1949

September 1949

244

December 1949

279
433

1950
1949

541
245

1949

68

February

Ruth Hopkins August

Dance in the New India,
N. V Eswar
German Leadership Project
Hostels in England and Wales,
Bernard Trayner
.

May

January

International Friendship Gardens,

The
.

September 1949

Housing Projects
Housing Developments Stress
Recreation
December 1949
"There Are No Strangers Here",
November 1949
Tony Patch
Unusual Equipment
1949
April

Plainfield Festival of the Arts,

Pet Birds Are Fun!
Mildred Stevenson

73

1-8,

Edwin O'Neal Timmons
1949
1949
1949

the Federal Govern-

in Action,

1949

Park and Recreation Week,

Festivals and Pageants
American Folk Dance Festival,
Esther R. Sherrod
January
America's Oberammergau,
Dr. Philip L. Seman
August

MARCH

May
Utah,

1949
National Park and Recreation

Federal Agencies and Recreation

Newsprint

November
Inside Back Cover

509

May

"The Peckham Experiment"

How

382
533

1950
1949

1950

and Recreation, The,

Wet

November 1949
February

September 1949

Family Recreation

Chalk on

413

November 1949
March
1950

Your World,

in Public

December 1949

Christmas Everywhere
National Music Week
National 'Music Week, May

Recreation Within,

ment

564

Daphne Darling Stern

'

The Role of

in

Page

1950

413
365

February

Playgrounds 1906-1949,
Howard Braucher
Recreation and the Individual,
Howard Braucher

Howard Brauchef
Make Up a Party at Your House.

Goblin Night

Year

December 1949
November 1949

Howard Braucher
May
"I Go to the Playground Just to
Have Fun", Howard Braucher.. August

Home

For 100 Years

Month

March

Halloween Treasure Hunt,

Christmas Prayer, A,
Howard Braucher
Dream, A, Howard Braucher
Fullness Thereof, The,
Howard Braucher
Home and Recreation, The,

Is

Christmas Prayer, A,
Howard Braucher
Christmas Spirit, The,
Gene Rotsch and John C. Lilly..
Easter Headlines
For a Merry Christmas 1949

Jessie Schofield

Editorials

This

Arbor Day

Leisure, Jean Jousscllin

599

Music

Continued

International

Month

Year

Norway Program, The,
Florence E. Gantner

February

1950

522

1950

475

May

"Peckham Experiment, The"

Playgrounds in Holland, M. Boon. January
Playgrounds in Sweden Are
Unconventional
April

14

1949

39

March
Rose Jay Schwartz
December 1949
In the Field. .Lynn S. Rodney
1950
In the Field... Willard H. Shumard January

589
453
503
357
206

Interviews
.

.

Virginia Musselman

At Headquarters

April

.

.

.

.

.Ralph Van Fleet.
Lebert H. Weir

.

.

.

. .

October
July

1949
1949

Layout, Equipment and Facilities

Michigan Lighted Field Survey
1948, Bernard Ballantine
Unusual Equipment

August
April

1949
1949

251

28

Leadership and Training

Appeal to the Volunteer,
Madeline Dane Ross
Functions and Duties of Boards
(Part I), Roy Sorenson

September 1949

311

March
March

1950

590

February

1950

537

December 1949

448

December 1949

445

Ernest Ten Eyck Attwell

September 1949

Edward M. Bassett
Howard Braucher, July

May

1949

307
89

June

1949

German Leadership

Project
Leadership in Philadelphia,
G.
Shenton
Clafence

Report and How to Use
Stephen H. Mahoney
What Is the Place of Citizen
Boards? Harry S. Wender

New

It,

A,

Memorials

May

19,

1881-

22, 1949

Insert

Howard Braucher Memorial

Issue*

May

Dr. Frank Albert Fetter
J.

Edward Hargraves

Harry M. Hooker
Alfred MacDonald
J.

1949
1949
1949
August
1949
July
1949
May
1949
May
December 1949
1949
April
December 1949
1949
July
November 1949

87
363
263
213
89
87
457

October

333

October

Willard Leroy Hayes

Francis

Mahoney

Crispin Oglebay

Frances Ross Poley Memorial
Lebert H. Weir
Stephen S. Wise
Wollman Memorial Center

Fund

31

449
211
403

Miscellaneous

"A New World"

1949
1949
1949

239

1950
1949
1949

529
323
8

1949
1950
December 1949
March
1950

264
513

1950
1949

525

May

May

1949

November 1949
March
1950

50
367
558

1950

463

Comic Books
May
Comics as "Whipping Boy", The.. August

91

Comprehensive Policy, A,

Don Norak
Contribute to Freedom
Duties to the Community
Five Polio Precautions Listed for
Parents
H. R. 2026

Magna Cum Laude
More About Insurance

February
October
April

August
February

421

578

Liability Insurance in Public

Recreation, Sidney G. Lutzin
Library with Suggestions,
Recreation Comments Letters to

A

and from the Editorial Department

To An Aunt

.

.

January

February

87

in Europe,

C. Albert Altwegg...

January

Year

Page

195 On: 476

December 1949

Nicoletta Ufiuoli

Lili Foldes
September
March
National Music Week
National Music Week,
May
May 1-8, 1949.....
Operetta in the Making, An,
October
Dora E. Dodge
Puppets in Opera, Ellen E. Wood. July

441

1949
1950

277
575

1949

84

1949
1949

328

National Joseph Lee Day
Joseph Lee's Own List of Play
Facilities
July

1949

181

Patterns for Programs in Honor
of Joseph Lee,
Baltimore, Edyth G. Onion
San Francisco, Gertrude S. Freese

1949
1949

77
76

1949

9

1949

152

,

.

.

In the Field.
In the Field

Ancient "Recorder" Band in
Australian Setting, Betty Gill.
Music and Drama in Program,

Music with Their Meals,
1949

At Headquarters.

Month

Page

National

May
May

185

Recreation Association

Business Without a Balance Sheet,
A, Virginia Musselman
April
Certain Basic Assumptions Underlying the Work of the National
Recreation Association
February
Honorary Members of the
National Recreation Association.
National Recreation Association
Adds Another Year, The
National Recreation Association
Financial Summary, 1948
National Recreation Association
Officers and Directors
Joseph Prendergast,
New Executive Director
Services Made Available Through
the National Recreation Association in 1948
June

National Recreation Congress

Outdoor Sports
Evolution of Tennis Strokes
Golf Goes Industrial, John Budd.. August
Hiking As a Sport,

Roland C. Geist
Hostels in England and Wales,
Bernard Trayner
How to Start a Bicycle Club in
Schools and Colleges,
Roland C. Geist

Year

Page

1949
1949

260

193

May

1949

79

July

1949

210

October

1949

Rough

Roslyn's

October
February

1949
1950

321

August

1949

249

553

Adeline Bullock

Cameron Day

More

Water Games

1949

190

Added

December 1949

422

February

1950

520

February

1950

545

July

1949

188

Summer

for

Program, Mary Buice
Parks
Observance of Parks and Recreation

An

Week,

Parks and People,
Victor H. Cahalane
Park and Recreation Week

May

21-30, 1949

August

1949

243

May

1949

72

May

1949
1949

78
75

Problems of Parks
May
Turning Over a New Leaf
(Richmond Observes National
Park and Recreation Week) .... March
Vandalism
July
Parties and

561

214

Games

Get into the Swing
Halloween Treasure Hunt,
Daphne Darling Stern

January

September
February
Make Up a Party at Your House. October
Patterns for Play, Karen Newton. October
Starting the New Year Right
Latest

1950
1949

Word, The

A

Party,
Suggestions for Promoting

1950

491

1949
1950
1949
1949

547
351
355

December 1949

November 1949

427
299
240
336
400

1950
1949

511

1949
1949

190
361

October

September 1949

81

Its Meaning
Harry D. Edgren

271

1950
1950

510
464

December 1949

439

January
for Youth,

Playgrounds and the Playground Program
Attractions Promise
1949
Adventure, Beth Wallace Yates.. April
Backyard and Neighborhood
Playground Contest,
1950
January
Ralph E. Buerke
Children's Trailer Theatre, A,
1949
Martha Soule
April
1949
April
Handicapped Play, Too, The
Home of Three Bears Fascinates
Children from Local
1949
Playgrounds, Pat Burnett Gish.. April
Imagination ?
League of Champions
Norway Program, The,
Florence E. Gantner
One World on Your Playground,

Fund

29

478
25
37

5

April
April

1949
1949

4
21

February

1950

522

1949

11

1949

1

1949

23

1950

475

1949

14

April

1949

31

June

1949
1949
1949
1949
1949

115
13

1950
1950
1949

532
462
368

December 1949

415

Dick Kraus
April
Playgrounds 1906-1909,
Howard Braucher
April
Playgrounds and Recreation
Centers Serve Girls and Women April
Playgrounds in Holland,
M. Boon
January
Playgrounds in Sweden Are
Unconventional
April
Frances Ross Poley Memorial
Tables of Playground and
Community Recreation
Statistics for 1948

Teen-Age Radio Talent

Halloween Parties
September 1949
1949
Tracking Games, Ellsworth Jaeger August
October
1949
Witching Hour, The
Yuletide Frolic

301

February

Certain Basic Assumptions
Underlying the Work of the
National Recreation Association. February

Recreation

to Skiing,

Madeleine Hamilton
"Tunamints" Survive,
Coolie Verner
Unique Snowball Contest, A,
A. J. Schara

Page

Philosophy of Recreation and Leisure

233
455

July

Year

July

Approach to Recreation Planning,
An, Heriot Clifton Hutchins

1949
August
December 1949

Tennis Teacher Extraordinary,
Richard Dempezvolff and

Month

May

Leisure, Jean Joussellin

Riders,

Softball Rules for 1950

There's

Joseph Prendergast,
New Executive Director
James Edward Rogers Retires
Tennis Teacher Extraordinary,
Richard Dempewolff and
Cameron Day_
Phoebe Hall Valentine Retires

346

Junior Sportsmen's Club,

Joe Wilson and John Lilly
Olympics Football Style
Poor Man's Country Club,
Richard F. Williamson

Continued

Personalities

Month
July

Unmet Needs
Unusual Equipment
Youngsters Ready for the Season

.

.

April
April
April
April

37
28
6

Poetry

Community Grandmas of

1949,

Teresa V Larson
God's Highway,
Nathan L. Mallison
Greatest Sight of All, The,
.

Personalities

At Headquarters
Virginia Musselman
At Headquarters
.

.

.

.

.

Rose Jay Schwartz
Chief of

Army

Service

the
the
the
the

Lt. Col.

.

.

39

March

1950

589

William
1950
1950
December 1949
1950
January
October
1949
1949
July
1949
April

January
February

Field
Lynn S. Rodney
Field.
Willard H. Shumard
Field ... Ralph Van Fleet ....
Field... Lebert H. Weir....
League of Champions
.

1949

Recreational

Austin Bishop
Edison Anniversary
In
In
In
In

April

.

.

.

493
518
453
503
357
206
21

Meet Gramps Mathias of West

End

May

New

Faces
People in Recreation
Leader in Hospital Program,
Paul Olsen
People in Recreation
Robert Crawford

January

1949
1950

71

482

MARCH

1950

March

1950

591

September 1949

282

February
January

Thanksgiving, Lydia Maria Child.
Plains of Bethlehem,
William Merriam Cr'ane

.

November

Ye Shepherd

Programs

in

Action

Bird's-Eye View of Recreation
May
Program for Older Folks,
Carnival Caravan, Barbara Chapin October

A

1949
1949

58
324

August

1949

230

January
January

1950
1950

470
484

September 1949

300

"Everybody Active",
Ellis S. McAllister

Experiment

A

.

Bob Kresge
Mother Read to Me,
Elisabeth H. Friermtood*
Opportunity, Anonymous

My

in

Democracy, An,

Charles J. Chapman
Give Me Your Hand
Goblin Night in Utah,
Jessie

Scho field

601

Programs

in

Action

Schools and Recreation

Continued
Month

Year

Page

December 1949
September 1949

428
224

February

1950

522

July

1949

201

January

1950

494

November 1949

376

November 1949

373

Housing Developments Stress
Recreation
Orleans Recreation
Norway Program, The,
Florence E. Gantner
Recreation in Uncle Sam's Navy,

New

Wilton S. Clements
Recreation for the American
Soldier, Lt. Col. William
A. Bishop
"There Are No Strangers Here",
Tony Patch
Work That Is Deeply Satisfying,
deLesseps Story Morrison

to Publicize
Pool, C. E. Daubert
Recreation's Public Relations,

James W. Oilman

September 1949

290

December 1949

429

Emergency Radio Program,
Louis T. Marsh
"Fun for the Young",
Mary Agnes Thompson

August

March

Teen- Age Radio Talent
Television and Community Center
flamed
Programs, Monte
Television Twist in Greensboro.

M

North Carolina, Oka Hester"

1949

265

1950
1949

August

1949

237

January

1950

483

13

July

May

1949
1949

52

418

1949

2

.

In

.

April

Problems Old and New of Local
Board Members, Mrs. Stuart L.
Anderson

December 1949

444

Recreation News
Recreation Training Institutes
Suggestion Box
World at Play
Rural Recreation

1949

249

1949

318

Sorgis
Bird's-Eye View of Recreation

May

1949

53

Program for Older
Camping for Oldsters,
James H. Woods

May

1949

58

March

1950

573

May

1949

64

May

1949

65

May
May

1949
1949

56

May
May
May

1949
1949
1949

52
57

1949

54

May

1950
1949

538
62

May

1949

63

February

1950

540

May

1949

51

April

1949

37

March

1950

591

Hozcard A. Rusk, M. D
1949
July
Play for the Hospitalized Child,
E. Rita Davidson, R.
September 1949
1949
"Pioneering in Cerebral Palsy".... April

198

Folks.

A

Too
Teen-Agers Start Something,
Sid Kirk and Trudy Xicholls.

.

Seniors' Club,

Alice Robertson
Conference on Recreation for
Older Folks
County Program
Few References on Recreation and
the Older Adult, A
In the Wind
Meet Cramps Mathias of West End

Special Groups

396

October

1949

324

Handicapped Play, Too, The
Leader in Hospital Recreation, A,
Paul Olsen

October

1949

338

More Camps

288

318

April

1950
1950
1949

579
580
22

N

1949
Camping on the Campus, Maud Seif August
College Association Formed,
Garrett G. Eppley
September 1949
How to Start a Bicycle Club in
Schools and Colleges,
Roland C. Geist
October
1949

236

302
'15

Recreation for the Orthopedically

Fun

for Defense Forces

1949

326

April

1949

33

March

1950

565

January

1950

494

July

1949

201

October

Special Groups
.

.

.

New

Servicemen
Jer-

sey Plan, Margaret Hickey
Recreation for Teen- Age

Schools and Recreation

71

for the Handicapped,

Handicapped Child,
Susan Samuel

March
March

55

Handicapped

November 1949

Rural
Youth, A Gift or A Goal?
Carol M. Larson
September 1949
Starting Recreation in the Small
1949
Community, William G. Robinson October

602

549

in the Center of Things,

Frances Joyner

Contributes to Rural Rec-

Town

Again

Recreation Opportunities for
Oldsters
Your Play (Planning for the
Oldsters of Today)

Carnival Caravan,

Street Play Causes Accidents

1950

Elderly

Paradise Center, Ruth E. Su<e=ey.
Place in the Sun, A,

Publications

Safety

February-

Neighborhood Responsibility for
the Older Person, Ollie Randall. May
Our Aging Population,
Louis I. Dublin, PhD
February

Regular Features
Books Received
Magazines and Pamphlets

Safety
Communities Are Shocked

Special Groups

The

Recreation Problems

Dodson

253

Richard F. Williamson
August
Starting Recreation in the Small
Community, William G. Robinson October

193

Problems Faced in RecreaDecember 1949
tion Centers. Dofothy Enderis.
Our Children and the World

reation, The, Taylor
Recreation Centers for

1949

Small Communities

Andrew A.

Human

FFA

August

Canadian Oldsters Like to Play.

Adventures with Books
Few References on Recreation and
the Older Adult, A

Barbara Chapin

Living,

Walter D. Cocking
Square Dancing in the Village
School, Frances D. Kiely

586

April

Reading

Adventure in Tennessee,
Paul D. Olmstead

A

Poor Man's Country Club,

Radio and Television

New

Ray Wilkinson
Student Program Evaluation,
Dorothy Ann Olson
,
Roslyn's Rough Riders,
Adeline Bullock
of
The
Center
School,
Community

Your Swimming

They Live

Month
Year Page
Place of Recreation in the Total
College Curriculum, The
College President Looks at the
Problem, A, Paul M. Limbert. September 1949 283
Recreation Director Looks at the
Social Values of College Recreation, A, Charles F. Weckwerth
Student Looks at the Question, A,

'.

Public Relations

How

Continued

Sen-icemen
Recreation for the American

314

Soldier, Lt. Col.

William

A. Bishop
-

346

Uncle Sam's Navy,
S. Clements

-at ion in

ll'titon

RECREATION

Women

Special Groups

Month

Operetta in the Making, An,
October
Dora E. Dodge
Playgrounds and Recreation
Centers Serve Girls and Women. April
Special Groups

Book Reviews

and Girls
Year

1949

328
23

Youth

Post High School Youth,
Harriet P. Clinton
Puppets in Opera, Ellen E. Wood.
Recreation Centers for Rural
Youth, A Gift or a Goal?
Carol M. Larson
Recreation Its Meaning for Youth,
Harry D. Edgren
Youth Center that Flourishes, A,
A. J. Schara

January
July

1950
1949

473
185

September 1949

288

December 1949

439

October

335

1949

State Recreation
Flashes from the Forty-Eight,
State News Notes

News Notes

State

1950
1949

551

212

Storytelling

April
April

1949
1949

19
16

Water Sports
1949

208

September 1949
1949
Swimming", Lewis G. Scoggin July

290
187

Canoemanship Tests

July

How

to Publicize Your
Pool, C. E. Daubert

"No

Swimming

Psychology in Teaching Swimming,
B. Robert Berg
August
Y.M.C.A. Aquatic Conference,

1949

258

1949

259

1949

189

December 1949

424

December 1949

425

Harold T. Frier mood
August
Water Games for Summer Program,

Mary Buice

July

Winter Sports

Game

of Curling, The
Plaid and Tasseled Tarns,

Theodore R. Deppe
There's

More

to Skiing

....

Madeleine Hamilton
Winter Fishing, M. J. Deboer

December 1949

422

1950

481

Buyers' Guide, The
Community Recreation in 1948
Honorary Members of the
National Recreation Association.
National Recreation Association
Financial Summary, 1948
National Recreation Association
Officers and Directors
Recreation Year Book, The
Services Made Available Through
the National Recreation
Association in 1948
Summary of Community
Recreation in 1948,
Tables of Playground and
Community Recreation Statistics
for 1948
Year Book of Happiness, A,

A

Howard Branched

.

Two

154
99

June

1949

152

June

1949

100

169

1950

597

July

1949

219

June

1949

170

June

1949

170

August

1949

267

1949
October
September 1949

August

1949

364
316
268

March

1950

597

April

1949

47

January

1950

508

May

1949

95

December 1949

459

September 1949

316

1949

47

1949

95

November 1949

412

August

1949

268

July

1949

219

January

1950

507

June

1949

170

September 1949
1949

316
47

November 1949

411

Dances, edited by Violet Alford. April

Happy Home

:

Living, The,

A

Guide

to

Family

Agnes E. Benedict

and Adele Franklin
How to Make a Play School Work,
Charles S. Bernheimer
Hundred Games for Rural Communities, A, Ralph A. Felton
Introduction to Community Recreation, George D. Butler
Keene Party Book, The,
Keene
Frances

W

.

May

Liability in Public Recreation,

Dyer and Lichtig

152

April

'Playtime Package,

Giant Playbook, Big Bag
of Tricks
Papercraf t, Joseph Leeming
Paper Sculpture,

Tadeuss Lipski
Pattern without Pain,
Allen W. Seaby
Personal Adjustment in Old Age,
Cavan, Burgess, Havighurst
and Goldhamer

November 1949

411

August

1949

267

August

1949

268

August

1949

268

December 1949

460

1949

219

Plastics for the Beginner,

June

1949

115

June

1949

97

556

Leon Augustus Hausman
Boating Is Fun, Ruth Brindse
Child's Book of Magic,

June

1949
1950

170
597

Hassoldt Davis
Comics, Radio, Movies

December 1949

460

Bird Hiking,

1950

Administration

1949
1949
1949

1949

Handbooks of European National

June

1950

MARCH

Activities, Ruth Fedder
Handbook of Day Camping, The,
Mabel Jobe
Handbook of Homecraft
Handbook of Y.M.C.A. Camp

June

February

March

and

Frank

Joseph Leeming
Golf Facilities,
edited by Herb Graff is
Guiding Homeroom and Club

Mr. Toad
Packaged Fun

372

Children, Josette

Meyer

155

November 1949

Roy Sorenson

S.

1949

June
June

507

fabrics,

171
101

Important

Publications
Art of Board Membership, The,

Dictionary of Sports, The,
edited by Parke Cumntings
Directory of Hobbies,
Charles B. Amrich
Everybody's Party Book,
Harry Githens
Feasts and Frolics,
Phyllis R. Fenner
Film Booklets

1949
1949

Book Reviews
Announcing

Design for Tennis,
Mary K. Browne

June
June

January

1950

June
Craft of Ceramics, The,
Gesa de Vegh and Alber Mondi. March

Living Through the Older Years,
Clark Tibbitts
New Score Guides
New Walt Disney's Bambi,
Mbther Goose, Adventures of

Year Book

Page

National Recreation Association. January

Fun with
February

Year

Athletics,

Complete Introduction to Photography, /. Harris Gable

Fun-To-Do, Jerome

July

Storytellers of the Nation,
Louise Hutchinson
"Tell Me a Story"

Month

Community Sports and
1949

Continued

Page

Frank A. Staples
Play Ideas Eighty Play Ideas,
Play Alone Fun, Forty Rainy
Day Games, Sixty Swell Playmates Games, Caroline Horowitz
Play Party Games,
M. Katherine Price
Play with Plants,
Millicent E. Selsam
Pleasure Chest, The,
Helen and Larry Eisenberg

Power Skiing

July

December
February

January
July

Illustrated,

Tyler Micoleau
Puppet Theatre in America, The,

Paul McPharlin

December
June

Recreation for Millions,

Mav

1949

95

R. K. McNickle

November

603

Book Reviews

Continued
Month

Year

Page

July

1949

220

August

1949

267

1950
1949

508

Recreation Is Fun,

Esther M. Hawley
Rural Recreation for America,
Charles J. Vettiner
Rural Welfare Services,

Benson Y. Land is

January
Cash Seaton June

Safety in Sports, Don
School Game Book, The,
Margaret E. Mulac and

Marion S. Holmes
Shower Parties for All Occasions,
Helen Emily Webster
Social Group Work Practice,
Gertrude Wilson and
Gladys Ryland
Social Work Year Book, 1949,
edited by Margaret B. Hodges
Something Old, Something New,
Dorothy Canfield

.

.

Are you
dollar?

why

not consider

556

Municipal Recreation Administration

October

1949

364

December 1949

459

This practical correspondence course is
especially designed for recreation administrators and leaders who are responsible for the

June

1949

169

planning and direction of municipal recreation
programs.

October

1949

364

Available through either individual or group

507

enrollments, this course includes a 516-page
textbook, individualized lesson instruction, and

1950

certificate

upon

satisfactory completion. Entire

cost $35.

Eulalit Steinmetz

August

Straw Ox, The, Fan Kissen
Team, The, Frank O'Rourke
Text That "Has No Peer", A

Game

If not,

1950

and Read Aloud,

This

your community
most out of its recreation

February

January

A

satisfied that

getting the

is

169

Sports Officiating,
edited by Elmer D. Mitchell
Stories
List of Stories to Tell

Kecreatlon ^Director:

tflr.

May
November
January

1949
1949
1949
1950

267
95
411
508

of Golf,

Henry Cotton
Toymaker's Book, C. J. Maginley..
Treasury of Hero Stories, A,
Joanna Strong and
Tom B. Leonard
What's Doing in 1949,
M. B. Schnapper
Youth and Recreation,
E. O. Harbin
.

August
August

(Approved under G.

For

I.

Bill)

details write

THE INSTITUTE FOR TRAINING
IN MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION
Conducted since 1934 by

November
June

THE INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION
1313 East 60th Street
Chicago 37

November

RIGHT/

PERFORMANCE
Look

to the

LOUISVILLE SLUGGER
CHOICE OF THE CHAMPIONS IN EVERY LEAGUE
604

RECREATION

Recreation Training Institutes
March, April 1950
HELEN DAUNCEY
Social Recreation

Long Beach, California
March 6-10
Salt

Lake

March

City,

Utah

13-17

Walter

Scott, Director of School and Municipal Recrea715 Locust Avenue

tion,

L.

C.

Romney, Commissioner of

Parks,

City-County

Building

Robert D. Tucker, Secretary, Weber County Recreation
Board, 709 City-County Building

Ogden, Utah

March 20-24

Jefferson County, Kentucky Charlie Vettiner, Director, Jefferson County Playground
and Recreation Board, Armory Building, Louisville
April 3-7

West Central States
April 10-May 12

Schedule being developed

RUTH EHLERS

Montgomery County

Social Recreation

Rockville,

Miss Ethel E. Sammis, Assistant Supervisor of Physical
Education and Recreation, Department of Education,
Mathieson Building, Baltimore

Maryland

March 6-10
Dorchester County,
Cambridge, Maryland

March

13-17

Memphis, Tennessee

March

27-31

LIVINGSTON

Social Recreation

Mrs. Ruth C. Bush, Superintendent, Recreation Department, Fair Grounds

April 17-21

Mrs. Ethel
Center

King County, Washington
March 6-17

David J. Dubois, Superintendent of King County Parks
and Recreation, 608-A County City Building, Seattle

Yakima, Washington

Ed. Putnam, Metropolitan Park District

Elizabeth,

ANNE

New

Miss Ethel E. Sammis, Assistant Supervisor of Physical
Education and Recreation, Department of Education,
Mathieson Building, Baltimore

Jersey

Mathiasen,

Director,

Bayway Community

March 20-24
Pocatello, Idaho

April 3-7

Great Falls, Montana
April 10-14

Kenneth

Weiser, Idaho
April 17-21

Bob Haworth, Director

Olympia, Washington

Harley L. Robertson, Director of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, State Department of Instruction

April 27, 28, 29

MILDRED SCANLON
Social Recreation

Mrs. Arilla Blackhurst, Chairman, Pocatello Recreation
Commission, 527 West Benton

Pennsylvania

March

13-17

Kingsport, Tennessee
April 3-7

Manassas, Virginia
April 11-14
Pawtucket, Rhode Island

Fowell,

Director

of

Recreation,

Washington

School Building
of Recreation

Dr. W. R. Gordon, in charge, Rural Sociology Extension,
Pennsylvania State College, State College

W.

C.

McHorris, Director of Recreation

Miss Leona M. Kline,

Home

Demonstration Agent, Ex-

tension Service

April 17-21

Miss Alberta Sitzman, Chairman, Recreation Institute
Committee, Blackstone Valley Council of Social Agencies, Pawtucket and Central Falls Y.W.C.A., 324 Broad

State of Florida
April 24- May 26

Dr. R. L. Fairing, Acting Head, Department of Citizenship Training, General Extension Division, University of

Street, Central Falls

Florida, Gainesville

FRANK STAPLES
Arts and Crafts

Roanoke, Virginia

March

6-17

Robert P. Hunter, Director of Parks and Recreation,
Municipal Building, Room 4

Greensboro, North Carolina

Oka

March

316 City Hall

20-31

Statesville,

North Carolina

T. Hester, Director, Office of Parks and Recreation,

Charles Stapleton, Recreation Center, 315 South Meeting

April 3-14
Danville, Illinois

April 17-28

GRACE WALKER
Creative Recreation

A. E. Firebaugh, Superintendent, Recreation Department,
Washington School Building

Augusta, Georgia

W.

March

sociation, 121

8-11

T. Johnson, President, Georgia State Recreation As-

Ninth Street

BURNING QUESTIONS
Late at night, some men do their hardest
worrying. Each thought glows like the burning end of a cigarette. Chain-thoughts like:

"How am

I

doing

my job? Have

I

reached

my top? Are my best earning years numbered?
"And how will that affect my other job as
husband, father, family provider? Will I be
able to do the things we've planned? What
about college for the children? And our home
will I always be able to meet payments?"
Every man has to ask himself these questions. And not till he finds the right answers
will the worry about the future cease.

One fundamental answer,

of course,

lies in

a systematic plan of saving one that builds
soundly for the years ahead.
U. S. Savings Bonds offer one of the simplest,

most profitable ways of saving ever devised.
There is the Payroll Savings Plan an automatic system that tucks away a part of your
earnings each payday into U.S. Savings Bonds.

Bonds that pay you back four dollars for every
three, after ten years.
If you're not on a salary, there's the equally
convenient, equally profitable Bond-A-Month

Plan at your bank.
U. S. Savings Bonds are one of the wisest
investments any man can make. They cushion
the future

-while

you

sleep!

AUTOMATIC SAVING

IS

SURE SAVING
U.S. SAVINGS BONOS
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